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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
American-born Jane Gaffin and her blue-eyed Siberian Husky, Chuchi, were
threading their way north along the twisting ribbon of gravel and dirt known as the
Alaska Highway.
It was June 1966.
She only intended to interrupt her Fairbanks
destination with an overnight in
Whitehorse. But the next morning, the
immigration officer had found her a
prospective job selling ads for the Whitehorse
Star.
She immediately wrapped the charming burg
around her like a comfortable old
coat. She found the traditions refreshing. A
new country; a new town North of
60 where the midnight sun shone all night.
There were no traffic lights with which
to contend. It was fun just honing her French
skills on the canned goods lining
the grocery shelves before peeking at the
English translation.
The Yukon had to be the world’s best-kept secret, especially when the jaws of
winter clamped shut over the land. Even the 40-below-zero temperatures would
prove to be an exhilarating novelty worth relating to the folks back home.
Smitten by these zany residents whose main purpose in life was “fun” first, she
never left – except for a later jaunt to Anchorage to earn a private and
commercial land-and-sea rating in single-engine aircraft.
Then, back to the Yukon and to the Star. A special research assignment about
the 1898 gold-rush mining history evolved into a fascination with hardrock mining
and mineral exploration. Truth be known, it was a good excuse to experience
more of the expansive and great land.
As a freelance writer, she became a voice for the mining industry. Her numerous
analyses on such subjects as mining, law, economy, politics, justice and firearms
have appeared often in the Yukon News and the Whitehorse Star; some articles
were syndicated in national and international publications and posted on various
Internet Websites.
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From her mining-related articles and personality profiles came her first book,
Cashing In, a history of the hardrock mining industry. It was followed
by two more books bearing Northern themes: The Adventures of Chuchi, a delightful
children’s novel about an adorable Siberian Husky always in trouble; and
Edward Hadgkiss: Missing in Life, a biography that probes the pilot’s and
girlfriend’s mysterious disappearance after surviving the crash of his Harvard on
a remote island of coastal British Columbia.
Gaffin also contributed to two other books: Writing North, an anthology showcasing
contemporary Yukon writers; and Up From The Permafrost, a collection of reflections
on learning, as told through short stories and art.
Sadly, the Yukon and Canada degenerated slow-motion into a place she no
longer recognized nor understood. Her latest book-length project, Justice
Served Up Yukonslavia Style, was motivated by a strong sense of justice to
somehow right the wrong of a Yukoner criminally convicted in Canada’s highest
court for a law that did not exist.
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Illegitimus Non Carborundum
The bastardized Latin motto
which has for many decades graced the banner of the
daily Whitehorse Star
can be literally translated as
“don’t let the bastards grind you down”
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NOT A GUN FIGHT
Whatever Allen Carlos might have said to offend a series of government
regulatory and enforcement agents doesn’t come close to the disrespect, verbal
and physical abuse government employees perpetrated on me and others over
the years.
Many examples have been documented in the public record and are contained
between the covers of this exposé.
Carlos at least showed the common courtesy not to bully, threaten, assault, nor
speak vulgar language to anyone. Yet I have been aggressively accosted in a
public forum by a pair of government employees; physically detained twice in a
corner against my will; threatened over the phone.
I have been cussed and discussed; tripped on staircases; chased up and down
grocery store aisles; been denied service in library and archives; refused copies
of technical speeches; and had invoices go into the garbage rather than be
processed for payment.
One sop demanded I stop selling ads for my employer “because I was too stupid
to know anything about the tourist industry,” he said, then ordered me to sell noncommissioned ads for his government publication!
Whenever I retaliated in a mouth-foaming rage, their eyes bulged big as saucers,
and they whined, “What did I do? What did I say?”
Malicious males, who feel secure bullying women, are usually controlled in
private life by a domineering wife or in the workplace by a castrating female boss.
They wouldn’t know honor and integrity if it bit them on the nose. And they drag a
heavy load of smelly baggage behind them.
If I’d filed a complaint with the police about every bureaucrat and political
wannabe who screamed, yelped, shrieked, hollered at me, insulted, criticized,
threatened and pounded me, stalked, taunted, pestered and detained me, lied
about me and lied to me, half this territory’s population would have been
criminally charged and incarcerated behind bars long ago.
But they are not worth the aggravation. I look after myself with my trusty
cyanide-dipped pen. And it was those bureaucratic-committed injustices that
prompted this manuscript. In other words, they brought it on themselves. It was
a matter of time before they were caught in their own webs and drowned in their
own falsehoods.
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Some are jerks and jackasses for the sake of being jerks and jackasses. Some
are dangerously mean-spirited and hateful by nature and like to wield power over
others. Some are simply borderline mental cases who forgot to swallow a
stabilizer pill for breakfast. None of these personality quirks are legal excuses to
be downright abusive to others.
As governments of all stripes began pushing their weight and their limits too far
with permits, permits, permits, precipitated by a secular state religion called
environmentalism, the fearless “earth custodians” were handed enormous
discretionary people-control powers.
The free-spirited individuals felt threatened, pressured and frustrated. They
complained behind closed doors that bureaucrats were shameless in their
enforcement of every land-use and gun regulation as though they were
prohibition orders.
It was a matter of time before the muscle-flexing regulatory and enforcement
authorities would become too overbearing, too rude, too condescending, too
disrespectful...Somebody, besides me, was going to lash back one day.
It was despicable that a bunch of bureaucrats ganged up on one man, and even
more despicable for the police to accept the fictional slop and secretly concoct
their own version, but never bring Carlos to court to meet his condemners.
The police descended on Carlos because of his “personality” and his “conduct”.
Touché! What about the “personalities” and “conduct” of the bureaucrats who
descended on me and others?
Yet the court case, where Carlos should have met his accusers, was derailed
forever by what was trotted out as a gun-storage case because the police felt
compelled to raid his house under the abhorrent cesspool of confusion known
as a gun law. They confiscated the registered guns they knew about, and had
a field day hauling home the long arms they stumbled across accidentally while
executing a fishing-expedition brand of search warrant.
But the trial never was a gun feud.
The gun law, a minimum 10-prong affront to a person’s Charter rights, hurled the
Carlos fight into the civil rights arena, which, I must add, was not unlike the
freedom of speech put on trial when Socrates was brought to court in 399 B.C.
A zealous religious movement was on the rise then, too. Greek authorities
feared the Greek philosopher who educated people to question authority and
obtain truth. But authorities did not want citizens to think. They were expected to
“behave” – do as they were told – so the empire could run according to the ruler’s
dictates.
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The state, which only allowed a person to speak what the authorities were willing
to let him say, felt slandered. Socrates was brought to trial for imparting too
much knowledge and wisdom to others.
But it was freedom of speech that was on trial.
By a narrow majority, the citizens court (500 or so in numbers) sentenced him to
death, a fate not unlike legions of other just men killed by an unjust state throughout
history.
Some things never change; human nature is one of them.
His pupil, Plato, recorded the trial proceedings and wrote The Republic, a
masterpiece that examined “What is justice?”
When virtuous people forsake a democratic society for a crock of politicallycorrect scum, the result is social and political instability rotting on the foundation
of decadence and immorality.
It is no surprise that a culture of selfishness should breed a nation of idlers and
infidels, drunkards and dependents, scoundrels and sluts, power-hungry
politicians and apathetic citizens – thus leaving a nation ripe for tyranny.
Young offenders – a modern euphemism for bureaucrats-in-training – will no
longer be punished for trespassing property, we hear from Parliament and the
courts, because s/he was possibly potty-trained wrong and doesn’t know better.
Wouldn’t it be smarter for society to teach right from wrong so the little creeps at
least suffer embarrassment when caught? Oh, no, that would destroy their selfesteem.
The darling delinquents grow up to become government law enforcers and are
granted legal mandate to violate your house and plunder your valuables. Special
embryo police units, trained for their roles to someday mesh into a United
Nations one-world-order force, are being established for that very purpose.
Guess why Canada did not entrench property rights into the Constitution? The
objective is to eradicate the middle class, who are society’s property owners and
educated thinkers – a threat to any totalitarian or tyrannical regime.
And that time is not in the future; the time is here.
Oh, pshaw, you chide, waving your hand. It will never happen here. It was just a
bunch of guns. Carlos shouldn’t be “allowed” to have guns, anyway; he doesn’t
need them in this peaceable nation.
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Who are you to say? Guns were never a problem in Canada. Now police are
confiscating them. What’s next on the list? Guns were the Carloses personal
property by freedom of choice. He grew up with guns, likes guns, spent most of
his life accumulating the pieces – some worth a fair chunk of change as
irreplaceable collector’s items.
Should the state “allow” you to own a doll collection? Heirloom silver tableware
and tea server? Coins? Art? Family photographs? Books?
I would be devastated if my books, collected from youth onward, were plundered
and burned. The irreplaceable antiquarians were bequeathed by my maternal
grandmother; my most treasured dictionaries were gifts from my mother. Stacks
of file boxes, brimming with information gathered for nearly 40 years, contain
irreplaceable interviews with Yukoners, whose transcripts constitute this
territory’s history.
Should I not be “allowed” my archives which are as important tools to my
occupation as Carlos’ guns were to his?
So, “Do unto others as you would have others do unto you” and harbor a sense
of sympathy and compassion of exactly how the Carlos family felt when the
government robbed them of their cherished belongings. It smacks of Hitler’s
Germany.
The Nazis seized personal book and art collections when freedom of speech and
education were under siege in the 1930s, as was firearms ownership. The
government feared its citizens. They were disarmed and the Jews marched off
to concentration camps.
Now that Kanuckistan’s national police force is going door to door, rounding up
guns, why would anyone be surprised when the gun-grabbers start seizing
valuable silver samovars, too?
Freedom is not lost when the special unit of menacing, black-garbed storm
troopers rap enormously on your door – if they bother to knock. Freedom was
lost when apathetic citizens saw wrongdoings in the local schools, local
churches, local legal system, local government, but wouldn’t speak up because
they thought it wasn’t any of their business.
At that point either bang your head against the wall so it will feel good when you
stop, or bang the idiots’ heads against the wall until they understand that when
enough decent people do nothing, freedom may as well be shot, then buried
where it falls.
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The epitaph, chiseled in the marker, should read: “The good people of this
country got what they deserved because they couldn’t be bothered defending
their precious freedom.”
Russian writer Alexander Solzhenitsyn, who spent 10 years in the Gulag as a
political prisoner, urged individuals to take a stand: “The simple step of a
courageous individual is not to take part in the lie. One word of truth outweighs
the world.”
Noxious tyrants and their unquestioning disciples fear truth, virtue, morality and
civil liberty. As their army grows ever stronger in numbers, the Marxist-Leninist
brigades want only to inflict a greater amount of misery and grief on the populace
through the secular state religion of environmentalism.
It has wreaked havoc. First, the corrupt state takes privately-owned property –
real or personal – then robs your bank account, then destroys all means of
production so you can’t earn a living or replenish the stolen larder.
Yukoners who lost – or were on the verge of losing – their lands and lifetime
investments were publicly chastised by the mentally-defective government
betrayers: “Lighten up and stop screaming bloody murder,” they ordered.
Oh? Why? Because loud protests of property and self-defense offended the
extortionists’ delicate sensitivities?
We reap what we sow, said Plato; so did Anne Graham, daughter of evangelist
Billy Graham, speaking of what happens when a free-wheeling political
correctness goes berserk.
“Funny how simple it is for people to trash God and then wonder why the world’s
going to hell. Funny how we believe what the newspapers say, but question
what the Bible says.
“Funny how you can send “jokes” through the email and they spread like wildfire.
But when you start sending messages regarding the Lord, people think twice
about sharing. Funny how lewd, crude, vulgar and obscene articles pass freely
through cyberspace, but public discussion of God is suppressed in the school
and workplace. Are you laughing?”
The tyranny continues to be “voted in” by a “tolerant” so-called democracy,
unchecked by law and morality. The power-hungry politicians want votes and
when they get into office do as directed. They are easily manipulated by the evil
insiders who are busy weakening society with anarchy.
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It is achieved through clever psychological warfare – a “thought-control” process
– that sloshes people’s minds in a sudsy detergent until the brains are cleansed
and ready to be saturated with treacherous psycho-politics.
Just as the Athenian state was in moral decay some two and a half millennia
ago, history began repeating itself in 20th century North America, where MarxistLeninists are driving a political wedge between Canada and the United States to
weaken the friendship and ensure freedom withers and dies in both countries.
U.S. founding father Benjamin Franklin alerted people that “As nations become
corrupt and vicious, they have more need of masters.”
The majority of citizens never fully understood parliamentary acts and the
Criminal Code and were unaware of how the former Justice system was
supposed to operate under fairness and natural justice. For sure, those same
people cannot fathom a system reformed to mesh with a worldwide constitution
and a global government.
By democratic standards, the so-called Justice system has disintegrated into a
politically-correct, politically-corrupt legal system. It bears little resemblance to
700 years of British common law, but is now replete with legislation that was not
Charter-proofed before passing Parliament and the Senate.
Sometime in the late 15th century, Christian church clerics were directed that
when sorcery with the Devil was charged but unproven, the accuser and not the
accused would suffer the consequences of the crime. It did wonders for
minimizing false accusations and possibly the policy should be revived.
That changed in 1484 A.D., and who knows how many millions of witches died at
the stake before the more than 200-year-old European and Salem burnings finally
faded out of favor in the early 1700s.
U.S. essayist Vin Suprynowicz enlightened us with: “...after 1484...an ambitious
but ethically-challenged Dominican friar and embezzler by the name of Heinrich
Kramer managed to convince Pope Innocent VIII to set the Holy Office of the
Inquisition onto the witches, using torture to extract confessions, authorizing
anonymous accusations without any right for the accused to face her accuser,
and granting the soon-busy witch-hunters the rights to seize and divide the
estates of the accused (who were always found guilty), an invitation to systemic
legal looting so foul that it was never allowed again in Western history...”
...well, not until America’s current War on Drugs...and not until Canada’s
infamous lie-laced, non-Charter-proofed Bill C-68 passed Parliament, followed by
the more odious anti-terrorism legislation that waited in the wings for the 2001
Attack on America.
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Just as the police felt compelled to concoct a fictional case against Carlos witchhunt style and seize his property, I felt compelled to expose the witch-hunters so
the public at large has an inkling of what the Carlos family went through and what
can be expected when the next victim is raped by the system and criminally
charged for owning personal property.
Regardless of strong community support for the victim, who dared speak up and
fight back for civil rights, it was the Carlos family who was forced onto the front
lines where they were shot at verbally, maligned and debated at great emotional
and financial cost. This was done on behalf of everybody’s civil rights.
The Carlos Trilogy is complex, complicated, convoluted, with as many characters
as there are twists and turns through the saga. The story is purposefully
redundant, often repeated from several angles for those who might have difficulty
digesting tedious trial proceedings and other legal documents submitted to the
courts.
American and British spellings are used interchangeably. American spelling
mostly takes precedence in the main text, while British spelling was retained
when quoting sometimes inconsistent public documents with word usage of
“defense-defence”; “offense-offence”; “center-centre”; “caliber-calibre” as well as
proper names such as “Tim Hortons vs.Tim Horton’s (sic) and Super Blackhawk
vs. Super Black Hawk (sic).
Jane Gaffin
Whitehorse, Yukon, 2003
janegaffin@canada.com
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Show me a person who has never made a mistake
and I’ll show you a person who has never done anything worthwhile.
______________________________________________________________________
CHAPTER 1: ALLEN CARLOS
Allen Carlos was born October 6, 1941, in the mining area of Kirkland Lake,
Ontario, where his father worked for Noranda Mines.
His mother was Polish; his father was born in the Ukraine.
When immigrants landed in Canada in the early 1900s, it was usual for
surnames to be changed intentionally, or for a government agent to record it
incorrectly. When Grandpa Carlosh brought his family to Canada, the ‘h’ was
dropped and the surname changed to “Carlos”.
Allen grew up with two younger sisters, Iris and Natalie, on a two-section farm
southeast of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. There, he learned integrity, principles,
responsibility and work ethics. He learned how to handle firearms.
A rifle was parked at the ready behind a door or in a corner of a room. The kids
never heard warnings not to touch. Parents taught their tender-aged offspring to
shoot and handle guns. It was a natural part of growing up. There was no
superstitious fear or curiosity attached to firearms as toys. Guns were tools used
to protect livestock from predators and to hunt game. Allen was 14 years old
when he took his first deer.
He had pride in his personal appearance and in his belongings. He had an
aptitude for anything mechanical and kept his valuables oiled, polished and in
immaculate working condition.
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The outdoors also appealed to young Carlos, who sharpened his curiosity about
the earth and why hills were there while cutting his reading teeth on The Northern
Miner, a weekly Toronto-based mining tabloid laying around the house for as
long as he could remember.
An interest in mining, stemming from his father’s background, was coupled with
an interest in the geosciences. After high school, he entered the University of
Saskatchewan to study geology and mechanical engineering for three years.
Then wanderlust set in. He struck out to see the world, fleeing west by train
toward good geology country. In Vancouver, in the westernmost province of
British Columbia, he landed a job with one of Placer Development’s mining
operations located up in the Northwest Territories.
When he finished at Pine Point in 1967, he was traveling south through the
Yukon Territory. Like many others who stumbled accidentally upon the paradise
of the Sixties, the rather zany place grabbed his imagination.
Most of the 22,000 residents were living tough in some fairly primitive conditions,
but the Yukon had potential for anybody who wanted to create and build things
for himself and to contribute to the progress of the people.
There was a carnival-like atmosphere to the place. Bands pumped out music
and couples danced till the wee hours of the morning. Jobs were plentiful. A
person could quit at 5 o’clock one afternoon and have new employment by
morning. People worked hard and played hard. Any excuse was a good excuse
for a party. Mining fortunes were made and lost over deals signed in coffee
shops and lounges.
Carlos fortuitously met and became friends with Mac Ladue, a Ross River Indian,
who fascinated the newcomer with stories about prospecting in his backyard.
Ladue’s legends would serve to steer Carlos toward a career as an independent
hardrock mineral prospector. Those mountains were studded with hidden
deposits of silver, lead, zinc, copper, nickel, tungsten and barite. There were
chances to find highly-sought commodities like asbestos and coal. But gold was
the primary prize.
He already had an innate ability as a woodsman, “something God gave him,” he
said. He developed a strong rapport with the Indians who held the white man in
high esteem for his bushmanship, which might be disconcerting to townsfolk not
familiar with the body movements of a woodsman.
Reminiscent of James Fenimore Cooper’s legendary character Leatherstocking,
Carlos was wily in the bush. He negotiated the bush with long strides that carried
him with the speed of the rabbit. His senses were alert, his physical movements
quick to respond to the slightest snap of a twig behind him.
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He was a thorough stonesmith and ran many miles each day to keep his body in
top shape for those strenuous bush trips. Exercise kept the mental processes
tuned up and ridded him of any frustrations that might creep in.
He was lean, his eyes blue, and his hair the color of Prairie wheat. He was shy,
modest, sensitive, articulate, respected, aggressive and tenacious. He had an
easy laugh to attract friends wherever he went. Compassion was a natural part
of his makeup, and he would stand up for the rights of others quicker than his
own. He believed in freedom and in himself.
Like everybody he had his own unique personality quirks. He was his own
person and harbored his own ideas about the way the world should turn. It
sometimes caused conflict. He was honest with himself and sometimes too
honest with others. Always one to speak his mind, he would be rude, cutting,
sarcastic, insulting or disdainful, goading others into arguments for the sake of an
argument. He could be moody and broody, wound tight, and had a short fuse.
He could test people’s good nature and make enemies out of friends. After
simmering down, he might try to mend a rent relationship.
Under no circumstance was he a scrapper though. He would never raise a hand
to strike anybody, and avoided getting drawn into those humdinger barroom
brawls that were usual occurrences in a frontier setting.
Life was agreeable until the spring of 1973 when Mac Ladue died in an
avalanche. Carlos found the body. Shaken by his friend’s death and not really
paying careful attention, Carlos was half-blinded when a wood sliver lodged in his
right eye while chopping trees for claim posts.
To be suddenly physically imperfect was another blow to his troubled mind. He
took a tour on his Norton motorcycle down into Panama to improve his
disposition. He functioned fine with one eye.
After three months, Carlos came home and settled into formulating his own
prospecting philosophies. Over the years, he had notched his belt on a variety of
employment experiences with junior exploration companies throughout the
Yukon and northern British Columbia. He soon realized there was neither money
nor a future working for someone else.
He wanted the freedom to make his own mistakes – not somebody else making
them for him – and to reap the rewards of any successes. He struck out alone as
the modern version of the old-time prospectors who were at the roots of
practically every Yukon mine. He resolved to retain his identity as an
independent.
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Mineral Prospecting Is As Old As The Hills
Seasoned prospectors usually knew early in life what they wanted to do for a
career and went into training learning the trade. They curiously scanned the
ground, picking up jewelry, coins, pebbles and bits of string along sidewalks and
beaches like a magpie until they grew older. Then they began stuffing their
pockets with rocks.
Other than an ability to indulge in instrumentation for advanced target evaluations
and shipping rock samples to technologically-advanced assay laboratories for
analyses, nothing much has changed in the trade that dates back thousands of
years before recorded history. With the exception of maybe motherhood and
prostitution, the search for minerals is the oldest occupation known to mankind.
Finding new mineral deposits has been essential to continue industrial civilization
through the ages. The ancients, who set the stage, were no different than the
contemporaries. Some preferred to stick to the business of mining and the
processing of ore, while others, who had the innate ability for discovery, roamed
the hills looking for minerals.
In de re Metallica, the earliest comprehensive work on mining, translated from
Latin in 1556, author George Agricola wrote:
“A prospector must have the greatest skill in his work that he may know, first of
all, what mountain or hill, what valley or plain can be prospected most profitably,
or what he should leave alone. Moreover, he must understand the veins,
stringers and seams in the rocks. Then he must be thoroughly familiar with the
many and varied species of the earth’s juices, gems, stones, marbles, rocks,
metals and compounds.”
Just as mining is the industry, mineral prospecting is a romantic adventure. And
a romantic aura surrounds prospectors. Since they are never seen working, the
general public doesn’t understand what prospectors do for a living.
Prospectors like it that way. Their solitary business is a closely-guarded secret.
They are out in the wilds, climbing mountains, busting rocks, testing theories, and
they don’t want anybody snooping into their business.
This is called freedom.
The backbone of the mining industry has always been the honorable and
respected occupation of the independent prospector who can never work himself
out of a job as long as civilization needs metals.
Except for an independent gambler, who may be a self-taught technician or an
educated exploration geologist, it would be extremely rare for anyone else to
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make a major mineral discovery.
The academic government geologists, who take home regular paycheques, are
the ones who study the rocks, write reports and coin terminology to baffle their
colleagues.
They pontificate about where the big mine is “supposed” to be in theory. The
prospector listens, absorbs the information, but knows better than to draw the
lines too straight on the maps or to let his thinking get focused too narrowly.
There is nothing definite about the pseudo-science of geology.
The Necessary Ingredients
Once hooked on prospecting, a person can’t let go. Carlos explained: “I have a
desire. I look at rocks, study maps, formulate ideas and get psyched up so much
that I can hardly wait for spring to get into the bush where I can work on a project
and try out new theories. It’s a heck of a challenge – one I like – looking for and
finding minerals. Mother Nature is a pretty tricky old girl.”
Only a person with a certain temperament can be properly motivated to be a
prospector though. Whether the motivator is money or it is the satisfaction of
achievement, he must be self-disciplined. Being a tad “hungry” helps.
The prospector must possess the gift of imagination and be a dreamer. He is
dependent on the exploitation of accidents – that is, believe in serendipity – being
at the right place at the right time, picking up the right rock.
He must operate on a high-energy mental plain and be physically energetic too.
He must climb mountains, walk miles through forests and ford streams.
His work isn’t a Sunday stroll in the park, though the prospector is envied for
having a job that offers the opportunity to listen to the songs of the birds singing
while soaking in the beauty of the lakes and the sky. His sharp eye roves over
the ground and notices the various colors of vegetation. Most of all, he is free to
breathe fresh air and to set his own work schedule. He will probably come back
to camp to study rock samples late into the night and rise with the sun to do it all
over again.
There is a downside though. While waiting to find the “big one” just over the hill,
he must endure hardships, make sacrifices, invest patience and accept
disappointments. Through thick and thin, he must have the wherewithal to exude
with unwavering optimism.
It’s a monumental challenge and an arduous lifestyle to traverse the country at
regular intervals day after day. His work is never done. New prospecting
opportunities are presented wherever the earth’s underbelly is exposed by a
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natural cut in the riverbed, the soil disturbed when the wind uproots a tree, or a
bulldozer moves earth.
A good prospector can always earn a living, or at least eke out an existence,
from recycling ground that was previously examined by machines and geologists.
If proper conditions prevail and a mining official believes in the property
scientifically, a major company might offer the prospector option money for the
claims. The property might be drilled and developed, even proven worthy to
mine immediately. More likely, the deposit will be added to a storehouse of
mineral inventory to mine whenever an upswing in world metal prices makes it
feasible.
Up until the late 1960s, the conventional grassroots method was in vogue.
Junior exploration companies were sending out personnel to do cursory sweeps
over large chunks of ground. It proved inefficient, ineffective and expensive. In
the early 1970s, hunting settled down to a fine-tooth-combing technique.
In Pursuit Of A Dream
Carlos’ idea was to stick to areas previously proven as mining provinces and
concentrate on geology, geochemistry and geophysics.
He didn’t waste time getting started either. Out in the Ross River area, he was
holding a direct interest in a large package of lead-zinc claims with various
partners.
Each of his prospects from then on had to be considered unique and treated
separately, he said. “It is good to compare. But one prospect should not be
related to another, for there is nothing definite about geology. A prospector
cannot preconceive ideas or try to draw the lines too straight on maps.”
Carlos also made contingency plans. If preliminary probing on a property invited
a follow-up investigation, he planned to drill the target with his own rig and crew,
and have definitive evidence before approaching a major company.
Another reason to choose a Boyles BBS-1 testing-machine, capable of
penetrating a thousand feet into the earth, was to make money on contract if he
had to. A low overhead and bidding in the same price range as an established
drilling company could return a handy profit.
“Drilling is mining involvement, bona fide exploration work,” he advised. “I’m not
harassing anybody or parasitically tying on claims. I’ve done a legitimate job,
contributing toward exploration and society.”
The biggest reward from prospecting is the freedom, an extremely important
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concept to Carlos. But the true meaning of the word didn’t come until later when
he was economically free.
“Money is a way to carry on projects,” he said. “To experience life fully you must
have financial wherewithal. I’m self-sufficient. Economics prevents people from
being free. But they should be left alone, encouraged and given a chance to
struggle for what they want.”
He contended the nation’s most productive, hardest-working people, who have a
genuine understanding of what life’s all about, are on the Prairies. Yet many socalled progressive thinkers tended to look down on Prairie people as backwards.
Carlos sometimes clashed with those who had been dumbed-down by too much
formal education or been bored too long with unimaginative bureaucratic
thinking.
Firearms Are Traditional Prospecting Tools
It was bureaucratic city-dwellers who were drafting gun legislation which federal
politicians were passing into law in Parliament. These suit-wearers, caged inside
cubicles, were afflicted with tunnel vision. They didn’t give a whit about people
who needed firearms as survival tools, maybe to put a rabbit in the pot, or to
signal a search party, should one be stranded in the bush due to a plane crash or
a flooded river.
Handguns were the thorny issue. Yet there was no evidence that the RCMP
national handgun registry had reduced crime or saved any lives since inception
in 1934. The registry seemed to be nothing more than a make-work project and
power-trip for the police and an inconvenience to field people who needed
handguns for safety.
Section 97 of the Criminal Code of Canada, the police’s law-enforcement
manual, stated that a permit may be issued to protect life and property and for
use in connection with a person’s lawful defense.
The discretionary power to decide who could be issued permits to carry
handguns had always fallen to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP).
Then December 1975 marked the beginning of the end when large-bore
handguns could be carried for self-defense in the field. Once the radical
overhaul of already-tough handgun laws was initiated, the regulatory tightening
never stopped. In years to come, many handguns would be classified
“restricted”; or end up “prohibited” and be excluded from ownership except by
those chosen few who would be “grandfathered” if the state deemed them worthy
of owning their personal property.
(Editor’s Note: The term “grandfathered” is used to describe those owners who legally
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owned such firearms before the new law came in. They were allowed to keep
their property, but were only allowed to sell it to other “grandfathered” owners.
Upon their death the firearms would be forfeited to the state. Known in the
firearms community as “slow-motion confiscation”.)
In 1975, a decree came from Ottawa that permits to transport handguns would
no longer be issued to Yukon field personnel. The 1976 field season was the
first time in the 78-year history of the Yukon that field people were forbidden to
carry handguns.
The only people who would be allowed to carry handguns any more would be
elitist security guards and peace officers, people transporting money, and
members of gun clubs for target practice. No more handgun permits would be
issued to anyone working in the wilds. As expected, there were several close
calls, and a public outcry ensued over the stupid dictum.
The new policy had been requested by the Ottawa-based RCMP commissioner
who wanted uniformity in handgun regulations across Canada. Uniformity was
fine in theory for people living in urban areas, but not practical for people working
in the vast wilderness areas of Canada. The policy lacked common sense and
didn’t take into account the occasional dangers people faced when working in the
field.
Members of the Yukon RCMP had their marching orders and could only suggest
that an effective, high-powered rifle be carried for protection in lieu of a handgun.
Some field people never carried firearms, anyway; others had a personal
preference for rifles; but most explorationists preferred handguns because rifles
slung from the shoulder snagged in high bush.
Prospectors argued they could only carry a limited amount of gear. Rifles are
extremely heavy when backpacking heavy rock samples and electronic gear and
are too cumbersome when scaling mountains and staking claims. They needed
freedom of movement in the bush.
A lightweight revolver could be strapped to the hip and be at the ready when
needed, not parked beside a tree some distance away.
“The law is forcing people to be criminals,” they asserted. A prospector admitted
he was illegally packing a .357 Magnum hand gun when he headed into the
Selwyn Mountains. He knew he was breaking the law and had good reason to
do so.
A month earlier, he had obeyed the law and legally left his handgun and
ammunition at home. While working west of Ross River in a sparsely-treed area,
a grizzly charged him. He managed to find a puny poplar to climb and escaped
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unscathed except for his shredded pants cuffs.
“I wish Ron Basford had been in my boots,” he fumed about the then-federal
minister of Justice. “Then he’d understand. It only takes once without a gun to
be dead. Some of us need guns; some don’t.”
Common sense prevailed for a while. A group of field people were able to
continue obtaining “permission” to carry handguns for work in the bush. For the
next 23 years, Allen Carlos received his “permission” like clockwork before the
state turned on him.
A Bachelor’s Plans Can Go Awry
Allen Carlos was a bachelor. Like many of the senior prospectors before him, he
planned to retain his single status, although, undoubtedly, some women viewed
him as an eligible catch. If aware, he ignored them. He was content with his
successful career and uncomplicated lifestyle. He surrounded himself with books
and rocks, and kept very busy with prospecting endeavors, business ventures,
maintaining equipment and looking after his house in Whitehorse. But the best
laid plans can go astray real fast when the free-spirited Mr. Prospector happens to
meet up with the free-spirited Ms. Perfect.
Paula Suzanne Carlson was born on July 5, 1952, in Vancouver, where she grew
up and went to school. She ventured north from British Columbia and met Allen
Carlos in Whitehorse about 1977. Paula’s adoptive father, Roy, also in the
mining business, liked to wait until a crowd clustered around him and proclaim,
“There are winners and there are losers; Al Carlos is a winner.”
On their first date, Paula was fashionably turned out for dinner in a silk print pant
suit. Carlos came by for her in his spotless yellow chariot – a 1966 Fargo 3⁄4-ton
flatbed bush truck.
He apologized slightly for the mode of transportation, maybe to test the waters. If
this lady was offended by his truck, this might be a short romance. However, in
her usual spirited mannerism, she flashed a big smile and jabbed a sandaled foot
upon the dashboard. “Let’s go!” she directed.
They were acquainted over a surf-n-turf dinner and wine in the Cellar, a nice
restaurant downstairs in the Edgewater Hotel.
Typical of a man who owns toys, the nightcap was a thrilling ride on the Norton.
His one helmet had been given to Paula before they rrrmmed down the highway.
An RCMP officer spotted the pair astride the motorcycle and pulled them over.
After a pleasant “good evening”, the officer suggested politely that maybe the
driver should put on the gray helmet and take the bike home. The officer would
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bring the lady home behind him in the cruiser.
All the way to Carlos’ house, Paula bubbled to the young officer about her first
date with this wonderful man who had taken her out to dinner that evening at the
Cellar. The bemused officer knew love in bloom when he saw it.
The cruiser pulled up quietly in front of the house. There were no sirens or
flashing lights. Still, this was Carlos’ first brush with the law. He never had so
much as a speeding ticket. What would the neighbors say if they saw a police
car pull up in front of his house? Honestly, they probably never noticed. Their
bedroom windows would have been covered in black plastic garbage bags or
aluminum foil to block out the summer light so they could sleep.
The officer’s parting suggestion was that Mr. Carlos might want to invest in a
second helmet if he was going to carry passengers. He bade them “good night”
and was gone.
Those were the days when policemen were friends of the people and a welcome
part of the community.
The next day, Carlos went shopping and bought the most feminine helmet he
could find. It was fuschia pink – the color of one of Paula’s favorite flowers – and
speckled with sparkles and stars that reflected the lights.
Perfect!
Grew Creek Property
To shorten a long romantic tale, Allen and Paula were married and had three
children: Luke, Shane and Alanna.
Life was busy and agreeable. The Carloses’ home base was the Aspen Street
house in the Porter Creek subdivision, a few miles northwest of Whitehorse.
Summer months were spent together as a family unit on the Grew Creek gold-silver
property about 20 miles west of the Indian village of Ross River where Carlos
had started his mining involvement back in 1967.
The package of mineral claims, staked by Carlos in 1983, was located within a
major geological fault zone known as the Tintina Trench, or Tintina Fault, as it’s
often referred to.
The Tintina Trench runs for hundreds of miles as it slices the Yukon Territory
diagonally from southeast to northwest. The major fault passes through the
highly-mineralized Faro-Ross River area, heads off toward Fairbanks, and
sweeps through Alaska’s girth in a 1,200-mile arc. Anywhere along this fracture
in the earth’s surface was proven as excellent mineral-hunting ground.
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The year before Carlos staked the Grew Creek claims, the Yukon mining industry
was dealt a brutal blow. The big mine operators had ceased production in 1982.
While ore exhaustion sounded the death knell for Whitehorse Copper, it was a
slump in the world metal markets that struck the blow to United Keno Hill Mines
and the giant lead-zinc-silver mine at Faro, plus the tungsten and asbestos mines
across the border in the Northwest Territories and British Columbia.
When the fleets of trucks stopped rolling along the highways, people lost jobs.
White Pass and Yukon Route had been running a train since 1900, but in 1982
closed down forever the 110-mile narrow-gauge railroad that had moved ore
concentrates to Skagway, Alaska to be transferred to the ocean-going ships
destined for Japanese and European smelters.
The brakes brought economic activity to a screeching halt. For Sale signs were
planted in the lawns of hundreds of houses while desperate residents vacated
the territory in droves.
Carlos practically had the whole place to himself. He was cognizant that mining
is cyclical and hiccups occasionally. At some point, he knew mining would
rebound. One only needed to be patient.
Like any good prospector, he carried on, optimistically staking several mineral
claims and digging in the dirt. The next season, Mincan Joint Venture (Hudson
Bay Mining and Minerals) started an extensive two-year exploration program on
his Grew Creek property.
Later, the property was optioned by Noranda, a major mining company that had a
regional Whitehorse office managed by geological engineer Hugh Copland.
Encouraging results from Noranda’s 1987 exploration program sparked a ministaking rush in the Grew Creek vicinity. Noranda extended its exploration
program throughout 1988.
Mining was on the road to recovery when Wheaton River Minerals took out an
option agreement with Carlos in 1992. As often happens, ideas are bigger than
the bank account. Plans fell short for conducting any underground development.
The option was picked up by YGC (Yukon Gold Corp.) Resources Ltd. In 1995
and 1996, YGC Resources did a diamond-drilling program. In other words, the
drill rig was equipped with diamond-studded bits to cut a cylindrical core from the
rock to send to assay labs.
Prospector Of The Year
By now, Allen Carlos’ name was definitely synonymous with prospecting. Earlier,
he had been presented with an engraved rock hammer when named Prospector
of the Year by the Yukon Prospectors’ Association during an annual Geoscience Forum
banquet in November, 1991.
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His name is engraved on the base of the bronze prospector statue, a several-ton
metal statement about prospecting that was officially unveiled by the prospectors’
association in September 1992.
The larger-than-life prospector epitomizes those who follow their dreams. Proud
and confident, he towers watchfully over downtown Whitehorse from the
flagstone courtyard of the Elijah Smith Building, latter dubbed Red Square.
The prospector is clad in high-top boots. A feather is stuck in his wide-brimmed
hat and a gold poke attached to his belt. In his left hand he carries a longhandled shovel. A sheathed rifle is slung from his shoulder. A cup, an axe, and
an all-important gold pan are strapped to his backpack. The faithful broad-faced
dog totes his master’s pack, bedroll, jacket and bucket.
The purpose of the Hall of Fame, as engraved on the base, is to honor the Yukon
men and women who have made important contributions to mining in the
territory, struggled against seemingly impossible odds, suffered undue hardships
and incurred incredible risks in their search for minerals.
This special breed of individuals, though relatively small in numbers, has
contributed tremendously to the Yukon, it says.
Allen Carlos was deserving of the tribute.
Yukon Mining Hits The Skids Again
Yukon mining had sprung back at one time. A heap-leach gold mine was in
production at Brewery Creek near Dawson City in the central Yukon. In the
southeast, near the settlement of Ross River, staking rushes were generated by
big polymetallic finds in the Finlayson Lake area.
Then came the next downturn. Partial blame was credited to the stink lingering
after the Bre-X scandal was exposed in mid-1997. The Calgary-based junior
company duped the North American investment community into believing the
fake Busang gold deposit in the steaming Borneo, Indonesia jungles was the
largest in the world. A mining consultant from Toronto, Ontario was called in to
investigate. He discovered samples had been “salted” with gold during the
assaying process.
The world’s greatest stock swindle sent chills through the mining community.
The bulls pulled in their horns. Share prices went down on stock markets which
were revamped to prevent another Bre-X fraud. Any junior companies that were
able to raise capital were cautious about how to spend what little they raised.
Mineral exploration ebbed.
Besides investment capital drying up, the double whammy came with the “Asian
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flu” that knocked the wind out of the world metal prices. Major companies curbed
exploration spending to ride out the turbulence.
When mining did recover somewhat in the neighboring U.S. jurisdiction of Alaska
and Canada’s Northwest Territories, Yukon mining remained stalled. Industry’s
woes were exacerbated by blights associated with environmental concerns, land
alienation, land claim settlements and special management areas. All were
products custom-made to fit the Yukon.
Bill-of-the-Month Club
Throughout the 1990s the industry was blitzed with no less than 15 pieces of
onerous legislation and regulations. Some of the legislation, such as the
proposed Species at Risk Act and Development Assessment Process Act, were
dreamed up by the feds in Ottawa; other proposed acts and revisions came from
the territorial government.
It was akin to a Bill-of-the-Month Club, trying to keep up with, comprehend and
comment on the blizzard of proposed acts, strategies and initiatives. The
monumental task left the scarce contingent of volunteers mentally burnt-out at
the chamber of mines, prospectors’ association and Klondike Placer Miners’
Association. After a bunch of wasted years, it was evident that decisions were
pre-ordained behind closed doors before the token industry players ever sat
down at the negotiating table across from government and green opponents.
The two main mining acts were the federal Yukon Quartz Mining Act and the
Yukon Placer Mining Act. They were overthrown when a licensing and
discretionary system of environmental law were slotted into the middle of the
respective statutes that had served the hardrock and placer mining industries for
well over 70 years.
Good legislation was made bad, and bad legislation was made worse in the
hands of the bureaucrats and government administrators. The whole process
was tangled and so onerous that “little David” no longer had the strength to fight
the gargantuan Goliath.
It was getting tougher to obey the regulatory rigmarole and nearly impossible for
small operators and independents to dredge up money to pay user fees to
process applications. To add insult to injury, some government agents, no longer
acting civil toward the public, were totally rude and overbearing.
Companies in the midst of developing a mine were either delayed waiting years
for a federal minister’s signature on a piece of paper, or were mauled by new
regulations in court cases. Taxpayers should have howled over the
government’s wasting large sums from the public purse to prosecute the
territory’s “bread and butter” over innocuous charges. Instead, the public money
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should have been injected into the economy to benefit everybody. Many of these
disparaging cases and abusive fines, which were coming close to bankrupting
individuals and companies, revolved around the myth of saving the fish for the
native population.
Tim Hortons Gun Club
The Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) sent fish cops inland under the
guise of saving fish and fish habitat. Yukon seniors, specifically, were
contemptuous about the enforcement officers coming into the Tim Hortons Donut
Shop in full battle dress.
Doughnut shops used to be favorite targets for robbers until the doughnut shops
started giving doughnuts and coffee to the police. It was cheap insurance.
Robbers no longer rob doughnut shops.
There the policy should have stopped. The public accepts police officers packing
guns which are buttoned down unobtrusively inside holsters. Family restaurants
should ask that every boy and girl wearing a fisheries- or wildlife-conservation
uniform park their hardware inside their trucks before entering...unless members
of the general public can bring their guns along to level the playing field.
Interestingly, fish cops are hoplophobic (irrational fear of guns) about responsible
citizens owning firearms and support measures to confiscate everybody’s guns
except their own.
They wear flak vests and are weighted down with 25-pound utility belts in which
they secure their weaponry of Billy clubs, pepper spray and knives. The handles
of loaded 9mm handguns hang very low and obscene over the hip holsters. The
guns waggle and their arses wiggle when the fish cops walk. They have trouble
wedging themselves into Tim Hortons’ plastic chairs.
These idealistic, wet-behind-the-ears amateurs do not have a gun culture. They
take six months of peace-officer training in a Regina, Saskatchewan academy,
equivalent to their police counterparts. Their personality quirks can’t be
ascertained with a short written psychological examination, any more than those
test reveal over-aggressive police officers who occasionally spin out of control.
What if a male fish cop harbors fantasies of being John Wayne and she of being
Annie Oakley? Any one of them could snap, opening fire because they were
served the wrong flavored doughnut or didn’t like the person serving it. The
customers are at the mercy of the fish cops.
Giving guns to a select few in the streets and on the creeks is, and has resulted
in, the rise of a police state and demise of the citizens’ rights, which is what was
intended when fish cops were sent inland.
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Many grew up in urban Canada. They came out of Canadian learning centres
with diplomas in environmental studies and with Marxist-Leninist ideals about
how society should behave. They found their way to rural Canada to save the
environment from those nasty eco-sinners who work in the resource-based
industries.
Many fish cops are of French and Indian origin. They come with an “attitude”.
They are mean-spirited, haughty and obnoxious, especially the feminists who are
empowered with their guns and the laws to specifically control white Anglo-Saxon
male miners.
To add fuel to the fire, Fisheries and Oceans arbitrarily shuts down rivers from
commercial fishing and prevents natives from catching a winter supply of chum
for dog food, even when plenty of salmon are running. They can shut down
placer mining through technologically-impossible dictates that says water
returned to the creeks must be purer than household tap water, even though the
placer mining act, like the hardrock mining act, is supposed to immune miners
from third-party interference.
The pressure was on for fisheries to dismantle industry piece by piece.
Environmentalists were gloating. Field people were frustrated. Something bad
was going to happen. Seniors in town knew it; placer miners on the creeks knew
it; hardrock miners in the field knew it. How come the government in Ottawa
didn’t know it and stop the bureaucratic bullying? Because the real purpose
behind DFO’s agenda is not saving fish. DFO’s mandate is people-control.
The 1990s Slams Shut On A Sour Note
The Yukon had been tested and proven as a good geological province for a
hundred years. Yet the 1990’s decade slammed shut on a sour note. Everything
was taking longer, costing more, risks were higher. The value of a hardrock
mining industry, once worth a half-billion dollars in production, slumped to
virtually nil once the Brewery Creek gold mine closed.
Exploration dollars plummeted from $50 million to roughly $9 million, and went
into free-fall while companies figured out how to raise risk capital and hurdle
environmental-permitting processes. Unreasonable mining land-use inspectors
and fisheries officers were having a field day running roughshod over the small
operators and independents who wanted only to be left alone and to go about
their productive work.
The Carloses Stay Focused
Allen Carlos knew exactly what was happening in the mining world but he did not
get mired in the political muck. Otherwise, he might divert attention from his
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immediate objective which was to continue development work so that when gold
prices rose, he’d have a handsome property to offer.
He studied during the winter months, formulating new theories and techniques,
planning work programs to try out during the next field season. The Carloses
were optimistic to expand the known geological reserves and increase the
grams-per-tonne grade on the 332-claim Grew Creek property.
Carlos cherished having the whole family out on the property working together as
a unit toward their future. During summers they drilled, played, fished, picked
berries, raised a garden, cooked and explored. They loved entertaining
overnight and drop-by guests. They entertained government geologists who
were out on routine property visits and any other guests who happened into
camp. Allen’s two sisters and their families came from Saskatchewan for
spectacular northern vacations that would never be offered in the tourist
brochures.
Life was agreeable until later when the Carloses were forced into survival mode.
The damnable economy never recovered. Paula was resilient and high-energy.
For the first time in their marriage she took an on-call office job with Land Titles in
the Justice department to help with expenses until an income could be realized
from the property again. That meant she and her daughter stayed closer to town
most of the summer months, only going out to camp for occasional weekly visits.
Perhaps the inconvenience wasn’t destined to drag on too long. After all, the
Yukon is “next year” country. Each year is a renewed faith that the next year will
be better. The Carloses looked forward to the day when they could once again
spend the entire summers together as a family and not have the short field
season of five months interrupted by the aggravation of separation just so they
could hold onto what they already owned and had earned.
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The law is perverted!
– Frederic Bastiat
The Law, June 1850
No! The law is an ass and so are the enforcers. It is a fundamental hypothesis of
all modern law brought about by government powers that the ordinary citizen is
dim-witted, and thus cannot be trusted with his own thoughts or to his own
mental and metal devices.

______________________________________________________________________
CHAPTER 2: BEWARE THE FISH COPS
It was early in the field season – Wednesday, May 20th, 1998 to be exact.
Allen Carlos was alone en route to his Grew Creek property, driving his spiffy
1966 Fargo 3⁄4-ton flatbed that he and his wife dubbed “Ol’ Yellar”.
Ol’ Yellar
The Carloses had acquired another flatbed bush truck of 1982 vintage. But
sentimentality trumped any thoughts of selling the sturdy Fargo. Al and Paula
had gone out on their first date in the yellow truck and were attached to the hulk
of metal. Besides, factories didn’t manufacture trucks like this one anymore. It
was built like a Sherman tank.
There was a winch mounted on the heavy-duty front bumper, and the four-onthe-floor gear shift made the truck a dream for both to drive. The parents felt
secure that the chariot was safe transportation for the whole family to ride in
when the kids were small, and just as safe later when the boys learned to drive.
Instead of putting it on the auction block, the Carloses opted to refurbish the old
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workhorse. It was repainted the original corn-kernel color and retreaded. In his
shop, Carlos spent many hours under the vehicle and under the hood,
meticulously restoring the faithful machine to mint structural and mechanical
condition. At age 32, the classic ran smoother and looked sharper and received
more comments than when it rolled fresh from the Ford factory in 1966.
As usual when on a run to and from Grew Creek camp, Carlos pulled in for selfserve gas at Tracey’s Tatchun Centre Store in Carmacks, a wide spot in the road
a hundred miles north of Whitehorse. About 500 people called the village their
home.
While fueling, another chap drove up to the gas bar. Al Kapty was the owner of a
helicopter company headquartered in Whitehorse. One of the company’s several
bases was located near Carmacks.
The men exchanged some pleasantries while fueling their vehicles and paid no
heed to the monstrous, multi-seat, dark-green government truck that had sifted up
to another petro pump at some point.
With its appendages of antennae, search lights and other attachments, the
conveyance looked ready to do armored combat. Boldly covering the whole door
panel was the unmistakable Crown insignia and ultra-large lettering identifying
the “Department of Fisheries and Oceans”.
On either side of the nose was a message printed out in white, reflectory block
letters, usually reserved to announce the second coming of Christ: CONSERVE
AND PROTECT. Underneath, invisible wording implied: “Or we’ll shoot you”.
Anybody who was watching would have seen a uniformed male and a uniformed
female appear from the front seat. The 9mm pea-shooters strapped to their hips
were impractical for any dangers they might encounter in the bush. Those guns
would not stop a charging bear or moose. Those guns were meant to intimidate
or shoot people.
Other paraphernalia hanging from the 25-pound belts weren’t intended to protect
them from predatory wildlife either. The Billy clubs and cans of bear spray were
intended to chivalrously subdue incorrigibles as a means of avoiding having to fill
them with bullets. Would any little girl or boy playing cop games with real guns
be able to stand the sight of blood flowing from the human they just murdered?
Dunno. Possibly they didn’t view eco-sinners as humans. As the adage goes,
there is always one set of humans who want to dictate what another set of
humans can do while forgetting they are humans too.
The two fish cops were from Whitehorse. They were heading north another
couple hundred miles to attend a public salmon-subcommittee meeting in
Dawson City and had stopped in Carmacks for gas.
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Did they really need to be wearing guns while fueling the truck or when they went
inside the store? Carmacks could be rough, but it wasn’t that rough, and then
not usually until great gobs of liquor gushed into the wee hours. Couldn’t they
simply lock their weaponry inside the truck? Guess not.
The helicopter man finished fueling his truck and turned toward the store. He
noticed the presence of the green-suited, badge-bearing bureaucrats. Carlos
finished fueling and proceeded toward the store where the helicopter man waited
near the entrance.
He said something to indicate he was irked. Carlos inquired what miffed him so?
“Those fisheries guys now wearing guns,” he responded. Carlos had not seen
the fish cops and assumed by now they had vamoosed. He and the helicopter
man went inside the store.
DFO’s Agenda Is People-Control
The helicopter man had good reason to be irritated. He was the long-serving
chairman of the Yukon Placer Committee.
The Yukon Placer Committee was only one of the many organizations and
businesses continuously butting heads with the federal Fisheries and Oceans
whose powerful mandate was to stop all resource-based industry, while
operating under the surreptitious guise of protecting fish and fish habitat.
If their job was to manage wild salmon stocks, they should be out looking for and
counting fish, rather than harassing a couple hundred placer miners on the
creeks with threats of stricter water-discharge standards and nearly bankrupting
them with court cases. They also chased weekend sports anglers who enjoyed
catching a few meals from nature’s crystal-clear fish bowls.
Enjoy? Don’t utter the word in front of a bureaucrat. DFO’s prominence is for the
expressed purpose of stopping people from having fun fishing the creeks, rivers
and lakes, while they set about economically cleansing the whole Yukon of all
means of resource-based production.
The enforcement policy of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO)
comes under the responsibility of the Conservation and Protection directorate
within fisheries management, thus the “second-coming-of-Christ-sized” letters on
the enforcement truck: CONSERVE AND PROTECT.
These bureaucrats are not here to serve the Canadian public and don’t even
want to be called anything lowly like “public agents” or “civil servants”. They want
to be called by the highfalutin title of “officer”. The powers of the Soviet Union’s
sinister KGB practically pales in comparison to the discretionary power these fish
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cops have when enforcing the Fisheries Act, the Criminal Code of Canada and
the Constitution Act.
Both the Yukon Territory and the Province of British Columbia fall under the
jurisdiction of the Pacific Region whose policies flow from Ottawa. The policy
dictates dress code, including guns, which initially started as an alleged safety
measure for enforcers patrolling the dangerous high seas for law breakers. Like
a disease, the government spread guns inland when an inordinate number of
brazen new fish cops were recruited for the Yukon.
When asked point blank why they pack guns, a fish cop will respond, “The
handgun a fishery officer wears is part of the uniform”. Ask a police officer and
he is prone to answer, “A handgun is part of our equipment.”
Carlos And Jacques Jobin Meet Again
Inside the Tatchun store, the paths of Carlos and the helicopter man forked. One
went to the front counter to pay his fuel bill while the other continued toward the
back coffee counter.
Carlos, thinking the fish cops had gone on their merry chase, was thus startled to
see the female fish cop packing a sidearm in a public place. The brown handle
was hanging over the edge of the hip holster in an aggressive manner.
“My, do you ever look tough,” commented the outspoken Carlos. Only the
woman heard him. Her training prepared her with a succinct statement when
anybody mentioned the gun – and plenty did. Most of these cops had no more
idea why they had to pack guns than did the general public. She said, “It’s part
of my uniform so I can work as a fisheries officer.” She disappeared down an
aisle. When Carlos took his coffee to the till, the helicopter man was gone.
Instead, there stood 40-year-old Jacques Jobin, the male portion of the fisheries
combo. He was decked out in a flak-vested uniform, color-coordinated to match
the truck, as was the one worn by his fearless mate riding shotgun. Jobin’s
greeting was friendly. He and Carlos knew each other from working together
briefly on a mining-related job sometime in the past.
At the sight of his gun, Carlos exclaimed, “Not you too!” He may as well have
blurted, “Et tu, Brutus!” He reiterated the complaints coming from the mouths of
Whitehorse residents about armed fish cops swaggering up and down streets
and going into family restaurants. “Why in the world do you have to wear a gun,
especially like that, in a public store?” Carlos nodded at the butt hanging out of
the holster. “Are you going to shoot me because I took 15 grayling? What are
you afraid of? Me? Are you afraid of me? Your gun isn’t made for bears or for
fish. It’s meant to shoot people.”
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The young teller intervened to defend Jobin, who didn’t appear disturbed or in
need of defending. “Why pick on them,” asked Jason Scott, who would be
twenty-two in ten days. “Them” referred to the pair. By now the female officer
had stepped up to the till to pay for her goods. She remained standing near
Jobin, listening to the opinionated exchange between two men who knew each
other.
Carlos had joined the others in a fight to keep the gun-grabbing wolves from the
door. Since 1995, when Parliament passed the despicable Bill C-68 into law,
gun ownership had been under assault like never before in the history of
Canada, and other countries of the world like England, Australia and the United
States.
Stricter gun control had led to outright prohibition of specific guns, and an
unworkable licensing system was designed as a confiscation program. For the
past 23 years, Carlos had been granted permits to carry handguns into the wilds.
But the onerous process was cumbersome and the paperwork astronomical. It
was common knowledge that firearms officers were tending to refuse issuances
of carry permits to the majority of applicants unless they happened to be rich or
politically well-connected.
The whole gun debate was a great frustration to a great many responsible
firearms owners, especially rural Canadians.
While Carlos had been quite tireless in his pursuit of attempting to set brush fires
in passive people’s brains to make them think, the people in the Carmacks store
didn’t get it!
The law had taken from people like him what belonged to them and had given it
to other people like the fish cops to whom it doesn’t belong so the law could
benefit one set of citizens at the expense of another set of citizens who could not
do what the others did without committing a crime.
Was that fair? Was it logic? Was it just? No, no and no. Did these fish cops
care? No. They were now the elitists. Did the clerk care? No. He was too
young.
The fish cops could pack guns any old place without a shred of restrictions, but it
was getting tougher for him to acquire permission from the state to carry a
sidearm legally in the bush for protection of himself and his family.
Carlos had come to the Yukon a free man. He latched onto the opportunity that
availed itself to anyone who wanted to build and create something for himself
and for other Yukoners in the process.
Step by incremental step, he was being disarmed, regulated, restricted, licensed,
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registered, directed, inspected, fleeced, harassed, analyzed – and probably soon
to be tattooed with his birth date and a national identification number – to the
point of exasperation and suffocation. The whole oppressive government was
squeezing the breath from his lungs as it became increasingly clearer that
Ottawa was placing censorious totalitarianism on the masses.
Totalitarian regimes are not put in place overnight, but erode people’s rights
gradually. He was no longer free to do what he had done in the past that made
him happy. But the Marxist-Leninist Left didn’t want him happy; they wanted the
likes of him under control. Mining people were a plague to their land.
In answer to Scott, Carlos said, “I, and others, have been fighting this intrusive
legislation from the beginning. Ottawa is not listening. It’s like banging your
head against a brick wall. At the same time they are leaning on the citizenry of
this country regarding firearms, they’re putting firearms on their bureaucrats. In
my face!”
Carlos was whipped into a froth. But the worst sin he may have committed was
to possibly insinuate that the fisheries officers, heaven forbid, might be
“bureaucrats”. Oh, they hate being called anything so lowly. They are “officers”.
Carlos may be sassy, forceful in his speech, but he does not shout or yell like a
banshee. He can raise his voice but is physically incapable of amplifying his
voice to “fish wife” pitch. Other than to use the initials “B.S.” once to denote
“bullshit”, he was not cursing or swearing. He is articulate in his speech, thinks
straight in extemporaneous discourses, does not lower himself to utter
vulgarities. Besides, he didn’t sink into the habit because his mother wouldn’t
have tolerated bad language and neither would his wife in her presence or
around the children.
The fish cops gave no indication they were scared of this man. Why should they
be? He was defenseless. They did not whip out Billy clubs, pepper spray or
guns; nor did the store clerk phone the Carmacks police to come apprehend a
“nut case creating a disturbance”.
No. None of this happened. In a chance encounter with Jacques Jobin, Carlos
merely walked into the opening to speak his mind on a subject about which he
felt very passionate. He also expressed what other civilians feared: the
government was disarming its citizenry while arming “bureaucrats”. It was
reminiscent of Nazi Germany. The water was boiling. Tragically, only a few
noticed the sweat on their brow was emanating from the steam as they cooked
like lobsters.
The two seemingly-unperturbed fisheries officers left. It never crossed their
minds to jot down the Fargo’s license plate number because they had no reason.
They simply drove from the parking lot and carried on north along the Klondike
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Highway to Dawson City.
Inside, Carlos paid the teller, who said nothing more about the exchange. Then
he too left the store, carrying on in another direction along the Campbell Highway
to his camp.
That should have been the end of the story.
It was just the beginning.
The Humdrum Existence Of Fish Cops
The job of a fisheries officer can be likened to a lifeguard who takes training to
save lives or a combat soldier who is trained to take lives. Once they are trained,
they are anxious to try out what they learned and get on with their jobs. Waiting
around on a lifeguard stand for the next drowning victim or waiting in a military
base for the next war is tedious. When things get exciting, they get fiercely
exciting. In the interim, the trainees live a humdrum existence of sitting around
doing nothing. Somebody who is not too well-balanced or experienced may try to
hasten the excitement. A lifeguard may over-react and jump dramatically into the
water to save a swimmer who is not in trouble; or an impatient soldier who’s a bit
off-plumb, might try out his combat techniques by mowing down innocent victims
on a campus or in the street.
By the same token, fish cops live humdrum existences like most bureaucrats.
Jacques Jobin and 29-year-old Pauline Drapeau had taken courses and were
trained to deal with worse-case scenarios, which aren’t daily occurrences. But
they were spring-loaded to stir up their own excitement, if need be.
They didn’t have degrees or licenses to practice psychiatry, nor had they been
analyzed for their own mental stability, character and motives. Nevertheless,
their “peace officer” training touched on analyzing another person’s emotional
state on the spur of the moment. When an incident escalated, they were
supposed to know when to pull the trigger, of if a thwack with the Billy club or a
dose of pepper spray would suffice.
The fish cops have the upper hand in their assessment because of their
discretionary power, the law on their side, and each is a witness for the other.
The chant from Fisheries and Oceans is that they travel in pairs for their own
personal safety. More to the point, it is for the purpose of corroborating each
other’s stories and conspiring to cover up any wrongdoing after the fact.
As writer Vin Suprynowicz so aptly wrote in Send in the Waco Killers,
“government agents conspire to keep us from finding out about their terrible fatal
screw-ups caused by cranking up the adrenaline levels of too many ill-trained
and over-armed agents in circumstances where such tactics are totally uncalled
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for.”
That’s why they travel in pairs. When they deem somebody to be a “mad man”, it
is usually accepted as gospel by police and other bureaucratic authorities. The
accused, who may have no witnesses, is left with denial as an ineffectual
defense.
Any person who does not fit the textbook description of correct social behavior is
a sinner of the first order and could easily be punished with a stint in the loony
ward just because a fish cop labeled him “crazy”.
This is a Liberal government scheme to re-engineer society. “Behave or you’re
next” syndrome. It parallels the tactics of Josef Stalin in the 1930s. The
paranoid communist leader eliminated millions by instructing his secret police to
hunt down and charge his enemies as “crazy”. Stalin proudly told the world, “In
the Soviet Union, we never execute anyone without a trial.” What he didn’t say
was the trial was for show, and the results contrived. The courts always levied
verdicts of death by firing squad.
Except for the firing squad, the same scenario is being played out in Canada
where anybody whose behavior can be construed as “agitated”, “subversive”,
“anti-liberal”, or “anti-police” can be tagged as “crazy” or an equivalent mentally-ill
term, charged with whatever is handy, put to trial in a kangaroo court, and be
locked away for 10 or more years, just like the political prisoners of any
dictatorship throughout history.
The Fish Cops’ Motive
Without a doubt, Jobin and Drapeau were bored. On the long drive to and from
Dawson City, and over meals together while in Dawson, they rehashed the
Carmacks incident. It was the most exciting thing that had happened in their
careers to date. Exercising one-upmanship, they told their spell-bound pals
about the “hair-raising” episode they had with a kooky guy in Carmacks and how
they were on the verge of subduing him with pepper spray.
Back in Whitehorse, they continued to recount the tale. With each telling, the
story grew bigger and bolder, pocked with inaccuracies, until they felt compelled
to treat the overblown story as a double-barreled “violent, violent” incident. They
put their heads together and wrote a summary on a special Fisheries and
Oceans form, headed: REPORT AN INCIDENT VERBAL OR PHYSICAL TOWARDS
FISHERIES OFFICERS, THEIR FAMILIES OR PROPERTY, EITHER PERSONAL OR
DEPARTMENTAL.
To have a form printed with that heading meant DFO was expecting trouble over
their bullish behavior.
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Since Pauline Drapeau chose to be the sole signatory, only her name would be
publicized later while she wondered why Jobin remained mainly anonymous.
A week after writing their report, somebody came up with the brilliant idea to
hand-print witness statements for the two Tatchun Store clerks to sign. Their
statements, intended to offer extra punch, twisted the story even more.
Following the Carmacks incident, a member of the RCMP was contacted and
given a copy of Drapeau’s creative essay, dated May 26, 1998. The document
was also circulated clandestinely with other government departments, such as
the game branch and mining land-use division, which deals with mining and
mineral-exploration inspections. The law enforcers from all government sections
knew each other. It was a cozy coterie.
The report stated in the May 20th incident, the assailant voiced complaints about
“officers wearing firearms”. It noted Jacques Jobin is male, PIN #0305; Pauline
Drapeau is female PIN #1585. Here’s what the text said:
1. Summary of Incident: On the above mentioned date Officers Jobin
and Drapeau stopped at the Tatchun Centre Store to gas the
enforcement truck up before continuing on to Dawson City for a
Public Salmon Subcommittee meeting.
As officer Jobin was outside fueling the truck up, Officer Drapeau
went into the store. As Officer Drapeau was walking down an aisle,
a Caucasian male came up to her and asked her why she was
wearing a firearm. Officer Drapeau replied: “Because we are
enforcement officers”. The individual replied, “Oh” and walked
away. Officer Drapeau continued walking around the corner near
the fresh produce when the individual peeked around the corner
and stated in an aggressive and hostile tone, “You really look
tough, yah really tough.” Officer Drapeau never said anything back
to the individual but noted that the individual was hostile and
agitated.
Officer Drapeau was at the till waiting to be served and the
individual was behind her when Officer Jobin came into the store to
pay the fuel bill. The individual went straight for Officer Jobin
swearing and cursing regarding why fisheries officers get to wear
handguns and he has to go through bull shit of paperwork just to
have a gun. Officer Jobin stated to the individual that the hand
guns fisheries officers wear is part of the uniform and that if he has
a problem with it to call Ottawa regarding his concerns. Officer
Drapeau was situated behind the individual while the verbal
exchange was taking place. The individual continued swearing and
cussing while walking out the door. Note: There were other people
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in the store while the incident occurred.
2. Full name, DOB and Description of Assailant(s): Carlos, Allen, 275
Alsek Road, Whitehorse, YT. Mr Carlos was observed driving a
yellow one-ton truck with a flat back. The license plate number was
not obtained.
Jobin knew Carlos. His name could easily be found in the Whitehorse telephone
directory. But his “full name” and “date of birth” were not provided; a partial
description of the truck was given but not a description of the “assailant”.
The report sounds like a third-grader tattling to a teacher about a classmate,
while falling way short of qualifying as a testimonial for a “violent, violent
incident”. Anybody who took this report seriously had to be as bored as Drapeau
and Jobin who were fanning the flames to look as though they were doing a good
job and would be the envy of their colleagues.
Admission that the report was embellished to suit their purposes was borne out
by Drapeau’s reluctance to have her statement notarized.
Two Witnesses
A week after Drapeau’s report was completed, D. Paige Tracey of Carmacks,
Yukon Territory, gave a statement that was taken at 7:26 p.m. on June 1, 1998 by
Cst. Mike Ferguson of Carmacks. The witness’s birth date was not provided.
On the 20th of May 1998 I was in the Tatchun Centre. I was
employed at the store at the time. It was early afternoon. This
fellow was at the till and was yelling at a Renewable Resources
(sic) officer. I heard comments about guns. He was very vocal for
approx. 2 minutes then he left the store and drove away. I was
disturbed at his behavior. I didn’t know the guy.
The next statement was from Jason Kristakim Scott of Carmacks, Yukon
Territory, who was born on May 30, 1976. His statement was taken at 11:27 p.m .
by Cst. Ferguson on June 2, 1998.
I was working at the till in the Tatchun Centre in Carmacks on the
May 1998 (sic) at about 1:30 p.m. This guy got gas. I believe he
had a Ford truck. He came into the store and got some items and
he got to the till just ahead of the fisheries cops. He seemed to be
waiting around to get his two bits at them. He was mostly just
freaking mostly (sic) about them wearing pistols. He strongly believed
they should not. He used quite a bit of village language in making his
point. He was yelling. It was pretty loud. There were kids in the
store and there was an elder in the store which is even more
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offensive. I was disturbed. The lady cop was more or less out of
the picture, The guy cop he was pretty quiet, being relaxed. This
guy just left. He was white about 5’ 10” 170 pounds, mid-30s to
middle 40s.
Scott’s age calculation is highly complimentary. Carlos was fifty-six at the time.
Yet it’s impossible to know if the person handwriting the statement was simply
transcribing Scott’s words, or was the invisible person adding a personal spin to
the statement. Curiously, both Scott and Tracey specify “I was disturbed”.
Specific New-Speak Words Are Red Flags
“Disturbed”, “freaking” and “agitated” are strong government buzz words that hold
a lot of weight for police who are building a case against an individual. The
emphasis on “village language” and a “Ford truck” makes Scott suspect to
confusing the incident he described with other people who came into the store at
various times after May 20. Until Scott’s statement, nobody ever mentioned
anybody else being in the store, and still didn’t mention the helicopter man
coming in with Carlos or being at the till a short time before. To accuse Carlos of
showing disrespect to elders and children is truly insulting and equated with
lunatic fringe.
Carlos worked with Ross River natives for many years and has an excellent
rapport with them. He became good friends with the younger crowd as well as
the elders. He would never be disrespectful of them, and anybody who accuses
him of such is just shooting off at the mouth. Scott must have made up the part
about elders and children. If others were present, why weren’t they asked for
witness statements to see how offended they were?
The common denominator to upgrading the incident to “violent, violent” revolves
around language and loudness. But Scott’s observations that, one, “The lady
cop was more or less out of the picture”, and two, “The guy cop was pretty quiet,
being relaxed” don’t paint a picture of a “violent” situation, much less a “violent,
violent” one. If a person is creating a “violent situation”, nobody would be
standing around “relaxed”, twiddling their thumbs. They would be all twitchy,
alert, tensed, nervous, on their toes, ready to spring into action to take the culprit
down, or already be on the phone to the Carmacks RCMP office.
What Drapeau and Jobin hoped to gain from circulating fables is unknown. Did
they want the police to charge Carlos with some offense for exercising his
freedom of thought, expression and speech because they didn’t like what he
thought, expressed or spoke?
Or were they embarking on a smear campaign against his personal beliefs – not
physical actions – that didn’t fit their politically-correct brainwashing? Did they
hope to create a controversy as sufficient grounds to have the individual
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punished? For what? Stalin couldn’t have expected his henchmen to hatch a
more wicked scheme for sending his enemies to the Gulag.
Jobin didn’t seem to have a clear-cut idea of what he expected, other than
maybe he felt subordinate to Carlos when they worked together briefly in the
past. Now Jobin was in the driver’s seat wearing a uniform.
Robe an inconsequential person in a uniform – even a bus driver or security
guard – and his head puffs up like Quaker Oats. Strap a gun on him, and he has
more power than he knows how to handle. It’s equivalent to taking a novice pilot
out of a gutless Cessna 120 after six hours training and planting him behind the
controls of a Boeing 747 jet. It can only lead to trouble.
“Officers” – police or otherwise – like to use the law to put pressure on, and get
even with anyone they don’t like. Since environmentalists see mining people as
a plague to their land, the DFO report would serve to officially alert other
government enforcement officers that a “deranged” eco-sinner was on the loose
in the Yukon. Go hunt him.
When the RCMP officer received the report from fisheries, he yawned. The
matter was not investigated. Therefore, Carlos did not know about the report
because the police didn’t bother asking for his rendition. Good policemen have
better things to do than get involved in “he said, she said” squabbles. They know
how the local fish cops and land-use inspectors operate and are cognizant of
how events get blown out of proportion as personal vendettas in a small-town
mentality. The RCMP recipient viewed the report with as much importance as a
crock of stewed rhubarb, and so he should.
Nevertheless, somebody obviously wanted Carlos ambushed.
Who? And why?
Chief Mining Inspector
A copy of the report came to the attention of chief mining inspector David Latoski,
who hung out in a third-floor cubicle in Red Square. Below, in the courtyard,
stood the bronze prospector statue watching over downtown Whitehorse. In the
base was engraved the name Allen Carlos in recognition that he was a “special
breed of individual”.
Carlos possessed the woodsmanship prowess of Leatherstocking, the
legendary hero created by James Fenimore Cooper. Through his own wit,
Leatherstocking could maneuver out of really tight spots through his series of
adventures.
“Individuality is the aim of political liberty,” wrote Cooper. “By leaving the citizen
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with as much freedom of action and of being as comports with order and the
rights of others, the institutions render him truly a free man. He is left to pursue
his means of happiness in his own manner.”
Freedom and liberty were very important to Carlos but were, indeed, more than
words. Cooper explained that “liberty’s greatest safeguard, after placing its
foundation in a popular base, is in the checks and balances imposed in the public
servants.”
Carlos was above the inconsequential “public servants” whose jobs were to
thwart his efforts. Latoski thought Carlos was too uppity and should be brought
down a couple of notches, for government agents, as they prefer to be called, are
jealous of independents who can successfully make something of themselves by
reaping rewards from God-given land.
Two mining land-use inspectors from the placer section – one male, one female –
were dispatched to his hardrock gold property to snoop on Carlos at Grew Creek.
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Most distressing for many mining families is the persistent anti-mining attitude
prevalent among some regulating officials in the federal Department of Indian
Affairs and Northern Development and the Department of Fisheries.
Grant Klein
2nd generation miner, Klondike District
Past President, Klondike Placer Miners’
Association
Whitehorse Star, Jan. 26, 2001
______________________________________________________________________
CHAPTER 3: BEWARE FEMALE INSPECTORS
It was Wednesday, August 5, 1998.
Six o’clock. Suppertime at Grew Creek.
Allen Carlos came into camp, dog-tired and dirty
after 12 hours on the drill rig.
He wanted a shower, clean clothes and food. He was
ravenous. Ambrosial smells wafted from the cook tent
where his wife and daughter were putting the final
touches on the evening meal for the five-member
family.
He was just ready to step into a hot shower when he
heard the sounds of a vehicle coming along the road
from the creek. He heard the truck roar into camp,
a bit too aggressively for his liking. He didn’t hear
anybody “hello, this camp”, and then wait for somebody
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to respond to the “knock”. Whoever had driven up didn’t know bush etiquette.
Then he picked up the words “mining inspectors”.
Mining inspectors never visited his camp, which was easily accessible from the
Campbell Highway near a government gravel pit. Visitors usually consisted of
government geologists interested in his work and sometimes showcased the
property to private-sector geologists. They might go back to head office and
recommend the attractive Grew Creek property to the principals who might make
a handsome option offer.
The geologists would pick up rock samples and drill core to examine with the
naked eye or squint through a 10-power magnifying lens. The omnipresent lens
was attached like an ornament to a piece of rawhide or lanyard draped around
their necks. They “ooh-ed” and “aah-ed” and spoke in a strange tongue, the
lingo decipherable only by other geo-wizards.
Other visitors to camp had been his parents. Carlos missed their annual visits.
They were too old and infirm to make the long journey from Saskatchewan any
more. But the Carloses were always delighted when Allen’s two sisters, Iris and
Natalie, and their families came from the Prairies.
Occasionally, Art John came by to see how the young fellow was progressing and
would offer some sage wisdom on where Mother Nature might be hiding the loot.
At one point, Carlos had set up a miniature sluice a few feet from the cook tent
but not near the creek proper. The pump and hose were in such configuration to
deliver water to the work site and not discharge it into the creek. If he and the
two sons had time, they planned to test the creek downstream from where Carlos
believed a hardrock gold source might be concealed.
Carlos and Art John had been prospecting partners when employed by sundry
exploration companies back in the 1960s. They got along famously and
maintained a close relationship over the years. The Ross River elder was now in
his late eighties, the same age as Carlos’ dad.
It was nice knowing men like Art, so in tune with nature. He used to trap winters
and prospect in summers. He was still prospecting and cutting property deals.
Carlos, who sometimes helped him with paperwork, beamed whenever he spoke
of the old gentleman of the woods surprising him with a visit. Art was so
resourceful, gentle, easy-going, twinkly, a light comment about everything
although he had known tragedies in his life.
If Carlos were an office worker rather than a man of the bush, he might never
have had the chance to meet and enjoy camaraderie with men like Art John, who
make the whole mining scene worthwhile and rewarding.
Paula Carlos also loved company in camp, as much as she did in town. She
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liked meeting new people and entertaining those she already knew. She was the
goodwill ambassador, the public-relations manager. Anybody who dropped by
was welcomed in for tea or a meal or to pitch a tent and spend the night. Armed
with a genuine smile, she might call out cheerily to whoever happened by, “Come
in. I’ll set more plates. There’s plenty.” She might serve tasty new potatoes dug
fresh from her garden. And there was always a healthy supply of cookies, cakes,
cinnamon buns and scrumptious pies baked with freshly-picked blueberries or
cranberries. Yummy.
Sitting around the big late-night campfire, they sipped tea laced with a splash of
Carlos’ guarded stock of over-proof rum that he shared only with special guests.
They might talk geology, debate theories, discuss the latest news in town,
express personal opinions or tell whacky stories. Their laughter and giggles
rippled through the soothing wilderness that was pulled around them like a
comfortable old sweater.
Was it any wonder the Carloses were protective of their lifestyle on the Grew
Creek property he had staked 15 years ago? This was living.
Carlos cherished summers in the bush surrounded by his family and friends. Life
was agreeable but would have been perfect if an option agreement had not
expired the previous year. Then a hoped-for-deal fell apart – not on merits of the
property – but based on the negative perception the government was spinning
about mining exploration in the federally-controlled Yukon Territory, where the
mining business had been the lifeblood for over one hundred years.
Within the last ten years, a new batch of bureaucrats with a new mindset were in
control. The mining industry had been under assault by the federal regime with
native land claims, land-use regulations and other environmental issues
encompassing land alienation for parks, protected areas, plus water use, fish
habitat, species at risk, development process, and so on. It was open-ended.
Throughout the process, the chamber of mines had burnt out five presidents.
The feds and territorial bureaucrats were drafting and presenting proposed
legislation faster than was possible for volunteers to keep up with and comment
on.
After this field season, a government-sponsored workshop was scheduled to
brief people on the new land-use regulations to be administered from the mining
land-use division that was open for business on the third floor of Red Square.
A Recipe For Disaster
To add insult to injury, rumors were swirling – again – about arming inspectors.
Not many years before, there were only a couple of mining inspectors. They
didn’t request sidearms. They were the miners’ friends, men of integrity who
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could be trusted to operate on gentlemen’s agreements. They carried forth their
promises. They used engineering and geological know-how to work with the
miners to correct any failings and resolve any disputes, rather than threatening
them with severe fines and expensive court cases. The inspectors were invited
into camp for coffee, meals, conversation and occasionally were given cots for
overnight stays.
They didn’t need guns to intimidate mining troops. In those days, everybody
knew guns were kept at the ready in camp for safety purposes as well as carried
in aircraft and vehicles for survival. It would have been ludicrous for an inspector
to enter a camp brandishing a sidearm as a people-control tactic.
Times had changed. Through the evolutionary process, the new hires had
become cops. The old guard, who couldn’t stand the attitudinal change, retired.
They were replaced with the new guard. Field people began to feel threatened
by their own governments.
Each department was represented by blindly-devoted officers who enforced
regulations like prohibition orders. Their actions and attitudes were a direct
assault on the prospector’s investment, property, legal security of tenure as well
as his ability to earn a living.
Over the past 30 years, environmentalists, who influenced the law, and
environmental sympathizers, who enforced the law, were dismantling the
hardrock mining and exploration industries piece by piece. They were currently
working to dismantle the placer mining industry, too.
Ironically, the casualties, who were well-endowed with mining and bush
expertise, were considered unqualified to be hired as government inspectors
because their sympathies favored the eco-sinners instead of the environment.
Some of the new breed came with such overbearing attitudes they were afraid for
their own safety. They were pushing Ottawa to grant permission for them to pack
sidearms.
The head of mineral resources in Whitehorse had once assured Carlos that
inspectors wouldn’t be packing guns on his watch. However, if the dictum flowed
from Ottawa, as had been the case with the dress code for fish cops, Bob
Holmes wouldn’t have much to say about it.
The federal government’s overtures about issuing sidearms to mining inspectors
was a slap in the face to master gun handlers and mineral prospectors like
Carlos, who was finding it exceedingly difficult to obtain a permit renewal to carry
his restricted firearm into the wilds for self-protection.
At the same time Ottawa was exerting pressure on ordinary citizens like him
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who had a gun culture and knew how to handle firearms, the federal government
was arming bureaucrats like the fish cops who did not have a clue how to handle
firearms except to point the barrel at a person’s chest. Implicit was the notion
that independent field people were the dangerous enemy who would be brought
under control through siege-mentality. There was even talk of arming
Whitehorse’s bylaw officers!
The only purpose to be served by government agents packing sidearms would
be for people-control, as with the case of the fish cops. To strap a 9mm
handgun on a novice of either gender – most who come with an attitude but not a
gun culture, and who have been given unlimited discretionary power as
environmental law enforcers, and whose primary function is to prohibit ecosinners from working mineral claims – was a recipe for disaster.
Why Inspectors Shouldn’t Bear Arms
One bad incident had already occurred.
Leo van Kalsbeek , a brazen inspector who caused no end of grief for miners,
had been the inspector responsible for a placer area 60 miles north of
Whitehorse. He said the trouble with miners is they’re hard-headed and won’t
listen. He was going to make them listen.
The miners had been issued permits to do what they were doing with regards to
preparing ground, but van Kalsbeek didn’t like what they were doing and wanted
them to stop. He swooped into the placer camp packing an illegal concealed
weapon. Inside the cook tent, van Kalsbeek became demanding and unduly
agitated. He whipped out the handgun. The men warned in no uncertain terms,
“Leo, put away that gun”, while one reached for his shotgun. The miners strongly
suggested to the boss that the hothead be chained to a desk in town before
somebody got hurt.
Mineral resources accepted the suggestion but eventually unleashed the
unpopular inspector van Kalsbeek on the miners in the Dawson area where he
stirred up endless trouble. Often, his “inspections” were done hovering from a
helicopter over a placer site, then he’d return to Whitehorse and write up the
operator who could be fined thousands of dollars or pushed into protracted court
cases. Some pilots refused to fly Leo van Kalsbeek any more.
Carlos was but one of many field men nervous about the idea of mining
inspectors packing sidearms. He was adamant they would not come into his
camp armed. And he wasn’t shy about expressing his opinions on the subject,
either.
Field men swore that whenever bureaucrats came into their camps packing guns,
they would fetch a gun to park beside the tent frame to level the playing field.
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Some RCMP officers had advised against such action. The fish cops refused to leave
their guns behind in the truck, wailing, “Our guns are part of our uniforms.” So, what
were field people to do? Odds were against the field men, who were going to be left
defenseless and vulnerable, their safety teetering on tenterhooks at the discretion of
muscle-flexing, jackbooted bureaucrats. It could reduce field people to sitting-duck
status.
Bush Etiquette
Carlos savored a hot shower and clean clothes. He wanted to sit, relax, talk with
his wife and daughter about their day and tell them about his. When Carlos
heard the words “mining inspectors”, he reluctantly pulled on his dirty clothes and
came out to see what was going on.
Carlos was not pleasantly disposed to mining inspectors who did not know the
unwritten law of the land was to “knock” before entering camp. If conservation
officers had enough gumption to “hello” a camp from afar before entering, why
not land-use interlopers? Because they possess so much discretionary power,
they think they don’t have to know manners. It irked Carlos.
Just as a house in town is a man’s castle, so is his tent and his camp. Both
command respect. It is common courtesy to “knock” and wait to be welcomed
and invited inside. In town, a trespasser barging in without knocking would be
committing the sin of “break and enter”. So be it in the bush.
The male inspector had seen a woman in camp when he and his female sidekick
drove in earlier to ostensibly take water samples from Grew Creek. On their way
out, he stopped to extract information from the woman about some type phantom
investigation he had started. He didn’t know the woman’s husband was in camp
until Carlos emerged from his interrupted shower.
Carlos didn’t know either of the two inspectors by sight or by name. Neither was
wearing a uniform nor bearing arms. But he did know they were regulatory
authorities who had too much discretionary power and were soon to be assigned
more. They had a long-running history of trampling people’s constitutional and
statutory rights. They represented an encroachment on his property and were
nosing into his private affairs. He was expected to tell them whatever they
demanded. Yet they could do and say anything they wanted without risk of
reprisals. If Carlos dared voice an opinion without protection of a labor union,
uniform, position or title, he risked arrest, fines or court – maybe all three.
Tough! He was going to risk it. He might lose, but he wasn’t going down without
fighting for his rights. He would protect his property and means to earn a living
as best he could for as long as he could. He would exercise his freedom of
expression while single-handedly fending off assaults from this huge gang of
government Goliaths.
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He’d already had a set-to with two fish cops less than three months earlier over
the guns, and now he was facing two authoritarians from Northern Affairs’
mineral resources division.
Paula’s Sixth Sense
The 30-year-old female inspector was tall, slender, dark-haired, and reasonably
attractive. Paula Carlos would have liked to get acquainted over tea, but a sixthsense restrained her from extending an invitation into her kitchen. Paula felt
uneasy, sensing a foreboding about these strangers. Something wasn’t quite
right.
Paula tried to connect mentally with her husband. “Be careful, Al. Be careful!
Something’s wrong.”
Steve Howes was 45 years old. He was a decent fellow, tall, nice-looking, and
didn’t come with an “attitude”. His mother had taught him to say “please” and
“thank-you”, even if she hadn’t taught him to “knock”. He knew he wasn’t a
welcome intrusion in people’s camps and had an instinct for patiently handling
these staunch individualists who did not relish authoritarian figures. Still, he had
his job to do, but was not out to cause grief for mining people as was the
intention of some of his colleagues. When anybody went off on a tangent,
Howes would listen politely before dragging the conversation back to the
pertinent subject...like he was having to do with Carlos, who was biding his time
to get a better reading on this bureaucrat.
The man represented the erosion of Carlos’ civil liberties and personal freedoms,
but he didn’t seem to comprehend that he was aiding in the process of destroying
his own freedoms too. How could anybody be so indifferent as to prostitute
themselves for the sake of a regular paycheque to turn the country into a police
state while people like Carlos were struggling in their stance against injustice and
oppression?
Carlos observed him with a hard, cold, steely stare while he waited to find out
what this uninvited guest was doing in his “house”. What he wanted? How
long was he planning on staying? It certainly wasn’t going to be an overnighter.
Steve Howes introduced himself and asked why Carlos was there? What did it
look like he was doing after 15 years? Carlos said, “I’m a prospector.” Howes
inquired about his specific activities as a hardrock prospector and did he know
anything about a small recreational dredge in the creek upstream from his camp?
Carlos didn’t like the interrogation and was growing more frustrated by the
minute. Carlos said no, he didn’t know, however, reiterated what Paula had
already told Howes about seeing a black truck go by camp several times in the
recent past. No, they didn’t take a license plate number. Why would they bother
unless the occupants were doing something to upset them?
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“What is the concern?” asked Carlos.
“The dredge is not located on valid placer claims and no permits were issued for
this activity,” explained Howes.
“Do you mean we are paying the two of you to chase after locals who wish to do
a little shovel work in the creek?” asked an incredulous Carlos. “What harm is
there?”
“It’s the law,” Howes answered.
Kapowee! That set Carlos off. He launched into a spiel about the creeping
intrusion of government into every aspect of people’s lives. In his usual manner,
he punctuated his frustrations with a little dance, slinging his body around,
pivoting on one leg, then the other.
Although Carlos said he didn’t have a problem with mining regulations per se, he
was concerned with overzealous inspectors – present company excepted – as
were noted in the past, bringing their anti-mining biases into the field, thus
making it exceedingly difficult for the operator to operate. He was being
squeezed financially. Property deals were falling apart because inspectors were
sending out negative vibes to outside companies that mining and exploration
activities weren’t welcome in the Yukon. This perception was cutting into his
ability to earn a living and feed his family. As the adage goes, “when it rains, it
pours”. Everything was bearing down on him at once.
The female fed didn’t care. To her way of thinking, he was guilty of eco-sins
simply by virtue of being there. Free individuals like Carlos gave bureaucrats
heartburn. He was a threat because his independence reminded them of their
own ineptitudes and inadequacies. She piped up. “Well, the new thinking is that
if you can save one thing, it’s worth it.”
Those were the only words she spoke while in camp and were sufficient to label
her an eco-green sympathizer. She only spoke them because she had Howes
for backup. She would have felt better with a gun. She was leery of Carlos and
would have preferred he not be in her way, whether doing her job as a land-use
inspector or if she simply wanted to go for a nature walk. She began to imagine
Carlos had said all kinds of things he had not said.
The men ignored her. Carlos continued his rant. In addition to the mining
industry under constant assault, there was the subject of firearms. Carlos’
passion about the issue was nurtured by his strong sense of justice. Carlos
didn’t mince words when vigorously expressing his opinion of the firearms
legislation compounding the problem. While his freedoms as a law-abiding
citizen were being eroded and withdrawn, Ottawa was arming its bureaucrats, he
said.
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After Carlos spoke his mind and Howes had shown he didn’t come with “an
attitude” – even though his female traveling partner did – he told Howes about
the sluice he had out back, a few feet from the cook tent. Whenever his family
had time, they might test the creek downstream of where he believed a hardrock
gold source might be concealed.
Carlos walked Howes over to the location. The female followed like a puppy.
The equipment was nowhere near the creek proper. The pump and hose were
set up to deliver water to the drill site, not discharge it into the creek. So what
was the problem?
There wasn’t one, except he didn’t have a license. Howes asked Carlos to fill out
an application – something called a Schedule Three – for possible work he might
do in the future.
The two snoops finally departed in their big government truck, much to Carlos’
relief. He was hungry and in a foul mood by the time he returned to his hot
shower. Everything was behind schedule. They had kept him standing out there
for ninety minutes.
One can imagine the hot topic of conversation when the five Carloses finally sat
down for a late night meal that Wednesday evening in August, 1998.
Thank goodness Paula hadn’t baked a soufflé.
The Two Inspectors Exit
The inspectors would drive the short distance to the village of Ross River in a
government truck and stay the evening. They would fuel the truck, rent rooms
which someone else would clean, and tuck into steaks which someone else
would cook, and someone else would clean up after them. The services would
all be paid on their government expense accounts, à la public purse to which the
Carloses contributed.
On the drive, Sandra Orban complimented Howes. “You handled that very well,” she
praised.
“What do you mean?” he asked, absently. His mind was already diverted to
something more important, probably his growling stomach. It was 7:30 p.m.
“Well, he was getting quite out of hand,” Orban insisted.
“No, he really wasn’t getting out of hand,” Howes countered. “Al was just being
difficult to deal with. This is not unusual in his line of work. Everyone in
government – but the two of us – are really bad people. It was just a very
negative attitude towards anything of authority whatsoever. He kept getting off
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on a tangent with gun-control laws and whatever he thought about them, which,
of course, was taking away his rights.”
Howes referred to Carlos in a friendly way by using his given name. At one point
he described Al as “vocal” and “animated” in his physical actions, which indicated
he might be on the edge of losing his temper. But he made no threats with
respect to firearms or in any other way, reminded Howes.
At no time did Howes feel physically threatened, and he tried to assuage Orban’s
apprehensions. She was inexperienced – green at her job, so to speak – and
expected everybody to bow to her. This was her first time encountering such a
situation, and she was told she’d better get used to it if she planned to stay in
land-use inspection. She didn’t. She was a wannabe fish cop, just like her gunbrandishing pal, Leo, was a wannabe cop.
“I’ve heard this a million times before,” assured Howes, who, being male and
more experienced with field people, was not fearful of Carlos by any stretch of
the imagination.
Orban was fearful of Carlos, though. Regardless of Howes’ assurances, she felt
threatened and continued harboring a grudge for this man who’s exploratory
work was wreaking havoc on the land she wanted to protect from the likes of him.
It would lead to trouble.
Somebody wanted Carlos ambushed.
Who? And why?
New Licensing Regime
Steve Howes and Sandra Orban had been to Carlos’ Grew Creek camp in
August. When the 1998 field season finished, the federal government sponsored
two workshops with respect to new mining land-use regulations (MLURs) which
would come into effect on December 16 and be phased in over six months.
It was November, 1998.
The Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development (often referred to as
Indian Affairs and No Development) declared its new mining land-use division
officially open for business on the third floor of Red Square.
A distinct line was thus drawn in the sand dividing “us” from “them”.
“Us” denoted the bureaucratic insiders who knew what was best for “them”, who
were the common, off-the-shelf outsiders.
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“Them” were the private-sector companies and free independents who were at
the mercy of the insiders and would have to work within the confines of this new
regime. “Them” would have to ask permission – not just to build the outhouse,
but to go to the outhouse. No more secrets and competitive edges. The
government wanted to know where they were working and what was going on
between groups and individuals trying to cut property deals. Henceforth,
prospectors and geologists began working inside a glass cage.
The mining land-use regulations were amendments to the revised Yukon Quartz
Mining Act that governed hardrock activities. The title alone was a misnomer.
The new environmental regulations pertained strictly to hardrock exploration sites
– not to actual hardrock mines in production. Under the Yukon Placer Mining
Act, the regulatory amendments pertained to exploration activities as well as
placer-mining operations that were not covered by a water license.
Mistakes became law at the behest of the federal Justice department in Ottawa.
No changes were made to the proposed regulations before gazetted on July 25,
1998, although 33 written submissions were sent in from individuals and associations
pointing out contradictions and illegalities. Ottawa didn’t care. The so-called
Justice department is all-powerful and can do what it wants with disregard for
what is legal or illegal.
The regulations defined four classifications of mineral exploration, placer
exploration and placer-mining activities. Generally, each class was defined by
numeric levels. As the classification increased from Class I to Class IV, the idea
was that the potential for activities to damage the environment would increase.
Class I and Class II were meant to represent grassroots levels of exploration
while Class III and Class IV were in an advanced exploration stage.
At best, the regulations were experimental in nature because government
lawyers hadn’t seen their way clear to correct the errors. The regulations would
be carried out at the mining people’s expense.
The DIAND minister of the day, Jane Stewart, had told the pro-mining audience
at the Dawson City Gold Show the previous May that “the environment wasn’t
going to be sacrificed for mining.”
After a hundred years of mining in the territory, anybody could still soak in the
landscape and see the Yukon’s raw beauty had not suffered one iota, except
through catastrophes in the hands of Mother Nature, who was nature’s greatest
bulldozer.
The new chief of the mining land-use division, Marion Dejean, came to
Whitehorse from Dawson City where she had spent 13 years as the mining
recorder, and was a good one too. She should have been assigned the role as
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chief mining recorder to oversee the four mining districts where recording offices
were strategically located: Dawson, Mayo, Watson Lake and Whitehorse.
But the top recorder’s position ultimately went to a former Parks Canada man
from Winnipeg, Manitoba. He knew diddly-squat about mining laws or recording
claims. Soon, he was making government policies that contravened mining
statutes that had been passed into law by the Parliament of Canada.
A former Parks Canada woman from Winnipeg knew nothing about mining
recording either but was slotted in as the Whitehorse mining recorder.
“Having the mining land-use regulations is another landmark for the Yukon,”
Marion Dejean told a workshop audience in a local hotel meeting room. She
didn’t sound convinced that she believed her own words about those regulations,
ten years in the making.
“And Lord knows we’ve had a lot of landmarks, land claims, new regulations,
trying to play catch-up with the rest of the world while trying to make the Yukon
an attractive place for investment.”
She went on to say, “We have developed this made-in-the-Yukon legislation
through cooperative efforts with First Nations, Yukon government, Yukon
Conservation Society and other groups.”
The “other groups” were the insignificant exploration and placer industries which
would be affected by the new environmental laws. Those groups were
considered low-life and obviously undeserving of special mention.
Yet the chamber of mines had burnt out five presidents in ten years and no telling
how many board members. Whatever the industry groups had to say to
government had bounced off the wall as hollow echoes. Against the wishes of
other chamber members and the prospectors’ association, a couple of
negotiators, who sat at the table as industry representatives, agreed to the
environmental terms. Along with all the other conservationists and
preservationists, they signed away mining rights when they affixed their names to
the death warrant.
Proof that these regulations would come into play at the expense of an industry
was expressed blatantly by Dejean, who admitted, “The regulations are not
expected to work perfectly at first.”
The regulations were experimental in nature, she said. But she promised that
her department would listen to people in an effort to determine where problems
existed in the applications.
Those were definitely hollow words. The bureaucrats had paid no heed to
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concerns expressed in any of the 33 earlier submissions. It was too late to be
inviting people to voice their opinions once the regulations were in effect.
In typical government practice, the best to be expected was a several-month
phase-in period. The onus was placed on the shoulders of the mining people.
They were expected to be patient during implementation. “Regulations, like new
products – depending on where you buy them – sometimes take time to work
properly, get used to, and try out the best method of application.” Dejean was
lame in her attempt to be perky and convincing.
The MLURs address environmental issues, she added. “And First Nations will
know that the land will be left in a good state for wildlife and people. With selfgovernment agreements and implementation plans coming into play, we can
meet on a more level playing field.”
The “level playing field” was lopsided.
First Nations wanted to find ways and means to develop their lands and natural
resources for a prosperous future but were bound up in the same regulatory
rigmarole that was supposed to guarantee that the white man left the land in a good
state for wildlife and native people.
“Mining land-use division will give First Nations and industry a common
denominator for their frustrations,” a chuckling Dejean tried to quip.
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There’s no way to rule innocent men. The only power any government
has is the power to crack down on criminals. Well, when there aren’t
enough criminals, one makes them. One declares so many things to be
a crime that it becomes impossible to live without breaking laws.
Ayn Rand
Atlas Shrugged
Rand, who dramatized her philosophy of rational individualism through her
novels, embraced objectivity in the law as crucial to its function. The laws must
be clearly expressed in terms of essential principles. The highly detailed,
programmatic laws so common today violate this principle, as do the vague
standards under which many regulations are issued. The law must be intelligible
to the people on whom it is enforced. The law courts must be structured so that
objectivity and impartiality are the hallmarks of any legal decision. And the law
must always be grounded in principles of rights.
______________________________________________________________________
CHAPTER 4: MINING LAW CLASHES WITH ECO-GREEN IDEOLOGIES
When a government starts fearing its own citizens, the bureaucracies will go to
extreme lengths to sit on the masses until breath is squeezed from their
collective lungs and their voices are silenced.
The story of how a government suffocates its people in the same fashion as a boa
constrictor kills its prey is analogized in the thought-provoking book Send In The
Waco Killers: Essays On The Freedom Movement, 1993-1998 by noted
Nevada-based author Vin Suprynowicz.
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The snake doesn’t really have sufficient strength to crush the ribs of any
good-sized prey. But it doesn’t need to. Once it has its body coiled
around the victim, it simply waits. As the victim struggles, the poor thing
uses up oxygen, even as its bloodstream continually transports more
carbon dioxide from the struggling muscles to the lungs. Eventually, the
piglet must exhale that exhaust gas, partially collapsing its lungs. Then it
quickly tries to inhale again, to replace the vented carbon dioxide with
fresh life-giving oxygen.
But it’s not fast enough. As it exhales, the snake tightens its grip. The pig
can’t inhale. It struggles harder, which only forces it to try to breathe
again, leading to a further tightening of the coils.
In precisely the same manner does government – once it is allowed to
escape from the cage of a written constitution that once allowed it to fund
and do only a specific limited number of things – coil around us, watching
for any crisis or problem as an opportunity to create a new “program”, hire
new “agents”, institute “reforms”.
It may be patient, but it never backs off. Someday, it knows, it will have
finally grown large enough for the big meal it has in mind. Propose
reducing a tax and you’ll be aggressively asked, “How are we going to pay
for that?” What this really means is, “How are we going to raise the same
amount of revenue elsewhere, since government can never be allowed to
grow smaller, only bigger?”
Meantime, each complaint that “there ought to be a law” is welcomed by our
cheerful helpers in government with the same contented smile a giant
snake displays each time it feels its victim try to breathe.
Nor can there be any doubt about the final result.
The suffocation process is exactly what transpired in Kanuckistan, formerly
known as Canada. The government law-makers loaned their ears to the United
Nations and its Green Club disciples, who managed to successfully ravish this
country in patient, slow motion with environmentalism.
The sparsely-populated, federally-controlled Yukonslavia, formerly known as the
Yukon, was the chosen place for this Petri-dish experiment. The place was ripe
for the plucking. It had a park-like atmosphere, and the residents thought of it in
affectionate utopian terms. Everybody was too busy working, having fun,
creating something of their own for the future to pay attention to politics. They
elected politicians to do that. Yukoners invited and generously welcomed any
one who wanted to come and share in their paradise. It was a mistake. One
day, they woke up and found the once-thriving private-sector economy they
relied on for a living had shriveled. It was replaced by amoebic governments of
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all stripes doing for northern residents much of what they had done – and should
still be doing – for themselves.
Governments strove to erode people’s initiatives, creativity, their will and
independent spirit. In bureaucratic wisdom, the New Nanny-ism Think was to
strengthen the weak by weakening the strong and to elevate the wage-earners
by crippling the private-sector wage-payers. The only way to achieve such dire
Marxist objectives was to supplant private business with government as the
biggest growth industry.
What Went Wrong With Environmentalism?
Environmentalism began as a perfectly rational thought about mankind learning
to live cleaner, healthier lives while allowing society to fuel the economy with
human activity and jobs, many of which were resource-based.
At first, the gullible general public was sucked in as sympathizers with the green
extremists. It took a while for the green movement to crescendo to such braying
proportions that it was heard by rural Canadians. Up North, Yukoners felt the
splash of cold reality. When the mining and exploration industries grind to a halt,
the money chain stalls and everybody’s standard of living diminishes until the
non-government middle-class is left hanging by the hair and solely reliant on
welfare cheques dispensed at the discretion and benevolence of the feds in
Ottawa. What if the benevolence changed to a tyrannical grip on the people by
cutting off the money spout?
The green movement mushroomed into a secular religion. Like Marxism, and any
other organized communist ideology, mankind was branded as inherently evil
and must be punished on “the torture bed” for being desirous to commit sin.
The majority of this environmental bunk was brought forth by Canadian-born
Maurice Strong, the highly-powerful senior advisor to UN’s Secretary General
Kofi Annan and who pulled the World Monetary Fund purse strings. He
organized and chaired the United Nations’ first-world environmental summit in
Stockholm, Sweden in 1972, and 20 years later, the United Nations’ Earth
Summit in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
He was relentless in his pursuit that UN resolutions and agendas would be
enforced as socialist law under a One-World Government. He wanted individual
countries’ constitutions dismantled and replaced with an Earth Charter. While
Strong was a wily and evil strategist, he was not a household word. Yet he was
running, ruling and ruining everybody’s lives under the guise of environmentalism
by unleashing his socialist disciples on the unsuspecting.
Through United Nations programs, environmentalists hatched wonky Earth First
ideas and Wilderness Next projects that successfully infiltrated government
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bureaucracies where legislation is drafted. Therefore, it was an easy task to
brainwash the mindless troops. The elected politicians rely on votes to retain
their exalted positions. They gladly kowtow to the loud and rich green extremists
by exercising their political power to push derogatory bills into law through the
parliamentary factory without exhaustive, democratic debate.
The green extremists are then self-proclaimed saviors of the planet. According
to their optics, they see themselves as the chosen race. They purport to have a
pipeline to Mother Nature and the Almighty Himself.
Environmentalism is a secular religion, and the great gurus and their disciples
are paid big bucks to promote it. Most greens have no conscience or
compunction about presenting junk science to court judges as a means to
achieve their goals. They admit privately that they lie in public to get what they
want.
Their environmental doctrine pivots on the theory that pollution is evil and every
human activity induces pollution. The sinfulness must be stopped, and the sinful
polluters must not be shown mercy when punished for those sins.
But what do enforcement officers who storm homes, offices and mining camps,
seizing files and personal property, have to do with “protecting” and “preserving”
the environment and “saving” the Earth?
Nothing. It is about exercising power and intimidation over free spirits who have
the initiative to take risks and earn a living off the land with their own ingenuity.
Land-users are classified as eco-sinners. There is no redemption for them. The
punishment schedule, chiseled into all environmental regulations, assumes the
accused is guilty. By virtue of his work, he cannot be innocent.
Over their heads loom the threat of excess fines of a hundred thousand dollars –
sometimes per day – imprisonment and expensive court cases, which they are
most likely destined to lose. It doesn’t matter whether the person commits a
crime of force, a crime of fraud or an environmental regulatory offence, jail is jail.
And it is of no consequence how one gets there.
Does that help the environment? No. Environmental regulations are strictly
vindictive in nature and require perfection to execute. Most who work in
resource-based industries are logical people, but the rules are illogical. It’s just a
matter of time before the eco-sinner sins.
The regulations portray a religious-zealot attitude that humans must be purged of
their evil intents to sin. They must be strictly managed under a command-andcontrol regime that is dictated by maniacal members of a chosen cult who know
what’s best for free spirits who believe in themselves. But socialists and
collectivists don’t want him believing in himself. They want him ground down to
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the status of a Stalinist peasant pecking in the dirt for a morsel of bread.
The Spanish Inquisition won its converts on the torture bed, too. But what does
the constant threat of cruel punishment do to advance “protection” and
“preservation” of the environment?
Nothing. The strong undercurrent of environmentalism and environmental
regulations is simply animosity, anti-industry, anti-development, anti-labor, anticapitalism, anti-Christ, anti-Constitution, anti-liberty and anti-Americanism – all
taught along with environmental studies in Canadian learning centres.
For the most part, the graduates are of impressionable minds and have not
experienced life. They are the cardboard figurines hired into enforcement roles
and programmed to be good little environmental cops. Some, like the fish cops,
pack handguns and other sundry people-control devices such as pepper spray
and Billy clubs.
Since globalization seemed so remote and foreign to Yukonslavians as to be
almost non-existent, it took them a long, long time to relate. They continued
spinning their wheels trying to resolve conflicts locally by “getting along”, while
problems stemmed beyond their immediate reach at a world level.
Suddenly, they began to realize the whole system had been dumped on its head.
Regardless of which political party was in power, the Yukon politicians and city
councilors were totally unaware of what was happening, and even if they did
know, were completely spineless to go against the politically-correct grain to right
some wrongs. Besides catering to senior bureaucrats and environmental groups,
they bowed to their Ottawa political masters who held the key to the public purse.
Yukoners were skunked.
Mauled By Environmental Regulations
Minto Explorations Ltd., a Vancouver, British Columbia-based company, was
developing a copper-gold-silver project 50 miles north of Carmacks, Yukon, in an
area known as the Dawson Range.
The Selkirk First Nation had an active interest in the project that was designed to
extract 6.5 million tonnes of minerals over a 13-year lifespan. The 79-person work
force would draw largely on personnel from the Selkirk Indian Band. So, it was
as advantageous for the Selkirk First Nation to have the small mine in production
as it was for the entire Yukon.
But it was not in the cards. The production target date of November 1998 came
and went. The completion date was revamped for the fall of 1999, then extended
again to another fantasy deadline of late 2002.
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What was the hold-up? The proponents were competent engineers who had
good track records for starting and bringing mining projects to fruition in the U.S.
and other parts of Canada.
The problem was that the Minto project had to be blessed with 50 permits and
approvals. Permitting delays resulted in financial and budgetary constraints and
frustrated construction schedules.
The 1996 season had focused on Pelly Construction – an experienced familyoperated road-building outfit – constructing an access road into the property. In
the old days, a serviceable road would have been pushed into the property and
trucks rolling within a few months. Under new laws, the roadbed had to be built
to practically super-highway standards, replete with signage to communicate
curves, speed limits and such, to professional drivers. This was not meant as a
tourist road.
When working in the elements, the vagaries of nature are expected and taken
into account. The engineers knew Big Creek was notorious for flooding its banks
every spring without fail. What they couldn’t anticipate was the abnormal amount
of precipitation and runoff that caused a 100-year flood to vomit an unusual
volume of dirty slop over the land during the season of 1997.
Company officials weren’t daunted. They immediately set about cleaning up the
muddy mess with bulldozers and other heavy equipment to save the roadbed
and bridge. They logically assumed a type B water license that authorized the
other work was an appropriate document to allow them to do repairs and cleanup
of the road, bridge and creek banks.
DIAND’s water resources branch differed in opinion. Since environmental cops
have the law backing them, they don’t have to resolve miniscule problems
through rational discussion. The muscle-flexing regulators went into
authoritative mode and slapped the rule book at the mining and construction
companies.
This slight infraction, brought about by Mother Nature, spurred the regulators to
halt operations while they ran to the RCMP who had to accompany environment
cops on a raid with a search warrant. A gun-toting contingent knocked before
barging into the Whitehorse offices of the construction company for a surprise
visit in 1998.
The six raiders went through every desk drawer, seizing whatever they fancied:
computer disks, daily diaries, records, personnel and other files. Only the wife
and daughter were in the offices when the raiders appeared. The wife had to call
her husband from a meeting several miles away. When he came onto the scene
and saw all those bodies and guns, he headed down the road on foot to a pay
phone to call his lawyer. A policeman blocked his way, threatening charges
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should he pursue that line of action.
Finished with Pelly’s offices, the adrenaline-pumped marauders went next door
and pawed through the offices of Minto Exploration. They then jumped into a
waiting helicopter and flew out to descend unexpectedly on Minto’s field offices
where they repeated their performance. This time they fancied a computer as
part of the loot.
Afterwards, the victims said they now knew how it felt to be raped.
What do rapes and raids and seizing personal property have to do with
“protecting” and “preserving” the environment and “saving” fish habitat?
Zippo. But it has to be remembered that Pelly Construction and Minto
Explorations work outdoors in nature. Anybody who works on the land is an ecosinner of the first order and must be punished for their sins.
Big Creek flooded in the spring of 1997. The RCMP and enviro-cops pounced on
the offices in the summer of 1998. But it was July 23, 1999 before they laid
charges in “this pressing matter”. The police filed criminal charges in the
territorial court against Minto, naming Pelly Construction. While the document
was dated July 23, 1999, the closest the police could pinpoint the sin date of the
alleged “crime” was a 10-month span “on or between August 1, 1997 and May 28,
1998”.
Swell. The “crime” revolved around a piece of paper. Three counts of alleged
failure to comply with conditions in a type B water license that supposedly
contravened two sections of the federal Yukon Waters Act. The company
needed a different water license to do repairs.
The story goes that a can-do guy, who wasn’t employed by either company, set
about to rectify the problem. He fired up a Caterpillar tractor and was shoring up
the creek bank to save the bridge. His emergency measures supposedly
destroyed fish habitat.
The federal government, Pelly Construction, Minto Explorations and all the
attendant private and tax-paid lawyers hammered out a costly out-of-court
settlement. The agreement was finalized on January 26, 2000. But the
“punishment” didn’t reflect the problem. The “fine” of $23,400 was to be paid out
by Minto and Pelly to undertake, implement and complete four “diversion
projects” listed as : Reclamation; Environmental Training and Equipment; Habitat
and Fish Survey; and Trapline Training.
To the casual observer, the $3,000 for trapline training seemed redundant to a
traditional program run by the Yukon Trappers’ Association and didn’t seem to
relate to charges under the Yukon Waters Act.
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But if everybody agreed and was happy with the deal, so be it.
Crux Of The Problem
In any democratic society, laws have to be written so that residents have the
legal right to own and protect their tangible property. Legal security of tenure to
property and the ability to protect whatever one owns is a basic, fundamental
right.
The Criminal Code of Canada describes property to mean real estate or
personal corporeal property, which covers just about any imaginable thing: a
house or place of business; the contents of the edifice; firearms; a book; a
vehicle; a piece of land, which may be a lot, a farm, or even a mining claim,
which, incidentally, is a place of business.
The owner has been given the right to protect his property against anyone using
force to enter or act upon that property against the owner’s will. A violation is
considered trespassing; trespassing is mischief; mischief is a felony; and a felony
is an indictable offense, good for several years in the slammer.
The Criminal Code was written for the protection of all people – not just a select
group of elitists. The law enforcement manual offers the same rights and
liberties to everyone.
By deduction, people who own mining properties are not an anomaly to the rule
but are covered by the same property rights that protect everybody else. Under
the Yukon Placer Mining Act, claim owners are obligated to mine their property;
under the Yukon Quartz Mining Act, claim owners have to prospect, line-cut, dig
holes, or do whatever constitutes mining-type work, otherwise pay an annual
assessment fee in lieu of work in order to retain their hardrock claims.
The Crown, therefore, cannot go around waving a mining act in one hand that
obliges miners to mine the mineral claims they have full right to own, while in the
other hand, the government is waving a new set of regulations that takes away those
rights by forbidding them to mine.
The problem boiled down to a clash between the present-day mining laws and
the desires of other land-users to alter those laws. For nearly five years,
members of the Yukon Mining Advisory Committee (YMAC) were secreted
behind closed doors rewriting the two federal mining statutes that had been
passed into law by the Parliament of Canada and were never repealed.
Some industry reps, who didn’t know that miners had rights, gave them away by
agreeing to the introduction of those new land-use regulations into the statutes.
They aided the government and environmentalists in the revision of the two
mining acts which ended in a catastrophe for industry, the economy, and the
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whole territory and its residents.
The committee knew that its handiwork was unpalatable and would cause
squawking. The committee would not release draft copies for the public to view.
The public would have no input into the new product before Parliament passed
the amendments and regulations into law.
So much for the much-touted public consultation process.
So much for the democratic process in the hallow halls of Parliament.
The mining people who would have to live with the outcome weren’t allowed to
vet what the committee had presented to Ottawa. Nobody was happy. The
mining people were afraid the proposed regulations would obliterate their rights
to mine; the greens were concerned the regulations would be too light.
The federal agents had been wandering around blindly devoted to the
environmental cause and blind to the fact they were breaking the laws already
put into place by the federal government.
Yes, of course, governments always want complete control over people’s lives.
But the feds didn’t care that they were violating the fundamental principles of
people’s property rights and the industry reps were none the wiser that miners
had rights to be taken, or given, away.
During those five years at the negotiating table, nobody – not even the federal
agents – ever sought a legal opinion. And, if left unchallenged, they would
simply shrug and retire on fat pensions funded by taxpayers and go live out their
days at cottages on the lake with all the attendant toys, excusing themselves
with, “Oh, gosh, guys, we meant well when we were destroying your ability to
earn a living. Thank goodness for us, we were able to retire while you’re still
earning enough to fund our government pensions.”
Once government encroaches on the personal freedoms and rights of one group
of people, then it is easy to take one more step and remove individuals’ rights to
their real and personal corporeal property. Property rights are property rights.
Either everybody has them or nobody has them. How does this work?
It seems that exploration geologist Jim McFaull always had more questions than
the Crown had answers. He had been studying federal mining law for a number
of years, looking for answers and looking for allies. He was a lone voice in the
wilderness until people began to notice the slow-motion encroachment into every
aspect of their lives. His studies ultimately resulted in a paper about how the
regulatory regime was negatively impacting the free-entry system of mining law.
“If the Crown is not prepared to follow its own law, and is prepared to start
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tinkering with properties worth hundreds of millions of dollars, in total disregard
for the law, then what is the public left with to protect it?” he asked.
“If you look at the historical record, any time a government anywhere gets that
dictatorial that it starts grabbing people’s property, or regulates their property to
the point where they cannot function, it almost always ends up in an armed
conflict. That is human nature.”
He went on to say, “When you push somebody far enough, they will stand up and
fight. If they don’t fight for their rights, then they are done for. They are slaves.
It is amazing to even think of that happening in this country. But we are no
different than any other country. That’s why we have laws. We’re supposed to
be a nation that lives by the law.
“All I’m looking for in this whole debate is for somebody to explain to me in great
detail what exactly are my legal rights now, under the law of the Yukon Quartz
Mining Act.
“Are these new regulations, in fact, violating my legal rights? If they are, then I
don’t want these regulations; I don’t even want to see these regulations. If the
regulations are not violating my rights, then I’ve got no complaints.”
But he feared the worst. The federal officer involved in those mining advisory
committee negotiations told McFaull that nobody in the federal government had
ever sought a legal opinion in the entire five years.
In turn, the feds were able to run roughshod over miners’ rights simply because
the majority of industry people – several of whom were sitting at the negotiating
table – didn’t know miners had rights and were woefully ignorant of learning
about mining law to defend the rights they so willingly signed away on
industry’s behalf.
Like freedom, personal rights are the easiest thing to give away and the hardest
thing to get back. In the mining situation, there was a slim chance with a lot of
yelling to regain what was lost. The bases of both mining acts were still intact
and had never been repealed by Parliament.
It would, however, have been easier if those guys at the table had known
something about mining law before they sat down to talk about it.
“I think it would make a lot more sense for these guys to understand the legal
principles before they start to tinker with them,” said McFaull, who was hoarse
from trying to educate them.
“It is the responsibility of the federal officers to protect my rights. That is their job.
If they don’t care about my rights, then they are not doing their job; they shouldn’t
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be there because that is what my taxes are paying them to do; especially the
guys who are administering the mining acts.”
Further, as stipulated in the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs Act, the
federal officers have a mandate and duty to promote and foster economic
development, he said.
A Really Low Blow
The creation of protected areas required federal decisions. For years, federal
agents ducked industry’s questions as to where public lands were being
withdrawn from public use in order to “parkify” the Yukon. Written inquiries
generated by industry groups over the years and sent to the offices of various
Northern Affairs ministers were always referred back to the territorial
government.
In December 2000, it was learned that owners of mineral claims would have to
rely on local newspaper articles to obtain official information on where Ottawa
planned to surrender large chunks of land for protected areas that interfered with
the miners’ statutory rights to enter, locate, prospect and mine on federal lands.
Would anybody want to find out through a newspaper article that the government
had just confiscated their private property without their knowledge or permission?
No, and neither do owners of mineral claims.
Since the federal government is king regarding land decisions in Yukonslavia,
why can’t one federal department communicate with another, especially since
those Whitehorse departments are housed together under the same roof of Red
Square.
According to Chuck Tobin’s Whitehorse Star article of December 1, 2000,
territorial negotiator Karyn Armour said that special management areas were
commonplace in the seven (of fourteen) finalized land agreements. And
Yukoners had better be braced for more special management areas popping up
in the next unresolved agreements, she said.
However, down the road Yukon First Nations might be sorry they sold out and
sealed off so much mineral-resource lands from development. Over in the
Northwest Territories, the First Nations people were advised early by Grand
Chief Joe Rabesca that the future of First Nations depended on the development
of their resources and their lands. Jobs must be created by activities such as
mining and resource-related activities, he said.
Because they were receptive to resource development, the rewards were
fantastic! Who would have dreamed that Canada’s Northwest Territories could
be unlocked and developed into a diamond capital? And it wouldn’t have been
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explored had the environmentalists and socialists managed to get a strong toehold in the territories, like they had accomplished in the Yukon.
The assault against the Yukon mining industry was not the first and would not be
the last step in economically cleansing the whole territory. A prohibition of entry
was enacted with two orders-in-council (#1686 and #1687) dated November 17,
2000 and kept hushed to avoid a flap until after the November 27 federal
election.
Withdrawn was some 2,739 square kilometers from disposal. Quartz and placer
claim staking and the prospecting for precious minerals were taboo on the
specified tracts adjacent to Kluane National Park, over a hundred miles west of
Whitehorse.
Following the quiet granting of the interim protection on certain Yukon lands for
the Asi Keyi Natural Environment Park, and before the information was made
public, Yukon Liberal Premier Pat Duncan addressed the 20th Geoscience Forum
on November 20 in Whitehorse.
Common courtesy was not extended to notify the Vancouver-based geological
consulting firm, with seasonal offices in Whitehorse, that any of its 72 hardrock
claims in the area known for nickel, platinum and gold mineralization were part of
the park package.
Platinum was a big-ticket item featured during talks at the three-day mining
conference. And two of Archer Cathro’s geologists were in the audience of some
200 delegates, none the wiser that their company’s claims were in jeopardy.
They listened to Premier Duncan’s remarks: “We’re focusing our attention as a
government on positive action that will renew the mining industry so it can again
be a key contributor to our economic well-being.”
Her message was capped with: “Our government is listening to what you have to
say, eager to hear from you, and most of all, we’re looking forward to working
with you.”
She wasn’t too eager to hear from the mining fellows who pounded on the palace
door when they learned the expansive park boundaries sliced through a block of
38 Wolv claims and caught the edge of the 34 Don group that belonged to Archer
Cathro, but who did not want to jump into any political frays. Yet the fellows from
the chamber of mines were very concerned for their own interests and that this
stealthy behavior by government would become the norm for withdrawing other
people’s legally-held land.
When the news surfaced, the two governments, federal and territorial, exchanged
blame. Both were guilty as sin as was pointed out in the Star’s article captioned
Duncan Defends Hotly-Contested Park.
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The feds blamed the miners for not reading earlier newspaper accounts about
the proposals to incorporate Asi Keyi and three other special management areas
into both the White River and Kluane First Nations land claims agreements.
Yet land decisions required federal decisions. That is the reason local federal
agents submitted the request for a land withdrawal to Ottawa by contacting the
office of Prime Minister Jean Cretien, who held the all-powerful ability to use and
abuse orders-in-council. Through the agreement of the governor-in-council, he
has supreme personal law-making powers to instantly change or create laws by
decree.
Although the mining firm would still have physical access to their legally-held
claims, legality and reality are two different things. The company would have
difficulty obtaining a federal permit under environmental regulations to advance
exploration work in the protected area. And the claim block could not be
extended. They were hemmed in and restricted in use of their own property.
Analogous to the scenario would be making mortgage payments on a house that
the government suddenly declares you can’t live in. Since nobody is going to
buy a house from you they can’t occupy, the real estate investment is worthless.
Ultimately, the owner is squeezed out and the government takes over without
paying a cent of compensation. It smacks of a scary regulatory taking.
The fear of regulatory takings and similar circumstances are the reasons, one by
one, major mining companies like Noranda have fled the federally-controlled
Yukonslavia.
Toronto-based geologist David Gower once explained to a workshop what
Noranda looks for in terms of investing in a place. “We seek favorable geology
and a favorable business and policy climate.”
He assured that Noranda would never enter into a major project without the
absolute guarantee of land access and security of land tenure.
Those necessary ingredients ceased to be available in the Yukon, where the feds
overthrew their own mining law to satisfy the protected area strategists. The feds
ignored their own mineral and metal policy that promise the government would
fully take into account the mineral potential of the area in question before making
decisions to create protected areas on federal lands.
The policy further states that the feds would only impose land withdrawals that
preclude mineral development activities after economic and social impacts had
been carefully considered.
So much for policies and promises.
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If Ottawa could willingly overthrow its own mining legislation and policies in good
conscience, then any individual Yukoner or company was in grave danger of
losing titled property to the same surreptitious practices.
An Ideological Enema
The federal government willfully and wantonly was stripping the territory of its
mining-based economy while fostering government as an economy. The only
honest thing for the local government to do would be to subtract the federal
transfer payment for a moment and see what’s left.
Then sit back and wait. Sooner or later, somebody in Ottawa was going to pick
up the phone and ring the Yukon, “Gee, fellows, that was our last tax dollar.
Have a nice life.”
“At that point, the Yukon better have a viable industry to fall back on,” predicted
Jim McFaull. “But what this place really needs is an ideological enema.”
McFaull, a 1974 graduate of the University of British Columbia and experienced
exploration geologist, discovered seven new mines that produced four million
ounces of silver before United Keno Mines closed in 1989. He was a claimholder, a Fellow of the Geological Association of Canada, and a long-standing
director and past president of both the Yukon Chamber of Mines and the Yukon
Prospectors’ Association.
His 50-page paper, A Report on the Yukon Quartz Mining Act and Its Regulatory
Regime’s Impact on the Free Entry System of Mining Law, is a must-read for
people who cherish living in a free society and would want to defend their own
individual property rights. McFaull tackled the subject head-on of how a swirling
blizzard of conflicting legislation and regulations eroded miners’ rights to enter,
locate, prospect and mine a claim.
The Process For Acquiring A Mining Claim
A miner is granted certain rights to enter Crown land for the purpose of locating
mining claims. This allows him to seize title to the land on which he is authorized
to prospect and mine.
When the miner stakes his claims, he goes to the appropriate federal mining
recorder office in Whitehorse, Mayo, Dawson City or Watson Lake to file an
Application for Claim.
The federal government is the only agency with authority to issue the miner a
Grant of Title. Mineral rights belong to Her Majesty, the Queen, until the ground
is staked as mineral claims.
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At that point, mineral titles are divested from the Crown and vested to the miner.
The miner – or beneficiaries to whom claims can be bequeathed – retain the title
in perpetuity, as long as the claims are in good standing.
Claims lapse only if the required assessment work is not filed or payment in lieu of
assessment is not made by a specified date. The only time the title to the
property reverts back to the Crown is when a claim lapses.
This process was designed for a very definite purpose. The Crown wants to
provide incentives to the private sector – or free miner – to locate mineral claims
that can be developed into a profitable mine.
Without personal incentives, independents won’t prospect and free men won’t
mine. The Queen is not going to dirty her hands digging a hole. The Crown
would be obliged to force soldiers, criminal convicts, and/or slaves to extract the
wealth from the ground, as was the practice by the kings of Babylon and the
pharaohs of Egypt during the first great civilizations.
Such odious dictatorships of Soviet Russia and Nazi Germany killed over 30
million slaves who labored in European and Siberian mining operations during
the last century.
Yet the Canadian government came along in 1998 and introduced a revocable
licensing system that is a disincentive to free miners and independent
prospectors in the federally-controlled jurisdiction of Yukonslavia. And the
government did it simply to placate the environmentalists.
These licenses are discretionary in nature and can be withheld by the Crown
upon application by the miner, or subsequently revoked for failure to comply with
the regulations. Regulations prohibit a miner his legal rights to mine if he has no
license. There are severe penalties for operating his claim without proper
government paperwork.
“This flies in the face of the fact that the miner is still in possession of his original
statutory free-entry miners’ rights, which authorizes him to enter, locate, prospect
and mine on a freehold estate in fee simple with legal security of tenure,”
challenged McFaull.
The miner’s rights of free entry are supposed to be near absolute, irrevocable
and protected by law. How can they be withheld by the use of a revocable
license?
So far, nobody’s ever been able to give a satisfactory answer to this legitimate
question. McFaull consistently asked valid questions in private meetings with
federal lawyers, bureaucrats and politicians, as well as in public forums with
government functionaries. None could deliver straightforward answers. The
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spokespersons were not armed with sufficient information to even ply him with
untruths.
The Yukon began stumbling along under two separate sets of contradictory
mining law that were jammed together into one act in 1998. It reduced the
system to chaos and left McFaull wondering what happened to miners’ rights.
The Yukon has a history of mining and could have an excellent future in mining
too. The territory hosts a good mineral base, favorable geology, a network of
roads and has the Yukon Quartz Mining Act, which is one of the best pieces of
legislation ever written. There is also a companion Yukon Placer Mining Act.
Yet $50 million and 90 percent of the hardrock mineral exploration industry walked
away because the Yukon also has an insane system, he said.
In spite of legal guarantees entrenched in the Yukon Quartz Mining Act – as well
as the Yukon Placer Mining Act – exploration work was prohibited. A litany of
uncertainties has cast shadows of doubt on land use, land access, free entry and
security of tenure.
On nothing more than bureaucratic discretion, licenses were withheld, access to
land denied, and claims refused granting or renewal, which meddles with vested
rights and violates principles of legality.
Since the free-entry system of mining law has never been revoked by Parliament,
he reminded, the mining industry, and the free miners of the territory, are owed
straight answers.
How can a public servant legally refuse a miner his rights? He can’t. Section
337 of the Criminal Code of Canada deals precisely with nuisance public
officials who perpetrate abuse against the people they are supposed to be dutybound to serve.
A public servant, who, by virtue of his employment, has management or control of
any such things as miners’ rights under the mining act, and he refuses or fails to
deliver those things to the person who demands them – and who is authorized to
demand them – then the public servant is committing an indictable offense that
can send him to jail for 14 years.
An Economic Cleansing
To start economically cleansing 25 percent of the territory – closing it down to public
use for whatever purpose – is a major policy step for a federal government,
McFaull said. It violates the Indian Affairs and Northern Development mandate
by virtue of an act under which the department is constituted.
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The feds ignored their own mineral and metals policy and overthrew their own
mining law to appease the eco-Nazis, while shifting focus to what could be
another pipe-dream. The natural gas pipeline, proposed in 1977, wasn’t built; the
next one may not be either. Regardless, a pipeline is merely a sideshow to a
stable mining industry.
As soon as the mining land-use regulations (MLURs) were enacted to put
industry out of business, the battery of government agents and inspectors hired
specifically to halt all mining activity practically worked themselves out of their
jobs. They had precious little to occupy their days. What was the government
going to do with all those inert bodies? Pay them $60,000 annual salaries to play
computer card games behind their cubicles all day, or find them productive work
to occupy their time?
There was an overstock of inspectors, who were ganging up zealously and
harassing the few miners and prospectors who were left in the field. An
administrator standing behind Red Square’s third-floor counter disclosed that
bored employees worked on “little projects in the office to help the day go by
faster.”
Doesn’t that render their salaries nothing more than social assistance payments?
Whitehorse Star columnist Patty O’Brien called it “pogey with a tie”. The
bureaucrats didn’t like hearing that the territory had degenerated into a welfarestate economy dependent on recycled government paycheques.
Warning Bells
Despite all the negative fallouts, public servants have refused to listen to any
rational arguments on the subject, emphasized McFaull. “They have ignored
repeated warnings that overthrowing the free-entry system would destroy the
mining industry and ruin the Yukon economy. They have ignored the evidence,
staring them in the face...They simply will not voluntarily stop their wanton
destruction.”
Don’t Worry; Be Happy
The territorial mining facilitator, who had nothing to facilitate but continued
drawing a substantial paycheques, told a CBC Radio interviewer in 1999 that
the mining industry was just going through a “period of transformation”.
Perhaps the mining facilitator should have substituted “period of transformation”
with “a need for a transfusion”. Mineral exploration was on a life-support system
and the mining industry was a “dead on arrival” case, its inert body shipped to the
morgue because Ottawa didn’t have the courage to strike down cumbersome
and contradictory legislation. But don’t fret. The mining industry is just going
through “a period of transformation”, you say, because the government had to
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appease the eco-Nazis.
Why had the government intentionally allowed influential green groups to hijack
the environmental agenda? Out-of-control extremists were not accountable to
anyone. But these powerful groups controlled the decision-makers and tightened
their regulatory grip on titled property. And, as a Northern Miner editorial
acknowledged, their enormous power was undemocratic, undeserved and
disproportionate.
Given bureaucratic encouragement, ruthless green activists were as brutal as
dictators. They didn’t care who they hurt or that they destroyed people’s jobs,
lives and means to pursue happiness and earn a living.
They selfishly continued to find another forest to preserve; grab more land to
expand a network of wilderness green spaces; want another 12 percent of land mass
protected to save an endangered gnat; claim a lake or designate a heritage river
to save a couple of bottom-feeding suckers; discover yet another last-minute
disaster to save the Earth from barbaric eco-sinners; or conjure up a spur-of-themoment crisis to intervene in a water board licensing and force the process into
an expensive, extensive quasi-judicial hearing.
Greens didn’t care if they won or lost a battle in a hearing or court case. Money
was no object for green groups or an on-side bureaucracy like fisheries or
renewable resources. Their intention was to eventually win the war by breaking
the defendants’ backs by bankrupting them and their financial angels.
Regulatory Takings
The mining industry – hardrock or placer – depends on a land base to conduct
business. Yet claim owners were losing access to what they owned. And no
provisions had been outlined to pay compensation if they were forced to
relinquish mineral properties. The potential loss of property rights was
leading down the path to regulatory takings which should have been worrisome
to every Yukoner who owned any kind of real or tangible personal property.
Ownership of private property is the cornerstone of democracy. A regulatory
taking of that property by any government is the beginning of the end to a free
society.
Individuals in the mining circles were trying to protect their rights and property by
any means available. Freedom of expression, freedom of speech and freedom
of the press, as supposedly guaranteed in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms,
was about all they had for ammunition to fend off a huge gang of Golitaths in the
Department of Indian Affairs and No Development; Mining land-use division;
Water resources branch; Lands branch; Department of Fisheries and Oceans;
Yukon Renewable Resources; Yukon Protected Areas Secretariat; Development
Assessment Process (DAP) Secretariat, plus others.
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Jim McFaull summed up the situation: “In Eastern Europe, in the 19th century,
an act such as this was termed a ‘pogrom’. In Nazi Germany, in the 1930s,
an act like this was termed ‘the final solution’. In Yugoslavia, in the 1980s and
1990s, an act like this was termed ‘ethnic cleansing’. In the Yukon today, an
act like this is termed ‘saving the environment from miners’. The end result is
always the same.”
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Bureaucrats who exercise their discretion to enforce a law contrary to fair and
natural justice are engaging in what the law calls “an exercise of abuse of
discretion”.
Yukon Supreme Court Decision
Whitehorse Star, June 20, 2001
______________________________________________________________________
CHAPTER 5: CITY AND TERRITORIAL LANDS BULLY THE MINERS
While the Yukon Territory paid tribute to the miner during the 100th anniversary of
the Klondike Gold Rush, 1996-1998, the city of Whitehorse was recognizing
mining in a less than celebratory way.
The city had convinced Ottawa, via territorial lands, to withdraw all lands within
municipal boundaries from mineral staking for two years.
Prior to the moratorium’s June 30, 1998 expiry date, dissidents protested that the
sky would fall in if the ban were lifted. It didn’t. Only three prospectors staked 35
new claims within the 162 square miles (approximately 41,442 square hectares)
that constitutes one of the largest municipalities in Canada.
Backlit by the media, a few residents and councilors impugned that miners had
the legal right to run roughshod over private property.
“It’s simply not legally possible for us to do that,” insisted exploration geologist
Jim McFaull, who had to trade in his rock hammer for a briefcase load of law
books while industry duked out the arguments with city and other government
officials for 18 months.
“Here’s the federal government’s answer to dealing with potential conflict
between surface and subsurface rights,” he said, waving a copy of the mining
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industry’s bible. The Yukon Quartz Mining Act lists exceptions to an individual’s
rights to acquire mineral claims. Section 14 exempts lands occupied by any
building or land that falls within the yard of any dwelling house.
And Section 15 states that a person cannot enter lands for mining purposes or
mine on lands that are owned or lawfully operated by another person unless the
miner has written consent from the surface-rights owner.
Also, a security bond must be posted that satisfies the mining recorder. “If we
cause damage, we pay,” continued McFaull. “It’s not legally possible for us to
rampage through people’s yards and tear up their gardens.”
For a century, miners and property owners co-existed compatibly until the city
officials, out of admitted ignorance and over-reaction, took sudden offense to
claim staking on its turf.
Yet, traditionally, some of the best places to stake were in the prospector’s back
yard.
“Too often prospectors doggedly hold onto property while waiting for prices on
the metal markets to go up,” the late prospector Pete Versluce advised. “You
have to do a hundred dollars worth of assessment work on each of the claims
every year. Sometimes it’s best to get rid of that property then go look for
something else in your own back yard.”
Several decades ago, Versluce, his brother, Harry, and a partner did that. They
went out the back door of their Bachelors’ Cove homes, located on the fringe of
the Porter Creek subdivision. They staked in the historic, 17-mile long crescentshaped copperbelt that has been mined off and on since 1898. It parallels the
west side of the Alaska Highway, extending from the Carcross Road north to
Crestview subdivision.
In 1967, New Imperial Mines owned a package of 700 copperbelt claims, which
included properties optioned from the Versluce brothers and partner Chuck
Gibbons. The company mined and milled open-pit ore until copper prices
tumbled and dictated a production interruption of 18 months until prices struggled
upward in 1972.
New Imperial Mines was reorganized into Whitehorse Copper Mines. It tunneled
underground to extract Little Chief copper-gold-silver ore that provided feed for a
2,000-ton-a-day concentrator until the deposit was exhausted in 1982.
“The mine ran quite successfully for 10 years,” remembered Dave Tenney, the
chief geologist during the mine’s entire lifespan.
Wages kept pace with inflation; jobs were plentiful and long-term; and the mine,
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seven miles south of town, injected a lot of money into the community. The city
officials appreciated industry.
Another mineral deposit of equal wealth could be hidden beneath city lands. But
mining people warned that it couldn’t be found if ground was sealed off from
mineral exploration.
Whereby city kingpins want the economic benefits generated by mining activity,
they contradictorily don’t want claim staking. The festering sore came to a head
on May 16, 1996. Ivan Elash was staking a tie-on claim to Rob Hamel’s 40-claim
block near the city’s War Eagle garbage dump.
The War Eagle property, a former New Imperial open-pit mine, was a Crown
Grant transferred by Hudson’s Bay Mining to the city around 1974 for the
purpose of using the big hole in the ground as a municipal dump site.
Hamel, an equipment operator, had been a burr under the city’s saddle for three
years. The city accused him of thwarting land-fill expansion plans. Yet the city
had no legal rights to the tract unless it was officially withdrawn from mineral
staking.
Instead of expropriating the property and fairly compensating Hamel, the city
chose to spend a large, undisclosed amount of taxpayers’ money on lawyers’
fees in a useless threat to push the case to court. Federal statutes take
precedence over city bylaws.
Hamel made several overtures about an out-of-court settlement. But the city
didn’t want to set a buy-out precedent because there were 335 claims in good
standing within the city boundaries.
So the city was poised to pounce when Ivan Elash felled a couple of trees to
fashion claim posts and blazed a swath through the green belt of Porter Creek C
subdivision. A city bylaw prohibits tree-cutting. Yet there is an exception for
every rule. It was common practice for the utility company to clear out trees that
might fall across electrical lines and disrupt power delivery.
Although Elash could have exercised better judgment working in a congested
area, he actually broke no laws. The Yukon Quartz Mining Act specifically
instructs how to stake a legal, recordable claim, which is about 50 acres in size.
The act, however, does give latitude insofar as the staker can carry in 4x4 rough
lumber for posts and flag a line with survey tape. He didn’t. And it was a natural
reaction for alarmed homeowner Carole Bookless to phone city hall. But city
hall’s knee-jerk reaction was not natural.
After a hundred years of claim staking in and around the copperbelt, a minor
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public outcry over a 1,500-foot line sparked a major crisis. In a hasty reaction
from Rob Roycroft, who did have to resign his position as the city’s director of
community services on August 7, 1998 over the fracas, was on the horn to the
Yukon Government Lands Branch which administers Commissioner’s lands.
In 1968, Ottawa had transferred surface rights of certain Crown real estate to the
Commissioner of the Yukon Territory to control, manage and administer. In turn,
the Yukon government transferred approximately 162 square miles of
Commissioner’s lands that constitute the city of Whitehorse.
At the time of those block-land transfers, the federal government never
relinquished any subsurface rights to the Commissioner or to the city. And the
Crown retained its rights to mines and minerals.
Yukon government officials phoned Ottawa. An order-in-council was authored for
signature by Ron Irwin, the-then minister of the Department of Indian Affairs and
Northern Development (DIAND).
A staking moratorium ensued and clamped a lid shut on all city lands for two
years, ostensibly to “facilitate the protection and orderly development of the city.”
At one point, the city council was trying to meet public demand for more country
residential lots. Land-use planners didn’t have the gumption to know claim maps
existed. They had ill-advised city councilors who didn’t know the proposed
development encroached on prime exploration country. As soon as the error
was recognized the subdivision had to be deferred.
Officials were growing more irked by the minute at miners.
It was after the fact that Roycroft, the city’s director of community services,
suggested, “Gee, guys, maybe we should sit down with government and industry
people to figure out how to resolve the issue.”
In its wisdom, or lack thereof, the city decided the answer would be to incorporate
city zoning applications on all federal mining claims within the municipal
boundaries.
Oh, no, you won’t, wrote the acting director of DIAND’s mineral resources in
Whitehorse. Marion Dejean’s straight-forward letter of March 20, 1998 informed
Roycroft that the federal government was not in a position to apply city zoning
regulations to federally-authorized mining claims. She further advised that the
city had no legal jurisdiction to get involved in the regulatory process. The Crown
controls, manages and administers the mines and mineral rights on Yukon lands.
In addressing the physical claim-staking practices, the mining recorder’s office
could not advise the public to not comply with the law. Federal agents are duty______________________________________________________________________
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bound to enforce the Yukon Quartz Mining Act.
“Why wasn’t this said in the first hour?” wondered McFaull, visibly annoyed by a
series of time-wasting meetings.
The original fracas focused on two men, a garbage dump, two trees and a cutline. The problem could have conceivably been resolved quietly and efficiently had the
city first contacted the Yukon Chamber of Mines and local federal mineralresource agents.
By instigating a spat with the whole industry, the city did more harm than
shooting itself in the foot. Staking moratoriums scare off mining companies.
Mining people get gun-shy when they see moratoriums floating to the surface,
said McFaull.
He suggested the logical thing was to go back to business as usual and hope for
the best.
But that wasn’t good enough for the city and the territorial lands branch. Rob Hamel
found himself before a judge and ordered to stay out of the lands offices.
Safety In Numbers
As the lines were draw deeper in the sand between “us” and “them”, a cauldron
burbled underneath the surface. It was a sad commentary that many
bureaucrats were filled with animosity for members of the public they were dutybound to serve and would not.
Walking through Red Square, or the Yukon administration building, was like
walking through a mine field.
Often, bureaucrats were rude and condescending. They snubbed people as they
walked through the foyers or refused them service at the counters. The public
agents held control over whatever the individuals wanted and would exercise
their power to withhold it. Government workers were alert for any individual
alone displaying the slightest aggression, and, if the undesirable behavior was not
forthcoming, several employees would put their heads together and concoct a
story.
A lone person, who had only denial as an ineffectual defense, would end up
charged and appearing before a court judge who would put restraining orders on
the meekest and mildest of souls who merely wanted services and information
they paid for with taxes. Those who were forced to rely on government services
– usually land-related matters – were growing frustrated.
The territory had degenerated into a place where one could not afford to attend a
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government office unless accompanied by at least one witness. Long-time
residents couldn’t fathom it. “What?” they exclaimed incredulously. “Take a
witness just to go pick up some papers from a government office?”
Yes.
Stay Out Of Land Offices
Rob Hamel, a heavy equipment operator by trade and a mineral prospector by
passion, was mild-mannered, shy and retiring, never raising his voice. He
tended to tuck his chin toward his chest and look up from under his eyebrows
when he spoke. He sometimes would become nervous, unable to fully articulate
his instructions or thoughts to a person who didn’t want to hear.
But he knew what he wanted and would stand up for his rights.
He avoided confrontations at all cost. But everywhere he turned, he was bucking
government officials, mostly at the city and territorial levels, who thought he had
no rights. City solicitors were writing him terse letters and government workers
were withholding information from him.
Yet it is a criminal offense for a government agent to withhold something from a
person who has a legal right to demand it, and employees in the Yukon Lands
Branch should have been stopped in their tracks by virtue of Section 337 of the
Criminal Code.
It states: “Everyone who being or having been employed in the services of Her
Majesty in right of Canada or in right of province or in the service of a
municipality and trusted by virtue of that employment with receipt, custody,
management or control of anything and refuses or fails to deliver it to a person
who is authorized to demand it and does demand it, is guilty of an indictable
offence and liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 14 years.”
Hamel did not use this tool. Instead, the lands people took him to court. He
denied the accusation that he had punched a lands branch worker, but had no
witness to back up his ineffectual defense. Even if Hamel were a scrapper,
which he was not, the act would have required extraordinarily long arms. Or he
would have had to jump up on top of the wide counter designed for unrolling
large maps.
Lyle Henderson, director of Yukon Lands and Property Assessment Branch, and
other lands office personnel were establishing a fairly solid track record of
denying service to anybody they considered a nuisance.
They would file an unsubstantiated accusation with the police. They accused
people of uttering threats, as happened later with a land owner, Alfred Herzog, who beat
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the frivolous rap at trial for a stunning $15,000.
Or the person may have to appear before a judge, who would rule the lands
branch off-limits, which happened to Hamel twice.
On Thursday, March 25, 1999, visiting British Columbia Judge Michael Hubbard
banned Hamel from entering the lands disposition offices in the Yukon government
administration building for a year. To the judge’s way of thinking, a ban would
prevent the offense from occurring. Hamel could make his inquiries in writing,
either through email or deliver a letter to the front desk for expediency. But he
couldn’t talk to anybody.
The judge heard that Hamel had displayed aggressive behavior in the lands
disposition office in May, 1998. He was alleged to have thrown a “tantrum” and
punched a worker in the face. Hamel was charged. From thereon, he was
supposed to deal only with Director Henderson and other supervisory staff, who
wouldn’t serve him properly. Henderson accused Hamel of habitually bypassing
the front desk and trying to find other staff to help him.
A government letter of November, 1998 told Hamel to deal with the lands branch
through written correspondence only. Hamel didn’t have time to wait on
Henderson’s delays in responding. In February, 1999 he appeared early one
morning in the lands office.
Henderson is a big, towering man, with the physique of an athlete. He looks
quite capable of self-defense against a passive opponent. Yet Henderson
claimed to have felt threatened. He said Hamel refused to leave and started
“flapping his arms”. Henderson refused to provide information – either because
he didn’t know the answers, or because he was in a position to withhold
something Hamel needed.
Any person involved with issues over city lands can be assured of getting on a
treadmill. The city officials would send the person to the Yukon government who
sent the individual back to the federal government who sent him back to the city.
Around the person goes, until even a saint would become dizzy with frustration.
Henderson’s excuse to the judge was that he “feared” any of his answers might
set Hamel off. He said it was difficult to carry on a conversation with Hamel in a
regular manner. Henderson seemed to have trouble carrying on conversations
with a lot of people who tried to do business in the lands office.
Henderson alleged that Hamel accused him, through the lands disposition office,
of entering into a conspiracy with the city of Whitehorse against the prospector.
In view of the history of the staking moratorium and the heavy hand of
governments of all stripes coming down on Hamel from every direction, a
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conspiracy was not far-fetched. There had been documents falsified at the city
level, but which did not come to light until the unsigned, unnotarized paper was
filed later as evidence with the surface rights board.
Whenever the city’s director of community services was contacted about Hamelrelated matters, Rob Roycroft became unduly testy and defensive. It was difficult
to carry on a regular conversation with him, either.
An idea was floated to go to the police to swear out a complaint against the
mayor and councilors, Roycroft, Henderson and on up to Ron Irwin, the federal
DIAND minister in Ottawa, for all these back-room shenanigans. It never came
to pass, simply because there was guarded optimism that sanity would prevail
and government agents would stop bullying the public.
Henderson wanted to nip the conspiracy theory in the bud before it had a chance
to blossom. Possibly he thought it was a way to silence Hamel while the city
continued to threaten him with legal action.
Henderson could not have possibly felt physically threatened by a passive
person like Hamel. But he knew all the perfect accusations to garner the
RCMP’s sympathy: “physical assault”, “felt threatened”, “flapping arms”, “raised
voice”, and “abusive language”.
The only favorite bureaucratic buzz-words deleted from his accusatory
vocabulary were “spitting” and “agitated”.
“I never used any kind of abusive language.” Hamel told the judge he tended to
talk loudly in the territorial lands offices because he was hard of hearing.
The people who seemed hard of hearing were the workers inside the lands
branch. But they had the law on their side, and it didn’t cost them personal time
or one cent to keep dragging individuals into the courtroom.
Hamel complied with the judge’s restraining order. He didn’t like going into the
lands office anyway. But the city and territorial lands branch officials were not
through with him. They had ways and means of getting the upper hand while
hiding behind their suits and titles with impunity.
Hamel could not find refuge from their relentless pestering.
City Challenges Rob Hamel
The thorny multiple land-use conflict that had raged between the city for surface
rights versus prospector Rob Hamel’s subsurface rights on his War Eagle dump
claims came to a head after five years.
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The city could have bought out Hamel’s interests but didn’t want to set a buy-out
precedent for the 335 mineral claims staked within the 162 square miles that
constitutes the expansive city limits.
Rather, the city opted to try squeezing out the independent prospector, and
several times toyed with the idea of legal action. Since the Yukon Quartz Mining
Act was a federal statute, the case rightfully should have been heard by a Yukon
Supreme Court justice. It wasn’t.
The government had established a Yukon Surface Rights Board to adjudicate
land disputes. But nobody on the panel was qualified to act as a judge over such
legal complexities. Nevertheless, the matter went before the Yukon Surface
Rights Board on November 17, 2000. It met in the Westmark Hotel for a full day.
The three-person panel heard the city absurdly jack up its $1 million security
request to $3 million.
How did the city come to those figures? The City of Whitehorse’s engineering
department subscribed to doing number-crunching by gazing into a crystal ball,
the Yukon Surface Rights Board was told at its first hearing.
The Hamel case represented the first application approved for a dispute hearing
since the quasi-judicial board was established about four years prior. The threemember panel adjudicating the case consisted of chair Stephen Mills, lawyer
Brian MacDonald and engineer Bruce Underhill. There were no Supreme Court
judge talents present.
In August 1997, former city solicitor Bruce Willis had written a letter to the mining
recorder seeking a $1-million bond. Pursuant to Section 15.1 of the Yukon
Quartz Mining Act, the mining recorder notified Hamel to post $2,000 per claim
on Hat #1, Hat #3 and Hat #27.
The city applied to the Yukon Surface Rights Board on February 22, 2000 to
appeal the decision of the Whitehorse mining recorder with regards to the
amount of security to be posted by Hamel for three of his Hat mineral claims.
During the hearing, the city’s legal counsel Dan Shier, who inherited the file from
Bruce Willis, raised the stakes to the $1 million per claim. Under persistent
grilling from board chair Stephen Mills, Shier wasn’t clear on whether he was
talking $1 million total or $1 million per claim. Mills wanted to know how the
city’s request for security tripled.
“It grew from $2,000 to $1 million per claim,” said Shier. “What we’re doing here
today is appealing the decision of the (federal) mining recorder.” For clarity’s
sake, the discussion narrowed at one point to Hat claim #1 and land-fill cell #2,
which was only used for storage of metals and was not for domestic waste.
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“Can you tell me on Hat #1 how you came to $1 million as you request?” asked
Mills.
“It’s a certain amount of crystal-ball gazing,” responded Shier. He admitted that
no cost accounting or mathematical calculations were done to arrive at that
figure.
“In your notice of response, you question the mining recorder by simply stating a
flat amount and not looking at the costs?” asked Mills. “You have set a million
dollars but not really identified the method by coming to that amount? You
appealed – or questioned – the amount of security set by the mining recorder’s
office but are unable to provide us with...”
He hesitated. “It’s hard to figure out exactly what level you want to find this, other
than setting an arbitrary amount on the other end of the scale.” To Mills’ way of
thinking, $2,000 and $1 million dollars were not on the same end of the scale.
Shier decided it wasn’t really a million dollars a claim the city sought. In fact, it
was $2,000 for certain activities per area. And perhaps security could be
arranged between parties on a graduated scale.
Mills wanted to know how the graduated scale worked and how it grew to $1
million dollars.
Shier thought the process could be negotiated between the parties under an
agreement like the one drawn up between the city and Kluane Drilling, a company
which was a 50-percent owner in the Hat claims. The other half interest belonged to
the respondent, Norwest Enterprises, which was represented by Hamel, who
could not afford to retain legal counsel.
The Yukon Chamber of Mines, represented by director Jim McFaull, intervened
on behalf of the respondent.
Trying to force Hamel and Norwest off their claims by exceeding the security
provisions of the Yukon Quartz Mining Act is totally unacceptable to the mining
industry and is not lawful, was the chamber’s position. Its membership was
adamant that third-party interests would not erode miners’ legal rights as spelled
out clearly in the Yukon Quartz Mining Act, which protected miners from thirdparty interference.
“The City of Whitehorse has no judicial authority whatsoever to stop Mr. Hamel or
Norwest from exercising those rights...And any demand by the City of
Whitehorse for additional security is therefore frivolous or vexatious at best, and
exorbitant or extortionate at worst,” McFaull added.
It was further pointed out that the city hadn’t spent any money in the area where
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Hat #3 touches on cell #3, which was not contemplated for development until the
years 2007 to 2013. The claim touched the next cell that wouldn’t be prepared
for use until possibly the years 2013 to 2023.
However, based on a consultant’s recommendation, the city had invested $8.5
million to develop the 504-hectare land-fill expansion site using an Alberta model.
Shier referred to land-fill as “a delicate operation”.
Hamel submitted that the city could have cleaned up and carried on for another
12 years using the War Eagle mining pit which Hudson’s Bay Mining gave the
city for one dollar around 1974.
Six lots transferred to the city were Crown Grants. In the good old days of the
early 1900s, Crown Grants were issued. Besides subsurface rights, these
claims included surface rights as well as other resources such as timber and
water. Crown Grants were granted in fee simple title in perpetuity and became a
taxable property. As long as the taxes were paid, the property remained in the
hands of the person or company. As spelled out in the Yukon Quartz Mining Act,
Crown Grants and mineral claims are to be used for mining purposes – not for
garbage disposal.
The city, which is not in the mining business, was operating without the proper
permits or water license and had tried to force Hamel to relinquish his property
rights ever since he staked the claims in August, 1995.
Hamel said that his 48-claim package was recorded as legal quartz claims first,
before any land titles were transferred to the city from the Yukon government.
He wanted the city to stop scattering garbage over his claims.
“I’m not mining this site,” explained the prospector, who viewed this tempest in a
teapot blown out of proportion at great taxpayers expense. “I’m doing exploration
work. The city is doing more damage to my claims than I am to their cells. Their
garbage is producing methane gas.”
His statement about finding good mineralization was corroborated a few days
later by government geologists who gave talks at the annual Geoscience Forum.
But it’s a lot of work to excavate garbage to find the minerals, declared Hamel.
Keeping with the basic principles of law, he felt that as a law-abiding person he
should not have his legal rights taken away and given to someone else.
There are allegations both ways as to who is operating within the law and who
isn’t, Mills reminded. “We are dealing with the issue of a person who is going to
exercise certain rights he has on quartz claims and certain rights the city has
under Section 15.1 for adequate security to protect the city, should loss or
damage occur from those activities.”
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Under the federal mining land-use regulations, Hamel was required to backfill
trenching and do certain reclamation work. If he went into Hat #3 to so some
trenching work, Mills wanted to know where the million-dollar loss entered the
equation.
Shier assured the city was not suggesting for a moment that every activity falls
into that million-dollar range. “A gradient security would meet the city’s
requirements.” The city was willing to go back and re-gaze into the crystal ball
and re-examine a graduated scale.
Why hadn’t the city done its homework first and negated any reason to bring the
land dispute before the board?
The board instructed the city to provide substance by the end of November.
Hamel was given the time-consuming task of responding to the city’s written
submission before the end of the year.
Board’s Decision, Dated April 6, 2001
Back where it started, the board merely required Hamel/Norwest Enterprises to
post security in relation to mining activities conducted pursuant to the Yukon
Quartz Mining Act on undeveloped land.
The city was directed to provide Hamel/Norwest Enterprises with at least a year’s
notice in writing of its intentions to change the designation of land in the extended
land-fill site from undeveloped land to developed land.
When working on developed land, Hamel/Norwest Enterprises would be required
to follow the mining land-use regulations (MLUR’s) as described in the Yukon
Quartz Mining Act.
A Day For Persecution
The all-day Yukon Surface Rights Board hearing extended to 6 p.m. on a Friday. A
group of mining people, who attended to offer support to Hamel, had to leave at
various intervals to attend other meetings.
One was down the street in the Premier’s office to discuss secret back-room
deals of withdrawing lands for a Yukon park. Another contingent dashed across
the street to the courthouse to offer support to Allen Carlos.
It was highly unusual for important meetings to be held on Fridays, anyway, and
definitely a puzzle why all three overlapped. Was it to serve as a method to
persecute and harass miners in one fashion or another?
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There has to be a good reason when the government brings in legislation that
could put someone out of business. For people to be productive, they must be
given incentives, not have them taken away. Overregulation takes away
people’s dreams in any small business.
Frank Taylor
2nd generation miner, Duncan Creek
Past President, Klondike Placer Miners’ Association
Northern Strategies, May 1991
______________________________________________________________________
CHAPTER 6: THE LINE IN THE SAND IS DRAWN DEEPER
Industry casualties were left in the lurch with five options: find a job with a
company based outside the territory; change professions; commute thousands of
miles in non-tax-deductible distances to jobs in the Northwest Territories, or go to
Africa or South America; start a consulting business and scratch for skimpy,
piecemeal contracts; or settle into a secure government job with a regular
paycheque.
One staff geologist with the federal geology and exploration department would
have definitely preferred industry rather than the Northern Affairs program.
Working for government, however, was a far sight better than the less-attractive
alternative of teaching school, a role for which he wasn’t suited.
Mike Burke was cheerful and forthright, retaining his sense of humor and always
tried to remain positive, upbeat. He never became a bureaucrat. He maintained
close friendships and professional rapport with any industry people who stayed
in the territory and those who came in to do field work in the summers. One of
his jobs was to make property visits to see independents like Allen Carlos at
Grew Creek.
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A later industry casualty was geological engineer Hugh Copland, who stayed on
in the territory, taking a position as a government environmental geologist
working from a broom-closet-sized office in Red Square. He seemed unhappy
and sat through numerous unproductive, closed-door government meetings,
saying nothing. But he was laconic by nature, a quiet, unassuming person who
never raised his voice or eyebrow.
He was highly regarded by industry people like Lutz Klingmann, an engineer and
president of Minto Explorations. Also, Allen Carlos thought of Copland as a
friend and would seek him out to talk geology in his cubbyhole cubicle.
Maybe Copland was bored with his job or felt like a traitor. Who knows?
Nevertheless, he had a family to feed and Carlos conceded him that. One of
Copland’s duties was to draft a set of regulations that dealt with development and
production of hardrock mines. The regulations were in addition to the mining
land-use regulations that served as amendments to the revised Yukon Quartz
Mining Act.
By December 1998, Copland had completed the preliminary work for the
production regulations. But snags had prevented the draft regulations from being
distributed for public discussion.
The two projects that would be immediately affected by a new license were Minto
Copper, in development stage north of Carmacks, and Brewery Creek, a heapleach gold mine already in production 35 miles east of Dawson City.
Brewery Creek had been pouring gold bars since 1996. But the company was
working without a production license because the regulations were still in draft
stage. Finally, federal lawyers in Ottawa gave thumbs up to writing conditions
into an interim production license, even though the set of production regulations
hadn’t been gazetted prior to passing into law.
Noranda Exploration
Ironically, Hugh Copland, who was responsible for the licensing, could be
technically heralded as the discoverer of the Brewery Creek gold deposit.
About 1987, he began directing Yukon field operations for Noranda Exploration
from the Whitehorse office. He decided which targets to explore and then
developed programs for his field crews to follow.
Late in the 1987 season, after some moderate successes a few dollars remained
in the reconnaissance budget. Copland identified two more targets which he felt
had similar characteristics to the Ida project where crews had been working near
Dawson that summer. One of the last targets of the season was in the vicinity of
Brewery Creek.
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“Hugh pointed out these two targets,” explained geologist Gordon MacKay in a
1993 interview. By then, MacKay, too, was an industry casualty. He and his wife
Jo-Anne had set up a consulting business to survive until a geology job opened
in British Columbia. The Yukon lost another good family.
A field crew was sent to test small Cretaceous stocks intruding Road River
sediments with a strong mercury anomaly. Cretaceous is the intrusive rock.
Road River sediments are the black clastics--argillites and cherts. “This is just
north of the Tintina fault, and there are these intrusions,” said MacKay.
When the 1987 field season finished, MacKay headed back to the University of
British Columbia. “In October, I was speaking with Hugh. He said he got really
good results on both those targets. We staked them both.”
MacKay graduated in May 1988 and returned north to full-time employment.
Ultimately he was named project geologist, contributing immensely to the
Brewery Creek project.
A fellow named Ozzie, who had been running things from Noranda’s Whitehorse
office, accepted a position as regional manager in Vancouver, British Columbia.
Copland was installed as the district manager to run Noranda’s show in the
whole Yukon as well as northwestern British Columbia.
Noranda had optioned the Grew Creek property from Allen Carlos the year
before. “But they had been running Grew Creek out of Vancouver,” said
MacKay, “a mystery that nobody quite understood. I’m not sure what the concept
was.”
Winter drilling on Grew Creek returned really good results. In the summer of
1998, Grew Creek was the big thing happening, and Noranda directed all the
crews there.
Most of Noranda’s properties were self-generated with ideas coming from
Noranda’s own people. But the company had chosen to option other properties
from Carlos, outside the ones in the Grew Creek area.
“Everywhere we went we found mineralization,” recalled MacKay. “There was a
good, young crew having such incredible success. The enthusiasm was
electric.”
Then thud. Nobody, except maybe the top decision-makers, understood the
reasoning to option Brewery Creek to another company to carry on with exploration,
when, by mid-1990, the company probably should have been thinking about
going into feasibility.
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Noranda Exploration is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Noranda Mining. It is an
exploration company and not a mining company. Noranda Exploration had a pot
of money and, like other companies of the day, was operating on a government
exploration incentive known as “flow-through”.
Noranda was spending incredible gobs of money in Canada, and some of that
$280 million a year was trickling into the Yukon. The objective was to stretch that
money into as many properties as possible. When they had a good property they
would option it. Then another company’s money was being spent on Noranda’s
property. At the same time, Noranda was still acting as operator and could count
the joint-venture partner’s money as money Noranda was managing. In this way,
Noranda’s pot of money was growing bigger.
“I think the egos at the top of Noranda Exploration were pumping testosterone.”
MacKay laughed. “They were spending $280 million a year on exploration. An
unbelievable sum of money. Probably 60 percent of that money wasn’t their own. It
was money they got from joint-venture partners.”
To people close to Brewery Creek, optioning the property at its finest hour was
not logical. Since Noranda managers received bonuses for optioning properties,
they were thinking in terms of rewards rather than analyzing whether dumping
the property was a good idea or a bad idea.
During the winter and spring of 1989-90, MacKay gave some 15 dog-and-ponyshow presentations in the Yukon, Vancouver, Toronto and Nevada. He laid out
maps, showed geochemical anomaly and results, providing his thoughts on
Brewery Creek’s potential.
Ron Netolitzky, who had enjoyed a lot of successes as a promoter, was looking
for a good property to roll into some of his Vancouver-based junior companies.
He and his partners thought Brewery Creek was the perfect ticket to be explored
and developed by Loki Gold.
The rest is history.
Hugh Copland resigned his position as district manager in the fall of 1990. At
one point, he went with Archer Cathro, geological consultants, wallowed for a
while, then hired on as a federal environmental geologist.
Copland was intelligent and talented. Did anybody know the part he played in
finding Brewery Creek Mine? Probably not, except for other ex-Noranda
casualties, most of whom went to a government haven. Did anybody care?
Probably not.
Copland must have known his work developing licenses was yet another nail in
the coffin that would hasten the mining industry’s trip to the morgue.
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Soon after the land-use regulations were enacted, Copland was re-slotted as
Engineer of Mines when there were no mines to engineer.
An Encounter At The Counter
Allen Carlos considered Hugh Copland a knowledgeable friend and liked to
discuss geology with him in his office. He respected Hugh’s professional
opinions and excused him for going with the government because he, like Carlos,
“had a family to feed”.
On one occasion in 1999, he had gone to the mining land-use division and was
distracted by mining inspector Leo van Kalsbeek standing at the counter. The
inspector was forty-ish, cocky, long-legged and normally clad in tight jeans. In an
effort to look distinguished, he sported a thin goatee. He pronounced his given
name “Lay-oh”.
He had an irritating habit of over-using the word “man”. As an exclamation, he might
say, “Man! What a nice number you did on that guy!”, or replace the person’s proper
name, Al, with “Man, what do you want?” Carlos let the irritation slide before reining in
his condescension on about the fifth “man”. Van Kalsbeek temporarily deleted “man”
from his parlance.
Carlos was aware this man was dragging a lot of disreputable baggage behind
him. “The problem with miners is they won’t listen,” van Kalsbeek would say.
Since he was in a position of authority, he could make field people listen.
He would promise one thing in the field, but back in his Red Square office, write a
report opposite of what he had promised in the field. He caused undue grief. He
had no qualms about filing the most frivolous and senseless charges in the legal
system, or embellishing a silly infraction to make it sound bad. The harsh reality
was the miner who had the nearly-impossible task to rebut the allegations.
The van Kalsbeeks lived close to the Carloses, but the two families were not
neighborly. Carlos knew van Kalsbeek liked the power to control people and was
obsessed with wanting to carry a handgun to emphasize his role of authority. It
grated on Carlos. He knew van Kalsbeek longed to be a police officer, which
maybe accounted for why he hobnobbed with the auxiliary RCMP, a unit of
volunteers who were supposed to do good and run community programs like
Block Parents and Crime-Stoppers. The auxiliary members were issued regular
police uniforms to wear when giving public presentations or carrying out publicrelations functions. Unlike regular members, they could not wear guns nor could
they write tickets – no matter how much they salivated to do so while playing
cops and robbers. When cruising around on “patrol” as an extra set of eyes and
ears, the auxiliary members were supposed to be under direct supervision of a
regular member.
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For many years his inspection tours had taken him into the Livingstone area, 60
miles northeast of Whitehorse. The historic mining camp’s lively beginnings were
rooted as a spin-off from the Klondike gold rush of 1896-98. One day, a sudden
exodus occurred due to a flu epidemic. The cabins were left intact, furnished
with books, quilts, cast-iron cooking utensils, traps, bottles and jars, as though
the residents planned to return. Most didn’t. In later years, the old cabins served
as comfortable housing for the next influx of gold seekers, and the old-timers’
belongings made good pickings for artifact scavengers who made the effort to
access the remote camp.
Carlos had become aware of an incident that had occurred years previously in
the Livingstone mining camp. The main players had related that van Kalsbeek
had pulled a handgun out and, in an agitated manner, dangerously waved the
gun around a crowded kitchen area. Whether the gun was loaded or unloaded
was inconsequential. The stupid action was a childish way of letting the
“inferiors” know who was boss and intimidate them into halting work midproduction. One of the fellows reached for a shotgun while warning, “Leo, put
away the gun.”
As expected, the government did not relieve the pistol-waver of his duties but
tried to keep the unsavory incident under wraps. Miners are fraternal; stories
seep out. It was the miners who strongly suggested that the mineral resources
boss tie him to a desk with a short choke-chain. Although he and his wife could
still buy and trade pretty glass, his scavenger hunting was crimped.
One day, an annoyed prospector had need to visit van Kalsbeek’s office
cubicle on business pertaining to a land-use inspection. Noticing the pretty blue
bottle collection lining the bookshelf, the prospector confronted van Kalsbeek
about their origin. Most likely, he had removed many of the old colored artifacts
from in situ in the Livingstone area as well as other choice locales around the
territory. The prospector pointed out that mining people had to pay their own way
into the field. It was pointed out that to carry out his magpie hobby on
government time was unethical. Flitting around in expensive helicopter charters
was supposed to be reserved for the purpose of his job, not for going into choice
bottle dumps.
Van Kalsbeek was eventually unleashed on the placer miners in the Dawson
area. At first, the helicopter pilots would land in camps without warning. Then
the pilots were asked to call ahead for permission to land. Some miners became
adamant that the spiteful inspector wasn’t allowed to set foot on their claims.
Pilots were told to find an excuse not to land; they hovered over the work areas.
Van Kalsbeek would peer out the Plexiglas then return to Whitehorse and file a
scathing report of drivel that would put any fiction writer to shame.
His name was commonly observed on charges filed in the court registry against
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mining companies. Protracted court cases nearly bankrupted some wellestablished placer outfits. His name came up consistently in Klondike Placer
Miners’ Association meetings. Members blocked van Kalsbeek’s application
when the chief mining inspector’s job came open. He had a grudge against
mining and was deliberately trying to use his discretionary power to destroy
miners. For the federal government to continue hiring people of his bent as
mining inspectors was a definite conflict of interest.
A couple of helicopter pilots armed themselves with 101 excuses why they were
too busy to fly Leo van Kalsbeek anywhere, any time, for any reason. If all pilots
had shown the same courage and integrity, perhaps he could have been
squeezed out of his job like he was squeezing miners out of theirs.
Every field person was nervous that Ottawa would cave to bureaucratic
pressures and consent to dressing inspectors of his ilk and attitude with
sidearms. Even more distressing was the chief firearms officer dragging out the
process to renew Carlos’ permit to carry, although the RCMP had sanctioned his
applications to carry large-calibre handguns in the bush for over 20 years.
Knowing about the Livingstone fiasco was more fuel for Carlos’ resolve that
government inspectors wouldn’t be coming into his camp packing guns. And he
wasn’t shy about saying so, either. A steamed-up Carlos spoke for the collective
when he told van Kalsbeek, “Leo, if you ever come into my camp packing a gun,
we’re going to have one helluva dust-up.”
A “dust-up” is not a “shoot-out”. It’s a wrestling match between two opponents who
normally end up rolling around in the dust like two kids burning off energy in a
schoolyard. Carlos was not a scrapper. But camp was the family’s home in
summers. He would protect it. If mining inspectors couldn’t conduct themselves
in a civilized manner – feeling that sidearms gave them license to aggressively
barge in on people’s domains like armed burglars – then van Kalsbeek could
expect to be taught manners, as had been done a few months later when armed
fish cops aggressively barged into a downtown fish shop.
“Don’t Bring Those Guns Into My Fish Shop”
Gary Pettifor was fuming the day he called me in 1999. He wanted me to bring
my tape recorder and attend a meeting he had arranged with the DFO Chief
Enforcement Officer and Steve Smith (phonetic), a DFO Field Supervisor.
Pettifor and his wife were busy owners of Wharf on Fourth, a little fish shop they
had initiated in the converted garage attached to their downtown dwelling. The
paperwork was astounding, but Diane very competently kept on top of it; her
husband, who made runs to Atlin, British Columbia for sockeye salmon and to
Skagway, Alaska for halibut, was a city fire fighter.
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Both worked no less than 60 hours per week.
Pettifor was an aggressive businessman and became even more aggressive
when he and his wife were treated shabbily.
Steve Smith had mailed him a form and a standardized letter composed by
fisheries’ lawyers in Vancouver, British Columbia, the headquarters for Fisheries
and Oceans’ Pacific Region. Exercising threatening tactics, the letter stated that
DFO had the right to demand certain information under Section 61 (Information
Returns) of the Fisheries Act. The recipient would provide the information, or
else. The “or else” part was Section 78 (Offences and Punishment) that provided
the leverage for DFO to prosecute for non-compliance.
The letter’s tone was unfriendly and threatening. Smith hadn’t bothered to read
his dispatch that expected the Pettifors to drop what they were doing and
document the details about every species of seafood that came into the familyoperated business and who was buying the fish products.
Without any supporting evidence, DFOers had made an unsubstantiated
accusation that the Pettifors were buying black-market fish. DFOers had
dreamed up a bozo theory that Wharf on Fourth must be buying half the fish they
filleted, packaged and fast-froze for sports fishermen.
The paperwork task would add another six to eight hours a week to the husbandwife combo’s already incredibly heavy work schedule, without any extra
compensation for the redundancy. The boom was coming down on them during
their busiest season.
Dianne Pettifor kept immaculate records to satisfy a myriad of government
agencies with annual, quarterly or monthly filings of taxes, Canada Pension Plan,
unemployment insurance, workmen’s compensation, goods and services tax,
and so forth.
Halibut imports from Alaska required Fish Import Notice to be filed with the
Canadian Food Inspection Agency within 48 hours. Other forms went to
Canadian Customs and American Customs. The paperwork was endless. Fish
Import Notice was once DFO’s responsibility. No longer. Yet DFO wanted them
to file duplicate paperwork they were already sending to other government
departments. And it sounded as though the ridiculous assignment was meant to
extend into perpetuity.
About a week after receiving the letter, Pettifor bristled when Smith,
accompanied by a female officer of native origin, barged into the fish shop in
regulation battle dress. They were clad in flak vests. The 25 pounds of artillery
strapped to their waists included cans of pepper spray, knives, bullets and Billy
clubs. Loaded 9mm handguns dangled obscenely from their holsters. Well, of
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course, fish cops needed their guns in town as well as on the creeks to back up
their mandate to harass people.
Pettifor helped Smith understand what he had dispatched but hadn’t read.
Smith allowed Pettifor to refine the form and report only the halibut and salmon.
That cut the extra 8 hours of work down to about 90 minutes. When the first
submission was ready, Pettifor phoned Smith, who was in the field. Pettifor left a
message, which Smith admitted receiving but didn’t have the social graces to
return.
That really exasperated Pettifor. He was irritated by Smith’s rudeness for not
returning phone calls. More time was wasted while he tried to set up a meeting
with the chief of DFO Enforcement Section.
Pettifor dug in his heels tenaciously. He quit preparing forms until he was able to
schedule an audience in their offices with Gerry Coukell, Chief Enforcement
Officer, and Field Supervisor Smith. The unidentified female officer was not part
of the picture.
“Do they know I’m coming with you?” I asked Pettifor over the phone.
“No,” he answered.
“What if they don’t want me in the meeting?”
“Then there won’t be a meeting,” declared Pettifor. More than a scribe to write
an article for the Yukon News, he was taking me along as a witness. It was not
wise for a person to be outnumbered in a secluded meeting by bureaucrats. One
could turn into a bureau-rat, make an unfounded accusation, corroborated by
another, which left the accused with no effective defense. My presence would
make a significant difference to the meeting’s outcome.
“Let’s go,” I directed. I was always eager to jump into the fray to blow the whistle
on overbearing bureaucrats who delighted in battering decent, hard-working
citizens as a hobby and making their lives miserable. DFO employees were long
overdue for an upbraiding.
Pettifor drove up to the federal government building at 200 Range Road. Coukell
and Smith were sucking air from the time we walked in. They catered to our
every whim.
Coutell had sandy-reddish hair and was of average height and build. He was not
in uniform, otherwise he would have to sit at a desk all day encumbered by his
hardware and sweating in a flak vest. He went to great lengths to match his
demeanor with his casual attire.
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He gave no indication that he remembered me from an earlier salmon
symposium when he first came to Whitehorse from British Columbia, but
accepted me without comment, except to say he wasn’t expecting me and asked
the battle-dressed Smith to go fetch another chair from the boardroom.
Smith was tall, lean, dark-haired, perhaps in his mid to late thirties. He waddled
off with his 25 pounds of hip gear. His flak vest and sidearm were contentious
items for the agenda.
Pettifor and I were armed with two effective cassette tape recorders. But the
silent pact between us was not to protest Smith’s wearing of a gun during a
meeting if they didn’t protest our tape recorders. Pettifor’s thoughts about gun
etiquette would be brought up in the normal flow of conversation.
Pettifor was sternly serious but capped his sentences with a booming, ironic
laugh that tended to soften the barbed nuances. Me? I was not diplomatic so
tended to be more prickly when questioning their overstepping of boundaries
under the Fisheries Act to invade people’s private and competitive business
affairs. I was suspicious that the paperwork they requested would be given to
others who might want to see what he was buying, where he was buying, how
much mark-up on fish products and how much profit, so that another person or
group could open another fish shop to compete with his business. If that was a
surreptitious ploy, Pettifor could have made it easy for them. He would have sold
them the Wharf on Fourth.
Pettifor led off. He opened the meeting with, “I’m a hundred percent behind you
with the (concept) of black market in fish and finding out who people are who do
not obey the law. But I’m upset with how far you went here and what you want
from me and my wife. I have some questions to confirm what it is you do want.”
He paused, shuffling through some notes, gathering his thoughts.
“First, we received a letter saying we had to document every species of seafood
that came into our shop, and if it went out commercially, where it went. You
talked with my wife, Steve.”
“That’s right,” agreed Smith, slouching in his chair. The hardware caught on the
chair’s arms and prevented him from sitting up straight.
“Have you had a chance to look at this form?” asked Pettifor. “Is this what you
even wanted?”
“Yes, it’s the information I’m looking for,” said Smith. “You were talking about
fine-tuning it to meet you guys’ needs a little better. I don’t have a problem with
that at all.”
Pettifor responded with, “I have some questions. I’d like to see Section 61.
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Every form we have, we’ve been threatened with possible prosecution under
Section 78.”
Coukell confidently pulled Sections 61 and 78 of the Fisheries Act from a file
drawer, glad to show us he wasn’t making this up. He distributed photocopies to
Pettifor and me. The men resumed their discussion.
In a nutshell, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans had lost its fish and didn’t
know where to find them. The downtrend in fish stocks had been blamed on
everything from the earth rotating backwards to El Nino’s capricious cousin
changing the weather patterns. It never occurred to DFOers that they were too
incompetent to manage fish stocks. So, Smith took the initiative, no doubt on
somebody else’s behalf, to solve the mystery of the missing fish by blaming
anglers for overfishing and Pettifor for buying their black-market products. Next
on DFO’s list would be the placer miners.
“DFO has a fiduciary responsibility to ensure that the First Nations people have
fish,” explained Coukell. “Tough questions are going to be asked one day about
the state of the resource. And I want to have the answers ready.”
DFO suspicioned that the culprits were people overfishing and selling surplus
on the black market to recoup costs for their holidays. As absurd as the notion
sounded, DFO could make unsubstantiated allegations without an iota of
evidence or proof. Innocent people were being charged and brought to trial
simply because DFOers had the discretionary power to do it. Defense costs
were breaking the placer miners and would likely bankrupt most small business
operators, too. There is something wrong when government can enact laws that
can put people out of business.
“The people we’re primarily concerned with are the opportunists who’re turning a
fast buck for low overhead in the fresh market,” said Coukell.
Yet without any prior communication or investigation, DFO singled out the Wharf
on Fourth which bought fish from commercial suppliers for resale.
Pettifor’s request to be financially compensated for the burden of filing redundant
paperwork met with a negative response. Coukell said the best he could offer for
payment was to buy Pettifor the occasional cup of coffee.
Before the meeting convened, Pettifor’s workload had been adjusted to reporting
halibut and salmon only – not all species he bought for resale. A few minutes
into the meeting, Smith decided the halibut documentation could go on the back
burner. He wanted to focus strictly on salmon. The further adjustment reduced
Pettifor’s extra workload to 30 minutes, or less, per week. Pettifor could just fax
invoices which provided the pertinent information which Smith could “sift
through”.
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Then it became apparent the research project would not extend into perpetuity.
Smith could collect the necessary baseline information in a season – two
seasons at most.
Why didn’t Smith just communicate that fact at the beginning of the process?
Because aristocratic government agents can afford to be selfish in their thinking;
their stifling, iron-fisted methods call for dictating to peons, who had better learn
to cower and be obedient little servants – or else.
But who was giving these jack-booted rulers permission to interpret the act as
though it was written in disappearing ink?
When jerked up short on his choke chain, like a Doberman attack dog
enforcement officers wanted as companions to round out their cache of peoplecontrol implements, Smith conceded, “Oh, gee, I admit my introduction to the
whole thing may not have been the best tact.”
His words met with the sound of Pettifor’s long sigh of annoyance.
Coukell interjected with an apology. “It may be a bit of a knee-jerk reaction from
ourselves. A lot of this stems from an incident where something takes place, and
we have to get a better handle on it. We probably should have started a little bit
slower. Or started next year. But because something takes place and we say
‘if we had some information here, we’d be able to respond to this in a reasonable
manner. So let’s go get that information’ – not realizing the hardship we put you
into, thinking it’s just another form. You’ve got books and you just give us a copy
of this. In our narrow-minded ways, we don’t see all these (extra) hours of work.
We didn’t want the work to be so overwhelming that you can’t provide it.”
He would not provide specific details because he didn’t have any specifics to
provide. The DFO officers had assumed too damned much and could not justify
their fantasies when their tails were pinned to the wall. Why didn’t these good
little eco-Nazis just admit they were conditioned to believe that the
entrepreneurial spirit was viewed as inherently evil, and peaceful people like the
ambitious Pettifors needed crushing and stripping of their personal wealth and
property?
Coukell would only admit that the process could have been more polished or
upfront. “We don’t want to harass anybody. If we’re out of line, it’s good to bring us
back in line. We’re paid with your tax dollars. Maybe the approach hasn’t been
the best. For that, I apologize on my behalf and on Steve’s.”
Nevertheless, still going down the fictitious trail in an effort to save face, Coukell
said they were still interested if anybody tried to sell Pettifor fish other than
through a commercial market.
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The three men agreed to start afresh the next May in 2000 with salmon only;
then perhaps focus on halibut later. “The illegal sales start when the salmon start
to run and stop when the salmon quit running,” noted Coukell.
Pettifor depended on the fishery and wanted to cooperate. In his preamble, he
stated, “I’m a hundred percent behind you for the proper management of the
natural resources of wild salmon and am willing to comply with documentation of
all purchases of salmon which we only purchase from commercial seafood
suppliers.”
But he stressed he was not impressed with the arrogant intimidation tactics used
by Smith to achieve his goal.
Smith admitted to learning a lesson. He promised never again to start
information-gathering in mid-season when everybody was busy. He further
promised that henceforth his efforts would be conducted in a smoother manner
than the way he approached Pettifor.
“Do you have any suggestions?” he asked, leaving himself wide open.
“Sure do,” responded Pettifor, who suggested that cooperation from fish retailers
would be contingent on leaving the flak vest and pistol behind when he entered a
fish shop in downtown Whitehorse or wanted to talk to the top person in a
restaurant, hotel or grocery store.
The gun was bad enough, warned Pettifor. “If you’d come in with a balaclava
over your face, I would have thrown you both out.” Pettifor coated his warning
with a booming laugh to sound less confrontational. But Smith knew he was not
jesting.
Smith claimed to hate the hot, cumbersome flak vest and wished he could
comply with Pettifor’s request to lock the guns in the truck. He predicted
eventually ending up with permanent physical back and hip problems because he
walked and sat unnaturally from packing the heavy hardware around his waist.
Another lesson he had learned the hard way was that 25-pound belts don’t float when
one falls out of boats into the river. He blamed enforcement officer’s dress code
on a Pacific Region policy that flows from Ottawa.
This was another fable. During the next annual Dawson City Gold Show in May,
the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, as usual, rented booth space at the
trade show to hand out literature and give public-relation spiels to eco-sinning
placer miners and their supporters. Two babes manning the booth were in
uniforms but not wearing guns, which would not have been a good publicrelations gesture.
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So, to say officers have to wear guns when strutting along downtown streets and
sitting in coffee shops simply because guns are a part of their uniforms was
another bare-faced lie perpetuated by DFO minions. They pack guns
indiscriminately to look tough and play the militaristic role or “big shots”. They
have been seen wearing guns, but none of their other paraphernalia, when not
dressed in full regulation uniform. The gun stance simply provides a
psychological edge over disarmed individuals who are perceived as a threat
because they have the powers to create and build things for themselves and are
painful reminders of the bureaucrats’ own ineptitudes.
Coukell and Smith said officers must travel in pairs for safety reasons. It may be
true to a certain extent, i.e., if one becomes incapacitated for whatever reason in
their travels, the other is supposed to be capable of taking over the driving or
deliver the trail mate to medical facilities.
Truthfully, the partner is another voice to verify an unsubstantiated criminal
accusation launched by an officer against a witness-less individual who can
easily be deemed an “assailant” and find himself steeped in a stinking cesspool
of a so-called justice system. The two-to-one ratio is a clincher for a bloodsucking government whose main objective is to bleed the strong white and
destroy the middle-class.
Pettifor was smart. He took a witness to a meeting to level the playing field,
otherwise he could have been devoured. The mandate under the Fisheries Act
may be to protect fish and fish habitat, but brutish DFO employees are
brainwashed to believe their duties are to be carried out without compromise.
The upshot of the meeting was that fisheries never bothered the Pettifors again.
He was never required to submit any invoices to comply with DFO’s fabled blackmarket investigation. Whenever fish cops came into the Wharf on Fourth, they
were presumably customers. They wore civilian clothes and left their guns
behind.
Another Distressing Fish Cop Incident
A while later there was another uproar in Whitehorse. A gun-toting uniformed
fish cop, clad in bullet-proof vest, thuggishly burst into the water board offices
and served a DFO letter that threatened criminal charges if the chairman and his
board members approved a specific placer miner’s application for in-stream
settling.
A hastily pulled-together meeting was staged in Dawson to assuage the miners.
The water board wanted them to know the water board was in full decisionmaking control of its mandate to grant or deny water licenses – even when the
application went to a quasi-judicial hearing – and the board would not be swayed
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by the siege mentality of an out-of-line Department of Fisheries and Oceans.
One of the forty-four requests received from people wanting to speak at what
was expected to be a showdown was from Yukon Party Leader Peter Jenkins.
But other commitments precluded the member of the legislative assembly (MLA)
from personally attending the meeting in his own Klondike riding. He asked to
put words in the mouth of his arch rival. Dawson Mayor Glen Everitt graciously
agreed for the good of all to read his political enemy’s stern message into the
record that chastised the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans as well
as Indian Affairs and No Development regarding their lack of observing
fundamental democratic principles.
“Canada is still supposed to be a democracy wherein the public service and
government departments are supposed to serve the people rather than
attempting to be their master.”
Against The Siege Mentality, Mining People Fought In Vain
Allen Carlos’ eyelashes were frosted when he came in from the cold and
threaded his way to the third floor of Red Square in the mid-afternoon of
Thursday, January 7, 1999.
The dip in temperature was like the old days before global warming was trotted
out as the norm. In this type weather, anybody with any common sense hopped
a bus or walked, like Carlos did. The extreme cold shortened the life of
mechanical things, and he parked his vehicles in winters. But many people
continued driving, leaving their vehicles idling most of the time, wasting fossil
fuels. Internal-combustion engine exhaust was trapped by temperature
inversions, smothering the low-lying downtown area until the warmth of the sun
burned off the grayish-white dome of thick ice fog.
Forty below zero is cold. Still, bare-headed men and women wore flimsy,
fashionable coats and picked their way delicately over icy streets in dress shoes.
No wonder so many were consistently off work from government jobs with head
colds and earaches. Unlike self-employed prospectors, they could enjoy illhealth on paid sick-leave.
Independent prospectors had become an endangered species, an unpretentious
group set apart as anomalies in their own town in recent years. Perhaps they
were somewhat frowned on for their sensible wardrobes. Or, perhaps there was
a tinge of envy as they shunned government jobs and were free to amble around
on their own clock. As proven later, some in the so-called upper echelon thought
of these hard-working field folks as worthless vagrants.
Regardless of the perception, Carlos was definitely employed. Some may have
thought him paranoid. So be it. Like the old-timers, Carlos was very secretive
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about his business, wisely playing his cards close to his chest. A prospector
could never disclose who might be interested in reviewing his maps and reports
for a possible option until the ink had dried on the agreement.
He was going about his errands on foot, sensibly dressed in layers of wool, a
mackinaw, heavy boots, mitts and a wonderful lynx-fur hat with ear flaps to ward
off the frosty elements.
He was destined for a chat with his geological friend, Hugh Copland, who knew
his Grew Creek property. It was well-positioned, flanked by a highway and close
to a government gravel pit. It was not likely to be high on a priority list to
“parkify”. Nevertheless, property deals were hard to make these days anywhere
in the Yukon.
Prospectors, however, are eternal optimists, otherwise they couldn’t have stayed
in a career fraught with disappointments. He had to believe that a reputable
company would make a reputable prospector an exception to their policy to shun
the Yukon – thanks to the federal government’s bending too much to well-funded,
evil-intentioned environmental groups. Exploration companies were hearing the
negative spins coming from non-government green groups and their government
sympathizers.
Word had reached Vancouver. The Yukon was black-listed by mining investors
and brokerage houses. Prospectors, coming back from door-knocking, spoke of
companies spooked by a litany of uncertainties. Shadows of doubt were cast on
the land, land access, free entry and security of tenure.
Also looming over the miners’ heads were unsettled land claims, devolution,
surface-rights legislation, water-use regulations, land-use regulations, production
regulations and the proposed Development Assessment Process legislation.
The Yukon Protected Areas Strategy was another uncertainty. Miners had no
idea where the feds might surrender large chunks of Crown land so the Yukon
government could “parkify” 23 eco-regions of undetermined size.
Nobody knew from one day to the next where chunks of land would be withdrawn
from staking, and no provisions had been outlined to pay compensation when
claim owners were forced to forfeit mineral properties. The potential loss of
property rights was leading down the path to regulatory takings and into a bleak
future. It was a new type of communistic land-grab that caught the land-owners
off guard. Private ownership of land was the cornerstone of a democratic
country. In slow motion, environmental groups had pressured the government to
seize all means of production by grabbing Crown land from private use.
The government ignored the fact that Crown land was supposed to be managed
for the maximum benefit of all Yukoners – mining, mineral exploration, big-game
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outfitting concessions, trappers, farmers, loggers, recreationalists – not just a few
elitists. As both the federal and territorial governments expropriated public land
at an alarming rate, it was killing the economy.
The Yukon Miners Defense Fund, a division bubbling up inside the prospectors’
association, put forth salient points in local newspaper ads.
“Unsustainable Development. The United Nations’ studies determined
that 12 percent of our land mass should be preserved from development.
Anything less imperils our ecosystems; anything more imperils our
economy. With 20 percent of the Yukon already off limits to resource
industries, our economy is dying.
“Investors Need Not Apply. In smoke-free back rooms, the Yukon
government and the feds are planning to carve dozens of parks and
protected areas out of Crown land. They refuse to divulge where and how
large these withdrawals will be. They refuse to guarantee access to
resource properties nor will they put a cap on the size of their land grab.
These developments are toxic to mining investment.
“Economic Kill Zone. In Yukon, parks do not create employment and
economic activity – they destroy it. They create an economic dead
zone around them scaring resource developers out of creeping buffer
areas.
“After more than 100 years of mining, the Yukon is still a pristine
wilderness. We all lose when too much public land is locked up in parks for
the benefit of a few. Help us keep public land open for the benefit of all
Yukoners.”
Made-in-the-Yukon problems, nurtured at a local level, could have been repaired
if politicians had the political will. Unfortunately, political eggheads did not fully
understand the dilemma, therefore, couldn’t fix it. They continued to get splinters
in their arses from straddling the enviro-mining fence for votes.
Each year, the Vancouver-based Fraser Institute published a mining survey. It
was a fair representation of conditions in the overall mining industry. Conclusive
evidence proved Yukon mining was unhealthy.
Why would any company come to the Yukon to search for a mine? The onerous
regulatory regime was a complete nightmare that was intentionally architected to
strangle the industry, which had been the backbone of wealth-generation in the
territory for over a hundred years.
Besides the Yukon costing more than any other jurisdiction to do business, the
permitting process was arbitrary and offered no time lines as to when an
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applicant entered into the labyrinth would be spit out of it. Some proponents had
been on spin-dry cycle for five years. Economic projects, which couldn’t be
developed and brought into production in a timely fashion, were relegated to a
non-profitable junk heap.
New production licenses – based on policy rather than regulation – changed
rules mid-stream and contributed to premature closures, providing the project
ever came on-stream in the first place.
The major companies packed their bags and folded their exploration offices in
Whitehorse. The professional casualties were filtering into government jobs,
which, in essence, meant they had joined the enemy to work at cross-purposes
with industry. Underground miners and other jobless trades people, who had to
find work to support their families, were rejected as government mining land-use
inspectors. New hires had to be “watermelons” – green on the outside and red
on the inside. No one else need apply.
Soon, there would be no operations left to inspect. Mineral exploration properties
were not as secure as they looked on paper. Accessibility to legitimately-staked
claims had become an uncertainty. Under land-claims agreements, the
government pretended mining people still had the right to work their claims. But
legality and reality were on opposite ends of the poles. In reality, if mining
claims were surrounded by miles of somebody else’s land – sometimes both
surface and subsurface rights – there was no way to work the property.
In turn, companies, which were not in the welfare business, were not going to
invest thousands of dollars in a piece of ground they couldn’t explore. They
simply shied away from the problem-plagued Yukon and spent their money in
other jurisdictions. At one point, Canadian companies were major finders of
Alaska’s mineral exploration industry.
There was another troublesome hazard. Any of the four mining recorders would
refuse to accept work as assessment based on the “inspector’s discretion”.
There were incidents galore of claim-holders losing, or nearly losing, their
property over an inspector’s falsified report that stated “no indications of mininglike work”. The chief mining recorder, Dave Wiebe, who was a throwback to
Parks Canada, didn’t like mining and had his marching orders from on-high. He
sided with the inspectors as did Crown lawyers and judicial activists on the
territorial bench. The only recourse was if the miner could afford to bring the
matter before a Yukon Supreme Court justice for a ruling.
Having to push every miniscule conflict into court for a fair decision was a
disease precipitated by Ottawa feds, who banked on the belief that most ordinary
citizens didn’t have the cash to defend their legal rights and bureaucrats could
declare open season on them.
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Further, the local and federal politicians embraced the airy-fairy premise that
mining was dirty, and the economy could be diversified into “clean, green dollar”
industries. Mike Power, a geophysical consultant, countered that with, “If mining
were not vital to the Yukon, another sector would have taken over. That’s not
going to happen.”
He referenced the 1998 tourist season. It was the best on record with a 12 percent
increase in travelers coming into the territory, he noted. “The lead indicators
showed the economy collapsed, anyway.”
Without mining as a backbone to the economy, the money chain stalled. The
Yukon ended up with a welfare economy – government transfer payments
coming from Ottawa – and merchants recycling government paycheques.
“That is not an economy,” Power advised emphatically.
The Yukon, teetering on the brink of disaster, was merely a line item in the
federal budget. An inadvertent slip of the finance minister’s pen and the Yukon
would be on death-row with an unworkable regulatory regime in a povertystricken jurisdiction. There would be no money to pay the inordinate number of
government employees. The excess residue would be turfed into the streets
without their taxpayer-funded pensions.
Already, lower-scale government employees spoke of living a hand-to-mouth
existence. Many private-sector workers were not earning enough to keep body
and soul together. Some dipped dangerously into savings and Registered Retirement
Savings Plans (RRSP) to feed their families.
By 1999, a pall hung over the Yukon. It was experiencing over 14 percent
unemployment, a ballooning welfare budget, astronomical crime wave, hikes in
cost of living, extra taxes and user fees, and an out-migration that reduced the
population by 3,000 residents within a year, thus cutting millions of dollars from
Ottawa’s per-resident contributions.
All were by-products of an unhealthy mining industry. Major mining companies
with deep pockets were gone. The replacements were mainly insolvent parasites
feeding off the carcass of a dead industry, leaving law suits and creditors in their
wakes. That did not constitute a mining industry. The territory’s image as a good
place to invest was tarnished by a regulatory regime twisted into a knot that only
bureaucrats could love.
When the whole economy collapsed, the business community noticed. A firstever, two-day Business Summit was slated for January 20-21, 1999 at the Gold
Rush Inn to find solutions to economic problems. Politicians and bureaucrats
were not invited. They were sore, but had been given their chance. Now it was
the business people’s turn. They had their work cut out for them, though. It
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would take years to repair the damage and another generation to entice highprofile companies back.
Ottawa had spoken too loudly. The 1990s were known as The Decade of the
Environment. And there was no way, as former DIAND minister Jane Stewart
said, that “the environment was going to be sacrificed for mining.” Janie cared
not a whit if Yukoners starved, but perhaps would send them a care-package of
cake when the bread supply ran out.
The heart was intentionally ripped out of the economy to render Yukoners
subservient and obedient. Every piece of odious legislation provided for another
herd of inspectors whose mandate was to obstruct the efforts of anybody
engaged in the natural-resource business.
In the bush, in town; it didn’t matter. Heavy-handed inspectors liked to hold up
progress for the sake of provoking the mildest, most patient individual to the
edge. Government functionaries had to have papers to shuffle. Filling out forms
with respect to proposed field work, which used to be confidential, was probably
an infringement on a miner’s rights, but was never tested legally. An exercise,
which should take less than an hour, could take an applicant all day. Forms had
to be re-done several times to satisfy the likes of Leo van Kalsbeek, who then
wanted his palms crossed with a hundred dollars plus to process the application.
What does aggravating a person at the counter have to do with “protecting” and
“preserving” the environment? Nothing. But, as businessman Don McKay once
expressed, “Some of us feel in a very shaky position. If we’re guilty of anything,
it’s the fact we are passionate about the rights we think we have. Sometimes
when we go into a government office, or wherever, we find what we deem as
total incompetence or total lack of respect as taxpayers. We tend to get a little
wild and crazy. Sometimes we raise our voice, wave our hands around, jump up
and down – sometimes we do all three at the same time.”
To which Allen Carlos had responded, “I speak my piece by nature. If I were to
have lived in the Soviet Union in the 1930s, I would have been that person who
was the first target for the Gulag.”
Ions – Not The Devil – Made Him Do It
Devilment bubbled up inside Carlos until he thought he would pop. He had that
glint in his eye as he opened the door and strode up to the land-use counter on
the third floor of Red Square.
The only way to keep from falling into the pit of depression these days was to
retain a certain sense of humor – albeit may be gallows humor. He was overdue
for a good tease-fest, “get them going”, as he called it. He planned to have some
fun. Employees, by virtue of accepting government jobs, were abetting the
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destruction of his personal life. One department, hurling an axe into the heart of
the Yukon mining industry, had managed to dump the entire economy on its
head.
Maybe he’d inquire about possible job openings, threading his way on cats’ paws
to the meat of the message: “Stop working against us; we’re not bad people.”
Those on the “inside” were in better positions than those on the “outside” to help
correct the problem if they would just quit ducking their heads and pretending
nothing was wrong.
All residents were reliant on mining, directly or indirectly. Everybody was going
through tough times trying to feed and educate their families. Carlos was having
a hard time negotiating meaningful property deals; displaced underground miners
couldn’t land the closest mining-related positions for which they might qualify with
the government.
Carlos was aware of 10 mining land-use inspectors working out of Whitehorse
and Dawson. In the past, a lone inspector covered the whole territory when
mining was king. He hadn’t feared the miners. In fact, he was their friend,
helping them out of tight spots and how to be more efficient. Before 1990, it
would have been absurd for anyone to broach the idea of a mining inspector –
or anybody except a policeman – packing a people-control pea-shooter.
Attitudes had changed drastically, and the present-day sect wanted guns to do
their social re-engineering. Some inspectors were obnoxious and overbearing.
To lord their authority over the field people they had riled, inspectors wanted to carry
handguns to intimidate them into submission.
Field people talked among themselves as to how to handle the situation and how
best to protect their positions, families and properties from these interlopers.
Many vowed they would first ask inspectors to remove their guns and store the
hardware in their vehicles so inspector-miner could converse on an equal plane.
They wanted to be treated as decent citizens, not like latent and dangerous
criminals. If inspectors didn’t comply, some field people promised to equalize the
situation by bringing out their own gun and propping it against a tent pole.
The devilish twinkle in his blue eyes, the cock of his head, the tongue in cheek, a
subtle wink were tell-tale clues that Carlos was joshing the lady who had
approached the counter. “Can I help you?” she asked.
He identified himself as a mineral prospector having a tough time feeding his
family these days. “Do you know if there are any job openings for inspectors?”
he asked. As far as she knew, no. But he could check on the main floor with
Human Resources, formerly known as the Manpower Employment Centre.
He pressed for names of a few inspectors working throughout the Yukon. Carlos
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claimed to not recognize any of them as a Yukoner. He was a Yukoner, he said.
Since he could no longer support his family as a prospector because the mineral
resources department’s cumbersome regulatory regime portrayed a bad image to
mining companies, maybe he should get one of those cushy mining inspector
jobs that deposited a regular paycheque twice-monthly in the bank account.
Since he knew the mining business and the bush, he would be a topnotch spy.
No operator could fool him. He also knew inspectors were requesting guns.
And, again, he was knowledgeable about such instruments and could
competently fulfill that portion of his duties as well.
The lady at the counter answered questioned, denying any knowledge about
inspectors requesting firearms. The lady sympathized with him. Yes, it was
tough making a living these days. Metal prices were low. (No lady, metal prices
aren’t the problem.) She didn’t connect the dots, but would have been powerless
to correct the problems brewing within her own department. She was only a
minion following orders, maybe having a rough time, too, unless she had a
husband bringing home a substantial salary. But her present job would likely
vaporize if the government continued killing mining projects with the “cradle to
the grave” overkill.
The system was drowning in its own falsehoods. The experimental mining landuse regulations were vastly impractical and slowed progress to tortoise pace.
Enforcement was too often done by spiteful inspectors who relished pushing ecosinners into court.
Decision-makers were over-riding legal statutes, passed by Parliament. For
example, the chief mining recorder had a policy that a prospector could only
record a legally-staked placer claim for one year, despite the act saying it could
be recorded for five years. Dave Wiebe’s dictum would be backed up by the
Crown’s legal counsel and a territorial judicial activist on the bench. A fair, but
costly, ruling could only be expected to be handed down from a Yukon Supreme
Court Justice.
Although Carlos by nature was strung tight as a banjo string, some invisible force
seemed to be turning him wrong side out. It seemed that infectious, mindaltering ions circulated inside Red Square’s air vents, mutating attitudes and
personalities whenever one entered this Orwellian atmosphere.
When he reached the part about the government arming inspectors, he began to
feed on his own frustration, working himself into a lather. Somebody knew that
inspectors were going to be issued guns, and they weren’t telling. Having heard
about the Livingstone incident, the thought of Leo van Kalsbeek packing a gun
into any camp made him sick. Placer miners were even more nervous about the
possibility.
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When a person doesn’t comprehend the language of another, some times the
second party tends to raise his voice and become animated, as though those
factors will help the other one understand better. (Did you ever try to obtain
directions from a non-English-speaking Frenchman?)
Carlos’ face contorted into a frown. He raised his voice which was only capable of
reaching a certain decibel before the larynx seized in direct proportion to his
exasperation.
The woman behind the counter thought perhaps he had been alone too long in
the bush. While she neither feared nor felt threatened by him, his intense blue
eyes did give her the willies.
At one point, while Carlos and the woman talked, Hugh Copland had come out of
his cubicle, walked across the room to another person’s office, then returned by
the same path to his own station. Copland noted the person at the counter was
Carlos, who was engaged in a normal conversation with the office manager, Julie
Nordmann. Back at his desk, he heard Carlos raise his voice, but the volume
wasn’t amplified sufficiently to catch what he was saying.
There were dozens of bodies hidden behind cubicle partitions or walking back
and forth. Nobody seemed disconcerted. Nobody budged to defuse any
unsavory situation or chase Carlos away. Nobody intervened. Nobody phoned
the RCMP detachment across the street to send a couple of big hombres to
apprehend this guy.
It would be 18 months later that an ex-Mountie probed that point. “If he was
being so noisy, why didn’t they just call the police and have him charged with
disturbing the peace?”
Because nobody at the time considered his performance any more of a spectacle
than others who had been driven batty by that bunch and had to resort to
dispatching agents to oversee business within the mining land-use office. Then
some shallow-minded bureaucrats behind the counter began refusing service to
the agents.
To summon a peace officer to the scene would have been too cornball even for
their consideration.
Suddenly, Carlos announced he wanted to see Hugh Copland. Without waiting
for permission, he darted around the counter and into his cubicle as he had done
on previous occasions.
Copland was startled to see his visitor standing before him. But his quiet
personality had a soothing effect and didn’t fan the flames of frustration higher.
He graciously asked Carlos to sit down.
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Copland had known Carlos for 10 years or so in private industry. He knew the
best method was to let him blow; don’t interrupt; don’t try to comfort or console.
He would eventually purge his frustrations and turn himself right side out again,
reverting back to his normal personality.
Instead of discussing geology as originally planned, Carlos used Copland as a
sounding board. He told him point blank what he thought of Copland’s employer
and what government policy was doing to him and the whole industry.
Carlos related at one point that he had never had a mining inspector on his
property before last summer. Who dispatched them? Or were they just out for a
nature stroll? Those two accused him – a hardrock miner – of running a placer
operation that wasn’t his. They had the unmitigated audacity to keep him
standing in the weeds for 90 minutes as though he were a naughty school kid
who needed discipline.
Carlos wanted to hear the truth from somebody he trusted. Was the government
going to give mining inspectors guns to threaten decent people who were going
about their business peacefully on their own properties? Or not?
Copland denied hearing any reports about issuing guns to mining inspectors.
Carlos whirled on one leg and disappeared from Copland’s cubicle as fast as he
had appeared.
Then he headed home at a fast clip and told his wife about cutting loose on the
bureaucrats. “Not a polite thing to do, I suppose,” he relented.
Neither was the government polite to the mining people who were at the end of
their tether. It seemed the bureaucrats actually had some Orwellian influence to
warp people’s personalities when they entered that poisonous orbit. The mind
seemed to go numb for want of oxygen after a bit. It made one feel almost
browbeaten by pointless prattle from the workers, who, cooped up in that
environment all day long, must have had algae sprouting from their brain cells. It
was all so distressing.
A Day In The Life Of A Red Square Bureaucrat
Carlos had voiced out loud what others had groused about behind closed doors.
Bureaucrats enforced every new policy like a prohibition order. Their
indiscriminate powers to tell people what to do, when to do it, and for how long
were driving sane people around the bend. Fifteen various groups had to be
consulted before an exploration company could build an outhouse; a project in
development stage needed fifty licenses and permits to commence operation.
The government had clamped a lid shut on resource-based industries that threw a
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lot of people out of work in the name of environmental regulations. Everything
was “endangered” and in need of “protection” from barbaric eco-sinners. The
inspectors came onto the land. They said he couldn’t have his little set-up for
checking the gold source because he hadn’t filled out a Schedule III. Grew
Creek wasn’t designated for placer mining. He resented being kept standing in
the weeds for 90 minutes before Sandra Orban and Steve Howes gave him
“permission” to finish his shower and eat his supper.
It would be five months hence, January 19, 1999 that Orban, a DIAND placersection inspector, would file a complaint on Fisheries and Oceans letterhead that
would serve as impetus for the state to force the Carloses to the Supreme Court
of Canada on unrelated firearms storage infractions.
That’s what the government was getting away with before totally disarming
private citizens and putting guns in the hands of the fish cops and inspectors.
Reviewing the “us” and “them” equation, it didn’t take a lot of imagination to figure
out what the government had in store for its citizenry.
When Carlos demanded to know if mining inspectors were being issued guns, he
spoke for the collective; scores of other field people wanted to know the same
thing.
But he had been cautioned lightly not to go into those offices without a witness; a
whole contingent would have been better. Witnesses were not to participate, or hang
over his shoulder – only be present to prevent what happened from happening.
Carlos was head-strong and capable of looking after himself. It would be an
affront to his pride, independence and dignity to ask a witness to dog his heels
every time he walked into a government office. Besides, nobody wanted to
believe the situation had reached such dire straits. Government employees were
supposed to serve the public. It was hard to fathom that government officers had
become self-serving bullies whose hate-on for anybody associated with the mining
industry was an occupational hazard.
Word had seeped out that the chief mining inspector was a troublemaker,
weaving a tangled web. Dave Latoski was in his forties, dark-haired, average
size. His most striking feature was his passion for stirring animosity with an
electric prod. Through surreptitious channels, he was pressuring regional
librarian, Brenda Ozeiwicz, to bar specific patrons from the DIAND regional
library, conveniently located around the corner on the third floor from the mining
land-use office. It was not a public library. But the general public was
encouraged to access the facilities, which had been frequented extensively by
industry geoscientists and researchers since its inception at 200 Range Road
some dozen years before.
The Red Square library staff had taken on the habit of hiding pepper spray
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bombs in their desk drawers. They were suspicious that strangers purported to
be dragged in off the streets by those who were to be banned from the library
would most likely be packing concealed weapons and would attempt to stash
bombs in the stacks.
While Latoski dispatched spies to keep check on who was in the library, industry
moles were keeping tabs on him and his entourage. Absurdly, some co-workers
feared what Latoski could and would do to them. They catered to him.
One disciple was the mineral inventory geologist downstairs. Rob Deklerk was
excitable, intense, and protective of the regional library over which he had no
mandate. He took up Latoski’s cause but was quickly reprimanded by industry
reps who wanted all the help possible from the few journalist researchers willing
to expose the bureaucratic corruption. Deklerk piped down for a while before
hitting the bray-button later.
Obviously, some employees were bored if they had the time to engage in trivial
game-playing on the job. However, the bureaucratic landscape would change
somewhat when responsibility for the Northern Affairs program devolved from the
feds to the Yukon government in 2003.
Yet in 1999 it was blatantly obvious that bureaucrats had become entombed in
their own demoralizing world of self-importance. Resource people better watch
their backs.
Latoski must have had something on somebody. He continued to be rewarded
with elevations in job status. Yet he was reputed to be lazy as a hound dog.
Back in 1979, Goodbrand Construction hired him to do some work on the new
Tagish Bridge project some 60 miles south of Whitehorse. Labor laws were such
that once hired the company couldn’t dismiss him and find another worker. The
company had to hire a second man to do Latoski’s job and pay them both.
Later, crew mates told of doing his share of manual field labor while he stretched
out in the back seat of a crew-cab truck all day. When on mining inspection
tours, he would stop at one placer camp but have the helicopter airlift him a few
thousand feet up the creek to the next site.
Other than that, he played on his computer and dreamed up ways to harass mining
people.
Latoski had never met Carlos. Neither knew what the other looked like. But the
prospector was associated with mining, and anybody associated with mining was
fair game to ambush. He singled out Carlos as an example for teaching all
mining people a lesson. And Latoski had his ways, means and connections of
how to do a thorough job on him.
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Latoski Scored CBC Air Time
It was Wednesday, January 20, 1999. Yukoners were greeted with another
frosty 40-below zero, ice-fog infested morning. A couple hundred delegates were
dressing to attend the Business Summit at the Gold Rush Inn. Some of them
caught the bottom-of-the-hour newscast on CBC, a government radio station.
At 7:30 a.m, a curious item captured the attention of Paula Carlos, who was
meeting the day from her home in the Riverdale subdivision; her husband was
in the shower and did not hear it.
(News Reader) Police will be talking to an angry prospector
about allegedly threatening to shoot a mine inspector. Staff
from Northern Development (sic) in Whitehorse got an earful
from a prospector earlier this month.
Chief Mining Inspector Dave Latoski says the man came into
his office to vent his frustration. He says he was angry about
mining regulations, gun control and the government in
general.
(Latoski) “He just started to get more and more
agitated and raise his voice and that was perceived as a –
you know, and he uttered some things as far as shooting
people so this things – though he may not never do
something like that but, you know, it is a concern to our staff
and especially office staff who aren’t subjected to these
kinds of things that we are more subject to out in the field.”
(News Reader) Latoski says it doesn’t happen that often but
he says his staff do run into unruly people once in a while.
He says it’s office policy to try to defuse situations but also to
treat any threats as serious.
Whitehorse RCMP say they will have a talk with the
prospector. He’s been working a claim east (sic) of Ross
River.
Carlos hadn’t threatened to shoot anybody. Yet, without a witness, Carlos would
have no effective defense should the police investigate. The bureaucrats could
gang up on him and corroborate anything they wanted. Even when proven he
had not uttered threats, CBC would not let the accusation die. Like a dog with a
bone, CBC reporters continued to accuse him of having threatened government
employees in perpetuity, just because of Latoski’s original allegations.
The Carlos incident of January 7th must have been the most exciting thing to
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happen in the humdrum existence of those bureaucrats. He was the main topic
of conversation for over a week. As time passed and the story was recounted,
one person began to believe the other until the account was embellished and
blown unrecognizably out of proportion. He was a bogeyman who grew more
menacing by the minute in their idle minds
Nobody would confess to who the driving force was behind their shenanigans nor
relate exactly what was said, one to the other, up in the mining inspection
division. Maybe they were too embarrassed by their own foolishness.
What was known was that fish cops and DIAND mining land-use inspectors,
along with a select few sidebar RCMP officers, were intertwined like snakes in
Medusa’s hairdo.
Sandra Orban had filed an unsigned, undated, unnotarized complaint with the
police on Tuesday, January 19, 1999; her pal Julie Nordmann, the 39-year-old
DIAND mining land-use office manager, filed a companion complaint. It was one
of those “I’ll do it if you will” dares. Nordmann’s submission was at least signed
and dated January 14th, giving some credibility, but was not notarized. Yet
throughout the whole protracted affair, Nordmann’s report carried less weight
than Orban’s.
Curiously, both incident reports were typewritten on Fisheries and Oceans
letterhead. The particulars filled out at the top of the page appeared to be the
same handwriting that penned the letters for the signatures of Jason Scott and D.
Paige Tracey. The two Carmacks residents had played witnesses to fish cops
Pauline Drapeau and Jacques Jobin, who earlier filed a “violent, violent incident
report” against Carlos.
Orban’s suspect report was stale-dated by five months and was pitted with
errors. She never bothered about precision and accuracy. Even her own
résumé was inadequate. According to the résumé, she didn’t seem to be
employed with the DIAND mining inspection during the month of January 1999,
but must have been, for she was hanging out there; she definitely had not shifted
employment over to an enforcement job with Fisheries and Oceans at that time.
Another curiosity was proclaiming she had a BSc degree in geological
engineering (geotechnical) from the University of New Brunswick, 1996. If she
had earned an engineering degree, she had renounced the profession, for she
neither spoke nor acted like an engineer. Although she would not have qualified for
status as a “professional engineer (P.Eng.)” unless she had taken the exams and
paid the proper fees, she was supposed to at least register with the Association
of Professional Engineers of the Yukon before using the term “engineer” on her
résumé. She hadn’t.
Orban was flitty and giggly, a wife and mother who had turned 31 on Christmas
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Eve. She was an ultra-greenie who loathed mining activities.
When her name came into the spotlight as the main culprit in the character
assassination of Allen Carlos, she sniveled to acquaintances that she wasn’t the
only one involved. So as not to discriminate, journalists obligingly dragged in the
names of her feminist chums, too. It was harder to nail Latoski and van
Kalsbeek, who had filed no reports, given no police interviews, and slithered
behind her shadows, while she confidently pranced out on the front lines without
concern for the ultimate consequences.
While the cheerful little helper was smiling contentedly as the giant snake of
government coiled slowly and patiently around another victim, the wheels of
justice were grinding slowing and patiently too.
It was highly doubtful that Orban’s trail-mate, Steve Howes, knew that Orban was
filing an incident report in which he had no involvement. Later, he would come to
Carlos’ defense by countering the contents of what she had written. It was a
major factor in portraying Orban as less than scrupulous and her report as a
personal vendetta lodged against a man simply because of his line of work.
The heading on the DFO form showed the lone complainant to be Sandra Orban
from DIAND Mining Inspection. The location of the incident was Grew Creek, a
tributary of the Pelly River, at 6 p.m. on August 5, 1998.
Steve Howes and Sandra Orban were conducting routine
water inspections on Grew Creek on 5 August 1998. At
approximately 18:00 we were exiting Grew Creek and
encountered Al Carlos at his camp. The camp was located
close to the highway at the entrance from the gravel pits.
Steve Howes identified himself and asked Carlos what he
was doing here. Carlos said he was a prospector and
immediately started shouting about the large amount of
government regulations and hand gun regulations. He
angrily stated something to the effect of “...if I see a mining
inspector out here with a gun I’ll shoot him...” and “...if any
government people come out here with a gun I’ll shoot
them...” Carlos was spitting while he was shouting. He
angrily expressed other concerns about government
regulations and not being able to feed his family because
regulations are abolishing mining in the Yukon.
Carlos denied he was conducting prospecting for placer but
admitted later to have a small sluice plant. Carlos filled out a
form for a Sched III application at the request of Steve Howes.
There were no words exchanged between Sandra Orban and
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Al Carlos. A woman and 3 or 4 children were also at camp.
Julie Nordman’s complaint was also filed on DFO letterhead. And, like Orban’s,
the top of the page was filled out in identical print-style handwriting. Her work
address was given as 345-300 Main Street, Whitehorse, Yukon, Room 320,
Mineral Resources, Elijah Smith Building. Time of incident was approximately
3:15 p.m on January 7, 1999.
I was standing by the front counter in Mineral Resources. A
man came to the counter and identified himself as a Yukon
miner. He didn’t appear to be agitated in any way. He
asked me if there were any job openings as a Mining
Inspector. I said there were no openings at this time, but if
he was interested in work with the Department he could
check with Personnel. He then asked me how many
inspectors there were here in Whitehorse. I told him there
were about 5 inspectors here. He asked how many districts
had Inspectors, and how many Inspectors there were in
total. I answered those questions to the best of my ability.
Then he said maybe he should get a job in Government
because mining legislation was destroying his ability to feed
his family. I asked him specifically what his complaint was.
He appeared to be getting more agitated at this point, and
his voice was going up in volume. He complained about the
environmental legislation and government policy, and how
he couldn’t survive in mining and feed his family. I explained
to him that I wasn’t involved in any way in setting mining
policy. He asked if I could sympathize with him, in so far as
it was tough to survive in the mining business. I said I could
sympathize. Then he asked me if the Inspectors were in
favor of carrying firearms onto mining claims when
conducting an inspection. I said I didn’t know how individual
Inspectors felt about that issue, and that I hadn’t heard any
talk about it. Then he said, “They’re going to be carrying
firearms, aren’t they.” I said I really didn’t have any idea at
all. Then he said that if a Mining Inspector came onto his
claim he was going to shoot/eliminate/blow away (I can’t
remember the specific words he used) that Inspector. He
repeated this message 2 or 3 times. He was very angry, and
he was speaking in a very loud voice. Then he asked to
speak to Hugh Copland. I said he could. Before I could do
anything else, he moved towards the gate at the counter
leading to the work area. I didn’t think it was wise to try to
stop him. He walked into the office and into Hugh’s work
area.
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Nordmann sounded self-assured about her memory until she reached the part
where she insinuated Carlos was going to pick off mining inspectors for sport.
Then she couldn’t recall if his exact word was “shoot”, “eliminate” or “blow away”.
Her indecisiveness about those words were red flags. She obviously hadn’t heard
Carlos threaten to shoot anybody; somebody else had instilled those words in
her mind. At that point, her whole statement was suspect.
As soon as the companion reports were filed on January 19, 1999, somebody
from DIAND mineral resources, who had an inside contact, phoned CBC Radio.
Latoski’s interview of that afternoon was aired the following morning.
If every complaint lodged with the RCMP was deemed newsworthy prior to
something materializing from an investigation, the media would be inundated with
worthless junk for news. No other media outlet gave the item any attention.
Police Investigate
RCMP Constable Raymond Sydney made inquiries with people implicated by the
complaints. He couldn’t find anybody who heard Carlos utter any threats or find
anybody who felt threatened by him.
Most RCMP officers are reluctant to lay “uttering threats” charges at another
person’s request. Such nebulous charges clog court dockets and are often
thrown out by a bored judge who doesn’t want personal vendettas aired in
courtrooms. Besides, uttering-threats cases can ricochet back on the accuser,
usually in the form of slander. In this situation, Nordmann and Orban were
somewhat protected by their government shield.
While Normann’s report at least dealt with the “soon”, Orban’s accusations were
five months old. Her statement focused on her role as a sideline observer out in
the Carlos camp where she had not participated in the conversation between
Carlos and Steve Howes. If Howes didn’t feel threatened and had no complaints
about Carlos, what was the burr under Orban’s blanket?
The Constable was satisfied that the “he said, she said” incident was nothing but
a tempest in a teacup before asking for Carlos’ rendition of the story. Constable
Sydney and an unidentified officer rang the doorbell to his house on
Wednesday, January 27, 1999.
Constable Sydney placed emphasis on Orban but could not show Carlos a copy
of her statement. He did reveal that it said Carlos threatened to shoot any
inspectors who came onto his property with guns. Carlos was startled by the
accusation and his only defense was to deny it.
As the conversation progressed, he said, “There is no way I could do them
physical harm.” He suggested a solution might be to lean his own gun against a
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tent pole so they could converse as equals. The constable advised against such
an approach. It could be construed as a direct threat. So, on that note, Carlos
resolved not to cooperate with any armed inspectors unless they left their guns
behind.
The next day he went to Red Square looking for Orban. He wanted to read her
report and find out why she was spouting such outrageous rubbish about him to
the police.
Leo van Kalsbeek was at the counter. He may have been simply protecting
Orban when he said she wasn’t there. That was the occasion when the
conversation had degenerated into van Kalsbeek’s condescending use of the
word “man”, which Carlos ordered him to drop from his vocabulary. Also, aware
of the Livingstone incident, Carlos warned him a “helluva dust-up” would ensue if van
Kalsbeek came into his camp packing a gun.
On January 29, 1999 Carlos went to the detachment to deliver his succinct onepager. The document had been notarized by a lady on the main floor in the
Whitehorse mining recorder’s office.
The players involved in this sorry mess were but a sea of meaningless names
and faces to Carlos, as evidenced by his reference to Steve Howes as “Steve
Holmes”. There was a Holmes who headed mineral resources and two Steves
worked as mining inspectors. Carlos was not privileged to see the report, and
having only met Howes once in camp, was unsure of his surname.
Dear (Constable Sydney):
Re: Statement by Sandra Orban that on 5th day of August,
1998 I had threatened the possible future use of a firearm
against her and Steve Holmes.
This is untrue!
My behavior may have been less than exemplary – but at no
point did I voice such a threat. Steve Holmes is presently on
an extended holiday. I therefore do not believe he was privy
to the above statements.
Sincerely,
Allen Carlos
Constable Sydney attached the affidavit to his findings and shelved what he
considered to be a complaint without substance. He said Carlos could only
obtain Orban’s statement if she chose to give him a copy, which was highly
unlikely. If Carlos went to where she worked, Constable Sydney requested he
keep his voice down to a whisper.
His other recourse was to take legal action. The officer’s well-intentioned advice
was for Carlos not to pursue a defamation or other type civil action. Lawsuits
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were expensive, time-consuming and would bring unnecessary attention to his
family. Constable Sydney thought the best approach was to forget the whole
episode and get on with life. Things would settle out in due course. He promised
the case was closed from his end. As was normal procedure, the report would
be shredded in a year.
In hindsight, Carlos should have followed Gary Pettifor’s example and yanked
Orban up short on a choke chain, either by taking a journalist witness with him
into a meeting to confront her and her superiors, or taken her to court. But who
would know a story that should have ended with Constable Sydney was actually
a book that hadn’t yet been written.
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Truth, which can stand by itself, is so important that the
government feels compelled to surround it with a bodyguard of
lies. Or, to use a slightly cruder corollary, bullshit baffles brains;
their minds are made up so don’t confuse them with facts.
Jane Gaffin
______________________________________________________________________
CHAPTER 7: BUREAUCRACIES DON’T BACK OFF
It was Wednesday, February 17, 1999.
I stepped off the elevator on the third floor in front of Room 320 and was going
around the corner to the library. I was unofficially designated a “problem patron”.
Since I was not a mineral prospector or a geologist, some government
employees and a few private geologists complained bitterly that I shouldn’t be
accessing the library. The head librarian obviously had no control, but protected
me the best she could, advising the day would come when I would be barred. I
would then decide to either wait on devolution or take legal action regarding the
unfair Orwellian bureaucratic selection process. Amazing! A public-funded
library off-limits to the public who was encouraged to use the facilities. For now,
the staff welcomed me. They assisted in advancing my computer skills, helped
me find research materials, ordered in books from interlibrary loan, and invited
me to join them for afternoon tea. In turn, I wrote newspaper articles, promoting
this well-kept secret on the third floor of Red Square.
Stepping off the elevator, I saw Allen Carlos heading into the mining land-use
division. Through the glass doors we could see the security code-locked gate
installed to keep unauthorized people from the work area. If the measure was
directed at Carlos, his long legs could have hurled the obstruction in one graceful
leap.
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Outside the closed doors, we leaned on the white metal cabinet marked
Earthquake Supplies. Life was back on the rails again. He was upbeat. We
caught up on the latest mining news. It seemed principals in Vancouver-based
junior companies were maybe interested in his property, while some were
expressing similar sentiments as the local mining people: “Generally, problems are
related to unqualified personnel reviewing permit applications and those
departments’ local interpretations of the mining acts,” they said in mining survey
publications.
Soon, the elevator doors slid open and out stepped a prospector friend, who
joined us before heading into the library.
Two is a conversation, three is a conspiracy. A security code-locked door
opened down the hall and a mining inspector passed us at a purposeful gait.
Momentarily, he came back and disappeared behind the door to his work area.
Another inspector came out, walked past us, repeating the actions of the first
man. Then another, and another paraded by. It was highly unusual for a steady
stream of people to be patrolling the hallways. And the washroom was directly
across from their code-locked door.
They seemed bent on snatching key words to patch together the gist of our
conversation without being too obvious. Maybe they thought we were plotting
evil and were going back to report what we said to their superiors. Latoski and
van Kalsbeek were not among the paraders.
Perhaps they were listening for words like “gun”, “bomb”, “Orban”, “Nordmann”.
What they would have heard were geological-related terms as well as
geographical locations like “Tintina Trench” and “Grew Creek”.
Nevertheless, the hallway traffic smacked of spring-loaded paranoia that could
easily spark an irrational behavior of squirting a person’s face with pepper, or a
trouble-maker filing another fairy-tale complaint with the police.
Nobody accused us of loitering, nor instructed us to disperse. But the foot traffic
finally distracted our gab-fest. Al went inside Room 320, Ron went to the library,
and I went to the washroom. There, a friendly employee, relatively new to the
land-use scene, volunteered confidentially that people inside were “keeping an
eye” on us.
Had I been a mathematical wizard, I would have quickly added two plus two and
come up with five. I should have suspicioned something was terribly amiss and
gone snooping. Thinking I had better things to do than fall inside the paranoiac
box with those bored, influence-peddling, trouble-stirring bureaucrats, I flicked
them out of my mind.
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The Harbinger Of Trouble
Everywhere Yukoners turned, they were dealing with one layer of bureaucracy or
another, having to ask “approval” or “permission” to do this or that. Combine a
mining person with a gun owner and he could waste the entire portion of his
productive life filling out forms and jumping through hoops.
Government doesn’t back off. It just keeps layering on the regulations with a
trowel. As newspaperman H.L. Mencken once wrote, “It is the invariable habit of
bureaucracies, at all times and everywhere, to assume...that every citizen is a
criminal. Their one apparent purpose, pursued with a relentless and furious
diligence, is to convert the assumption into fact. They hunt endlessly for proofs,
and when proofs are lacking, for mere suspicions. The moment they become
aware of a definite citizen, John Doe, seeking what is his right under the law,
they begin searching feverishly for an excuse for withholding it from him.”
Essentially, the only power any government has it the power to crack down on
criminals. And when there aren’t enough of them, the government fabricates
them by declaring so many things to be a crime that it is impossible to walk down
the street without breaking a law.
Staunch Yukon individualists, who once lived by the slogan “don’t tread on me”,
were reduced to quivering masses who walked softly and kept their heads bent
for fear the authorities might notice them. Thus, a once-fun paradise in which to
live, work and play was transformed into an unwholesome Yukonslavia.
Field season was fast approaching. It was the time of year again when Carlos
needed to renew his permit to carry a large-calibre handgun into the bush.
Although government was bringing in tougher gun laws in incremental steps,
police had been as reliable as clockwork in issuing him carry permits for over 20
years.
The only burp in policy was during the 1976 field season. A new dictum had
been handed down by the RCMP commissioner in Ottawa with the objective of
uniformity in handgun regulations across Canada. A public outcry from Yukoners
caught the ear of the Justice minister. Ron Basford made representation to the
police commissioner who agreed to allow field people to continue carrying
sidearms when needed for protection in the wilds.
On March 8, 1999, firearms office administrator Tina Thomas affixed her name to
a piece of paper that “allowed” Allen Carlos to transport a handgun only on
Sunday, March 21, from one place to another and back again. Would he have
been deemed less safe if he had been without the Authorization to Transport a
Restricted/Prohibited Firearm? Those were the rules. The government gave him
“permission” with a piece of paper to transport a gun from his home in the
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Riverdale subdivision by direct route to the Whitehorse Rifle and Pistol Club
Shooting Range on Grey Mountain Road behind his house and back to his home.
He successfully jumped through the hoop, completing a course and shooting
test, as per the law, under supervision of the range masters. The next day, he
submitted an application and the appropriate processing fee to the firearms office
for a permit to carry.
A week later, Carlos received a call at home from the chief firearms officer.
RCMP Sgt. Dan Otterbein, with about six years until retirement, had taken on the
special project of manning the bomb-proof firearms office, a few blocks north on
Fourth Avenue from the Whitehorse RCMP detachment.
He was a short, stout fellow who walked with a sprite gait and dressed in civilian
clothes. When out in public gun meetings, he was puffed up in a flak vest under
his sports jacket and flanked by bodyguards. He liked to regale visitors with
yarns about his early policing days. But he was reputed in legal circles for not
having the talent to write a decent one-paragraph police report. While some
associates thought of him as “a pretty good guy”, some who had to do business
with him thought of him as cagey. It was part of his police training.
Sgt. Otterbein wanted to be provided with additional information with regards to
the application for an Authorization to Carry a restricted firearm in the bush.
Carlos was unclear what more he wanted and would have to come into the firearms
office to find out. He would have to write another essay to attach to his
application and enter into his file.
He was obliged to do more hoop-jumping if he hoped in this day and age to
obtain the permit to carry, now referred to as an ATC or Authorization to Carry.
The next day was Tuesday, March 30th. Carlos, wearing his bush togs, shrugged
the straps of his canvas Trapper Nelson backpack over his shoulders and
headed downtown. He was busy rushing around, preparing maps and
photocopying materials to send off to a Vancouver-based company interested in
his property.
In late afternoon his errands took him in the vicinity of the firearms office. He
went in and asked the receptionist to speak to Dan Otterbein, who was the
logical person to explain what he was talking about on the phone. Exactly what
more did he want to know?
Sgt. Otterbein had on his coat and was leaving the office for the day. On his way
out, he spoke with Carlos at the counter. He snapped derogatorily, as though
Carlos was stupid for not being clairvoyant. “What! You haven’t got it done yet?”
Got what done yet? Sgt. Otterbein was goading him on purpose. It is a typical
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police interrogation tactic to demand that a person answer a question he hasn’t
been asked, so he can be told he’s stupid because he can’t answer. The
unfairness intentionally raises the ire of any helpless creature caught in the trap.
“Not everybody knows where the Tintina Trench is,” he said haughtily,
rationalizing others’ ignorance too, in case he should know where the major fault
cut through the Yukon, but didn’t. “And we really don’t know you,” he added.
What kind of a slur was that, unless it meant “firearms officers only grant permits
to the rich and politically well-connected, and you’re neither, buddy. So give up.”
“You’re with the RCMP and probably know more about me than I do about
myself,” Carlos shot back.
Otterbein left the office.
Carlos was annoyed with Otterbein’s condescending tone but was not in a
position to argue about writing yet another essay describing the location of the
Tintina Trench where he intended to carry a gun for his work.
He asked the receptionist for a piece of paper so he could compose again what
he’d already written once. What was it going to take to satisfy Otterbein?
“What’s he want me to do?” remarked Carlos, more to himself than anybody.
“Stand on my head in the corner for half an hour?”
“I don’t have to put up with this,” snapped the 26-year-old clerk behind the
counter. She was perky, petite and wore tight mini-skirts. She was a single
mother with bills to pay and had accepted the temporary position without knowing
what to expect. She didn’t know the difference between a rifle and a shotgun,
and was not up to speed on why people had to come into the office. It was a
tough environment. Most people were disgruntled when they came in and less
happy when they left, especially if a thorny situation was exacerbated by lessthan-courteous office staff.
She had been left alone in the police office. If she felt nervous, she could push
the buzzer or dial the phone. The RCMP would be there in a jiffy. She wasn’t
apprehensive as much as argumentative with Carlos. Maybe it had been a tough
day.
His remark didn’t seem to warrant hers. He rebuffed, “Why not? You’re a civil
servant and I’m paying at least a portion of your wages.”
There was no more exchange. He wrote his essay and left near closing time.
Carlos did not see the rewriting of a Tintina Trench essay as a red flag. He
interpreted it to be a bureaucratic thing, a passion for playing games and wasting
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people’s time. Re-enter H.L. Mencken: “The moment they become aware of a
definite citizen...seeking what is his right under the law, they begin searching
feverishly for an excuse for withholding it from him.”
On April 23, 1999, a month since Carlos had submitted his original application,
he phoned Otterbein about the permit’s status.
Otterbein kept teasing him into believing the coveted piece of paper would be
forthcoming if he’d just be patient about re-doing forms; rewriting essays; come
into the office one more time; have a little chat.
Otterbein was treading water.
The Witch Hunt Begins
Cst. Raymond Sydney had left the Whitehorse RCMP detachment during the first
quarter of 1999. He had either retired or was transferred.
Cst. Wayne Gork said he had “inherited” Sydney’s file in April. Technically, he
was correct. He also was correct in saying, “Just following orders.” An
unidentified superior officer, at the urging of DIAND mining inspector Leo van
Kalsbeek, had instructed or sanctioned Gork to resuscitate the file which Sydney
had investigated and shelved as a “tempest in a teacup” in January. The file was
supposed to be destroyed after a year.
As far as Carlos knew, the case was closed. He had no inkling that it was
reopened. Not even his wife’s sixth sense suspicioned that anything was amiss.
Carlos unwittingly outsmarted Gork, who had been laying in wait for his vehicles.
One was an orange and black flatbed, the other Ol’ Yellar, the 1966 Fargo. Both
were distinctive and without twins. But cold was hard on big trucks for short hops
around town. In winters, the trucks were parked; in summers they were out at
camp. The police’s attempts to harass him were foiled.
He could have been driving along within the limits of the law, minding his own
business, when the police would have pulled him over without provocation.
The cop, with hand on holster, would come to the window (Carlos sure wouldn’t
have walked back to him). “Good afternoon, sir,” he would chirp pleasantly.
“May I see your papers please?”
So, it might be the pretense of a random license, registration and insurance
check. The undercurrent to the cop’s pleasant tone would be, “Cross me, dude,
and you’ll be pulled out of that truck and feel the business end of this pistol stuck
in your gut. So, don’t protest, no matter how irksome my requests.”
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Ah-hah, first crime. No seatbelts! Not only not wearing seatbelts, but the truck is
not equipped with them. Scratch, scratch, scratch goes the pen. The cop
doesn’t care that Ol’ Yellar was manufactured before seatbelts were law. Give
the driver a ticket and let him waste time looking up the regulations and going to
court to hear the judge say that vintage exempts Ol’ Yellar from seatbelt
infractions; or force Carlos to waste money having his lawyer convince the court
to throw out the unorthodox charges.
The next trolling mission might be the same cop inquiring “Where ya going?
Where ya been? What’s in the bag on the floorboard? What’s in those boxes in
the back of the truck?” to which Carlos might answer, “What’s it to you?” The
pushy cop might be hoping to find guns, drugs, booze. A really unscrupulous
one would plant what he wants to find, asking sweetly, “Mind if I search your
vehicle, sir?” which means “if you know what’s good for you, you’ll consent.”
Carlos, who thinks fast under stressful situations, would refuse the search unless
the cop produced a warrant, which he can’t on the spur of the moment. So,
Carlos would find himself wasting more time in front of a judge, who would rule
that the cop would have needed a warrant.
Carlos was saved a monumental amount of grief by parking his trucks and doing
his errands on foot. But he denied the police their fun and games. Now they
were miffed and using the law to tighten their grip and get even with him. The
government may be patient, but it never backs off. One day, the police would
take their prey by complete surprise.
Cst. Wayne Douglas Gork was heavy-set and career-motivated. He had come to
the RCMP from the Canadian Armed Forces, where he was a land-weapons
technician, primarily in Ottawa. Small arms were his specialty. He serviced
hand-held, shoulder-controlled and fully-automatic weapons. For a year, he
tested handguns for the federal government to determine if the weapons
operated properly. With the RCMP, he was a safety-course instructor and
designated firearms verifier. A verifier is supposed to insure the physical
characteristics presented by the gun owner on a form are correct and properly
encoded into the Canadian Firearms Registry.
Like other constables, Gork was a patrolman, spiriting around in a cruiser. He
directed traffic, picked up regulars off the street, attended accidents, pulled over
speeders, did house raids and worked check-stops.
He was reputed for snagging prey by hook or crook, lawful or unlawful, whatever
means necessary. He once had a driver blow a breathalyzer roadside and at the
detachment; unable to produce an over-the-limit reading, Gork charged the driver
anyway, while colleagues rolled their eyes in disbelief. His attitude hinged on the
idea that the victim ought to be smart enough to pull a Houdini and escape the
legal complications on his own wits; if the sorry dude wasn’t that smart, he’d just
have to pay the penalty for whatever trumped-up crime was pinned on him.
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Gork charmed a victim to the detachment once. He wouldn’t identify the subject
because the discussion was an alleged dispute with a neighbor the fellow hadn’t seen
for four years. Gork asked for his guns which the fellow refused. Gork threw him in
a jail cell for a half day until a lawyer suggested he turn over his guns. Gork and
three other officers took the fellow home, seized two handguns and a long arm
without a warrant, and then charged the victim with uttering threats and eight
counts of firearms infractions. To wrestle out of this legal mess cost multithousands of dollars, above his lifetime savings, and many years of turmoil, for
no other reason than Gork’s amusement.
Interview With Julie Nordmann
Three days after Carlos had phone Otterbein for an update on the status of his
permit to carry a handgun, Cst. Gork was unleashed to start building a case
against the applicant.
When interviewed on April 26, 1999, Julie Nordmann was working in a different
federal position that when she had filed her initial complaint with the RCMP on
January 19.
The preamble she gave in the interview was essentially the same as her original
statement. She had never met Carlos, whom she said identified himself only as
a “Yukon miner”. She learned his name later through staff who discussed him for
the next several days around the office.
She was still uncertain as to the exact words which would be most effective to
put into Carlos’ mouth but continued to accuse him of saying “... well if they
come onto my mining claim with a firearm I’m gonna shoot them and blow them
away or eliminate them, or something to that effect and he repeated that
message about three times and then asked to speak to Hugh Copland...”
Interestingly, she added a curious tidbit. “... he was kind of reaching towards the
gate so I opened it for him and he came through and then he proceeded to Hugh
Copland’s office and carried on talking to him.”
While Nordmann, in hindsight, described Carlos as some kind of deranged gun
nut, at the time of the incident she graciously opened the gate. These two things
don’t mesh. If afraid to physically block his entrance into the work area for fear of
her own safety, she surely would have called a co-worker for backup or asked
someone to call the police. Copland, in his office working, heard Carlos raise his
voice, but he never heard any commotion, otherwise he wouldn’t have been
surprised when Carlos suddenly appeared in his cubicle.
In answer to a physical description, Nordmann guesstimated height, weight, then
recalled his striking feature as, “Blue eyes. Kind of intense looking eyes.”
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Toward the last part of the interview, several times Gork attempted to egg her
into saying she felt threatened, which she didn’t. He made no threatening
gestures, she said. But she reiterated six times he had threatened to shoot
mining inspectors. However, she couldn’t remember the exact words she alleged
him to have spoken. Yet she confidently recounted every other aspect of the
occurrence as though her memory were crystal clear. Maybe it wasn’t. What
exactly did she remember correctly?
While she didn’t seem to have a personal grudge against Carlos, she had to
have been pressured to parrot somebody else’s agenda about the threats to
shoot inspectors.
“I didn’t feel it (outburst) was directed at me personally. I can see how he was
mad, maybe with our department because of the policies. I didn’t feel threatened
in any way, but it bothered me that he talked about shooting the inspectors if they
came onto his claim with firearms.”
Had a stranger Nordmann classified as “unstable” come to the door of her private
dwelling, railed about shooting somebody, would she have graciously opened the
door and asked him to come in?
Hardly.
Interview With Hugh Copland
Immediately following the Nordmann interview on the afternoon of April 26, Gork
carried on to take a statement from Hugh Copland, the 44-year-old federal
engineer of mines. Following is the verbatim transcript of the preamble to the
interview. (Punctuation has been added)
Okay, on the day you mentioned, Thursday, January 7th, I
was working in my cubicle in room 320 of the Elijah Smith
Building and I had...reason to go see somebody else in the
office and I passed the counter where I saw Julie talking to
Mr. Carlos. It appeared to be just a normal conversation, so
I didn’t go over there. And I did my business with the other
person I had to see. (I) went back to my cubicle, and I
continued to work and then I heard the conversation getting
a little louder. I could hear Mr. Carlos. I couldn’t tell what he
was talking about. ... then the next thing I knew he was
standing at my cubicle.
I invited him to sit down and tried to calm (him) down. He
was very agitated. Today was the most agitated I’ve seen
him. I’ve known Mr. Carlos for probably about 10 years. I’ve
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had dealings with him when I was with private industry, and,
of course, running into him on the street, cause I can say this
is the most agitated I’ve seen him.
He was just generally uncomfortable with the government
and the government employees, what we’re doing, you
know, putting him out of the business, etcetera, etcetera.
Then he mentioned the fact that, I guess, he mentioned he
was talking to Julie about firearms, the mining inspector
carrying firearms, and he asked me the question, “Are the
mining inspectors gonna be carrying firearms?”
I said, “No, not to my knowledge.” I’ve never heard of that
before, and then he’d mentioned an incident he had. I’m not
sure if it was that summer or a previous summer, but during
the summer, an incident at Brew (sic) Creek near Ross River
where an inspector came into his camp and was asking him
questions about a placer operation that was going on down
in Brew (sic) Creek, and Mr. Carlos said it wasn’t him. He
had nothing to do with placer. And I guess the conversation
steered towards firearms, and Mr. Carlos mentioned to me
that if mining inspectors started carrying firearms that they’d
better watch out when – to verify so – to watch out when
they came into his camp if they were carrying firearms. He
brought (up) the firearms law that he has told me on a
number of occasions before he didn’t like, and then the...
conversation basically ended. He just got up and walked
out. Just like that. And that’s basically it for the encounter.
Gork wanted Copland to expound more on the second-hand information about
inspectors coming onto his Grew Creek property with firearms. The police officer
had been briefed by mining inspector Leo van Kalsbeek, who never provided an
official interview. Van Kalsbeek, who was dragging a lot of baggage behind him,
would not have made a credible witness in court. The alleged Livingstone gun
incident, which was the impetus for the heated exchange with Carlos at the
counter on January 28, would be brought to the fore which he and the
government wanted hushed. Therefore, the police were content to let van
Kalsbeek remain in the background and direct traffic.
“Is there anything else you can recall off hand, Hugh, in regard to this?” urged
Gork.
Copland didn’t bite. “He did go into a lot of things, just basically about the
government and the economy in general, and you know, why is the government
trying to put him out of business. There were a lot of tangents, but basically all
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on that kind of aspect of things.”
Under questioning, Copland explained what he meant by “quite loud”. Copland
stated, “Well, my office is situated a fair distance and around the corner from the
counter and normally when people are at the counter talking I can’t hear a thing.
But I could clearly hear Mr. Carlos. I couldn’t hear exactly what he was saying,
but he was definitely quite loud.”
Copland assumed his speaking loudly was a desire to be heard. “I told him he
was quite noisy. He was attracting attention from other people who came by to
look, and I said, ‘Why don’t you just calm down and, you know, let’s talk quietly
here.’ But he didn’t.”
Copland described him as very agitated, the only time he had really seen him
mad in the ten years he’d known Carlos. But he used no obscenities during his
venting and was emphatic that he was not intoxicated. Copland had never
known him to drink alcohol excessively, and he definitely did not use drugs.
Although Copland said it was the only time he had really seen him mad in all the
years he’d known him, he admitted to being familiar with his emotional outbursts.
“He has a short temper, I think, and he’ll speak his mind very, very easy. He
does get angry, at times.” But Copland did not feel threatened by him and had
never known him to ever threaten anybody else.
Gork pressured for more second-hand information about the Grew Creek incident
to which Copland wasn’t a witness. And, as might be expected, a few details
could have used some clarification.
“He said that he was camped there with his family,” recounted Copland. “He has
some hardrock claims in that area, so he was camped there for a few weeks
doing some work on them.”
This statement was a puzzle. Copland was familiar with the property, having had
it optioned during his Noranda tenure. When he went over to government,
Carlos dropped by to talk geology occasionally. Copland should have been
aware that Carlos and his two sons were working the property independently.
So what did he mean “Carlos and his family were camped there for a few weeks”,
as though they were on a short summer outing? They were carrying out an
extensive drill program between mid-May and late September. Each year, they
set up a comfortable wall-tent camp.
“...two inspectors, I guess, came into his camp and were asking him about, I
think it was a dredge that they had noticed down on Grew Creek. They, I guess,
thought that maybe he was the one who was operating that. And, of course,
there were no legal claims there. So they wanted to try and clear that up, so they
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asked him if that was his operation. He said, ‘No’.”
Copland continued, “I think he mentioned to me that he wouldn’t have told them
who it was if he knew. But then, like I say, I don’t know how the conversation got
going on the firearms...but he strongly objected to the mining inspectors carrying
firearms. And he mentioned that if, you know, if they had come into his camp
carrying firearms he would have – if he had one – gone and got his at the time.
Knowing Mr. Carlos, I don’t think he would have done anything...So, I didn’t
really think from what he had told me that it would’ve been threatening to them.”
Under questioning, Copland said Carlos was quite agitated throughout the whole
conversation with him. “He was very loud and just seemed to be going from one
subject to another, not paying any attention to what I said or any questions I had
asked.”
Toward the last few minutes of the interview, Copland said, “It just sort of
ended...I can’t remember what his final statement was. It was just something
against the government again, and then he just got up and walked out. He’s like
that. He’s done, said his piece, and then he’s gone...I’ve never felt threatened by
him at all. In previous discussions, he’s had, you know about the government
and about what he sees that we’ve done to him, I’ve never felt threatened
myself.”
Under the circumstances, Copland was probably as kind and fair as he could be
to a man who had thoroughly angered him. Carlos was not dangerous but was
sometimes hard to take. Some people screwed up their faces, complaining that
he was “so sarcastic”, “insensitive”, “insulting”, or had a “stinky personality”.
He was born with his personality and brought it with him to the Yukon in 1967.
Anybody who didn’t like him, stayed away from him. Still he had a host of friends
who overlooked his bad days and admired his talents as a prospector and
businessman and appreciated his devotion to his wife and children. As
Credence Clearwater musician Marvin Gaye once said, “When you have
committed yourself to a friend, you are required to endure the good and the bad.”
Never before had badge-bearing bullies tried using the law to “get even” just
because they didn’t like his personality. But attitudes had changed. Bureaucrats
would show him who was boss.
Copland was so irritated he did not warn Carlos that his file had been reopened.
In fact, the January 7th flare-up was the last time the two men spoke. It was a
shame, but Copland had joined the ranks of the “us” group while Carlos was a
“them” and never the twain shall meet.
Oddly though, the secret police investigation did not ooze outside the walls of
mineral resources. Otherwise, “inside” geological friends would have heard
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rumors crackling through the grapevine and would have sent warnings; or Mrs.
Carlos would have picked up snippets through her social network.
Nobody heard anything about a pending ambush.
Interview With Pauline Drapeau
It was Monday, May 3, 1999.
A year had passed since fish cops Pauline Drapeau and Jacques Jobin
circulated a “violent, violent report” regarding an incident in the Carmacks
Tatchun Store in May 1998.
Cst. Wayne Gork wanted more grist for the mill with respect to RCMP file #99285 that was initiated in January by their pals Sandra Orban and Julie
Nordmann.
New statements also would dove-tail with Carmacks RCMP file #98-135 in which
Cst. Mike Ferguson had taken two hand-printed statements from Tatchun Store
employees D. Paige Tracey and Jason Scott in June 1998.
Drapeau’s and Jobin’s latest stories should be compared with the year-old
version as analyzed in Chapter 2: Beware The Fish Cops.
The first half of Drapeau’s preamble with Gork is similar to what she wrote and
signed on May 26, 1998. Then, seemingly mesmerized by a captive audience,
she strayed off onto a fantasy trail.
Following is a transcript of her statement in which the misspelling of “Allen” has
been left “Alan”; punctuation has been added for readability; and the “uhs” and
“ahs” removed.
...Jacques came in (to the Tatchun Store). Alan (sic) Carlos
went straight for him, swearing and talking about the gun.
He was agitated. To me, if Jacques wasn’t wearing a
handgun, he would’ve, you know, attacked him.
So, then Jacques dealt with Alan (sic) Carlos while I paid for
my things and then from there I positioned myself behind
Alan (sic) Carlos in case he tried to do anything. And then...
what else happened? (she pondered).
He had a few words with Jacques, wanting to know how
come we’re wearing guns and he can’t even get a permit to
even hold one...carry one. And Jacques goes, “Well, you
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would have to phone...er, no, that wasn’t it. No, I believe
Jacques said, “That’s not my problem,” and then Alan (sic)
Carlos kept on bitching about the uniform and our handguns
and whatnot. Jacques told him, “If you have a problem with
it, phone Ottawa.”
And then, from there, Alan (sic) Carlos took off out of the
store, swearing and bitching away. That was it. He paid for
the gas, or Jacques paid for the gas, and then from there we
went out and seen Alan (sic) Carlos drive away in his
vehicle. I can’t remember what the colour of the vehicle
was. Is was what? (she ponders a moment). A three-quarter
ton, I think. Something like that. And then, from there we
carried on to Dawson. Until we got back to Whitehorse, and
that’s when I did my report.
Curiously, in her original report, Drapeau wrote that Mr. Carlos was observed
driving “a yellow one ton truck with a flat back”. She got the color correct but was
wrong about the weight. In the Gork interview, how did she manage to correct
the weight but forget the vehicle’s distinct color?
Gork pressed for more details about the occurrence inside the store. “Well,”
Drapeau said, aiming to please, “I was walking down the isle (sic) towards where
they have a coffee machine and the popcorn machine. Alan (sic) Carlos came
up to me and just asked me how come...I have to wear that. And I said, ‘Well,
‘cause we’re enforcement officers.’ And then he just went, ‘oh’, then took off. So
then I proceeded around the corner and that’s when he peeked his head back
and that’s when he was agitated.”
“Why did you feel he was agitated?” asked Gork.
“Because of the tone and pitch of his voice and his stance and the look in his
eyes.”
Originally, Drapeau had not mentioned “eyes”, but is likely a suggestive thing
picked up later from Julie Nordmann who didn’t like Carlos’ “kind of intense
looking eyes”.
“Was he using obscenities or did he engage in further conversation with you at
that time?” asked Gork.
“No,” Drapeau responded. “That was the only thing that he said to me.” She
repeated that Jobin came inside to pay for gas, and Carlos went after him in a
state of bitching and swearing.
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Gork noted that she had received law-enforcement training, and part of that
training is how to observe persons when they are in an agitated state. Gork
asked, “And you deemed Mr. Carlos to be in an agitated state at that time?”
Drapeau answered in the affirmative.
“Can you recall any of the obscenities that were used?” Gork asked.
Press the pause button! He’s leading the witness. She just finished saying “no”
to his previous question about his use of obscenities. Now she knows what he’s
looking for, and she, wanting to fully cooperate in their mutual conspiracy,
embellished her answers.
“I’d like you to repeat them as you can recall,” encouraged Gork.
“Son-of-a-bitch, fuck, bastards, pricks,” she said.
Press the pause button again! In her original report, she had written, “He went
for Officer Jobin swearing and cursing.” The best she could dredge up for an
example was “bullshit”, which, when distilled, turned out to be “B.S.” to represent
“bullshit”.
Furthermore, it was already determined repeatedly that Carlos is articulate and
doesn’t resort to obscenities, especially in public places.
Moving on into the interview, Drapeau decided he wasn’t just “agitated”; he was
“extremely agitated”. That description multiplied his emotions ten times worse on
a police officer’s Richter scale.
Gork pressed for an evaluation of his emotional state. “You know how people
escalate into different stages. What stage do you think he was in?”
Drapeau’s imagination went wild. “I would say that would be to the point where I
would have to use my OC (Oleoresin Capsicum) spray or my baton...I think he’s like a
bomb ready to be set off. Anything can let it snap and he’ll just blow.”
Press the pause button again! Where did Drapeau glean that assessment? She
said nothing about his volatility in her original report and did not have sufficient
time to evaluate Carlos as such. She was merely parroting an opinion she heard
from Jobin who knew Carlos from previous mining-related work.
But Drapeau did concede that he had not made any direct threats to her or her
traveling mate, and that the RCMP had not been called in regards to this matter.
Press the pause button again! If a situation has escalated to the point of pulling
out the pepper to spray a man in the face or whack him with a Billy club, why
hasn’t somebody called the police? Gork didn’t ask.
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It is not logical that the police would treat seriously a fisheries officer whining
because a man was complaining about their guns. If expressing an opinion
about the government arming bureaucrats was a crime, the police would have to
round up and charge virtually every Yukoner.
“But you did institute a Federal Fisheries Report?” Gork asked.
“Yes, we did,” agreed Drapeau, “and from there we distributed it to the RCMP,
the Conservation Officers, and I can’t remember the other places we sent it to.”
There seems to be a lot of things she doesn’t remember about a man she
encountered for a few minutes twelve months previously. Time has blurred her
memory and cast shadows of doubt on her veracity. She is saying he used bad
language but made no threats, while her feminist friends are saying he uttered
threats but used no bad language. The female witnesses to date – Drapeau,
Nordmann, Orban – are inconsistent in their analyses of a stranger whose
personality would be fairly well-established at his age.
Drapeau’s and Jobin’s motives for spewing forth outrageous rubbish to the police
a year after the incident may remain shrouded in mystery until they can be
brought to the witness box or before a public inquiry.
Meantime, the moral of the story is beware the fish cops. If you see them in Tim
Hortons, leave, before they can start shooting holes in the doughnuts.
Interview With Jacques Jobin
The following is the verbatim transcript of the witness statement Jacques Jobin gave
to the police twelve months after the fact. Punctuation has been inserted and the
“uhs” and “ahs” removed. “Allen” has been left as “Alan”.
On that day (May 20, 1998) we had just had lunch in
Braeburn (50 miles north of Whitehorse) and kept going to
Carmacks, and we just stopped at the Tatchun Centre to fill
up the truck.
Officer Drapeau went into the store, and myself, I kept filling
up the truck, both tank, and made sure everything was okay,
and I follow her up probably two minutes later.
I entered the Tatchun Centre. And then right upon getting
into the Centre, Mr. Carlos, which (sic) I knew from before in
mining, came right toward me and pointed at my handgun,
saying that, “One thing I hate about you guys is you carry
handguns, ‘cause I hate this whole thing with the handgun,
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and he was swearing and fucking this and that.
And then, I said, I backed out of it. He came towards me,
and I backed out, kept my distance. I told him, “I don’t make
the rules; he had a problem about that, phone Ottawa. And
then he kept going on and on about the gun, the handgun,
and how hard they give people a hard time for when they’re
gonna get a permit and all that stuff.
And then what I did was I switched position. I was in a hard
position. I just, I make a loop around so I can get into the
lineup to pay my gas, and at the time, I was probably eight to
ten feet from Mr. Carlos. I was quite a good distance, but he
was still talking. And then after that, he stopped talking. I let
him talk, let him vent.
And then Pauline, Officer Drapeau, was kind of behind him
on the other side, and she waited until he moved out of the
store. But prior to that, he was always looking at me
sideway, like really hedgey, really agitated.
Even after he stopped talking, he was still really tense and
looking at me with his eyes and looking at me right in the
eye, right in his...right in my eyes, and I didn’t keep, I kept
looking at him all the time make sure I was really just in case
he was gonna jump on me or something like that.
It was a really spot. There was other people in the store in a
lineup. There was I would say four to five people lining up.
There was quite a few people. I had to wait to pay for my
gas and, then after that, Alan (sic) Carlos went outside and took
outside, I guess, ‘cause his truck was parked there. He had
his yellow Ford, well in the mid-seventy or something like
that, four-by-four Ford. And then I pay for my fuel, and then I
went outside and then that was it. Then me and Officer
Drapeau took a fuel notebook and wrote a few notes
(INAUDIBLE) of it.
Gork asked where Jobin first engaged in conversation with Mr. Carlos. “Well,
there was not much of a conversation, but the fact that he was really angry and
agitated regarding my handgun...like I simply said to him, if you have a problem
with it, phone Ottawa.
“And then he got agitated and pissed off, and then I, after that, I kept to my
routine, kept my distance and really look at him and let him vent. There was not
much you could tell the person because he was pretty angry, and there’s not
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much you can tell these people anyway...when in that state.”
Jobin related receiving fisheries officer training from Regina, Saskatchewan.
Under questioning, as to what is taught regarding people with different emotional
states, he said, “What teach? We learn the same principles as the RCMP, like
the way to deal with angry people, like how to deal with basically. We have also
(WHAT?) training to deal with these type people, and we trying to deal with these
people without aggravating the situation; try to calm them down.”
He said that day at the Tatchun Centre Mr. Carlos demonstrated a borderline
emotional state. “Was really ready to snap, I would think. Like was pretty
borderline...I don’t know if he was ready to snap.”
Press the pause button! Jobin contradicted himself within the course of two
sentences. Was the subject ready to snap, in his opinion, or wasn’t he?
According to his testimony, Jobin is trained to assess people’s emotional states
on the spur of the moment.
“Like, it was between, I would say, starting using my hand because I could’ve...
used my hand to control him or pretty well pepper spray the guy,” Jobin asserted.
Press the pause button again! Why does Jobin, who knows Carlos, want to
perpetrate a physical confrontation with a non-violent man who does not engage
in fisticuffs? It sounds like Jobin’s John Wayne adrenaline is flowing too freely
just because he wants to demonstrate his people-control training, or wants to
show the police officer he knew what he was doing.
As a peace officer, Jobin thought he would have to subdue Mr. Carlos. “At that
point, if he would’ve come toward me, pepper spray was the option; was really
limited because of the people around me. And hand control. Two officer with
hand control would probably be the best approach.”
Press the pause button again! Jobin sounds as though he’s responding to an
oral exam during his Regina peace officer training. “And how, sonny, would you
handle this hypothetical situation?”
When asked to relate obscenities, Jobin, who said he was watching more than
listening, responded, “Well, he was really excited about the gun...was really
angry about Federal Development (sic) and how they impose law and
(INAUDUBLE) was really angry at the whole system.
“And also he was swearing, and, you know, about fucking, fuck this, fuck that.
That, you know, he’s...those son-of-a-bitch don’t know what they’re doing and
thing like that. And, but, I don’t recall. I was watching his movement a lot more
than his words, like what he was doing at the time when I moved to the other side
of the counter.”
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Press the pause button again! Jobin was standing in a knee-deep lineup, waiting
to pay his gas bill, he said. How did he suddenly whisk his body around to the
other side of the counter? And, furthermore, does he recall, or doesn’t he recall?
He provides a string of obscenities, then said he didn’t recall because he was
watching Mr. Carlos’ physical movements. What is he talking about? Has he
possibly, after a year, confused the Carlos incident in Carmacks with another
person, place and time, or is he ad libbing to please the interviewer?
He went on to admit he knew Carlos from working on a big staking job in Ross
River, but they were not on the same crew. Jobin considered their association to
be one of a friendly nature.
As the interview was winding down, Jobin added, “The only thing I’d say, like he’s
kind of an exploding type, he’s kind of the...he’s really a skinny guy, like kind of
nerve, you know, he’s always on nerve, like really tense. He’s kind of a tense
person, like he’s, I don’t know if he’s always stressed out like this, but is the type
of person he is. These people are really agitated, and they don’t need much to
get them going sometime.”
When pressed by Gork, he agreed that Carlos was short-tempered but said he
had made no threats. “His threat was mostly, he’s angry. But he came toward
my gun at the time. The first time, he came toward me and the gun, be came
very close. And I backed up.
“It was kind of a trip because of the distance, stay at the distance gap. But there
was some threat there. I was concerned then when I moved to the other side,
and I feel the distance was there, it was better. That’s when I backed out the first
time.”
He concluded his statement, telling about writing and circulating the report. “Me
and officer Drapeau – officer Drapeau did all the typing – and we used our notes
and recalled the situation and put in a violent, violent incident report from the
(WHAT?) and gave it to the RCMP and maybe the placer section; and the game
branch got it too, and all the department that could deal with mining or any
mining activity.”
What’s Going On Here?
Jobin has intentionally painted a picture of a dysfunctional madman from a
decent, honest, responsible, respectable, community-minded citizen and
excellent provider who had enjoyed a healthy marriage and stable home life of
over 20 years with a supportive wife. Their three children excelled in sports and
scholastics and adored their parents. The close-knit family worked and played
together as a team. The children, nurtured on old-fashioned virtues and raised
on wholesome home-cooking, had never given their parents a moment’s grief.
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Getting To Know All About You
Remember Chief Firearms Officer Otterbein saying, “And we really don’t know
you,” when Carlos went into the Firearms Office on March 30, 1999 to write
another essay about the location of the Tintina Trench where he would carry his
handgun?
Otterbein evoked his discretion to use Further Information under Section 55(1) of
the Firearms Act. He could require the applicant to submit such information, in
addition to that included in the application, as may reasonably be regarded as
relevant for the purpose of determining whether the applicant is eligible to hold a
license or authorization.
The word “reasonable” has never been legally defined with regards to either the
Firearms Act or the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. New material may be
regarded as relevant in assessing eligibility of the applicant. But asking for a
redundancy of material is abuse of discretionary power.
Section 55(2), Investigation, is an even nastier piece of business, open to abuse
and invasion of privacy. To determine if the applicant is even eligible to hold a
license – even though he may only be applying for an authorization – the scope
is not restricted in terms of inquiries that may be made about the applicant’s
character. An investigation may consist of interviews with neighbors, community
workers, social workers, individuals who live or work with the applicant, spouse,
former spouse, dependents, or whomever can provide information pertaining to
whether the applicant is eligible to hold a license.
This is a lopsided witch-hunt of the first order, in which investigators don’t ferret
out friends of the applicant, but rather seek individuals and former spouses who
hold a grudge for the applicant.
He will seldom, if ever, have the opportunity to defend himself against their bogus
statements.
Of course, the government is not going to give the accused a fair chance to clear
his name. The objective is for the government, which only has control over
criminals, to make more criminals out of innocent people by declaring so many
things to be off-limits that it becomes impossible to live through a day without
committing an unlawful act.
The victim thus becomes the criminal, and the term “law-abiding citizen” has
become a misnomer.
In Ayn Rand’s classic novel Atlas Shrugged, a bureaucrat explained that the
plan was to make everything illegal so that decent, responsible people could be
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easily controlled by keeping them in constant fear of being charged with one
crime or another...especially if they ever crossed a government “officer”, the
likes of Pauline Drapeau and Jacques Jobin, who in real life, were not protectors
of fish but were rather the new people-control designates.
“There’s no way to rule innocent men,” wrote Rand. “The only power any
government has is the power to crack down on criminals. Well, when there aren’t
enough criminals, one makes them. One declares so many things to be a crime
that it becomes impossible to live without breaking laws.”
And if the “victim” should get fed up and decide to live as an outlaw – disobeying
a helmet or seatbelt law, or refusing to obtain a permit to keep a domesticated
house cat, build an extension on his house or to carry his gun – the ultimate
result for disobeying any law and not showing up in court to answer to the rap
and a court order goes out for the arrest of the person who refuses to be taken
into custody always comes from the business end of a policemen’s gun.
Another way innocent people can be turned into instant criminals is for the
people-controllers to demonize them with such politically-correct verbiage as
“snap”, “explosive”, “agitated”, “threatening”, and paint a picture of a model
citizen as a “lunatic”, as was the method used by Soviet secret police during the
Josef Stalin era.
Are We All Just Potential Criminals? was the title assigned to an article Jeremy
Blanks posted with Liberty Free Press in November 2000. In the opening, the
writer, a self-defense advocate and director of Doctors for Sensible Gun Laws,
stated that one of the more disturbing arguments used by anti-gun groups is that
normal, law-abiding citizens should not be allowed to own firearms on the
premise that they might just “snap” one day and go on a homicidal rampage.
This gun-ban philosophy became so strongly entrenched in brainwashed lawenforcers, government prosecutors and black-robed judges that they actually
treat the fallacy as though it were a law chiseled into the Criminal Code of
Canada, and so did a multitude of other countries around the world, for that
matter.
“The first thing the potential criminal theory must assume is that people who have
no history of violence or crime cannot be trusted any more so than convicted
criminals,” wrote Blanks.
“Those using this argument must further believe that a large percentage of lawabiding citizens are not of sufficient intelligence or responsibility to be entrusted
to adequately lead their own lives, and instead, the government is a better place
to put this faith.
“Additionally, this presumption relies upon an underlying belief that we are all just
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waiting to explode and turn into violent criminals through some fundamental flaw
in the human character.” (Emphasis added)
Vin Suprynowicz, a popular editorial writer with Nevada’s largest newspaper, the
Las Vegas Review-Journal, wrote in his book, The Ballad of Carl Drega, that
“We are now involved in a war in this nation, a last-ditch struggle in which the
other side contends only the king’s men are allowed to use force or the threat of
force, and that any uppity peasant finally rendered so desperate as to use the
same kind of armed force routinely employed by our oppressors must surely be a
‘lone madman’ who ‘snapped for no reason’.”
To identify these “madmen” – be they adults or youth – before they “snap”, the
law system cobbled an Orwellian program that was touted as predictive,
preventative and proactive in nature. Regardless of age, any one who didn’t fit
the textbook description of politically-correct social behavior was labeled a sinner
of the first order who must be punished before he commits the crime.
Just exactly who has a pipeline to the Almighty and is qualified to make these
crystal-ball determinations of who is “a threat to society” and “at high risk to
offend”?
Teachers, school counselors, police officers and others in the law system thought
they were qualified. They were weeding out students who marched to the beat of
a different drummer and were considered potential gun-crazed school killers.
Cst. Wayne Gork was embarking on a dangerous horrorscope business of
proving that Allen Carlos was an adult candidate destined to commit a crime in
the future. He recorded these character assassinations, provided by helpful
government bureaucrats, and was concocting a case in secret to pounce on
Carlos as a “threat to public safety” on the presumption that he was “at high risk
to snap one day for no reason”.
The accusers, for some inexplicable reason, are always considered to espouse
the truth. Yet they have neither degrees nor licenses to practice psychiatry, nor
are they analyzed for their own mental stability, character and motives. But their
assessments that the accused is “emotionally unstable” and “a madman” stick
tight as a tick and are swallowed wholesale by a heavy-handed national police
force which uses these fatuous fairy tales to obtain search warrants to raid
homes, seize guns and other personal property, lay whatever trumped-up
criminal charges suits them, and even send the victim to the loony ward, if they
so desire.
This type of Liberal social re-engineering – or people-control – scheme has
historical roots dating back to Josef Stalin. During the 1930s, the paranoid
communist leader eliminated millions by instructing his secret police to hunt down
and charge his enemies as “crazy”. Stalin proudly claimed that nobody was ever
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executed in Soviet Russia without a trial. Maybe true, but without fail the courts
would levy verdicts of death by firing squad.
Why had Canada also succumbed to this scary overkill tactic to control people?
Because Canadians, like the Jews of Eastern Europe, are conditioned to be good
little obedient citizens who do what they’re told. Like the Jews, they have
rejected purchasing firearms on the black market or carrying a gun without a
permit, foolishly believing that only hoodlums break laws.
The Jews didn’t fare so well, did they? And it is a scary proposition that
members of a national police force and the ninja-style special units like the
National Weapons Enforcement Support Team (NWEST) carry the torch for the
Nazi mindset, righteously participating in felonious attacks against good people,
who are easy targets.
The Calendar Flipped To Thursday, May 13, 1999
For an individual guy who is neither rich nor politically connected, the whole
spurious permitting process has become an ordeal of hoop-jumping as his
application is held up by bureaucrats on the pretense that more information is
required, or the application is misfiled or ignored, or is returned for re-submission,
but the processing fees are kept. If the frustrated individual does not give up and
go away by then, the bureaucrats will simply deny his request for a permit.
In his Carl Drega book, Vin Suprynowicz likened the notion that one only need to
“apply for a permit” as nothing but misdirection, equivalent to telling the Jews as
they boarded the trains to the east that they should be careful to “label your
baggage carefully for when you return”.
Carlos had submitted his application for a permit to carry on March 22, and
provided the additional information requested by the chief firearms officer on
March 30th. Dan Otterbein was ignoring Carlos, and field season was fast
approaching. Carlos solicited help from Grant Macdonald, Q.C., in hopes his
personal friend, a principal in a Whitehorse law firm, might be able to promote an
expeditious response to the pending application.
Mr. Carlos has advised us that he made an application over
a month ago for the issuance of a Permit to Carry to
authorize him to carry a handgun during the course of his
prospecting business.
At that time, Mr. Carlos paid the applicable fees.
To date, no permit has been issued to Mr. Carlos nor has he
been advised that a permit is not going to be issued.
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We understand that over the past 20 years, Mr. Carlos has
annually received a handgun permit through the RCMP and
there would appear to be no reason why he should not be
issued a permit in 1999.
Given that the mining season is about to begin, it is
important that Mr. Carlos receive his permit without delay.
On his behalf, we request that it be issued forthwith.
Alternatively, if you are disposed not to issue a permit to Mr.
Carlos, we suggest that he is entitled to be advised
accordingly and to be given the reasons for the denial.
Interview With Sandra Orban
On the evening of May 13, the date when the lawyer dispatched his letter to the
chief firearms officer, Cst. Wayne Gork took a witness statement from Sandra
Orban at the uncanny hour of 10:20 p.m. Although the transcript does not specify
the location, presumably the meeting occurred in the Whitehorse RCMP
detachment.
The following is a verbatim transcript of Orban’s preamble. Punctuation and
paragraphing have been added for readability, but the misspellings of “Drew
Creek” for “Grew Creek” and “Alan” for “Allen” have been left intact to indicate the
obvious carelessness incorporated into witness statements taken by police.
The reader will also recall that in Orban’s original complaint filed with the RCMP
in January 1999 she wrote, “There were no words exchanged between Sandra
Orban and Al Carlos,” which was true. Her only statement when in Carlos’ Grew
Creek camp to nobody in particular was to the effect, “The new thinking is that if
you can save even one thing, it’s worth it!” The two men, Carlos and Howes, had
ignored her as a non-entity and went on with their own conversation.
Steve Howes and I were conducting routine water
inspections on that day, August 5th (1998), and we entered
the road that takes us into Drew (sic) Creek and found some
workings in there further up on the creek and decided that
we had to do something about it because it wasn’t supposed
to be there.
We were exiting at the end of the day, perhaps six o'clock at
night, and we drove through a camp with some wall tents,
and we stopped to ask the people there what they were
doing, because that’s our business to know the geology
activity that’s going on, and umm...
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Steve Howes has been a Mining Inspector for quite a while
so he talked with Al Carlos, and I stayed in the background.
I think I asked – there was another (sic) woman there – and I
might have asked her a few questions. But for the most part
I (listened) to what Steve Howes was saying to Alan (sic)
Carlos, and he began by asking him what he was doing
there. Alan (sic) Carlos said that he was prospecting –
hardrock prospecting – and we were placer mining
inspectors, so that’s not really what we deal with. But Steve
Howes asked him if he was doing any prospector (sic) for
placer, and Al Carlos said no he wasn’t. And then he started
to go into a rage about the amount of regulations that’s being
placed on him – being a prospector – and the amount of
inspectors that are – that he encounters – in the field, and
the amount of government people that are employed in the
Yukon. And I recall that he was very angry.
When he was talking he was spitting, like he had no control
over what he was saying. And he said...in that
conversation Steve Howes acted very professionally, and I’m
sure kept the situation under control, because of the that (sic) he
acted. He acted very calm and did things like agree with
Alan (sic) Carlos when Alan (sic) Carlos said there were too
many gun restrictions and regulations placed on him for
carrying guns...
At one point in the conversation, Alan (sic) Carlos said that if
– he asked if we carried guns – and we said ‘no’, or Steve
Howes said ‘no’, and he said that if he saw a Mining Inspector
or somebody from the government come onto his property,
and they had a gun, he said that he would shoot them. And
near the end of the conversation he relaxed a little bit, and
he admitted that he had some equipment that was for placer
prospecting, and so we – or Steve Howes – got him to fill out
a form that was required for that and then we left, and he did
this, this rage and the shouting, and he did it in front of a
woman there and a few kids that were there. They were
older, maybe sixteen and seventeen.
After finishing her preamble, Gork confirmed some of her statements through
questioning. When asked if it were correct that she and Steve Howes and Alan
(sic) Carlos were chatting, she said, “That’s correct.” Yet Orban had already said
in her previous complaint and in the current narrative that she was not part of the
conversation with the two men.
Was she or wasn’t she a participant? She can’t seem to get her answers
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straight, but recalled standing about five feet apart and could hear everything
clearly. She also peppered her preamble and answers with such indefinite terms
as “I believe”, “I think”, and “might have” as she tried to recall who said what to
whom after more than a nine-month span.
“At some point in the conversation between Mr. Howes and Carlos, you said he
became enraged,” said Gork. “Can you be a little more descriptive of what you
define by enraged, or what you saw in Mr. Carlos?”
“His face turned red, his arms were moving around in the air, ummm...he was
spitting and his voice became louder,” responded Orban, who had never met
Carlos prior to busting into his camp.
Press the pause button! It should be noted that bureaucrats have been taught
that to accuse a person of spitting is equivalent to an assault due to the
authorities’ determination that AIDS and other epidemic diseases and viruses
can be transmitted through saliva.
Gork wanted to know how she felt when he became “enraged”?
“I became leery of the job that I was in because I don’t think that anybody should
be threatened when they’re walking through the woods, be it a nature walk, or at
their job,” she said. “So, I questioned the kind of job that I was in.”
It should be a noted that “a nature walk” – a look-see – was exactly what these
two were doing when they fortuitously came across somebody’s little placer
operation on Grew Creek. They could not have been engaged in any serious
mining inspection duties. Grew Creek was not designated for placer, and
according to the records, the water quality was the responsibility of another
inspector.
Over the many years Carlos and his family had worked their mining property, no
inspector had ever set foot in their camp or hovered overhead in helicopters.
These inspectors were so mesmerized to think they had “caught” Carlos doing
something wrong that they forgot about chasing the “bad” person who did not
have a permit for the little placer operation they had stumbled upon.
Gork asked another leading question. “As the conversation continued between
Mr. Steve Howes and Mr. Alan (sic) Carlos, you said he became angry or
enraged, and according to your previous narrative you stated that the
conversation was directed towards the topic of government employees. Is that
correct? Can you be a little more specific of what he started talking about at that
time?”
Orban did not answer the officer.
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Gork tried again. “You mentioned something I think along the lines the amount of
people working in government and/or if they carried guns or something.”
“He asked us if we carried guns as Mining Inspectors, and we (sic) said ‘no’,”
Orban said. “His rage was about the large amount of people employed by the
government...and how there’s a lot of restrictions on him being a prospector and
trying to make a living to feed his family, and that there was a lot of regulations
that were in place that held him back from doing that.”
Gork queried Orban about Carlos’ emotional state. “If anybody walks around saying
that they’re going to shoot somebody, they’re not all there...” Orban offered. “He
said that if a Mining Inspector or a government person came onto his property
and they had a gun he would shoot them.”
Orban, who didn’t know the man, couldn’t say whether he would or would not
shoot somebody. “I know he was very, very angry, and I know that I would never
do anything like that, and...but, I don’t walk around saying that I’ll shoot people
either.”
She went on to say that, “I was very nervous about dealing with him again
because in our activity I knew that in the next mining season one of the Mining
Inspectors would have to deal with him.”
Under questioning, she elaborated on other people present in camp. “There was
a woman that (sic) was there. At one point in the conversation I turned to her
and I said to her, ‘Do you guys live in Whitehorse?’ and she said ‘yes’. There
was children that (sic) were there. There was a few that were around 17, 16
perhaps, and there was one that (sic) was younger.”
Press the pause button again! On several occasions, Orban has referenced that
Mrs. Carlos and children were in camp. They were witnesses to this incident. If
Gork was interested in fairness and ferreting out the truth, why would he not
contact every available person for their versions of events, too? It seems
repeatedly apparent that Gork had his marching orders as to what answers he
was to obtain and was not to deviate from his instructions.
Then the topic switched to Orban’s traveling mate. “Did you ever discuss this
incident with Mr. Steve Howes?” asked Gork.
“Just at the time when we were driving away from Drew (sic) Creek,” Orban
responded. “I told him that he handled that incredibly and that I hoped that I can
get to that point to handle hostile situations and that, if that way, umm... After that it
might have come up a few times in the office.”
Orban did not respond when asked how Howes felt about the incident.
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Press the pause button again! It should be noted that Howes was in Asia on an
extended winter holiday and obviously unaware when Orban filed an unsigned,
undated, five-month-old stale-dated complaint with the police in January 1999 at
the urging of Leo van Kalsbeek and Dave Latoski; neither mining inspector was
called on by the police to give official witness statements.
When pressed for an answer, Orban finally said, “He’s been in situations before
where he’s been threatened with guns and people like that. And I think he took
note of it, and it’s something that he retained in his mind.”
Press the pause button again! Howes may or may not have been threatened by
somebody with a gun. If so, he never mentioned it in an interview. The only
person brandishing a gun in a threatening manner was said to be mining
inspector Leo van Kalsbeek, who was threatening placer miners – not the other
way around. Orban may have mixed up her stories.
When asked if she had seen or had dealings with Carlos since the time in camp,
Orban responded, “I heard him in the office one day in November (sic) and he
was yelling. He didn’t talk to me at that time, but he was – I heard him say things
about, ummm...the large amount of people that worked in government and
ummm...something critical about environmentalists.”
She related that she had not heard Carlos make any threats at that time, which
was a good thing, because he wasn’t there on that date, and she wasn’t there the
date when he went into his tirade with Julie Nordmann and Hugh Copland.
The latter part of the interview is “cute”. Leo van Kalsbeek’s surname has been
omitted as “inaudible” in every reference to keep from implicating him as the
instigator, who was later cloaked in dubious anonymity as the “unascertained
person”.
“Following my going to the RCMP and letting him know about this situation, Al
Carlos came into the office to ask for me, speak to me, and he was met at the
counter by another Mining Inspector whose name is Leo (INAUDIBLE),” Orban
said. “Leo said to him something like if you’re not here to apologize you can
leave. And I think that Leo said he came in twice to ask for me.”
Press the pause button again! There was nothing said about apologizing. As
related earlier, the one exchange Carlos had with van Kalsbeek at the counter on
January 28, 1999, when he was looking for a copy of Orban’s statement filed with
the police, is when Carlos warned him not to come into his camp with a gun or
they were going to have “one helluva dustup.”
Gork then asked, “Did Mr. (INAUDIBLE) divulge to you any more information in
regards to Mr. Carlos coming in and looking for you?”
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Orban did not answer, but she did go on to say later that, “I think he said Alan
(sic) Carlos said he wanted to talk to me to tell me that I was lying.”
“Why would he have said such a thing?” asked Gork. “I have no idea,” Orban
chirped innocently.
Gork wanted to know if she or Howes had done anything to insight (sic) Carlos to
anger. Oh, of course not, she cooed.
Rudeness didn’t count. Orban failed to mention that they had driven into the
camp aggressively, skidding to a stop on gravel; did not “knock” by hello-ing the
camp before entering; interrupted Carlos from his shower after a 12-hour shift on
a drill rig; demanded to know what he was doing on the land; and delayed his
supper ninety minutes while he encountered these two unexpected bureaucratic
yahoos with his verbal rant and pivoting on one leg, an act which he’d been
practicing all his life.
The young holier-than-thou ultra-greenie stumbled across him by chance on his
own mining property, where he is legally conducting business, and was offended by his
performance that was as normal a characteristic for him as it is for everybody to develop
a unique style of walking. And she was so immature as to have no compunctions about
running to the police, who ought to be ashamed for eventually being sucked in by her
silly rubbish.
But Carlos frightened government functionaries. He didn’t fit the bureaucratic
mold and was not easy to control. He was self-employed, which reminded
jealous socialists of their own ineptitudes; he was engaged in mining-like
activities, which had become a socially-unacceptable industry; and, heaven
forbid, he was a gun owner.
Application Stalled
The firearms office replied to the lawyer’s May 13th, 1999 letter the next day. But
the correspondence was delayed fourteen days, evidently due to Dan Otterbein’s
absence from the office, and his signature was needed before mailing.
Essentially, the letter said that Carlos’ application to carry a restricted firearm
was still under review. “Mr. Carlos will be notified once a decision has been
made regarding his application. I will be out of the territory from May 16th until
May 25th. Hopefully, I will be able to attend to his application upon my return to
the office on May 26th.”
By the time Grant Macdonald received the letter in his office, Otterbein was back
in his office. The chief firearms officer had been dinking around with the
application since March 30th, when Carlos had provided extra details, as
requested, and had satisfied the additional information requirement. So, what
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was the delay?
The lawyer responded on June 18, asking that Mr. Carlos be issued a permit as
soon as possible. The mining exploration season was beginning, and it was
important that the permit be issued without delay. “If you are not disposed to
issue a permit to Mr. Carlos, we would ask that he be advised accordingly in
writing and given the reasons for the denial.”
A June 30th letter from Otterbein was directed to Carlos personally. Otterbein
said he had telephoned his residence on June 8 and left a message (with
someone?) for Carlos to contact him. The Carlos phone was not equipped with
any electronic answering devices, and he would have been in the field by then.
“Some incidences have come to my attention which may impact on my decision
regarding your application,” advised the letter. “I wished to afford you the
opportunity to discuss these incidents prior to me making a decision. If you wish
to further discuss your application, please contact me at your convenience.
Unfortunately, I will be out of the territory on business from July 6th to 11th. I will
be back in the office during the week of July 12th to 16th. Should you have any
questions or concerns or wish to set up an appointment, please call our office.”
No record exists of the July 13th meeting in which Sgt. Otterbein regaled the
visitor with funny “war” stories about his early policing days in small northern
communities like Inuvik, Northwest Territories.
Carlos thought the hour meeting went well and was of the impression he had cleared
up any misunderstandings which might have been troublesome to Otterbein.
While Carlos expected the Authorization to Carry his restricted firearms in the
wilds would be forthcoming any day, Otterbein had no plans to issue it.
Neither Carlos, his wife, nor the lawyer had any inkling about government
complainants working in concert with government police and prosecutors. Their
groundless accusations, hurled out recklessly, had the power to destroy, and rendered
denial ineffectual.
The law, which was written in disappearing ink and administered from the bench
by judicial activists, had ceased to be a shield for the innocent. Rather, the law
had once again become a wicked sword taken from its scabbard for the state to
use to inflict injustice against its citizenry.
Unsubstantiated accusations that someone “uttered threats to cause bodily
harm” or made “racial slurs” were as serious in the present as the “Red under
every bed” syndrome was in the 20th century America or calling someone a
“witch” in the 17th century Salem, Massachusetts.
Society hadn’t progressed from its paranoia about trying elementary school
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teachers for treason during the Cold War and burning witches at the stake in the
1600s. The motivation was still the same. Power. People-control. Any
government that fears its own people has to keep the masses terrorized into
believing that the only way to possibly escape harm is to submit and obey like
good little slaves.
Interview With Steve Howes
Occasionally, a government agent surfaces who is not out to cause anybody
undue grief.
A week before Carlos met with Otterbein, Cst. Gork had taken a witness
statement from Steve Howes, who threw a monkey wrench into the heart of the
police’s plans. The DIAND placer mining inspector was a main player in the case
Gork was cooking up against Carlos. But Howes didn’t react like he was
supposed to, and that seemed to frustrate Gork. The interview lasted about
seven minutes – exactly half the time Gork spent with Orban.
Howes was the one who talked to Carlos for 90 minutes out in his camp on
August 5, 1998, not Orban. Only one could be telling the truth. Was it Howes or
was it Orban? Howes did not feel threatened by Carlos, and he didn’t hear
Carlos threaten to shoot anybody. So, how was it possible for his trail mate
Orban to hear the threat emanating from the same conversation?
Because she and her pal Julie Nordmann were put up to filing those groundless
accusations with the police by Orban’s buddy, Leo van Kalsbeek.
But who would the judge believe if Howes were subpoenaed to the witness box
and declared honestly to the judge that Carlos never threatened to shoot
anybody? The judge would probably end up believing his testimony because
after grueling cross-examination by the defense lawyer, the accusatory drivel of
Sandra Orban – as well as Julie Nordmann, Pauline Drapeau and Jacques Jobin
– would be laid bare as bedtime stories dreamed up in unison.
While Gork demonstrated a penchant for laying counts of “uttering threats” and
seemed to be heading down that path until stymied by Howes, most RCMP
officers shy away from laying such criminal charges. “He said/she said”
accusations are usually deemed frivolous by judges and tossed out if the matter
ever gets to court. “Uttering threats” charges also have a way of bouncing back
and biting the plaintiff on the arse. So, most officers will caution civilians and
bureaucrats alike from embarking solely on that line of action against an
individual.
When Gork interviewed Steve Howes on July 6, 1999, the encounter with Carlos
at the Grew Creek camp was nearly a year old. If public safety was a concern,
the police weren’t working with much speed. It was later determined that the
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tardiness was due to their “vacations, rotations and whatnot”. The previous
investigating constable Raymond Sydney obviously had no public safety
concerns, for he had not proceeded with any charges of any kind with respect to
Orban’s and Nordmann’s accusations, filed for some inexplicable reason on
Fisheries and Oceans forms. The DIAND employees had stated Carlos had
“threatened to shoot mining inspectors”. Possibly, Gork was reined in from
pursuing this line of action, too.
In court, Alberta-based defense lawyer Richard Fritze asked Gork, “There is no
limitation on laying an ‘uttering threats charge’, is there?” The police officer
answered, “No.” Fritze then asked, “And you didn’t pursue that, did you?”, to
which Gork responded, “No, I did not.”
Of course not. The RCMP had bigger fish to fry – or troll for. They were
meticulously incubating a serious plan in which they could manipulate the law
and use a rural resident as an example of why every member of the gun
community better shut up and behave, or they’d be the next victim on the list.
But Howes, who was frank in his comments, wasn’t helpful for their crusade.
Later, some of his allies employed within Red Square advised that the
atmosphere turned chilly toward him in the mining land-use division, and he was
ostracized by certain co-workers for not ganging up with the others to frame
Carlos.
Following is a verbatim transcript of the preamble Howes provided to the police.
Paragraphing and punctuation has been inserted to enhance readability.
Basically, what we were doing is, like you said, a water-use
inspection. But I had started an investigation with some
activity upstream and that is why I actually stopped in at
Carlos’ camp there.
I knew his wife was there. I didn’t know that he was there.
So, just to see if they had seen anybody in the area, any
activity, vehicle description, people, that sort of thing. And
they told me a dark Suburban. We went through this whole
sort of information I was trying to get from them.
In the course of that conversation, Al Carlos has a tendency
to (wander) off and get into different subjects, and I had to
keep bringing him back to what I wanted to talk about.
During the course of that conversation, he got into things like
the gun laws of Canada. The usual rhetoric about
government officials, that everyone in the government but
the two of us were really bad people.
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Just a very negative attitude towards anything of authority
whatsoever. He kept getting off on a tangent with guncontrol laws and what he thought about them, which, of
course, was taking away his rights, that sort of thing.
At no time did I feel physically threatened by him. I’ve heard
all this before a number of times. For Sandra (Orban), I
think this might have been the first time that she ever came
across something like this. And, the only comment she
made to me afterwards was she commented to me that she
thought I’d handled that very well. And I asked her what do
you mean? And she said, “Well, he was getting quite out of
hand.” And my only response to that was, well, no, he really
wasn’t getting quite out of hand. He was just being difficult
to deal with, and this is not unusual in his line of work.
Under questioning, Howes went on to explain his job. “I work for Northern Affairs
Program, based out of Whitehorse. I am a Mining Inspector. I work for Mineral
Resources, the Mining Inspection Division. And, I was out there on a routine
ummm...we do circuits and anywhere that there is a water-use license or there’s
been activity or suspected activity, that’s part of the routine. And in this particular
case I found a dredge that wasn’t licensed.”
Press the pause button! The purpose of the Howes/Orban visit is suspect. It
should be noted that prior to Howes and Orban coming into the Carlos camp, no
government inspectors had set foot on his mining property, and no inspectors
have set foot on the property since August 5, 1998. During the 1999 field
season, a helicopter hovered overhead a couple of times for unknown reasons –
maybe curiosity of what activity was going on below – but no inspector ever
came into camp. Inspectors really have no reason to go into camp unless they
find something dreadfully wrong with the water quality and want to check out the
reasons upstream; or sometimes they drop in to just say “hello” to placer miners.
But inspectors had never come in to see Carlos who was engaged in hardrock
mining activities.
At Gork’s request, Howes went into a few specific details. “His camp is actually
the camp going in on the Grew Creek Road. He had one tent on one side of the
road and another tent on the other side.
“His wife, and I don’t know how many sons – I think there was two sons and a
daughter that (sic) was there. There was a number of people.
“But when I went in, I didn’t stop going in. I stopped coming back out. And while
we were there, I was talking to who I presume was Mrs. Carlos, he showed up in
a truck. And that’s basically when we started the conversation.
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“The lady couldn’t tell much other than the Suburban was black that I was looking
for, and then when Al showed up, the conversation varied from me trying to find
out if he knew anything about the activity upstream to the discussing with him –
getting a – it’s what’s called a Schedule Three for water use without a license,
because I had noticed when I had gone through camp that he had a small sleuth
(supposed to be sluice) box at the back of the camp with a pump and for him to
be able to use that equipment he has to be licensed or have a Schedule Three.
So I dealt with him with regard to that. Had him fill one out, said that I would
deliver it to the Yukon Territorial Water Board for him.
“And, like I said before mainly, he would waiver (sic) off on tangents about
government officials, gun-control laws, just negative attitude towards anything.”
Press the pause button again! The reader will also remember Carlos didn’t
“show up in a truck”. He was already in camp and was interrupted from taking a
shower when Howes and Orban pulled into camp. And it wasn’t the two sons
who showed up in a truck either. Both were inside their tents. Perhaps Howes’
memory was hazy after nearly a year.
It should also be noted that after Carlos voluntarily guided Howes over to see the
little sluice equipment, Paula was trying to make mental contact with her husband
to be careful. Her sixth sense was sending out warning signals that something
wasn’t quite right with this scene and might come back to haunt them.
Carlos filled out the “all-important” Schedule III at Howes’ request – while Orban
harbored a snooty attitude that Carlos had been caught red-handed at some
underhanded deed.
Afterward, Carlos never heard a peep from the government authorities about
Schedule III. Who knows? Maybe the meaningless form never reached the
federally-controlled water board. Asking him to fill out a form for a little set-up to
maybe one day test for the gold’s source – in which water would be decanted to
the drill site and not returned to the creek – was nothing but an officious exercise
of authority.
Yet both inspectors, who had simply stumbled upon Carlos accidentally, made a
big production over the Schedule III in their statements to police. Carlos knew
the regulations. If some time in the future he needed a Schedule III for any of his
work, he was intelligent enough to know to obtain permission from the regulatory
board.
Gork asked Howes, “Can you recall in particular what he stated in terms, your
saying negative attitudes about gun control and government officials?”
“Well, I don’t remember him ever stating that he was going to shoot anybody,”
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responded Howes. “I don’t remember that at all. What I do remember is him just
ranting and raving that his rights were being (taken) away by all the gun-control
laws, and there was no way in hell he was ever going to give up his guns.”
Under questioning, Howes estimated the conversation that had transpired nearly
a year before had extended maybe for 45 minutes to an hour.
When asked if Carlos had become excited at any point during the conversation,
Howes reiterated, “On numerous occasions. That’s what I meant. It was like
fishing. You’d have to bring him back in, calm him down a little bit, get back on
track. But, no, he would start to get extremely excited when talking about guncontrol laws, that type of thing. I would just have to bring him back to the
subject that I wanted to talk about, which was the Sched Three and the activity
upstream.”
Press the pause button again! Howes was the unexpected intruder who selfishly
expected Carlos to stop what he was doing and give up his time to submit to a
surprise interrogation about a phantom person and a dredge activity that had
nothing to do with him. While Howes focused primarily on Carlos’ talking about
gun-control laws during his interview, he completely misinterpreted, or forgot after such
a long time, that Carlos was merely expressing a passionate opinion about the
overwhelming amount of government intrusion into every aspect of people’s private
lives.
Carlos has been described by close friends as one who “wears his heart on his
sleeve”. There is no mistaking how he feels because he candidly verbalizes what
he’s thinking.
But Gork was unsuccessful in his tenacious attempts to pry out of Howes that
Carlos made any threats with reference to firearms. Howes stuck to his original
story. “...I cannot remember him ever threatening me or Sandra (Orban) with
anything like that at all. If you’ve dealt with these people, it was just your typical
getting out-of-hand rhetoric. We’ve heard it a million times before.”
Press the pause button again! Who is “we”? Howes said earlier that, “For
Sandra (Orban), I think this might have been the first time that she ever came
across something like this.” And if these situations were so commonplace, why
weren’t others pestered, investigated and harassed over their emotional
outbursts? Why was Carlos singled out as the lone culprit?
Howes had never met Carlos previously. But he perceived Carlos was on the
edge of losing his temper uncontrollably because he was vocal.
He “became physically agitated and very animated in his actions. You could see
that he was getting into an area that he felt very passionate about, but I think in a
very inappropriate manner...like I’d have to keep bringing him back to some kind
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of sanity. He would just get off on these tangents. But, well...just, they’re not
real as far as I’m concerned, and very inappropriate.”
Press the pause button again! Perhaps Howes’ term “inappropriate” means he
viewed Carlos’ actions as immature. But, again, Howes and Orban were the
interlopers and shouldn’t expect Carlos to bow down and boot-lick on command.
As had been previously noted, each individual processes his own natural
characteristics of self-expression, much of it hereditary.
For instance, if they pulled an exceptionally good hole, the guys aren’t going to
be standing around saying, “Gee whiz”. Carlos would be skipping. While he
bounced and twirled stiff-legged, as though jumping around on an invisible pogo
stick, another excited fellow might yank off his ball cap, toss it into the air,
yelping, “It’s a hot one!”
What if they were onto something good but only had two days to finish drilling
when the rig broke down. The only parts available would have to be back-ordered
by a Canadian supplier from Buenos Aires. While deciding what to do, Carlos
might display frustration by pivoting on one leg, propelling himself back and forth
from the waist with his arms, while another person might slam a tool down on the
ground and utter an exasperated oath.
Believe it or not, all those four examples of positive and negative emotions are
now considered “violent” or “an aggressive” incident.
(In a police training film, two officers arrive in response to a neighbor complaining
about a loud stereo. The police officers tell a man, who is in his own lawn
drinking only a soft drink from a can, that they have had a complaint about the
loud stereo and request he turn down the decibels. The pop-drinking guy makes
a comment that the neighbor is always complaining about something. He throws
the pop can to the ground and goes to turn down the volume. That action is
considered a “violent incident” and is solid grounds for the police to enter his
name in the FIP (Firearms Interest Police) registry as a person who cannot
control his anger, although no guns are involved.)
Aargh! It was the unleashing of a monster when unqualified government
authorities were given complete discretion to instantly assess people’s emotional
states. Those bureaucrats have been brainwashed to believe that anybody
showing a sign of emotion – even laughing too long, too loudly – is a potential
candidate to “snap” and perform some act of aggression one day. Well, exactly
how far do government-paid thugs think they can push this theory before ordinary
people stand up and bite back? The answer can be found in the history books.
Innocent people are experiencing the whiplash that spun off from what was
originally intended as undercover police methods to combat terrorism. It has
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slipped into ordinary community policing and bureaucratic-think because noncriminals, who simply have a passion for upholding freedom and civil rights, are
easier to catch than flushing out 36,000 undesirables who went underground.
Hell, just an American accent can get an innocent person under surveillance and
his name run through a police databank, where it will be stuck in perpetuity. The
name of the game is to have a record of every Canadian resident, like Josef
Stalin ordered his secret police to do with every resident of Soviet Russian.
Back To The Guns
Carlos prided himself on not thinking like other people, and he would argue
daylight was dark when formulating and concluding his own ideas. But when the
subject came to the obscene, repulsive, odious gun-control legislation, he had
plenty of converts in his camp.
The people-control legislation, disguised as the Canadian Firearms Act of 1995,
was the important tool to carry forth the Liberals’ dream to socially re-engineer
Canada at the behest of the United Nations. The UN had actively promoted and
coordinated the efforts to severely restrict – or outright ban – private ownership of
firearms all over the world. And Canada was one of the main UN cheerleaders.
Little by little, one policy at a time was trotted out, one law after another was
passed, chip, chip, chipping away, and the One World Order goals of the UN
gradually were imposed without the consent of the citizens of Canada, the United
States, England, Australia, Japan and other free countries and dictatorships of
the world.
Year by year, each country weakened their respective constitutions, ceding more
sovereignty to international courts and global regulatory bodies. The Liberal
government decided in its 1995 passage of Bill C-68 that nobody but police and
military needed guns. Disarmament was paraded out as a “public-safety” issue
but was rather the unraveling of the last threads of democracy to give rise to
tyranny.
The Liberals skewed the statistics and closed parliamentary debate prematurely.
And Prime Minister Jean Cretien browbeat his members of Parliament and
appointed senators to vote party line in an all-out effort to pass the draconian gun
bill and implement a central gun registry with total disregard for its workability or
practicality. The ultimate goal was to confiscate privately-owned firearms.
If the Liberals had their way, guns carried for self-protection in the wilds would be
eliminated. It was iffy if aboriginal subsistence hunters would have guns. For
sure, white folks, regardless of how remote a setting they lived in, would not have
legal guns to hunt food.
Guns carried by bush pilots and big-game outfitters would be out of the question.
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So would be competitive shooting teams and biathlons. Museums wouldn’t be
able to preserve antique guns as historical artifacts. Nobody would own a gun
for its craftsmanship or as a family heirloom.
Yet badge-bearing bullies, the likes of Pauline Drapeau and Jacques Jobin,
many who do not have a gun culture, would have license to pack guns for peoplecontrol. While they’re clothed in their government-issue flak jackets, ordinary
citizens would be wrapped in government-issue straitjackets.
Gun owner or not, the firearms legislation infringed on a person’s fundamental
rights and freedoms in one way or another from the outset.
1. The firearms legislation dashes the right to own private property by giving
police the authority to confiscate personal property without dispensing due
process of law, fair and natural justice and timely compensation.
2. Nobody is protected against unreasonable search and seizure. Police can
enter, search and seize without warrant, even when a crime is neither
known nor suspected.
3. It removes the right to remain silent by authorizing police to threaten you
with a criminal charge if you don’t give reasonable assistance and provide
information.
4. Reverse onus applies. A person is deemed guilty until he can somehow
prove his innocence of some trumped-up charge.
5. A person does not have the right to legal counsel before consenting to a
police inspection of any place, or a warrantless search of a home.
6. The law removes the democratic right to representation in Parliament.
Regulations, which need no public scrutiny, are passed and modified
secretly in a back room by Orders-In-Council.
7. The law gives the government authority to exempt aboriginals from certain
provisions or impose stricter controls by disarming whole reserves.
8. It encroaches on the right to privacy by authorizing police to conduct
inspections and searches of your home, even if you aren’t a gun owner.
9. It tramples the right to freedom of association. The government can
prohibit you from owning firearms because you live with or are an
associate of someone already prohibited from owning a gun.
10.To top it off, the 10th thing the legislation does is authorize the creation of
extra police officers in case the regular force is slack-ass in doing damage
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to your fundamental rights and freedoms.
In January 2001, the federal government announced the creation of NWEST
(National Weapons Enforcement Support Team) within the Canadian Firearms
program. NWEST was formed under the pretense of being a team to respond
to police regarding concerns about the smuggling and trafficking of illegal
firearms and any violent incidents involving firearms.
Here’s Fed Up Canada’s thoughts about NWEST:
“The federal government has secretly created a new federal police force in
Canada called the National Weapons Enforcement Support Team. The unit will
be headed by Bob Frolic, formerly the leader of Ontario’s controversial
Provincial Weapons Enforcement Unit (PWEU). Frolic...has proven himself to
be extremely aggressive towards legitimate firearms owners. (He) first came to
the attention of the public when his PWEU arrested ten legitimate firearms
owners in Halton Region for neglecting to change their addresses on their
firearms registrations.
“More recently, several lawsuits have been filed against the unit for harassment
and wrongful arrest. The unit has also been involved in several questionable
tactics such as coercion of paid informants and the photographing and
recording of license plate numbers at both Canadian and U.S. gun shows.
“As well, the unit routinely trains with the notorious U.S. Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms (BATF) and conducts numerous undercover operations
in legitimate activities such as gun shows.”
When questioned, a Canadian Firearms Centre Information Officer would only
confirm the existence of the new federal police unit but was extremely evasive
about answering any specific questions regarding the unit’s mandate and how it
is funded. Exactly how closely is NWEST linked to the U.S. BATF? And,
furthermore, why does Canada need “gun cops” in the first place, other than as
another secret federal police force to violate the lives of ordinary Canadians in
an expensive, intrusive undertaking?
How can evil legislation pass both the Commons and Senate that is so
dramatically opposed to the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms? Well,
former Justice Minister Anne McLellan was known to shrug. She believed
justice came out in the wash after winding your way through five years of
appeals courts.
But how does the victim pay? There is no public funding available for the
ordinary citizen who has any assets or whose assets may be frozen through
some other piece of unconstitutional legislation, nor is there any recompense
upon acquittal.
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The whole thing flies in the face of all constitutional rights, which Canadians no
longer enjoy.
Notice Of Refusal
Nobody needed to own a gun, except the police and military, so said the
Liberals in Ottawa. Guns carried for self-protection when working in the wilds
would be eliminated, ostensibly to protect the bears and moose from the ecosinners.
So, is it any surprise that firearms officer Dan Otterbein exercised his
discretionary authority and refused a carry permit to Allen Carlos?
The Notice of Refusal of an Application for an Authorization to Carry was dated
August 4, 1999; a “due date” (whatever that designated) was shown as
September 3, 1999.
It read: This notice is to inform you that your application for an Authorization to Carry
has been refused pursuant to section 68 of the Firearms Act, which states “A
chief firearms officer shall refuse to issue a licence if the applicant is not eligible
to hold one and may refuse to issue an authorization to carry or authorization to
transport for any good and sufficient reason.”
The “good and sufficient reason” was given to be that “Mr. Carlos has
demonstrated on several occassions (sic) that he cannot control his anger. He
becomes highly agitated to the point where he has uttered threats (sic) directed
towards individuals employed in enforcement or regulatory roles with various
Government Departments. After reviewing all the available information I have
determined that it is not in the interest of public safety that Mr. Carlos be issued
an Authorization to Carry.”
Carlos was still in the field in August. It is not known exactly when he saw the
Notice of Refusal.
As one might expect, when wrongly accused once again of uttering threats, he
was as shocked as when Cst. Raymond Sydney dumped the news on him
about Sandra Orban’s allegations filed with the RCMP back in January.
Even though he had never been privileged to see either a hard copy of her
complaint, nor the companion piece filed by Julie Nordmann, after assurances
from Cst. Sydney that the matter was closed, he had taken the officer’s advice
and not proceeded with a legal challenge. He had simply put the concern out
of his mind and concentrated on his work and his family.
But Carlos was not aware of what was going on in the shadowy kingdom of
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officialdom, but suspicioned Orban’s and Nordmann’s complaints may have
raised their ugly heads again.
“It is the responsibility of every citizen to question authority.” So advised U.S.
founding father Benjamin Franklin over 200 years before, and so it shall be
done in 1999 in Canada, which for good reason had been tagged
“Kanuckistan”.
On behalf of his client, lawyer Grant Macdonald composed another letter to
Chief Firearms Officer Dan Otterbein on October 26, 1999.
We are writing to you, again, on behalf of Mr. Carlos. This
letter is in response to your notice dated August 4, 1999
wherein you refused to grant Mr. Carlos an authorization to
carry pursuant to section 68 of the Firearms Act.
Mr. Carlos denies categorically that he has uttered threats
directed towards individuals employed by various
government departments. In the circumstances, on behalf of
Mr. Carlos, we are requesting production of all statements
collected and maintained on your file which you rely upon to
support your refusal.
As you may be aware, Mr. Carlos has worked in the
wilderness for many years during which he has always had
authorization to carry restricted firearms.
Your refusal may impact significantly upon Mr. Carlos’ ability
to continue with his occupation as a prospector. In the
circumstances he is, we respectfully submit, entitled to
disclosure of the evidence upon which your decision was
based and to have opportunity to reply thereto.
The letter, which insinuated strongly that his client wasn’t taking these
accusations sitting down and that the chief firearms officer was obliged to
produce something concrete to support his outlandish claims, wasn’t answered.
Otterbein was always tardy in signing his correspondence because he was
absent a week every month attending firearms officers’ conferences in Ottawa.
The lawyer’s October 26 letter was simply ignored. But it did become the
impetus for the police to have Cst. Gork speed up his investigation, which he had
been dithering around with for over seven months.
Otterbein appealed to the two female office workers. They were given copies of
other witness statements to review so they could corroborate a story along the
same lines, slotting in different names, and using the same perfect bureaucratic
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buzz words to enhance their renditions for Cst. Gork.
While Tina Thomas, the operations manager, and Leah Richardson, the
temporary helper, liked their boss and wanted to please, they didn’t know his
request was a deceitful set-up to be subpoenaed to the witness box. Everything
they said was destined to be incorporated into a public statement and scrutinized
later in court. Nice boss, eh?
Under oath and harsh cross-examination, their characters and private lives would
be questioned. Their fairy tales would be microscopically examined and
shredded. Most judges become highly annoyed when a witness tells the police
one thing beforehand, only to decide later in court that “now that I think about it,
that isn’t the way it happened at all.”
They could end up with perjury, maybe even mischief charges. But even if the
witnesses never reached the court room, they would be ridiculed in the press for
their participation in conjuring up events that never happened.
The other proponents, smugly secure in their roles as government enforcement
officers and regulatory officers, were less likely to suffer harm than were two
secretaries.
But these contingencies evidently never crossed their minds when they gave
their goofy statements to the police. Later, when Richardson was subpoenaed
for the second time, she broke down tearfully at the thought of having to go to
court. A courtroom is a scary place, and testifying is not a pleasant task. But
there is nothing to fear as long as the witness does not deviate from the
parameters of telling “the whole truth and nothing but the truth...” The other
alternative would be to exercise extreme caution when asked to tattle to police
about things outside your realm of expertise that can bestow great pain on others
unnecessarily.
Ironically, Richardson ended up working in another office within the Justice
department. One employee to befriend her was Paula Carlos. As soon as
Richardson realized her new-found friend was the wife of the man she trashed,
Richardson thought the devil was courting her.
Harkening the reader’s memory back to the scene in the firearms office,
Otterbein had phoned Carlos to supply more details about the Tintina Trench.
Carlos went into the firearms office the next day, March 30th. Otterbein, who was
in leaving mode, sparked Carlos’ flashpoint by remarking condescendingly,
“What! You haven’t got it done yet?” and made other snide comments, “Not
everybody knows where the Tintina Trench is” and “We really don’t know you.”
After Otterbein walked out the door, Leah Richardson was the only person left in
the office as far as Carlos knew. Tina Thomas, with whom he had made initial
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contact at the counter, was nowhere to be seen. She may have disappeared into
Otterbein’s cubbyhole office, as she did when he vacated it, or into a broom
closet.
Wherever she went, she was invisible and had nothing to do with Carlos who
was carrying on a bit of exchange with Richardson and writing an explanation
about the location of the major fault that slices diagonally through the Yukon. If a
natural phenomenon has anything to do with man-made gun laws, why hadn’t
Otterbein looked up Tintina Trench in his Funk and Wagnall, or at least glanced
at a government map?
Because he didn’t care one iota where the Tintina Trench was. He was treading
water at Carlos’ expense. He was giving a career-motivated Cst. Gork time to
conduct eight interviews and collect information from Yukon Explosives Ltd. and
the Canadian Police Information Centre (CPIC), which would be presented to a
career-motivated Crown counsel who was itching to take Carlos to court on any
kind of gun-related case.
It must have been a slow year in the so-called Justice department if Crown
prosecutors had to drum up their own business.
Interview With Tina Thomas
Tina Thomas was thin, her light-colored hair bobbed stylishly short. She was the
30-year-old operations manager for the firearms office, which had moved from
the Justice building to Fourth Avenue in the Performance Centre building. The
office was conveniently located a few blocks north of the main RCMP
detachment.
The following is the verbatim transcript of her lengthy preamble to Cst. Gork in
mid-afternoon of Thursday, November 4, 1999.
Paragraphing and punctuation have been inserted for readability but misspellings
retained. Comments have been interjected frequently to provide some
semblance of sense out of this implausible “he said/she said” rambling regarding
an event seven months past.
It was towards the end of the afternoon (March 30) about
four o'clock, and there’s myself, Leah Richardson and Dan
Otterbein present in the office.
Mr. Alan (sic) Carlos came into the office to enquire about
the status (sic) of his application for an authorization to carry.
I pulled the file and noticed there was some information
missing. Basically, our office needed further information of
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why he would have to carry a handgun for the purpose of
protecting his life-long employ (sic). I explained that to him
(sic), and he didn’t seem too satisfied, wasn’t very happy
that he had to provide further information and wanted to hear
it from the Chief Firearms Officer himself.
So I called upon Dan Otterbein who was actually on his way
out the door. But he explained to Alan (sic) Carlos quite
briefly that it’s required in order to make a decision on his
application.
Dan Otterbein then left the office, leaving myself and Leah
Richardson with Alan (sic) Carlos.
Press the pause button! Tina Thomas explained nothing to Carlos. He was quite
cognizant of the status of his application. Otterbein had phoned him the day
before. He was just unclear of what picky details Otterbein expected him to
expound on about the Tintina Trench. Neither Thomas nor Richardson knew
what the Tintina Trench was and couldn’t answer for Otterbein, who really didn’t
know what he wanted either. He was killing time to delay the decision-making
process to give Cst. Gork a chance, in between “vacations, rotations and whatnot”,
to complete his task.
Carlos had spoken to the lady at the counter. Then he had requested via Leah
Richardson to have an audience with Dan Otterbein, who should be able to give
better insight into what he expected to read in his geography lesson. Otterbein,
leaving the office for the day, stopped by the counter where he made his brief
condescending remarks which raised Carlos’ hackles.
Here, Tina Thomas’ overview is rejoined.
Alan (sic) Carlos started providing a written narrative of why
he required this authorization (sic). Within a couple of
minutes, he started rumbling (sic) about the Firearms Act.
Basically, he said that...ah...these were the (sic)
requirements for him to provide additional information was a
bunch of bureaucratic red tape and that the Firearms Act
was bullshit (sic).
At that time, Leah Richardson...ahum...said to Alan (sic)
Carlos that, well, maybe you’re (a) little too upset right now,
you may want to take this home and drop if by our office
tomorrow or at a later date.
At the time, I noticed (sic) that Alan (sic) Carlos was getting
agitated, he was. His voice was quivering, his eyes started
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to, well, become very watery and his arms...he was
moving his arms around quite a bit. He was...ah...he responded
to Leah Richardson. He said that...ah...you get paid to listen
to my bullshit (sic), and I’m gonna stay here as long as it takes.
Press the pause button again! The reader will recall that after Otterbein left,
Carlos had remarked, more to himself than anybody, “What in the world does he
want me to do next? Stand on my head in the corner for half an hour?” to which
Richardson snapped, “I don’t have to put up with this.” Carlos had asked, “Why
not? You’re a civil servant, and I’m paying at least a portion of your wages.”
That was the extent of the exchange. He wrote his essay after a few false starts
and left near closing time.
It would behoove Thomas to get her stories straight. She has confused this
incident with at least one other and wrongly referenced the usage of the word
“bullshit” to Carlos.
On a separate occasion, a young businessman, who was as disgruntled as the
next person with the firearms laws but was attempting to comply, was in the
firearms office talking at the counter with Dan Otterbein. Thomas was present
when he tried to sell the late Gary Phillips on the party-line malarkey that gun
registration was going to be the bell that rang the cat with regards to public safety.
Phillips looked him in the eye and said, “Dan, you and I both know that is bullshit.”
Thomas’ preamble is rejoined.
And then he continued to write a little bit more. Tore the
sheet up (sic), the pad of paper, crumpled it up, threw it across
the counter and started over again.
And, while he was writing he continued to ah...I just heard
brief grumbling, so he was talking under his breath. But,
again, he mentioned that the Firearms Act was bullshit, that
he had been (carrying) a firearm as a prospector for a
number of years, and I can’t believe that he has to jump
through our hoops to get what he wants (sic).
At that time I asked him that maybe he should settle down a
little bit. Then...his voice started quivering more and his
arms were flailing about as he was, you know, expressing
his discontent with everything
Press the pause button again! The reader will recall that Thomas was not at the
counter. Carlos did not have a pad of paper but on request had been given one
sheet of paper by Richardson. As is normal for any writer, he had drafted his
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essay on the first sheet and, wishing to hand in a tidier version, had requested a
second sheet.
Thomas reiterated the word “bullshit” several times throughout her narrative which
was a word picked up from fisheries officer Pauline Drapeau. As the reader will
see later in the interview, Thomas is not particularly articulate in her ability to find
the “just right” word to express herself. She has resorted to the lazy way of
communication. She has used her own profane vocabulary as a way to describe
what she alleged Carlos to have said.
Furthermore, the sentence about, “I asked him that maybe he should settle down
a little bit,” was a direct plagiarism from Hugh Copland’s witness statement.
Again, Thomas said nothing to Carlos. Whatever few words of exchange he had
after Otterbein left were with Richardson.
Then the narrative gets really goofy.
I then went into the enclosed office in the back and phoned
my husband, Pat McMann (should read McMahon) and
explained to him that there was somebody in the office that
was making me feel very uncomfortable, and I stated (sic) to
get threatened.
And since my husband worked ahum...just two blocks
away, I figured he could get here to kind of act as a barrier
or...I don’t, you know, just to ah...to comfort me a little
more.
I came out of the office, and I guess, at that point, and I
would say, that at most five minutes had past between, from
the time that I...I left to make the call to the time I came out
in the main office area.
Press the pause button again! This part of the preamble is curious. Thomas
said she felt “threatened”, which is one of those bureaucratic buzz-words a
government agent like Orban is instructed to use when looking to frame an
individual.
The reader will remember, for instance, Lyle Henderson, the towering Yukon
director of lands, using that accusation against a docile prospector in 1999. In
court, “Henderson said he felt threatened by Hamel...(who) refused to remove
himself from their offices and started flapping his arms. Henderson added that
he had refused to answer any of Hamel’s questions as he feared his answers
might set Hamel off.” (Whitehorse Star, March 26, 1999)
Thomas spoke of calling her husband who worked a couple of blocks away but
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never disclosed his place of employment, believed to be manager of Extra Foods.
The distance from the firearms office was four blocks (3-1⁄2 blocks to be exact)
from the RCMP detachment. If she had stepped out on the sidewalk, she could
have seen the flags flapping in front of the cop shop. Wouldn’t it have been
better insurance to summon the police? It would have taken only a second, not
five minutes, to push the phone button programmed to automatically ring into the
emergency call centre. If she was on the phone for five minutes with her
husband, she was not too frightened about any customer at the receptionist
counter.
Thomas’ actions make no sense, other than as she ridiculously indicated, she
was a helpless damsel in distress who wanted comfort from her love.
These stories are crapola. But more incredible, the guys in the brown shirts
believed them. No wonder so many innocent people are raped by the so-called
Justice system.
It appeared to me that Alan (sic) Carlos had completed his
written narrative that was required of him, and he pushed the
pad (sic) of paper across the counter to Leah Richardson.
And Leah Richardson and I both kind of looked at each other
(sic), and we were...I was wondering if he was gonna leave.
He...started pacing back and forth in front of the reception
counter.
Personally, I started shaking. I, I felt very uncomfortable. I
felt threatened. I didn’t think that he was going to pull a gun
on me or anything cause he did not mention any threats
about using a gun towards me personally.
Press the pause button again! This woman is talking insane.
Carlos did not have a pad of paper but a sheet of paper. He wanted to finish
this chore and be shed of this place as soon as possible. He had already
wasted more time than he thought necessary describing the whereabouts of the
notable Tintina Trench. And he wasn’t one for wasting time. Once he had
handed the final copy of his masterpiece to Richardson, he turned and left.
It was near closing time anyway. What would be the purpose of lingering?
He still had errands to attend to in relation to his prospecting business.
Thomas, who had picked up this suggestion that “Carlos was hanging around to
get in his two bits worth,” was nowhere to be seen. Since she was not in the
vicinity of the counter, she could hardly exchange glances with the receptionist.
She re-emphasized that she felt “threatened”. There’s that glorious bureaucratic
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buzz-word that is a cinch for framing an individual. For added effect, she planted
the idea that she had reason to believe he was probably carrying a concealed
firearm. But she didn’t think he intended to pull it on her because he didn’t warn
her about such! That is asinine. Did she think a non-camouflaged, trigger-happy
gunman would enter the office, face all those surveillance cameras, then stand
around bragging about having a concealed firearm, which he would shove in her
face at his leisure? But, first, he wanted to be fair. He’d give her ample warning
so she could call the police or her husband.
Thomas couldn’t even tell a decent fairy story. If she was trembling because she
thought he was packing a gun, why was she not on the phone to the police,
instead of having that lovey-dovey chat with her hubby, if indeed she was hidden
in the back office yakking on the phone?
If this woman was somewhere inside the office as she claimed, she was not
reacting like a person who was frightened of a situation, or concerned about a
deranged customer at the counter. If Thomas was as scared as she feigned, she
would have been sweating bullets at a very rapid-fire rate. But, no, she’s having a
phone love-in with her husband. This is not logical; it does not compute.
The next layer of the narrative was so thick it had to be layered on with a trowel.
But I did feel uncomfortable based on a previous incident that
had occurred about, ah, let’s say the fall of 1997. He came
into our office to inquire about the changes and legislation
about the Firearms Act. I had, ah, it’s my recollection that I
handed (him) a few brochures and explained the
requirements of the Act just briefly to him. And I was
shocked when I saw his agitation and his emotional
response (in) that he became highly emotional.
He started pounding the counter, yelling and screaming that
the Act was bullshit and it’s a free country. We should all
carry firearms, et cetera. And at that point, he was crying.
There were tears coming down his face.
At that time there was myself, Elaine Ash, who was another
administrative support person, and Ron Daniels, who was
the Chief Firearms Officer at the time. Ron Daniels was
in his office with the door closed. He heard the yelling and
stepped out of his office to see what the problem was.
And as soon as Ron Daniels stepped out Alan (sic)
Carlos stopped immediately, turned around and left.
Press the pause button again! This is a real tear-jerker. Thomas should write
lyrics for country-western tunes rather than fairy tales. She might also want to try
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a career in TV sitcom writing. Did she bring out the tissue box to mop up the
customer’s face?
One of two things is apparent: either Thomas’ memory is shot, or, as before, she
confused Carlos with somebody else. More likely she has fabricated the whole
story to please the police.
Denial is usually an ineffective defense. But the unequivocal denial from Carlos
that this incident ever occurred can be substantiated quite easily in other ways.
The word “recollection” was examined in the proceedings of a ridiculous “he
said/she said” case (2002/2003) involving once again director Lyle Henderson
and property assessor Don Galbraith of the Yukon government lands branch.
Defense lawyer Edward Horembala pointed out that “recollection” is based on
memory at a relevant time. Could the person who was doing the recollecting be
wrong? Does using the word “believe” mean that you could be mistaken?
Galbraith responded, “I’m having a problem now. It’s been six months ago.”
Horembala agreed with him, “You’re in the same position as any witness is.”
Galbraith said he was “reasonably certain” that what he thought was said was
said. But, in the witness box, he was not absolutely sure.
Sometimes he used language loosely, he admitted. “Sorry to be vague. I was a
bit shaken at the time...but in my mind...I could be mistaken. I was a bit rattled...It’s
a bit of a blur.”
Fine, fine time to decide your memory is a blur, mister. Then he went on to
recount events that happened in the office leading up to the lands branch going
through Cst. Wayne Gork to bring “uttering threats” charges against an “agitated”
land owner/farmer who frequented the Yukon lands offices over the years and
was accused of “venting”.
Galbraith’s reliance on vague terms like “I believe” and “it is my recollection”
didn’t wash. Those terms helped considerably in the lands branch losing the
case, notwithstanding that the judge was bored silly with the childish accusations.
Tina Thomas related that it was her recollection that a specific event had
transpired – not six months before – but some two years before. Over a 24month period, she had talked with a number of people at the counter, all with
various purposes to attend the office, and not one of them happy to be there.
At the relevant time, the firearms office was even in a different location, a block
away in the Justice building. How could she possibly remember the specifics
that brought any one individual to see her, and recall which piece of literature she
dispensed to which visitor?
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Carlos would have no cause to go into the office to ask about legislative
changes. He was an avid reader and well-apprised about what was contained
within the firearms laws, maybe more than the government permit-processors.
He was a long-standing member of the Alberta-based National Firearms
Association, and joined the recently-formed Responsible Firearms Owners
Coalition of the Yukon (RFOC).
Both organizations vehemently protested and detested the odious federal Bill C68 and regularly dispatched monumental amounts of newsletters and reports.
He was active in committees, rallies and meetings.
Additionally, newspaper accounts were tracking the Yukon government which
had joined forces with the Northwest Territories, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and
Alberta to oppose registration and other parts of the noxious gun-control bill that
would serve the Liberal agenda to ultimately ban private ownership of firearms.
The Liberals had insulted Canadians by prematurely closing parliamentary
debate and ramrodded the bill through the House. Before the Red Chamber of
sober second thought voted, Yukon Senator Paul Lucier brought his entourage to
Whitehorse for a town hall meeting. The panel did not listen to Yukoners. Some
senators voted for the bill, or, like Lucier, stayed away and did not register a vote.
When the regulations were drafted, firearms-rights activist Linda Thom of Ottawa
– the 1984 Gold Medalist in shooting at the Los Angels Olympic Games – gave a
scholarly presentation to the RFOC Yukon membership on May 4, 1996.
Legislation is not entertaining to read, but Carlos could comprehend it. Besides,
firearms owners were updated through such vehicles as Paul Rogan’s monthly
Canadian Access To Firearms and other publications such as Alberta Report.
If, indeed, Carlos had specific questions, he would not cheerfully dash off to
discuss the matter with the nearest bureaucrat. He would be prone to seek out
Rogan, a gunsmith and RFOC founder, who was noted for his reservoir of
knowledge.
Thomas, therefore, was wrong to contend that Carlos inquired about changes to
legislation. But she was correct to assume he believed strongly in the right of
every able person to bear arms. So did every person who came to her counter.
Whether he said Canada was a “free country” is unknown. However, in his own
inimitable style, he tried to educate people to the fact that Canadians were
rapidly losing their freedoms and constitutional rights, which desperately needed
preserving.
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Rather than asking about changes to legislation, Carlos would more likely
comment on sections he didn’t like while in the firearms office on other business.
But he did not know Ron Daniels, whom Thomas purported to be the chief
firearms officer in 1997, nor had he ever met Elaine Ash, identified by Thomas
as an administrative support person. In those days, he probably hadn’t met
Thomas. As proficient as she might be at shuffling paper, she was a newcomer
and had only recently transferred over from another government position.
Carlos did on one occasion speak with a male firearms representative in the
Justice building. There were no women present. The man may have been Ron
Daniels, or maybe Sheriff Paul Cowan, who pulled double duty prior to Daniels
coming on board.
It was inconsequential to clutter his memory with whom and in which year he
dealt with a certain person related to renewing his permit to carry. The important
thing was that his permit was granted every year for 20 years.
End of that story!
Yes, Carlos could get loud when his mood turned sour. But Thomas had picked
up the term “yelling” from Sandra Orban’s and Julie Nordmann’s witness
statements. If upset, he would have whirled around on his heel and disappeared
like an apparition.
Regardless of how angry and loud he might be, he didn’t bully women, and he
did not pound counter tops. Yes, there were men who would, maybe in real
anger or mockingly emphasizing a point. Maybe Thomas’ memory failed her and
she had fabricated the whole thing to be a cheerful helper.
Cst. Gork Questioned Thomas
Thomas finally ran out of steam. For some head-shaker reason, Cst. Gork at
one point asked her to repeat the whole mythical summary. He must have been
intrigued, or else the whole thing was concocted before the tape started rolling.
Thomas, who had a gift for gab, obliged with another lengthy recital. This time
she slipped in a few helpful tidbits.
Not only had she felt uncomfortable and threatened, but on the second telling
she felt “extremely uncomfortable and threatened”. Her lead emanated from fish
cop Drapeau who had initially accused Carlos of being “agitated”, then dropped
in the adverb “extremely” to provide more punch to the degree of agitation. Thomas
also inserted the unladylike phrase, “He started getting really pissed off,” an
expression cribbed from fish cop Jacques Jobin.
Under direct questioning, Thomas explained that the firearms office was
responsible for administering the Firearms Act. She wrongly insisted that Carlos
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came back in to check the status of his application for a permit to carry.
She expanded on “an authorization” that allowed a person to carry a restricted or
“well, prohibited firearm, primarily a handgun,” (sic) while engaged in their
employment to protect themselves from wildlife.
“From what I recall he had an authorization to carry in the past...It had been a year
since he’d had one.” When quizzed, she said, “I honestly...don’t remember the make,
model or specifics.”
Press the pause button again! It seemed strange that she didn’t remember a
specific point when she was overconfident that her memory was sound in
remembering all the unsavory details, even ones dating back to 1997. If she
could supposedly recall accurately which brochures she dispensed to Carlos
years before, and could remember the common obscenities he supposedly
uttered seven months before, surely she could remember a common “Ruger”,
which she dealt with consistently in her work.
Gork restated one of her points into a question. “...at some point Miss
Richardson and yourself became engaged with Mr. Carlos at the counter while
Mr. Otterbein (sic) stepped out of the office?”
Thomas confirmed wrongly that was true, but did admit that Leah Richardson
primarily dealt with Carlos.
Thomas was secure in her knowledge about what was going on at the counter
because of the “open concept”. Her desk was only about twelve feet away from
the receptionist’s desk. Not only could she hear and see everything quite clearly,
but Carlos was in full view as well.
Thomas went on to say, “...his arms were going up and down, his face was red,
he had tears in his eyes and his voice was very quivery as somebody (who) was
going to break down crying.”
Press the pause button again! As a comparison of how closely linked Thomas is
to other witnesses, Julie Nordmann had said in her statement, “...I think he was
waving his arms and he was red in the face and, I don’t know...it almost looked
like he was gonna cry...” Nordmann’s observation was in a different place and
time, under different circumstances, and totally irrelevant.
It is a sad commentary, the way the state chooses to nurture a new crop of
criminals. In recognition of what is going on in the territory under police
supervision, the reader will remember Yukon lands director Lyle Henderson
telling the court he felt threatened on grounds that a chap who had come into his
office was ”flapping”. Henderson said he refused to answer any of prospector Rob
Hamel’s questions as he feared his answers might set him off again.
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To refute incidents that never happened is like nailing jelly to the wall. Basically,
the accused’s only recourse is to categorically deny the falsehoods and state
emphatically they’re made-up stories and lies. The police’s response will be, of
course, “tell it to the judge”.
Therefore, the rule of thumb in this “us” and “them” setting is for every white, AngloSaxon, middle-class male to never set foot into a government office, nor attend
their meetings, nor accept chummy social invitations for lunches or beers without
dragging along at least one witness. Better yet, take two. There’s safety in
numbers.
A lone male only has to whisper something that can be construed, or
misconstrued, as a disrespect for bureaucrats and those inferior-feeling wimps will
have the hair of their delicate sensitivities rubbed backwards. They’ll be off in a
flash, sneakily concocting fables with the police.
To be sure that Carlos’ name would be added to the government-inspired list of
court-bound victims, Thomas gleefully continued her effective hatchet job with
gusto.
“Eventually he left,” she told Gork. “Basically, I called Leah Richardson over
towards my desk, and I had handwritten a note to her. I said, ‘Don’t say any
more, just ignore him.’”
Press the pause button again! Does that reaction sound logical when confronted
with a man who is supposedly scaring the wits out of a woman? Thomas had
said she was shaking and felt threatened.
Here, her story wires short-circuited again. She had called her husband to give
comfort, but had advised Leah Richardson to exercise the head-in-the-sand
syndrome: Turn your head; if you can’t see him, he doesn’t exist.
“...I was telling her (Richardson) not to argue with him because I didn’t want to
get (him) further upset. So, basically she went about her work, I went about mine,
and basically pretending like he wasn’t there. And eventually he left. When he
left, I locked the door.”
Press the pause button again! Of course, she locked the door after Carlos left. It
was closing time. Remember, the chief firearms officer had already gone for
the day? And, if she called her husband and talked for five minutes, the
conversation related to going-home arrangements.
When asked how she felt about the incident, Thomas replied, “Shaken because I
had dealt with him before, and I felt threatened.”
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“Why?” asked Gork.
“I wasn’t sure why, cause I said that I wasn’t sure if he was going to wait around
the corner for me after work because he was so angry with this, angry about the
situation.”
Press the pause button again! This is the first mention of any thoughts that he
might skulk around the corner, waiting for her. Thomas picked up the cue from
fish cop Pauline Drapeau who accused Carlos of lurking in the lettuce at the
Carmacks store, and jumping out at her.
Why would he waste time and energy waiting on the street corner for somebody
who meant zippo to him? Threatening her would not advance his interests in
obtaining a permit to carry. She was the paper-shuffler. The ultimate decisionmaker was Chief Firearms Officer Dan Otterbein. Carlos had no reason to
be angry with Thomas and nothing to gain from her.
Was Thomas about 45 degrees off plumb to insinuate in a formal police interview
she thought every male firearms owner might be out to get her?
For the most part, witnesses had not felt directly threatened but accused Carlos
of “threatening to shoot mining inspectors who came onto his property”, an
accusation countered by placer inspector Steve Howes.
Chief Firearms Officer Dan Otterbein had accused him in the Notice of Refusal of
“uttering threats” without backup evidence. The police were skating on thin ice.
They needed a couple more witnesses to claim they actually “felt threatened”.
The terminology was used previously by Yukon lands director Lyle Henderson to
condemn Rob Hamel, the prospector. Later, property assessor Don Galbraith
told Cst. Gork he was “shaken” and “felt threatened” by Fred Herzog, the
landowner/farmer. The head-hunters coached Thomas to declare she was
“shaken” and “felt threatened” to give weight to her statement.
Gork wanted to know what gave her the impression Carlos was really angry.
Thomas said, “Just his body language and what he was saying. He was, like I
had said, he said the Firearms Act was bullshit, and his voice and the look in his
eyes, and the...the quivering voice and his watery, teary eyes.”
Press the pause button again! It has been established that Carlos was articulate
and did not have to express himself with a gunnysack full of bad language,
especially in a public place and in the presence of women. He possessed a
natural characteristic to use body language but not to any degree of exaggeration
in the firearms office on March 30. He just went in, took care of business, and
left as soon as possible. That office gave him mental indigestion – the sooner he
was gone, the faster the relief.
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Thomas’ mention of “the look in his eyes” was also lifted from the identical
statement of Drapeau, who said, “the look in his eyes”. DIAND employee Julie
Nordmann had made a statement about “his kind of intense-looking eyes”.
Again, Thomas was not present while Carlos was at the counter, except for the
initial contact she made when he first walked in. If, indeed, she thought his eyes
were watery and teary, he had been walking in the late afternoon air when the
temperature cooled and a wind was whipping up. Would that have some
bearing? Also, Carlos’ right eye was weak from an injury sustained years ago when a
wood sliver half-blinded him. The eye sometimes bothered him and he tended to rub it.
Gork went on to confirm, “You did know who he was when he entered your
office?”
“Immediately,” she responded, launching into the made-up 1997 rendition when
she alleged Carlos asked about new licensing and registration requirements.
“It seemed like on the turn of the dawn (supposed to be dime) he got very upset
and he started pounding the counter and saying that...the Firearms Act was
bullshit. He had tears coming down his face. Well, I had recognized him from
the previous situation.”
Gork then led the witness into a desired answer. “Would you say that when you
dealt with him...he was a little emotionally distraught possibly?”
“Well, I’m not a psychologist or a psychiatrist, but...” She hesitated. Gork pushed
for an impression. “Emotionally unstable...my impression is that I’m afraid to
deal with him because I have no idea when he’s gonna blow. It’s almost like he’s
very calm, he talks in a very calm tone and then all of a sudden just slap
(supposed to be snap). So, emotionally unstable is what I would think about the
guy.”
Press the pause button again! The assessment of “emotionally unstable” came
from Julie Nordmann. For Thomas not to want to deal with him because she had
no idea when “he was gonna blow” was picked up from fish cop Pauline
Drapeau. Her judgment was anchored to the statement proffered by her
trailmate, Jacques Jobin, who influenced Thomas to tender, “then all of a sudden
snap”. These are key framing expressions. Remember Henderson telling Judge
Michael Hubbard he refused to answer questions from Hamel, as he feared his
answers might set him off.
Tina Thomas went on to say, “I expressed to Leah Richardson that I was
scared...I think I said, ‘I’m scared shitless’ and I locked the door. I told her that
my husband was on the way.”
“Why didn’t you call the police?” probed Gork.
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“I, I don’t know,” stammered Thomas. “I should have, in hindsight...but it didn’t
occur to me, I, I just...”
Gork cut off her answer with, “Okay, is there anything else you can remember?”
“Not that I can recall at this time.”
“Oh?”
“That’s all I remember,” Thomas decided.
In analysis, the choice of the word “shitless” in a formal police interview spoke
volumes about Thomas’ character. Yet this demure young lady accused Carlos
of using a string of profanities, which was not, and never had been, part of his
vernacular. Carlos had more manners than she. He was neither crude nor crass
nor off-color in his speech.
Thomas said she locked the door when Carlos left. Of course, she locked the
door after Carlos left. It was closing time. Otterbein had already gone for the
day and Carlos was the last customer.
For Thomas to tell Leah Richardson that her husband was on the way was an
admission that McMahon did not hasten from his workplace to the firearms office,
and never intended to. He would be along when his work day finished. Thomas’
alleged five-minute phone call was not to summons her husband to the office for
comfort or protection. The call was to make arrangements to give Richardson a
ride somewhere after work, otherwise there was no reason to tell Richardson her
husband was on the way. Carlos was gone.
No wonder Thomas stammered when asked “Why didn’t you call the police?”
Thomas had fabricated a problem on the request of her boss and was able to
spin a good yarn, using identical terminology garnered from other witness
statements she was privileged to review before giving an interview.
On several later dates, Thomas, as well as the other witnesses, were ridiculed severely
in the press for telling bedtime stories that would put Grimms to shame. Not one of
those witnesses came forward to controvert the articles that proved their
unnotarized – and sometimes unsigned – statements ranged from hyperbole to
outrageous lies.
Interview With Leah Richardson
Leah Richardson, 27, was prepped and ready to talk with Cst. Gork a day or two
later. (There was a discrepancy on the transcript as to whether the actual date of
the interview was November 5 or November 6, 1999)
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Richardson was perky and petite. She was temporary help, hired as an
administrative assistant, a fancy title for receptionist. As is often the case, she
was not trained for front-line duty. Any government office dealing with
applications – be it land parcels, land-use, firearms or whatever – can be difficult
and emotionally charged.
Richardson didn’t know a bullet from a barrel, nor the difference between an
application and a permit. She knew less about the contentious legislation, and
was not suitable to deal effectively with an esoteric group of Yukoners. The first
contact person in such an environment should know more than where the
alphabet is located on a keyboard.
Yet the police considered her qualified to provide a statement regarding a person
who came into the office seven months before. She couldn’t attach a surname to
the subject she condemned, and said she wouldn’t recognize him if he walked
into the office again.
Richardson could only vaguely recollect that he was “a shorter guy”. Actually, Carlos
was of average height, lean and lithe, and wouldn’t be isolated in a stranger’s
memory for his “shortness”. (Gary Phillips might be remembered for “shortness”.)
She might have confused him with someone else in her mind’s eye and only
“recalled” certain points because Thomas reminded her of such.
Further, she was prompted to mimic bureaucratic frame-up lingo, such as “gonna
cry, flip, snap, freaking out, cursing, swearing, shit, bullshit and scary” to paint a
picture of an ogre. Yet, on her own volition, she was the sole witness of eight to
refer to Carlos as a “gentleman”.
The following is the verbatim transcript of her narrative. Paragraphing and
punctuation have been inserted for readability, with the misspellings retained.
On March 30, at about four o'clock, I was in the Firearms
Office working casual as the Administrative Assistant. And
this gentleman came into the office. His name is Alan (sic),
and he had applied for an application to carry (sic) awhile
back and wanted to know the status of his application
because he hadn’t heard from our office (sic).
Press the pause button! Carlos was applying for a “permit to carry” and already
knew the status of his application. He had heard from the office the previous
day. Dan Otterbein wanted more information for the file. Until Carlos went to the
office, he didn’t know it was a reiteration of information already contained within
the application about the Tintina Trench and was identical to what had been
provided in his successful applications over the last many years.
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So, Tina went...Tina was an employee as with Firearms
Office. She went to the back to get his application, and there
was information that was still needed...and it was...Dan
(Otterbein) wanted a letter written up stating why and where
he wanted this application (sic)...and needed a letter from
Alan (sic).
And he briefly went into detail with Alan (sic) about this and
Alan (sic) was getting very mad and so agreed to write this
letter that Dan needed. So, Dan gave him a piece of paper
and pen (sic), and he started to write the letter. Then Dan
left the office for the day, and myself and Tina were in the
office alone.
Press the pause button again! Nobody mentioned before that Otterbein had
provided both pen and the first sheet of paper. On request Richardson provided
the second sheet so he could finalize a neat copy to hand in. If both pen and
paper were furnished by the office, there was no reason for Carlos to go into his
backpack, as she later asserted.
Then Alan (sic) became...began getting frustrated and...
writing some things...on this piece of paper, and then he’d
ripped it up and start again.
Press the pause button again! He had only the two pieces of paper – one for
the draft, which he may have crumpled in exasperation and left on the counter
after he re-wrote the final copy on the second sheet to hand in. He did not have
sufficient paper to be throwing wadded balls across the room. Besides, Carlos
had heeded Cst. Sydney’s advice that when attending government offices,
maybe he should talk softly and restrain his behavior. But he was miffed by
Otterbein’s condescension and having to waste precious time providing picky
details already contained in his initial application.
He was getting very grumpy and complaining a lot about the
Firearms Act, saying it’s bullshit. Rambling on, getting very
mad, and it was just beginning to concern me. And then he
mentioned that he didn’t know what to write. So, I then
mentioned to him that if he wanted to go home and think
about it, because he was very upset and cool off a bit...
ahum...he could bring it back the next day. That was a
mistake cause that even got Alan (sic) even more mad and
seemed to trigger things worse.
And then he began saying that I get paid to listen to his shit.
And, then I replied back, no, actually I don’t have to listen to
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any of your shit, and that time Tina had been confronted with
this gentleman before and is very scared of him because of
the way he is. He’s very manipulative and scarey (sic), like
he’ll flip any time, and (she) seen him in a different state as
well.
So, she was writing me a letter, just a little note, just to say...
ahum... you know, don’t carry on with him because he’ll flip
out and she was pretty scared.
So, I read the letter (sic) and continued to work, and Tina
was working in the back, and he finally finished the letter,
and I took the letter from him, and then in the meantime he
was rumbling (sic) or, in his pack doing something for about five
minutes, and I thought that was pretty weird.
Press the pause button again! Richardson never made any suggestion that he
go home and think about what to write. He knew the Tintina Trench and could
write about the major fault very competently...again, if he must.
The accusation that Carlos complained “a lot about the Firearms Act, saying it’s
bullshit” was verbatim from Thomas’ statement to Cst. Gork.
Thomas and Richardson consistently relied on the coarse words “shit” and
“bullshit”. Carlos’ comment, more to himself than to her, was, “What in the world
does he want me to do next? Stand on my head in the corner for half an hour?”
Richardson answered, “I don’t have to listen to this.” The word “this” was
misunderstood or inappropriately substituted with “shit” in the transcript.
Manipulative? Did she mean he was skillful in twisting business deals to come
out in his favor? If so, that’s an attribute and why he had more money than she
did. But neither Richardson nor Thomas would have knowledge about his
personal practices. If she meant that he was unfair and devious, how could she
possibly make such an assessment of a man she did not know and wouldn’t
recognize if she saw him again?
Scary? He couldn’t have been too scary if Richardson and Thomas chose to
ignore him, pretending he didn’t exist, while they went serenely about their work.
Ah-hah! Richardson spilled the beans. Thomas was working in the back office,
as she always did when Otterbein vacated it. Thomas was not working at her
desk in the open concept area, as she had claimed, twelve feet from the
receptionist, and was not observing Carlos at the counter. Two women, working
in the same office, couldn’t even coordinate their stories.
Strangely, Richardson used the word “rumbling” to describe his alleged activities
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with the backpack. The strange choice of word was picked up from Thomas,
who had said, “Within a couple of minutes, he started rumbling (sic) about the
Firearms Act...”
Richardson did not expound on her story that Carlos had gone into his pack,
which he hadn’t. It only contained maps and reports and such items pertaining to
his prospecting business and nothing he needed for writing his essay at the
counter. He had been provided with pen and paper. If he had reason to go into
his pack, five minutes would have been an extraordinarily long time to fumble
with it.
Did she have Carlos mixed up with somebody else? Or was she insinuating that
his weird behavior might have been a search for the Ruger .44 Magnum revolver
for which he wanted government approval to carry into the wilds?
Thomas had planted the idea of a gun. She had said, “I felt threatened. I didn’t
think that he was going to pull a gun...cause he did not mention any threats about
using a gun towards me personally.”
Richardson completed her dissertation with an astounding tale.
And at that time Tina was in the back calling her fiance
because of an episode before at Extra Foods that he freaked
out or something on her...ahum...and Pat (McMahon), so
she was calling him, and then he finally left the office and
Pat arrived.
Press the pause button again! Richardson has repeated gossip, an account to
which she was not a witness – and couldn’t have been because it never
happened. For starters, Carlos wouldn’t have recognized Thomas to approach
her outside the firearms office, and he had never met McMahon.
Either Thomas has told her an untruth, or Richardson misunderstood who the
person was who supposedly “freaked out” at Extra Foods in the Qwanlin Mall.
Her bureaucratic hanging term “freaked out” was plagiarized from the statement
of Carmacks resident Jason Scott.
Besides, the Carloses never went into Extra Foods. They were, and always had
been, loyal customers to the family-owned Food Fair in the adjacent Yukon Plaza
shopping centre. Richardson’s accusation was a bare-faced lie.
It also was curious that Richardson spoke of McMahon as Tina’s fiancé, not
husband, as Thomas had identified him. If the two informants couldn’t get
something as simple as McMahon’s relationship with Thomas established, how
credible was their other information as witness statements?
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Under direct questioning, Gork asked what the letter was about that Carlos was
to submit.
Richardson answered, “Just explaining why, or why he wanted this application to
carry, like to carry a firearm and whereabouts in the Yukon or in Whitehorse that
he wanted to carry it.”
“What do you mean by ‘to carry a firearm’?” asked Gork. “What type of firearm?”
“A rifle,” was the reply. “Like a shotgun.”
“Was it for a shotgun?” Gork pressed. “Yeah? Okay. And tell me in specific
(sic) what happened after Mr. Otterbein (sic) left the office.”
“Alan (sic) was very upset,” said Richardson. “He was very mad at Dan because
he couldn’t explain...because Dan told him what to do. He told him that he
needed the letter, he needed more information, and I don’t think Alan (sic)
wanted to write a letter explaining himself (sic), why he wanted to carry this
weapon. So he seemed very frustrated and very mad.”
Press the pause button again! Carlos had applied for a permit to carry a
handgun, the Ruger .44 Magnum; long arms were not under a permitting system
and did not have to be registered until January 1, 2003. If Richardson didn’t
know the difference between a rifle and a shotgun, she would have been
ineffectual to deal with firearms owners who were mostly handgun owners who
came to the front counter.
As was noted several times, all information was already contained within Carlos’
initial application. The requested essay was a reiteration of what was the Tintina
Trench and where did he plan to carry the handgun.
Otterbein’s put-down of Carlos as an inferior would raise anybody’s ire. When
Otterbein came to the counter, he had said, “What! You haven’t got it done yet?”
as though Carlos were a dunce. “Not everybody knows where the Tintina Trench
is” and “We really don’t know you”.
Carlos gave him a shot of his own medicine. “You’re with the RCMP. You
probably know more about me than I know about myself.” Otterbein could not
take what he dished out to those he considered subordinates, and haughtily left
the office.
Gork’s question to Richardson was, “How did you know (Carlos) was very mad?”
“Just by the way he looked,” she said. “The stuff that he (was) saying...He just
looked like he was gonna lose it. He would...just the tone of his voice even, it
was like it was cracking...like he was gonna cry and snap, because it seemed
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like cause Dan told him something to do, and he didn’t want to do it. He seemed
very, very mad about it.”
Press the pause button again! “Gonna cry” was a tiresome accusation by the
time Gork came to his last and penultimate witnesses. Carlos was not in that state,
as Richardson and Thomas claimed. So what if he had been. Was it now illegal
for a grown man to cry in public? Would that denote a weak chink in his
manhood armor? Would that scare these ladies? Or was the state trying to label
him a mental case? If so, then the state should be the entity feared as scary.
Would the state give sanity points to an honest man who was incapable of lying,
which is more integrity than could be credited to a bunch of conspirators who
were doing a good job of making him out as an uncouth madman.
Another helpful word to send him on his way to a padded cell was “snap”. It was
gleaned from Thomas, whose cue was picked up from fish cop Jacques Jobin.
Thomas had said, “he would talk in a very calm tone and then all of a sudden just
snap.”
Gork then asked if the gentleman, who was upset or mad, exhibited any signs to
make Richardson believe that he was “mad physically”?
“No,” Richardson said. “Just, no...” Then she remembered she had forgotten
her prepping. “Just cussing and cursing and swearing and...and this crap and
expecting all of us to put up with what he was saying.”
Pray tell, why would he be going through all those verbal gymnastics if he
expected the office personnel to ever issue him a permit? Carlos was not a
habitual user of profanity and never used vulgar language. Innuendoes that he
used obscene language were guided in her belief by police to plagiarize the
worst examples from other witness statements.
Richardson’s short interview completed Gork’s prized collection of character
assassination statements taken from his eight cheerful helpers.
More Snooping
On Tuesday, November 23, 1999, the Canadian Police Information Centre, in
reply to Cst. Gork’s request, spit out a list of six handguns registered to Carlos.
Records of any kind are like living things. They have to be fed, and the diet has
to be accurate and updated information to keep the registry healthy. It is only as
good as the person doing the data entry. Often, the broth is spoiled by too many
cooks and glitches in the software. Government registries of every stripe are
notorious for inaccuracies.
CPIC had been registering handguns since 1934. For what good, nobody knew.
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It hadn’t caught any criminals or solved any crimes. Yet the government was in
the process of dumping all the old data into a new handgun-control central
system. The Canadian Firearms Centre (Canadian Fruitcake Centre, as some
people dubbed it) was already in a shambles because of inadequate computer
systems and incompetent personnel.
One of two things happened with regards to Carlos. Either CPIC provided
incomplete information to Gork, or Gork chose to ignore correct documentation
and would put the onus on Carlos to prove he had five - not six - handguns in his
possession.
If Carlos could not produce the paperwork, verifying one firearm had been lost in
transit some years back, he would have to magically produce the physical goods.
The police were banking on the assumption he could do neither. The infraction
would serve as a dandy excuse to lay a criminal firearms charge and a cinch for
a court conviction.
Nearly three weeks passed before Gork checked with Yukon Explosives Ltd. On
Friday, December 10, 1999, he was told that Carlos purchased a 25 kg lot of Sil
Gel in 1992.
The unidentified informant didn’t know if Carlos still had any of the “explosives
substance”, which he had sometimes used in relation to his prospecting work.
Did it really matter a hill of beans whether he had some Sil Gel explosive
substance in a storage shed, or kept ammonia under a sink and a bag of lawn
fertilizer in the garage?
The Boa Constrictors Slowly Tighten Their Grip
On Monday, December 13, 1999, Cst. Gork gathered up his prized collection of
incriminating “evidence” to review in a meeting with Sgt. Dan Otterbein and
Crown counsel David McWhinnie. Neither Gork nor Otterbein were capable of
compiling a preamble to accompany the documentation, which would be
submitted as one big package as an application for a search warrant to territorial
judge Heino Lilles. The government lawyer had a way with words. Writing the
overview, then prosecuting the case, was akin to a law student writing the
questions for his own exams.
Oh, but wait a minute. In their eagerness, they forgot. What about Carlos?
Weren’t they supposed to let him have a chance to comment on his actions, so
the case against him didn’t look too lopsided? But a transcript of an interview
with the accused would not be attached to the warrant application.
Gork could trip him up with a few trick questions, make him admit he threatened
bureaucrats to prove he’s a risk to public safety and to his wife and children.
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Perfect! If he didn’t admit it, McWhinnie would write it into the preamble anyway. It
would give oomph to the warrant application – “a threat to public safety and to his
family”. But no, no, no, under no circumstances, don’t interview the wife and youngadult children about their home life or as witnesses to what happened at Grew Creek in
August 1998. The whole thing might backfire, allowing the prey to slip away from the
hungry boa constrictors.
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That the house of everyone is to him as his castle and fortress,
as well for him defense against injury and violence, as for his repose...
Justice Roland Ritchie
Supreme Court of Canada
Quoting from a 1604 ruling,
January 1981
______________________________________________________________________
CHAPTER 8: A HOME IS YOUR CASTLE
Shortly after the Carloses’ daughter Alanna was born in 1986, the five-member
family moved to a spacious, upscale house in the Riverdale subdivision.
The well-oiled, split-level house, set back from the street, was aproned with a
thick carpet of grass. They benefited from the neighbor’s shade trees which
served as a subtle property divider.
One of Paula’s passions was flowers. In summers, a kaleidoscope of fragrant
bouquets bloomed in the flower beds, hanging baskets and white planters. The
small back yard was left rustic to entice the squirrels and birds to visit.
Another attractive feature was the attached garage where the 1979 bronze and
leather Cadillac was tucked. They had gone shopping in Vancouver in 1979, the
year their first child, Luke, was born. Paula had a knack for seeing down the
road, so to speak. Al groaned over the price while his wife made the wise
choice. The square-back, classic design looked as stylish 20 years later as the
day they drove the car off the dealer’s lot.
Behind the house was a large matching workshop, perfect for storage and
maintaining equipment. It was the ace that attracted the couple to buy the
multi-bedroom house.
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Each child had a bedroom. Upstairs, across from the master bedroom, an extra
bedroom was converted to an office to house geology maps, reports, journals, an
extensive library, and files pertaining to mineral claims, house, vehicles and
firearms.
In the dining room, an exquisite $1,000 gun case blended with the other furniture
that glistened to a high sheen, as did the stocks of the long arms displayed
behind the cabinet’s locked glass doors. Some pieces in the gun collection were
valuable for the price they would fetch in the marketplace. Others carried a
higher sentimental value, like the rite-of-passage rifle Al used to take his first
deer.
Life hummed along at a lively pace for the peaceable, community-minded family
who had an eclectic taste of interests and hobbies. There was never a dull
moment.
There was prospecting-related work, field time, maintenance and mechanics.
There was harvesting and gathering food, preserving and canning, and dressing
out a moose or caribou for the freezer. There was menu-planning, weekly baking
and daily meals. The whole family sat down together every evening to talk about
their day over a hearty home-cooked dinner. Birthdays and holidays were events
marked with special cakes and surprise treats.
The youngsters had homework and sports practices. Paula was a classroom
assistant when the kids were little and chaperoned groups to outside sports
competitions. All the kids “luved Mrs. Carlos!”
Both parents took an avid interest in school boards and attended school functions.
There were election campaigns, door-to-door knocking, planting signs, working
polls, and serving as board members on various political and mining
organizations. There were fund drives and volunteering for any number of
community and neighborhood activities.
The Carloses didn’t smoke tobacco, do drugs, abuse alcohol, or throw wild
parties. They were a clean-cut, wholesome family. They didn’t have a road map
for raising children but had a natural homing instinct for guiding them to the
desired destination. The kids were popular and had a host of friends, but they
preferred staying close to home with their parents rather than tearing around
town with a young crowd.
Allen and Paula were quite capable of disciplining their own lives without any
outside interference. They were just and generous, respectful and understanding
of each other, to their children, to other people, which accounted for why their
kids adored them, and why they had so many friends.
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Paula always juggled a number of projects at one time. She had an innate ability
to keep her mind on several things at once and succeeded at whatever new
endeavor she undertook.
She had a natural instinct to handle whatever was thrust unexpectedly upon her,
keeping a cool head in emergencies, and holding the world together in a crisis.
First and foremost, she catered to her family. And God help anyone who tried to
hurt them. When need arose, she was quite capable of positioning herself on the
front line to protect her husband, children, hearth and home with the same
fierceness of a momma bear protecting her cubs and den.
It Ain’t Nobody’s Business But Your Own
It was Tuesday, February 15, 2000.
Winter was in the throes of wanting to be spring. The days were growing longer,
and Carlos was itching to go to the bush.
February was a good time to bring in the geophysicists to do their magic on the
mining property, or carry out whatever preliminary work could be done in deep
snow.
This time of year, Carlos sometimes hankered to stake more mineral claims. Any
excuse was a good excuse to go to the bush while waiting for summer when he
and his sons could put down another grid of drill holes to test new theories.
But it would be over three months till the Carlos men could open Grew Creek
camp. A quilt of white was still clinging to the lawns along the street where they
lived.
It was a respectable neighborhood. The picture-book perfect houses belonged to
lawyers, geologists, accountants and other professionals. A Yukon Supreme
Court Judge lived next door to the Carloses. The neighborhood was not known
for rowdy parties and drug busts. Seldom did the peaceable residents see a
police cruiser.
What went on behind the walls of each house was nobody’s business but their
own. A home is the family castle, even if only a tarpaper shack or a sprucebough shelter, as was once upheld by the Supreme Court of Canada. Nobody –
not even the police – were to trifle with those individual rights by storming the
castle unless they had reasonable and probable grounds to believe a crime was
being or had been committed behind those walls.
In private homes, it wasn’t a crime for occupants to run around bare-assed
naked, if they wanted. It wasn’t anybody’s business but their own. If they
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wanted to sleep till noon, it wasn’t anybody’s business but their own.
If they wanted to check their guns for rust at 3 o'clock in the morning, it wasn’t
anybody’s business but their own. It was not a crime to like guns, and not a
crime to have loaded guns behind the castle walls as long as the king or queen
was home.
In the Carlos household, like other households, school-age children were
dressing and eating breakfast and gathering their books. Shane, 18, in his last
year, and his flaxen-haired sister, 13, left the house about 8:30 a.m. Their older
brother, 20, was in his bedroom, reading before drifting off to sleep. He had just
come home from working the graveyard shift at a local convenience store.
Paula was preparing to go to her part-time job that started at noon with Land
Titles in the Justice building. This was the first time in their nearly 21-year
marriage she had gone out to work.
Due to the awful slump in the economy and the reluctance of exploration
companies to invest in the Yukon, Paula was the main breadwinner, holding body
and soul together to prevent siphoning savings. They had to be thrifty and
resourceful. The two sons were university age and their daughter was fast
approaching it.
It may have dented Allen’s pride somewhat to be supported by his wife until the
Yukon’s mining economy perked up. While financial concerns weigh heavy on
any person’s mind, the close-knit Carlos family was a team. Each was versatile,
honest and hard working. They were sought after to fill jobs.
The kids were responsible, scholarly and athletic, raised on old-fashioned
standards and lavished with love and affection. They rewarded their parents by
not giving them a moment’s grief. Of that fact, Allen was proud.
So he retained a sense of humor about the temporary blip on the home front.
Once, when serving guests a before-dinner toddy, he hefted a bottle of fine
whiskey. “My wife paid for this is why I can afford the large size.”
That fateful February morning, Paula took time choosing a wardrobe and jewelry.
She carefully planned details and noted what she needed to buy at the drugstore
on coffee break. She laid out lunch ingredients and special treats for her
husband and two kids, who would come home for their noon meal around the
time she was leaving. As she moved about the rooms, she occasionally glanced
out the window to satisfy herself that all was as it should be around her house
and in the neighborhood. Nothing escaped her watchful eye.
She wasn’t exactly sure what her husband was doing. It was a big house that
offered ample berth for everybody to have personal breathing space.
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At some point, she may have heard him pad up and down the carpeted stairs. It
was Murphy’s Law. If he was upstairs occupied in his office, without doubt,
something he needed would be downstairs in the finished lower level, replete
with pool table, television and fireplace.
In an alcove, a map cabinet was nestled next to a sturdy gun-storage cabinet, a
poor substitute for the exquisite hardwood display case that used to be in the
dining room.
When the new gun laws were enacted, Allen did his best to comply. But the
government did not want gun owners to be able to obey the law and had
purposefully written complicated legislation virtually impossible to follow to the
letter if challenged in court.
When he was growing up, farmers parked a gun in the corner and stashed
ammunition on the pantry shelf. Today, tragedies were resulting when police
barged into castles and saw a firearm in plain view.
The old in-the-corner procedure wasn’t any less safe than the new procedure,
which wasn’t about safety anyway. The new procedure was a measure to
encourage people to give up their gun habits.
Allen didn’t need a bunch of complex government laws telling him how to handle
guns safely, any more than he needed a bunch of gibberish telling him how to
construct a field camp and keep it neat and tidy.
He had years of experience as an expert woodsman and as a master gunhandler. Everybody in his family knew how to live in the wilds and was familiar
with firearms.
Now bizarre government rules actually dictated the furniture arrangement in the
privacy of his castle. The $1,000 hardwood gun case, which had enhanced the
charm of the décor, had to be retired downstairs where it no longer served a
useful function.
The display case had to be replaced with a $2,000 black, utility, regulation, highquality gun-storage safe with a three-number combination lock. An upper
compartment, reserved for ammunition, was secured by a separate combination.
It was handy for securing gold nugget jewelry and other valuables too.
Al had a kinship with his guns. While it was not a crime to like guns, there was a
growing social stigma attached to them. Neither was it a crime to have a loaded
gun in the house as long as the owner was home. If he sometimes wanted to
test for corrosion by loading bullets into chambers and clean barrels, it was
perfectly legal and nobody’s business but his own.
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Once in a while, Al did like to open the dark dungeon and let his old friends know
he hadn’t abandoned them. Regardless that the interior was air-sealed to
minimize grit and lint accumulation, every now and again, guns, like any device
with mechanical parts, wanted a drink of oil and a little tender love and care.
He had his preference in long arms, some for predatory animal-control in camp,
and as tools for harvesting the wild meat supply each fall to save on grocery bills.
He liked to rub down the stocks to bring out the shine and luster; he liked to
admire one which had undergone recent custom work. Several were worthy of
admiration, simply because they were finely machined and finished.
Among the collection was a beautiful kid-style Annie Oakley Commemorative
long gun designed for shooting small game or targets. The Marlin lever-action
repeater, with an octagon barrel, was a limited-edition offer, which Mom and Dad
bought, while available, as a gift for their daughter’s 13th birthday.
Allen was legally licensed and his five handguns were duly registered. The
government trusted him enough to grant him grandfather rights to possess
prohibited firearms, which he had owned prior to the insane laws saying he could
no longer take guns into the field because they had been added to a list.
The nickel-plating provided a shiny, white-metallic texture to the Ruger SP-101
.357 Magnum. Now the impressive firearm was designated a relic. It had to be
locked away and admired with the same reverence as a rare Stradivarius violin.
The SP-101 had been deemed safe and legal when he purchased it. The day
the firearm went on a special list, the ominous-sounding “prohibited weapon”
made the firearm sound downright evil. Yet nothing had been altered except for
the impression in people’s minds. Gun-control freaks, and those ignorant of
guns, cringed. They looked down their noses at the “prohibited weapon” owners,
as though they were scourges to humanity and should be locked away with their
“machine guns”.
It just so happened, another favorite piece to hit the “prohibited” list was a
delicate, derringer-sized Freedom Arms short-barrel .22 pistol, handy for tucking
into a jacket pocket or for those gun-control ladies to slip into their purses.
Also stored inside the gun cabinet, in its own separate case, was a Ruger .44
Magnum Allen had bought for his older son. Al seldom touched it. Nor did he use
the semi-automatic .22 target pistol. To prevent damage though, he had inserted
a spent cartridge into the chamber. “I didn’t want the spring under tension,” he
explained.
“So I put the spent cartridge in and released the trigger on that spent cartridge.
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You don’t want to release the trigger against the rim of the barrel. It can damage
something.”
One of his long-time favorites was a Ruger .44 calibre Super Blackhawk that was
classified as restricted. It had a half-cocked feature preventing the hammer from
touching the firing pin. This feature was effectively a safety device. An extra
safety measure Al employed was to leave an empty cylinder on the barrel. It was
a habit of his when packing the cowboy-style gun in a holster to avoid
accidentally shooting himself in the foot or blowing off a leg.
All the guns inside the Carlos castle were always stored as required by law.
Otherwise, why would he have spent $2,000 on a shapeless storage safe when
his preference would have been to proudly display the immaculate collection
upstairs in the elegant hardwood gun case?
The Ominous Phone Call
The phone rang. Paula sang a “hello” to the caller. Her sixth sense went into overdrive.
Her emotions wavered between anger and alarm. It was Cst. Wayne Gork, asking to
speak to Allen. Again! The Carlos household was just recovering from a bout Allen had
with Gork early in the month.
A couple of weeks before, Cst. Gork had finally got around to phoning Carlos to
come to the detachment to talk. Carlos was not obliged to go, but felt he owed
him an explanation. He thought it would be a good opportunity to tell his side of
the story and hopefully clear up this matter. On the phone, Cst. Gork had
sounded like a decent cop. Carlos hadn’t heard the horror stories about his
reputation.
Yet.
Over 20 months had elapsed since the kafuffle with the fish cops in Carmacks.
But Carlos didn’t know about a “violent, violent” report circulating among various
government offices.
It was over 18 months since the two placer mining inspectors had been on his
Grew Creek property in August 1998. But Carlos didn’t know that Cst. Gork had
been conducting interviews to build a case against him.
He only knew about the complaints Sandra Orban and Julie Nordmann filed with
the police on January 19, 1999. The investigating officer, Cst. Sydney, had
assured him the case was closed.
He only knew that Sgt. Dan Otterbein had stalled his application for a permit to
carry, eventually issuing a refusal notice last August 4. It blatantly accused him
of directly threatening government enforcement and regulatory officers. The
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written request from Carlos’ lawyer for Otterbein to produce evidence to
substantiate the allegations was never answered.
Bureaucrats don’t like back sass. For Carlos to show the unmitigated gall to
protect his position by retaining legal counsel had the troops sputtering. Gork,
Otterbein and McWhinnie had concluded their brainstorming session of
December 13 to engage the law to “get even” with this upstart.
When Gork called for the February 3rd meeting, his tone was pleasant, almost
sweet. But his attitude quickly changed. The meeting did not progress the way
Gork intended. He became aggressive. For two hours, he tried to squeeze
untruths from his subject, repeatedly asking, “Do you slap your wife? You do
that, don’t you?”
Gork pressed Carlos with other demeaning questions that insinuated family
violence and that Carlos was on the verge of mentally “snapping”. According to
sociologists, the pattern was simple. An “unemployed” man was a red flag to
financial problems, which would result in low self-esteem and lead to beating his
spouse and children.
A person was either employed or unemployed. There was no in between. In the
eyes of the so-called professionals, a mineral prospector could not be gainfully
employed. Mining was out of vogue. What did these hapless creatures do,
anyway? They were never seen working; only aimlessly wandering the streets in
wintertime. The police labeled Carlos ”unemployed”.
Carlos was appalled by the questions and insinuations. He quickly realized the
constable was not interested in hearing his side of the story. At times, Gork was
almost threatening in his attempt to obtain desired answers. His body language
indicated the meeting didn’t go to his liking.
As one might guess, a transcript of Carlos’ defense statement never came to the
fore as a public document like the statements of the witnesses who condemned
him.
So, Gork was on the phone again. What was going on?
Well, Gork was secretly clutching a freshly-signed search warrant to seize
Carlos’ guns and ammunition. Once the personal effects were plundered, Crown
counsel David McWhinnie would submit an application for a firearms prohibition
hearing to determine if Carlos should legally be permitted to possess firearms.
Gork supposedly had the application for a search warrant reviewed by superior
officer Cpl. Frank Campbell. But the text for the 13-page preamble was actually
structured in the writing style of McWhinnie, who lifted material from the witness
statements taken by Gork over a lengthy period.
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On the morning of February 14, 2000, Gork delivered the application for a search
warrant to the courthouse at 9:00 a.m. It would make a nice hand-delivered
Valentine’s Day greeting card to Carlos, with love from Gork and the boys.
He returned to the station, then called back to the courthouse to see if the judge
of his and McWhinnie’s preference was available to review the application. A
half hour later, territorial judge Heino Lilles returned the call.
“I was notified by telephone at the Whitehorse RCMP detachment (to come to the
courthouse),” said Cst. Gork. “I did attend. I was notified also that Judge Heino
Lilles would speak to me.”
Judge Lilles was a pompous bench-sitter practicing judicial reform. He read law
as though it were written in disappearing ink, except for the lenient act governing
young offenders, whom he coddled. His redeeming feature was to contend that
the court can’t round up people on the street and pull them out of their homes
because the judiciary thinks they are at high risk to offend. “The court is reactive,
not proactive,” he declared.
Then why did the judge sign a search warrant to bring a high-standard citizen
into court on the pretense he was at high risk to offend when he had never been
in trouble with the law?
Judge Lilles was an advocate of social justice and a self-proclaimed guru on
family violence. “You don’t have to tell me about family violence,” he would
interrupt males speaking on their own behalf from the prisoner’s box. “I know all
about family violence.”
Yes, he did. This judge found family violence where none existed.
Gork returned to the courthouse around 9:30 a.m. Judge Lilles had not read the
voluminous 58-page document which contained unnotarized and unsigned
witness statements. He only had time to initial each page, notarize the
document, then prepared and signed a search warrant.
Judge Lilles asked Cst. Gork to be seated. The judge said he was interested in
public safety too, and was going to approve the warrant to seize Carlos’ guns.
But the judge also had some safety concerns as related to how the warrant
would be executed. In other words, was there a possibility this Carlos character
and the police would get into a shoot-out?
He told the judge he would invite him into the detachment and solicit his
cooperation. If Gork were acting in character, he meant he would lure Carlos to
the police station. Knowing full well he would resist giving up his guns
voluntarily, Gork would lock him in a jail cell. If he changed his mind, four
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stormtroopers would escort him to his house to execute the warrant. If he didn’t
see his way clear to give up his guns, the police would raid his house while he
was detained behind bars.
A search warrant was supposed to be squeaky clean. Dream on, this is now
Kanuckistan, and the authorities could let this one fall short on several technical
counts and was also misleading. Both Gork and Lilles were at fault.
Only half an hour lapsed from the time Gork hand-delivered the massive package
to the judge’s chambers until the judge signed the warrant. It was impossible for
him to review the application that needed a minimum of three hours for any judge
or lawyer to read, and another three hours to review, digest and analyze.
But Judge Lilles didn’t need to even scan it. He had been apprised of the
forthcoming application by Crown counsel McWhinnie, who penned it.
Otherwise, any reputable judge would have questioned Gork about the most
recent complaint contained within the application being over a year old.
Besides, the judge should have noted that the gun registry search was
conducted on November 23, 1999, and Gork didn’t ask the judge to approve a
warrant until February 14, 2000.
Neither had Gork double-checked information to ensure accuracy. One of the
guns was reported under the heading “Lost or Stolen” and duly recorded by the
police long ago.
It was unlawful for the officer to mislead the judge by asking him to authorize
Gork to demand a ghost gun that didn’t exist.
Gork obtained his flawed search warrant and returned to the detachment. He
and Cpl. Campbell plotted a plan of attack.
The next morning around 8:40 or so, Cst. Gork phoned the Carlos residence, as
instructed. He was polite and friendly. He asked for Allen.
Something was dreadfully amiss. More to the point, Paula smelled a couple of
rats.
Paula called to her husband, nonchalantly. Cupping the receiver, she silently
mouthed the name of the caller. Her husband picked up an extension phone.
She stayed on the line, eavesdropping. She didn’t like what she heard one bit.
Gork wanted to get together for a chat with her husband again.
Allen’s memory was still tarnished with the last meeting. He had spent two
grueling hours at the detachment on Gork’s previous request. It had been a
shock. He thought Cst. Sydney’s investigation had put the whole OrbanNordmann fiasco to rest.
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The alleged purpose for Allen to go to the station had been a chance for him to
explain himself; tell his side of the story. This officer was of a different stripe than
Cst. Sydney. Before Allen had entered the interrogation room, Gork was already
convinced in his own mind that this guy Carlos was a bad fellow.
Gork severely grilled him about striking his wife. “Don’t you do that?” he pushed,
condescendingly, trying to put words into Allen’s mouth. Allen had found the
meeting very difficult, even threatening. He felt persecuted, harassed.
He was just beginning to settle out, and here Gork was pestering him to come to
the detachment again.
“No,” said Allen, who was under no obligation to go a second time, any more
than he had been obliged the first time. “You’re probably going to throw me in
jail.”
They talked a while. Carlos was stern, unreceptive.
Gork didn’t really care where they met. His primary job was to lure Carlos from
the premises. The two men came to a mutual agreement to meet on neutral
ground at the downtown Tim Hortons Donut Shop at 11:00 o'clock.
They hung up the phone. Allen felt badgered. While curious what Gork wanted,
Allen was vexed for getting roped into another meeting. But what would Gork do
if he didn’t cooperate to some extent?
Paula was very uncomfortable with why the policeman wanted to see her
husband again. “I’m going with you,” she announced.
It was only ten or fifteen minutes from their house to the coffee shop. They could
continue their respective morning activities in which they were engrossed before
the rude interruption, then leave the house about 10:45. So what if they were
fashionably late? After the meeting, she could carry on the few blocks down
Second Avenue to her job in the Justice building. She would tend to any
problems arising when she came home from work. Al could be back home by
the time the two kids came home for lunch.
“I’ll bet they want to take your guns,” she added. It wasn’t long before her
prophesy was borne out.
Invasion Of The Carlos Castle
The phone call had compressed the amount of time left to attend to details. It
was now 10:20. Over a half hour remained before she and her husband had to
leave the house. By habit, Paula gave a cursory glance out a window to be sure
everything was right with the neighborhood.
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It wasn’t. Two clean, white, new-model vans pulled into the driveway.
“Al!” she cried out. “They’re here! I’m sure the police are here!”
They knocked. She checked her appearance in a bathroom mirror and took a
deep breath, then descended the first level of stairs to the foyer. She stepped
outside onto the threshold, pulling the door closed behind her.
She greeted the four plainclothes “guests”, knowing full well they were policemen
before they flashed their badges. None looked puffed up on flak jackets, but,
guaranteed, they were packing concealed weapons.
The short, stern-looking one with squinty eyes and a wart on the end of his pug
nose rolled his shoulders like a woman adjusting a bra strap. Undoubtedly, he
was adjusting an ill-fitting leather strap of a side holster. The corporal was
supposedly just along for the ride, backup, if needed. Sure, pigs fly, too. It was
obvious he orchestrated the outing from the background while Gork “followed
orders”.
Two younger constables stood back from the entrance. Their demeanor denoted
puzzlement as to why they were there.
Paula didn’t feel it was appropriate to allow the Gang of Four inside her house
until she found out why they were there and what they were presenting. They
had hardly come calling to give her husband a free ride to the donut shop. More
likely, they wanted to take him off to the hoosegow.
“I know you,” Paula said in recognition of Gork. Paula worked with his girlfriend
who once identified the heavy-set officer to her.
Paula was angered, shocked even, to see Gork at her door. What kind of a
game was he playing? You couldn’t trust a peace officer’s word anymore. He
lied. He was suppose to be meeting Allen at Tim Hortons in about 40 minutes.
So what was he doing here? On her threshold? Jumping the gun, wasn’t he?
Over-anxious to arrest her husband?
“We’re here to see Al,” demanded Gork.
Paula did not tell untruths, but when forced, she could lie with the best – or worst
– of them. Momma bear’s motherly instinct kicked in to protect her family and
home as best she could. She matched him lie for lie.
“Al’s not home,” she said.
Gork didn’t care. He waved what he said was a warrant to come inside the
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house to search for guns.
Paula didn’t have her reading glasses. She tried backing inside the foyer to have
a chance to read the piece of paper. She could only make out the big letters of
SEARCH WARRANT across the top and...and...what did that lesser-sized print
say? “Allen Carlos is a threat to public safety and to his family.”
She nearly choked. WHAT? It wasn’t good enough for the bureaucrats to
continually accuse her husband of threatening them. Now they were accusing
him of being A THREAT TO HIS FAMILY? Nobody asked her; nobody asked
the three offsprings. Who conjured up this bare-faced lie?
While she was trying to back inside the door to have a chance to thoroughly read
the entire warrant, Gork, who couldn’t afford to allow her to slam the door in his
face, jammed his jackboot between the door and the frame. He pushed his bulk
inside. Campbell pushed against the door, too.
They were hyper. They hovered intimidatingly close. She wanted to gag. She
could feel their hot breath in her face. She wanted a respectable arm’s length
distance, like the rule they had at work. She was backing up the stairs two steps
to get some distance and to give her extra height. Then she verbally lashed the
four officers.
“Why are you here in our home?” she demanded angrily. “Why are you doing
this to our family? Why are you trying to destroy our family? We’re an honest
family. We’re honest people. We’re highly respected in our community.
“We live beside Judge Veale,” stormed Paula, who bet they hadn’t approached
him to sign the warrant. “We have lawyers all around us. Our neighbors are in
the Justice system. They know us well. I volunteer for community service. We
have never had traffic violations. Our children have never been in any trouble. It
seems so awful to be so unjustly accused.”
She continued to protest the police’s senseless invasion of their home. She
reminded them of the city’s high crime rate. Why didn’t they chase incorrigibles
and young offenders who did horrible crimes of force, and stop pestering decent,
law-abiding citizens?
While putting up a resistance, demanding to know “Why? Why? Why?”, trying to
punch some common sense into their noggins, Gork and Campbell looked up.
Allen Carlos stood at the top of the stairs. One of the cops commanded him to
remove his hands from his jean pockets.
He reluctantly complied, not used to taking orders. Composed outwardly, he
moved down to join his wife on the stairs. She handed him the warrant over her
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shoulder. “Why are you here?” he questioned sternly. “We have done nothing
wrong.”
“We’re here to take your guns,” said Gork.
Allen reminded Gork that it was over a year ago since the bureaucrats
complained about him. He told Gork what he thought of his underhanded tactics.
“Whatever is going on here is unfair and unwarranted,” fumed Allen, who hadn’t
been able to fit all the pieces of the puzzle together yet.
But he did know one thing for sure. And he accused Gork of a conspiracy with
Chief Firearms Officer Dan Otterbein. The first tip-off was Otterbein’s refusal to
answer Carlos’ lawyer, who had insisted on written clarification as to why the
carry permit was denied. But the police didn’t need a whit of evidence where
guns were involved. Their method of answering the letter was to raid his house.
The ordeal was surreal. It was more frightening than confronting a grizzly at
close quarters, Allen related later. “Nobody should ever underestimate the
trauma of a surprise house invasion.”
Gork and Campbell were glassy-eyed and impatient. They were here to seize
guns and demanded to be directed to where they were stored – not now, but
right now.
Not so fast, Mrs. Carlos cautioned. It was bad enough they were raiding her
house, but for sure, she would not allow them to track up her immaculate abode
with their muddy boots. Every visitor into her home removed footwear. Cops
were no exception.
Off with the boots, boys. Or there will be no raid.
This time, the cops had to comply with an order. How much of a threat did these
tough members of an Emergency Response Team think Carlos posed to society if
they were willing to comically parade around raiding his house in stocking feet?
The commotion of six people in the foyer brought Luke from his bedroom.
“What’s going on out here?” It became apparent before the words were out of
his mouth.
“Stay with your dad!” ordered his mother. “So they don’t do anything to him. So
they don’t hurt him. Watch! I want you there as a witness at all times.”
The tall, strapping youth shadowed his dad, who led the party downstairs to the
450-pound gun-storage safe.
The police were so narrowly focused on plundering loot, they had been negligent
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in staking out the house first to find out who might be inside. It was incredulous
that they never bothered asking the young adult’s identity for their records. They
obviously knew that the residents at this address were not dangerous.
Mounties of their ilk liked the easy targets. They don’t like busting down doors of
the drug lords and other undesirables who own illegal weapons, burglarize
homes and businesses, and commit rapes, murders, assault and other crimes of
force. That would be too dangerous. They might get hurt. Hardened criminals
bite back.
Gork and Campbell breathed down the collar of their prey as he fumbled
nervously with the safe’s three-number combination that seemed more stubborn
than usual. The gun-grabbers thought he was playing slow-poke games. “If you
don’t hurry up and open this safe, we’re going to get somebody in here to pack it
out,” Campbell growled. “So hurry up!”
Paula thought her husband had possibly gone blank in the confusion. She
dashed upstairs to find the numbers she had jotted down in a secret hiding place.
Before finding the paper tucked inside a grade-school billfold, she thought Allen
had the safe open. She rushed back downstairs.
The cops were still hovering over him. “Hurry up!” demanded Campbell. Yet
Paula recalled later that no more than a minute had lapsed from the time Allen
touched the dial until he swung the door open.
Inside were approximately a dozen long arms. What a feast. The cops weren’t
aware of the rifles and a shotgun. Campbell reached in, mentally salivating. He
irreverently grabbed one rifle after another, passing each to Gork, who
irreverently passed each to Cst. Stewart (phonetic), who stacked them like
cordwood on the floor.
Paula was frantic. Such disrespect and abuse in handling would subject these
exquisite personal treasures to nicks, scratches, fingerprints, and ultimately, rust.
While Allen was giving handgun lessons to Gork, Paula appealed to the gungatherer who appeared bewildered about the purpose of this raid.
“This is a collection,” advised Paula. “This is my daughter’s Annie Oakley, a
beautiful gun we just bought for her past birthday, which we’ll keep and give to
her when she’s old enough to take her safety course, just like the boys did with
their dad. It’s a special edition and not offered all the time. So, we purchased it
while it was available.”
Then she pointed to another piece. “That’s my husband’s first-year hunting rifle.
When he was a young man on the farm, his dad passed it along to him. He shot
his first deer with that rifle.
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“We look at these guns as a collection. We really like to keep things nice. If you
get finger marks on them, they tend to rust, or whatever...”
The constable agreed that it was a beautiful collection. He promised profusely
that the guns would be looked after in custody. “Don’t worry,” he assured her.
“We’ll look after your guns for you.”
She moved halfway up the stairs to approach the other young constable hanging
out at the entrance. Cst. Eric Hendriks was a tall, blond, sympathetic chap. He
too seemed confused about why he was diverted away from his heavy caseload
and court appearances, many dealing with juvenile delinquents, to attend a raid
where no crime was committed.
Paula spoke to him about the unfairness, unjustness of a raid on good, honest
people who had done nothing wrong. She solicited and received his promise to
take care of the family’s guns, too.
The phone rang. “Under normal circumstances, I would ask you into the
kitchen,” she said. “But I would feel better if you stay right there where you are.”
“That’s no problem,” he assured.
Paula appreciated his cooperation. To let her wander alone throughout the
house without escort was further testimony that the police were comfortable that
this family posed no threat.
Paula went upstairs to take the kitchen phone. She gave advice to a friend who
was inquiring about a home remedy for a nasty cold sore.
Meanwhile, Allen was contending with the vultures downstairs over the
handguns. Gork was standing too close, breathing down his neck at all times.
Although an instructor and firearms specialist, the officer amateurishly fumbled
with the single-action Ruger .44 Magnum. Anybody familiar with handguns
should know a single-action and how it operates.
Allen warned him the gun was loaded with five rounds. An empty cylinder was
on the barrel. Gork at least pointed the gun in a safe direction, as a handler
should whether the gun is loaded or not. But he couldn’t figure out proper
unloading procedures.
Allen loathed watching somebody fumble a gun, especially his, inside his home,
and by somebody he thought was experienced. Allen was uncomfortable
watching Gork handle the hammer and action.
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Allen reached over, grabbed the barrel. With his right hand, he pushed the rod
that removed a bullet from a cylinder. Gork continued fumbling. Maybe he was
nervous, too, under harsh evaluation from hawk-eyed Campbell.
“Please!” Allen begged. “Just hold the gun up. If you turn the cylinder, the
cartridges will pop out...”
They hurdled that episode.
What’s next?
Gork demanded an explanation about two absent handguns. Allen was under
stress, or didn’t hear properly. He said he didn’t have them.
It seemed a Ruger Blackhawk .357 Magnum was missing. When Gork received
a printout from the Canadian Police Information Centre, he had not bothered to
check out the advisory notice concerning a specific file that directed him to
contact the Canadian Firearms Registry. The gun had been reported and duly
recorded as lost in transit some 14 years ago. This was one of the gaping holes
in the warrant application. Gork had misled the judge to sign a warrant that
allowed the officer to demand a gun that didn’t exist.
“What are you going to do?” asked Allen. “Tear the house down looking for it?”
They might, just for fun. One never knew in a raid if they would vindictively rip
down paneling, drag items from closets and chest of drawers, and cut up the
furniture and automobile upholstery.
Gork tramped on Allen’s heels up the stairs and tailed him down the hallway to
his office. Allen was a meticulous record-keeper and found the pertinent firearms
data parked in a file. Gork grabbed every license, registration, permit and
certificate. He seemed satisfied with the critical “Lost or Stolen” registration form.
But what about the Ruger SP-101 .357 Magnum?
Allen led him into the living room to the stereo. Gork pulled the unit out a few
inches, feeling behind with his hand. Gork smiled like the cat who ate the
canary. A loaded handgun, inside a plastic bag, “stored” outside the storage
safe, “hidden” behind a piece of furniture. My, my! It didn’t get much better than
this for laying criminal charges and obtaining a conviction.
This would probably be worth an extra stripe.
At some point an officer snapped pictures of the storage safe’s exterior but forgot
to photograph the interior. He took other photos of the stereo and places inside
the private sanctum.
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Finally, the officers boxed up the handguns, stored the ammunition in separate
containers, tossed the long arms in the back of the van. Poof! They vaporized
as quickly as they had materialized.
They had not issued a receipt for the goods removed from the house before
leaving. Gork put the onus on Carlos. He curtly told him to pick up a copy of the
exhibit report the next day from the RCMP detachment’s front desk.
At least Allen could thank God for big favors. None of the family was physically
roughed up, the cops didn’t destroy the house, as so often happens during
surprise home invasions, and the police were gone before the two children came
home for lunch. The kids had always been taught to respect the police as their
friends who kept the community safe from bad people. They were not going to
view this experience in a favorable light.
Allen felt like a wet dishrag when he collapsed into a chair to try to make some
sense out of something that made no sense. Or did he dream it? It was surreal,
like falling down the rabbit hole. Did the community police actually violate his
family and home in Canada, like the Nazi and Soviet secret police did in
Germany and Russia during the 1930s? No, he hadn’t lost his mind. His wife
and son were witnesses. The police had been here and his guns were gone. In
his hand was a copy of a 58-page application for the search warrant. He and his
wife bet that document would make sickening reading. But it was going to
provide clues to solving the mystery.
As further proof of Paula’s character and inner strength, she went to work. She
was on time, but shaken. She had to provide an explanation as to why she
wasn’t of usual cheery disposition. In the land titles vault, she tearfully told her
supervisor, who doubled as a friend, “Something awful has happened, but I can’t
talk about it.”
Those words conjure up all kinds of images in the minds of friends who are
helpless to help if “you can’t talk about it”. Is it the kids? Is it your husband?
Has there been an accident? A death in the family? No, no, no! “I can’t talk
about it now.”
She pulled herself together and went to her desk. She gave her employer an
honest afternoon’s work for four-and-a-half hours of pay.
What To Expect When Your World Is Turned Upside Down
You were going about your business in the privacy of your own home one
morning when four plainclothes police officers arrived and served you with a
search warrant that said you were “a threat to public safety and to your family”.
When you were eating breakfast this morning, you were not a criminal. Now you
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are because of an unexpected knock at the door.
Many people who should be alarmed, are not. They have a built-in mental
mechanism that belies, “This will never happen to me. It’s the other guy. He
must have done something wrong, else the police wouldn’t have been there.”
The truth is, this scenario is not an isolated incident. It is standard fare across
Canada, a country being socially overhauled into a sorry state of Kanuckistan.
Bureaucrats draft ever-increasing junk legislation; unaccountable politicians pass
it; out-of-control regulatory agents enforce it; and what was once judicial restraint
evolved into judicial activism, thanks to the legacy of the late Prime Minister
Pierre Trudeau, who turned the courts into a kangaroo-style system.
Hypocritical government cops, prosecutors, judges and politicians hide behind
uniforms, suits, robes and titles with total impunity and no conscience.
The state’s objective is to “get” the non-conformist, who is viewed as a
subversive for thinking anti-establishment, anti-authority, anti-police thoughts. If
you are an individual who does not follow the crowd, you are odd, and an instant
candidate for criminal material.
One way or the other, the state will shatter your existence until you buckle under
or bow down like a good little obedient Stalinist peasant.
When the knock sounds, your life and the life of your family will never be the
same again. You were a private person. You will live inside a glass cage, your
private life transparent for the world to see and discuss.
There will be publicity, much of it reported incorrectly because the state made the
case convoluted so nobody, not even you, can understand it. You are now a bad
person. Reporters will ignore your side of the story, just as the police did.
Reporters like to hobnob with the pseudo high-brow. They are conditioned to
believe all police, prosecutors and judges are of sterling character and can be
relied on as a primary source of accurate information.
For as long as you are newsworthy, CBC Radio will continue to incorrectly report
that you threatened government agents, and the police were at your house
investigating another matter when they accidentally found three loaded
handguns. What else can be expected? The government radio station has an
anti-gun policy and became part of the plot against you when Dave Latoski scored
airtime in January 1999. Young newspaper reporters coming to town from big
cities will have an anti-gun stance and don’t know the laws and won’t care about
the background to your case. They will repeatedly publish unflattering “convict”
file photos of you.
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You won’t be able to shake the stigma. There will be endless gossip. You will be
maliciously maligned and debated in public at great emotional cost and in the
courtrooms at great financial cost.
But the intelligent, thinking class will recoil in horror when they suddenly realize
the very laws which were supposed to protect them can be turned full force
against them. A blizzard of laws are contravening the protections once granted
under the Constitution Act and its centerpiece, the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms. Hundreds of people, once considered law-abiding, are being
criminalized and thrown into federal prisons or fined heavily because political
correctness has overthrown common law.
When the government hurls its full fury upon its citizenry, victims can rarely stand
up to federal prosecutors and judges. Not even the well-bankrolled, who own
large amounts of assets, stand much of a chance. They fall before trumped-up
charges. Those of middle-class status stand a much lesser chance.
So, when somebody – regardless of station – does beat a false rap and receives a
“not guilty” verdict, a courtroom full of supporters will stand up and cheer. They
understand the rarity of a lone person withstanding the blows of the whole state.
Even the media understands that any individual who can do it is somebody
special.
It’s going to be long row to hoe. You may not be religious, but you may have to
call a Supreme Being for guidance. An irrepressible inner strength will come
from a closer bonding with your loved ones who will be your pillar of strength and
salvation.
You will find out who are your true friends and who are fair-weather friends. As
always happens in a crisis, you will alienate some of your best supporters. On
the other hand, you will discover friends you didn’t know you had. Some will be
strangers, from near and far. Some you’ll never meet. Their friendships will be
displayed through correspondence and generosity.
But, of course, you don’t know the good things that will evolve from bad things
when the enormous knock sounded at the door this morning.
All you know is you see no discernible reason for being tagged “a criminal”.
You’ve never been in trouble with the law; you’ve broken no laws; you’ve never
even had a traffic violation. Yet because the Gang of Four was in your house
you will never be able to regain one second, one minute, one hour or the one
year, which will drag on into eternity, while an oppressive state tries to crush you.
You are not a rich man but neither are you destitute. You are too stubborn to let
these bureaucrats run roughshod over you, your family and your civil rights
without a fight. Each battle is going to be hard-fought. You may lose a few
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skirmishes along the way. But your resolve will be to somehow win the war.
To retain your sanity you will have to find a reason why you were selected for
special treatment by the police. More importantly, how did the state get by with
serving a bogus warrant that claimed you were “a threat to public safety and to
your family”? You were not charged with uttering threats to cause bodily harm or
death, nor charged with anything else of a violent nature that would have to be
proven in court.
The police, firearms officer, prosecutor and judge decided behind closed doors it
was not desirable for you to own your firearms. They stormed into your house to
take your handguns. They didn’t know about your valuable collection of long
arms until they accidentally stumbled upon them. In legal vernacular, this was a
wholesale fishing expedition, and the warrant was “poisoned”.
What are you going to do? The law says you are guilty. You are put under
arrest and your personal property seized, but you are not removed from your
home and are still allowed to roam at will. Why, then, did the police accuse you of
being a threat to society and to your family, and the judge uphold it?
The police will submit a report to Crown counsel requesting a firearms prohibition
hearing to determine if you should be legally permitted to possess firearms after
45 years of owning and using guns safely.
This scheme will go from the sublime to the ridiculous as the Crown toys with you
like a mouse over the next two years. The Crown’s witnesses who condemned
you will be subpoenaed twice. And you and/or your agents will appear in court
no less than 21 times to reschedule yet another date for a prohibition hearing
which will continue to be derailed by “storage infraction” charges, laid as a result
of a poisoned warrant and an unconstitutional fishing expedition.
This is definitely not your Canada, the country into which you were born 58 years
ago.
Until a person is caught in the grinders of this evil machination of a misnomer
called a “justice system”, one cannot fathom bureaucrats being allowed to cook
up conspiracies secretly against him. On limitless resources, the system can
bear down on an individual for the express purpose of breaking him financially
and spiritually. He will eventually learn his lesson, as did Winston Smith in
George Orwell’s novel Nineteen Eighty-Four (sometimes 1984). Smith learned
too late he couldn’t trust anybody. And Big Brother’s electric jolts finally convinced
him that two plus two really does equal five.
The law has opened doors for incompetent and manipulative enforcement
officers to base their cases on unfounded accusations, assumptions and fluff,
rather than facts and exhaustive investigation.
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The deck is stacked in several ways. While reverse onus is unconstitutional, it
applies. You are guilty of sin under the firearms law until you can prove
innocence, which is virtually impossible to do.
It makes no difference whether you committed a crime of force or were charged
under firearms laws or some kind of environmental laws, these offenses carry jail
time. And jail is jail, no matter how you end up there. And jail is not a pleasant
place to be.
A surprise raid will make you feel dirty and violated, raped by the system. Your
emotions will swing up and down and run the gamut of shock, tears,
embarrassment, shame, exhaustion, frustration, depression, despair, anger.
You won’t be able to concentrate on your other work and you will lose your appetite.
You will crash against the bars of your cage, wanting to kill somebody. Then,
ultimately, you will want to give up and take a walk across the mountain to
gloryland.
While on the emotional rollercoaster, you will keep asking, “Why me? What did I
do wrong?” It’s not until you start talking to sympathetic friends about the raid
that you will finally realize you didn’t do anything wrong. It’s the law that is
wrong; the state is wrong; it is the justice system that has been dropped on its
head. That is when you will stop moping, maybe regain some part of your
humor, and find the energy and courage to strike back.
You will not be fighting for your own civil rights, liberties and freedom. You will be
fighting for everybody’s, regardless of whether they deserve your efforts or not.
Your purpose in society will be to carry out what American writer Mark Twain
described as “a strike for liberty, a struggle for a principle, a stand against
injustice and oppression”.
And anyone who can survive political persecution without succumbing to lunacy
or alcoholism has to be a tough, well-adjusted dude, and not the “madman” your
condemners portrayed.
Being on the wrong side of the law is not a good side to be on. But it is not you
who found yourself on the wrong side because you went astray. It is the law that
went astray and was placed in the hands of the wrong people. It is government
that is out of whack.
The law has become perverted and the police powers perverted along with it.
French political economist Frederic Bastiat felt a moral duty to alert his fellow
citizens that when law strays directly opposite from its proper purpose, it is
heading down the path toward a nasty socialist regime where everything and
everybody would be controlled by the state.
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The law has become the weapon for every kind of greed. Instead of checking
crime, the law itself is guilty of the evils it is supposed to punish. Each of us has
a natural right – from God – and an obligation to defend his person and his
family, his liberty and his property.
The preservation of any one of these three basic requirements of life is
completely dependent upon the preservation of the other two.
Since you cannot lawfully use force against the person, liberty or property of
another individual, then it’s logical that the common force for the same reason
cannot lawfully be used to destroy the person, liberty or property of you or any
other group of individuals.
The law is supposed to be designed to protect people, liberties and properties
and to maintain the right of each. It should cause justice to reign all over.
Unfortunately, law has been applied to annihilating the justice that it was
supposed to maintain. It has limited and destroyed the individual rights which its
real purpose was to respect and uphold.
The law has placed the collective force at the disposal of the unscrupulous, who
wish, without risk, to exploit the person, liberty and property of others.
Bastiat warned, “It has converted plunder into a right in order to protect plunder.
And it has converted lawful defense into a crime in order to punish lawful
defense.”
It is, therefore, incumbent upon every citizen to ensure that enforcement officers
do not exercise discretion to enforce laws unfairly and in a manner contrary to
natural justice. Citizenry must be wary, for the enforcement and regulatory
officers will exercise their discretion to the point of abusing their discretions.
But it is not until a person is personally touched by law that he can fully
appreciate what it feels like to be the victim of bureaucratic vindictiveness.
You’re going to have to fight back with all your might. But first you will have to
get off the couch and pull on a suit of impenetrable armadillo skin, if you are
going to serve your purpose to society that will eventually have you heralded as a
local folk hero.
Your bureaucratic enemies aren’t going to like it. Romanticizing you was not part
of the plan. They are going to be irked to the gills by a rousing fund-raiser in your
honor that proves you are a very popular fellow. In desperation, the careermotivated Crown prosecutor will be running scared. He will try to interfere with
freedom of the press and attempt to dictate who a journalist can interview with
respect to press coverage of your case.
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Rarely will a day go by that you aren’t recognized on the street, in a store.
Friends and strangers alike will stop to talk, indicate their support, wish you the
best, give you a free service, and criticize the police and other government
officials for their shameful behavior.
If anybody says they feel sorry for you, you will scold, “Don’t feel sorry for me.
Get in there and join the fight. Otherwise, just wait, you’ll be next.”
Many will join up, most won’t. The government employees will be more
concerned with paycheques and pensions than they are afraid of losing liberty and
freedom. They are a hopeless lot who maybe don’t deserve freedom. Yet when
you are dragged into the limelight, you will be forced to act on behalf of
everybody – even for those who persecute you.
Character Assassination
Carlos and his wife read the 58-page character assassination in dismay. Page
after page, he was accused of threatening to shoot bureaucrats. Yet he was
never charged with threatening anybody. Why? Because not a word of it was
true, so could not be proved in court. The bogus document was concocted
behind closed doors and information twisted for the express purpose of swaying
the judge into believing there were “reasonable and probable” grounds to sign a
search warrant based on a public safety issue.
In the upper right hand corner of page one, headed APPLICATION TO
OBTAIN A SEARCH WARRANT FOR WEAPONS, was typed “Criminal Code
Form 1, Section 117.04(1)”. This information would be contested and debated at
length in court.
The following is the 13-page introductory text, prepared by Crown counsel David
McWhinnie. Attached were all the interview transcripts, except for Carlos’
defense statement.
Constable Wayne Douglas Gork, a peace officer of the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police, of the City of Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory, says he has reasonable grounds for believing that it is not
desirable in the interests of the public that Allen Michael Carlos
should have in his possession any weapon, prohibited device,
ammunition, prohibited ammunition or explosive substance. The
applicant’s grounds for belief are:
1. As the applicant, my grounds for belief are based upon
personal knowledge, except where stated that the
information was provided by other persons. In such case, I
verily believe that the information provided by others is true.
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2. I am a Peace Officer and a member of the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police, posted to “M” Division, Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory.
3. On the 12th day of April 1999, I was reassigned an
investigational file which had been previously assigned to
Constable Raymond Sydney of Whitehorse RCMP
Detachment.
4. According to the information contained in the investigational file,
a complaint was received on the 19th day of January 1999, by
Cst. Sydney from Sandra Orban, an employee of the Federal
Department of Mining Development in Whitehorse. Sandra
Orban advised she had obtained information from an
unascertained source that Allen Carlos had attended the
offices of the Mining Development Branch at the Elijah Smith
Bld. in Whitehorse on the 7th of January 1999. Sandra
Orban contacted police expressing her concern over the
disturbing behavior of Allen Carlos. According to Sandra
Orban he had told Julie Nordmann, a staff member at the
government office on the 7th of January 1999, that he would
shoot mining inspectors if they entered his mining claim with
a gun. Sandra Orban in her initial complaint also stated that
she had previously witnessed similar disturbing behavior
exhibited by Allen Carlos in August of 1998, while
conducting a water quality inspection at Grew Creek near
Ross River, Yukon Territory.
5. On the 19th of January 1999, Sandra Orban provided Cst.
Sydney with two government incident reports. One was from
herself and the other from Julie Nordmann.
6. The incident report of Sandra Orban contained information
that both she and co-worker Steve Howes had been
conducting water inspections at Grew Creek near Ross
River on August the 5th, 1998. According to that report, at
approximately 06:00pm both Orban and Howes encountered
Allen Carlos at his mining camp. Steve Howes identified
himself and asked Allen Carlos what he was doing in that
location. Carlos responded that he was a prospector. He
then started shouting about the large amount of government
and handgun regulations. Sandra Orban reported that Allen
Carlos angrily stated something to the effect, ‘If I see a
mining inspector out here with a gun I’ll shoot him.’ And, ‘If
any government people come out here with a gun I’ll shoot
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them.’ Allen Carlos was reported as being so emotionally
upset and angry that he was spitting as he shouted.
Attached as Exhibit A to this affidavit is a copy of Sandra
Orban’s incident report.
7. The incident report of Julie Nordmann stated that a man had
attended the federal governments Mineral Resource Branch
office in Whitehorse on the 7th of January 1999, at
approximately 03:15pm. The man had only identified himself
to Julie Nordmann as a Yukon miner and at the time of this
incident she did not know his identity. The man did not
appear to be agitated in any way and inquired about possible
job openings as a mining inspector. The unidentified male
began to become more agitated and complained to
Nordmann about government policy and environmental
regulations that he couldn’t survive in mining and feed his
family. Julie Nordmann noted that the man’s voice was
increasing in volume. The unidentified male then asked
Nordmann if inspectors were in favor of carrying firearms onto
mining claims while conducting inspections. Julie Nordmann
stated that she did not have any knowledge of this subject.
The man continued, stating, ‘They’re going to be carrying
firearms, aren’t they?’ He continued to tell Julie Nordmann
something to the effect, ‘That if a mining inspector came
onto his claim he was going to shoot/eliminate/blow away
that inspector.’ This statement was apparently repeated by
the unidentified male 2 or 3 times in a very loud voice. Julie
Nordmann observed the man to be very angry at the time.
The male then asked to speak to Hugh Copland of the
Mineral Development Branch and moved towards the work
area. Julie Nordmann did not think that it was wise to try
and stop the man. She later learned from Hugh Copland
that the man identified to her as a Yukon miner was actually
Allen Carlos. Attached as Exhibit B to this affidavit is a copy
of Julie Nordmann’s incident report.
8. On the 27th of January 1999, Allen Carlos attended
Whitehorse Detachment where he was interviewed by Cst.
Sydney. He denied making any threats and claimed that he
was only expressing views that mining inspectors should not
be carrying firearms.
9. On the 29th of January 1999, Cst. Sydney received from
Allen Carlos an affidavit stating that the threats he allegedly
made to use a firearm against Steve Howes and Sandra
Orban were untrue. Attached as Exhibit C to this affidavit is
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a copy of the document submitted by Allen Carlos to Cst.
Sydney.
10. On the 18th day of April 1999, I made inquiries with Sgt.
Daniel Otterbein who is the Chief Firearms Officer for the
Yukon Territory. Sgt. Otterbein advised that Allen Carlos
had been involved in an incident in May of 1998, with
Federal Fisheries Officers in Carmacks. Sgt. Otterbein had
discovered this after Allen Carlos had applied for an
authorization to carry a restricted firearm. The information
was obtained from the Police Information Retrieval System
by Sgt. Otterbein.
11. A query of the Police Information Retrieval System revealed
that an incident involving Allen Carlos had been reported to
Carmacks RCMP Detachment which had occurred on the
20th of May 1998 (Carmacks Detachment file 98-135).
Federal Fisheries Officers Jacques Jobin and Pauline
Drapeau had reported that while at the Tatchun Center store
in Carmacks they had encountered Allen Carlos. While
inside the store Allen Carlos approached Officer Drapeau
and asked her why she was wearing a firearm. After
explaining to Mr. Carlos that she was an enforcement officer
he walked away. Allen Carlos later peeked around a corner
in the store and stated to her in an aggressive and hostile
tone, ‘You really look tough, yah really tough.’ Officer
Drapeau noted that Allen Carlos appeared to be hostile and
agitated. When Officer Jobin attended the inside of the store
he also encountered Allen Carlos who swore and cursed at
him, asking why Fishery Officers were able to wear hand
guns and why he had to go through all the ‘bullshit’ of paper
work just to have a gun. Eventually Allen Carlos departed
the store cursing and swearing. Both Officers Jobin and
Drapeau drafted an (sic) departmental incident report
detailing the incident which was later given to RCMP in
Carmacks. Attached as Exhibit D of this affidavit is a copy of
the Department of Ocean and Fisheries (sic) incident report
submitted by Fisheries Officers Jobin and Drapeau.
12. I received further information from Carmacks RCMP
Detachment on the 20th of April 1999, concerning the
incident which had occurred on the 20th of May 1998, at the
Tatchun Center between Allen Carlos and Fisheries Officers
Jobin and Drapeau. This included 2 witness statement, one
from a Paige Tracey and the other from a Jason Kristakim
(sic). Both witnesses had been working in the store at the
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time of the incident.
13. Cst. Mike Ferguson, of the Carmacks RCMP obtained a
statement from Paige Tracey that she was working in the
Tatchun Center on the 20th of May 1998 and early on that
afternoon a male had been present at the till in the store.
The male, not known to her had yelled and was very vocal at
what she thought were Renewable Resource Officers. This
continued for approximately 2 minutes. The male subject
then left the store. She told Cst. Ferguson that she was
disturbed by the males (sic) behavior. Attached as Exhibit E
to this affidavit, is a copy of the statement of Paige Tracey
obtained by Cst. Ferguson.
14. On the 2nd of June 1998, Cst. Ferguson obtained a
statement from Jason Kristakim (sic). He advised he had
been working at the Tatchun Center in May of 1998, when
an unidentified male appeared to be waiting at the till in the
store just ahead of Fisheries Officers. Jason Kristakim’s
(sic) description was that the male was waiting to, in his
words, “To get his two bits at them. He was mostly just freaking
mostly (sic) about them wearing pistols. He seriously
believed that they should not. He used quite a bit of vulgar
language in making his points. He was yelling it was pretty
loud.” Jason Kristakim (sic) further stated that he was
disturbed by the incident. Attached as Exhibit F to this
affidavit, is a copy of the statement of Jason Kristakim (sic)
obtained by Cst. Ferguson. (Note: The name Jason
Kristakim was used incorrectly five times in this affidavit. His
proper name is Jason Kristakim Scott, and he signed his
witness statement in front of the Carmacks RCMP as J.K.
Scott.)
15. On the 26th of April 1999, I obtained an audio taped
statement from Julie Nordmann detailing events reported to
have occurred on the 7th of January 1999 when Allen Carlos
attended the offices of the Mineral Resource Branch in
Whitehorse. The information told to me by Julie Nordmann
was consistent with what she had earlier reported in her
government incident report. She advised me that Allen Carlos
had attended the mining offices and only identified himself to her
as a miner. Allen Carlos stated to her that he should get a job
with the government because as a miner he could not feed his
family and that environmental legislation was destroying his ability
to pay his bills. He then became angry over mining policy.
Allen Carlos asked Julie Nordmann if there were any plans for
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mining inspectors to carry firearms on some mining claims.
She stated that she did not know. Julie Nordmann observed
physical signs of anger in Allen Carlos such as reddening of
his face, and an increase in his voice volume. Allen Carlos
stated something to the effect that, “Well, if they come onto
my mining claim with a firearm I’m gonna shoot them and
blow them away or eliminate them.” This Allen Carlos stated
approximately 3 times before entering the office of Hugh
Copland. Julie Nordmann did not think that it was wise to try
to physically stop Allen Carlos from entering the office area.
She stated that Allen Carlos became increasingly angry and
emotionally upset particularly concerning firearms. She
described him as waving his arms and being so vocal that it
could be called yelling. Hugh Copland later informed Julie
Nordmann that the identity of the man she had been
conversing with was Allen Carlos. Attached as Exhibit G of
this affidavit is a copy of the transcript of Julie Nordmann’s
statement.
16. On the 26th of April 1999, I obtained an audio taped
statement from Hugh Copland of the Department of Indian
and Northern Affairs Mineral Development Branch.
According to Copland he was working at the offices of the
Mining Development Branch located in the Elijah Smith Bld.
in Whitehorse on the 7th of January 1999, when he observed
Allen Carlos at the front counter speaking with Julie
Nordmann. After returning to his work cue Hugh Copland
heard Allen Carlos voice getting louder. A short time later
Allen Carlos appeared at his work station in a very agitated
state. Allen Carlos expressed his views on government to
Copland and that he was being put out of business. Allen
Carlos asked if mining inspectors would be carrying firearms.
Hugh Copland told Allen Carlos that he had no knowledge of
that subject. Allen Carlos at one point in the conversation
told Copland that if mining inspectors were to start carrying
firearms, “That they’d better watch out, to verify so, to watch
out when they came into his camp if they were carrying
firearms.” Also, that if they had come into his camp carrying
firearms that he would have gone and got his. Hugh Copland
advises that he has known Allen Carlos for approximately
ten years and that at the time of this incident it was the most
emotionally agitated that he had ever seen him. Attached as
Exhibit H of this affidavit is a copy of the transcript of Hugh
Copland’s statement.
17. On the 3rd of May 1999, I obtained detailed audio taped
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statements from Fisheries Officers Pauline Drapeau and
Jacques Jobin regarding the incident on the 20th of May
1998, at the Tatchun Center in Carmacks. I was told by
Officer Drapeau that Allen Carlos approached her in the
store and asked her why she was wearing a sidearm.
Officer Drapeau informed Allen Carlos that she was an
enforcement officer and ventured further into the store. Allen
Carlos peeked from around a corner and stated to her that,
“Yeah you look tough, real tough, yeah.” Officer Drapeau
noted that Allen Carlos voice was very agitated and
aggressive. Upon the entry of Officer Jobin to the store
Allen Carlos walked directly up to him and started swearing
about the sidearms and that they should not be able to have
firearms due to the fact that he could not get a permit to
carry one. Pauline Drapeau as a trained enforcement officer
observed Allen Carlos to be extremely agitated and
aggressive during this incident to the point where she
thought that she might have to defend herself. Attached as
Exhibit I of this affidavit is a copy of the transcript of Officer
Drapeau’s statement.
18. Officer Jobin stated that when Allen Carlos walked up to him
he was so angry that Jobin felt he had to back up a distance
to maintain safety. Jobin believed the emotional state of
Allen Carlos to be borderline, where he might have to defend
himself. Allen Carlos eventually departed the store.
Attached as Exhibit J of this affidavit is a copy of the
transcript of Officer Jobin’s statement.
19. On the 13th of May 1999, I obtained an audio taped
statement from Sandra Orban detailing the incident which
took place on the 5th of August 1998, in the Grew Creek area
near Ross River. She provided a statement consistent with
the one which she previously furnished to Cst. Sydney in
January of 1999. I was advised by Sandra Orban that both
herself and co-worker Steve Howes had encountered Allen
Carlos in his mining camp. After a short conversation
regarding mining Allen Carlos became enraged about the
amount of government regulations being placed upon him.
Sandra Orban observed that Allen Carlos was so agitated
and angry that he was starting to spit while talking as if he
had no control over what he was saying. She further
observed that Allen Carlos was so upset that his face turned
red while his arms were moving around in the air. Allen
Carlos stated that there were too many gun restrictions and
regulations. At one point in the conversation Allen Carlos
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asked both Sandra Orban and Steve Howes if they carried
guns. After Howes responded that they did not Allen Carlos
stated that, ‘If a mining inspector or government person
came onto his property and they had a gun he would shoot
them.’ Allen Carlos eventually calmed down and both
Sandra Orban and Steve Howes departed the camp.
Sandra Orban felt very nervous about this incident, knowing
that other mining inspectors would eventually have to deal
with Allen Carlos. Attached as Exhibit K of this affidavit is a
copy of the transcript of Sandra Orban’s statement.
20. On the 6th of July 1999, I obtained an audio taped statement
from Steve Howes who is a mining inspector with the
Federal Department of Northern Development in
Whitehorse. He advised he had accompanied Sandra
Orban on a water quality inspection in the Grew Creek area of
Ross River on the 5th of August 1998. Howes stated that he
had encountered Allen Carlos at his mining camp that day.
He made inquiries with Allen Carlos regarding mining being
conducted in the area. The conversation between the two
wandered off topic repeatedly and Allen Carlos expressed a
very negative attitude towards anything of authority.
According to Howes, Allen Carlos ranted and raved, ‘That
his rights were being taken away by all the gun control laws
and that there was no way in hell he was ever going to give
up his guns.’ Steve Howes described Allen Carlos as on the
borderline of losing his temper, uncontrollably. Howes
observed Allen Carlos and his temper, noting he became
physically agitated, and animated in his actions. Howes
stated that he had to, “Keep bringing him back to some kind
of sanity”, by referring back to his initial query of mining
being conducted in the area. Steve Howes thought that
Allen Carlos was very passionate about his opinions but that
he had related them in a very inappropriate manner. Howes
could not recall Allen Carlos stating he was going to shoot
anybody. Attached as Exhibit L of this affidavit is a copy of
the transcript of Steve Howes statement.
21. On the 4th of November 1999, I obtained an audio taped
witness statement from Tina Thomas regarding an incident
which occurred at the Chief Firearms Office in Whitehorse
on the 30th day of March 1999. Tina Thomas stated that on
that day at approximately 04:00pm, Allen Carlos attended
the Chief Firearms Office to inquire about the status of his
application to carry a restricted firearm. After she explained
to Allen Carlos that he would have to provide more
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information for the processing of his application, he asked to
speak with Sgt. Daniel Otterbein, the Chief Firearms Officer.
Sgt. Otterbein then explained to Carlos that he would have
to provide further information. A short time later Sgt.
Otterbein departed the office. Allen Carlos continued to
complete paperwork and while doing so stated that the
Firearms Act was ‘bullshit’ and that it was bureaucratic red
tape. Tina Thomas says she heard, co-worker Leah
Richardson advise Allen Carlos that he appeared to be upset and
that he could complete the required information at home and
return it to the office another time. Tina Thomas then
observed Allen Carlos to become physically agitated at this,
noting his voice was quivering, his eyes were watery and
that he was starting to move his arms around. Allen Carlos
in this state responded to Leah Richardson, by telling her
that she was paid to listen to his ‘bullshit’ and that he was
going to stay there as long as it took. Allen Carlos then tore
the sheet of paper from its pad and after crumpling it up
threw it across the counter and started to complete another
sheet. He stated again that the Firearms Act was ‘bullshit’.
Tina Thomas then asked Allen Carlos if he could settle down
which caused him to become further agitated. She
described him as flailing his arms around and voicing his
discontent. Tina Thomas then entered an enclosed office
and called her husband to inform him that there was
somebody in the office that (sic) was making her feel very
uncomfortable. After returning to the main office area, she
was given the pad with information completed by Allen
Carlos. He started pacing back and forth in front of the
reception counter. Tina Thomas stated that she then (sic)
handed Allen Carlos some brochures on the Firearms Act
and started to explain some of the requirements when he
again lost control of his emotions. She observed that Allen
Carlos started to pound the counter and with tears coming
down his face yelled and screamed that the Firearms Act
was ‘bullshit’ and that we should all carry firearms. Allen
Carlos eventually departed the firearms office. Tina
Thomas’s impression of Allen Carlos and his behavior
regarding this incident was that he was emotionally unstable.
Tina Thomas told me that she felt threatened by this
encounter with Allen Carlos. Attached as Exhibit M to this
affidavit is a copy of the transcript of Tina Thomas’s
statement.
22. On the 5th of November 1999, I obtained an audio taped
statement from Leah Richardson, who had been working in
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the Chief Firearms Office in Whitehorse on the 30th day of
March 1999. Leah Richardson stated that at approximately
04:00pm on that day a male by the name of Allen had
attended the office and that Sgt. Otterbein had requested
that he provide further information regarding an application
to carry a firearm. After Sgt. Otterbein departed the office
Allen started to provide the information required on a piece
of paper. She observed that Allen was becoming frustrated
and after ripping up a piece of paper proceeding to start
writing again. She noted that Allen began complaining about
the Firearms Act and stating that it was ‘bullshit’. Leah
Richardson became concerned as Allen became
increasingly angry and she suggested to him that if he
wanted, he could go home and think about it, as he was
upset and could cool off a bit. He could bring the information
back another day. She states that Allen then became even
more upset and he told Leah Richardson that she was paid
to listen to his ‘shit’. She responded that she did not have to.
Tina Thomas handed Leah Richardson a note asking her not
to continue on with Allen. Allen departed. Tina Thomas
appeared scared by this incident. Attached as Exhibit N of
this affidavit is a copy of Leah Richardson’s statement.
23. On the 10th of December 1999, I made inquiries with Yukon
Explosives Ltd., of Whitehorse. I was informed that Mr.
Carlos had purchased a 25 kg lot of an explosive known as
“Sil Gel”, in 1992. It has not been determined if Allen Carlos
is still in possession of this substance.
24. Inquiries with the Canadian Police Information Center
indicates that Allen Carlos is the registered owner of 3
restricted revolvers and 1 restricted handgun. In addition he
is the registered owner of 2 prohibited revolvers. That as a
registered owner of these firearms they are said to be stored (sic)
at the residence of Allen Carlos, located at 275 Alsek Rd. in
Whitehorse, Yukon Territory. Attached as Exhibit O of this
affidavit is information that was obtained from the Canadian
Police Information Center.
25. On the 13th of December 1999, I attended a meeting with
Crown Counsel, David McWhinnie and Sgt. Daniel Otterbein
who is the Chief Firearms Officer for the Yukon Territory.
That at the meeting I did review with them the evidence in
this investigation, including the various witness statements
concerning Allen Carlos. We reviewed various concerns
regarding public safety. At that time I was advised by Sgt.
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Otterbein that Allen Carlos had applied for an authorization
to carry a restricted firearm and had been refused the
authorization in September of 1999. Sgt. Otterbein advised
that he had based his reason for refusal upon public safety
concerns, and referred to the provisions of Section 5 (2) (c)
of the Firearms Act.
26. That public safety concerns under Section 5 of the Firearms
Act states:
Sec. 5(1) A person is not eligible to hold a license if it is not
desirable, in the interest of the safety of that or any other
person, that the person not possess a firearm, a crossbow, a
prohibited weapon, a restricted weapon, a prohibited device,
ammunition or prohibited ammunition.
(2) In determining whether a person is eligible to hold a
license under subsection (1), a Chief Firearms Officer or on
a reference under Section 74, a Provincial Court Judge shall
have regard to whether the person within the previous five
years,
(a) has been convicted or discharged under Section 736 of
the Criminal Code of
(i) an offence in which the commission of which violence
against another person was used, threatened or attempted,
(ii) an offence under this Act or Part III of the Criminal Code,
(iii) an offence under Section 264 of the Criminal Code
(criminal harassment), or
(iv) an offence relating to the contravention of subsection
39(1) or (2) or 48(1) or (2) of the Food and Drugs Act or
subsection 4(1) or (2) or 5(1) of the Narcotics Act,
(b) has been treated for a mental illness, whether in a
hospital, mental institute, psychiatric clinic, or otherwise and
whether or not the person was confined to such a hospital,
institute or clinic, that was associated with violence or
threatened or attempted violence on the part of the person
against any person; or
(c) has a history of behavior that includes violence or
threatened or attempted violence on the part of the person
against any person.
27. On the 3rd of February 2000, I interviewed Allen Carlos at
Whitehorse RCMP Detachment. In the interview I asked
Carlos to explain his actions in the various incidents
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described herein. Allen Carlos remained calm during the
interview and denied having made threats to anyone. He did
provide information that his business had not been doing
well for the past 2 or 3 years and acknowledged that he may
have expressed his views too strongly to others on certain
matters of government policy, particularly policies on mining
in the Yukon. Allen Carlos also told me that he is currently
unemployed (sic) and that his wife is concerned about him.
When I asked why his wife would be concerned about him
he stated, “She thinks that the police will come to our house
and seize my firearms.” Allen Carlos stated that he is not in
possession at this time of any explosives but that in the past
years he has used them for mining.
28. That in consideration of the above information, I believe that
Allen Michael Carlos is a safety risk to himself and others
and believe that in the interests of public safety that Allen
Michael Carlos not possess any firearm, a crossbow, a
prohibited weapon, a restricted weapon, a prohibited device,
ammunition or prohibited ammunition or explosive
substance.
29. That I am applying to seize all of the firearms at the
residence of Allen Carlos, located at 275 Alsek Rd. in
Whitehorse, Yukon Territory, along with any other crossbow,
prohibited weapon, restricted weapon, prohibited device,
ammunition or prohibited ammunition or explosive substance
and any other documents relating to the ownership of these
weapons or firearms.
30. That upon seizure of the firearms, a report will be submitted
to Crown Counsel requesting a firearms prohibition hearing
to determine whether Allen Carlos should be legally
permitted to possess firearms.
WHEREFORE the applicant prays that the search warrant may be
granted to search the said place for the said things.
Sworn before me this 14th day of February, 2000 at Whitehorse,
Yukon Territory.
Signed by Heino Lilles, A Justice of the Peace in and for the Yukon
Territory. Judge.
Signature of Applicant was W. Gork, Cst.
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Gork Comes Calling Again
Cst. Gork said he could not contact Allen Carlos by phone at his residence. On
February 18, three days after the raid, he and fellow officer, Cst. Frank Koor
(phonetic), showed up to serve notification for Carlos to attend the detachment
for fingerprinting and served a document advising him to appear in court on
March 1.
How did this contrived mess escalate into a house raid and serious gun charges
that started with nothing more than a stale-dated complaint from Sandra Orban,
with whom Carlos had never exchanged words? How did this complaint escalate
into a gun case when the only guns involved in any of the damning accusations
were the sidearms worn by the two fisheries officers at Carmacks?
Easy. Orban was a regulatory officer and all the police’s cheerful helpers were
government agents of one sort or another. If police, prosecutors and judges are
bent on nabbing a person who does not cotton to authority respectfully, the great
gurus of the so-called justice system are proactive, although they are supposed
to be reactive. They will twist “evidence” and jump to conclusions when they
want to find wrongdoing where none exists. They rely on the trial judge to
overrule any defense arguments about improprieties and irregularities in
procedures.
“You didn’t have to do that,” Carlos admonished Gork at the door about pulling
the house-raid stunt.
“I have my orders,” he said, shoving the document at Carlos.
Application For Prohibition, Pursuant To Sec. 111, CC
Re: An Application for Prohibition under Section 111,
Criminal Code and in the matter of a Warrant to Search
issued pursuant to Section 117.04(1) of the Criminal Code
of Canada.
I, Cst. Wayne Douglas Gork, a member of Whitehorse
RCMP Detachment and a peace officer, declare that I have
reasonable grounds to believe that it is not desirable in the
interests of safety of any person that Allen Michael Carlos of
275 Alsek Rd., Whitehorse, Yukon Territory should possess
any firearms or any ammunition or explosive substance, on
the grounds that:
1) as set out in the Application to obtain a Search
Warrant pursuant to Section 117.04(1) of the Criminal
Code, sworn by myself on February 14, 2000 in
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Whitehorse, Yukon Territory. Copy appearing
attached Appendix A.
2) that pursuant to the execution of the Search Warrant
issued in accordance with the aforementioned
Application, a number of firearms, ammunition and
related documents were seized at the residence of
Allen Carlos. That Allen Carlos has failed to properly
store restricted and prohibited firearms such that a
danger is present to other persons. Allen Carlos is facing
pending charges for one count under Section 86
(1 ) CC as well as two breaches of Section 86(2)
CC. An appearance Notice will be served upon Allen Carlos
for court on March 1, 2000.
Wherefore, I hereby apply, pursuant to Section III of the
Criminal Code, for an order prohibiting the said Allen Michael
Carlos from having in his possession any firearms or any
ammunition or explosive substance.
I hereby request that the court on March 1, 2000 fix a date
for the hearing of this application in conjunction with the
aforementioned criminal proceedings.
Signature illegible of 45998; signed by Cst. W. Gork, peace
officer, dated February 18, 2000.
Police Fumbled The Charges
Couldn’t the police perform any duty without generating another irregularity?
On February 28, 2000, the police charged Carlos with what they perceived to be
three counts of firearms storage infractions. The document was filed and sworn
before Justice of the Peace, Dean Cameron, in the territorial court. To add to the
complications, RCMP S/Cst. S. Shipman had confused “prohibited” and
“restricted”. The technically-incorrect document had to be amended and resworn before another JP, R. Studds, the next day, as #99-00864A (denoting
amended) to replace the original document. The amendment was not contested.
The essence of the trial, set for one day, would hinge on the silly harangue over
nothing more than whether the guns were “stored” in his private home, as the
police claimed, or “in use” in his private home, as the defendant claimed.
Already the case had drifted so far off course as to bear no resemblance to
Sandra Orban’s stale-dated complaint about not being properly received in
August 1998 by Carlos in his mining camp where no guns were present.
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Count One: ...he did without lawful excuse store a prohibited
firearm and ammunition, to wit: a loaded Ruger revolver, in a
careless manner, contrary to Section 86(1) of the Criminal
Code.
Count Two: ...he did without lawful excuse, store a firearm,
to wit: a loaded restricted firearm, thereby contravening
regulation 6(a) of the Storage, Display, Transportation and
Handling of Firearms by Individuals Regulations, contrary to
Section 86(2) of the Criminal Code.
Count Three: ...he did without lawful excuse, store a firearm,
to wit: a loaded prohibited firearm, thereby contravening
regulation 7(a) of the Storage, Display, Transportation and
Handling of Firearms by Individuals Regulations, contrary to
Section 86(2) of the Criminal Code.
Concurrently, an application had been filed with respect to a prohibition hearing
pursuant to Section 111 of the Criminal Code. The territorial court document
number was #99-8586. Over a lengthy time, as Carlos wound his way through
the court system for over 30 months, it became very murky when going before
the bench as to whether the matter dealt with the prohibition application or the
firearms storage infractions, or both simultaneously. The lawyers and court
workers seemed to know. But the only way the defendant and casual observers
could keep track was to continually request updated Information sheets from
court registry.
Carlos Ferrets Out “Mr. Top Gun”
Carlos had made a few fruitless phone calls.
It was a blessing in disguise that no local lawyer was versed in the complexities
of firearms legislation to argue a “not guilty” case. The few locals who would take
gun cases wanted the accused to plead guilty and pay a fine, thus leaving him
saddled with a criminal record.
The Crown prosecutor thought this is what would play out in the Carlos case.
David McWhinnie assumed the accused would have no choice but to retain legal
counsel from the local pool. He would put in a guilty plea, pay a fine for the gun
charges, and be prohibited from owning guns for a couple of years. Then
McWhinnie would dust his hands of this case and dredge up another gun owner
to prosecute.
Whitehorse was a small community where everybody knew everybody else. The
lawyers and judges circulated together, belonged to the same professional
organizations, drank from the same wine chalice. Carlos wouldn’t receive fair
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representation. His plight would be discussed over dinner parties and on the
golf course. Concessions might be negotiated without the client’s knowledge or
permission so that an ambitious Crown prosecutor could enhance his
government career at Carlos’ expense.
Carlos’ long-standing membership with the Edmonton-based National Firearms
Association paid off. He contacted NFA President Dave Tomlinson, who
recommended he talk with Richard Fritze, an independent barrister and solicitor
living in nearby Sherwood Park. He was a friend to the gun community and
specialized in firearms cases. He even billed himself as Top Gun.
Word crackled through the grapevine whenever police had abused a gun owner.
Before Carlos had a chance to call Fritze, Fritze called him.
Fritze was no ordinary, off-the-shelf lawyer. He could be equated with the
country doctor who made house calls. He cared about making sick people well.
Fritze did what he could to prevent the powerful state from trouncing the “little
guy”. Sometimes his “patients” didn’t have sufficient funds to fight back. While
Fritze wasn’t in a position to practice pro bono, he did help the best he could,
donating time where he could, and sometimes various gun organizations chipped
in cash for special, high-profile cases.
Fritze was in his mid-40s, liked western art, blues music and bird hunting. He
was the father of a daughter and two sons. He was quick-witted, high-strung and
mannerly.
He had partied his way through an economics degree at the University of Alberta,
then gone to the offshore oil rigs in various locales of the world. A few years
later, he was back in his hometown of Edmonton. By the next time the oil rig
assignment came forth, he was already enrolled in law school.
His long suit in law was his research capabilities and his concisely-written
arguments. He was not reputed for a polished courtroom presence. He had his
own style.
When playing to a judge, what counted to a larger extent, was legal knowledge,
finesse in questioning, a thick skin, playing cards close to the pin-striped chest,
and remaining within legal parameters while moving swiftly from Plan A to Plan B
to Plan C.
Fritze practiced law in Alberta, a province where fairness, due process and
natural justice were upheld in the court system. He was going to be in for a
surprise to see how loose and unorthodox the court system could operate in the
Yukon.
He was young, yes. But he would never have dreamed of copying the rude
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behavior often displayed by some of the same-aged government lawyers who
showed contempt for their learned friends and disrespect to the bench. Not
standing when addressing the bench or delaying court by dragging in late would
have been blasphemous to Fritze, who was respectful to his colleagues and to
the bench – up to a limit. If pinched, he would bite.
Once, sparks sizzled when an out-of-line lady judge reprimanded him for not
sticking to the charges before the court, “for which I’m sure your client is paying
you to do.” Fritze shot back, “Maybe I’m doing this for free.” The judge had the
last word: “Good for you, if you are.”
As a lawyer, Fritze was called on to defend a mixed bag of ragtag characters
who did crazy things. He could determine over the phone that Carlos was a
decent, intelligent man but his own person, with his own ideas. Fritze smiled
when he learned the Whitehorse man had been “noisy” with a bunch of
bureaucrats.
He advised Carlos what to prepare and submit to him as documents. For
starters, he’d have to go see a head shrink, who would write a report assuring
the courts he was not a “madman”.
Then Carlos phoned a dozen or so friends to write character references, “so his
lawyer could get to know him better,” as he put it. “Your lawyer?” His only
succinct explanation was, “We had our house raided by the police on Tuesday,
the 15th. They took all our guns. I don’t want to talk about it.”
He did not disclose there was a pending prohibition hearing. Neither he nor his
character witnesses understood that the documents were to be at the ready for
tendering in court as part of the lawyer’s defense arguments during the
prohibition hearing. Some of the reference letters, which were all supposed to
serve as “statutory declarations”, had not been notarized.
This was the first time anybody was willing to listen to Carlos’ side of the story.
He and his wife struggled one Sunday afternoon to devise an intelligible method
for countering the lies, embellishments and ridiculous stories spun by the police
witnesses.
They cleverly decided on a numbering and color-code system. Carlos’ rebuttals
were often repetitious: I believe somewhat an overstatement; a lie; wasn’t quite
what happened; overstatement; overstatement; I never said such a thing; a lie;
incorrect; wrong; not so; an outright lie; made up, not true; never happened; why
didn’t she call the police; lying; and so forth. Where warranted, he interspersed
brief explanatory comments.
Copies of the correspondence that had flowed between lawyer Grant Macdonald
and the firearms officer were attached to their smoothly-written covering letters,
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dated February 28, 2000. The package was shipped to Richard Fritze.
On January 27, 1999 I met Constable Sydney regarding a
complaint Sandra Orban had filed with the R.C.M.P. I have
not yet seen this document. He did note her saying
something about my saying I was going to shoot someone. I
became concerned. Someone was putting words in my
mouth and there was no way for me to respond other than to
deny it. But to whom? Sydney said I could put in a counter
statement, which I did (Exhibit C). Sydney said that this was
not that serious and in a year they would get rid of the file. I
quickly realized that my behavior was working against me –
particularly so when lies were being told. I was also
alienating old friends (Hugh Copland). Enough already! I
decided to attempt acquiring my permit to carry. I wanted it
but at the same time I wished to probe my status regarding
this FIP (Firearms Interest Police) thing.
Following is a listing of events and dates beginning:
• January 27/99
• January 29/99
• March 8/99

– met with Constable Sydney
– submitted Exhibit C
– obtained authorization to transport
(appended)
• March 21/99
– shooting test
• March 22/99
– submitted application for permission to
carry
• March 30/99
– at Firearms Office (detailed elsewhere)
• April 23/99
– phoned Otterbein re: status of
application
• July 7/99
– spoke to Crown prosecutor about the FIP
thing.
• July 13/99
– spent an hour with Dan Otterbein. I told
my side of the story and I thought the meeting
went well.
• Thurs. Feb. 3/00
– phone call from Wayne Gork, RCMP.
Stated that he was taking over my file and
wished to speak to me. I gave my side of
various events. He was very aggressive,
almost threatening at times.
Asked demeaning questions such as “Do you
slap your wife”, etc. It was obvious to me that
he wasn’t interested in my side of the events
dating a year back and before.
His body language told me he was frustrated
by our meeting.
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• Tues. Feb. 15/00

– Wayne Gork phoned in morning.
He requested that I come down
to the station for a few more questions.
I said I would not – in that the last time
I was there I felt threatened and that
I didn’t believe he was really interested
in my side of the story. I really had nothing
more to say. I finally agreed however to meet
him at Tim Horton’s at 11:00 a.m. My wife
said she would come with me. We were
preparing to go to the meeting when we were
raided.
It was totally unexpected and in my opinion
unfair and unwarranted. A year had gone by
with no further noisy events from me. I
believed that things had settled out.
I feel persecuted: In my current inability
to make a living (government policies) –
in my freedom as a law-abiding citizen to
own firearms without constant hassle and
the threat in time of confiscation – And
now in the raid on my family and my property.
Persecution would continue if I were forbidden
the use of firearms (my vocation requires them).
A criminal record would hamper business travel
to the U.S.A.

GOD HELP ME!
P.S. Please note appended letter to Firearms Office dated
26 October, 1999. Cst. Gork interviewed Tina Thomas on
Nov. 4, 1999 (Exhibit M), and Leah Richardson on Nov. 5,
1999 (Exhibit N).
Why has the lawyer’s request of 26 October 1999 not been
answered to date? Set up? Conspiracy?
Note: Chief Firearms Officer (Otterbein) is R.C.M.P. simply
shifted to present position.
In another letter, Carlos wrote the following:
Dear Richard:
Before I begin with my side of the story regarding the various
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exhibits, I wish to say: In the last 10 years or so the mining
industry has been under constant assault from the federal
regime. Land use regulations – native land claims issues –
environment – parks – water use – and so on. It’s been
difficult. Through the process we have burnt out about 5
Chamber of Mine’s presidents. Prior to the summer of 1998
a hoped-for deal on one of my mineral properties fell apart –
not on the merits of the property – but on the negative
perception regarding exploration in the Yukon, in part
brought about by overzealous mineral inspectors, who in
some instances appeared to have an agenda of their own. I
was being squeezed financially and very frustrated
generally.
An added frustration was the firearms issue. I felt the
firearms legislation intrusive and an imposition on my
freedoms as a law-abiding Canadian citizen. To compound
the issue: At the same time Ottawa was leaning on the
citizenry of the nation regarding firearms, they were
beginning to arm the bureaucrats. Implicit in their carrying
arms is the notion that somehow I may be dangerous. Also
present is the intimidation factor (bullies). I resented this!
The RCMP carrying of firearms is a separate issue – they
need them!
In my 58 years I have never threatened anyone – and can’t
imagine myself ever doing so. I have however been
accused of “wearing my heart on my sleeve” and having a
passionate nature, nurtured by a sense of justice.
In reviewing the following exhibits I will highlight and number
statements that I take exception to and provide a response.
Court Appearances Begin
The initial court appearance was March 1, 2000. Carlos appeared with Fritze’s
agent, Leigh Gower, a Whitehorse lawyer picked at random for the job.
On the second court appearance of March 22, Gower attended alone as agent
for the defense; on the third court appearance of March 24, the Crown elected to
proceed to trial by indictment – an accusation in writing of a serious criminal charge.
On the fourth court appearance of March 31, Gower again attended alone as
agent for Fritze and the accused. Carlos was instructed to wait in the foyer to
give Crown ample chance to serve him with a bench warrant, an instrument
commonly used to compel one’s attendance before a court to answer charges or
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for one to appear at trial if not physically confined. The bench warrant was not
served. The subject became an issue at trial.
On Fritze’s instructions, Gower entered not-guilty pleas on all three counts and
opted for a territorial judge. Trial dates were fixed for July 26 and 27. Gower
opted to reserve Friday, July 28, as well. The Crown thought two days sufficient
for trial; Fritze didn’t contest it.
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No amount of extremism is too great when defending
justice; it is a virtue. But to refuse to speak up for justice
is a vice.
Jane Gaffin
______________________________________________________________________
CHAPTER 9: THE TRIAL
Richard Fritze had never been as far north as the Yukon; neither had his life-long
friend, David Pridie, a mechanical engineer employed with a petroleum company
in Calgary. Both liked traveling and thought it would be fun to turn Fritze’s
working trip into a scenic tour of the Alaska Highway.
They rolled into Whitehorse Tuesday afternoon, July 25, 2000. After checking
into the Gold Rush Inn, Pridie, a prodigious reader of good literature, retired to
his room with David Copperfield, while Fritze took care of business.
Fritze was tall, slim, handsome, charming and competitive. He had an easy
laugh and sparkling eyes. He wore his traveling togs – wide-brimmed Panamastyle hat; Bermuda shorts and hippie sandals. He didn’t look much like a lawyer;
come to think of it, he didn’t act much like one either. He was to Carlos’ liking.
Fritze was nonchalant as they discussed the approach they would take to tackle
the case. One day was set aside for the storage charges and the next day for
the prohibition hearing. Fritze kept mum about specific strategies, some which
would have to be employed instantaneously on the cutting-room floor.
Fritze sloshed celebratory shots of gin into hotel water glasses. Carlos wasn’t a
gin drinker. OP rum in tea or a shot of fine whiskey were more to his taste.
What the hell! May as well be convivial and sociable. He probably paid for the
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liquor like he had the comfortable room in which they sat.
Paula joined them after work. “What are you two doing?” she scolded lightly, as
though it weren’t obvious. She gave Fritze additional information, asking some
questions. Her husband was more laconic, tending to hold back details which he
didn’t see as relevant but which could be important.
In typical fashion, Fritze scribbled illegible notes on paper napkins and inside
matchbook covers. Paula wanted to go out to buy a notebook, but he declined
the offer.
When the meeting finished, Paula flashed her trademark smile and wrapped her
arms around Fritze in a warm, good-luck bear hug. “Do your stuff,” she
commanded.
The Trial Begins
The time neared 10:00 o'clock on Wednesday morning, July 26, 2000.
The hard, uncomfortable benches in Courtroom #3 filled with stony-faced
supporters who stared straight ahead at the vacant judge’s perch. Attendants
knew nothing about the deputy judge who would hear the case, other than the
name Deborah Livingstone was posted on the board outside the upstairs
courtroom.
The defense table was vacant too. Most people didn’t know who was
representing Allen Carlos; those who did know the lawyer’s name had not met
Richard Fritze personally. He was an enigma to the local legal clique who did not
know what to expect when having to pit wits against an unknown lawyer.
David McWhinnie came in from a private side door and took his position at the Crown
prosecutor’s table. He was short and wore brownish-toned clothes. He was a careermotivated government lawyer who would be going for the jugular, but would at least
show professional respect to his combatant.
Soon, Fritze and his client trailed in through the public door. Carlos took a seat.
He was well turned out in a brushed, camel-colored jacket, black turtle-neck and
matching slacks. His black boots were buffed to a high gloss.
Fritze leaned over the defense table, arranging materials. He was wearing
stylish eye-glasses and a dark pin-striped suit. Professional dress code only
designated footwear be black. On his feet were soft leather western boots with
subtle-pointed toes. Good sign.
He straightened and turned to face the audience. His client was obviously
popular. He slowly scanned the sea of somber faces, left to right. He smiled,
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pleased with the turnout. Seldom, if ever, did defendants in trials of this nature
have company in courtrooms. Community opinion could make a big difference
toward swaying decisions in this politically-correct age of judicial activism when
judges often looked upon public supporters as the jury.
Carlos’ jaw was firmly set. Not only was the raid on his house and this trial
unwarranted, he had a lot of strikes against him personally and judicially.
One was the untimely date. He was forced to interrupt work in the middle of a
100-day field season. However, he was blessed with two reliable crew members.
His sons probably preferred to be at trial along with their younger sister. But
somebody had to watch camp and continue the season’s drill program. An
independent prospector, like a farmer, had to make hay while the sun shines and
the weather is warm.
The legal system didn’t care about an individual’s livelihood, especially in a
socialistic society that had taken on a general attitude that “mining bad; guns
bad; government good”. The more he was inconvenienced, the better the dogooders, gun-control freaks, regulatory and enforcement officers liked it. They
were already allowed to tell firearms owners how to conduct their lives based on
the government stacking its firearms advisory group with anti-gun lobbyists,
parasites, pork-barrelers and academics who believed gun owners were twoheaded, sub-human monsters, undeserving of civil rights.
The gun legislation reeked with infringements of constitutional rights, big time.
One was reverse onus. A person was supposed to be presumed innocent until
proven guilty. Under gun laws, a person was guilty until he could somehow
prove innocence, which was nearly impossible because police only had to
accuse him of wrongdoing. They didn’t have to prove anything.
Yet the Charter of Rights and Freedoms states clearly that any person charged
with an offense has the right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty
according to law in a fair and public hearing. The provision was based on 700
years of British common law which flowed from the Magna Carta of 1215.
But the Liberal government had flippantly trampled constitutional rights with the
1995 Firearms Act, thus reducing all gun owners to second-class citizens who
had no rights. How could a lesser piece of legislation take precedence over the
Charter of Rights and the Magna Carta?
According to the Charter of Rights, a person was supposed to be secure against
unreasonable search and seizure. Yet the lesser gun law allowed the police to
easily obtain a search warrant on nothing more than gossip and unfounded
accusations. Further, these lesser gun laws were often upheld in courts due to
judicial activism coming into vogue. A trendy but dangerous practice.
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Federal police, federal prosecutors and federal judges all work together under
the same roof for the same boss. They all had the identical objective in mind: To
find the accused firearms owner guilty of sin. And Crown prosecutors had inside
tracks with judges.
From the outset, time constraints governed the trial. Proceedings could not go
beyond 5:00 o'clock. The elevators shut down for the day. The policy was
evidently brought about because judges weren’t supposed to walk down steps.
Yet on the main floor, courtroom hearings occasionally dragged on past 6:00
o'clock.
The trial also revolved around the deputy judge’s plane ticket home to London,
Ontario where she presided. Without exception, she had to be on the 3:30 flight
out of Whitehorse on Friday afternoon. The time restraint altered and
compressed proceedings to the point that observers did not see justice being
done.
An application to quash the search warrant would normally be heard up front. If
the warrant was quashed, everybody could go home. The trial would be
cancelled. Due to government-imposed restraints, the defense lawyer’s
application would not be heard until a goodly portion of the Crown’s evidence had
been presented. Time was of the essence. If the judge denied the application to
quash the warrant – which she most likely would – Livingstone wanted to go
home armed with sufficient evidence on which to base a decision.
This was justice Yukon style, and the defense had to live with the string of
irregularities.
Court Called To Order
The court was called to order as Deputy Judge Livingstone took her position and
said her cheerful “good morning” greetings. She was young, articulate, mentally
quick and knew the law, which was why she was an appointed federal judge.
She was attractive, perky, her blonde hair bobbed stylishly. She was friendly to
the witnesses, making them comfortable.
In an effort to hurry proceedings, no less than six times, she coached the Crown
prosecutor on how he might argue Fritze’s points. She was often stern and curt
with the defense lawyer for going into areas she didn’t like. Her exasperation
with Fritze frustrated him. They constantly sparred.
She often disallowed him to carry on with a specific line of questioning. By the
time he could convince her it was relevant, he would have lost his train of thought
and where he was going with a specific point.
Not only should justice be done, justice should be seen to be done. Observers
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began to scent kangaroos and grumbled their displeasures during the series of
recesses and daily lunch breaks.
A couple of well-intentioned souls and a reporter approached a friend of Carlos.
Their silly advice was to tell him to find another lawyer before the prohibition.
“His lawyer is making the judge angry,” they whispered.
“Good!” was the woman’s response, because the judge was making the
courtroom of supporters angry and uncomfortable. If a judge rendered a verdict
based on not liking the defense lawyer’s personality, rather than basing her
decision on good law, it would be another strike that would bring the entire justice
system into disrepute.
Setting The Stage
The deputy judge presided in Ontario; the defense lawyer practiced in Alberta;
and the trial was being heard in the Yukon. While firearms legislation and the
Criminal Code are federal statutes and supposedly consistent across the land,
court procedures in the Yukon varied from provinces due to territorial status,
remoteness and other sundry factors, such as serving of bench warrants to
compel a person to appear before the court to answer to charges.
Another variation was that in provinces, judges were dismissing gun-storage
cases if the accused was home when the police executed a search warrant and
found what they deemed to be storage infractions. It was perfectly legal for the
guns to be “in use”. One of the latest dismissals was in Ontario.
So, if federal statutes were supposed to be ruled on consistently across the
country, why wasn’t this case dismissed? Carlos was home at the time of the
raid.
Because this case was being heard in what became dubbed Yukonslavia, where
everybody made up the laws as they went along.
The Crown prosecutor led off. McWhinnie told the deputy judge about the docket
containing two sets of Information. “The Crown has requested that the 864A
Information be laid on account of a technical amendment that was necessary.”
He was referring to S/Cst. Shipman confusing “prohibited” with “restricted” and
the flawed document having to be amended and re-sworn on February 29 before
another justice of the peace.
McWhinnie advised he planned to introduce an application for the Section 111
gun-prohibition hearing, which would be incumbent on the outcome of the court
hearing the storage-infraction charges.
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“We propose to proceed to trial on that particular Information today,” he said.
“The other matter, I think will be disposed at the end of the proceedings,
essentially tagging along behind whatever happens on the Information going to
trial. At the end of the trial process, I anticipate that the outcome of the trial will
determine whether or not a Section 111 application can proceed on its own
legs...or can be bound up with the outcome of the trial, or even whether it has to
go before a different judge.”
Before proceeding to trial, the deputy judge asked for any preliminary
applications.
Fritze advised that he had a motion to quash the warrant.
But did this court have the power – or jurisdiction – to hear and determine a
case? Fritze questioned the court’s jurisdiction. If the court had lost it,
everybody could go home, he said. There would be no trial, irrespective of what
anybody wanted to do or thought they were doing.
“If you’re concerned that the court doesn’t have jurisdiction, before I launch into a
trial with respect to these matters,” responded Livingstone, “I should hear your
argument and review your case law, unless you’re consenting to the trial taking
place. I’m not prepared to commit to start a trial and then consider an application
for jurisdiction in the middle of it.”
Then she put the court on alert about time restraints, a reminder oftrepeated throughout the proceedings. Casual observers expected the accused
to be given whatever time was necessary to ensure a fair hearing. The judge read
their minds.
“I am a deputy judge,” Livingstone informed. “I preside normally in Ontario. My
term here ends this Friday. This trial is scheduled in front of me for two days,
and I only have two days to do it. If there are issues, therefore, with respect to
jurisdiction or search warrant, obviously, I want to give everyone a full and fair
hearing. But my time in order to do that is somewhat limited.”
She did, however, concede to give a bit of extra time Friday morning.
Court wasn’t getting off on a good footing. If the trial proceeded, it would be
rushed. What if material couldn’t be presented in the allotted time? Obviously,
tough. People in the Yukon legal system viewed the accused as nothing
but a second-class citizen who was undeserving of a full and fair trial. Their
minds were convinced they had won, anyway, and the accused would be paying
a fine and lose his gun-ownership privileges for two years.
Concerned supporters in the gallery didn’t like the kangaroo scent that was
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growing stronger.
Jurisdictional Challenge
The jurisdictional challenge was new to the audience and left everybody in the
dust except for the Learned Three who seemed to understand each other’s lingo.
The Crown prosecutor outlined his side of the jurisdictional conundrum. Under
the old provisions of the Criminal Code, the accused was required to be present
in court during the whole of the trial on any indictable matters. Over the last few
years, some amendments allowed the accused to appear before the court by
agent, he asserted.
Section 650(2) permits the accused to be out of court during the whole or any
part of his trial on such conditions as the court may deem proper. In the Yukon,
the Crown routinely consents to that, he added.
On Fritze’s home turf of Alberta, the practice, in similar situations, was for the
judge to issue but hold a warrant.
Same in Ontario, where the deputy judge presided. “A bench warrant with
discretion is often issued,” she said. “No one, in my experience as a judge, has
used this section. But I also am aware that in this jurisdiction because of the
remoteness issue particularly, different provisions of the Code are utilized with
the consent of counsel generally.”
Fritze provided reasons for requesting a formal argument in voir dire before the
trial proceeded. “It’s not apparent whether or not the court made any conditions.
And it would appear to be a requirement, if this is going to be within the section
that the court can permit an accused to be out of court during the whole or any
part, on such conditions. And there apparently weren’t any conditions, not even
a warrant to hold.”
Lawyer Leigh Gower had appeared in court as agent for the fourth time on March
31. While Gower entered a not-guilty plea, Carlos had remained in the foyer on
Fritze’s instructions, to give the Crown ample chance to serve him with a bench
warrant, which never happened. In the Yukon, Crown attorneys ignore a judge’s
orders to serve a bench warrant on a person at large who refused to appear in
court, anyway.
McWhinnie told the court he had agreed not to make the defendant’s presence in
court compulsory. But Fritze asked for a ruling on whether McWhinnie had the
right to make that statutory provision. Fritze contended that lawyers can agree to
a lot of things. “But, if it’s not allowed by law, it’s not allowed,” he reminded.
“This is not civil law, but rather a penal statute.”
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With respect to whether or not the court made any conditions, Fritze pointed out
that it is a Criminal Code statute to be strictly interpreted. It is at a judge’s
discretion whether there are conditions or not. It says, “on such conditions as the
court considers proper,” he submitted.
“It does not say ‘on conditions’ or ‘on no conditions’ as the court deems proper,”
Fritze pointed out, “It doesn’t give that option.”
Fritze long suit was dredging up case law. He had found several examples from
the Manitoba Court of Appeal he wished to table. He also put the court on
notice. “I suppose if we go ahead (to trial), I would put it on the record that I
object and would just possibly have a ground for appeal.”
The deputy judge agreed that if there was an issue with respect to jurisdiction, it
should be concluded. “A ruling should be given before the trial commences, or
not commences, depending on the ruling,” she said.
“(B)ased on the nature of the charges for your client and the fact that this issue is
a new one, at least to me, in this jurisdiction, it would be useful to have case law
provided so that I can review it and give you an appropriately legally-grounded
ruling as opposed to something off the top of my head.”
The deputy judge commiserated with McWhinnie’s concerns over the matter of
the second application pending with respect to a gun-prohibition hearing.
“(I)t may be that we can reschedule the prelim(inary) and run the Section 111
application as an alternative in the event that there turns out to be some merit to
what my friend (Fritze) says, and you conclude that something other than what
we thought we were going to do comes to pass.”
There was an adjournment to allow all concerned parties time to conduct
research. Everybody trailed back into the courtroom at 11:30 a.m.
McWhinnie gave his findings.
Fritze agreed that McWhinnie’s presentation was in large part correct, as he had
discussed previously.
“650(2), or (1.1), appears to have the requirements that an accused may appear
by counsel where the prosecutor and the accused agreed that this would be how
it was done on the last couple of occasions, but there was no order made by the
court and it appears to be the very first requirement.”
Fritze went on to say: “Where the court so orders, and where the prosecutor and
the accused so agree, the accused may appear by counsel...So not only is there
agreement, which we’re not disputing, the agreement must be there. But the
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court must also so order.”
He argued it cannot be an implied order one time compared to an expressed
order the next time.
“It wouldn’t work; it can’t work. The court has to have made an express order. If
it had, it would be on the face of the court record, and it’s not...it should have
been endorsed on the back of the Information. And those are my comments.”
He did add that he would object if the deputy judge ruled that she interpreted that
Carlos and he were in court as a result of an order of the court to proceed, as it
had that day.
Judge Ruled Jurisdiction Not Lost
“On the outset of the proceeding, Mr. Fritze, counsel for Mr. Carlos, raised a
jurisdictional issue,” Livingstone began. “The proceedings dealt with a threecount Information alleging offences on or about February 15, 2000.
“Initially, he argued that the court had lost jurisdiction when the accused had not
been present on at least two court appearances prior to the trial date scheduled
for today (July 26),” she said.
I must say two things at the outset.
Firstly, it seems to me unseemly for counsel, who has come
today to proceed on a trial scheduled for a number of days in
this jurisdiction, without any written notice to the Crown or to
the court, to raise the jurisdiction issue when everyone is
assembled to proceed in a trial, which, as I have stated, was
scheduled for two days, a considerable amount of court
time in any jurisdiction, whether it be the Yukon Territory,
Alberta or Ontario, where I regularly preside.
Secondly, it would seem to me that his position that the court
has lost jurisdiction in this matter needs to be addressed, not
only for Mr. Carlos and Mr. Fritze, but also for this Territorial
Court, as well.
I agree with Mr. Fritze that frequently, if there is an election
to proceed by indictment and an accused has other
obligations, either outside of the place where the trial is to
take place or is ill or there is some other exigent reasons,
the court can order that the matter be adjourned, that the
accused not be present, either on that date or the next date,
and that often a warrant with discretion or a warrant not to be
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executed issues.
That was not done in this case, and that may be somewhat
unusual.
However, in my view also, the fact that a lawyer, an agent,
appeared on behalf of the accused on both occasions when
elections were required and requested and to be made and
that agent was receiving instructions from Mr. Fritze, the
lawyer in Alberta, in order to do so, and now that lawyer from
Alberta, Mr. Fritze, argues that jurisdiction is lost, seems to
me to be a position that is not only unseemly but somewhat
unfair.
In this jurisdiction, remoteness is a concern for everyone.
For Mr. Carlos, the accused, whether or not he was in the
building, which appears he may well have been on at least
one of the two previous appearances, from a letter read into
the record from agent, Mr. Gower, it would seem to this court
to be something that was done to his benefit and to Mr.
Fritze’s benefit, to proceed as this court did, to set dates, to
proceed for the first available time for trial.
Even if a warrant not executed or a warrant with discretion
issued, that simply is a document which may give some
security or authority to an accused for not being present, but
it seems to me that an agreement between counsel should
be equally powerful, equally admissible and equally relevant
in a proceeding like this, and from my review of the
Information, from my review of the material provided to me
by Mr. McWhinnie on behalf of the Crown, from his review of
the notes on the last appearances, and also from the letter
between Mr. Fritze and the lawyer from Whitehorse who was
acting on his behalf, apparently, an agreement was made
and the court acted upon that agreement without imposing
any restrictions, any orders, simply confirming the respect it
had for counsel and any agreement between them.
In my view, jurisdiction over this accused, Mr. Carlos, and
jurisdiction over these three offences has not been lost by
the way the matter had proceeded through the court until
today’s date, and in my view, therefore, the trial as
scheduled, should proceed.
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Trial Proceeds With First Witness
The law was on the books for Fritze to call on, if he wished. But his strategy was
lost on the laymen when the judge chastised him for having the audacity to
challenge jurisdiction, ruling against him so the trial could proceed.
A half day had been devoured when RCMP Corporal Frank Campbell took the
stand as the first witness to be examined in chief.
People who had had dealings with Frank Harry Campbell described him simply
as “a bad one”. He was short, unsmiling. He had a hard, cold expression.
He had an authoritative air of rolling his shoulders forward as though adjusting
a holster strap or an ill-fitting jacket. Of the four plainclothes officers attending the
Carlos residence, he was one of three members trained for emergency response.
On this particular assignment, he was designated “camera man”, taking still photos
for court exhibits.
Campbell seemed to know what the Crown counsel needed to hear. His
testimony was mainly a dissertation without much questioning necessary from
David McWhinnie.
He was a regular member of the RCMP. He had been stationed with the
Whitehorse Detachment since 1993. On February 15, 2000, the day of the raid,
he was posted with the General Investigation Section, otherwise known as the
Plainclothes Section.
On the previous day, February 14, he said Cst. Gork approached him to review a
search warrant that Campbell understood he planned to have sworn the next
day. It was in relation to an application for a seizure of firearms.
But at 10:00 o'clock the morning of the 15th, Gork approached Campbell again
and indicated the search warrant had indeed been signed. He noted the warrant
for a residence in Riverdale specifically named six weapons and included
miscellaneous weapons and ammunition to be seized from Allen Carlos.
Gork indicated anticipating trouble with Carlos and was concerned for officer
safety. He requested backup strength. Campbell availed himself and Cst.
Stewart (phonetic) and Cst. Eric Hendriks to assist with execution of the search
warrant.
At approximately 10:20 a.m., Gork and Campbell approached the front door,
leaving the other two officers to wait beside the house. Gork knocked several
times, waited a few minutes, before Mrs. Carlos opened the door. The
plainclothes officers produced badges with photo identification and said they
were peace officers.
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Gork produced a copy of the search warrant and explained they were there to
search for specific items, namely firearms, belonging to Mr. Carlos. He directed
her attention to the named items and to the judge’s signature.
Asked if Mr. Carlos was at home, she said he was not.
She wanted a copy of the warrant to review. “There was no doubt she was
somewhat agitated with regard to our presence there,” said Campbell, who had
never met Mrs. Carlos before.
She took the warrant and withdrew back into the foyer. When she tried to close
the door, Gork physically blocked the door to prevent her from closing it. “Again,
our concern was officer safety,” said Campbell.
They pushed the door open and entered the foyer. Mrs. Carlos became more
agitated. They were making a mess of her floors. The other two officers had
presented themselves at the door, too. She told the foursome to remove their
footwear, which they did.
According to Campbell, a teenage boy was watching passively from the landing.
“There was no problem with him,” said Campbell, who did not find out who he
was, what he was doing there, nor ask his name for the record.
Carlos, who was known to Gork, appeared from the upstairs area of the house.
He came down to the front entrance. He was upset by the police’s presence but
not as vocal as Mrs. Carlos, said Campbell.
“I believe he made a comment, something to the effect that he couldn’t
understand why this was happening a year after he’d had a confrontation with, as
he termed it, ‘bureaucrats’,” said Campbell.
Most of the exchange was between Gork and Carlos.
“Myself and the other two members did interject from time to time to try and
persuade him that all we wanted to do was get the weapons from his residence
and ammunition, items named in the warrant, and we’d be on our way,” said
Campbell. “We didn’t want to cause any harm, but that we were there to do a
job.”
He eventually led the police downstairs to a large safe contained in a small
alcove of the finished basement area. He was having trouble recalling the
numbers and combination. Campbell told him if he didn’t get the safe open
they’d get a locksmith to come open it.
He opened the safe and moved out of the way. Campbell withdrew the firearms
from the safe. “There were numerous rifles and, I believe, a shotgun, and, I
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believe, it was four handguns, plus ammunition. I removed the items one at a
time for Cst. Gork, and he identified them on a ledger by means of make, model
and serial number.”
They found firearms consistent with what they intended to locate. The first was a
.44 caliber handgun, loaded; the next revolver was a .44 calibre-style revolver, which he
couldn’t remember if loaded or not; and two .22 caliber revolvers, one loaded. It was
Gork, he said, who determined if they were loaded. Then Gork asked about the two
missing handguns.
“Eventually, Mr. Carlos indicated he had another handgun upstairs in the
bedroom, I believe is what he said.”
Gork and Carlos went upstairs; Campbell and the other two officers stayed below
to collect and take the weapons to the two police vehicles.
Then Campbell returned to join Gork and Carlos upstairs.
After Carlos told them of a .357 behind the stereo stand in the living room, both
officers opened the cabinet doors and moved a piece of stereo equipment out of
the way to get an arm behind it. Gork seized the loaded handgun contained in a
plastic bag and wrapped in a cloth that was secreted behind a piece of stereo
equipment in the stereo stand, he said.
“It’s your basic stereo stand,” he explained to McWhinnie’s question for a
description. Campbell’s estimate that the stand was approximately three to
maybe four feet high at the most was a miscalculation.
The stereo stand had glass doors; nothing to his recollection had to be unlocked;
nor was the gun visible. “It contained, I believe, three or four shelves, and on
each shelf was a piece of stereo equipment.”
McWhinnie showed a folder of seven photographs, taken by Campbell at the
scene, and which defense lawyer Fritze had viewed and agreed to their
admission as Exhibit 1.
The photos were of the outside of the house; the stereo; exterior and interior
shots of the black safe that showed two gold-colored dials and the shelving. He
had neglected to take a picture of the safe’s interior prior to removing the items,
he told the deputy judge, who wanted to know if he had.
Campbell said Carlos expressed concern as to the condition the weapons would
be kept at the detachment. Campbell testified that Gork had assured that the
guns would be taken care of.
Also, Gork would document each and every one. Carlos could pick up a copy of
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the document from the front desk of the police detachment.
That ended Campbell’s involvement, except to make notes later at the office.
Campbell’s testimony in chief finished. At this point, the deputy judge announced
she had to attend a meeting, which precluded Fritze from starting crossexamination until after the lunch break.
But it did not preclude the Whitehorse Star reporter from disappearing at lunch break to
file a premature story based on skimpy information, which would be read as gospel.
Star Article A Double-Edged Sword
Michael Hale was dutifully “following orders” from an acting editor who rightfully
wanted trial copy for the afternoon edition.
Hale, fairly new to the Star, had brought his gun biases from Vancouver. He was
young, impressionable, inexperienced, but was dedicated to proving himself a
worthy reporter. He had potential, but was in need of a tune-up from Mrs. Carlos.
Like most reporters, he relied too heavily on government prosecutors and had
picked up their irritating habits of turning down his mouth, shaking his head to
indicate he knew it all.
The lopsided piece was based on a half-day’s proceedings, much of which was
taken up with housekeeping items and numerous recesses. He could only report
on the testimony given by RCMP Cpl. Frank Campbell under questioning from
the Crown prosecutor. Some of the testimony was inaccurate, as acknowledged
by Campbell’s frequent use of “I believe”. The afternoon cross-examination of
Alberta-based defense lawyer Richard Fritze was omitted from the story. And
Hale was away writing when the cross-examination did commence.
Use of the word “weapon” conjures all kinds of sinister images in the public’s
mind. Precede it with “prohibited” and Carlos looked like he was in possession of
an illegal gun. The reporter and readers didn’t know he was “grandfathered” to
possess it.
Since reporters don’t decide what goes on the front page nor write the headlines,
Hale could not be faulted for the second-coming-of-Christ-sized headline:
WEAPONS’ TRIAL UNDER WAY IN TERRITORIAL COURT, nor the subhead:
Testimony Indicates .357 Handgun Seized by RCMP Acting on Search Warrant.
But it certainly would have been helpful if the editor had inserted “bogus” in front
of “search warrant”.
The headline as it read was assuredly upsetting to the Carlos family, especially
the young daughter, a paper carrier, who had to deliver this embarrassment to
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the neighbors.
It was during a mid-afternoon recess that a copy of the Star appeared in the
courtroom. Carlos was at the defense table alone. As was his tendency, he
went after the wrong person. Hale was handier than an editor. He admonished,
“Can’t you at least think of my family?” Carlos quickly swung around in the chair,
his back to the reporter. Hale did not reply and deserved full marks for taking
criticism without blaming others.
McWhinnie’s toes barely touched the floor as he sprung back and forth in his
swivel arm chair facing the gallery. He was beaming over Hale’s lead article
captioned: Loaded Handguns Seized from Local Home. It rang with the same
tone of a major drug bust.
McWhinnie laughed sardonically, his remark decidedly uncalled for. “You’ve
lived here all these years, and it took this to get on the front page of the paper.”
McWhinnie’s ignorance was showing. Carlos had been publicized over the years
because of his brains, successful deals and tributes bestowed on him as a
mineral prospector. As well, his kids were consistently pictured on the front page
for their athletic prowess in gymnastics, running events and scholastic
achievements.
Carlos, deep in his own dark thoughts, was mentally detached from the small talk
swirling around him. Thank goodness, he didn’t hear McWhinnie’s vicious
comment.
In all fairness to the Star, one good thing came from printing the story
prematurely. It alerted busy, forgetful people that the trial was underway. By the
next day, more supporters were packing an already-full courtroom. By the time
the trial adjourned on the third morning, the courtroom was overflowing, thanks to
a series of Star articles.
RCMP Cpl. Frank Campbell, Cross-Examined
At 1:45 p.m., everybody filed back into the stuffy courtroom and proceedings
reconvened.
Richard Fritze cross-examined the Crown’s first police witness, Cpl. Frank
Campbell. It was priceless.
Campbell, tight-lipped and clipped, answered the questions. He admitted to an
oversight and accepted responsibility for not taking photographs before emptying
the gun safe, which he described as robust and sturdy.
He agreed that the reason Carlos maybe couldn’t open the safe fast was due to
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nervousness. “Once the safe was open he was fine,” conceded Campbell.
Same for Mrs. Carlos. It was true, he agreed, that her “agitated” demeanor might
be a common reaction to a citizen who had never had the police pounding on the
door.
The police arrived in unmarked vehicles, but, according to him, were
wearing bullet-proof vests. It would indicate they were packing heat, although
that part was left unsaid. Although three officers were trained for the Emergency
Response Team (ERT) in a likely possibility of a stand-off, they were not
bedecked in complete “SWAT” regalia.
Until Mrs. Carlos opened the door, they had no idea what was going on inside
the house. They didn’t know anybody’s experience with firearms. They didn’t
know if Carlos was home, but expected he would be, notwithstanding he had
made arrangements to meet Gork at Tim Hortons at 11:00 a.m.
Several times, Fritze alluded to the raid being “that night”, rather than “that
morning” and was corrected by the deputy judge and his learned friend,
McWhinnie.
“No intention to mislead or anything,” Fritze apologized.
“I appreciate that,” responded the deputy judge, coyly.
To bring in the Emergency Response Team doesn’t have to be a real danger,
Campbell said. But anything perceived to have potential for being a firearmstype situation (exchange of fire) made perfectly good sense to him that the three
ERT members of the General Investigation Section should give assistance.
Campbell said he and his two colleagues, constables Stewart (phonetic) and
Hendriks, were trained for ERT; evidently Gork wasn’t.
“Does that training include going into a situation where officer safety is a concern
and taking off your shoes?” asked Fritze.
“No it does not,” answered Campbell.
“In fact, that’s kind of contrary to what officer safety would be about, if you had to
move fast to deliver a kick, and so on?” asked Fritze.
“Yes,” he agreed.
Other matters were discussed regarding guns and the one behind the stereo.
Fritze asked, “Was Mr. Carlos arrested that night?”
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“No, he was not,” responded Campbell.
“Again,” reprimanded Livingstone. “You said ‘night’, Mr. Fritze.”
He apologized profusely and corrected his question with “that morning”.
The discussion led toward the Information and Count 1. But Campbell hadn’t
reviewed the documentation and couldn’t give evidence. The court would have
to rely on Gork, the next witness.
Campbell did not purport to be an expert on firearms but believed a .44 and .357
Magnum were common calibres, although his preference of weapon would be a
shotgun when going in the woods.
Campbell did say he considered the firearm behind the stereo to be “stored” in a
careless manner. He also asserted it was illegal to have a loaded weapon in the
house.
The court steered Fritze away from this line of questioning on the basis that the
legality of loaded weapons in houses was a legal determination.
“If nothing else, Your Honor,” noted Fritze, “it shows what this witness’s
understanding of the law is.”
The discussion led to whether the guns were real or replicas; whether the
ammunition was live; would the guns discharge the bullets? Campbell was
relying on Gork for his expertise on firearms and could only make assumptions
from observations.
The sixth handgun registered to Carlos was not found as it had been marked
“Lost or Stolen”. But the police didn’t check before going to Carlos’ house, so
had no specific knowledge that any long guns were stored there. Then by
deduction, was there the probability of finding any ammunition?
Since Gork was the main investigator, Campbell was not involved with any of the
searches of the Police Information Retrieval System (PIRS), Canadian Police
Information Center (CPIC) or Canadian Firearms Registry prior to executing the
warrant.
Campbell said he did not know Carlos and had had no previous dealings with
him prior to raiding his house and had not checked beforehand to see whether or
not Carlos had a criminal record.
The witness was retired.
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RCMP Cst. Wayne Gork, In Chief
Cst. Wayne Douglas Gork was fleshy, heavy-set, a smoker. He demonstrated a
pleasant personality in the witness box. He liked firearms and had an irritating
authoritarian mannerism.
Anybody who’d had dealings with him spoke of his absolute resolve to find sin
where none existed. It reached such ridiculous proportions that a superior officer
had to testify against him in court once. On a later date, McWhinnie disclosed to
a small gathering on the defense’s side that an unidentified person had put a
contract out on Gork.
Whenever the RCMP Force targeted a person, Gork seemingly was the stooge
who was given the dirty assignment, probably because of his pit-bull tenacity.
When he went to Carlos’ residence to serve him notice to appear in court, Allen
Carlos had objected to the raid as excessive. “You didn’t have to do that,” he
admonished, sternly. “I have my orders,” Gork replied.
Whenever gun owners met Gork in random encounters, they teased, “Arresting
any law-abiding citizens today?” Gork would hold up his hands in a not-my-fault
defense, responding, “I have my orders.”
It was unknown to anybody outside the Force who had actually given the orders
to re-open Cst. Raymond Sydney’s investigation file on Carlos.
Gork testified that on April 12, 1999, he was assigned the other member’s
investigational file from which he conducted his own investigation. He came to
the conclusion that he had grounds based on public safety to apply for a warrant
to search the Carlos residence for firearms, ammunition and explosives. The
search warrant was a Section 111, running in conjunction with the other
application before the court regarding the three firearms-storage infractions.
Gork had the original copy of the search warrant with him in court and asked
permission to access his records to retrieve it.
Defense lawyer Fritze interjected to remind the deputy judge he was bringing
forward an application to quash the warrant.
Crown prosecutor McWhinnie opened the sealed envelope. Inside was a twopage document which bore the original signature of territorial judge Heino Lilles,
dated February 14, 2000. It had been obtained the same day that Gork
produced the 58-page warrant application.
Judge Lilles had handwritten and initialed his restrictions. The search of the 275
Alsek Road residence had to be conducted between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and
6:30 p.m. on Tuesday and Wednesday, February 15 and 16, 2000.
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The original warrant was entered as Exhibit 2.
At 10:19 a.m. on the morning of February 15, 2000, Gork arrived at the Riverdale
residence with Cpl. Frank Campbell, constables Erik Hendriks and Stewart
(phonetic) in two unmarked vehicles.
Gork knocked at the front door. A female, not identified to him at the time,
opened the door. Gork inquired, “Is Allen in?” She answered, “No.”
Gork explained that he was a police officer and had a search warrant signed by
Judge Lilles. It specified the things Gork was to search for. He and Campbell
produced personal identification and gave her a copy of the warrant.
Gork noted she became “agitated”, asking “what firearms?” He had his foot in
the door to prevent her from closing it. “I again showed her the warrant and
explained what was specified and particular what was listed in the warrant itself
to search,” he said.
She had a copy of the warrant in her hand and wanted to go inside to review it.
She attempted to close the door on Gork, at which point, Gork barged in and
Campbell entered after him. Campbell kept the door open while Hendriks and
Stewart (phonetic) came into the foyer.
At one point, Gork referred to her as Mrs. Carlos; she acknowledged knowing
him. By now, she was extremely “agitated”, Gork testified. She was shaking her
fists and tears were coming down her face. She stated he was going to destroy
her family. She also was worried her daughters (sic) would be coming home
from school soon.
Gork’s general inquiries had led him to believe there were children residing there,
but as to how many, ages and sex, he had no idea. (Note: He hadn’t thought it
necessary to probe into this matter, albeit the search warrant accused Carlos of
being “a threat to his family”. Does that make sense? If the police didn’t check
as to who lived in the house, officer safety couldn’t be a concern.)
After entering the residence, he saw a male youth about 17 or 18 standing at the
top of the stairs directly in front of the door. Gork didn’t bother recording his
name. He described the youth as passive and had no dealings with him.
Gork said he tried to explain they just wanted to get the items specified in the
warrant and create as little problem as possible.
“She also demanded that we remove our footwear because we were tracking
mud and snow in,” Gork said. “All four members at that time did remove their
footwear.” Gork told the court the police don’t like disrupting people’s lives. “I
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think if you don’t try and do things effectively and work with people, you’re going
to accelerate the situation. We didn’t want that, for police safety.”
Shortly after removing their shoes, Carlos appeared from the upper level. Gork
knew him from an earlier meeting they had at the RCMP Detachment to discuss
matters regarding the investigation. Gork referred to him as “quite cooperative”
and he had accepted the invitation to attend the meeting.
Carlos came down the stairs. Gork said he asked Carlos to remove his hands
from his pockets for safety purposes; he eventually complied.
Gork informed him the reasons they were there and explained he had a warrant
to search the residence for specific items. Mrs. Carlos handed the copy of the
warrant to her husband. He was calm, but upset.
Before coming to the residence, Gork said he had phoned from the detachment
the morning of the 15th at 8:48 a.m. He had conferred first with Campbell in terms
of police and public safety because they were searching for firearms. Campbell
and Gork discussed the possibility of inviting Carlos down to the detachment to
discuss the warrant and solicit cooperation.
Gork called Carlos at home. “I asked if he could attend the detachment so we
could discuss matters in regards to the file that was under investigation. He
became ‘agitated’ on the phone, and, I have to say, somewhat suspicious.
“He mentioned he felt he was being prosecuted (sic – should be ‘persecuted’) by
the police.” At one point, Gork said his words were to the effect that, “If I come
down, they (police) might throw me in jail.”
Carlos declined the invitation. Gork said he counter-offered with the idea of
meeting on neutral ground at Tim Hortons at 11:00 a.m. It was mutually
agreeable. Gork claimed the 11:00 o’clock meeting was genuine. Yet, prior to
keeping the appointment, they rolled up in front of his house to execute the warrant
at 10:19 a.m. on the advice of Campbell who was much more experienced in
executing warrants of the same nature in British Columbia.
“Was there a reason for going to the house before going to Tim Horton’s?” asked
McWhinnie.
“Police safety,” said Gork. “He seemed quite ‘agitated’ on the phone when I’d
been talking to him. And, knowing the circumstances on the file, I didn’t want to
aggravate the situation any further. And I didn’t want to include the public in it, in
case there was a possibility of safety being breached, both on our parts and the
public.”
Gork was given permission by the court and without objection from the defense
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to refresh his memory with notes he made the morning following the search and
seizure.
Gork submitted that just prior to going downstairs to open the safe in the
basement, Carlos asked him why it took so long to come to this point when the
incident with the bureaucrats happened over a year ago?
“And I explained to him that this warrant was being executed in conjunction with
an application for a firearms prohibition; that he could attend court, and he would
have his opportunity to state his actions,” Gork told the court.
Gork and Campbell went down into the basement to an alcove where the black
gun safe was located. Cst. Stewart (phonetic) was standing apart in what would
be a recreational area.
Gork asked Carlos if the guns were in the safe. He was told to open it. The safe
was secured by a combination dial. He said Carlos tried several times to open
the combination but had difficulty. He told Campbell he was having a hard time
remembering the combination, at which time Campbell explained that if he
couldn’t open it, the police would call in somebody who could.
Upon Carlos opening the safe, Gork was standing to the left of Campbell, who
was described as the ‘chief officer’. Gork was placing exhibits in a box as
Campbell removed them from the vault. Gork said Carlos was standing in the
hallway of the alcove.
He said the safe had a number of shelves. Inside were a number of firearms.
(Note: Nobody at trial ever gave a precise number of long arms the police
removed from the gun-storage safe.)
Gork testified that the first one handed to him was a .44 Magnum Ruger revolver,
Super Blackhawk, which he had brought into court. When Campbell handed it to
him, he warned Gork, “Be careful, it’s loaded.”
“I cocked the hammer back and opened the ejection port cover,” Gork explained.
He noted a round in the chamber. It was loaded with five .44 Magnum
cartridges. It did not have a trigger lock. But before bringing the gun to court,
Gork had secured it with his personal trigger lock. He smiled, pleased with his
own ingenuity.
McWhinnie asked if those cartridges were suitable for discharge in that particular
firearm?
Fritze objected. “Is this witness qualified to answer that, Your Honor?”
The deputy judge suggested that the officer be canvassed on the topic of
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expertise before proceeding with the description of the firearm.
McWhinnie first insisted on asking a couple of questions about safety. He asked
about the trigger lock, then about the action, which Gork described as “single
action”.
Fritze stopped him again. “Your Honor, perhaps we should find out if this witness
is qualified.”
Livingstone presumed the court was getting there.
McWhinnie wanted to know, even with the trigger lock, was it possible to
pull the hammer back and accidentally discharge the firearm?
Gork couldn’t say for certain without testing it but wouldn’t recommend that
anyone load it at that point.
Here, the court proceedings were interrupted to qualify Gork’s expertise, and
proceedings had reached the point of going into voir dire to hear Fritze’s
application to quash the warrant.
But nobody knew what to do with the gun.
A discussion ensued over the fate of the .44 Ruger Super Blackhawk, which was
one of the guns Gork said he was expecting to find in the residence, based on
specific items set out in a warrant to search.
Livingstone said, “I suppose my concern about filing the firearms as exhibits is
the period of time they would have to be retained by the court, no matter what
occurs in this proceeding. I don’t know what happens in this jurisdiction, whether
or not the firearms are filed as exhibits formally or simply filed for the purposes
of demonstration.”
McWhinnie gave the deputy judge some assistance. According to him, it tended
to vary. “We have tended to file them as exhibits. Madam Clerk advises there
is a vault downstairs for storing them. We previously utilized that in other cases.
She has also advised that if we don’t run late, we may have to ask you to make
an order to return the exhibit to the custody of the police because the vault will be
closed at a certain time this afternoon.”
McWhinnie continued telling the deputy judge what she was supposed to be
doing. “At the end of the proceedings, then you can give instructions as to what,
if anything, should be done with them immediately. For example, if there’s an
acquittal, you might direct that they be returned to the RCMP to be maintained
pending the appeal period, or, if there’s a conviction, require them to be kept by
the court until the expiry of the appeal period. There are two of about four or five
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options you might consider.”
It became a concern of the observers exactly who was running this show.
“All right,” Livingstone agreed with McWhinnie’s instructions. “Mr. Fritze, do you
have any concern if the firearm is made an exhibit at this point in the
proceedings?”
The defense lawyer’s only concern was that the firearm go on the record for the
time being as an alleged firearm.
“Fair enough,” agreed Livingstone.
Before going to voir dire, the court had to satisfy Fritze’s concern about Gork’s
qualifications so as to determine if Exhibit A, Ruger Serial No. 80-09733, would
be filed as a firearm or as an alleged firearm.
The court assumed wrongly that McWhinnie was trying to qualify the officer as an
expert witness with respect to identification of firearms. McWhinnie said he was
not. He only wanted to satisfy the court that the constable was capable of
correctly identifying a firearm so he could tender the Ruger as an exhibit.
Gork Examined On Qualifications
Gork told the court he had been a land-weapons technician with the Canadian
Armed Forces, certified to trade level 5A for just short of eight years. Small arms
were his specialty.
His responsibilities were to service small arms, revolver, anything hand-held,
shoulder-controlled or fully automatic, primarily in Ottawa, Ontario.
He was trained on the proper use and maintenance, including testing, of
firearms, as pertained to various types of revolvers, as opposed to automatics
and semi-automatics.
He tested firearms a year for the Canadian government to ensure they worked
properly.
“I am currently a basic firearms instructor with the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police for operational training. And, in addition, I am also a certified Canadian
firearms safety course instructor as well as for the public.”
To qualify, in February 1999, he took a two-week intensive course on firearms
the RCMP use operationally, such as three-way rifle, Winchester, 9mm Smith &
Wesson semi-automatic handgun, and the Remington 870 shotgun, 12 gauge.
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He trained students in the proper use and handling of firearms every week for
three months in the summer of 1999.
Additionally, under implementation of the new Firearms Act, he said he was a
Canadian Firearms Verifier, and a Firearms Verifier Coordinator, as certified by
the Canadian Firearms Registry.
In conjunction, he also conducted training in Manitoba, the Yukon and Northwest
Territories.
Under the new Firearms Act, he essentially worked with firearms data presented
on a form from the owner. He verified that the physical characteristics – barrel
length, type, model, serial number – were properly encoded on the owner’s form.
In turn, the information was compared to the Firearms Reference Table (FART)
which was contained on CD-ROM, originated and distributed by the Canadian
Firearms Registry.
His duties, he said, required him to examine firearms. Based on observations,
he would draw conclusions from certain characteristics as to the type of firearm it
is.
Gork Cross-Examined On Qualifications
Richard Fritze exercised his privileges to cross-examine the officer on his
qualifications to identify Exhibit A as a firearm as opposed to an alleged firearm.
“Did the Canadian military use Rugers?” asked Fritze.
“No, they didn’t, sir,” answered Gork.
“Have you ever owned one?”
“No, I haven’t.”
“Would you have been able to have said with any confidence that that’s a Ruger
Black Hawk, or whatever you called it, if it wasn’t in fact printed on the body or the
barrel of the gun?”
“From the style of it,” answered Gork, “I’d say it would look like a Ruger. But I
couldn’t specify it was a Black Hawk.”
“But it’s got distinguishing characteristics from other manufactured revolvers that
you’d be able to confidently say, ‘that’s a Ruger’, without reading the markings?”
“Within a good measure of confidence, yes,” answered Gork.
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“What experience have you had with Ruger handguns other than using this
Firearms Reference Table disk from the Canadian Firearms Centre?”
“I have seen many of them in my travels across Canada instructing people in the
use of the Firearms Reference Table, sir.”
“So, you’re teaching the safety course under the auspices of the new Firearms
Act, the course approved by the Canadian Firearms Centre?”
“Yes.”
“And that includes handguns?” asked Fritze.
“No.”
“So, you don’t see any of that kind of firearm in your training?”
“No, I see them quite often in my daily work, though.”
“What? Investigations, prosecutions, that kind of thing?”
“These occasions, yes,” answered Gork, whose confidence may have been
fading along with his voice. The court had to remind him to keep his voice up.
“When was the last investigation that you were involved in in court, say, that you
had reason to be dealing with a Ruger handgun...was an item in question on the
relevant aspect of the trial?”
“I’ve never had one in court.”
“A nine mm Smith & Wesson. That’s a semi-automatic handgun, isn’t it?”
“That’s correct, sir.”
“It’s not a revolver?”
“It’s possible that it may be a revolver.”
“Is it a semi-automatic or revolver? Can you be more specific?”
“Nine mm Smith & Wesson semi-automatic, model 5946. That’s what we (police)
carry...”
“And that’s not a revolver. It’s a different style handgun?”
“It’s a handgun.”
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“Yes, but...a revolver has the revolving cylinder...”
“That’s right.”
“That holds the cartridges, right?”
“That, sir, is referred to as a handgun or a pistol.”
“But a revolver has the cylinders that holds ammunition?”
“That’s correct.”
“And a Smith & Wesson nine mm does not have the cylinder. It has a clip-type thing,
right?”
“Not a clip; a magazine,” answered Gork.
“Oh, all right, a magazine that stacks the bullets one on top of the other and
typically slides up into the handle of the handgun, right?”
“In most, yes.”
“And a .308 that you referred to. That’s a long gun? It’s a rifle, isn’t it?”
“That’s correct, sir.”
“And a Remington 870 shotgun is a long gun?”
“Yes, under the law.”
“Neither of those last two are handguns?”
“No, they’re not.”
“So what are the unique identifying characteristics of a Ruger handgun that you
wouldn’t find on a Smith & Wesson handgun? A revolver?”
“This model in particular?”
“Yes,” answered Fritze.
The deputy judge said, “Since you’ve advised the court it’s not loaded and can’t
be discharged, I don’t have any objection to you...holding it to demonstrate
things for the benefit of Mr. Fritze. And, if it helps, to take it out of the bag again.
I have no objection to that.”
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“Your Honor,” said Fritze, “with the greatest of respect, it’s also for the benefit of
the court.”
Fritze continued his cross-examination. “We discovered a minute ago, a revolver
has a cylinder. That’s the fat part just above the trigger, isn’t it?”
“This is the cylinder.” Gork pointed it out with the Ruger, which was now out of the
plastic bag and being handled with oily hands.
“No matter who makes the handgun that is a revolver style, they have that
cylinder or something like it?”
“It would be a cylinder, yes. Free-revolving cylinder.”
“And different manufacturers manufacture revolvers in different barrel lengths,
right?”
“They certainly do.”
“They make them in different finishes.”
“Yes.”
“They all have certain common characteristics, typically a handle, right?”
“Yes.”
“Trigger? Trigger guard?”
The court reminded the witness to keep his voice up and answer in words.
“Yes,” Gork acknowledged. “They’re common parts to almost all firearms, except
the cylinder.”
“The barrel?” quizzed Fritze.
“Yes.”
“So, what is the distinguishing characteristics of this over, say, a Smith & Wesson
revolver in a similar caliber?”
“Some of the distinguishing characteristics of this is the actual handle itself...”
“Is that an original or a custom handle?”
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“I’d say it would be an original with the Ruger emblem on it.”
“But you’re not sure?”
“I can’t say for certain. I guess that’s why I use the Firearms Reference Table...
This model in particular, some of the defining characteristics of it, however, are
the Super Black Hawk. You can’t see because of the trigger guard covering it.
Here is a wide trigger. It’s also straight gnarling on it so your finger doesn’t slip
off.”
“Nobody else makes triggers like that?”
“Oh, I imagine they do. But this is a very common characteristic for this model.”
“And the handle shape is made for the holder to wrap the hand around it, right?”
“That’s correct, yes.”
“So, what’s different about this handle than any other handle?”
“...just before you answer that,” the deputy judge interjected. “Mr. McWhinnie, do
you have a concern?”
“It seems to me, ma’am,” offered McWhinnie, “we’ve gone rather farther beyond
the original point of this qualification at this point. At some point, it may be in this
trial, depending on whether the court admits any of the exhibits, it may be
relevant, in fact, likely relevant, to get into what classification of firearm,
assuming you accept his evidence it is a firearm and we’ll go beyond that and his
qualifications and his identification and these other things may be relevant. But
at this point, the Crown has simply tendered what the officer has described was a
firearm.
“The court has wanted evidence as to whether or not this officer can go so far as
to say it’s a firearm. I wouldn’t suggest that the evidence in the crossexamination, at this point, should be directed to that particular thing and not, at
this point, a generalized examination of whether or not he can do things beyond
what the court asked the witness to be qualified to do.”
The deputy judge asked Fritze what he had to say in response to McWhinnie’s
concern.
“Fine,” responded Fritze. “I can limit this a little bit.”
“Just for the record, though,” added the deputy judge, “gentlemen, two things.
First, we’re about to embark on, or have already embarked on, a voir dire in
respect to quashing the search warrant. Is that correct?”
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“I think we’re about to, ma’am,” offered McWhinnie. “I just don’t know that that
has happened yet.”
“All right,” acknowledged the deputy judge. “Secondly, no matter what the result
of that application is, presumably in the course of these proceedings, the Crown
will wish to present to the court the objects which were seized at the residence of
Mr. Carlos. Is that correct?”
“Yes,” responded McWhinnie.
“All right,” continued the deputy judge. “And presumably, this officer will be
called on to provide them as exhibits to the court and identify them to some
extent based on what is listed in the search warrant. Is that right?”
“Yes, ma’am,” answered McWhinnie.
“All right,” continued the deputy judge. “It seems to me, therefore, that it might
shorten the proceedings eventually, even though it may seem to be elongating
them now, to have these issues canvassed by Mr. Fritze with this witness in the
event that a determination with respect to the other items listed in the search
warrant as Magnum Ruger revolvers can be cleared. That was the reason I was
allowing him to proceed as he was.”
“My concern was, ma’am,” advised McWhinnie, “that in regards to who the officer
is that tenders the exhibits, if my friend persuades you the warrant is in some
way defective, we will have gone a great deal afield for no particular purpose. It
seems to me that getting back to what I understand to be the central issue, which
is whether or not the warrant is any good, would advance things.”
“All right, thank you, Mr. McWhinnie,” said the deputy judge. “I agree. We have
gone far afield from that ultimate purpose at this point. Mr. Fritze, I appreciate
there are issues in respect to the firearms themselves. If you could limit your
questions at this point so that we can proceed on to the application which you
wish to make about the warrant itself.”
Fritze agreed, then carried on questioning Gork.
“Constable, you rely on that CD-ROM disk with a number of catalogued firearms
for the purpose of verifying firearms under the new act, right?”
Gork asked for clarification of what Fritze intended by the work “rely”, then
answered. “I also have at my availability our technicians in Ottawa as well.”
“Right,” said Fritze. “That’s not my question. You rely on the disk...to some
extent.”
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“Just hold on,” interjected the deputy judge. “Do you mean, Mr. Fritze, does he
rely on it for the purposes of identifying to this court now whether or not the item
in his hands is a real firearm or an alleged firearm?”
Fritze agreed that was where he was going with the question.
Gork answered, “I’d have to say ‘yes’, Your Honor, yes.”
“In some respects and sometimes to a greater extent, you rely on that disk. You
don’t know every firearm out there, right?”
“No, impossible,” conceded Gork.
“Did you use that disk and look up this handgun on there?”
“I certainly did.”
“When you do an investigation, sir, your training involves taking notes and being
accurate, right?”
“Yes, it is,” answered Gork.
“Because you do lots of investigations.”
“Yes.”
“And you want to be accurate for the court.”
No response.
“And your training involves writing down anything that you think might be
relevant.”
“Yes.”
“Because you don’t want to forget,” said Fritze. “Now, it’s fair to say you didn’t
have any indication in your notes at all that you had the kind of expertise you’re
claiming to have, right?”
“No, sir, I wouldn’t put that in my notes because I have it at home. I don’t know
why I’d want to do that.”
“You’d also agree with me that this disk – the CD-ROM catalogue – it’s not perfect, is
it?”
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“No, it isn’t,” agreed Gork. “No, it’s not.”
The deputy judge interjected, “Again, Mr. Fritze, are we not getting well beyond
the issue before this court now, whether or not the item in his hand is a real or an
alleged firearm.”
“Well,” answered Fritze, “I suppose he’s going to maintain his opinion that it’s a
firearm and ‘that’s were we’re at’.”
“Well, you asked (the previous officer) with respect to replicas. Do you wish to
pursue that line of questioning with this officer? I mean, presumably ‘alleged’
would mean ‘not real’. Would that not be an appropriate question?”
“Well, it’s a question of law, Your Honor,” answered Fritze. “What constitutes a
firearm is a question that only this court, yourself, can determine. We can all
have our opinion.”
“That is, I think getting into an argument,” offered the deputy judge. “I’d like you
to continue your questioning of this officer with respect to the item that is in his
hand, for the purpose of determining whether or not, simply, it can be filed as an
exhibit named as a firearm. Particularly, what he has already described it to be
with the serial number included.”
McWhinnie was given permission to speak. “In terms of solving this immediate
problem, you may want to direct that item bearing the serial number which was
previously read into the record be marked as Exhibit A, for Identification. The
question of whether or not it’s a firearm or a restricted weapon, for that matter, is
a specific allegation in the Information.”
“Yes, it is,” agreed the deputy judge.
“Which has to be dealt with, frankly, outside the voir dire at some later date in the
trial,” offered McWhinnie.
Fritze agreed that to be satisfactory from his client’s point of view.
“I thank you for your assistance, Mr. McWhinnie,” said the deputy judge. “Do you
wish to continue your cross-examination of the officer (Mr. Fritze)?”
“No,” answered Fritze. “I’m content to have it stay on the books for the moment
as Exhibit A for Identification.”
The deputy judge thanked McWhinnie, who wasn’t finished. “Now, ma’am, we’ve
reached the point where, as I said some time ago, if my friend (Fritze) has an
objection, now is the time in the sense that it’s the Crown’s position in a nutshell
that this is a search of dwelling house upon... - it’s up to you to decide – a facially
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valid warrant. If my friend has an objection, he now needs to satisfy you that
there is some reason to inquire into it and then convince you that it’s appropriate
to launch into a voir dire or not.”
“Yes,” said the deputy judge.
“He should be given that opportunity,” added McWhinnie, who seemed to be
taking over the decision-making power which should rest with the deputy judge.
“Are we at that point, Mr. Fritze?” asked Livingstone. “Is that what you’re
requesting the court to do?”
“Yes,” answered Fritze.
Getting To Voir Dire
So far, the court had heard Richard Fritze’s arguments that the court had lost its
jurisdiction, which the judge ruled it had not.
The trial proceeded.
In normal circumstances, an application to quash the search warrant would have
been heard at the outset. If the application was upheld, the whole shebang
would have been finished. There would have been no trial, and the storage
charges would have been relegated to the junk heap.
But this trial was staged in the Yukon where procedural matters were flexible
because of “remoteness”. It also seemed the rules were custom-made as the
Crown moved along.
Only a fool tries to out-judge a judge. Livingstone would later prove she was a
fine judge who knew law and relied on it. But, at the time, the audience was
numb with disbelief. The perception was that Carlos was not getting a fair shake
and that the deputy judge had already decided on a ruling before hearing the
application, notwithstanding that it is highly unusual for a judge to quash a
warrant authorized by another judge, who was assumed to have thoroughly
vetted it.
At one point, the court wouldn’t allow information from the warrant to be used in
Fritze’s defense arguments because it wasn’t part of the charges. Yet it was
unsubstantiated accusations from government bureaucrats who had generated
the warrant from which flowed the firearms storage charges, based on a
wholesale fishing expedition.
The storage infractions arose from the original warrant under “circumstances”
underlying an application under Section 111. Carlos faced criminal charges for
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no other reason than “conduct” – a display of frustration when he and his
livelihood were threatened by condescending bureaucrats and government
regulations. He complained vociferously out loud what everybody else groused
about behind closed doors.
Due to the trial hinging on the deputy judge’s plane ticket back to Ontario, where
she presided in London, Deborah Livingstone had first wanted to hear evidence
from the two police officers in case time expired. If she denied the application to
quash the search warrant, she wanted to go home at least armed with evidence.
The court heard from Cpl. Frank Campbell, both in chief and cross-examination.
Then the court heard from Cst. Wayne Gork, the main investigator, in chief. His
qualifications were questioned in chief and cross-examined.
Before the court proceeded to cross-examination of his testimony, the trial was
interrupted to debate whether or not to hear Fritze’s application.
McWhinnie, who had been offering the deputy judge advice on how procedural
matters were conducted in Yukon courts, was receptive to the voir dire, but very
defensive about the voluminous application which he had clandestinely compiled
for Gork to sign.
The officer had taken the defective document to territorial judge Heino Lilles to
sanction a search warrant with his signature and restrictions. He took care of
these judicial matters within a half hour. Yet, as would be seen in court, many
hours were required for the trial judge to read and digest the 58-page application.
McWhinnie said, “(I)t may be appropriate to exclude Cst. Gork from the
courtroom so that my friend (Fritze) can make whatever attacks or submissions
he needs to make upon the warrant.”
Fritze agreed that was probably prudent, returning a barbed comment: “This is
always an interesting process when I’m from Alberta, you (judge) are from
Ontario, and we’re having a trial in the Yukon.”
The deputy judge reminded him the Criminal Code is the Criminal Code in every
province.
After a brief recess, Fritze commenced to convince the deputy judge of a need
for a voir dire, a French term meaning “to speak the truth”. In context, the
examination of the search warrant was a separate hearing within the trial proper,
and one upon which the court had to rule on as a matter of law alone.
McWhinnie was on the defensive and the deputy judge testy about the
framework Fritze proposed to present as an application to quash the search
warrant.
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Fritze offered, “It’s a bit of a misrepresentation, if not a great misrepresentation,
to the judge (who) signed the warrant and, for other reasons, that the reasonable
and probable grounds weren’t there. It should never have been signed. And
flowing from that, I would ask that the evidence that was obtained would be
excluded under the Charter (of Rights).”
A lengthy discussion ensued among the Legal Three as to what to do and how to
do it. A clean, complete copy of the warrant application was not available for the
deputy judge, who had to read it before the proceeding. A copy had to be
procured some way. The trial coordinator, Iris Warde, was on holidays, and the
senior clerk, Ms. Ogden, couldn’t find it. McWhinnie’s and Fritze’s copies were
marked with hen scratchings.
McWhinnie suggested to Livingstone that perhaps a short adjournment might be
appropriate. “My friend (Fritze) can attend upon the officer, who is waiting
outside, and obtain the information. (He can) ask him any questions he needs to
ask him before we launch into this, in case there’s something he finds out in speaking
to the officer that might cause a problem.”
McWhinnie did concede it was rather unusual to allow the defense lawyer to
speak to the Crown’s witness while he was still in chief. “But it may focus or
shorten the proceedings.”
Fritze latched onto the offer. When court reconvened, a court copy of the
Section 111 application – the copy put before Judge Lilles – had been obtained
for the trial judge to read.
More discussion ensued as to how to proceed. McWhinnie opined, “...and if
you’re satisfied there should be a voir dire, he (Fritze) gets to go first.”
“As I stated at the outset of the trial,” reminded the deputy judge, “there are two
days scheduled for this trial. I know there are witnesses outside who have been
excluded.”
(Note: It was never determined who the excluded witnesses were, unless maybe
Constable Stewart (phonetic) and Hendriks. The civilian witnesses were
supposedly on stand-by at home or their workplaces.)
Livingstone continued, referencing 24(2) of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms,
as mentioned by McWhinnie throughout the discussions regarding the application
to quash the warrant.
The Charter, Section 24 subsection (2), under Enforcement, states: “Where, in
proceedings under subsection (1), a court concludes that evidence was obtained
in a manner that infringed or denied any rights or freedoms guaranteed by this
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Charter, the evidence shall be excluded if it is established that, having regard to
all the circumstances, the admission of it in the proceedings would bring the
administration of justice into disrepute.”
The deputy judge spoke to Fritze. “I appreciate this is an application to quash the
search warrant, and you’ve told me that pursuant to Section 24(2), you would be
asking that any items seized to be excluded if you’re able to convince me with
respect to the reasonableness of the search. Is that right?”
Fritze agreed.
Time was of the essence. “Would it not make sense for you to continue with your
cross-examination of Officer Gork in the trial proper, put to him questions in
relation to your concerns about the sufficiency of the information presented to
Judge Lillies to obtain the warrant?” suggested Livingstone. “Then, at the
conclusion of all the evidence at the trial, make your application, presumably
pursuant to Section 8 of the Charter in relation to the search warrant?”
The suggestion sounded strange but would satisfy her needs since time was a
sneaky devil creeping over the proceedings.
“At least, I would have all the evidence, the trial would be complete, the
witnesses would be called, and then, if you determined you wish to proceed with
your Section 8 issue, it could be done at the conclusion of the evidence.”
Under Legal Rights in the Charter, Section 8 states: “Everyone has the right to be
secure against unreasonable search or seizure.”
(Note: Wouldn’t it be unfair to the defendant to have to pay for a full two-day trial
which, in the end, resulted in a quashed warrant, and hearing evidence was
irrelevant? While the clock ticked on Carlos’ bank account, the clock ticked
against the judge, who had a job to do. So what was it going to be?)
Later in the discussion, Fritze opted decisively for the suggestion put forth by the
deputy judge. He believed if he put Cst. Gork back on the stand “we could kill
two birds with one stone...so to speak.”
Livingstone recognized that in various jurisdictions, it was done differently. “I just
reviewed some Yukon cases (which had McWhinnie’s name attached), and I see
that that procedure has been adopted here in other situations.”
McWhinnie interjected, “If it assists the court, it’s the Crown’s position,
essentially, that it is a faultless warrant, that it’s facially unassailable, that the
information to obtain is sufficient.”
He went on, warning, “And, last but not least, in the event that in voir dire, my
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friend (Fritze) persuades you that I’m wrong on both of those subjects, and you
quash the warrant, I would be calling evidence on the 24(2) question.”
More discussion ensued. McWhinnie said, “Candidly, it’s in the Crown’s
submission skirting very close to nothing more than a fishing expedition.”
(Note: McWhinnie is accusing his opponent of a fishing expedition, which is what
the police were on when raiding Carlos’ home. And two years hence, an Ontario
Court of Appeals would rule these “wholesale fishing expeditions”
unconstitutional.)
The deputy judge hastened to add that she didn’t wish to rush proceedings,
which indeed she was doing because she had a plane to catch, but...
They yammered on.
The lawyers put forth more submissions before the deputy judge made her
determination as to when to hear the Charter issue. Everything hinged on a
plane ticket.
Fritze said he preferred she consider everything at the end of the evidence.
McWhinnie voiced concerns. “How do I know, in a nutshell, ma’am, when to call
on the 24(2) evidence until I know when I even need to call it?”
“Well, we’re in a trial, presumably, Mr. McWhinnie,” the deputy judge advised.
“We’ve started the trial. You were alerted at the outset that there would be a
search warrant issue. But, presumably, when we commenced this trial, you were
prepared to call all of your evidence in relation to the charges before the court.”
McWhinnie went into a long speech. His major concern was the deputy judge
would terminate proceedings and force the Crown to forfeit its case.
Fritze suggested the court indulge the lawyers while they stepped outside for five
minutes. “There may be some possible latitude for fast-tracking some of this.”
“All right,” Livingstone agreed. “I canvassed the court schedule for the rest of the
week. It’s bad. I am to fly out of this jurisdiction at 3:30 on Friday, and there’s
little I can do about that. I don’t have a return date in the Yukon Territory. I have
to arrange those three months in advance.”
She presumed that everyone wanted to try to get the trial over with respect to
Section 86 (storage), and thought that proposing to have all of it done at once,
with the Charter application at the end, would affect that.
“If there’s some assistance that five minutes would provide you, I’ll be delighted
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to do that. I just don’t want to keep forestalling the inevitable this afternoon and
prolong any of the legal determinations.”
Fritze suggested that perhaps the Section 111 (prohibition) did not need to be
heard by Judge Livingstone. “It was out of convenience that happened to be
booked...”
Her major concern was they wouldn’t be able to finish the trial in the available
time. “For your client’s sake, obviously, it’s in his best interest to have the trial
concluded...I presume he’s on release.”
McWhinnie explained that Carlos only had an appearance notice, or a summons.
“I don’t want to leave him in a restricted position,” she said.
When the proceedings reconvened after a five-minute recess, the two lawyers
had not resolved the fast-tracking matter. So, Fritze requested she read the
application, he would make his comments, and invite her to rule as to its
sufficiency.
She noted the exhibits, mistakenly thinking she could speed read them in their
entirety while sitting at the bench. She thought the exhibits only referred to the
two one-page incident reports from Sandra Orban and Julie Nordmann and a
short letter from Carlos. Indeed, there were pertinent exhibits of taped interviews
up to Exhibit O.
She sat at the bench, reading the 13-page overview and Exhibits A, B and C.
“Gentlemen...obviously the remaining exhibits are relevant in that they are
transcripts of audio-taped statements, in most cases, of people mentioned in the
application. Presumably, it would be useful, if not necessary, to have those to
review before I hear your argument, Mr. Fritze.”
A scramble ensued as court people tried to provide the necessary exhibits, D
through O. There were no objections to her reading and returning a photocopy
donated by Cst. Gork rather than for her to use the original copy, which was
presumably in the court registry somewhere. The application was labeled Exhibit
V-1, for voir dire. She went away and read up to Exhibit I before giving up.
Proceedings reconvened. “Gentlemen, I underestimated the amount of material
that was in these exhibits and overestimated my ability to speed-read them.”
This was the application signed off by Judge Lilles within a half hour of when
Gork took the document to the judge’s chambers in the courthouse on February
14. Yet, on July 26, the trial judge realized she couldn’t possibly review the
mammoth document in time extending beyond a half hour. Livingstone said she
realized there was still a relatively large number of exhibits to review and needed
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an evening to tackle it.
“It’s now 4:37 or so...I’d like to be able to read these exhibits to their
completeness tonight, re-review the application, then allow you to provide me
with your argument. I’m proposing, if counsel are available, to start court early
at nine o'clock in order to allow both counsel a good chance to complete this
matter tomorrow.”
Fritze and McWhinnie agreed to be available an hour earlier.
When argument was presented in the morning, the information would be fresh in
her mind, she said. “And all of us will be fresher then in order to continue this
trial.”
Madam Clerk assured that Exhibit A, the .44 Ruger, would be secured in the
vault downstairs. Nobody had wiped down the gun after handling before it was
re-sealed in the plastic bag.
The court was adjourned to the next morning at 9:00 a.m.
What Was The Trial About?
To date, what did the trial have to do with Pauline Drapeau and Jacques Jobin,
Sandra Orban and Steve Howes, Julie Nordmann and Hugh Copland, Tina
Thomas and Leah Richardson?
Nothing.
To date, what did this trial have to do with a permit to carry and Chief Firearms
Officer Dan Otterbein?
Nothing.
To date, what did this trial have to do with the Carloses’ gun collection?
Nothing.
To date, what did this trial have to do about anything?
From the perspective of the observers in the courtroom, this trial seemingly had
nothing to do with nothing, except keeping a bunch of government employees
occupied.
Quashing The Warrant
The trial continued on Thursday, July 27, 2000. An already-packed courtroom
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began to overflow as more friends and supporters of the Carlos family trailed in
to hear defense lawyer Richard Fritze’s arguments to quash the warrant, in which
he had to make legal references to various sections of the Criminal Code of
Canada.
The 58-page application the police had used to obtain a search warrant for
weapons was designated on the front page as Form 1, Section 117.04(1).
Section 117.04(1)
This section of the Criminal Code states:
Where pursuant to an application made by a peace officer
with respect to any person, a justice is satisfied that there
are reasonable grounds to believe that it is not desirable in
the interests of the safety of the person, or of any other
person, for the person to possess any weapon, prohibited
device, ammunition, prohibited ammunition or explosive
substance, the justice may issue a warrant authorizing a
peace officer to search for and seize any such thing, and any
authorization, licence or registration certificate relating to any
such thing, that is held by or in possession of the person.
The first page of text in the warrant application indicated the application was
made in conjunction with an application under Section 111 of the Criminal Code
of Canada for an order prohibiting Allen Michael Carlos from possessing any
firearm, crossbow, prohibited weapon, ammunition, prohibited ammunition or
explosive substance.
The applicant, Cst. Gork, also requested that “pursuant to Section 117.05(1) of
the Criminal Code of Canada, upon filing a Report to Justice that a date be
fixed for a Prohibition hearing under Section 111 of the Criminal Code of
Canada.”
Upon seizure of the firearms the report submitted to Crown counsel, requesting a
firearms prohibition hearing to determine whether Allen Carlos should legally be
permitted to possess firearms, would be dealt with under Section 111.(1) of the
Criminal Code.
Section 111.(1)
This section of the Criminal Code states:
A peace officer, firearms officer or chief firearms officer may
apply to a provincial court judge for an order prohibiting a
person from possessing any firearm, crossbow, prohibited
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weapon, ammunition, prohibited ammunition or explosive
substance, or all such things, where the peace officer,
firearms officer of chief firearms officer believes on
reasonable grounds that it is not desirable in the interests of
the safety of the person against whom the order is sought or
any other persons that the person against whom the order is
sought should possess any such thing.
The applicant, Cst. Gork, specifically mentioned Section 117.05(1), headed in the
Criminal Code as Application for Disposition.
Section 117.05(1)
This section of the Criminal Code states:
Where any thing or document has been seized under
subsection 117.04(1) or (2), the justice who issued the
warrant authorizing seizure or, if no warrant was issued, a
justice who might otherwise have issued a warrant, shall, on
application for an order for the disposition of the thing or
document so seized made by a peace officer within thirty
(30) days after the date of execution of the warrant or of the
seizure without a warrant, as the case may be, fix a date for
the hearing of the application and direct that notice of the
hearing be given to such persons or in such manner as the
justice may specify.
Form 1, under which the application for a search warrant was obtained, is
specifically mentioned in Section 487.(1) of the Criminal Code. But Judge
Livingstone ruled that she would not accept the application as a Section 487, for
it was clearly stated on the front that it was a Section 117.04(1).
Section 487.(1)
This section of the Criminal Code states, in part:
A justice who is satisfied by information on oath in Form 1
that there is reasonable grounds to believe that there is in a
building, receptacle or place (a) anything on or in respect of
which any offence against this Act or any other Act of
Parliament has been or is suspected to have been
committed...
(Note: The whole of Section 487.(1) can be found in
Appendix IV: Sections of the Criminal Code of Canada
Relevant to the Carlos Trilogy.)
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It is obvious from the aforementioned sections of the Criminal Code why a
defendant would need a specialty lawyer to represent his interests in any case
dealing with the complexities of firearms law.
Further, it is very difficult to quash a warrant. But, if ever one needed quashing,
this was it.
Section 8 Of The Charter
The Charter of Rights and Freedoms states that “Everybody has the right to be
secure against unreasonable search or seizure.”
But the Ottawa Liberals repeatedly refused to Charter-proof the blizzard of odious
and tangled legislation pushed through the parliamentary factory. The Liberals
contended that justice would come out in the wash after an individual winds his
way through three to five years of appeals, though the government offered no
funding to help cover the defendant’s costs.
Defense Submission
Fritze submitted that the whole circumstances surrounding the application for the
warrant and the issuance of the search warrant were suspect. The application
was subjected to a great deal of criticism, and he sought a court ruling excluding
the evidence that had tainted the process.
“The evidence that was obtained tends to bring the administration of justice into
disrepute. It shocks community standards. The gallery yesterday was full of
concerned citizens (who) were indeed very shocked as to the proceedings as
they understand them.”
The Charter right provides that a Canadian be secure against unreasonable
search and seizure. Unreasonableness was the ultimate issue and if
“unreasonable” then it is a violation of Section 8 of the Charter.
“The nature of the duty to be performed by the state agent in making the search
and seizure and the purpose of the search and seizure are crucial considerations
in determining the constitutional validity of the search and seizure,” he submitted.
The standards must be the highest and most crucial in a residence or dwelling
house, said Fritze. “A person’s home is his castle.” Strict compliance is required
for a valid entry by the police and for the search and seizure of private property.
Otherwise, he said, trespass is committed.
To Fritze, it appeared the application for a search warrant was dressed up
pursuant to a Form 1, as mentioned in Section 487 of the Code. “We are dealing
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with the highest standard of warrant in the land because it is a dwelling house.”
The court interrupted to rule that the application clearly stated Section 117.04(1)
and the material was not alleging any offense was likely to be committed and did
not require information with respect to an offense likely to have been committed
in the past, at the present, or anticipated in the future. “I don’t accept that this is
a 487 warrant,” the deputy judge ruled. “It is clear, it is not.”
Still, it was misleading, in Fritze’s viewpoint, that it indicated Form 1, which is
specifically mentioned in Section 487. It was also misleading that in conjunction
with the application reference was made to a Section 111 application for a
prohibition order. A Section 111 can go ahead without a warrant, he advised.
Disclosure was lacking. The police didn’t point out to the signatory judge (Lilles)
that even with all the complaints contained within the application that the most
recent was nearly a year old.
Neither did the police point out that Carlos had never had a criminal charge,
much less a conviction, against him.
The police didn’t point out that the search conducted with the Canadian Firearms
Centre was dated November 23, 1999, yet the judge wasn’t ask for his signature
until February 14, 2000.
It was highly unlikely that Judge Lilles paid close attention to Exhibit O that listed
six handguns in Carlos’ possession, when, in fact, he had only five handguns.
One had been reported “Lost or Stolen” and duly recorded long ago by the
police. But Cst. Gork didn’t see fit to make a last minute check to ensure his
information was accurate. Judge Lilles signed him off to go demand a gun that
didn’t exist.
“The application for the warrant has to be squeaky-clean,” Fritze submitted. “And
it falls far short of that. In fact, I would submit that it appears the police officer
wanted to take these guns away without the benefit of a court ruling on the
prohibition hearing.
“His (Gork’s) admissions yesterday on the stand, for example, were that there
was no particular urgency. They had no information that there was anything
necessarily going on illegal at the time that they went over to the house.
“It was based on this investigation that had been going on for a year and a half,
and the most recent complaint was about a year old, and they clearly could have
just brought (forth) their Section 111 application.
“If there was anything to their assertion that there’s a public safety issue, surely
they would have moved a lot sooner than they did. It really looks like a police
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officer just wanted to find a convenient way for them to take away Mr. Carlos’
guns and (would) get around to the prohibition hearing later.”
Fritze went on to point out that Hugh Copland indicated he had known Carlos for
10 years and wasn’t concerned about his behavior in terms of safety. Remarkably,
there were independent civilian witnesses who never talked of guns and “blowing
anybody away”.
When it’s just two fisheries officers and two other government employees out in
the woods, suddenly the allegations are that “Carlos is going to blow them away”.
“This kind of observation could have been one line in the application, just to draw
the attention of it to the judge who was considering the warrant,” suggested
Fritze.
Fritze put forth that the application should have noted that it was completed
lawfully under the terms of the newest Firearms Act for Carlos to have loaned
every one of his handguns and the registration cards to another person who held
the proper class license. There’s no requirement to report the transfer to anyone,
not even the police.
“The day before or the day the police went to the judge, they can’t have known
whether he’s lawfully lent every one of those guns to somebody else,” advised
Fritze. “Yet they’re leading this judicial officer, this judge (Lilles) to believe that
(the guns) will be found in his house.”
There would be absolutely no way that they can support that because, unless
they are mind-readers, they wouldn’t know if Carlos loaned them or took the guns
to a shop to sell,” Fritze said.
“Mr. Carlos could have thrown all (the guns) in the river the day before and was
going to phone the police that morning and report them lost,” Fritze declared.
“They have no way of knowing with any certainty that those guns are going to be
there. Yet (the police) would happily have the judicial officer believe that (the
guns) are there on the basis of a registration that shows the home address but
ignores all other provisions under the new Firearms Act, which allows for lawful
lending. It allows for all kinds of things, some of which existed before under the
old law, some of which are new.”
There has to be a reasonable belief the items the police are looking for will be
there, he said. He submitted that under the provisions of the new Firearms Act,
what the police did was gross deception.
“It’s the kind of thing that upsets the community standards enormously, is my
understanding, just looking around the courtroom.”
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He cited case law that laid out the fact that certain grounds must be covered to
indicate the items specified actually do exist in reality and are not just a figment
of a police officer’s imagination.
One, there have to be facts in the application indicating that items will be found at
the place specified; two, there have to be facts indicating an offense has been
committed; three, there should be facts indicating the items will afford evidence
that the specified offense has been committed; four, there must be grounds
indicating that the place to be searched is indeed the location specified in the
information.
And five, “This can’t be a fishing expedition,” Fritze emphasized.
Whether a 487 warrant or not, the integrity of people’s home have to be
honored. And the police did not point out to the judicial officer that the gun owner
could have done any number of things with the items they wanted to seize.
Neither did the police point out to the judicial officer the immense length of time
lapsed since allegations were made against Carlos until they acted on this
“pressing public safety issue”.
(Note: If the police were concerned about proper and safe storage, and in being
fair to Carlos, why didn’t they set a mutually agreeable time and the police go
check without a warrant, as provided for under the Firearms Act? Was it
necessary to storm his house?)
“With respect to Section 8 of the Charter,” continued Fritze, “minimum standard
on which a judge may grant a search warrant is reasonable and probable
grounds.
“Thus, all statutory provisions must be read as minimally requiring reasonable
and probable grounds before a search warrant may be issued. It may have been
reasonable to think the guns were there. But probable? Can’t be. So, both legs
of that basic test have not been met, weren’t met, couldn’t have been met.”
The audience grew restless when the deputy judge interjected a lead for the
Crown prosecutor to use in his later submissions. “I’m not sure if Mr. McWhinnie
will argue this, but he may well, that in fact the guns were there.”
Fritze responded, “This court, Mr. McWhinnie and that judge (Lilles), on the 14th
of February, had no way of knowing whether Mr. Carlos was in lawful possession
of 35 other handguns, all properly licensed and lawfully held by him in a place
where he could lawfully do that.”
Fritze’s analogy was, “That’s like saying, ‘Well, Mr. Fritze, you’ve come a long way.
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Presumably you have some cash with you.’ We can make that assumption all
day long but perhaps we all got here by credit cards.
“It’s reasonable to believe that we would have cash in our pocket, but it’s not
probable. And both have to be met, reasonable and probable.”
Fritze revisited the Sandra Orban report he mentioned near the opening of his
presentation.
“It states that she advised she had obtained information from an unascertained
source.” Fritze was not insinuating that hearsay wasn’t admissible in the report.
However, when the word “unascertained” was used, something should have
been included from the investigator saying it had not been corroborated to the
police’s satisfaction that it was credible and reliable. The police officer didn’t do
that, advised Fritze.
He cited case law in which an informant need not disclose the name of his
confidential sources inasmuch as their identities are privileged. But the
informant’s means of knowledge and past reliability or veracity of his sources
should be set forth.
Livingstone reminded Fritze again that the warrant was not a 487 but clearly a
117. However, she had no problem with his arguing by way of analogy and
applying case law to relevant parts of his application.
Warrants, advised Fritze, have been issued in courts for hundreds of years. “The
bottom line is the consideration of Section 8 of the Charter.”
He said he was not criticizing the police officer. Perhaps his action was
inadvertent, unawareness of what his real duties are. Neither was Fritze
criticizing the judge who signed off the application for the warrant.
“But, at the same time, we have to do the right thing for Mr. Carlos and
everybody else in this country,” asserted Fritze.
The deputy judge jolted, as though his remark was somehow impertinent.
On page two of the application to obtain the search warrant, the police officer had
listed other items that could lead, or tend to mislead, Judge Lilles into believing
they would be found in the Carlos residence.
Information in paragraph #23 in the preamble noted that the accused had bought
an explosive substance some years before. Carlos was a mineral prospector
with proper authority to buy explosives. But no reasonable or probable grounds
were laid out that he was still in possession of it.
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“...if there’s matches, BIC lighters or natural gas in that house, gasoline in the
car, there’s explosive substances at that house,” said Fritze.
“Even without that, I might concede that it’s reasonable and probable to say that
there’s explosive substances even in this room. It would be the Stone Age if
there were no explosives in a typical house in Canada. That is probably
reasonable and probable because people have matches, they have gasoline in
their cars, they have heating fuels in their homes.
“But the rest of it, (the police officer) had absolutely no basis to indicate that there
would be any other firearms, crossbows, et cetera.”
Fritze submitted it was unconscionable, reckless and misleading, referring to the
material put to Judge Lilles.
Citing case law, Fritze quoted from Ewaschuk’s Criminal Practices and
Procedures in Canada: “An informant has a duty to make full and frank
disclosure to a justice issuing a search warrant...Where the defence is entitled...
challenging the warrant at trial...entitled to raise the inaccuracy of the warrant
due to the material and misleading non-disclosure as relevant to the issue of
reasonableness under Section 8 of the Charter.”
Quoting more case law, Fritze continued: “This officer (Gork) was aware that Mr.
Carlos had at the time a valid and current FAC (Firearms Acquisition Certificate).
Of course, that would be the document that governed all the long guns he had.
Individual licences, even under the old Act, were granted for the handguns.
Presumably, all this information was available to the policeman. If it wasn’t, it
should have been because he’s the guy (who) has better access to it than
anyone, through CPIC and through PIRS system, through FRAS. These are all
the acronyms for the various search and information databases available to the
police in respect to firearms. They have a FIP (Firearms Interest Police). This is
all in place.
“If he didn’t have it, he should have. If he had it and didn’t disclose it to the
judge, then he’s recklessly jeopardizing Mr. Carlos’ rights. The judge was entitled
to know that because, of course, the results of all those searches would show
that Mr. Carlos has had a permit to carry a handgun for about 10 or 20 years in
conjunction with his prospecting in the wilds of the Yukon, for personal protection
against predators. (There was ) never an issue with that. The disclosure, in fact,
shows numerous permits to carry under the old system.
“I would submit that it’s very relevant that the judge know that Mr. Carlos at the
time had no firearms charges pending, never had a conviction for anything, much
less firearms, has never been charged with uttering threats. It’s all relevant, but it
was not all there.”
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Thus ended defense lawyer Richard Fritze’s submissions regarding his
application to quash the warrant.
Crown Submission
Crown prosecutor David McWhinnie was short, dark-haired, and middle-aged.
He took the floor to argue his side of the quashing the warrant debate that was
akin to a teacher-student, question-answer session between him and the judge.
Rather than address her as “Your Honor”, he consistently addressed her as
“ma’am”, which was enunciated in such a way as to grate like fingernails dragged
across a blackboard.
His thoughts with respect to the difference between a Section 487 and a Section
117 warrant are irrelevant here, for the deputy judge had already ruled that the
application was clearly a 117.04(1), and the judge’s opinion is the only one that
counted.
Whichever statute was used for the warranted search, McWhinnie opined the
statute met constitutional scrutiny. There was a big surprise in store for him,
come July 2002, when the Ontario Court of Appeal ruled 117.04 didn’t meet
constitutional integrity. Unfortunately, it would be too late to have an influence on
the Carlos case.
“(The police) are not alleging that they’re searching for evidence of a crime,” he
submitted. “They are searching for weapons because they intend to bring or are
bringing an application under Section 111, according to the requirements of that
particular section.”
The judge interjected with a reminder that just because the wrong form was
used, she didn’t believe the justice (Lilles) would have been confused or misled
by the document. She repeated that she accepted it as a Section 117 warrant.
(Note: It appeared that a number of mistakes had been committed from the day
the witch hunt began and throughout the entire process and were miraculously
forgiven.)
Here, McWhinnie’s argument sounded like he believed the process and courts
were in the business of soothsaying and could predict who is going to commit a
crime. Yet Carlos’ past record spoke for itself.
McWhinnie said, “The court came to the conclusion and the Crown suggests,
quite reasonably, there was evidence upon which they could do so, that for
whatever reason, as yet unknown, Mr. Carlos presented a risk to himself and
others such that it was appropriate to secure his weapons, pending a 111
application.”
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McWhinnie continued, “And, at that time, the merits, the kinds of things my friend
(Fritze) talked about, whether or not ever had problems in the past, if he had had
guns for extended periods of time, whether or not there were other reasons that
might underlie these things, could be reviewed...”
McWhinnie maintained that the individual’s rights to privacy from state interest
was still engaged, albeit the process involved entry to a dwelling house. The
police officer described the things he anticipated would be in the Carlos
residence. Exhibit O, the list of six handguns, he said, was an example of what
Cst. Gork believed likely to be found.
“It isn’t a crime at that point,” submitted McWhinnie. “But it’s a matter being
investigated by the police in the interest of public safety.”
Deputy Judge Started To Coach The Crown Prosecutor
At this point in McWhinnie’s submission, Livingstone started coaching the Crown
prosecutor, much to the horror of observers in the gallery.
“What do you say about Mr. Fritze’s point that, particularly with respect to Exhibit
O, it’s dated in November, that, according to the legislation, Mr. Carlos is not
obligated to have those firearms in that place at all times?” she prodded, perhaps
trying to speed up the proceedings.
“There are other things that could have occurred, and the police officers have
made no check with respect to his registration closer to the date that the
application was presented?”
McWhinnie gave a rambling response. Basically, he said the objective of a
search warrant was to attend a place where it’s reasonable and probable to
suspect a certain thing would be and retrieve the goods.
A second lead came from the bench: “Mr. Fritze also mentioned the concern that
only five out of the six guns, firearms, listed in Exhibit O, were present and
mentioned some concerns that the police had a ‘lost and missing’ registry for one
of the firearms. What’s your recollection or submission with respect to that
point?”
Again, a rambling discourse which boiled down to his saying five of the six
handguns listed in Exhibit O were found. It was a good percentage retrieved in
the haul of what the police expected to find.
“... it is not that each and every item, or every assertion in the information to
obtain, has to be demonstrably true to a certainty...” McWhinnie said. “...the
court’s conclusion can still be, and properly can still be, that it is reasonable
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those things are there.”
When his answer was immediately followed by a third lead from the bench,
observers grew restless in the pews. What’s going on here? they wondered,
stealing quizzical glances at each other.
“The section that is relevant, section 117.04, refers to the desirability, and
obviously that word, or that phrase, has been construed by case law for a period
of time,” the deputy judge began.
“Mr. Fritze didn’t argue with respect to desirability specifically, but he argued,
based on case law such as ‘Concepcion and Richard’, that material should have
been in the information put before the justice (Lilles) about Mr. Carlos’ record, or
lack thereof, his reputation in the community, any prior concerns about firearms
offences. And I gather that when he was presenting that argument to the court,
he was framing it with respect to the desirability issue. What do you say with
respect to that, Mr. McWhinnie?”
He didn’t say much. “This is not a Part 6 warrant where the disclosure
requirements are significantly different and some of the things my friend (Fritze)
adverted to tend to bring in those kinds of test.”
His comment brought forth the next lead from the bench.
“He (Fritze) said he was doing it by analogy, and I accepted that because it is
clear that this is not a section 487 or any other kind of warrant.”
McWhinnie interrupted.
“...at the time the officer is before the court, he is very clearly making an
application under section 117 dealing with desirability,” McWhinnie said.
“(T)hat relates, as the courts have pointed out in other cases, to whether or not
he presents a danger to himself, to others, whether possession by him of
firearms is something which is essentially inimical to the public interest or some
member of the public in a defined and definable way.”
He continued, “There are cases that boil down to things as common,
unfortunately, arguably as simple as heated disputes between neighbors, where
one has firearms and it’s causing concerns for the other. And, as things
escalate, the court referred to it as an almost prophylactic measure in order to
take a risk factor that is the existence of presence of firearms, out of the situation
and to ensure that future unfortunate events don’t happen.”
Livingstone interrupted him to complete her previous thought.
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“Right. But let me just ask you then, on that point, since desirability is a relevant
consideration here, and as you pointed out, previous incidents where someone
has used firearms in a threatening way, been convicted of firearms offences, or
been convicted of any offences involving violence or threats would be a part of
the background? The fact that Mr. Carlos was not, according to Mr. Fritze,
should also have been in the application as well as the information about various
discussions or confirmations with persons.”
McWhinnie submitted that the absence of evidence did not, in and of itself, flaw
the warrant.
“The accused has to meet the burden here of showing that there is some fact or
factor or circumstance which was known to the police or ought to be known to the
police which would materially affect some part of the process...would suggest
both in the preamble where (the police officer) says explicitly, this is made in
conjunction with an application under section 111, and his final paragraph where
he talks about ‘if this warrant is granted’, he’s going to forward material to the
Crown and seek an application under section 111.”
The court interjected with another question.
“Mr. Fritze also suggested that some of the complaints are referred to twice in the
application and that the officer was padding his application. What do you say
about that?” she asked.
McWhinnie, of course, did not view the application for a warrant as “padded”. In
excerpts from some long, wandering sentences, he said that it’s a little unusual,
but, in a case such as “this”, we’re dealing with something which is not a crime.
“A section 111 application deals with the desirability issue, as you’ve indicated.
The police officer does have, in the absence of an immediate issue, somebody in
a house with a gun, threatening someone, something very, very recent. He’s got
to go the extra mile and satisfy the court as to why this particular order should be
granted.”
McWhinnie continued, “(B)ecause implicit in the order is that they’re going to go
into a citizen’s residence, as my friend (Fritze) has pointed out, a dwelling home,
and search for and take away property belonging to someone else, without a
crime having been alleged or prosecution being contemplated.
“It attempts to anticipate the proper concerns that the court should and would
have in a case such as this, one presented with an application like this.”
The court questions McWhinnie again.
“Mr. Fritze also pointed out the addition at number 7 on page 2 of the application
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of the catch-all of any other firearm, crossbow, et cetera, and argues that the
officer would have no reasonable and probable grounds to suspect any of those
things were in the named place. What do you say about that?”
(Note: The judge’s reference to #7, page 2 of the application to obtain a search
warrant, said, following the list of six handguns expected to be found at the
Carlos residence, “Any other firearm, crossbow, prohibited weapon, restricted
weapon, prohibited device, ammunition, prohibited ammunition, explosive
substance, and any documentation related to the ownership of these weapons or
firearms”, which is the reason item #7 has been referred to as a “catch-all”
phrase.)
“Well, some of those things are statutorily required and some of them are
described in Exhibit O,” answered McWhinnie.
“So, to say that he didn’t have grounds, I’d suggest simply isn’t quite accurate.
The explosives thing you dealt with in discussion with my learned friend (Fritze).
There is some evidence that points to him potentially having explosives. For the
officer to infer that a person who owns a firearm may have ammunition is a
reasonable inference.
“I would suggest that’s not inappropriate. That he may own other firearms comes
from the circumstances, and, as Your Honour pointed out, the wording comes
from the statute (s. 111) itself. You are entitled to search for things that might
reasonably relate to the matter, normally in a section 487 warrant, the crime
under investigation. And so the relevance question is usually the most important
one.”
McWhinnie went on to make other comments to support his argument. He
concluded his thought on that particular matter with, “It’s very similar to search
warrants where they say ‘anything else relating to the matter under
investigation’.”
The court asked another question for McWhinnie to answer.
“Mr. Fritze, as he was concluding his submissions, argued that the actions of the
officer were reckless, misleading and unconscionable, and that there were
misstatements and omissions not brought to the attention of the justice (Lilles)
issuing (the search warrant). What do you say about that?” asked Livingstone.
McWhinnie responded with a lengthy dissertation.
“(I)t is common in argument to use strong words. However, in a case such as
this, where the burden is on the defence to establish on a balance of probabilities,
that is with evidence, that these things are the case, and if they were the case,
would certainly lead to the quashing of the warrant. (But) you need some evidence,
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and there is no evidence...that the officer left out anything.”
McWhinnie went on, “If one of the witnesses had a significant criminal record or
harboured a grudge for some unrelated matter against Mr. Carlos, evidence
called by the defendant in support of his application to demonstrate that would
support such an assertion. There isn’t any, and I would suggest that it’s simply
colour added to my friend’s (Fritze’s) argument.”
McWhinnie continued his rambling discourse.
“If there was evidence, if there was reason to believe that (the) policeman, for
some personal reason, (held) malice against Mr. Carlos, malice by some of Mr.
Carlos’ co-workers (sic) or neighbors or something that was known to the officer
that vitiated his reasons for believing the things that are set out in the affidavit,
essentially making a false or an inaccurate affidavit, or acting for some improper
purpose, those would be unconscionable acts.
“But it would seem to me that when you look at what’s set out in the affidavit, the
attendance by the officer over a number of months upon various people, getting
further statements, attending upon the firearms officer and other people who
were set out in the affidavit, and discussing officer safety issues, discussing the
grounds, discussing the various options that they could do, attending...upon a
judge, rather than just simply a JP (Justice of the Peace).
“All of that seems to suggest that the officer at every step of the way is
attempting to do what is permitted, required and authorized by law, trying to act
in a way which, essentially, results in the respecting of Mr. Carlos’ civil rights and
minimizing the intrusion upon them.”
McWhinnie’s argument wasn’t finalized. Nevertheless, the deputy judge had
heard all she wanted to hear from him and shut off any further remarks he may
have had.
“All right, thank you, Mr. McWhinnie,” said Livingstone.
Richard Fritze Had The Last Word
Richard Fritze, who instigated the application to quash the warrant, had the final
word on the matter.
In response to McWhinnie’s argument, Fritze submitted, “Your Honor, my friend
(McWhinnie) began with the approach of first principles. I think that is a good
and valid way to look at this because it is complex.”
He continued with, “There’s lots of case law; there’s lots of consideration for this
court, for the judge (Lilles, who) heard and saw this application in the first place.
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So I would just reiterate that in all the circumstances, the policeman has a duty to
be full, frank and fair with the judge he’s asking to provide a warrant. The
policeman has – he either knew or he ought to have known – that all the relevant
information is needed to be fair to Mr. Carlos, and, in effect, he can mislead the
judge by omission.
“There doesn’t have to be evidence. Leaving out evidence is just as damaging,
and it’s just as wrong.
“I’m not saying there was malice. It could have been an oversight. It could be
malice; it could be any number of things. We don’t know. But what we do know
by first principles is that whatever the reason is, it’s got to be right. The
requirement is reasonable and probable grounds.
“I think we have to expect more than just asking to put the judicial officer in the
shoes of the policeman.
“The policeman: his job is to investigate and assist in prosecution. But in this
circumstance he’s reporting to someone whose job goes far beyond that; whose
job doesn’t include that.
“The job of the judicial officer is to say, ‘Mr. Policeman, I’m relying on you to be
full, frank and fair, because the consequences, if I sign this thing, are some of the
most drastic that can happen to anybody in our country.’
“Nobody needs this kind of treatment if they’re not a criminal or somebody that
strictly can be fit within a provision that Parliament has created.
“The strictness of it is the same for a firearms warrant as it is for a true criminal.
Our law respects people’s homes. (The laws) respect due process, and they
expect the highest standard from the people that ask for warrants. The first
principles are reasonable and probable, and in this circumstance fell far short of
that.”
While Fritze has the last word in the argument, the deputy judge would have the
final say over which counsel emerged victorious.
Court recessed while Deborah Livingstone went away to ponder her decision.
The audience trailed out of the courtroom, clustering in groups inside and outside
the Justice building. Everybody was aghast and immediately started grumbling
and head-shaking over the deputy judge coaching the Crown prosecutor. This
whole show looked hopeless. Each observer had seen the kangaroos jumping
everywhere.
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A Man’s Home Is His Castle
Earlier in his presentation, Fritze had made reference to ‘a man’s home is his
castle’ and in his closing remarks had said ‘our laws respect people’s homes’.
He was right, of course. But had his contention become rhetoric since the
Supreme Court of Canada had actually ruled that ‘even a shack is a castle’ back
in January 1981?
Ruling that a man’s home is his castle and police can’t trifle
with it, the Supreme Court of Canada upheld Tuesday the
jury acquittal of Franz Colet of Prince Rupert (British
Columbia), reported the Canadian Press.
The acquittal had been overturned by the British Columbia
Court of Appeal, which ruled that police power to search
property was inherent in a warrant to seize firearms.
Colet was charged with attempted murder after trying to
drive off RCMP armed with a warrant to seize any firearms
on his property. Colet had become angered when the city of
Prince Rupert decided to “clean up” the property and
demolish his shelter.
Mr. Justice Roland Ritchie ruled that if Parliament wants to
empower police to search premises under warrant to seize
firearms, it must do so expressly in the law.
The justice, supported by six other members of the court,
said it would be dangerous to allow police to invade property
on any pretext.
“This appeal raises the all-important question of whether the
property rights of the individual can be invaded otherwise
than with specific statutory authority,” Ritchie said.
“It is true that Colet’s place of residence was nothing more
than a shack or shelter which no doubt was considered
inappropriate by the city of Prince Rupert, but what is
involved here is the long-standing right of a citizen of this
country to the control and enjoyment of his own property,
including the right to determine who shall and who shall not
be permitted to invade it.”
Ritchie then quoted a judge who said in 1604: “That the
house of every one is to him as his castle and fortress, as
well for him defense against injury and violence, as for his
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repose...”
Ritchie rejected the British Columbia Court of Appeal’s
judgment that the individual’s rights are secondary to those
of the public interest.
Amen, Bruthuh Justice Ritchie!
Fritze’s Application Failed
Deputy Judge Deborah Livingstone ruled on the application to quash the warrant
very quickly.
She resumed her seat on the bench with an answer at 10:45 a.m. on Thursday,
July 27, 2000.
As though she might not be taking this trial seriously, her habits of smiling
sweetly while perkily bobbing her blonde head like a bird from one lawyer to
another and exchanging smiles with the Court Clerk when a ray of sunshine
sliced through the skylight on what otherwise had been a gloomy, gray day, were
irritating to the somber observers.
Livingstone was intelligent and knew her law. She was a tough referee. But she
was also politically astute. And observers in the courtroom wondered if her
decision was pre-determined before going through another charade of a public
forum, as so often happened in Yukonslavia courts, especially when dealing with
firearms and environmental infractions.
Not only should justice be done, justice should manifestly and undoubtedly be
seen to be done. To date, it looked to be falling short on both counts.
Court time and Carlos’ fate hinged on the deputy judge’s plane ticket out of
Whitehorse. Perhaps the time restraint was why she prompted the Crown
prosecutor with leading questions and manipulated the material put forth by
Richard Fritze.
To observers, she did not appear to like this young upstart of a lawyer from
Alberta, who had indeed pushed the envelope a few times and put wrinkles in the
Crown’s plans to roll over his client.
A triangle of police, firearms officer and Crown prosecutor had determined Carlos
shouldn’t own guns. As soon as he was charged, they had expected to make
short work of him. They had expected him to hire a local defense lawyer, none of
whom specialized in the complexities of firearms legislation. They had expected
him to plead guilty, thus blemishing his impeccable name for the rest of his life,
based on nothing more than a bunch of feminists and a few feminist
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sympathizers making unsubstantiated and contradictory accusations against him.
The three musketeers’ plans were thwarted.
Carlos wasn’t guilty of anything except complaining vehemently about what
others were grousing about behind closed doors.
He had dug in his heels tenaciously and hired a lawyer who specialized in
firearms law and the Criminal Code. He didn’t have to worry about Richard Fritze
drinking tea and playing golf with a cabal of Yukon lawyers and judges who
habitually discussed and bargained charges and decisions surreptitiously.
Fritze was there to defend his client the best he knew how, even if it did lead to
miffing the deputy judge now and again. Fritze had his own reputation to uphold.
He was operating in unknown territory. He didn’t know the lay of the land, but
was learning very quickly. It could have been a lonely assignment, except for the
50 or more Carlos supporters who kept packing the gallery every day to watch
Fritze move cleverly from Plan A to Plan B.
Every argument he could have used effectively and had used occasionally in
other jurisdictions where cases were thrown out of court, usually by male judges,
didn’t work North of 60. The public was very much aware that fair and natural
justice did not reign supreme in the Yukon, where justice could be easily
hijacked.
The legal system could carry forth “justice” in an irregular, Yukonslavia fashion
due to too much politicking behind closed doors. The deputy judge, who
normally presided in London, Ontario, seemed bent on upholding the police,
judicial officer and Crown prosecutor for their actions and arguments. Some of
the Yukon cases she had referenced had McWhinnie’s name attached to them.
Also, she would have expected that Judge Lilles would have carried forth his
duties with precision before signing a search warrant. She had to accept the
witnesses’ statements carte blanche, not knowing there were reasons to be
skeptical and not knowing at the time that Judge Lilles hadn’t had time to read
the application. One judge does not like to overrule another judge’s decision in
these type matters. And Livingstone had not mentioned the complaints and
interviews weren’t notarized. Sandra Orban’s wasn’t even signed or dated.
It would be two years almost to the day before an Ontario Court of Appeal ruling
in an unrelated case would prove that Fritze’s arguments regarding Section
117.04(1) did indeed violate an individual’s constitutional rights.
But that was not the trial judge’s opinion in Whitehorse, Yukon, on July 27, 2000.
In fact, she did not believe her court was the proper forum for arguing the
constitutionality of that section of the Code.
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Livingstone commenced to address the court.
“Mr. Fritze, in his argument on behalf of Mr. Carlos, suggested that the warrant
application and the warrant itself was dressed up like a section 487 warrant.
“That comment may be somewhat unfair,” she said.
“Certainly on the front page of the application, under the date, file number and
Criminal Code, the words ‘Form 1’ appear. But underneath in brackets are the
words ‘Section 117.04(1)’.
“That section is stated in the title for the application to obtain the search warrant.
It is referred to in the application material itself and is on the face of the warrant,
which would have been presented in blank form to the presiding judicial officer
(Lilles).
“In my view, therefore, I conclude clearly that the material was not dressed up as
anything other than what it was and that was an application for a warrant
pursuant to section 117.04(1) of the Criminal Code.”
She agreed with Fritze that owners of firearms deserve the same respect from
police and from judicial officers as any other citizens.
“And it seems to me that that is without question and is not an issue here,” she
said. “The point must be emphasized that this is an application before a court in
order to review a search warrant and determine whether or not it should be
quashed.
“That review is, as I’ve stated at the outset, pursuant to a specific section of the
Criminal Code, section 117.04(1). A similar section was in a previous number of
the Criminal Codes over the years in this country. That was section 103. That
section 103 and this section 117 have been specifically created by
Parliament to deal with owners of firearms and firearms themselves.
“This court, this application is not the forum for arguing the constitutionality of that
section. The judge today in this forum is simply to review what happened in
relation to obtaining of the search warrant for Mr. Carlos’ residence and
determine whether or not the judicial officer who executed that warrant was
acting judiciously.”
Here, she had specified what her exact job was: did the judicial officer who
issued the warrant act judiciously?
(Note: This specific part of the ruling did beg a question from lay people,
however. Where can the lawyer for the accused expect to debate constitutionality
if the person doesn’t have the opportunity to argue salient points before the
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court? Does this mean that the accused would have to instigate a special
constitutional challenge? Livingstone’s statement tends to indicate that judges
are all-powerful, not only in their final decisions, but even in determining what
relevant information a lawyer can and cannot present in an effort to win a case.
(Livingstone continually brought up Section 103, which was not mentioned in the
application for a search warrant, nor was it part of Fritze’s argument. When he
was putting forth his arguments about certain sections of the Code, she
introduced Section 103 into the equation insofar as its constitutionality had
already been determined and maybe used that section to obfuscate the issue of
“reasonable and probable” grounds.
(When Fritze had the floor, he had asked with reference to Section 103: “Is that
the warrantless search in certain circumstances section?”
(“No,” Livingstone had answered. “It’s the search exactly similar (sic) to as
authorized by Section 117.04”
(The judicial bugs can come back and say the esoteric gibberish is only meant
for the learned and is not meant to be understood by the lay person, to which
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas would say that law should be
obtainable to every person, regardless of status in life. “...the Court and judges
generally should adopt clear, bright-line rules that, as I like to say to my law
clerks, you can explain to a gas station attendant as easily as to a law professor,”
he said in a lecture in Washington, D.C. on February 13, 2001.)
While the audience was left behind in the dust on several occasions and hoped
Fritze would explain it later, she went on to refer to case law from the Alberta
Court of Appeal. Instead of quoting the case law, she took a one-upmanship
approach. She told Fritze she had considered that particular case law, not only
because it was relevant, but because it was also the jurisdiction from which Fritze
had arrived.
“I thought it would be important for him to know that I have considered his
province’s law,” she said sarcastically, bobbing her head and smiling sweetly.
“Firstly, it is not necessary for the Crown to prove anything,” she continued. “It is
not necessary for the Crown to adduce sufficient evidence to satisfy the
Provincial Judge that there are reasonable grounds for a particular belief.”
She maintained that is a standard considerably lower than proving something as
fact, proving something beyond reasonable doubt. “But, secondly, and more
importantly perhaps, it is a rather nebulous thing that the Crown must prove. It is
desirability.”
That part of her ruling harkened back to Section 117.04 as a catch-all to cover
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anything and everything.
“It is not a specific purpose in possessing a weapon,” she said. “The Crown must
merely show, on an application to a Provincial Judge for a search warrant under
section 103(1), that there is reasonable grounds for believing that it is not
desirable in the interests of the person with respect to whom the warrant is
requested or any other person, that the person should have in his possession the
prohibited items.
“(S)o...to prove that something is not desirable, in my view, is less onerous a
task than to prove a specific purpose, i.e., the purpose for which something is
possessed. In my view, that succinct statement of the obligation of the court is
extremely appropriate here.”
She went on to reference the Section 111 investigation as being specified in the
application. “The police officer who prepared this application was simply setting
the stage.”
In his arguments, Fritze had spoken of grave concerns about the search warrant
being “unconscionable” and the application “misleading” and “reckless”.
The deputy judge’s attitude was that Carlos owned firearms which were
registered to him. The guns were in his dwelling house, and it was the dwelling
house where the search warrant was executed.
The application was pursuant to a section of the Criminal Code which had not
been struck down for being unconstitutional, she advised.
“(It) sets out that if a peace officer is satisfied that it is desirable in the interests of
anyone – not only the owner of the firearm or firearms, but any other person – he
or she should present that information for review. And if a judicial officer is
satisfied that the information does provide a basis for a warrant in accordance
with the section, a warrant should (be) issued.”
In conclusion, she stated, “I am satisfied that the application was not only
properly presented, but, in fact, very carefully presented. I am not satisfied, on
the balance of probabilities, that the judicial officer who reviewed it and executed
the warrant made any error, exceeded his jurisdiction or would have had
anything other than the reasonable and probable grounds to sign the warrant
which was presented to him.”
The application to quash the search warrant of the Carlos residence, dated
February 14, 2000, failed in court on July 27, 2000.
“Thank you, Your Honour,” Fritze acknowledged respectfully, but obviously
disappointed.
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Time to execute Plan C.
Excerpts From Star Article
Star reporter Michael Hale filed an article under the caption Carlos’ Supports
Critical of RCMP on July 27th.
...For the second day in a row, the courtroom was packed
with Carlos’ supporters who have made comments
throughout the proceedings about what they perceive as the
impunity with which the RCMP act when searching residents’
homes.
...Richard Fritze, Carlos’ lawyer, argued the RCMP were
excessively invasive in executing the search warrant, telling
the court a gun owner deserves the same consideration
under the law as any other citizen.
Territorial deputy judge Deborah Livingstone agreed with Fritze’s
assertion, but in her decision to allow the search warrant to
stand, she said proper consideration was provided by the
police in attaining the warrant.
She also noted the section of the Criminal Code under which
the search warrant application was made is one which is
“specifically for firearms owners”.
The judge also cautioned Fritze this trial was not the venue
for arguing the constitutionality of the law.
Livingstone called the warrant under which the guns were
seized “exceptionally thorough”, and then itemized and
dismissed each one of Fritze’s arguments against the
warrant.
Cst. Gork Continued Testifying, In Chief
Prior to the interruption to hear the application to quash the search warrant, the
point in evidence had been reached the previous day where Cst. Gork was
handed items by Cpl. Campbell from Carlos’ gun safe.
The loaded .44 Ruger, now Exhibit A and alleged to be a firearm, was described
by Cst. Gork as a “restricted weapon”, which the officer said he had verified on
July 25, the day before the trial started.
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Then his evidence had been interrupted while the court embarked on a voir dire
concerning the search warrant.
The Gork-McWhinnie team picked up the threads.
Gork referred to the Statutes of Canada, 1995, Chapter 39, entitled An Act
Respecting Firearms and Other Weapons, parliamentary Bill C-68, assented to
December 5, 1995 (which passed Parliament on June 13, 1995).
Gork read the meaning of a “restricted firearm” from the statutes: “A handgun
that is not a prohibited firearm; a firearm that is not a prohibited firearm has a
barrel length less than 470 millimeters (approximately 18.8 inches) in length and
is capable of discharging centrefire ammunition in a semi-automatic manner; a
firearm that is designed or adapted to be fired when reduced to a length of less
than 660 millimeters (approximately 26.4 inches) by folding, telescoping or
otherwise, or a firearm or any other kind that is prescribed to be a restricted
firearm.”
Gork and Cst. Mark London had attended the Grey Mountain Range and
conducted test-firing of the .44 Ruger, as well as the two other firearms in
question, on February 18, 2000. Gork fired two rounds of ammunition that was
alleged to be in the handgun when seized from the safe into a telephone book
from seven meters (approximately 23 feet).
The first abused phone book became Exhibit 3.
Gork read from the Tremeear’s Criminal Code, 2001 Annotated Version. It listed
“firearm” to mean: “A barrelled weapon from which any shot, bullet or other
projectile can be discharged and that is capable of causing serious bodily injury
or death to a person, and includes any frame or receiver of such a barrelled
weapon and anything that can be adapted for use as a firearm.”
Fritze objected.
The court wasn’t gaining anything for the officer to read statutory sections into
the record that he, the counsel and judge were deemed to know already. Gork
was a verifier, submitted Fritze, not an expert witness. Fritze didn’t want the
judge sliding into the assumption that because he was a police officer and came
equipped with some experience that he indeed was an expert.
Gork had measured the barrel length of 191 millimeters (approximately 7.5
inches), he said.
The gun held six cartridges in the cylinder. When found, the gun was loaded with
five centrefire cartridges. On the head stamp of the cartridge, one was marked
“.44 Rem Mag” and the others were marked “Norma .44 Magnum”, he said.
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“The head stamp of the cartridge, or the base, is a silver colour (silver button) in
these,” he explained. “That is your primary explosive which sets off the burning
powder in the cartridge upon ignition.”
The three cartridges and two casings were designated Exhibit 4.
They reached the point in the proceedings where McWhinnie wanted the firearm
designated as Exhibit 5.
Fritze objected.
The deputy judge, trying to move the process along, decided the firearm would
be Exhibit A(5) until Fritze had ample opportunity to cross examine the officer
about its identity.
It also was still a contentious issue if the cartridges fired were truly the ones
loaded in the gun when the .44 Ruger was seized.
McWhinnie asked if Carlos had been present when Gork unloaded the gun. The
officer stated Carlos was standing in the hallway. (Note: This remark was
controverted later by Carlos.)
Gork went through the details.
Livingstone asked Fritze if continuity were an issue.
“Continuity, I would suggest,” answered Fritze, “is only one of the issues that is
going to be before you before the end of the day.”
Gork said the two constables, Stewart (phonetic) and Hendriks, packed the
seized guns into their vehicle and drove to the RCMP detachment. By 11:15 a.m.,
Gork said the search was completed. He and Campbell departed the residence,
too.
Gork prepared a 1625, RCMP jargon indicating a form for recording exhibits. It’s a
method for tracking exhibits at the detachment, once the guns are secured in the locker,
he explained.
Gork and Cst. Brian Edmonds, the chief person in charge of the storeroom,
carried all the exhibits to the locker.
The court was told that also Inspector (John) Grant was the other person allowed
into the room, which was secured with a deadbolt lock. Edmonds and Grant
were the key-keepers. One must be in attendance to keep track of exhibits
moved in and out of the locker.
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Deputy Judge Livingstone Addressed Counsel
As the time neared the lunch break, the witness was asked to stand down and
return at 1:30 p.m.
Then the deputy judge again reminded counsel about time constraints.
“Mr. McWhinnie and Mr. Fritze, as I adverted to when we commenced the trial,
the trial has been scheduled for today and yesterday,” she began. “I have
spoken with the acting trial coordinator. She advises me there is a possibility that
the court can preside on this matter tomorrow morning. And, obviously, as I told
you, that is the end of my term this time here in the Yukon Territory.
“Over the noon recess, I am urging counsel – obviously I can’t order counsel – to
discuss any potential issues which need not be strictly proven, any potential
admissions which might be presented in order to expedite – if I can call it that –
the proceedings.
“I also would like counsel to discuss the number of witnesses who will be
required, based on your mutual understanding of what will or will not be admitted,
so that I can have some idea of the number of days, if more are required, to
complete this matter.
“As I told you, I will speak to the acting trial coordinator to see if we can have
tomorrow morning. But that is all that we can have. I’m prepared to sit a
reasonable day today and to commence, if necessary, at 9:00 a.m. tomorrow
until noon. But that is all we can do in order to complete the matter.
“The estimate provided to the trial coordinator was two days. And as you’ve said,
Mr. Fritze, you were told there might be three available. But two days was
scheduled and two days is what you have. And if the trial cannot be completed
within that time, it will continue with the best that this court can accomplish.
“But that will require me coming back to this jurisdiction, and my schedule in
Ontario is such that it will not be as speedily as it might be if the matter could be
completed now.”
She concluded, “Just to leave that with you over the lunch recess, gentlemen.”
Court Reconvened For Afternoon Session
Over lunch break, Fritze had conferred with Gork and decided continuity wasn’t
an issue, which would shorten the trial by about three witnesses.
The deputy judge was pleased.
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(Note: Again, it was unusual for the defense counsel to talk to a witness while still
in chief. But this trial went beyond the realm of what was orthodox several times
during the course of the trial to expedite proceedings.)
Gork returned to the stand.
The deputy judge advised, due to continuity not being an issue, examination
might take a different tact or twist.
Evidence skipped to Count 3, which contravened section 7(a) of the Storage,
Display and Handling of Firearms by Individuals Regulations; all were contrary to
section 86 of the Criminal Code.
Gork displayed a Freedom Arms revolver with a small barrel, serial number
A44853. Along the right side was engraved Casull’s Improvement
Freedom Arms, Freedom, Wyoming, Patented 22 LR (The LR indicated “long
rifle” under which the hand-sized .22 had been patented.)
The gun was alleged to have been handed to Gork by Campbell from the safe in
a “brown bag”. (Note: He meant a brown carrying case, a pouch.)
“It also was indicated to me to be loaded,” said Gork. “When he handed it to me,
I couldn’t unload it because you have to remove the cylinder to get the cartridges
out of it. I did, however, unload it at the Whitehorse (RCMP) detachment.”
The revolver was in several parts.
He said he had to disassemble the cylinder from the main firearm due to
transportation regulations. He dealt with unloading at the station because the
warrant’s terms stated “non-delay, as efficiently as possible”.
His description to unload was to rotate the spindle that goes through the firearm’s
cylinder. By pulling the hammer to a half-cock position, rearward, the spindle for
the cylinder could be rotated, the spindle removed. The cylinder would come out
from either side.
He described the gun as a “revolver” because it had a cylinder, a barrel, exposed
hammer and a spurless trigger – one that doesn’t project a great distance
beyond the receiver and frame of the firearm.
Gork said he took five .22 long-rifle cartridges from the Freedom Arms revolver.
He produced another phone book with one hole. Chuckling, he said he had fired
twice from seven metres, missing once, not able to attest to his marksmanship.
One shot perforated a phone book which he tendered as Exhibit 6.
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“I’m not sure,” the deputy judge remarked, “if this was the use (for which) phone
books were intended.”
Exhibit 7 was the plastic bag of goods containing five rim-fired cartridges; two
were spent. The cartridges were identified as hollow-points. Embossed on the
ends was the insignia of a hornet, representing the Yellow Jacket brand.
Gork explained the difference between centrefire and rimfire to be the location of
the priming substance inside the cartridge to start the initial propellant in the
cartridge to burn.
On a rim fire, it is along the rim periphery of the head stamp of the cartridge, as
opposed to a centrefire which is located in the primer at the centre of the
cartridge.
His measurements taken from the muzzle to the breech, excluding the cylinder,
was 25 millimetres, or roughly one inch.
McWhinnie didn’t know if the deputy judge would want to apply Chapter 39,
Section 84, Part III of the Firearms Act or the Criminal Code, “which are
comparable”, he said, with respect to defining a “prohibited weapon” as a
handgun that has a barrel equal to or less than 105 millimetres (roughly 4 inches)
in length.
Gork read from the appropriate part of Bill C-68, which resulted in the Firearms
Act assented to December 5, 1995.
The Court Clerk produced a plastic baggie in which to secure the four parts:
Frame, cylinder, cylinder pin (spindle) and brown carrying case.
The parts and pieces of the Freedom Arms .22 revolver were designated as
Exhibit 8.
Fritze interjected to remind the deputy judge that he was not admitting the
bagged parts were a firearm at that point.
Then McWhinnie brought Gork’s attention to Count 1 of the Information – the
document filed with the court by S/Cst. Shipman twice. McWhinnie said it
referred to what was described as a “prohibited” firearm and, in particular, a
loaded Ruger revolver.
(Note: There were two Information documents filed because the police couldn’t
get the charges written properly. It was so confusing as to even throw the deputy
judge off balance, which was a testament that the police didn’t really know what
they were doing. Yet everybody in the so-called Justice department was eager
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and determined to barge ahead and prosecute this case.)
“Actually, in fairness, Mr. McWhinnie,” said Livingstone, “the description is a
restricted firearm and ammunition, to wit, a loaded Ruger revolver is now Count
1...”
McWhinnie interrupted to ask, “Are you referring to Information 864A (amended),
ma’am, which is the one we’re trying, or 864 (which wasn’t being tried)?”
“Oh!” said the deputy judge, recognizing her error. “Sorry, wrong one.”
Discussion turned to focus on the .357 Ruger Magnum found behind the stereo
cabinet.
Gork testified that at 10:59 a.m., while in the Carlos residence, he had inquired as
to where he could find the other pistol (sic) to be accounted for, “or handgun”, he
corrected himself.
Gork said Carlos led him to the living room and pointed to the wooden cabinet.
The officer hadn’t observed any locking device.
He accused Carlos of saying, “I guess I’m in trouble now; you can find it behind
there”, in reference to the Yamaha Natural Sound stereo equipment.
(Note: Carlos testified that he didn’t recall speaking those words but refused to
argue with Gork, who had accused him of a lot of things which weren’t true,
which is how they ended up in court.)
“He (Carlos) did inform me it was loaded and that it was in a bag behind that
component,” said Gork. “I knelt down, opened the doors and put my hand in the
back. I didn’t feel it. I moved the cabinet out slightly, placed my hand in a little
farther and withdrew a Ziploc plastic bag containing a revolver which was
enveloped in a white cloth.”
It had no trigger lock, he said. It was loaded with five centrefire cartridges,
embossed with “.357 Mag Winchester”. Gork said he unloaded the gun in the
living room. Two rounds were fired into another phone book at the Grey
Mountain Range on February 18, 2000, three days after the gun was seized.
Five .357 Magnum cartridges were designated Exhibit 9.
McWhinnie, covering up for Gork’s blooper of calling the gun a “pistol” before
correcting himself, asked, “Do you have that particular item you described as a
handgun with you today, Constable?”
“I have a Ruger revolver with barrel, cylinder, exposed hammer and customized
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finger grip made of wood.” Gork said the serial number was 571-42670.
The subject of trigger locks came up because the Crown wanted to exchange the
officer’s personal trigger locks for those belonging to the court. The court
inquired about trigger locks in general and, specifically, about the .22 gun that
didn’t have one.
Gork explained it was because the styles of those locks brought to court wouldn’t
fit that configuration of firearm (the .22). He said he had removed the cylinder
which rendered the gun inoperable, therefore, legal.
Fritze objected that assumptions were being made in those types of questions
and answers. “I would take issue with the answer that was given to you, based
on the law as we have it now...and perhaps even before.”
“All right,” agreed the deputy judge.
McWhinnie jumped in. “The Crown’s concern at this particular juncture is
whether or not anybody’s potentially going to get hurt handling (the gun) in the
state it now is.”
Gork produced another phone book punctured with two holes alleged to be
inflicted at seven metres (roughly 23 feet) by the .357 Magnum Ruger revolver at
11:20 a.m., February 18, 2000.
The phone book was entered as Exhibit 10.
Gork said he had measured the barrel on July 25, the day before the trial began.
It was 77 millimetres (roughly 3 inches), a length less than 105 millimetres (about
4 inches). Gork, therefore, categorized the firearm as “prohibited”.
Although he had described the .357 initially as a “pistol”, it was now determined
to be a “revolver”. The cylinder was the distinguishing feature, Gork said.
The firearm was tendered as Exhibit 11.
The discussion evolved to the seized paperwork. Gork had a registration
certificate D-334537 for controlled firearms – restricted and prohibited – issued
by RCMP, relating to firearm 80-09733, which pertained to Exhibit 5(A), the .44
Ruger Super Blackhawk.
He also had seized a restricted weapons registration certificate K-078985, issued
to Allen Carlos of 13 Aspen Drive for a Freedom Arms, serial number A44853,
Action R, for revolver, .22 calibre, five shot, 25 millimetre (roughly one inch)
barrel.
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There was a current Firearms Acquisition Certificate, expiry date May 6, 2000,
and included Carlos’ photo, plus an expired FAC (Firearms Acquisition
Certificate) which did not include his photo. As well, there was a certificate for
proof of loss of a firearm.
The FACs and an application were tendered as Exhibit 12.
Another document was issued from the RCMP for the .357 Ruger, restrictedweapons registration certificate L-117245, dated May 5, 1994. It was said to be
associated with a Strum Ruger, model SP-101, serial number 57142670, Action
R (for revolver), Magnum, five shots, barrel length 77 millimeters (approximately
three inches).
Three restricted-weapons registration certificates were designated Exhibit 13.
Gork also had seized a document pertaining to the missing firearm which had
been recorded in the police’s Ottawa database. The RCMP Firearms
Registration Certificate was encoded D-011091 in the name of Allen Carlos for a
Ruger Blackhawk, serial number 102-353, type R (revolver), .357 Magnum, six
shot, six-and-a-half-inch barrel. On the front of the certificate was stamped in
blue ink “Lost, Missing or Stolen”.
The restricted-weapons certificate, stamped “Lost, Missing or Stolen”, and a copy
of the database search was designated as Exhibit 14.
Fritze asked that the exhibit bag not be sealed for now. There was another
outstanding document, the worksheet, which he didn’t have but wanted a copy
of. He also wanted a copy of the printout of Gork’s check of the database.
For some strange reason, McWhinnie had not planned to make the printout of
the list of handguns an exhibit.
“Why not?” questioned Fritze. “It relates to the one stamped ‘Lost, Missing or
Stolen’.”
McWhinnie relented, and the deputy judge ruled to have the printout, listing the
handguns, added to Exhibit 14.
McWhinnie continued with the examination, leading up to the next exhibit.
“There appears to be a significant number of what are described variously as
‘permits to carry’ or ‘permit to possess’ in a place other than the place which he’s
otherwise entitled to possess, relating to what appear to be a variety of firearms
and appearing to relate to Mr. Carlos.”
Gork said he had examined the collection that identified Carlos as well as the
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serial number of the firearm associated with it. There were various signatures
and endorsements and conditions printed or (hand)written on the permits.
The “permits to carry restricted weapons” had been provided to Fritze as
disclosure by the Crown, and McWhinnie proposed the collection be tendered as
Exhibit 15.
However, McWhinnie had neglected to ask Gork if the documents pertained to
the three firearms at issue before the court.
Prompted by the deputy judge, McWhinnie asked the officer. Gork said, by
looking on the reverse, all of the documents related to the revolver in question,
serial number 80-09733.
“Which is the Super Black Hawk?” Livingstone pressed, for clarification.
It was.
Gork testified that a number (not specified) of the items were seized. But not all
of the guns were of issue and, therefore, were not brought to court. The firearms
which were not at issue were in the possession of the RCMP.
While at the residence, Gork said he told Carlos he had to see paperwork to
verify one gun was ‘lost or stolen’. He also testified that he told Carlos before
leaving the residence that he would oil his firearms so they wouldn’t rust.
(Note: Gork related to Carlos during the trial recess that he had oiled his guns.
Perhaps he just likes handling guns or various RCMP members had taken the
short arms and long arms out of the locker for target practice. It was hard to
consider that Gork gave a hoot about taking care of Carlos’ personal property.
Besides, it was the two younger officers, Stewart (phonetic) and Hendriks, who
promised Mrs. Carlos they would care for the guns while they were in custody.)
Gork claimed, on the stand, he hadn’t violated any of Carlos’ civil liberties, but did
relate that Carlos had initially expressed concerns about the search warrant.
The court heard that when Gork left the residence, Carlos stayed behind in his
own home. Later, Gork said he had called and left messages (with whom?) at
the residence for Carlos to call back. In between rotative work shifts and being
off work, he had not received any returned messages on his voice mail.
Gork said he and Cst. Frank Koor (phonetic) went to the Carlos residence on an
unspecified date to serve him notice to appear in court and presented notification
to come to the detachment for fingerprints.
(Note: It was while he as at the door that Carlos had admonished, “You didn’t
have to do that” to which Gork responded, “I have my orders.”)
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Thus ended examination of Cst. Wayne Gork, in chief.
Before cross examination of the witness, the court recessed in order for the
officer to provide the defense lawyer with copies of the worksheet and the
information Gork retrieved from the database.
Cst. Gork Cross-Examined By Richard Fritze
Richard Fritze questioned the witness about the Information documents, of which
there were two.
Gork claimed he discovered the mistake on the first Information (864) and had
put in a request for an amendment (864A) and requested the charges be refiled.
Regardless of charges laid under 86(1) or (2) of the Criminal Code, as far as he
was concerned, they dealt with “store”.
“In use” and “transport” were not an issue for him.
He explained, “I was on leave, sir, when I submitted the prosecutor’s information
sheet. And when we do that in Whitehorse, we submit a request for the
information as well. When I submitted that request, upon my return from leave, I
discovered that one of the Information was faulty when I reviewed it.”
He examined the document to confirm, yes, #99-00864A was the proper
Information being dealt with in court.
Fritze wanted it understood that if he made reference to guns, firearms,
handguns, pistols or revolvers, he was referring to the subjects at hand.
Both Gork and the deputy judge agreed that they understood.
Fritze asked about the .22 semi-automatic, found with the spent cartridge, but
wasn’t one of the items before the court. Fritze was simply trying to establish
how Gork defined the difference between casing and cartridge.
They reverted to the .44 Ruger. Gork said five .44 Magnum cartridges were in the
Ruger revolver that Campbell removed from the safe and Gork unloaded. He
hadn’t detected a safety, he said.
“So, you don’t know if there was a safety on it then or now?” asked Fritze.
Gork agreed that he couldn’t give information as to that point about the .44, nor
did he note a safety for the .357 revolver or the .22 Freedom Arms, which had to
be disassembled. He said he wasn’t an expert nor technician to take things
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apart, so he took the Freedom Arms to the station for disassembling.
Neither had Gork made notes as to whether the next two cartridges to be fired in
the handgun, as he found it, were indeed the two cartridges he had actually testfired at the shooting range.
“So, you were able to fire two out of the five or two out of the six, as the case
may be. (But) you don’t know whether the cartridges that you didn’t fire are live
cartridges or not?”
No, Gork didn’t know.
“So, you would agree with me that the cartridge that was next to be fired in any of
these guns could, in fact, have been a round that was not live?” Fritze asked.
McWhinnie objected on the grounds of speculation.
The deputy judge overruled McWhinnie, allowing Gork to answer.
“That’s why I test-fired them, sir,” answered Gork. “In random selection.”
“You’d agree with me that since you don’t know whether the unfired ones are live
or not, and since you don’t know what order they were in the cylinder or
magazine, that this court has no way of knowing whether or not they are the next
cartridges up in any particular gun, or, in fact, capable of being fired?” asked
Fritze.
Gork agreed with him.
Fritze continued, “When you assert that the guns were ‘loaded’, you would agree
with me, I think, that there be an assumption made that ‘loaded’ with live
ammunition?”
McWhinnie objected on the basis that the regulations, which he believed to be
98-209, specifically defined what “unloaded” meant, and by reverse reasoning,
the court could discern what “loaded” meant. “It is, in this particular case, a
decision of law which is left to you (the judge) and not to the officer. He can
describe what he observed.”
McWhinnie said this information would be included as part of his argument at the
conclusion of evidence to provide assistance to the court.
The deputy judge ruled against Gork answering the question. She told Fritze,
“Certainly this officer is in no position to provide a legal opinion; only his opinion
from what he observed. And I’m not going to allow him to answer a question that
would provide a legal opinion.”
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Fritze argued that would only be assuming McWhinnie’s interpretation of the
regulation to be accurate in the eyes of the court.
Livingstone reminded Fritze sternly that he had her ruling. “You have the answer
to the question. You don’t know whether the unfired ones were live rounds. I’m
not going to allow him to answer the next question you posed to him.”
The focus shifted to the officer’s arrival at the Carlos residence with Campbell
and the two other officers. Gork was close enough to the door to rap with his fist.
He had no idea what was going on inside. Gork estimated a minute to 90
seconds the longest the officers waited before the door was answered.
Fritze noted that his estimate disagreed with his colleague, Campbell, who
estimated the time lapse to be longer.
The deputy judge ruled that Fritze had his estimate, so move on.
Fritze pounced on Gork about the warrant. “So, Constable, you don’t know then
if the particular firearms that you found in the course of your search were always
in that safe for the hours before your arrival, or whether they were just in there
minutes before your arrival, do you?”
He couldn’t elaborate, he said. “The only thing I can say is what I attested to
earlier in the proceedings, (and that) is where the articles were found at the time
the search warrant was executed.”
Gork specified 117.04 of the Criminal Code which allowed for that kind of search.
He claimed to have had supportive evidence from the investigation that
surrounded it.
(Note: The “supportive evidence” to which he referred were the eight interviews
he conducted with witnesses Julie Nordmann, Hugh Copland, Sandra Orban,
Steve Howes, Pauline Drapeau, Jacques Jobin, Tina Thomas and Leah
Richardson.)
Gork agreed with Fritze’s question that the “supportive evidence to an investigation was
the basis for your approaching the judicial officer (Lilles) with a request for a warrant
and citing section 117. No other reason? Not, for example, that there’s a crime going
on?”
But Gork wanted clarification of what he meant by “a crime going on” and
continued his answer until the deputy judge intervened.
“I think the question, Officer Gork,” Livingstone helped out, “is did you have any
other motive to go there other than in pursuance of execution of the search
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warrant?”
Fritze reiterated, “You had no information that there was something going on now
that is a crime, or might be a crime?”
Gork said he had no knowledge of a crime. “He (Carlos) didn’t know there was a
search warrant at that time,” conceded Gork, who also added that Carlos was
calm and cooperative and without obligation to come to the detachment nor to
later agree to a meeting at Tim Hortons. What seemed to get Gork’s dander up
was that Carlos was alleged to have said the government had too much influence
over people’s lives. “He was cooperative to agree to a meeting at the coffee
shop but he was quite agitated on the phone with me.”
“No charges for uttering threats were ever pursued from that incident regarding
Cst. Sydney’s investigation, were they?” asked Fritze.
“No, they weren’t,” said Gork, adding, “they were considered, though.”
Fritze noted that the other constable, Sydney, obviously hadn’t found any public
safety concern, as he didn’t proceed with the charges.
The deputy judge didn’t believe it was fair for Fritze to ask Gork to answer for
another officer’s conclusions.
“When you took over this file,” continued Fritze, “there was no limitation on laying
an uttering-threats charge? And you didn’t pursue that, did you?”
“I looked into the matter quite closely on evidence that I was acquiring over the
time period,” said Gork, who had been steered away from laying charges of
uttering threats.
Under more questions, he said the original complaint was received on January 19,
1999. The investigation was a year old to him rather than 18 months, as Fritze
asserted. Gork said he had met with the Crown counsel on December 13,
1999. The last interview conducted prior to that meeting was on November 4
and 5, 1999. (Tina Thomas and Leah Richardson of the firearms office). And it
was around mid-February before he went to the judge (Lilles) asking for the
warrant.
“In spite of all this lengthy investigation, you still considered this urgent?” asked
Fritze.
Gork said he had his concerns.
Fritze asked, incredulously, “Is that the speed you usually move when it is urgent,
and it’s got something to do with firearms?”
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“I won’t comment on speed, sir,” said Gork, “but I will comment on people being
on holidays or in China.”
“On holidays!?” Once again Fritze was incredulous. “Somebody’s holidays are
more important than public safety?”
McWhinnie jumped in to object to the argumentative line of questioning.
The deputy judge asked for Fritze’s opinion about the objection.
“Well, Your Honour,” Fritze said. “He’s asserting to the court under oath that this
is an urgent matter, yet his vacation schedule, or someone’s vacation schedule,
was apparently more important.”
“That’s his answer,” reminded the deputy judge.
Fritze said he would abandon that line of questioning.
The deputy judge suggested he could argue that it was not appropriate for
someone’s vacation schedule to be more important than an urgent safety matter,
if he wished to take that approach.
Fritze had satisfied himself on that subject and chose to move on to how the
search warrant was obtained.
Gork claimed to have written the text for the search warrant himself, and had
Campbell and McWhinnie review the text and structure.
(Note: It may have been Gork’s job as an officer to write the text for the
application, but he was not capable of the huge writing task. He did the
interviews from which McWhinnie wrote the text.)
Gork said he initially called the judge’s chambers prior to 9:45 a.m. on February 14,
2000, looking for a judge who could review the application for the search warrant.
“I was notified by telephone at the Whitehorse RCMP detachment (to come to the
courthouse). I did attend. I was notified also that Judge Heino Lilles would
speak to me.”
Gork had actually taken the application to the judge’s chambers at 9 a.m. Only a
half hour or a little more time elapsed before he received a phone call to re-attend the
courthouse, he said. Judge Lilles supposedly said he had possible concerns
about safety and how Gork planned to execute the warrant.
Gork explained that he thought the best way to proceed was to contact Allen
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Carlos and see if he was receptive to the idea of attending the RCMP
detachment. “I could explain to him the nature of the warrant in a neutral (sic)
setting and solicit his cooperation.”
(Note: Where did Gork come up with the idea that the Whitehorse RCMP
detachment was a “neutral” setting?)
“At the same time,” Fritze wondered, “would have had your colleagues execute
the warrant while Mr. Carlos was at the police station?”
Gork denied that that was part of the plan.
“That would have been the safest thing if you were concerned (about officer
safety), wouldn’t it?” suggested Fritze.
“If he’s at the RCMP detachment, why would it be a concern?” asked Gork.
The deputy judge admonished Gork for asking a question when he was
supposed to be answering them.
Fritze rephrased the question in reference to the police trying to lure Carlos out of
his house. “If safety is a concern, would it not be the safest situation to have Mr.
Carlos out of the house?”
Gork said he thought if Carlos attended the detachment in a neutral (sic)
environment, and he explained the reason why the warrant had been granted,
and it was on mutual (sic) grounds, he could invoke Carlos’ cooperation.
(Note: What was Gork smoking? Where did he come up with the notion that a
police station was a neutral environment or mutual grounds? Why was he so
confident that Carlos would be cooperative? Was Gork, or others, going to rough
him up? Or throw him in a jail cell? Which, based on others’ experience, is what
would have happened.)
But Gork’s answer was, “(If) he was at the RCMP detachment, we could have
taken him with us and executed the warrant.”
(Note: This statement insinuates strongly that the police intended to “force”
Carlos to cooperate; they didn’t plan on wasting time talking.)
But Fritze thought perhaps Gork was merely “speculating”, after the fact.
Fritze backed up, revisiting the time when Gork was in Judge Lilles’ office. Fritze
asked if any questions came up about an unnamed source who was mentioned
early on in Gork’s application.
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Kapowee! The deputy judge, then McWhinnie, intervened sternly.
“Just so I know, Mr. Fritze,” said Livingstone, in a no-nonsense fashion, “we’ve
completed, as I understand, an application to quash the search warrant that has
been argued and ruled upon. I don’t want to preclude your cross-examination.
But I guess I need some idea of why there’s cross-examination about a
paragraph in the application?”
Fritze responded, “Well, Your Honour, I suppose if the ruling in the end is not
favourable for Mr. Carlos, it may be a separate ground of appeal, if nothing else –
your previous decision.”
“I appreciate that my decision may be a ground of appeal,” snapped the deputy
judge. “But haven’t we already gone through that process?”
“I don’t believe this witness was asked that question,” responded Fritze. “The
submissions that were made in that process, this witness was excluded.”
“So?” said the deputy judge. “You want this officer to tell you if he had a
conversation with Judge Lilles about the unascertained source who was
mentioned in one of the paragraphs of the application. Is that right?”
“More or less,” said Fritze. “I wanted to know if specifically Judge Lilles had any
questions about this source.”
McWhinnie intervened.
“I think, ma’am, we’re getting now into the area that you adverted to. It seems to
me that what we’re now seeing is a collateral attack upon the face of the warrant.
We’ve already had a voir dire about the validity of the particular warrant. These
are subjects that could have and should have been canvassed by the applicant in
the voir dire attacking the validity of that warrant. In essence, we’re going over
old ground. And it seems to me that in the absence of something more, the
matter has been dealt with, and it’s time to move on to something else.”
The Deputy Judge Lectured Fritze
The deputy judge accepted McWhinnie’s remarks and spoke to Fritze.
“Mr. Fritze, my concern is...I appreciate you didn’t have evidence from this
officer about the application for the warrant. The court understood that the
material you wished this court to review was the application and the warrant
itself. That was done. Argument was made, reviewed, considered, judgement
was provided. And I agree with you that if you wish, that ruling may be a ground
of an appeal.
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“In my view, however, examining this officer about the application itself is not
appropriate at this juncture. If you wish to ask this officer if there was a
conversation with the issuing justice about anything else other than what he’s
referred to, I will let you ask that question. But I am not going to allow you to
review with this officer material that was relevant on the voir dire. Do you
understand me?” she asked.
Fritze said he understood.
“Thank you,” said the deputy judge, firmly.
“Aside from that,” ventured Fritze boldly, “I would like to just submit that I believe
the right of cross-examination is very broad. And I also understand that if it’s a
collateral question, I have to live with the answer. I’m simply asking – because
there was case law I didn’t read into court this morning – but there is case law I’m
sure the court is aware of, that if the judicial officer who is involved with this has
the right to make that kind of inquiry. And I’m just curious if, in fact, it was made.
It’s a collateral question.”
“As I stated, Mr. Fritze,” repeated the deputy judge, “I will let you ask this officer
whether there was any comment by Judge Lilles about anything in the material
before him other than what this officer has said. And, if there was, we can
consider any further questions you might ask. But I am not going to let you go
through, piece by piece, the application and any concerns you have about it,
which you’ve already raised in the voir dire.”
“Thank you,” Fritze acknowledged.
“You’re welcome.” The deputy judge sounded piqued.
Cross-Examination Continued On A New Path
Fritze checked his notes, gathered his thoughts, then launched into a new line of
questioning.
Gork, in answering, admitted to the court that he had not inquired as to the name
of the young man who was inside the Carlos house, nor did Gork speak to him.
The officer said he didn’t see and hadn’t searched to determine if anybody else
was inside the house, other than Mr. and Mrs. Carlos and the young man.
(Note: The young man was Luke, age 20, the eldest of the three Carlos children.)
Neither had Gork inquired as to whether Mrs. Carlos and/or the son knew
anything about guns and gun safety.
Gork said that before going to the Carlos residence, he wasn’t aware of any
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ammunition and long guns that might be found.
Fritze wanted to know if Gork had any information or reason to believe that a
crime might be happening or any allegation of unsafe firearm use inside that
house.
No, Gork said. He had heard no allegations of factors pertaining to unsafe,
careless or illegal use, storage display or transport.
“As I mentioned earlier, sir,” Gork added, “it was in the peripheral investigation is
why the warrant was initiated.”
They discussed how he accessed the house. He said he put his foot over the
threshold and blocked closure of the door when Mrs. Carlos wanted to go inside
to review the warrant.
When inside, Gork said Mrs. Carlos was initially on the landing, then moved up
the stairs when they were speaking with her. That’s where she was positioned
when her husband appeared from the upper level.
Gork testified that until the door was opened he didn’t know what was going on
inside the house. He hadn’t heard anything when outside, either.
Fritze baited him.
Gork agreed with the question that, yes, “It’s illegal to have a loaded firearm in
the house, isn’t it?”
The officer expanded on The Law According To Gork. “You’re not allowed to
have anything loaded, transported, stored, displayed under the definition of
loaded as per the Firearms Act.” Gork said that included the Carlos residence on
February 15, 2000.
They discussed the necessity to have a live round in the chamber for a firearm to
discharge. Gork agreed. “It either has to be in the barrel or in the cylinder which
is lined up with the barrel?” asked Fritze. Gork agreed again. “And the firing pin,
or you’d have what’s known as a catastrophic failure, probably...” said the officer.
Gork testified that he hadn’t looked directly into the gun storage safe. Campbell
was positioned to his right, Gork said, and was passing him the firearms from the
safe. Gork testified he was to the left of the safe. Although he hadn’t taken a good
look inside, he had seen the shelves in the top area but didn’t look any further than
that.
Campbell, he said, was facilitating removal of the firearms.
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While Gork admitted to being the lead investigator on the file, he didn’t see the
necessity to inspect the inside of the safe. “That’s where they (firearms) were
stored, and we were there to acquire the firearms.”
Gork said the safe was where he found all the firearms seized, except for the one
handgun upstairs. He said the documentation was provided from an upper floor
bedroom (sic).
(Note: Again, it was a bedroom which had been converted to an office.)
“So, aside from those two exceptions – the documentation and the handgun that
was found in the stereo cabinet – everything else was from the safe downstairs?”
asked Fritze.
Gork agreed.
Under further questioning, he said he didn’t know of any literature available for
physical specifications for non-restricted, restricted or prohibited firearms.
He had no knowledge about specifications for firearms-storage safes. All Gork
knew was the safe in question was black with a combination lock and estimated
to be about four-and-a-half feet high and about 24 inches deep with a width of
maybe 20 inches, or more.
Earlier, Gork had given testimony that Carlos was standing in the hallway when
the items were removed from the safe. He didn’t know the distance, only noting
that Carlos wasn’t standing immediately beside him or Campbell. Gork was not
worried. He said Carlos was calm. Besides, Cst. Stewart (phonetic) was
standing off to the side of the recreational-room area.
“So, you knew where Cst. Stewart (phonetic) was, but you didn’t know where the
accused was?” Fritze sounded astonished.
The deputy judge intervened.
“For my clarification, was – from your observation point – Mr. Carlos closer to you
than Cst. Stewart (phonetic)?”
Gork confirmed Livingstone’s question to be true.
Then Fritze asked about the fact that Carlos had to step forward and help Gork
with unloading all the firearms. Gork agreed, specifying the .44 Ruger Super
Blackhawk. “I asked him how to empty it in terms of the ejector rod to force the
cartridge out. He didn’t touch the pistol (sic). I unloaded it. He was standing
there. I asked for instructions, yes. My concern was for safety – having it
loaded – that if I did something wrong, it would discharge...especially a large
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calibre like that.”
(Note: It was determined later that Carlos had indeed touched the gun when
Gork was fumbling the unloading process.)
When Fritze returned to talk about the spent round in the .22 automatic, which
was not an exhibit, the deputy judge interrupted to remind him of relevance.
“The sections we’re dealing with, Your Honour, talk about careless storage,”
offered Fritze, who planned to say something about “the Big Picture”.
“Actually,” the deputy judge said first, “the sections aren’t ‘careless storage’. It’s
without lawful excuse to store in a careless manner. And it relates to three
specific items, none of which is the item you’re referring to now...Well, it may
show that, but he’s not charged in relation to that. I’d like you to deal with items
that are relevant to the charges before the court, please. Just so it’s clear, I hold
that that (one) is not.”
Fritze changed his line of questioning again to talk specifically about the amount
of ammunition seized.
Gork rattled off, “Quantity, 10 .22 calibre Winchester Wildcat cartridges with total
of 98 cartridges, seized from safe in basement.” He also said he had seized a
dozen 12 gauge shotgun shells. “Shotgun shells, quantity, two boxes containing
a total of 10 shotgun shells, double-ought buckshot, three-inch 12 gauge, seized
from safe, as well, sir. And then there was 123 .44 calibre Smith & Wesson
special ammunition.”
Fritze wanted to know if that ammunition would fit the two .44 calibre handguns
seized?
Gork didn’t know. Those cartridges weren’t in the guns. And he did not
ascertain during his investigation whether or not any of the ammunition – those
cartridges listed – were live.
Under questioning, Gork said he had seized an empty casing (discharged
cartridge) from the semi-automatic pistol, the one the court would not allow Fritze
to discuss because it was not an exhibit.
Fritze was adamant that the .22 semi-automatic target pistol loaded with an
empty casing was relevant to the issue because of “careless” or “not careless”.
The deputy judge was just as adamant. “The allegations before the court relates
to three specific items, as I’ve told you. It seems to me the proper defense of Mr.
Carlos should relate to those items, not items that he hasn’t been charged with.”
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She added sternly, overstepping her bounds, “My expectation is he’s paying
you to defend him for what’s before the court, not what’s not before the court.”
Fritze had been pinched and shot back, “I might even be doing this for free.”
Like all women, Livingstone had the last word. “Well, good for you if you are.”
The exchange may have irked or rattled Fritze to the point of losing his train of
thought, and he needed time to settle out.
His request for a ten-minute recess was granted.
Or was this cagey devil initiating Plan C?
Fritze Became Enigmatic
When proceedings reconvened, Fritze advised the court he wasn’t apt to finish
with his cross-examination that Thursday afternoon.
“Something has come up that I just simply wanted to ask a few more questions
and then ask for it to be adjourned until tomorrow,” Fritze requested.
Whatever had come up was unanticipated, he said, and he needed time to check
it out. Well, all’s fair in love, war and defending a client, isn’t it?
“I’d like to have time to look into (the matter), and obviously I can’t do that and
finish cross-examining this man before your 4:45 elevator ride.”
His comment was a barbed reference to the deputy judge’s reminder that not
only did proceedings hinge on her plane ride out of Whitehorse on Friday
afternoon, but the courthouse’s elevators stopped running at 5 p.m. Courtrooms
had to be cleared by then.
Livingstone advised that another judge was coming off sabbatical to take the list
of cases the deputy judge was supposed to have heard on Friday morning.
Livingstone had availed herself to continue the Carlos case for the next morning.
“But, as I advised you, that’s it,” she said.
Fritze told the court he didn’t anticipate the remaining cross-examination to be
lengthy. He advised he may or may not call the accused to the stand.
And McWhinnie advised he didn’t anticipate calling any more Crown witnesses.
The deputy judge then advised she had no objections to written argument
because she was from out of jurisdiction. But she had hoped the matter could be
concluded.
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Fritze didn’t seem to have any intentions of letting the case conclude Friday,
although he assured there would probably be ample time to finish crossexamination of Gork the next day. And, should he call the accused, and knowing
the evidence to be presented, he didn’t anticipate taking long, including the
cross-examination of Carlos by McWhinnie.
That discussion was exhausted.
Fritze Resumed Cross-Examination Of Gork
Fritze resumed cross-examining Gork for the short time left of the court session
on Thursday afternoon.
The officer gave affirmative opinions to a list of Fritze’s questions.
The Super Blackhawk handgun, which was an exhibit, was a single-action
revolver; and single-action meant that in order to discharge a projectile down the
barrel, it had to be manually cocked each time the handler wanted to shoot it.
Cocking was done with an external hammer. It was pulled back with the thumb
or some other means. It locked into position. Then the person squeezed the
trigger to let it fall ahead and strike the cartridge and set it off.
Regardless of how many cartridges were in the cylinder, the person would have
to go through the entire process each time to fire the next round.
The cylinder capacity of the Super Blackhawk was six. The cylinder rotated. If
a person were to take it out, or flip it open, he would see six holes.
“It will hold six cartridges, yes,” Gork answered.
Six holes down the axis of that cylinder that ran from the back to the front. And
that was where the cartridges would be, whether fired or spent.
“Until ejected, yes,” offered Gork. “(Ejection) is manual.”
“You have to either take the cylinder out or flip it open and push them out?”
asked Fritze.
“Use the ejector rod, yes,” said Gork, “in order to push them out.”
The only safe way to leave a handgun that operated like that would be to leave it
with the hammer lined up with one of the empty chambers? suggested Fritze.
“The only safe way to leave it is with no cartridges in the cylinder,” said Gork, who
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continued to provide affirmative answers to the next list of questions.
The gun could only fire the one live cartridge that was lined up with the barrel on
the hammer. If that one space were empty, the gun couldn’t fire when in that
status. If the particular tube through the cylinder that normally holds a cartridge
were empty, and if that empty one was lined up with the barrel, and it’s also lined
up with the hammer, it couldn’t fire if those three elements were in line.
If there were a live cartridge in there and the hammer struck in an appropriate
fashion the gun would fire? If that particular one of six holes through the cylinder
were empty, it couldn’t be discharged? If there was a spent cartridge in there, it
couldn’t be discharged either? And there’s no way the cylinder could accidentally
rotate itself, or be rotated by any external force by accident?
McWhinnie objected.
The Crown prosecutor thought the questioning was getting too close to asking
the officer to provide expert evidence he wasn’t qualified to give.
“I agree,” said the deputy judge. “Mr. Fritze, we have to be careful about the
opinion evidence that you elicit from the witness.”
Fritze circumvented the problem by prefacing the question with “Is it your
understanding that this is how it works?” rather than having Gork give opinion
that might be construed to be eliciting information from an unqualified witness.
Up to this point, and with rephrasing, Gork said his answers would have
remained consistent with answers he had already provided.
To the next question about a cylinder unable to rotate into a position where a live
cartridge would be lined up with the hammer and the barrel, Gork answered, “It is
my understanding that when the hammer is drawn rearward by whatever means,
then the cylinder does rotate.”
Fritze continued. That’s how it is designed? If a hammer were in the forward
position, the cylinder cannot rotate at all, if the gun is functioning properly?
Gork said he didn’t know because he had never tried it.
“Would you agree with me that it represents a safety consideration when a
shooter leaves a handgun like this with the trigger lined up with an empty slot in
that cylinder?” asked Fritze about storing or carrying the gun.
“Through the training I have had over the years and in terms of safety – safe
firearms use – is that it just shouldn’t be loaded,” said Gork.
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(Note: Don’t the police, fisheries officers, conservation officers, military and
security guards all carry their handguns loaded? If the guns aren’t loaded, then
why are they packing sidearms? If they are loaded, is Gork insinuating those
people are acting in an unsafe manner with respect to firearms?)
“But that’s not my question,” countered Fritze.
Oh. He wanted to know if a safe way to carry or store the gun was to leave it
lined up on an empty hole?
Gork agreed. It would be safer than having the gun on an alignment hole in the
cylinder with a live cartridge in it.
The discussion ensued about the empty cylinder on the barrel being a safety
mechanism.
Then Fritze asked, “Are you familiar, sir, with the old policy of the RCMP where
the six-shot revolvers that were standard issue required them to, in fact, carry
and store their service revolvers in the fashion I’m describing – where five
cartridges are in; it’s left lined up with the empty hole?”
No, Gork wasn’t familiar with it. He joined the force in 1996. “I started training,
and I was trained at that time, with a semi-automatic Smith & Wesson pistol, not
a revolver.”
Yes, he admitted to giving non-restricted firearms training under auspices of the
new Canadian Firearms Centre.
The subject turned to the .22 calibre Freedom Arms handgun. It was a singleaction handgun and must be consciously cocked before a cartridge can be
discharged, Fritze suggested.
But Gork couldn’t confirm. A physical block existed in that gun, something like a
transfer bar.
Fritze switched to the .357 found behind the stereo. The handgun has an
external hammer?
Gork explained the gun was a single, double-action – capable of firing both
methods. “It is a double-action,” Gork said.
This revolver held five cartridges. Fritze suggested, in addition to what else one
might do for safety considerations, there existed what was known as a transfer
bar.
Gork was not aware of what a “transfer bar” was, or what it was supposed to do.
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To redeem himself, he said there were numerous names for firearms
components, interchanged between countries extensively, as well as by
companies.
Under more questioning, he said he had heard the term used to describe some
firearm components in that a “transfer bar” was a safety.
Fritze went on to say that no matter what the component was called, a doubleaction like that particular .357 had a physical steel barrier between the hammer
and the cartridge which was effectively the safety.
Gork wouldn’t admit to it, and ended up asking rather than answering the
question about a steel barrier; or was Fritze, he asked, referring to the back of
the receiver group that the firing pin goes through?
“Are you familiar with this particular .357?” asked Fritze.
Gork said he was familiar with the .357 to the extent that he seized and unloaded
it, but not in the sense of being able to flip a safety on or off, because, he said, he
didn’t observe one in his examination of the gun.
“Do you know how this particular handgun would be stored or transported
safely?” asked Fritze.
Gork didn’t know. He asked the deputy judge’s permission to refer to the
Regulations. The deputy judge was concerned about the timeframe before
launching into Gork’s answer.
Fritze assured this was his last question. He agreed with Livingstone’s and
McWhinnie’s suggestions that he could rephrase the question.
Fritze simply asked how Gork would transfer or store the gun.
To Gork’s way of thinking, the safest fashion would be to ensure it was totally
empty – the number one requirement. On transporting, the number two
requirement to him would be to place the gun in a sturdy container and secure
the gun with a locking device, and ensure the container was locked, too.
Fritze tried to quickly canvas how he would use the gun safely in a “temporary”
situation at the firing range, for instance. The gun still has shells in it, but is not
being transported?
The questioning bogged down. Gork didn’t want to answer, other than to say
“follow the instructions of the range officer.”
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McWhinnie objected. He thought the questioning was getting far afield of the
storage issue.
The deputy judge requested that Fritze reconsider his line of questioning in order
to start fresh with cross-examination the next morning at 9:00 a.m.
Did Anybody Ever Say What The Trial Was About?
If Crown prosecutor David McWhinnie thought the questioning was moving far
afield of the storage issue, the observers in the courtroom thought the whole trial
was totally removed from any relevance to Pauline Drapeau and Jacques Jobin,
Sandra Orban and Steve Howes, Julie Nordmann and Hugh Copland, Tina
Thomas and Leah Richardson.
To date, what did this trial have to do with a permit to carry and Chief Firearms
Officer Dan Otterbein?
Nothing.
To date, what did this trial have to do with the Carloses’ gun collection?
Nothing.
To date, what did this trial have to do with anything?
From the perspective of the courtroom observers, this trial seemingly still had
nothing to do with nothing, except to keep a bunch of government employees off
the street. Pogey with a tie.
Third Day Of Trial Opens
Both Cpl. Frank Campbell and Cst. Wayne Gork had testified that it was illegal to
have loaded firearms in the house. Their testimonies may have been given to
sway the court to accept the Crown’s argument, or perhaps their stance was a
blanket police policy.
They deemed the firearm found behind the stereo cabinet to have been “careless
storage”, when, obviously, the .357 had been stuffed out of sight in the heat of
the moment as a way of removing the Ruger from sight of four police officers
coming into the Carlos residence. It was intended as a temporary measure. A
person who kept a loaded gun outside an expensive gun-storage safe for the
extended purpose of self-defense would more logically have kept the gun in the
drawer of a bedside table, and not out in the living room behind a stereo unit that
was difficult to access.
The objective of this trial was for the Crown prosecutor and the police to obtain
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an interpretation from the judge, sitting in a court of criminal law, that under no
circumstances could a loaded gun be kept in a private home and any gun found
without a trigger lock was illegally “stored”, irrespective of the conditions.
The issue between “storage” and “in use” had come down on the back of Allen
Carlos in a peripheral court case brought about by eight police witnesses.
Court proceedings opened at 9:00 o'clock for the half-day session on Friday,
July 28, 2000.
Richard Fritze announced to the court he planned to call Mr. Carlos, his wife
Paula Carlos, as well as a mystery guest, whom he proposed to tender as an
expert witness on the firearms issue.
Deputy Judge Deborah Livingstone again reminded the defense lawyer of time
restrictions.
“We’ll do what we can today. And, if we can’t complete the trial today, we’ll
discuss, at the next recess, arrangements to continue it,” she advised.
Fritze commenced with cross-examination of Cst. Wayne Gork, who remained
under oath from the previous day. Fritze began with a reminder that Carlos was
an individual “grandfathered” with respect to the restricted and prohibited
firearms he owned.
The handguns, which were before the court, were of a “grandfathered” status.
Gork didn’t give a whit. “Grandfathering” was not an issue in his mind with
respect to the firearms law.
Discussion went on to November 23, 1999, the date when Gork inquired with the
Canadian Police Information Centre (CPIC). After the seizure of the firearms
from the Carlos residence, an inquiry was made with the Canadian Firearms
Centre in Miramichi, New Brunswick as pertained to Exhibit O, which listed six
handguns registered in Carlos’ name. The printout had been attached to the
application for a search warrant.
Gork said he had not made an inquiry immediately before executing the warrant
to see if there were additions or subtractions in the information. In his mind, it
was unnecessary to double check because the Canadian Police Information
Centre information was reliable.
He was asked about an inquiry with a data source called Firearms Registration
Administration Section (FRAS).
Gork said, to his knowledge, FRAS had been re-categorized into CPIC. He did
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do a search with the Police Information Retrieval System (PIRS) and another
with the Firearms Interest To Police, or FIP. FIP, he said, provided information to
police officers about individuals who are “of interest” in terms of firearm
possession, where possible threats have been made, acts of violence, court
proceedings are pending, and such things.
(Note: A person’s name can end up in FIP because the police deemed an
individual “aggressive” for throwing a pop can on the ground in an act of disgust.)
The deputy judge didn’t like Fritze’s line of questioning, which was leading to
mistaken facts and wrongful allegations. Livingstone didn’t think Carlos’
character and his act of due diligence were relevant to the charges against him.
Two days – and an additional half day – had been set aside for the case. And
she didn’t want Fritze to waste valuable court time for his broad-brush
examination when she thought the lawyer had already established, through
evidence, that there were no previous convictions in relation to those type
offenses.
Fritze countered that he hadn’t established the two-day time limit through his
legal agent, Leigh Gower, who represented him. The timeframe, he said, was
suggested by the Crown, and Fritze had not disagreed.
“Whatever way you put it, two days were scheduled for the trial,” the deputy
judge rebuked. “Two days (were) provided for you, now a third day – at least a
half day – is being provided. This morning, you advised that not only are you
calling a defence (witness), but an expert witness is being called...
“I am concerned about the time that is being taken up by questions which are not
relevant to the charges before the court. I appreciate the concerns that relate to
Mr. Carlos and the community. But the charges before me are very – it seems to
me – straightforward. And information about his character, et cetera, that you’re
attempting to gain by cross-examining the officer about searches he did before
the warrant was executed, in my view, seems to be extending the crossexamination unduly, for, in my view, a very skeptical purpose.”
More discussion ensued before the deputy judge commanded Fritze again to
defend his client on the charges that were before the court.
Fritze apologized if he was mistaken as to what might constitute part of the
defense of due diligence or mistake of fact.
Fritze asked Gork about the guns being in good order.
Gork would only say he had loaded, fired and removed the spent casings.
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Fritze brought up the matter of Carlos actually having to unload the Super
Blackhawk for him, which the officer denied.
Gork also said under questioning that he had not officially jotted down in his
notebook that Carlos had said, “I guess I’m in trouble now.”
Soon, McWhinnie objected.
The deputy judge relished the objection. “I’m going to cut this off.” She was
edgy about time restrictions. “What his obligation is is to testify, from the best of
his recollection or his notes, what he saw, what he did, what he heard.”
The part about “being in trouble” was not in Gork’s notes and neither was the part
about telling him to remove his hands from his pockets when Carlos came down
the stairs into the foyer of his house.
(Note: Then how could Gork remember such details after such a long time
passed, and having attended other investigations meanwhile, for, during other
parts of his testimony, he had asked permission from the deputy judge to refresh
his memory with his notebook?)
Fritze questioned the officer about using words like “upset” and “agitated” to
describe Mr. and Mrs. Carlos at the doorway. Fritze wanted to know if Gork
found that surprising when four police officers were standing there with a warrant.
McWhinnie objected.
“With respect, ma’am, he (Gork) can be asked whether he was surprised, but
whether he finds it ‘surprising’, essentially, asks him to tender an opinion on
human behaviour. And I’m not sure he can do that.”
(Note: Pot calling the kettle black, maybe? Cst. Gork, David McWhinnie, Dan
Otterbein and Judge Lilles had certainly tendered their opinions on human
behavior in the application for the search warrant with regards to Carlos; none of
them had a license, permit, or degree to practice psychology or psychiatry.
Further, Cst. Gork had pressed his eight witnesses to tender opinions on the
behavior of Carlos, whom they judged to be “emotionally unstable” and a
“madman”.)
Fritze questioned Gork about the Freedom Arms .22 that he had to take to the
police station to open. Then he asked if Carlos had attended as required to give
fingerprints, following receipt of his appearance-in-court notice.
Gork said Carlos had complied on February 21, 2000. Gork also agreed that,
yes, Carlos had been cooperative in the investigation.
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Gork said, no, Carlos had not given him a witness denial as to allegations that
formed part of his exhibits in the application for the warrant.
(Note: Guess why? Gork never asked for a written denial because he didn’t want
Carlos to know the police officer and others had been building a case against him
behind closed doors. But Gork could have had the decency to have attached a
copy of the transcript of his self-defense interview with Gork to the application for
the search warrant.)
Gork thought he had done his utmost duty evidently by attaching the one-page
affidavit to the application. He said he had received the document on April 12,
1999, the day he had inherited the file from Cst. Raymond Sydney, who, Gork
said, had left the employ of the RCMP.
Thus ended Fritze’s cross-examination of Cst. Gork.
McWhinnie had a couple of matters arising. He re-questioned his witness.
Gork explained there are two types of safeties. One is the mechanical; one is
applied. When speaking of mechanical, he said it generally means design
features built into a firearm which will prevent its possible accidental discharge if
dropped.
An applied safety is applied by the user to prevent accidental firing.
Gork said he hadn’t noticed an applied safety on the various firearms in question.
He also said he had done a reference check through FRAS (Firearms
Registration Administration Section), prior to the search of the residence. He
confirmed that one was the November search through CPIC (Canadian Police
Information Centre). He said there was a PIRS (Police Information Retrieval
System) search before search of the residence.
Thus ended McWhinnie’s questions.
The deputy judge thanked the officer, assuring him he was “excused from
testimony”. McWhinnie made an “insider” wise crack about, “I understand the
fish are running in Homer, so I think it would be...”
Livingstone cut him off with, “All right!”
Addressing Gork, she repeated, “Yes, you are relieved from testimony.”
Gork stood down.
Exhibit 5(A), which was an alleged firearm, was upgraded to Exhibit 5 by the
deputy judge.
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Gork’s trigger locks had been replaced with those belonging to the court, and the
Court Clerk had the keys.
Carlos Took The Stand In His Own Defense
The courtroom was packed to overflowing when Allen Carlos was sworn in in
preparation to be examined, in chief, by his lawyer Richard Fritze on Friday
morning, July 28, 2000.
Fritze had earlier indicated to some of his client’s friends that he hadn’t intended
to bring Carlos to the stand, unless he had to. Nobody knew what plans had
been hatched between Fritze and Carlos. But here Carlos was on the stand, and
that was what was important.
The audience’s take was that ‘we may lose the case but at least now we’re going
to hear what REALLY happened.’ You could see invisible antennae sprout from
the heads of observers who wanted to home in on his every word.
It was apparent from the moment Allen Carlos took his oath that deputy judge
Deborah Livingstone liked this man. He was neatly combed and pressed. And
she must have known, or at least surmised, that the flaxen-haired 13-year-old girl
seated in the front row alone behind the Crown prosecutor’s table was Carlos’
daughter. She lined up her cuddly Beanie Baby comfort animals on the railing,
cradling a couple of the plush toys in her lap.
During recesses, she and her dad held hands while talking to clusters of
sympathizers and well-wishers.
Mrs. Carlos had attended court a while the first day with her daughter. But her
job, upstairs mornings in the deputy minister of Justice’s office and afternoons
downstairs in Land Titles, precluded her continuous appearance. Besides, as
soon as she learned she too was going to take the stand, she was not supposed
to hear the proceedings.
Their two sons, Luke and Shane, were out in the field working the family’s Grew
Creek gold property and were not at liberty to attend court, either.
But there were lots of friends and supporters in the courtroom, which didn’t
escape notice of the deputy judge.
As soon as the 58-year-old Carlos stepped into the witness box, the deputy judge
did what she could to make him feel relaxed and comfortable. She gave him the
option of sitting or standing, and a glass of water was placed on the ledge beside
his left hand.
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When addressing the witness to ask a question or confirm a point, the deputy
judge used a soft, friendly tone.
Carlos began by telling the court his education included a year of mechanical
engineering and two years of geology at the University of Saskatchewan.
He had been self-employed as a hardrock mineral prospector for nearly 30 years
in the Yukon Territory.
(Note: He said “self-employed”, not “unemployed” as he had been labeled in the
application for a search warrant.)
A family man, he had been married to the same wife for over 20 years. Their
marriage had produced three children, now ages 20, 18 and 13.
He told the court he had owned firearms of various types since he was about 14
to 16 years old. He had never had an accident or incident involving firearms. He
had no formal training, but had taken safety courses as required by Canadian
law.
His wife’s training with firearms was based on what he had taught her over the
years. Both sons had taken a safety course, and his daughter had not yet. But
the daughter had fired and knew how to use the Annie Oakley Commemorative
Special Edition kid’s-style gun the parents had given her as a gift for her 13th
birthday.
Carlos said he had been granted a number of permits to carry over the years so
he could lawfully have a handgun while prospecting. In the past, the whole
family accompanied him in the wilderness while he had those permits to carry
handguns. He also kept long arms in camp. But the downturn in the economy
had precluded the whole family from going out together for the field season any
more. His wife, as the main provider, stayed in town to work.
Carlos said he preferred long arms in camp, essentially protection from the plenty
of bears around. “It may not occur in a lifetime, but it can. So it’s a precaution.
They can destroy a campsite. They don’t help in any manner.”
Recently he had asked for what was now known as an Authorization To Carry
under the new Firearms Act. As far as he knew, it was the same document as a
Permit To Carry, only dressed up under a different name.
The permit was denied some time around late summer of 1999, he related to the
court. Accompanying the denial was a letter signed by the chief firearms
officer, who stated he considered Carlos a threat to public safety.
What grounds? wondered Carlos, who was very uncomfortable with that letter.
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He retained his local lawyer, Grant Macdonald, who, in his own fashion, went
about asking the chief firearms officer in writing to provide specific instances as
to why he was making such accusations.
At the time, Carlos was not aware of others having made allegations toward him.
There were lengthy periods when the lawyer didn’t receive a response from the
chief firearms officer. Macdonald would write another letter.
The answer to the final letter of inquiry came in the form of the police invading
the Carlos home on February 15, 2000.
Carlos described his high-quality gun-storage cabinet that cost over $2,000 when
purchased some six years before. It had a separate locking compartment within
for ammunition.
“It’s a three-number combination, and as noted earlier in this session, I was
under some stress with those four people standing over me. It’s not easy to
open.”
He described the morning inside the house before the police raid.
The family was in some form of disarray. Earlier in the morning, about 8:40 a.m.,
as determined by others, they had received a phone call from Cst. Gork.
It was very upsetting. (Twelve) days previously, Carlos had spent two hours with him
at the detachment and spoke of the meeting as very, very, very difficult. Gork
had asked him to come down on the pretense of informing him about Carlos’ side
of the story.
“That was not the case at all,” said Carlos, who was not obligated to go. “I was
under very severe grilling.”
Carlos felt very uncomfortable, in fact, even threatened by his physical demeanor
combined with what he was saying. “He started off very, very, nicely. I suppose
that is part of his training. But then, he came on strong. He asked demeaning
questions such as, ‘Do you ever strike your wife?’ Et cetera. ‘You never do that?’”
Gork seemed incredulous that Carlos did not do these violent acts, of which the
officer was accusing him. He was demeaning, condescending, upsetting to
Carlos. His body language was very irritating. “It appears to me that he had his
mind made up before I ever entered (the interrogation room) that I was a bad
fellow.”
On that morning of February 15, 2000, after that phone call, Carlos was not in a
good mood. He had refused to go back to the police station but agreed to meet
with the officer on neutral ground at Tim Hortons at 11:00 o'clock.
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(Note: Gork had expressed a belief in his testimony that “neutral ground” was the
Whitehorse RCMP Detachment, rather than a place outside either person’s
sanctum.)
“My wife was very uncomfortable about the whole situation,” said Carlos. “She
has sometimes a sense of what’s forthcoming.”
She decided to go with him to the meeting.
Carlos was downstairs where, earlier, he had opened the gun safe. He was
thinking about going to the field and had taken out some firearms to inspect.
His wife called out from upstairs. “There’s two vans outside with four fellows!”
Carlos’ first thought was, ‘Oh my God, she was right.’
He quickly threw everything back into the safe, not really thinking clearly under
the circumstance. “But I never had a lot of time. I thought perhaps (the safe)
may be a better place for them than where they were outside. I’m not sure that
was correct. Some of the guns were loaded. But I stuck them back in there,
thinking, well, maybe that’s the best thing I can do at the moment.”
Then he remembered the gun upstairs in his office. “I ran up and quickly put that
firearm behind the cabinet where Cst. Gork later recovered it.”
“That was the .357?” prompted his lawyer, seeking confirmation as to evidence
the court had already heard.
“Mr. Fritze,” admonished the deputy judge, “Mr. McWhinnie hasn’t objected; (but)
you are leading. In this area, where we’re at the scene of the concerns now
before the court, I’d ask you not to lead the witness, please.”
(Note: The deputy judge, of course, didn’t want Fritze to lead the witness.
Livingstone had to have Carlos’ rendition of events that morning in comparison
with testimonies provided by the two Crown witnesses. The only person who
knew exactly what had gone on behind the walls of the house was the witness
now on the stand, and from another angle, Mrs. Carlos.)
Fritze questioned his witness about evidence given by Cst. Gork. “Was that
accurate?” asked the lawyer.
“It’s essentially correct,” responded Carlos, who didn’t recall making the
comment, ‘Now I’m in trouble’. “I don’t deny it. It could be possible. I was under
a lot of stress.”
The .357 had been taken up to his office that morning. He went upstairs to
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retrieve it. “I felt I had a right,” he explained his position. “I was in my own home,
in possession, and when all this occurred I jammed everything in the safe down
there.” Then he ran upstairs and stuck the gun in the handiest spot, behind the
stereo cabinet.
“It may not have been the smart thing to do,” he conceded. “But on the other
hand...you have to consider my situation at the moment. I really wasn’t sure
what to do...let’s put it another way. I felt persecuted and harassed, and that is
an honest feeling.”
The subject switched from his personal procedures for handling, carriage and
storage of firearms.
“I’m familiar with the regulations at the moment,” he began. “In the past, prior to
these written ones, I had no incidents of any kind. I always take precautions.
“In regard to the restricted handgun, which I carried in the bush and had a permit
for over (20) years, I always carried it with a hammer on an empty cylinder. It’s a
safety measure. In essence, that firearm cannot go off accidentally.
“In regard to transport, or whatever, I took what precautions were necessary,
prior, at least, to the new conditions, not to have a theft occur, or whatever.
“The procedure now is that they be unloaded, trigger-locked, in a separate
container, locked, and if the vehicle is unattended, then that container must be in
a locked portion of that vehicle.
“In regards (to storage), all of the different categories of weapons, restricted,
unrestricted, they must be unloaded and placed in a safe, as I have, with the
ammunition in a separate locked container.”
“And do you do that?” asked Fritze.
“Yes,” responded the witness.
“Have you read the regulations under the new Firearms Act?”
“Some,” answered Carlos. “I don’t have the time to read 68 pages of regulations,
and even if I did (have the patience), I’m sure I wouldn’t interpret them correctly.
But I know the essentials of the law.”
Then the subject moved to the types of safeties on the three handguns in the
exhibit.
Carlos spoke about the .44 Ruger Blackhawk, which he had owned for many
years and historically packed in the bush. “(It) has a half-cock measure where
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the hammer cannot touch the firing pin. That is essentially a safety. I take it a
step further and leave an empty cylinder over the barrel,” Carlos explained.
“The safety you’re concerned with...in the bush is you don’t want to blow your
own leg off, or whatever. And, of course, all the other essential safeties, not
point it at anyone.”
Then he told about the .357. “The other firearm is an SP-101 Ruger. It has a
transfer bar, so, in essence, it cannot accidentally discharge by any manner. It
can be fully loaded, even, and it couldn’t do that. So, it would be a safe weapon
to have fully loaded and yet carry on your person in the field.”
The mechanical device works automatically, he added. “There’s no need to do
anything to make it function.”
The lawyer asked, “So, the distinction that Cst. Gork was making earlier about
applied safeties and mechanical safety, which category is it?”
The witness answered, “I would suspect that would be what he would classify as
a mechanical safety. Automatically mechanical.”
“It doesn’t have to be applied?” asked Fritze.
“No,” answered Carlos. He said it is automatic in that it happens.
The deputy judge, who had warmed to the witness, asked for clarification. “Did
you apply the transfer bar, or was the transfer bar part of the mechanism when
you obtained it?”
“It was purchased that way,” Carlos told the deputy judge.
Fritze had continued on with the examination but was reeled in by Livingstone,
who reminded him that the witness had not answered his question in full. Carlos
had to be brought back to the subject of the safety for the little Freedom Arms
short-barrel .22.
“It is essentially a single-action,” he said. “So, the only safety feature is the halfcock position.”
That safety was normal practice, he added. On raid day, the .22 was outside the
gun safe, and the safety feature employed on it.
When Fritze used the terminology “police raid” while questioning, the deputy
judge reminded him the correct characterization would be “attending to execute a
search warrant.”
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“I stand corrected,” he acknowledged respectfully, continuing to slip in the
terminology occasionally.
At one point, the subject turned to Cst. Gork having trouble unloading one of the
handguns.
“That particular handgun had five bullets in it,” Carlos explained. “The Ruger .44
Mag. An empty cylinder was on the barrel. The other officer had passed it on to
Mr. Gork. I was standing right beside him. He stated that I was standing outside
the alcove. That’s not correct.”
In fact, Carlos added, Gork was so close as to almost be breathing down his
neck all the time. Gork was fumbling the gun, and Carlos didn’t like the way he
was handling the hammer and action on it.
“He had it at least pointed in a safe direction,” allowed Carlos. “But I was
uncomfortable. It was really a surreal situation. I reached over, grabbed the
handgun by the barrel, and with my right hand pushed on the rod that would
remove the bullet from the cylinder.
“When I had shown him that, he still continued to fumble. And I asked him (to)
please just hold the gun up, and if you turn the cylinder, (the bullets) pop right
out. That is what happened.”
Carlos then told the court only he and his wife knew the combinations to the safe.
But she usually deferred the opening to her husband to retrieve jewelry because
of the difficult nature of working the three-number combination.
McWhinnie Cross-Examined Carlos
Allen Carlos was as tense and tight-lipped as police officer Campbell had been
on the witness stand earlier. Carlos was highly resentful to have to face
McWhinnie, much less have to answer questions of this man who had been
instrumental in driving him into court unfairly.
The audience was nervous, apprehensive as to whether Carlos could withstand
the hard grilling from the Crown prosecutor, who kept him in the witness box
twice as long as his own lawyer, in chief.
But Carlos was an expert woodsman, who had to think fast and respond properly
under duress. He gave a stellar performance against the cross examiner whose
job it was to twist his words, trip him up, make his testimony look inaccurate.
McWhinnie tried to grind him down, but Carlos stood his ground. He was tense
but unwavering. He was articulate, making every word count. He was to the
point, even managing to get in a few licks of his own about what he thought of
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the local police force.
McWhinnie launched into cross-examination by trying to save face for his
witness, Cst. Gork, who had shown under cross-examination that he wasn’t too
handy around guns.
“Is there any marking on it or any flagging or anything on it that a person not
familiar with that particular model would be alerted to the fact that it’s a singleaction?” asked McWhinnie.
“Anybody at all familiar with firearms recognizes a single-action and how it
operates,” Carlos responded tersely, leaving the impression that he thought
Gork was incompetent.
At one point in this type questioning, Fritze objected.
The deputy judge asked for a repeat. Instead, McWhinnie rephrased the
question that was before the witness.
“I believe you said earlier in your evidence that because of the way he was
handling the gun, and in particular, I think you referred to the hammer. It gave
you concerns, and that’s when you intervened...”
“You could see he wasn’t doing the procedures as he should be,” said Carlos.
“That’s what I wanted to get at, sir,” said McWhinnie. “That’s what made you
nervous (that) it was evident to you from the way he was handling it that there
was some risk of it going off because he didn’t seem to know what he was
doing.”
“Exactly,” agreed Carlos, who didn’t like people mishandling guns, especially
brandishing them, loaded or unloaded. And in his house!
McWhinnie wanted to know how long before Gork started handling this firearm
had Carlos loaded it.
“As I said earlier, I had the safe open that morning. I was just checking a few
things through, and I wanted to see the cylinders. Sometimes corrosion occurs,
and whatever. I had it loaded.”
“Did you load it that morning, or had you stored it in the safe at some other time
loaded?” McWhinnie pressed.
“I always store my weapons as required,” said Carlos.
“Perhaps we could clarify that,” began McWhinnie before interrupted by
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Livingstone.
“I just want to know from that question,” the deputy judge asked Carlos, “had you
loaded those firearms that were in the safe that morning?”
“Yes,” answered Carlos. She thanked him.
The discussion moved on to a transfer bar for the Blackhawk. McWhinnie
wanted to know if there was a recall or optional recall on that particular style to
have a transfer bar installed at a later date?”
“Correct,” agreed Carlos, who hadn’t taken advantage of that particular offer.
Therefore, the gun didn’t have a transfer bar. He said he felt safe with loading
only five rounds in the gun and leaving an empty cylinder on the barrel. Besides,
he didn’t want to alter the firearm since it was of a vintage to have a collector’s
value.
McWhinnie, trying to enforce the idea that guns could not be loaded inside a
home and could only be used for target practice, didn’t – or didn’t want to –
understand that Carlos was a prospector, a field man. He mistakenly thought
Carlos’ earlier references to “going to the field” inferred “shooting field”.
Carlos told the court he wasn’t sure if he were still a paid-up member of the gun
club at the time the police raided his house, for he didn’t usually participate in
gun clubs.
“I thought you said that you had previously held permits which authorized you to
carry this firearm in the field for self-protection,” said McWhinnie. “We’re
referring here to the Ruger Super Black Hawk. But you had applied to renew or
extend that permit the preceding year, and it had been denied? Is it your
evidence that it was your intention to take the firearm into the field despite the
fact you did not have a permit to do so?”
“No, it was not,” said Carlos, who did not expand on the fact that perhaps he still
thought he could obtain the permit.
“Then why were you loading it, sir?” asked McWhinnie, who incorrectly asserted
again it was illegal to have loaded firearms in the house, and later questioned
Carlos as to whether he had a firing range inside his home.
“I like firearms,” said Carlos, who said he found peace with them. “As I
mentioned earlier I was checking the cylinders (to ensure) there was no
corrosion.”
McWhinnie wanted to know if he had loaded the .22 as well, and why?
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“I like firearms,” Carlos reiterated. “In the old days, I used to keep my firearms in
a glass cabinet. The thing is sitting there, a thousand dollars. I can’t do that any
longer. So, once in a while, I like to get in the (gun safe)...”
McWhinnie wanted to know if he loaded the guns before or after Gork had called
to arrange a meeting at Tim Hortons.
It was before the phone call, he answered. He said he had gone downstairs
fairly early, opened the safe but did not recall the sequence in which he had
extracted some of the guns. He obtained ammunition from the separately-locked
cabinet which is inside the safe.
He thought he might have loaded the Ruger (Super Blackhawk) first because it
was a long-time favorite. He may have set the guns on the map cabinet beside
the gun safe.
He testified he had taken a long rifle out, too, and was looking at a few others but
did not load them. He liked to wipe down the stock and barrel to bring out the
shine and luster. One he particularly admired had just received some custom
work. Some of the other firearms were collector’s items, or approaching collector
status. Some were finely-machined and finished; some had considerable
sentimental value, while others had considerable monetary value. He liked to
handle guns; he liked the feel of them. He had a deep-rooted appreciation for
firearms, he said.
“Beyond that, and it may be difficult for some people to understand, but there is a
sense of almost kinship to some of them from the time I was 16 (years old).
There are many memories (associated) with some of them,” he added.
He was questioned about the .22 target pistol, which was not one of his favorites,
and about another .44 Ruger he had bought for his son.
He had touched neither of those two that morning.
The other gun he had taken from the safe and loaded to check for corrosion was
the .357. In the course of events, he had taken that Ruger upstairs to his office
to double-check his personal files with the serial number on the gun.
“There’s been some evidence that a young man was seen around the house at
different times during the events that happened there later that morning,” said
McWhinnie.
Carlos told the court the young man was his son who had worked the night shift
and was in bed.
(Note: It seemed odd that neither Cpl. Campbell nor Cst. Gork bothered to find
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out who the young man was in the house when they raided the house. They
testified they didn’t ask his name, age, nor his relationship to the Carlos family.
Judgments handed down later insinuated that the 20-year-old lad was a
youngster, like a toddler even, and that other little children were present due to
the Carloses having three children. The information was in the transcripts that
the oldest son had worked the night shift and was resting; the daughter and
younger son were in school at the time of the raid. Mrs. Carlos had expressed
concern that the children would be coming home for lunch soon and be
traumatized to unexpectedly stumble upon this scene in their own home.)
McWhinnie was having trouble understanding – or didn’t want to understand –
that Carlos’ office was a converted bedroom; not a bona fide bedroom used as
such as was misconstrued by Whitehorse Star reporter Michael Hale, who
incorrectly wrote in a July 26 article: “... Carlos went upstairs with another officer
to find a weapon apparently kept by the bed.”
Carlos explained, “As you go up the stairs, you would make a left and go down a
hallway. There’s our master bedroom and across from it, in turn, is my office.”
He went on to describe the little alcove downstairs, where the gun safe and map
cabinet were located, was about two-thirds of the way toward the opposite end of
the house.
McWhinnie had reason not to want to understand that Carlos was fastidious, a
perfectionist, who kept his own records for personal reasons.
“What numbers were you going to check?” asked McWhinnie.
“I wanted to check the serial numbers on (the .357) in reference to my files. I had
a separate sheet there where I had all the records.”
“(T)his office, is it what would have been another bedroom in the house that you
use as an office?” asked McWhinnie.
“It’s a converted bedroom, yes,” answered Carlos.
“And that’s where you kept your FAC (Firearms Acquisition Certificate) and your
permits to carry and all that sort of thing related to...?” he asked.
“And all my work data, and so on,” offered the witness. “My texts and books and
records and maps and...”
“I was thinking specifically of...the paperwork, if you will, relating to your
firearms,” said McWhinnie.
“Yes, it was in my file under firearms,” Carlos said.
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He agreed with McWhinnie’s understanding that he was just going to compare
the serial number that was physically recorded on the firearm with the
paperwork.
McWhinnie requested the number of the requisition certificate tendered as
Exhibit 13 from the Court Clerk. “So, it would be documents similar to this that
you would be checking? Is that correct?”
“No,” answered Carlos. “I wasn’t looking at those documents. I was looking at
the serial number and a reference that I had on a separate sheet of my own
making.”
“Oh, I see,” said McWhinnie, who asked if he needed to have his gun loaded to
verify data he had previously recorded.
“None of them had to be loaded for any process at that point,” retorted Carlos.
On that note, a recess was called.
Carlos’ Testimony Interrupted Momentarily
Court recessed for 10 minutes to give everybody time to stretch, gather their
thoughts, inhale some fresh air and cigarette smoke, go pee, and give
opportunity to stragglers to join the already-packed courtroom without disrupting
proceedings. Word had circulated that Carlos had taken the stand in his own
defense, and more friends were filtering in to get the genuine scoop.
When court reconvened, the discussion revolved around ammunition.
Carlos didn’t do reloading but rather purchased cartridges commercially. While
he would expect the cartridges to fire, some do misfire occasionally. But he
certainly hoped they would fire when he needed them.
(Note: Defense lawyer Fritze had rightly questioned the officers about this very
subject. Were those indeed the same respective cartridges form Carlos’ guns
and later test-fired by officers at the firing range to ensure the guns they seized
were not replicas. All they tendered as exhibits to the court were a number of
hole-riddled, plastic-wrapped phone books. Was that indeed proof that these
holes were made by firing the actual bullets from Carlos’ guns found in his
home?)
Discussion returned to the nickel-plated .357 Ruger. Yes, Carlos had a holster
for it. But he couldn’t use it because the gun couldn’t be taken into the bush.
Since his acquisition of the firearm, the .357 had been designated a “prohibited
weapon”. So, he could do little more than admire it as a collector’s relic.
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“As I understand it,” said McWhinnie, “you’ve owned those firearms for a while,
such that you have certain rights, as you understand it, to keep them,
notwithstanding that I, for example, couldn’t go in and buy one like it?”
Carlos agreed.
“So, for the purpose of this trial, the difference between ‘prohibited’ and
‘restricted’ is simply what they would be classified as for the various laws as you
understand them?” McWhinnie queried.
“It’s essentially a bureaucratic thing,” Carlos shot back.
(Note: The reader will recall that the police did not know the difference between
“prohibited” and “restricted” weapons when laying charges. The Information
document listing the three firearms and infractions had to be amended,
resubmitted to the court and re-sworn by a second Justice of the Peace. There
were then two Information documents with which to contend before the trial
commenced and created confusion as the trial proceeded.)
McWhinnie pressed on.
“(B)ecause it’s ‘prohibited’, you can’t get permits or can’t always take it to places
that you might otherwise or might have been able to before?” asked McWhinnie.
Carlos wasn’t sure. “It’s difficult enough with a ‘restricted’ (firearm). I don’t know if
you could get one for ‘prohibited’,” Carlos said.
(Note: McWhinnie’s questions on this subject seemed innocuous until the Crown
prosecutor initiated a threatening phone call to Jane Gaffin about 10 days
later. During the conversation, he admitted he was a gun-owner and alluded to
being a gun collector, which explains a bunch of stuff shrouding the Carlos case.)
The discussion moved to the phone call from Gork.
Mrs. Carlos took the call upstairs, recognized the voice and told her husband
downstairs: “It’s him again.” He took the downstairs phone; she stayed on the
phone upstairs.
“So, you answered the phone,” McWhinnie stated. “Do you recognize the voice
of Cst. Gork?”
“Yes, it’s a very, very notable voice, and it’s a very upsetting voice.” Simply
talking about Gork brought out resentment in Carlos.
“Identifies himself...” said McWhinnie. “Tells you he would like you to come down
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and meet with him at the detachment?”
“Yes, in a very sweet manner,” recalled Carlos.
“He wasn’t being confrontational at that point?” asked McWhinnie.
“No,” answered Carlos. “He has his ways about him.”
“Given your earlier experience, you were somewhat wary of going down to the
detachment again?” asked McWhinnie.
“It was very frightening the first time,” recalled Carlos, who refused to go to the
station again and was under no obligation to do so.
“Gork had indicated he had a ‘couple of questions’,” said Carlos. He obviously
wasn’t going to ask them over the phone, but wanted to meet in person.
(Note: As later learned, Gork was going to present Carlos with the Valentine’s
Day search warrant, signed with love from Gork and Judge Heino Lilles the
previous day.)
Carlos wanted to cooperate to some degree, knowing the police could really turn
up the heat under him. He said he had agreed to meet at Tim Hortons.
“I take it you told him how you felt?” asked McWhinnie.
“I told him quite strongly how I felt,” said Carlos.
The discussion shifted to the household becoming unsettled following the phone
call. Shortly afterwards, Mrs. Carlos called out there were four men out there in
two vans. “I guessed the terrible thing was just about to happen,” Carlos added.
“Well,” said McWhinnie, who wanted Carlos to make a believer out of him and
clarify what he meant by “terrible thing”.
“No one should ever underestimate the trauma of a house invasion,” he
emphasized.
“Well,” repeated McWhinnie, “I don’t want to minimize your feelings, sir. But I
want to explore the reasons you felt (that way) and what exactly was going
through your mind. You’ve referred to a ‘terrible thing’ was about to happen. Did
you have an idea in your mind as to who these people were?”
Carlos, who hadn’t bothered to look out the window to see the men outside,
answered, “My wife was probably less naïve than I. I believed I still lived in the
Canada that I was born into. But she felt that there was something ominous
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about to happen...after the call (she had said) ‘there’s something going on
here’.”
Carlos knew the men weren’t robbers of the common variety. Besides, he said
he wasn’t afraid of robbers, anyway.
“If I have any concern, it’s probably some of these drug-crazed kids who are
allowed on the street more often now than ever before. But, beyond that, I was
quite certain it was what I dreaded. It was the police.”
He wasn’t sure, he said, if he thought they were there to take his guns or make
an arrest, or whatever. But they were there for some underhanded, conniving,
no-good reason that made him nervous.
“Up to that time, I didn’t feel they were ever going to do it,” he continued with regard to
other incidents he had discussed with other police officers, specifically Cst. Sydney, who
had promised the whole affair had been put to bed. Like I said earlier, I thought I still live
in the Canada I was born into.”
The discussion evolved into what actions Carlos was taking behind closed doors
to put his guns out of sight.
The two rifles had been returned to the safe, he said. He threw the handguns
onto a shelf, closed the safe door and spun the dial. Then he remembered his
.357 upstairs in his office, and, in trying to quickly find a place, shoved it behind
the stereo component.
“I take it,” said McWhinnie, “that your thinking hasn’t changed in terms of who
these people are that are coming. They’re not robbers, they’re not people meant
to do violence to you. It’s the police. That’s what’s in your mind, right?”
“They’re not my police,” snapped Carlos. “They haven’t been for some time.”
“No, I didn’t say ‘your police’,” said McWhinnie. “’The police’.”
“I have my feelings about ‘the’ police,” said Carlos sternly, getting in another lick
for the record that left no doubt that he felt persecuted and harassed. His
feelings about the robbers, who had legal license to plunder his property, was
absorbed silently by the deputy judge.
McWhinnie, who was trying to prove the gun had been placed behind the stereo
before the police arrived that morning, questioned him about his intentions when
seeking a hiding place.
“To make it more difficult for the police to find?” McWhinnie asked.
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“I wasn’t thinking that clearly,” said Carlos. “I’m not sure myself just why I did
that. I’ll tell you, this was more frightening than confronting a grizzly at close
quarters. I don’t know why it was, but it was. I’ve handled many grizzly bears at
close quarters. But this was very upsetting. It kind of really threw me.”
At McWhinnie’s requested, the .357, marked as Exhibit 11, was produced by the
Court Clerk. McWhinnie held it up by the barrel like a rat by the tail for all to see.
He indicated a button beside the cylinder. His point was that the button could
have been pushed, the gun tipped and the bullets easily released within a few
seconds.
The .22, he conceded, had to be disassembled in part.
The .44 Ruger, because of its particular design, a person had to open a little door
and then actuate a lever. That one takes a little longer, he submitted.
His point was that Carlos was familiar with those guns and could have unloaded
them quickly, if he had a mind to do so.
(Note: McWhinnie was reminiscent of the arm-chair expert, who does not
consider all the problems coming down at once in an airplane’s cockpit, and the
pilot in trouble doesn’t know which problem to attend to in which sequence. But,
after the crash, there are any number of so-called experts who can second-guess
what the pilot should have done at the moment of the emergency.)
McWhinnie, therefore, for the purpose of the deputy judge, accused Carlos of
having illegally “stored” all his guns without lawful excuse; nor for self-defense
purposes.
“It was your intention not to put that firearm back into the safe unloaded, as
you’ve indicated your usual practice was, but, in fact, to store it somewhere else,
wasn’t it? That’s why you wrapped it in the rag and put it inside the plastic bag?”
McWhinnie was on a roll and became snarky.
“I had no intentions to store it other than in the safe,” shot back Carlos.
The questioning revolved around the .357 behind the stereo until McWhinnie
finally asked, “Well, there’s no gun safe in your office, is there?”
“I was in my home,” reminded Carlos. “Am I not allowed to have the gun out?”
(Note: That was a slam-dunk of an answer, delivered like a pro!)
McWhinnie was caught off guard for a second, then said, “I wasn’t going to deal
with that question, sir. I wanted to know what you were intending to do with the
gun when you wrapped it in the rag and put it in the bag.”
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Carlos denied the suggestion that he had wrapped the firearm in the cloth and
put it in the bag after Cst. Gork called, but before the police arrived.
McWhinnie went on to describe his take on the situation.
“I suggest to you, that as you’ve indicated, your wife was quite suspicious when
the police called that morning, and you concluded, well, before the police arrived,
that they were coming to get your guns. And you decided, as you’ve sort of
hinted this morning, to hide one of them where they were unlikely to find it, and
that’s why you put it behind the stereo. Isn’t that what happened?”
“No,” denied Carlos. “It happened at that moment.”
“I see,” said McWhinnie sarcastically. “Were you afraid of any sort of physical
confrontations with the police that morning, sir?”
“I’m not about to take on the whole state in a police gun battle,” answered Carlos.
“I can’t win that.”
“So, this is not a situation where you were afraid that they were going to do any
sort of physical, serious violence to you, and you thought you needed a gun to
defend yourself?” asked McWhinnie.
“You’re not going to win that one, if you’re ever silly enough to decide to do
something like that,” said Carlos, who never brought out any guns with the
intention to take on an Emergency Response Team.
McWhinnie questioned him about the two missing guns. One Carlos did not
have in his possession, and the .357 was not in the safe. Carlos eventually told
Gork where it was. If he hadn’t found the “Lost” registration form for the ghost
gun and told Gork where the other was located, the police would have
undoubtedly torn his house apart looking for both items, although one didn’t exist.
“So, in the stress of the situation, you said something to him that was not
accurate,” submitted McWhinnie, playing to the deputy judge.
“You might say that,” answered Carlos.
“Are you under stress today, sir?” asked McWhinnie sarcastically.
“I don’t normally do this sort of thing,” said Carlos, still standing erect and
confident through this extensive grilling process.
The discussion moved to the police wanting to gather up his guns and be on their
way.
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“They conveyed they wanted my firearms, yes,” Carlos said.
“So, it seemed, as I would infer from the way you’ve explained it, that you
recognized that if you simply gave them what they were there for that they would
go away. Is that correct?”
“Well, we were sort of protesting at the door,” responded Carlos, who felt very
strongly about the unfairness of the raid, and how it was handled between the
police and firearms officer.
“I did mention to Wayne Gork that whatever is going on here is really unfair, and
it’s really unwarranted. Then I accused him of some sort of conspiracy with
(chief firearms officer) Otterbein. I felt that there was probably some relationship
there that led to this, because of my lawyer’s (Macdonald’s) insistence on some
clarification on the matter. I’ll never be able to prove that, but it’s my suspicion.
And we discussed those things,” said Carlos.
When the police finished running up and down stairs, and Carlos had shown
Gork the gun behind the stereo, they seemed to vanish about as suddenly as
they had appeared.
It was a bizarre and surreal experience for Carlos, whose term in the witness box
ended and he was given permission by the deputy judge to stand down.
Paula Carlos, The Darling Of The Show
Court had to recess five minutes so Mr. Carlos could locate his wife, who was
working in the building for the deputy minister of Justice.
She arrived, armed with her trademark smile and stepped into the witness box.
The court was told that Mrs. Carlos had come into the courtroom about midafternoon yesterday, as an observer seated with her daughter, during part of the
evidence when witnesses were excluded.
“(W)hen I first arrived in town,” Fritze told the court, “we met, my client and his
wife, and we were anticipating calling her for the prohibition hearing. And we
advised she can’t be here through any part of it, thinking at that point, that the
prohibition hearing, if it went ahead, would go ahead after the trial finished.”
There was no objection.
Mrs. Carlos was sworn in and given a choice to stand or sit. “Whichever you
prefer,” offered the deputy judge, smiling, and seemingly warming to the witness
who looked like she was raised on country sunshine.
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Mrs. Carlos was strong of character, quick to smile, articulate, relaxed and
chatty, like she were relaying her story to a friend over tea in the comforts of her
kitchen.
Sitting inside the witness box, she told the court she had lived in the Yukon 21
and 1⁄2 years, been married to Allen Carlos for 21 years come January, and
worked in the Justice Centre, the building where they were trying her husband.
Fritze asked that she hearken her memory back to that February morning when
the police arrived at their door.
“After the kids had gone to school,” she began, “I was preparing to get ready for
work. I don’t like to rush, so I like to get a head start on that.”
(Note: At that particular time, Paula was only working afternoons at the Land
Titles Office.)
“There was a phone call mid-morning, and it was Cst. Gork asking for Allen, so I
passed the phone to him,” said Mrs. Carlos, who stayed on the line on another
phone.
“He wanted to again meet with Allen. He had more questions to ask. Al said,
‘Well, what? I’ve given all the information. What more do you need?’ He wanted
(Allen) to come down to his office, I believe. And they agreed to meet at Tim
Horton’s.”
She couldn’t remember the exact time of the call, but thought they had agreed to
meet at 10:30 a.m.
(Note: It was actually confirmed to be 11 o'clock.)
“I left Al to do his thing, whatever he was going to do, and we had time before the
meeting. I felt I should accompany my husband at that meeting. I felt very
uncomfortable, not knowing why, they, you know, would want to see him again.
And I just went on doing my thing; he did his thing. I was getting ready for work,
showering, all that kind of stuff.”
She continued, “Anyway, so being a mom, I’m kind of scurrying around the house
doing my stuff, seeing if lunch is ready for the kids when they come home...”
“Scurrying around the house?” quizzed Fritze.
She flashed a smile, chuckling matter-of-factly. “I always do that.” She paused
briefly, then said, “I looked out my window. I mean no one can come around my
house without me knowing about it. I’m very aware because I’m aware of my
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neighbors, and so I looked out the window, and I saw two vans pull up.
“At that point, I realized what was happening, right when I saw the vans. They
were unmarked vans. And I called to Al, ‘I’m sure the police are here’.
“I had my hair in curlers at that point. I went to the bathroom and looked at
myself and thought, ‘Well, not too bad’, and went down.
“There was a knock at the door. I opened the door, and there were four men
there. They weren’t wearing uniforms. I know Cst. Gork. I’ve seen him before,
so I knew they were policemen. They showed me their badges. They said they
had a warrant to come in and search for guns.
“Of course, I didn’t have my glasses with me. They showed (the search warrant)
to me quickly. I asked to see it again so I could maybe, at least, make out
‘Search Warrant’. I was outside. I was on my threshold. I had the door behind
me. I wanted to step out and greet him. I didn’t feel it was appropriate to allow
them in the home before I had looked and had seen...why were they at our
home and what they were presenting.
“At that point, I got to see it. They showed it to me again. And when they
showed the badge, for instance, Cst. Gork showed me the badge, I said, ‘It’s
okay, I know who you are because I work with your girlfriend, and I’ve seen you
before. She pointed you out to me.’
“So, then they asked to come in, and at that point they came in.
“They were very close to me. I feel it’s appropriate when you speak to someone
to have at least an arm’s distance, like that.” Mrs. Carlos extended her arm to
show the distance one person should stand from another in the workplace, or to
be sociably acceptable. Then she continued her story with very little interruption
from Fritze and the deputy judge.
“And they were closer than that. And I felt they were pushing on me. They put
their foot in the door and came in the house. And they were in our foyer.
“I was still speaking with them. Yes, I was upset. I wasn’t ‘agitated’ as upset.
‘Why are you here?’ I asked them. ‘Why are you here in our home? Why are
you doing this to our family? Do you know we are an honest family? You know
we are highly respected in our community. We live beside Judge Veale (the
Yukon Supreme Court judge). We have judges, lawyers all around us. Our
neighbors are in the justice system. They know us well. I volunteer.’
“I just felt that this was so wrong. And I just didn’t understand why they were
there. I was trying...when they say ‘resistance’, that is my ‘resistance’, I was just
saying, ‘Why?’, and trying to talk common sense with them.
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“At that point, they looked up, and they saw my husband. We have a fairly large
foyer, and the stairwell is also large. It’s not a narrow one, like, normally. Both of
them, up and down, are large. So, actually, three people can easily walk up
together. Men, you know.
“When I greet my guests, I usually do step back onto the bottom step to give
them some space, and we can talk.
“And then Al came down and joined us there. Then I passed the search warrant
to him. He looked at it. He also was just reiterating what I had said: ‘Why are you
here? I have done nothing wrong. We have done nothing wrong.’
“Then they informed my husband that they were here to take all his guns, and
they asked him at that time to take him to where they were stored. So, we went
downstairs.
“You go down a flight of stairs on our lower level, where our boys have their
rooms. At this point, our son – he was in his bedroom – came out, saw what was
going on. So he was present. I asked my son to stay with his dad so that they
can’t do anything to him. ‘Watch!’ You know, ‘Watch, I want you there as a
witness at all times.’
“You go down the stairs and take a right, then a direct right is the room that we
have our 450-pound (gun) safe in. It’s in that room.”
Mrs. Carlos had gone downstairs with the rest of the entourage.
“They went in there, and they asked Al to open up the safe. Now, this is an
expensive safe, and I feel it has a very complicated combination. Personally, I
have only opened it once. I tried one other time to open it because I wanted to
get some jewelry out. And I spent about half an hour on it, then gave up. I said,
‘Forget it’. I’ll just wait till Al gets home to open it up for me.
“He’s down there opening it. In that room, we have Cst. Gork and Cst. (sic) Campbell
standing directly behind him. And he’s opening it. He’s trying to open it. At that
point, I had gone upstairs because I thought, ‘Well, maybe he can’t remember
the combination; maybe I can...I have the combination; where do I have it?’ I
thought, ‘Yes, I have it in my grade-seven wallet in the bottom of my drawer. I’ll
go there and look for it.’ And the numbers are just written down. They don’t
identify what the numbers are for.
“Then I heard – I kind of sensed – that he’s probably getting it open. So, I never
did actually have to go and get (the numbers).
“I went back downstairs, and they had said, ‘If you don’t open this, we’re going to
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pack this thing out; hurry up!’
“Well, again, it’s not an easy thing to open in the best of times. When you have
two police officers very close to you, not giving you any space at all. But I think it
was open within a minute – certainly no longer than a minute.
“At that point, Luke (her son) was standing out of the room.
“Cst. Stewart (phonetic) – well, I don’t know if he’s a constable – Mr. Stewart
(phonetic) was behind me, and then there was me, and there was Luke. We, the
three of us, were looking in this room where Cst. (sic) Campbell, Cst. Gork, and
my husband remained. They opened (the safe), and Campbell started to remove
the guns.
“Campbell, I believe, removed the guns, passed them to Gork, and then he
passed them to Stewart (phonetic). Then Mr. Stewart was gathering the guns
and just sort of like firewood, in a sense, just kind of stacking them...I was
watching him gather them.
“Then this one gun...now I don’t know guns all that well.” Mrs. Carlos smiled. “I
just call them black and brown things usually. Like, I collect buttons. Some
people collect guns. Right? We all have our preferences. But I’m not against
someone who collects guns, just like they’re not against me when I collect
buttons.
“Anyway, there was this one gun, and there was an exchange. Cst. Gork didn’t
know what to do with it. So Allen actually helped him. He actually laid his hand
on the gun, and took out...I believe he took out a clip, or something...So, he
actually touched the gun and took that out. And I thought that was a little
unusual that he was allowed to do that because (the police officers) seemed
quite uptight.
“Mr. Stewart (phonetic) was not; he was very calm. But Cst. (sic) Campbell and
Cst. Gork were feeling a little stressed, I think, trying to do their job, and they feel
a pressure on what they’re trying to accomplish.
“Anyway, so my husband helped them there. Then, at this point, I turned to Mr.
Stewart, and I said, ‘You know, this is a collection.’ For instance, my daughter’s
Annie Oakley gun, a beautiful gun we just bought for her past birthday, which
we’ll keep for her until she’s old enough to take her safety course, just like the
boys did with their dad. Then we’ll give (the gun) to her. It was things that don’t
get offered all the time, so we purchased it (while it was available).
“Then there’s my husband’s first-year hunting rifle. When he was a young man
on the farm, his dad passed that on to him and let him shoot his first deer with
that.
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“So, I look at this as a collection,” Mrs. Carlos had related to Cst. Stewart.
“Anyway, I said to Mr. Stewart, ‘You know, we really like to keep things nice. If
you get finger marks on it, they have a tendency to rust, or whatever.’ He
promised me, profusely, ‘Don’t worry. We’ll look after your guns for you. It’s a
beautiful collection.’ He agreed with me.
“So, at that point, I left that area, and I went upstairs to the second flight of stairs,
which would go up into the kitchen.
“That’s where the other fellow, the (fourth) officer was. We just talked about the
crime in the city and why don’t you...‘Don’t go after people like us. We are
honest people. We’ve never done anything wrong.’
“I’m 48 years old; my husband’s 58. This is the first time I’ve ever been in a
court; same with my husband. We have no traffic violations. Our children have
never been in trouble. So, it just feels so odd to be so unjustly accused.
“We just talked about the unfairness of that,” said Mrs. Carlos. “He (Cst. Erik
Hendriks) seemed to be sympathetic.”
And, at that point, Fritze asked that his witness please answer any questions that
his friend (McWhinnie) or the court might have.
Paula Carlos Cross-Examined
The deputy judge was probably a wife and mother who could relate to the
witness whose beige hair was styled in a neck-length page-boy with bangs. Mrs.
Carlos remained seated in the witness box, cool and collected, looking around
expectantly for whoever was going to ask the next question which she often
accented with a disarming smile.
Under cross-examination, her mental faculties completely intact, she agreed that
the police were dressed in street clothes, and didn’t display their own guns.
There were no marked police cars driving over the lawn, and no officers running
around in flak jackets.
(Note: There was, however, testimony given that they were wearing flak jackets,
which meant they were packing heat and expecting trouble.)
Mrs. Carlos didn’t remember the name of the fourth officer, described by
McWhinnie as tall, thinning blonde hair.
He never did come into the kitchen, she told the court. When she received a call
from a friend during the turmoil, she had asked the officer to stay put on the lower
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half of the stairs.
“I said to him, ‘I would, under normal circumstances, ask you into the kitchen.
But I think maybe you should just stay there. I’d feel better if you stayed there.’
And he said, ‘That’s no problem’, which I appreciate.”
“Were you present, or were you able to see, when the police searched the stereo
cabinet?” asked McWhinnie.
“Yes, I was.”
“Did you know there was a loaded .357 handgun in there?”
“Absolutely not.”
“You didn’t put it there?”
“No, I didn’t.”
“You didn’t load it?”
“No, I didn’t.”
“Have you ever seen it there before?”
“Never, and I do dust.” She provided one of her disarming smiles, further
upstaging the Crown prosecutor, as a murmur of laughter rippled through the
courtroom.
“I didn’t want to ask,” retorted McWhinnie, trying to regain the upper hand.
(Note: Those simple words “and I do dust” would be extremely important later in
the judgment.)
Mrs. Carlos carried on, valiantly. “And if you know what that’s like, it’s yicky
when you get in there because there’s all those wires and stuff. But you can lift it
up about this high.” She used her hands as a measuring device. “And you can
get in there, and then you kind of reach in the back. Yes, a gun has never been
there before.”
McWhinnie seemingly had lost ground with the deputy judge and definitely with
the audience, who adored Mrs. Carlos, so natural and at ease in the witness box.
“This is intended to be a trial of a legal issue, ma’am,” he said tersely, “not your
housekeeping habits.”
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Mrs. Carlos grabbed the opportunity, pressing on sweetly before McWhinnie
could stop her. “What I wanted to say is that no, I’m very familiar with what’s
behind there, and the gun has never been there.”
McWhinnie cut her off with, “Okay.”
He asked about her consideration of the firearms as a collection of some kind.
“Yes, I do absolutely.”
“And he takes care of these things...?”
“Yes.”
“...cleans them from time to time.”
“Oh, yes.”
“You’ve seen him do that sort of thing?”
“Yes, I have.”
“I take it that the two guns that were found in the safe that were loaded, you didn’t put
them there that way?”
“No, I didn’t.”
“You didn’t load them?”
“No, I didn’t.”
“Do you handle the firearms or ever do anything with them?”
“Not really, no. I might just help with moving of gear or something, but usually I
don’t, no.”
“Your interest is buttons, as opposed to firearms?” McWhinnie was not making
himself popular by trying to ridicule the witness and may have lost some favor
with the court over that smart-aleck crack. He certainly fell out of favor with the
observers.
Mrs. Carlos, again, picked up the ball and did an end run around McWhinnie and
scored.
“I respect (firearms). I’m glad that we have firearms because when we are out
with the family in the summer doing our work, or if Allen’s out by himself, you
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need them for protection, and also for our food...We don’t buy meat, which
saves on the grocery bill. But, yes, so I’m very happy to have them.”
McWhinnie wanted to explore another subject. Why had she told her son to stay
with her husband so the police wouldn’t do anything to him?”
“I felt they were under a lot of stress, and I didn’t like their body movements,” she
explained. “They stayed very close to Allen, really didn’t give him any space
when he was opening the safe, and moved very, very quickly. I didn’t like that.
They seemed really hyped up.”
“They knew there were guns there?” asked McWhinnie. “And you were aware
that your husband had been down to the police station a few weeks earlier to talk
with them about guns and various things?”
“Yes.”
“And you and he talked about it,” he continued, “so you knew that the police were
coming with some sort of concern? Whether it is valid or not, they had concern?”
“Our concern was we wanted to get the ‘permit to carry’ his handgun, and they
were not giving it to us, and we didn’t understand why. Why?”
“And Al was kind of upset about all this?” suggested McWhinnie.
“Rightly so,” Mrs. Carlos said, defensively. “He’s always had a ‘permit to carry’.
All of a sudden he doesn’t seem to get one. Why?”
The subject switched to when she answered the front door.
“One thing I did want to ask, ma’am,” said McWhinnie, the use of the word
“ma’am” sounding again like fingernails raked down a slate board. “One of the
police officers indicated that when they asked for Al at the door, when they first
got there, you told them that he wasn’t even home?”
Mrs. Carlos scored again. “That’s right,” she said. “I think it’s a mother bear’s
instinct to protect-her-young type of thing.”
The audience and judge understood what she meant; McWhinnie pretended he
didn’t. He lost more points with his sarcastic remark, “You did say he was 58?”
“Yes, he is.” Mrs. Carlos ventured on, winning a whole sackful of points. “I knew
that they were at the door. But I was quite shocked to see Cst. Gork there
because he lied. He told my husband that he was meeting him at Tim Horton’s.
I wasn’t uncomfortable at all saying he’s not at home. What kind of game are we
playing here?”
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She went on to explain that before all this happened, she wasn’t aware what her
husband was doing. She was busy getting ready for work. They give each other
their own private space, for they lived in quite a roomy house.
She also explained that in February he does start planning to go out in the field to
do preliminary work in preparation for going out in the summer when he can
continue his work.
“From the way you spoke,” said McWhinnie, “it sounds as if it was understood or
clear that he was going out soon. But it doesn’t sound as if he had said, ‘Okay,
tomorrow morning, 9:00 a.m., I’m on the road.’ He hadn’t got that far with his
plan?”
“No, my husband is a Libra, the justice scales. He weighs everything out very
slowly. But when he says he’s going to be going, I know he’s going, but I can’t
give you a specific date.”
McWhinnie surmised that plans were not much past development stage.
“But it’s going to happen,” insisted Mrs. Carlos, interjecting the final word.
McWhinnie had exhausted his list of questions.
There was nothing arising for re-examination by Fritze.
The deputy judge thanked Mrs. Carlos, who, stepping down, replied cheerfully,
“Oh, you’re welcome,” flashing a smile.
She returned to her job within the Justice Centre as casually as though she had
just stepped away from her routine for a tea break.
Final Throes Before Court Adjourned Prematurely
Richard Fritze brought his “mystery witness” to the stand.
Retired RCMP officer Kenneth Clifford Gabb was sworn in, then stood towering
in the witness box while discussion ensued about Fritze’s intention to qualify him
as an expert witness.
The Crown prosecutor said he had no background information and didn’t feel he
could possibly cross-examine the witness.
Fritze explained to the court that Mr. Gabb had approached him last night after
court closed. “Then we had a lengthy phone conversation. And it was at that
point, about 9:00 o'clock last night, that I (asked), ‘would you please come to court?’
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He agreed. He has documents indicating who he is, what his past is, his areas of
expertise for your review. They are originals. I don’t have copies. I understand
there is no CV (curriculum vitae).”
Fritze went on to explain that he proposed to have Mr. Gabb qualify as an expert
witness. Fritze considered that technical definitions regarding firearms, as
appear in the Criminal Code, the Firearms Act and the Regulations were relevant
to the judge’s determination in this matter before the court. He was speaking
about the definition of “unloaded” as regards to parts of a handgun.
Fritze wanted to bring forward the long-time RCMP officer, who rose to rank of
Sergeant before retirement, to help clarify definitions and also give some brief
evidence with respect to police methods in his training as regards dangerous
suspects.
“It’s not common knowledge that any normal, average people have,” Fritze told
the deputy judge, who said he saw her role as one to determine if there were
“loaded” firearms.
“And the converse of that would be what constitutes ‘loaded’, ‘unloaded’,” added
Fritze.
There was discussion back and forth among counsel and the court.
McWhinnie made a submission.
“For example, the word ‘unloaded’ as opposed to ‘loaded’ is a term specifically
defined in the storage regulations. For Mr. Gabb to give opinion evidence on this
subject, it seems to me, is in a realm where, inside this courtroom, you are
deemed to be the one who knows the law, and even the counsel, or, though
they’re supposed to, you are the one who makes the decisions.
“So, to call an expert witness on that subject,” McWhinnie continued, “there’s a
very specific and special set of evidentiary rules that have to be followed. At this
point, I don’t have any reason to believe that Mr. Gabb fits within the class of
persons that would be allowed to give you opinion evidence about the law. So,
that’s the other element that I think we need to address.”
Fritze stuck to his guns, so to speak.
It was a technical area, and he believed the court would have little difficulty in
agreeing the gentleman on the stand was qualified.
“I honestly believe my friend (McWhinnie) won’t be able to take much issue with
this man’s qualifications.”
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“Well, in fairness though, Mr. Fritze,” said the deputy judge, “the firearms that are
at issue here do not belong to Mr. Gabb. He is not someone who has either sold
or given them to Mr. Carlos, who is before the court as owner of them.”
Livingstone thought the evidence Fritze proposed about taking the exhibits oneby-one and explaining what was being presented to the court would best be done
by the owner, his own client.
“I have some grave concerns that anyone else, whether or not he’s tendered as
an expert, can provide us with useful information, probative information, about
what the issues before this court are,” she said.
“The issues before me are whether or not the Crown can prove beyond a
reasonable doubt the three counts before me. And I have not yet heard
argument. But I expect I’ll be hearing from both of you about the appropriate
regulations which are at issue, the appropriate issues with respect to a marked
departure from the reasonable standard of care, which, as I understand it, is the
relevant law in a section 86 proceedings.
“I’m not sure, frankly, the deputy judge continued, “what probative value this
gentleman, whom I note has been sitting in the court for part of this proceedings,
can provide. I appreciate he offered himself to you. I just have my concerns.”
More discussion.
Then the deputy judge decided to let Gabb step down and produce the
documents to the Crown counsel.
The court would recess a half hour and return at 12:20 p.m. and address whether
or not there was still an issue about the witness qualifying as an expert witness.
“At that point,” said the deputy judge, “I think we need to address when we can
appropriately continue this matter.”
She asked if McWhinnie wished to look at the documentation from Gabb.
McWhinnie needed to do that, he said. “(But) I’m not entirely clear what this man
is going to be even asked to talk about.”
“Frankly, nor am I,” agreed the deputy judge. “But it may be that if I let Mr. Gabb
stand down and provide the documents which he has with him today...”
Court adjourned so the defense and Crown counsel could confer.
When court reconvened, Fritze and McWhinnie told the court there were no more
witnesses and no more evidence.
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Fritze thought what he wanted to achieve could be done in written form. “As well,
I don’t think my friend (McWhinnie) is opposed to my request that his be
concluded with written arguments, unless he jumps up right now...”
McWhinnie didn’t jump up to oppose the suggestion.
The court was to the point where under normal circumstances, Fritze would have
presented argument first, followed by McWhinnie. Time restraints prevented
arguments being presented orally unless court could be adjourned to some
unknown date.
Otherwise, written arguments could be submitted, as Fritze suggested and was
more to his liking.
“Mr. Fritze mentioned written argument,” repeated the deputy judge. “And I had
directed you both to consider it last night because of the seriousness of these
charges for Mr. Carlos and for his continuing enjoyment of the use of his
firearms, and because of the unfortunate limitation in my time here, I would be
delighted to hear argument from you by way of written argument.”
The suggestion was something McWhinnie felt he couldn’t properly oppose. But
he did have pressing matters coming up and didn’t think he could return to the
Carlos case until September.
A timeframe was discussed and agreed to before the subject turned to the Section
111 gun-prohibition hearing.
“Obviously, this court is not going to get to that,” said the deputy judge. “And I
don’t want to make any ruling on how that matter should proceed with – whether
it can go in the interim in front of another court or whether it is to follow this
matter whenever it reaches its conclusion.”
Deputy Judge Livingstone left that determination to the two lawyers. “I’m not
going to make any order...because I don’t wish to unduly restrict either of you in
how you wish to proceed with that case.”
McWhinnie said this jurisdiction had had other cases where Section 111
applications were married up with other on-going matters. “In a nutshell, it
seems to me, given that at the end of this case, should there be a conviction, you
will be obliged...it’s an optional matter...”
The deputy judge agreed it was discretionary.
Then McWhinnie took the license to explain details of how the Section 111
application worked.
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“You have already seen, although it’s not part of the evidence to be considered
on this trial...the gist of the material that would be on the 111 application,”
McWhinnie expounded.
“My friend (Fritze) may take the view that you should not consider it, and at that
point the 111 application would have to proceed at a later date. He may, at some
point in the future, decide that, even in the event that there is a conviction, you
should take that into account.
“If you take it into account, and elect not to make a prohibition, it does seem to
me that the Crown would have a great deal of difficulty proceeding on a 111
application with even less evidence than what you have, and, so, I think that
would come to an end.”
He suggested adjourning the 111 application to the next date that the criminal
matter would be returnable.
“My friend (Fritze) can consider his position in the interim, and we can move
ahead with it at an appropriate time.”
Of the essence were the matters before deputy judge Livingstone. They were
the three counts on Information sheet #99-00864A (amended). Discussion
ensued about a timeframe when written arguments would be due from each side.
The deputy judge addressed the courtroom, which was overflowing and more
stragglers were coming in, stepping over observers, and trying to squeeze into
even the most minimum space.
By the time everybody was settled in, the deputy judge said, “Ladies and
gentlemen, thank you. The matter is formally adjourned until September 29, to
be spoken to.”
The hands on the overhead timepiece were pointing to 1:00 o'clock.
Could it have been possible that Richard Fritze intentionally ran out the clock?
Naw...
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The Jews in the Warsaw ghetto had every right to kill Nazis who were only doing
their duty, enforcing duly enacted laws against Jews bearing arms. Our own
prosecutions of the Nazis at Nuremberg in 1946 established a lasting precedent
that men can and will be legally executed for “just following orders”.
Vin Suprynowicz
page 416, Send In The Waco Killers, 1999
The pitiful pleas of “I was just following orders” didn’t wash at Nuremberg, where
Nazi SS officers were sentenced to dangle from hemp, and it didn’t wash 52
years later when the last of the lot was flushed from behind their disguises.
Courts determined former Nazi SS officers, old and infirm in 2001, were not “just
following orders” but did shoot and fatally beat helpless prisoners “just because
they had a lust for power and murder”.
Jane Gaffin
When A Government Fears Its Own People,
Whitehorse Star, Feb. 21, 2003
and Canadian Access To Firearms, April 2003
In the (Julius) Viel case heard in Ravensburg, Germany, presiding judge,
Hermann Winkler, said, “...everybody should know that even after a long time,
they will be called to account.”
Karl-Anton Maucher, Ravensburg, Germany;
Kate Jaimet, Ottawa
National Post, April 4, 2001
______________________________________________________________________
CHAPTER 10: Publicity – The Truth Hurts
Reporter Michael Hale wrote a series of Star articles under the captions Loaded
Handguns Seized From Local Home; Carlos Supporters Critical of RCMP; Miner
Says Search Unnecessary, Malicious; Trial Not Concluded.
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Through the Star’s daily Internet postings, Bruce Beswick was following the
Carlos case from his home in Bushell, Saskatchewan. Beswick took the time to
express his much-appreciated observations in the form of a letter-to-the-editor,
published August 7, 2000, under the heading The Police and State Are No
Longer Separate.
I happened upon Star reporter Michael Hale’s well-written
series concerning the Carlos firearms court case and have a
few observations.
1. Whether the people of Whitehorse realize it or not, the
laws of the land do not favor the rights of the individual.
As such, the people of the Yukon have entered into a
new era.
It is because of the federal government and its “culture of
safety” that ALL will, sooner or later, be forced to
surrender their firearms or face the consequences of
police invasions and court appearances.
Complete banning of private firearms ownership is the
absolute desire of the federal government.
2. The judge in this case is from Ontario, and is not
necessarily interested in the lifestyle of a northerner.
To find him innocent would undermine the RCMP and
their mandate. It is VERY rare for a judge to do this.
3. There is no longer a separation of the police and the
state. The head of the RCMP is now an assistant deputy
minister and subject to the direct will of the justice
minister. A little-heralded change just a few short years
ago, complete with far-reaching results.
The RCMP were once a respected and fine organization.
This is not true today.
Beware of them, as they are no longer the respected
friend of the average citizen. They are now an
instrument of the government, to be used as they, and
their political masters, see fit.
The Carlos case is simply one example of many over the
past few years – there will be an ever-increasing number
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of incidents in the years to come.
4. I do not know Mr. Carlos, but if “a packed gallery of
Carlos supporters” was present, as your newspaper
stated, then it is highly unlikely that he was to be
considered a threat to the community. Otherwise, his
family, friends and neighbors would not have been there
to support him.
5. It is little wonder that the people of this country grow
more and more dissatisfied with the justice system and
their abuse of power.
I tend to judge people by their actions towards me and my
family. I believe that the people of Whitehorse who packed
the courthouse will do the same.
Despite the best efforts of the police and the courts, I wish
Mr. Carlos all the best. It will only be with the help of his
friends and neighbors that he and his family will get through
this trying time.
On August 7, the same day Beswick’s letter appeared in the Star, a related
article ran on page 2. Michael Hale had been over talking with his careermotivated government buddy, David McWhinnie, who liked favorable publicity
that glamorized him as a prince “who was doing his job well”. Hale produced a
piece headed Crown Cleaning Up Old Firearms Cases.
A dozen or more Yukoners could find themselves in court
this fall for firearms-related charges, as the territory’s federal
Crown’s office does some “housekeeping”.
Between 12 and 15 files that have piled up over time were
recently revisited by the Crown in an attempt to tie up loose
ends.
“Some of these cases are as much as two years old,”
explained Crown prosecutor David McWhinnie.
He said the backlog was simply the result of too many cases
and too little time, and characterized the Crown’s attention to
the old files as “housekeeping”.
“These files had literally piled up on a corner of my desk over
time, waiting for me to get to them.”
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McWhinnie was adamant that by revisiting the files, the
Crown was only “doing its job”.
“There is no hidden agenda in the Crown’s office against gun
owners...They are a series of forfeiture cases which were
related to older case.” The orders are made through the
Criminal Code and are not related to Bill C-68, said the
prosecutor.
Paul Rogan, a longtime gunsmith and local firearms activist,
sees it differently.
“It’s a political thing...Frankly, they are making up the law as
they go along,” he assured.
Rogan said one of the effects of revisiting these cases is to
make life easier for the Crown later on, after Bill C-68 is
officially law and out of the headlines.
“They can make files on people and then when things get
less hectic, they’ll revisit the files.”
Rogan said gun owners are in favour of taking guns away
from dangerous individuals, but wonders how fair it is to
make the orders as much as two years after the fact.
McWhinnie acknowledged a lot of Yukoners “live here
because of the hunting, fishing and trapping activities where
firearms are used”, leading to more firearms-related charges
than might occur in a major urban centre.
A spate of recent cases have brought the firearms issue
back into the spotlight and garnered heavy media coverage.
Allen Carlos, a well-known miner (sic; should be prospector)
in the territory, was in territorial court last month to defend
himself on three weapons storage charges resulting from a
complaint that was almost two years old (sic; misleading).
In court, Carlos testified that he needed the guns for
protection when he’s in the bush, and doesn’t understand
why he can’t have access to his firearms.
Though no decision on the charges has been made, his
firearms are being held by the police, while he works without
protection.
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If he was such a threat, asked Rogan, how come he was
allowed to have guns for so long after the initial complaint?
The guns were seized in February under a search warrant
that was based on the two-year-old complaint. No other
criminal charges have arisen from the complaint, other than
the charge of improperly storing firearms that arose as a
result of the search.
(Note: The reason Hale is vague on the “complaint” and
continues to write misleading statements is because the
“complaint” was never disclosed for discussion in the court
regarding storage charges; the “complaint” would have been
the subject of the prohibition hearing.)
Rogan said that when you combine the slow judicial system
with a law as misunderstood as Bill C-68, you end up with
the innocent, law-abiding gun owners being dragged through
the courts.
McWhinnie said the Crown’s office is only revisiting these
cases to “ensure guns are being used properly”.
Rogan couldn’t disagree more, saying police officers seizing
guns know less about firearms than the people losing their
weapons.
McWhinnie pointed out it was a Yukon case, referred to as
the Chief case, that led to a change in the forfeiture statute
of the Criminal Code. It was demonstrated in the eight-yearold case that firearms are a necessary element for some
lifestyles, such as subsistence-based hunting and trapping.
The Yukon Court of Appeal found that the forfeiture laws
were so restrictive they breached the Charter rights of those
dependent on firearms for their livelihood.
Since that case, changes have been made to the statute to
allow the courts some leeway when seizing firearms.
As an example, McWhinnie described an old case out of
what is now Nunavut where a trapper hit his spouse with a
telephone.
Because a weapon was used in an assault, an automatic
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gun prohibition was imposed, leaving the man without any
means of supporting himself.
If the court finds that subsistence hunting or trapping “is the
only vocation open to him,” explained McWhinnie, then some
allowances are made.
In that case, the man was not allowed to have guns in the
community, but when he was heading out of town to trap and
hunt, he could sign his firearms out from the RCMP.
Justice Served Up Yukon Style
August 7 saw banner coverage of the Carlos case, which was a catalyst for a
potential peripheral case, instigated by McWhinnie.
While the Star published Beswick’s letter-to-the-editor and Hale’s article about
the Crown cleaning up old firearms cases, I put balance into the Carlos coverage
with my full-page rendition on page 5 of the rival Yukon News.
Justice Served Up Yukon Style was published under the byline of Jane Gaffin,
News Columnist, which caused a few readers to suffer apoplexy.
The fallout was unexpected. Roaches, acting in normal character, skitter to hide
in a safe place when a light is flipped on.
But these creatures, who were instrumental in playing various parts in Carlos’
demise, were not roaches. They were boa constrictors who were trying with all
their might to squeeze the breath out of Carlos, who was struggling just as hard
to escape their grasp.
Now the greedy bunch wanted me for lunch too.
As with Carlos, a lot of things weren’t clear yet as the big snakes tried to cover
their trails before they were found out. But I’m a quick learner and highly
resentful of government-issued personnel who use uniforms, robes and titles as
an authoritative means to unethically “get even” with somebody they don’t like.
McWhinnie had to win the Carlos case at any cost. He was worried about his
reputation, which he thought I had tarnished. If so, good for me. He deserved to
be tarnished after what he had done to Carlos behind closed doors.
McWhinnie wanted a retraction from the newspaper, which never issued
retractions for material it published; he wanted me fired from a job I never had;
and he threatened me with a defamation suit, but wanted to talk to “others” first.
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If he followed through on his threats, he would be required to name the Yukon
News in his suit for publishing my August 7, 2000 article; and would be obligated to sue
Alberta Newsmagazine writer Shafer Parker, who, a while later, wrote similar
things about “the judge coaching McWhinnie”.
Justice Served Up Yukon Style
by Jane Gaffin
News Columnist
“One’s home is one’s castle,” a defense lawyer recently told
the territorial court during a failed attempt to quash a search
warrant concocted by the police to raid Allen Carlos’ home.
“Owners of firearms deserve the same respect as any other
citizen,” added the Edmonton-based Richard Fritze, who
specializes in firearms cases.
There was a big demand for his business cards from a
legion of Carlos supporters who packed the courtroom for
two-and-a-half days to hear the trial.
Carlos, a well-known Whitehorse-based mineral prospector,
pleaded not guilty to three counts filed by the RCMP on
February 29.
The charges pertain to storage of firearms under Section 86
of the Criminal Code, which has been changed to reflect new
laws flowing from the contentious C-68 Firearms Act.
However, the four plainclothes police officers, who barged
into Carlos’ private dwelling on February 15, didn’t have the
right to be there in the first place.
The police were on a fishing trip based on an
unsubstantiated story.
When they invaded his house, they found and seized his
valuable gun collection.
Carlos lawfully owns the guns, and has dutifully registered
them with the police for many years in order to obtain
permits to carry them.
Carlos holds grandfather rights to own weapons which have
recently been categorized as “prohibited” or “restricted”.
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As was pointed out in court, the Criminal Code provides for a
person to keep loaded weapons in the house as a means of
protecting private property and family from intruders.
Break and entries, theft and property damage are on the rise
in the Yukon.
According to Ottawa’s statistics, the territory has the highest
crime rate in Canada.
However, Carlos was charged with offences arising from
execution of a flimsy warrant cooked up in a backroom
between a complainant and the cops.
Because the warrant is not part of charges, Carlos does not
have the opportunity to face his accuser in court, as used to
be the way justice was served.
Until Sandra Orban’s name was revealed for the court
record, she was cloaked in secrecy as an “unascertained”
person.
(Note: It was later discovered that “unascertained source”
referred to Leo van Kalsbeek who had passed on
information to Orban who was one of the two Northern
Affairs employees to file companion complaints with the
RCMP; Orban did not reveal her “unascertained source” in
the incident report, and Judge Lilles who authorized the
search warrant from Cst. Gork’s application never
questioned the “unascertained source”.)
The police shouldn’t have been in Carlos’ house. But they
were.
So, what happened to our property rights?
What happened to the day when our private lives were
private without the state’s encroachment?
A man’s house used to be his castle. Now it’s open season
for the police and inspectors to walk in and take what they
want.
In some circumstances, search warrants aren’t even
needed; a piece of paper signed by a judge looks official.
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These gung-ho cops, who cannot remember the past, are
condemned to repeat it.
Historical accounts relate countless crimes the state has
committed against property.
The Nazis, among others, would order the police to make
surprise visits to a house in the middle of the night, kick in
the door and seize the valuables.
During the war trials, the police were held accountable for
their actions and executed.
RCMP Cst. Wayne Gork, who led the raid, was receiving
direction from the more experienced Cpl. Frank Campbell.
Both were witnesses for the Crown.
They may want to rethink and rescind what they’ve done.
Gork, an instructor and purported firearms ace, had told the
court he had unloaded five cartridges from the Ruger Super
Black Hawk.
The high-calibre handgun was among the collection Carlos
kept in a locked safe which is designated and designed for
storage of arms and ammunition.
The number one rule is to treat any gun as though it’s
loaded, especially when you know it is. You don’t wrestle it.
The Ruger is a common gun. Anybody with firearms savvy
would know instinctively how to load and unload it.
Gork, who was not familiar with this specific gun, was
handling it in a very dangerous manner.
He admitted under cross-examination that Carlos had to
unload the gun.
He had convinced himself that Carlos was a threat to public
safety. Of course, public safety is the RCMP’s mandate.
However, it has absolutely zippo to do with the subsequent
charges regarding storage of loaded weapons in Carlos’
private dwelling.
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While the defense lawyer was challenging the validity of the
warrant, it came to light that public safety took a back seat to
vacations, shift rotations and “whatnot”.
Gork’s concern for public safety was not speedy.
It stretched from January 1999 to February 14, 2000.
In other words, it took Gork more than a year to get around
to drafting a search warrant (application), with assistance
from Campbell and requesting the signature of judge Heino
Lilles.
Defense lawyer Fritze submitted that Lilles should never
have signed it.
Under cross-examination, Gork testified that Lilles never
inquired about the identity, character or motive of the person
whose complaint generated the warrant.
During Fritze’s attempt to quash the warrant, he revealed the
person cloaked in anonymity is Sandra Orban, a federal
mining land-use inspector.
It also was disclosed, for the record, that the police had
talked to “Hugh Copland and others” who did not feel at all
threatened by Carlos.
Copland is the federal engineer of mines. “Others” refers to
a male mining land-use inspector working in the Elijah Smith
Building (Red Square).
Yet the police went ahead with a warrant, which is supposed
to be squeaky-clean and above reproach.
Lilles authorized the warrant on the basis of an
“unascertained” person.
The nature of Orban’s complaint and what transpired was
not examined in these incomplete proceedings.
Hopefully, it will be addressed in more detail in the written
submissions.
Carlos’ gun-related charges flow from a piece of legislation
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that reverses the democratic principles of justice.
The accused is guilty until he/she can prove their innocence.
As has been demonstrated with this case, accusations can
be so flimsy that it is next to impossible to prove innocence.
Therefore, the public should not assume the accused is
guilty of any wrongdoings just because charges were laid.
It’s the legislation that is wrong for allowing such despicable
acts to be perpetrated against law-abiding citizens.
It was disclosed that two of the four officers were puzzled as
to the purpose of this debacle, which set up Carlos as an
example for other gun owners.
The controversial gun-registration program, which has been
misrepresented by Ottawa as a method to reduce violent
crime, is really a system designed to give police access to a
database and hand-pick their next victim for a raid.
Deputy judge Deborah Livingstone warned Fritze that a
“raid” is not a “raid”. It is called “executing the warrant”.
Three of the four officers who “executed the warrant” were
trained members of an emergency response team.
They proceeded on the assumption this was a “potentially
dangerous situation” that could “escalate into a standoff”.
They forced their way inside the door of the Carlos house,
which is located in a nice neighborhood and flanked by
houses owned by judges, lawyers and other professionals.
The police were standing inside the foyer. But Mrs. Carlos
refused to allow them to parade around her immaculate
house until they removed their muddy boots. They
complied, continuing the raid in their stocking feet.
This situation was so potentially dangerous, the officers
forgot to find out who was in the household before they
barged in.
Neither Gork nor Campbell could tell the court the name of a
strapping young fellow who was inside the house, and what
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he was doing there.
Despite the three days reserved to hear the case, time
prevented the trial from finishing. Livingstone, a federal
circuit judge who presides in Ontario, was parachuted in as a
deputy judge to hear this case before the territorial court on
July, 26, 27 and 28.
A casual observer does not understand the cat-and-mouse
games that transpire between the judge and the Crown
prosecutor and/or the defense lawyer.
What was very discernible was a highly-respected citizen
and family man shouldn’t have been sitting at the defense
table trying to ward off indictable offenses that can carry jail
time.
Yet, there sat Carlos with his fate pivoting on the judge’s
plane ticket!
Livingstone blamed the time constraints on Fritze.
Based on available information prior to his coming from
Edmonton to Whitehorse, he believed the case could
probably he heard in two days.
Most of the first day was taken up with procedural matters
and a half dozen recesses.
Yet Livingstone had advised from the outset, the court would
sit for two days only.
Her term ended here on Friday, July 28.
The trial had to be compressed because of her commitments
to go home to Ontario. Nothing was going to stop her from
being on the flight that left Whitehorse at 3:30 p.m. Friday
afternoon.
“Due to time limitations” was a shop-worn phrase the judge
reiterated numerous times throughout the proceedings.
She was not impressed to be forced into a Friday morning
sitting.
The judge frustrated Fritze, and he was making her angry.
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She often noted failure to understand how his material was
relevant.
“Mr. Fritze, I don’t want to tell you how to present your case,”
she would say, then would rule against his line of
questioning.
When he had to outline his strategy, she would tell the
Crown prosecutor David McWhinnie how she expected him
to argue certain points when he had the floor.
On the last morning, Fritze brought forth an impromptu
expert witness who stood in the witness box while the judge
and lawyer argued.
The judge ruled against hearing from ex-RCMP officer Ken
Gabb (sic).
The clock ran out about 1 p.m. Fritze and the Crown
prosecutor have to submit written final arguments and
responses to the judge in Ontario.
Not only should justice be done, it should be seen to be
done. But the public has been denied the right to hear the
case.
A judge running away from a criminal case before it was
finished would be unheard of in Ontario, where Livingstone
presides, or in Alberta, where Mr. Fritze practices.
But certain procedural matters are allowed in this jurisdiction
because of “remoteness” and because somebody said so.
This is justice served up Yukon style.
Running Scared: McWhinnie Threatened Jane Gaffin
On the evening of August 7, 2000, the date Justice Served Up Yukon Style appeared in
the Yukon News, I settled into bed, winding down from the day, reading a stack
of case law that Richard Fritze had filed with the court.
The hour was respectable. But I was not pleasantly disposed to being disturbed
from my research by a phone call at 9:00 o'clock.
“Hullo,” I answered sullenly.
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“Jane Gaffin?” asked the male voice.
“Yes.”
“David McWhinnie,” he identified himself.
“Yes?” I asked. The underlying meaning was ‘What in the hell do you want?’
“Have we met?” he asked, coolly.
“No,” I semi-lied. We hadn’t met formally but had exchanged a few words in the
courtroom during recesses.
I waited, mentally on full alert. The caller wasn’t apt to be calling to exchange
pleasantries at this hour of the night.
Nor did he indicate he was recording the conversation, a fact he was legally
supposed to disclose to me. I took handwritten notes of the conversation.
The call turned out to be of a threatening nature.
The Crown prosecutor and his cronies had been bisecting and dissecting my
commentary in a back room. My, my! The poor boys had their knickers in a
knot, specifically McWhinnie.
Crown prosecutors have a huge stake in winning cases. Their careers are
measured by their successes. Prosecutors will not bring cases to trial unless
the scales are tilted heavily on the Crown’s side. Sometimes, overzealous
prosecutors mistakenly take cases to trial that look like a 99.999 percent
surety, then end up losing because they were not cognizant of the odds
against them, i.e., a judicial restraintist for a judge who followed the
rule of law.
Perhaps McWhinnie wouldn’t have taken the Carlos case to trial if he had known
how bad his chances were from the outset. However, in the past, firearms
storage infractions had proven to be easy convictions. This one had the Crown
miffed because Carlos had refused to plead guilty and pay a fine. Further, he
posed a problem because he turned out to be popular and had precipitated a lot
of publicity unfavorable to the Crown’s purposes.
McWhinnie had to win this case at any cost. He had to work harder than
anticipated to convince the deputy judge “beyond reasonable doubt” the guns
were “stored” and not “in use” when the Carlos house was raided, and there was
case law to back up the defense’s “in use” argument. That’s what I had been
reading when McWhinnie called.
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And I was the cheerful little helper who was writing at cross-purposes to
McWhinnie, who, in turn, demanded that I stop writing that it was lawful to keep
loaded guns inside the house as long as the owner was home. I told him the
police – or whoever now had authority – should drop the charges against Carlos.
“They won’t,” McWhinnie said.
Of course they won’t. The so-called Justice department from Whitehorse to
Ottawa was working on an open-ended bank account and with a system replete
with boa constrictors. They were going to keep squeezing the victim for as long
as it took to get a conviction, even if it was contrived. McWhinnie subtly revealed
that fact.
In cahoots with his cabal, McWhinnie already had pulled some classic capers
with respect to drumming up business for the courtroom, then trying to
manipulate judicial procedures before a deputy judge who was sitting on
unfamiliar turf.
But to phone and threaten a journalist was dumb.
It meant he and his cohorts were indeed running scared. They must have felt I
was moving in too close and feared I was on the verge of exposing the whole lot.
They wanted me under control before I learned and wrote too much. But their
scheme, designed to frighten me, was destined to backfire. At least, they were
smart enough to know when to shut up.
It was too bad McWhinnie hadn’t been smarter, earlier, before he phoned to
accuse me of defaming him.
He took exception to the sentence: “When he (defense lawyer Richard Fritze)
had to outline his strategy, she (deputy judge Deborah Livingtstone) would tell
the Crown prosecutor David McWhinnie how she expected him to argue a certain
point.”
Livingstone had coached McWhinnie at least seven times to hasten proceedings.
(I later counted them in the transcript.) But the perception in the courtroom had
been that she was helping him argue against Fritze’s application more effectively,
so she had more solid grounds not to quash the search warrant.
McWhinnie was worried about what I had done to his precious reputation. What
about what he and others had done to the reputation of Allen Carlos and his
family?
McWhinnie thought the decision of the deputy judge, presiding in Ontario, would
be influenced by my article. I thought this man on the phone was out of his tree!
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What kind of a judge did he think he had played to? Or better yet, was his
argument so flimsy that he was having difficulty proving “beyond reasonable
doubt” that the Carlos guns were “stored”?
If the deputy judge was to be influenced by any factor other than law, it would be
the supporters who flocked into the courtroom.
But, to be on the safe side and ensure the deputy judge wouldn’t be swayed,
McWhinnie demanded a retraction of my article, which I informed him, had to be
granted by the editor. I didn’t tell him the Yukon News never granted retractions.
Besides, the newspaper had been threatened so many times with lawsuits, the
editor and publisher no longer flinched over such trivialities.
“The editor is on leave...” I offered.
“That explains why I couldn’t contact him this afternoon,” said McWhinnie.
I hadn’t seen the published article. It depended on who was in the editor’s slot as
to whether the published version coincided with my original copy. Editorial
deletions and changes can alter connotations.
“Ummm.” McWhinnie agreed to having knowledge that such things could
happen.
But I quickly took credit for my work. Some changes result from the newspaper’s
own style. Yet the essence and integrity of what I intend are always retained, I
added.
“Why (do you ask)? Are you planning on suing me?”
Yes, he was, an inkling I had from the time I picked up the phone. “But I want to
discuss it with ‘others’ first to see if they read the article the same way I did.”
The article was not open to interpretation. It wasn’t an academic treatise. It was
a straightforward account of history, law and what I had observed inside a
courtroom.
He asked if I had written the article for money?
I didn’t really think that my private affairs were any of his business. “I’ll let you
know at the end of the month when I’m issued a cheque,” I answered,
sarcastically. The article had been printed, of course I would be paid for it. But
my business arrangements with the newspaper was none of his business.
“News Columnist under your name bothers me,” he continued. “You wrote the
article intending to get paid, didn’t you? I’ve seen your name in the paper
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before.”
Gee, I’d only been writing for the newspaper for the last 10 years. It wouldn’t
exactly be unusual to see my byline.
What was with this guy? For a Crown prosecutor, his line of questioning was
certainly awkward. He needed help.
“Sometimes I am billed as a News Columnist, sometimes as a News
Correspondent, sometimes I’ve even called a News Reporter, which I’m not. I’m
not really a columnist. I think News Columnist started to be attached to my name
because I am a regular contributor to the Business & Finance page. It was
considered my column. When you find out, please call me back and let me
know.”
He asked again about my pay.
“Let me help you out,” I said, annoyed. “If what you’re asking is if I am an
employee of the Yukon News, the answer is ‘no’. If you are asking if I was
assigned to cover the Carlos trial, the answer is ‘no’. I do not think – well, I know
– nobody was there from the Yukon News because I would have recognized
them. The only reporter I saw was Michael Hale from the Whitehorse Star. What
are you asking me?”
He was asking for a retraction from the newspaper because he was afraid the
deputy judge would base her decision on my article.
I thought his reasoning absurd. A judge presiding in Ontario would base a
decision on my opinion, rather than the law? Even if by happenstance she did
see the article?
I was incredulous, as well as naïve. I still believed Canada functioned under a
justice system. It didn’t. It was a court, or legal, system. And, yes, I was to learn
that judicial activism was rampant. Women judges bring feminist ideas to the
bench; judges would base decision on public opinion rather than jurisprudence in
an attempt to achieve what they view as “social justice”. That was the reason it
was important that members of the community show support for Carlos at trial
because none of us knew anything about Livingstone’s background and how she
conducted court business.
“You are interfering with the freedom of the press,” I reminded McWhinnie.
“There is no publication ban on the case. The statement you are referring to is
on public record.”
He denied it.
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“It better be,” I shot back. “You can find it in the record. But there won’t be a
hard copy of the transcript unless there is an appeal.”
McWhinnie agreed.
“The court clerk – or transcriber, or whoever – don’t have the right to change the
court proceedings,” I added.
McWhinnie agreed.
“Ma’am,” he said. There was that word again he could make sound so
demeaning with the fingernails-raked-down-the-blackboard approach. “Are you
‘Merican?”
“Yes, I am. Are you going to sue me for that too while you’re at it?”
Somewhere in the conversation, he asked, “Did you attend the trial?”
“Yes,” I answered, wondering how else he would think I could have written the
article. Did he think I had interviewed the defense lawyer and the defendant and
lifted snippets from the Star articles to patch together a story?
McWhinnie was surprised, maybe even nervous. He obviously couldn’t place
this phantom person in his mind’s eye. Yet he and I had practically rubbed
shoulders for two and a half days in that stuffy courtroom and exchanged a few
words on several occasions.
McWhinnie became frustrated because his earlier attempt to contact the News
editor was foiled. But for McWhinnie to demand a retraction from a freelance
writer, who carried no weight in the decision-making process at the newspaper,
was no smarter than for him to threaten me with a defamation suit.
He really didn’t have any intention of suing me, and I knew it. He was trying to
intimidate and discredit me so I wouldn’t write any further copy about the Carlos
case.
I told him if he felt hard done by, write a letter of rebuttal. He said he was
restricted by his position from writing a letter to the editor, which was a bunch
of malarkey.
I proffered some free advice, which was worth what he was paying for it. When
an offended reader doesn’t have the integrity to put his own name on a letter, I
suggested he write the letter and assign somebody else’s name. It’s sleazy but
occurs often in the letters column.
I provided some detailed instructions and assured the News would print it.
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Controversy puts spice into newspapers.
I further explained how McWhinnie should go about seeking a retraction. And,
should he garner one, which I knew he wouldn’t, his name would come to the
fore, and I would definitely make the phone conversation public.
He ultimately simmered down into a friendlier disposition. But he still wanted to
tell me how to do my job and what I could and couldn’t write.
He wanted me to stop writing that people could legally keep loaded guns in their
houses under certain circumstances; and he didn’t want me writing that police
could make search and seizures under certain circumstances without warrants.
There were certainly enough examples to justify my writing about both subjects.
I referenced Section 34 to about 40 of the Criminal Code that deals with selfdefense and defense of private property. He was surprised that a lowly “reporter”
was able to discuss the Criminal Code. While he knew what was written into the
Criminal Code, he couldn’t recite section numbers from memory.
There is nowhere in the section on self-defense that it allows a person to keep a
loaded gun in the house, he said.
Maybe not, but there’s no place in that section that it says you can’t.
I told him I had a thick file of case law that supported my contentions. He said, “I
doubt it.”
What did he mean, he “doubted it”? I was reading the file when he phoned. And
he was in possession of the identical material which had been tabled during the
Carlos trial by defense lawyer Fritze. And, while the material wasn’t beneficial to
McWhinnie’s arguments, he was going to have to read the material to effectively
counter Fritze’s submissions.
This conversation was getting tedious.
I asked if he were a gun owner. He confirmed he was. The conversation
evolved into a comparison between firearms as a work of craftsmanship and
beauty and evil, horrible-looking weapons I had observed that were ready for
destruction. He quickly pointed out that even those guns and bayonets from
which I had recoiled could be of interest to a collector. I agreed, believing that
only a collector would be so quick as to make that assessment.
I told him I was sore about the disrespectful way he, Cst. Gork and the Court
Clerk had handled Carlos’ guns with their oily hands, then stuffed them into a
plastic bag to rust.
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He tried to assure me that Gork liked guns and would care for Carlos’ guns,
cleaning and oiling them.
“How can he?” I shot back. “Those guns on exhibit went to storage in the
basement of the Justice building. He’s not supposed to have access to them.”
He didn’t answer.
He turned to discussing the Carlos case, which I deemed highly inappropriate
while the criminal case was still before the courts.
Final written arguments had not been submitted form either side. Yet McWhinnie
talked as though the Crown had already won both the storage and prohibition
cases.
McWhinnie was positive that Carlos wouldn’t get jail time for the storage
infraction charges under Section 86 of the Criminal Code, but rather would have
to pay a fine. He didn’t say how much. He said that Carlos would be prohibited
from owning firearms for a year or two under the Section 111, which had not been
heard.
Carlos had been set up as a “threat to public safety and to his family” in the
application for the search warrant. What was the purpose of punishing him with
a couple of years prohibition? Did the Justice system believe he would be less of
a “threat to public safety” in two years than when the McWhinnie-Gork-Otterbein
trio started this fiasco against him? None of this made any sense.
About 45 minutes into the approximately one-hour conversation, I heard a click
that sounded like his tape had run out.
He referred to the lateness and that the next day came early. But before he hung
up, he invited me to come chat with any of the eight Crown prosecutors at any
time.
“They are open, some more quotable than others,” he offered.
The light bulb came on. That’s what had prompted this silly phone call. I had
refused to interview him. He liked to bamboozle reporters and insert his opinions
into print.
However, I didn’t need to talk with him any more than I needed to talk with
Richard Fritze or Allen Carlos. I was familiar with the firearms legislation and
Criminal Code and, to a certain extent, with the law. I had sat in court for two
and a half days and heard every word spoken and made copious notes and was
in possession of legal documents. I had no reason to have to interview anybody!
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We bade each other good night.
“See you in court, so to speak,” I chirped.
Running Scared: Otterbein Swiped At Jane Gaffin
Just as Crown prosecutor David McWhinnie had ghost-written the application for
a search warrant for Cst. Wayne Gork’s signature, he took on a new role as
ghost writer for Chief Firearms Officer Dan Otterbein, an RCMP sergeant shifted
to the firearms office. It was curious why a member close to retirement would
want to get his name embroiled in a public controversy.
There was plenty of tell-tale evidence that the letter-to-the-editor was truly ghostwritten.
One, I’d given McWhinnie instructions on what to do.
Two, it was a well-circulated fact among lawyers and other police officers that
Otterbein could not write a decent one-paragraph police report, much less be
expected to pull together a lengthy letter in a short time.
Three, Otterbein had not attended the Carlos trial and didn’t have a clue or didn’t
care what went on inside the courtroom. He merely breezed in and out during
recesses to talk with Cst. Gork and McWhinnie.
Four, the material in the letter covered McWhinnie’s complaints to me on the
phone as to what he didn’t want me writing in my newspaper articles and
commentaries.
Nevertheless, Reporter Biased appeared in the Yukon News on Friday,
August 11, 2000, under Otterbein’s name.
The column that appeared in August 7 News, Justice Served
Up Yukon Style, is another example of the one-sided
reporting which shows a lack of integrity.
The reporter obviously has little or no understanding of the
investigative process, the Criminal Code, Firearms Act nor
the legal process that must be followed to obtain a search
warrant or in the process that the police must follow prior to
laying criminal charges.
The purpose of the Firearms Act is to improve public safety
by protecting people from the unsafe use of firearms and
ammunition.
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This is done by regulating the transport, storage and use of
firearms, and by refusing to issue licences to individuals who
have been convicted, within the previous five years, of a
violent offence, treated for mental illness associated with
violence, or who have a history of violent behavior.
(Note: Allen Carlos doesn’t fit into any of these categories!)
Section 5(2) of the Firearms Act provides the criteria to
determine whether an individual is eligible to hold a licence.
Jane Gaffin has made some very damaging comments
towards the police, the judiciary and the legal system and
has misled the Yukon public in relation to the laws contained
in the Criminal Code and the Firearms Act.
The following statement in Gaffin’s article is irresponsible:
“as was pointed out in court, the Criminal Code provides for
a person to keep loaded weapons in the house as a means
of protecting property and family from intruders.”
Nowhere in the Criminal Code does it state you can keep a
loaded firearm in your house for protection of property or
family members.
There are provisions in the Firearms Act where an individual
can be granted the authority to carry a firearm for personal
protection, however these are rarely approved and only in
exceptional circumstances.
Section 86 of the Criminal Code refers to the storage,
display, handling and transportation of certain firearms
regulations.
In these regulations, Section 15 states: “An individual may
load a firearm or handle a loaded firearm only in a place
where the firearm may be discharged in accordance with all
applicable acts of Parliament and the legislature of a
province, regulations made under such acts, and municipal
by-laws.”
In simpler terms, you can only load a firearm in a place
where it can be lawfully discharged.
In regards to restricted or prohibited firearms of which your
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article speaks, owners of these types of firearms must apply
for an Authorization to Transport their firearms should they
wish to move their firearms from the place where the firearm
is lawfully registered, in most cases this is their residence.
The only place you can lawfully load and discharge these
firearms is at an approved firearms range.
The individual must be properly licenced to possess these
firearms, and they must apply for an Authorization to
Transport their legally registered restricted or prohibited
firearm to an approved range for the lawful purpose of target
practice or a target-shooting competition.
There are provisions in the Firearms Act that allow properly
licenced individuals to apply for an Authorization to Carry
their restricted or Section 12(6) prohibited firearms for
personal protection against predatory wildlife if they work in
remote wilderness areas.
Applicants must meet strict eligibility requirements before
this type of authorization is approved by the chief firearms
officer.
Most responsible firearms owners are well aware of the laws
regarding the safe storage, safe transportation, safe display
and use of firearms as these laws are not new with the
implementation of the Firearms Act.
This information is available by completing the Canadian
Firearms Safety Course and the Canadian Firearms
Restricted Safety Course or by obtaining information from
your local federal firearms office.
I will not comment on other specifics of Gaffin’s article as this
matter is still before the courts, however, I will say that this
article is a typical one-sided story by a reporter who is
attempting to distort what may have occurred within a judicial
process.
If all else fails, let’s throw in the thought of Nazis breaking
down doors and seizing property to stir up public reaction.
The truth of the matter is that the police must obtain a search
warrant prior to searching a residence unless exigent
circumstances exist.
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There are also provisions in the Firearms Act for inspectors
to carry out inspections in private dwellings; however, the
homeowner or occupant must be given reasonable notice
and consent to the inspection.
Most firearms owners are responsible law-abiding citizens
who have nothing to fear from the Criminal Code or the
Firearms Act if they comply with the laws pertaining to the
safe ownership and use of their firearms.
Should any of your readers wish to obtain factual information
about the Firearms Act, they can access the Canadian
Firearms Centre’s website: http://canada.justice.gc.ca or
they can visit the chief firearms office situated at 4141A –
Fourth Avenue in Whitehorse.
Anti-gun nuts gloated and uttered silly remarks to me.
“I guess Dan Otterbein told you off, didn’t he?” said Patrick Michael, the
clerk of the Yukon legislative assembly, who had always been friendly.
“Otterbein didn’t tell me off,” I retorted. “He didn’t write the letter.”
Michael, who didn’t believe me, was ushering a security-buzzer installer around the
Yukon government administration building when they came across me in the
Yukon Party Caucus Office. He made a disdainful crack to the personnel that
the new security buzzers were a safety measure against problem people like “Jane,
who might come in with her guns.”
This was an identical scenario in the DIAND regional library in Red Square when
the security-buzzer installers came in. The librarian told them the buzzers were a
“safety measure against problem patrons like Jane Gaffin.”
It was about a half year later, during the weekend of the Sourdough Rendezvous
winter carnival, that I happened upon government employee Michael in a
supermarket. I purposefully asked what events he had taken in, and he in turn
asked me the same.
“The only event I took in was the Rendezvous gun show,” I said. “There was a
big turnout; lots of people I haven’t seen for a year or so.”
I was goading him because I knew about his anti-gun stance. His reaction was
interesting. He admitted his dislike for guns was a throwback to his rebellious
nature as a youth toward his father. He turned away from guns simply because
his father liked them. So, Michael didn’t have a gun culture, therefore, guns bad
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and nobody needs them, but he didn’t chastise me for having attended
the gun show.
Since guns were involved in the Carlos case, the general public stupidity
accepted the whole sorry mess as a gun issue. People could not see through
the fog to a police state’s ever-increasing advancement over their civil liberties
and their ownership rights to private property. We’d already seen confiscation of
hardrock mining claims; next would be placer mining claims, big-game outfitters’
concessions and game farmers’ animals; followed by a loss of farms and houses,
and whatever was inside those dwelling places.
An Alberta fellow, who knew firearms legislation and had read Otterbein’s
Reporter Biased attack of me, phoned to say: “If the Yukon has a chief firearms
officer who doesn’t know the law, you people up there are in trouble.”
Well, we already knew that!
Double Standard
Four days after Otterbein’s letter appeared in the Yukon News, a Whitehorse
resident was reported to have discharged a firearm inside his suburban home
and blew a hole in the basement ceiling.
My associates, well-apprised of gun laws, advised me: “It’s not the same thing as
the Carlos case.”
I saw it differently because I was the one who endured McWhinnie’s phone call
and was aware he had ghost-written Reporter Biased.
McWhinnie had instructed me to stop writing that people could keep loaded guns
inside their private dwellings. He didn’t differentiate between rifles and prohibited
or restricted handguns.
At trial, he tried to convey that message to the judge by asking Carlos if he had a
firing range inside his house.
Under oath, Cst. Gork and Cpl. Campbell both said it was illegal to keep a loaded
firearm inside a house.
The chief firearms officer had assigned his name to a ghost-written letter-to-theeditor that echoed that position.
From where I sat, all were wrong. Either they didn’t know the law or hoped the
judge didn’t. In their desperation to win the Carlos case, the group of four
engaged in an unorthodox approach to sway the opinion of the deputy judge as
well as the general public over to their way of thinking. They did not relish
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interference from me.
But they never uttered another peep when I countered them in the Whitehorse
Star on August 28 with an article captioned Do We Have A Double Standard
Justice System?
RCMP Cst. Wayne Gork recently told a court that nobody is
allowed to have a loaded firearm in a house.
During a 2-1/2 day unfinished trial, the Crown witness
agreed under cross-examination that to be loaded, the gun
must have a live round in the chamber.
One of several exhibits was a Ruger .44 Magnum handgun.
During an unconscionable raid on a Whitehorse resident’s
private dwelling, the police found the gun “loaded” with five
cartridges.
An empty cylinder was on the barrel.
Owner safety precautions, transfer bars and other built-in
safety mechanisms prevent guns from discharging
accidentally, even when they are carried in the bush fullyloaded.
The gun owner, an expert woodsman and mineral
prospector, is very proficient with firearms and has handled
them safely for over 45 years.
Loading and unloading guns to ensure ammunition fits, and
so forth, is part and parcel of normal and regular safety
procedures that gun owners go through – and one in which
the accused was engaged in when his home was rudely
invaded by four unexpected visitors on Feb. 15.
My question as to whether the handgun can be considered
legally loaded will have to be decided by the court, I
suppose, since the RCMP have felt compelled to charge the
gun owner.
In this specific case, Allen Carlos, who was legally licenced
to possess his collection of seized firearms, was alleged to
have contravened Section 86 of the Criminal Code regarding
improper storage of loaded prohibited and restricted
firearms.
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While I don’t make a daily diet of the Criminal Code, I have
read about the careless use of firearms on page 47 of the
hefty tome.
It states: “Every person commits an offence who, WITHOUT
LAWFUL EXCUSE, USES, CARRIES, HANDLES, SHIPS,
TRANSPORTS OR STORES A FIREARM, a prohibited
weapon, a restricted weapon, a prohibited device or any
ammunition or prohibited ammunition IN A CARELESS
MANNER OR WITHOUT REASONABLE PRECAUTIONS
FOR THE SAFETY OF OTHER PERSONS.” (Emphasis
added)
That begs another question. An item was reported on CBC
and in the Star on Aug. 15:
“A 29-year-old man accidentally discharged his firearm in the
Copper Ridge subdivision at 9:00 Monday evening,
Whitehorse RCMP say.
“Apparently, the man was cleaning and examining his rifle
when it accidentally discharged, police said in a statement.
“The bullet went through the ceiling of his basement and into
the air. No charges were laid, but the man was reminded
about firearm safety.”
Did the police actually accept “cleaning and examining a
loaded firearm” as a “lawful excuse” under Section 86(1) of
the Code?
As a safety precaution, the barrel should have been pointed
at the floor.
It sounds as though the person was “using and handling a
firearm in a careless manner without reasonable precautions
for the safety of other persons.”
The unidentified man had a loaded firearm in his house. The
RCMP and Crown prosecutor claim it is taboo to have a
loaded firearm of any type in a house.
Yet the man was not criminally charged. Why not?
A “live round” had to be in the “chamber” to discharge.
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A stray, misguided bullet that caused property damage could
have easily blown off somebody’s head, or done other bodily
harm to an innocent bystander, especially a small child.
The RCMP’s mandate is to enforce the Criminal Code.
One man, who was “examining” his guns, is charged for
having loaded handguns in his house that were under safe
control and could not discharge accidentally.
His name was made public.
The other man, who was “examining” his gun, is not charged
for having a loaded rifle in his house that was not under safe
control and did discharge accidentally, causing property
damage.
His name is cloaked in anonymity.
Have the RCMP currently rethought and admitted to the
legality of having loaded firearms in the house, as for
example, Section 34 to 41 of the Criminal Code that deals
with self-defence of person and defence of property?
Or are the police inconsistent as law enforcers? Is Section
86(1) dusted off and used on a case-by-case basis?
Regardless, the man sounds like “a threat to public safety”.
He needs to take training in safe handling of his guns from
Mr. Carlos.
Or is Canada operating on a double-standard legal system?
Respondent Challenged Otterbein To Debate
Two people, who attended the Carlos trial, wrote letters in response to
Otterbein’s letter in the News. But politically-correct editor Peter Lesniak
wouldn’t publish them, for whatever reason. He had been warned not to, perhaps?
Didn’t like the writers? Didn’t like the subject? Space? Who knows?
One submission was from Paul Rogan. Copy editor Erling Friis-Baastad claimed
his letter was too “disjointed” and “badly-written” to edit! The truth was that
Rogan wouldn’t allow – and didn’t need – his material edited. “Run it like I wrote
it, or don’t run it,” he would instruct.
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His simultaneous submission to the Star ran verbatim, as he had written it, on
August 23, 2000. The piece was heralded by the public as a “tremendous bellringer”.
Rogan was a gunsmith, founder of the Responsible Firearms Owners Coalition of
the Yukon, and publisher of the monthly Canadian Access to Firearms.
He had definitely attended the trial; he definitely knew firearms and firearms
legislation; and he definitely knew Chief Firearms Officer Dan Otterbein.
Rogan wasn't amused by his letter and responded with his own, headed Debate
May Resolve Divisive Issue.
Our chief firearms officer, Dan Otterbein, has publicly
accused a local writer, Ms. Jane Gaffin, of being “biased”, of
“one-sided reporting” and “lack of integrity”, of having made
some very damaging comments towards the police, the
judiciary and the legal system.
Ms. Gaffin has not even come near starting to describe the
damage the police, judiciary and legal system are doing to
themselves in their efforts to dupe the Canadian people
regarding the substance and the effects of the new firearms
legislation, a typical case of the pot calling the kettle black.
I would suggest that Mr. Otterbein would be wise to use
words like “integrity”, “one-sided” and “distort” with a
modicum of restraint.
Wrapping themselves in the cloak of the assumed
honourability of their positions as officers of the law, he and
his bureaucratic colleagues have been consistent in
attempting to unashamedly pass their Ottawa masters’ latest
spin, a collage of assorted assumptions and cleverly
designed (and untested, I must add!) interpretations of the
law and its accompanying regulations as being the true, and,
by implication, sacred and unarguable law of the land.
One example is Mr. Otterbein being quoted by CBC as
stating “the act is not about confiscation” while 54-percent of
legally-owned handguns are being confiscated and
destroyed as we speak under the delayed action of
grandfathering. The idea that our chief firearms officer
would not be aware of this easily-verifiable fact makes one
shake one’s head in disbelief!
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Otterbein, in a letter to the editor, Constable Gork, while
under oath during the Carlos trial, and numbers of other
officers and bureaucrats are working very hard at convincing
Canadians that at no time and under no circumstance having
a loaded firearm, especially a restricted one, on one’s own
premises is legal.
Guns bad; government good! Why don’t we get it?
They love to cite part 15 of the regulations, willfully and no
doubt intentionally ignoring or even bluntly denying other
parts of the Criminal Code that specifically allow firearms
owners to legally do that.
God bless, I am no lawyer, as will be immediately obvious to
the readers, but Section 34 of the Criminal Code comes to
mind. A section dealing with the right to self-defence under
admittedly very restrictive and well-defined conditions, it
allows one to defend his or anyone’s life, even with the use
of a firearm if the gravity of the situation calls for it.
Would Mr. Otterbein be concerned by the truth instead of
just spewing the last fashionable official CFC (Canadian
Firearms Centre) version of the law, he should have no
problem digging up the dozens of cases and precedents in
the last few years alone where judges have ruled such
action to be entirely within the law, like the James Morrow
case in 1997, where Judge J. McKinnon found Mr. Morrow
blameless of any wrong-doing after he shot a home invader
in the head and killed him, to cite but one!
One has a difficult time reconciling the right to use a firearm
for self-defence with Mr. Otterbein’s statement that, and I
quote, “Nowhere in the Criminal Code does it state that you
can keep a loaded firearm in your house...” conveniently and
purportedly blurring the concepts of “storage” as opposed to
“use”, whatever legal use that might be.
Farmers and Indians are allowed to keep loaded firearms
under certain circumstances. Sections 494, 25, 27 and 34
all provide for the use of force by any common citizen under
some circumstances, with no exclusions as to any specific
means of location, etc., etc., etc.
Section 95 of the Criminal Code, for example, prohibits the
loading of a firearm but only when some conditions are not
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met, such as being in possession of the proper licence. As
anyone who owned a firearm before December 1998 is
“deemed” to be licenced until January 2001, this alone
covers an awful lot of people! I understand Mr. Carlos to be
properly licenced for all the firearms he owns.
My queries to the NFA (National Firearms Association) legal
department and not one but two lawyers specializing in
firearms cases have netted a myriad of inconsistencies and
contradictions brought about by C-68.
The fact that all the gobbledygook is yet to be tested in the
higher courts is precisely what permits the CFC (Canadian
Firearms Centre) bureaucrats to go public with that kind of
fraudulent spin with no consequences to themselves. To
paraphrase: “There are lies, damn lies and CFC rulings!”
What Canadian wants the aggravation, or can afford to blow
10 or 15 grand on legal fees just for the satisfaction of being
proven right? Hell, as we speak, we have gun owners
pleading guilty right and left in this compassionate country of
ours to crimes they have not committed simply because
obtaining justice is not within their means!
Testing all the warts, cankers and hurriedly-patched
abscesses of this Frankenstein of a law will take years, an
untold amount of taxpayers’ money, leaving in its wake
broken, bankrupt businesses, a loss of respect in, if not
downright hate for, the police, and a growing resentment and
disgust for all government institutions.
Reassuringly enough, no bureaucrat will ever have to suffer a
demotion or loss of pay over all this nonsense. Now, doesn’t
that make you feel all warm and cozy inside?
Professor Dorans of the Canadian Institute for Legislative
Action says it best when he writes: “C-68 is an ineffective,
senseless and wasteful law. It was imposed on the
Canadian people through fraud, trickery, inflated statistics,
bogus polls, flawed surveys, fraudulent research,
parliamentary closure every step of the way, anti-firearms
rights, special-interest groups and a heavily-biased media
that prevented the truth from reaching the Canadian people.
“Therefore, C-68 is an unjust law that needs to be repealed
and replaced.”
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Should Mr. Otterbein wish to respond to this letter, instead of
wasting more time and paper with another load of vacuous
spin, incomplete quotes and untested interpretations, may I
suggest we take the subject to a public forum at a location
and time of his choice, and let him or any expert of his
choice debate me or any expert of my choice? Anyone
interested can attend and judge for him or herself who is
telling the truth and who, if anyone, is taking Canadians for
the proverbial ride.
This should save a couple of trees that did not deserve to be
misused so!
Dan Otterbein did not take Paul Rogan up on the offer for a public debate, nor
did the chief firearms officer ever sign his name to any more letters in the
newspaper.
Jane Gaffin Used A Pen As A Self-Defense Weapon
My normal policy is to write what I have to say and not respond to even the most
scathing insults against me. My philosophy is that I’m not going to convince my
readers of anything more than I’ve already said, so why belabor the point? When
attacked in print, readers can make up their own minds about me.
I made an exception to the rule with regards to the misleading letter from the
McWhinnie/Otterbein combo because the Yukon News refused to allow others
the opportunity to set the record straight, as Rogan had done in the Star. And,
since I was beginning to suffocate on the dirt, I wanted to disclose that Otterbein
had not penned his own letter.
My rebuttal ran in the August 30th issue of the News, which was a sponsor of the
forthcoming Carlos fund-raiser event. My suggested headline was changed and
some of my hottest copy deleted, but the editor helpfully tagged my article with
information about the Carlos trust account and fund-raiser which were not
available when I submitted the article.
Ironically, I was identified as “News Columnist”, which must have choked David
McWhinnie. To boot, I was even paid for the piece, headed Justice Will Triumph
in Carlos Case.
A letter, headed Debate May Resolve Divisive Issue by Paul
Rogan in the August 23 issue of the Star was a direct
response to Dan Otterbein’s letter in the August 11 News
headed Reporter Biased.
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Chief firearms officer Otterbein did not attend the trial of
Allen Carlos on July 26, 27 and 28, except to breeze in and
out during a recess to talk with the Crown prosecutor David
McWhinnie and RCMP officer Wayne Gork.
Furthermore, Otterbein didn’t write the letter in response to
my August 7th article, Justice Served Up Yukon Style.
At this time, I will not be releasing the name of the ghost
writer. He can squirm a while.
His name will eventually be revealed because he is looking
for a retraction from the News and also intends to sue me for
defamation.
Due to his public position, he felt restricted by what he could
write in the paper under his own moniker. But he didn’t feel
restricted by what he could say over the phone.
I instructed him on how to rebut my article. It’s common
practice in the newspaper business for a public servant to
write a letter and attach someone else’s name to it.
I even gave instructions on how to seek a retraction from the
News.
What the caller expects in the way of compensation is
beyond me. But it will be interesting to see whose integrity
remains intact after we hash out who did what to whom in
court.
Since this is the first of many fallouts expected as a direct
result of the Carlos case, I’ve already had offers of financial
support.
The letter writer claims I was disrespectful to the police and
the judiciary.
I don’t like to be disrespectful to the two sacred institutions.
In fact, less than a year ago, I commended the police in
print.
The RCMP once ranked among the top three law
enforcement agencies in the world.
A Saskatchewan letter-writer, who is following the Carlos
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case from afar by Internet, wrote: “The RCMP were once a
respected and fine organization. That is not so today.
Beware of them, as they are no longer the respected friend
of the average citizen. They are now an instrument of the
government, to be used as they, and their political masters,
see fit.”
A retired Mountie offered some sage advice, too. “The police
and the judiciary have to earn their respect,” he told me.
Anybody who sat in on the Carlos trial will know that the
performances of the police and judiciary were disgraceful.
They’ve been caught red-handed and now are crying foul.
“Sometime we have to do the right thing for Mr. Carlos and
everybody else in this country,” defence lawyer Richard
Fritze told the court.
The deputy judge jolted, as though she was shocked by the
reason we were gathered in the stuffy little room that
overflowed with Mr. Carlos’ friends.
Or maybe she thought Mr. Fritze’s statement was
impertinent in this day and age.
What I wrote flowed from what I heard and observed in a
public forum. I have lots of witnesses to testify to what
unfolded in the courtroom.
A red flag went up when the caller denied that certain
information would be found in the public record. The court
reporter, clerk of the court and transcribers do not have
licence to edit court proceedings.
And the defence side of the equation will be watching like a
hawk to ensure none of the transcript has been altered.
I cautioned the caller about interfering with the freedom of
the press, which also is a sacred institution in this country.
And I reminded him there is no publication ban on the case.
For added measure, I reference the Criminal Code, a
document from which the Otterbein-ghost-writer combo likes
to draw.
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Sections 308, 309 and 310 give me the licence to make a fair
comment on a public person and a public meeting for the
benefit of the public, which is exactly what I’ve done.
A public outcry has been heard. Mr. Carlos does not have
the opportunity to meet his accuser in court, which is the way
justice used to be served. To defend himself against a
trumped-up search warrant and defeat the criminal gunrelated charges will cost up to $20,000.
The ordinary person cannot afford justice. That is
disgraceful and is the reason the police and the judiciary
have been getting away with so much lately.
They expected Mr. Carlos to plead guilty, pay a fine and shut
up. He would have a criminal record attached to his
impeccable name in perpetuity.
He dug in his heels tenaciously. Gun-owners and non-gunowners rallied.
The Responsible Firearms Owners Coalition has established
a trust fund for the Carlos family.
And the RFOC will be staging a fund-raising event complete
with buffet, auction and entertainment on September 27.
This event is where Mr. Carlos gets his real day in court. He
will be the keynote speaker.
I can hardly wait!
Hopefully, the audience will hear details surrounding the
bogus complaint and scurrilous search warrant that the
deputy judge wouldn’t allow to be heard in court because it
isn’t part of the criminal charges.
*****
Allen Carlos Defence Fund Family Night will be having its
get-together on September 27 at 7 p.m. at the Gold Rush
Inn.
Guest speakers and donations for a silent auction are being
lined up, including four prints donated by Jim Robb.
To cover the costs, $5 tickets will soon be available at
locations to be announced.
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A trust fund for Allen Carlos has been set up at the Bank of
Montreal, account No. 8075-985. All donations to the
account will be gratefully accepted.
Pythons Like To Eat Boa Constrictors
After my self-defense article was published, Crown prosecutor David McWhinnie
never called again; nor did he and Dan Otterbein ever again conspire to discredit
me in print.
If Otterbein had suspicioned the public backlash, he probably would never have
allowed the Crown prosecutor to put words in his mouth. It was undoubtedly a
total embarrassment for the chief firearms officer to be publicized as
unknowledgeable about the very laws he was responsible for administering.
My moles informed me that McWhinnie – and possibly Otterbein – was
reprimanded internally for creating a public spectacle. Maybe that solves the
mystery of what happened to the defamation suit.
Bureaucrats live in mortal fear of being found out. But his intimidation didn’t work
on me. My keyboard was just getting nicely warmed up.
Over the next long while, a string of bureaucrats and their representatives –
many of Red Square fame – were calling the News and the Star to inquire if I
were a paid writer, and, if so, how much I was paid. Some of these people’s
agents would approach me in public places and ask the same questions, or to
reveal they had ferreted out private information about me.
So what? The newspapers were responsible for what they published, whether
produced by a paid or unpaid scribe. An unpaid letter wasn’t going to protect the
publications from defamation, slander or libel.
While some of the justices gave me “good for you” salutes as greetings, many
government and private lawyers growled “that damned Jane Gaffin” behind my
back.
This was fun.
Later, I was invited to pad my income by submitting articles to Paul Rogan’s
publication, Canadian Access To Firearms.
“You can write anything in my paper you want...within reason,” he qualified.
And it was often through his paper that I launched new material that was
unfolding in this whole sordid mess.
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It was difficult to envision anybody – even on a dare – foolish enough to complain
to him about material he deemed suitable for publishing in his own paper, or
threatening him with defamation.
Pythons like to eat boa constrictors.
While Jane Gaffin Wrote, Callers Called
Meanwhile, another one of my commentaries had appeared in the Star on
August 11, 2000.
Was deputy judge Deborah Livingstone actually reviewing my articles and
heeding public sentiments about the Carlos case from her Ontario perch, as
Crown prosecutor McWhinnie feared?
I certainly hoped so.
Scurrilous Search Warrant Prompted Charges stirred up a batch of admonishers
on the home front. But Sandra Orban was too timid to call me; she had someone
else do it.
The Star recently ran a series of articles about the trial of
Allen Carlos.
The Whitehorse resident was in territorial court to face three
firearms charges filed incorrectly by the RCMP on Feb. 28
and corrected on Feb. 29.
Michael Hale’s condensed versions of what he heard for 21/2 days were interpreted about as accurately as is possible
when confined to the vagaries of the English language.
However, Mr. Hale’s first article ran the same day the trial
opened on Wednesday, July 26. Dutifully following orders
from the acting editor, he wrote a one-sided story based on a
half-day’s proceedings.
He only reported on the testimony given by RCMP Cpl.
Frank Campbell under questioning by Crown prosecutor
David McWhinnie. The afternoon cross-examination by
Edmonton-based defence lawyer Richard Fritze was
omitted.
Since reporters don’t write headlines, Mr. Hale cannot be
faulted for the second-coming-of-Christ-sized headlines
(publisher Bob Erlam’s expression) on the front page, nor
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the subhead: “Testimony indicates .357 handgun seized by
RCMP acting on search warrant”.
“Search warrant” should have been preceded by the word
“bogus”.
Mr. Hale deserves full marks for taking criticism without
blaming others. In all fairness, one good thing came from
printing the story too early.
It alerted busy, forgetful people that the case was under way.
By the time the unfinished trial adjourned on the third
morning, an already-packed courtroom was overflowing with
friends of Mr. Carlos, who is a highly-respected, law-abiding
citizen with impeccable credentials.
The dedicated family man lives with his wife and their three
children in a nice residential neighborhood, surrounded by a
judge, lawyers, geologists and other professionals.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos take pride in their children and maintain
their material possessions to mint condition – house, camp,
vehicles, gun collection. They are model parents who
volunteer for countless community activities, school projects
and organizations.
The kids are studious, competitive and gold-medal winners
in sports and are often pictured on the front page of the local
newspapers. They have been raised and nurtured properly
and have never given their parents a moment’s grief.
Mr. Carlos is a popular mineral prospector. One of his bestknown discoveries is the Grew Creek gold deposit near Ross
River.
His profile can be read on pages 187 to 193 of Cashing In,
a book highlighting prominent people who have made
valuable contributions to the Yukon.
The charges against Mr. Carlos relate to what is perceived to
be improper storage of firearms in his private dwelling. He is
alleged to have contravened a part of Section 86 of the
Criminal Code.
Section 84 through 117 is devoted to firearms regulations
that harken back to Kim Campbell’s Bill C-17 the
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predecessor to the more evil C-68, which passed Parliament
on June 13, 1995.
My thick case-law file indicates the words “store” and
“storage” have not been legally defined. The onus is on the
Crown to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the accused
is guilty as charged.
The National Firearms Association’s document Working To
Make Canada Safer has a section called What Comes Next?
Perhaps that should be Who’s Next?
In the North, most residents are in possession of some type
firearms which have retained a traditional reputation as tools
for hunting big and small game; for protection in the bush; or
for sport shooting, i.e. biathlons.
Even the Yukon government joined forces with four other
Canadian jurisdictions to fight C-68, which allows police to
cook up bogus search warrants based on mythical stories
and gossip.
On July 28th, the Star reporter had to leave his audience
hanging with a sentence: “No details of the complaint were
revealed in court.”
Thus, Mr. Hale had no way to explain the mysterious
business surrounding the warrant any more than I can.
But what was heard by the court is that the person cloaked
in anonymity is Sandra Orban, a federal mining land-use
inspector.
That information brought the fuzzy picture into clear focus.
These days, society’s disdain for miners is worse than for
gun owners.
Based on her unsubstantiated account, four plainclothes
officers invaded the Carlos dwelling on Feb. 15. They had
no reason to be there. They were merely on a fishing
expedition.
Once inside, they happened to find what they considered
improperly “stored” guns, which had nothing to do with the
warrant. The vast majority of pieces of the gun collection
were locked inside a proper storage safe.
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Yet the guns could just have easily been out in his bush
camp or on the firing range, or at the bottom of the river.
The court heard that the long arms were “stacked like
cordwood” by the police. This disrespectful display for
someone’s well-groomed personal property would damage
the stocks and barrels with scratches, dents, nicks and so
forth.
Mrs. Carlos, who works mornings for the deputy minister of
Justice, told the court the seized collection included her
daughter’s Annie Oakley gun. She and her husband had
given the birthday present to their 13-year-old daughter, who
never had a chance to fire it before police seized it. (sic)
The police fired test rounds into phone books at the Grey
Mountain range to ensure certain handguns were not
replicas. It was not determined if the police cleaned the
weapons before returning them to the RCMP storage vault.
In court, the handguns were handled without due care by
Cst. Wayne Gork, the Crown prosecutor and the court clerk
with bare, oily-skinned hands. The guns were not wiped
down before being sealed into plastic exhibit bags.
Mr. Carlos has lawfully owned guns for 45 years and is very
proficient with them. He has dutifully registered the ones
necessary to obtain permits to carry. He holds grandfather
rights to own guns which are now categorized “prohibited” or
”restricted”.
However, Mr. Hale’s article of July 28th goes into detail as to
why certain guns were loaded. I won’t belabour that here.
As was pointed out in court and in precedent-setting cases,
the Criminal Code provides for keeping loaded weapons in
the house or place of business as a means of protecting
private property and family from intruders.
Police can’t stop crime or protect citizens from crime. They
normally arrive on the scene after the crime has been
committed.
Yukoners are very cognizant that crime by the REAL
criminals is on the rise in this community. According to
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Ottawa’s recently-released statistics, the territory has the
highest crime rate increase in Canada.
For years, the NFA (National Firearms Association) has
implored politicians to reinstate adequate budgets so law
enforcers can effectively deal with the real crime and stop
harassing law-abiding citizens.
The accused is charged with offences arising from execution
of the scurrilous warrant. Since it is not part of the charges,
Mr. Carlos does not have the opportunity to face his accuser
in court, as used to be the way justice was done.
Mr. Carlos pleaded “not guilty” because in his Canada, he is
not guilty of anything. If he loses, he will have a criminal
record.
If acquitted, his name will be flagged in every gunregistration database in perpetuity. Had he pleaded guilty
and paid a fine, he’d still have a criminal record.
Cst. Gork, who led the raid, had convinced himself that Mr.
Carlos was a threat to public safety. In my estimation, Mr.
Carlos is about as dangerous as a handful of cotton puffs.
The biggest crime of all is for others to conjure up sin where
no sin exists.
While challenging the warrant’s validity, the defence lawyer
brought to light that the police’s big concern for public safety
took a back seat to vacations, shift rotations and “whatnot”.
It was over a year before Cst. Gork drafted a search warrant
(application) with assistance from Cpl. Campbell and
requested the signature of Judge Heino Lilles on Feb. 14.
Lawyer Fritze submitted that the judge should never have
signed a warrant that is not “squeaky clean”.
Under cross-examination, Cst. Gork testified that Judge
Lilles never inquired as to the identity, character or motive of
the “unascertained” person whose complaint generated the
warrant.
The police, who told Mr. Carlos the matter had been
dropped, went ahead with the warrant, although they had
talked to “Hugh Copland and others” who did not feel at all
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threatened by Mr. Carlos.
Mr. Copland is the federal engineer of mines. “Others”
refers to at least one male mining land-use inspector working
in the Elijah Smith building (a.k.a. Red Square).
For the sake of public protection, I’m hoping details
surrounding Ms. Orban’s complaint will be addressed in the
defence’s final written submissions to the deputy judge, who
returned to Ontario before the trial finished.
Then the whole affair can be out in the open to deal with
accordingly.
When I composed Scurrilous Search Warrant Prompted Charges, I was in
possession of a copy of the warrant application. But I was still hazy how the
tangled series of events had unfolded because Carlos’ side of the story was
omitted.
The only specific names revealed in court were Hugh Copland and Sandra
Orban. Since she was the primary culprit, who had filed the five-month-old staledated complaint with the police after storming his Grew Creek property, her name
remained most prominent.
Neither Copland nor Orban was impressed with the publicity. Copland wasn’t
speaking; and word crackled through the grapevine that Orban was whining, “I’m
not the only one involved in this.”
My attitude was, “Tough! She shouldn’t have been involved at all.” Now that she
was in it up to her neck, she deserved to suffer the consequences.
Four days after my article was published, a phone call left me perplexed as to its
purpose.
What’s This Man Up To?
Peter Percival didn’t mention my article, which most likely generated some feisty,
opinionated back-fence gossip that prompted the Monday evening phone call.
The man had never called me before during the many years since we had known
each other casually.
I knew nothing about him, except he was educated as a mining engineer, and a
miner was alleged to have attacked him underground. He was employed in
some capacity with the Yukon government. He lived in Riverdale subdivision and
walked by the Carlos residence on his way to and from his office in the main
administration building on Second Avenue.
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Should any of the Carloses be out in their yard, he nodded a greeting as he went
by, usually touching his hand to his wide-brimmed hat. But they weren’t friends
and didn’t talk much. The engineer had never been inside the Carlos house, nor
they inside his place on Bell Crescent.
The engineer had been principled and of high intellect in his chosen profession.
But he wore a dour facial expression. And his argumentative, know-it-all
personality was very offensive from the moment I answered the phone.
“Are you a friend of Al Carlos?” he demanded, abruptly.
“Yes, I am,” I chirped, delighted to admit I kept such good company.
“Then get him under control,” barked the caller. “He’s making it bad for
everybody else.”
I was absolutely dumbfounded. Get him under control? I didn’t know he was out
of control. Even if he were, what did this caller expect me to do to get him under
control? If the caller thought Al Carlos should be “put under control”, why didn’t
he call Mrs. Carlos? Or, better yet, call Al himself? Was the caller a coward
underneath all this authoritarian gruffness?
And what did he mean “making it bad for everybody else”? Carlos wasn’t making
anything bad for me. In fact, he and his wife, in their usual generous natures,
were always doing me good turns. They fed me, gave me moose meat,
chauffeured me to and from social events.
I pressed for details, believing wrongly that I was talking to another anti-gun
freak.
“Are you a gun owner?” I asked.
“Yes,” he answered. “And he’s making it bad for everybody. I’ve been in his
house and heard him talking. He’s volatile, dangerous, scary. He talks
revolution.”
The caller was about to find out about volatility; after all, I am my mother’s
daughter! As far as I knew, Percival had never been inside the Carlos house, but this
needed confirmation.
Regardless, this picture was fuzzy. And I didn’t like where the conversation had
come from and where it was headed.
I was curious, but cautious.
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He evidently had garnered juicy morsels from somebody who didn’t like Carlos
and had put himself into the position of having first-hand knowledge; or, he had
talked to witnesses who were quaking in their shoes about telling untruths in their
police statements and didn’t relish the publicity and having to take the stand in
the pending prohibition case.
What would be the repercussions for lying to the police and to the courts?
Perjury? Contempt? A civil suit? All three?
When I pushed for specifics about his accusations, the caller wouldn’t elaborate.
“You’d make a good witness for the Crown,” I told him, assuming this
government employee was associated some way with other government
employees like McWhinnie and the witnesses.
“Hmmph,” he uttered, sounding pleased, I thought.
The caller wasn’t easy to like and knew he had long-time enemies. Likely, he
feared how easily the police obtained a “scurrilous” search warrant, cooked up
behind closed doors with a few unreliable complainants who didn’t like Carlos,
and were able to confiscate his gun collection. If Percival were indeed fearful, he
and everybody else in this territory – this country – should have taken measures to
ensure it never happened again. This caller could be next; anybody could be next.
“Sandra Orban’s name is in the phone book.” The statement had no connection
to our conversation.
“So?” I asked.
“Why don’t you call her?” he suggested.
“Why? Is she your wife?”
“My wife’s name is Christal.”
“Why should I call Orban?”
“To get her side of the story.”
“Excuse me, I already have her side of the story,” I said, sternly. “The police did
my work for me. I have the report she filed with police, and I have a copy of the
interview the police did with her. If she wants to talk to me, my name is in the
phone book. She can call me.”
The caller evidently knew I had never talked with Orban; Orban probably told
him. But he was surprised that I had my mitts on the legal documents. He had
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no inkling that my articles were based strictly on courtroom proceedings and
legal materials. I hadn’t even interviewed Carlos.
I went on to explain to the caller, “Of immediate concern is the definition of the
word ‘storage’. It is not defined in the firearms legislation or the Criminal Code.”
“It’s there someplace,” he snapped.
“If you know where, I’m sure the Crown prosecutor would like to know.” (Better
yet, I thought, tell me, so I can pass on the information to the defense lawyer.
The basis for the trial was a debate over the definition of the word “storage” and
what constitutes legal “storage”.)
“It’s there someplace,” he insisted.
This conversation was going nowhere fast, and it was a waste of time to talk to a
person who already had his mind set and didn’t want to be bothered with the
facts.
The caller was a harbinger for something I couldn’t pinpoint, but knew I didn’t like
it. He was obviously rubbing shoulders directly or indirectly with the
McWhinnie/Orban clan of ambushers.
As one might guess, I didn’t waste any time dialing the Carloses.
I knew what I had to say would be hurtful. But society was deeply mired in an
ugly “us” and “them” mentality.
While there was no need to snub the government engineer as he walked by their
house, I thought the Carloses should be forewarned of any potential enemies
lurking in the weeds so as to treat them accordingly.
Paula was rightfully incredulous when I related that the caller said he had heard Allen
saying scary things while inside their house, and wanted me to get him under
control.
“Peter Percival’s never been inside our house,” Paula confirmed, angrily.
Allen was so mad, he was speechless.
More lies being told about him and more words being put into his mouth by
bureaucrats. Where was this going to end?
One doesn’t know any more who can be trusted. Before learning too late and
ending up spiritually broken like Winston Smith in Nineteen Eighty-Four, the
best policy seemed to be not to trust anyone.
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Even the Talmud instructs us, according to my friend Aaron Zelman of Jews for
the Preservation of Firearms Ownership, “If a man comes and attacks your
family, you shall rise up and smite him.”
Vin Suprynowicz
Page 478, Send In The Waco Killers, 1999
The new law that it advocated, indeed, is one of the most absurd specimens of
jackass legislation ever heard of, even in this paradise of legislative donkeyism.
Its single and sole effect would be to exaggerate enormously all of the evils it
proposes to put down. It would not take the pistols out of the hands of rogues
and fools; it would simply take them out of the hands of honest men...the
nation’s new law would deprive the reputable citizen of the arms he needs for
protection, and hand them over to the rogues that he needs protection against.
H.L. Mencken
The (Baltimore) Evening Sun, 1925
______________________________________________________________________
CHAPTER 11: WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS
September 2000 was a hectic month.
While the kingpins of the Responsible Firearms Owners Coalition hustled around
Whitehorse organizing a gala Carlos family fund-raiser night, the lawyers were
filing written arguments and case law with the court.
McWhinnie was over-confident he would score a victory.
Richard Fritze was just as determined to drive a stake through the heart of a
conviction.
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Fritze was the first contributor.
His clear, concise September 5 submission tied up the frayed strands so the
layman could finally make a semblance of sense out of the disheveled trial.
Defense Argument
Charges and Evidence
The accused, Allen Michael Carlos was tried on July 26 to
28th, 2000, in Yukon Territorial Court in Whitehorse. The
charges were spelt out in the amended Information #9900864A, sworn on February 29, 2000.
Carlos faced:
One count under Criminal Code s. 86(1) – careless storage
of a loaded Ruger revolver (Count 1).
One count under Criminal Code s. 86(2) – storage of a
loaded restricted firearm in contravention of 6(a) of the
Storage, Display, Transportation and Handling of Firearms
by Individuals Regulations (Count 2).
One count under Criminal Code s. 86(2) – storage of a
loaded prohibited firearm in contravention of 7(a) of the
Storage, Display, Transportation and Handling of Firearms
by Individuals Regulations (Count 3).
(Note: In places, extra paragraphing has been included for
easier reading in this volume.)
In the course of a search of the Carlos residence pursuant to
a search warrant, Police found a loaded Ruger revolver
behind a component of the stereo which was situated in the
living room upstairs.
The loaded firearms which relate to Counts 2 and 3 were
found in a locked gun safe situated in the basement of the
Carlos residence.
Both members of the Police who testified acknowledge that
they were completely unaware of Carlos’ activities within his
residence on the day in question, February 15, 2000, prior to
their arrival to execute their search warrant.
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The Police were aware only that Carlos had been at his
home earlier that morning because Carlos had spoken with
them on the telephone – the Police had telephoned Carlos at
his home to arrange a meeting with them at a local
restaurant later that morning.
Constable Gork testified that licensing and registration of
Carlos and his firearms, respectively, were not an issue in
respect of the charges laid. He stated that Carlos is properly
licensed for the firearms in question and that all the firearms
were properly registered.
He testified that Carlos has, in the past, had a number of
Permits to Carry which allowed Carlos to lawfully carry one
of his handguns into the wilderness for self defense against
predators and carnivores in the remote areas. He further
testified that he, in consultation with the Crown Prosecutor,
decided on the amended charges as laid.
Constable Gork testified that he fired the three firearms
which he had seized in his execution of the warrant and
which relate to the three counts herein. He gave his opinion
that each was a firearm as defined under the Criminal Code.
The Constable did not profess to be an expert in firearms,
nor did the Crown seek to have him accepted by the Court
as an expert therein.
Carlos was at this residence when the Police arrived. Carlos
assisted the Police in locating the three firearms by
unlocking the gun safe for them and by advising them of the
Ruger behind the stereo.
Only Carlos’ wife and their eldest son, who had been at work
all night the night before, were present in the Carlos
residence when the Police arrived.
Carlos testified that he stores all his firearms unloaded in a
locked, purpose-built firearms safe in the basement. The
safe has a separate, locking compartment within it and that
is where Carlos locks his ammunition when storing same.
Carlos testified that the safe has two combination locks and
that it is of a heavy, sturdy steel construction. This evidence
regarding the features and construction of the safe
confirmed similar evidence of the Police witnesses and is
also confirmed by the photographic exhibits which show the
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safe.
Carlos has not shared his combination of the safe with
anyone except his wife.
Neither at the time of the search and seizure, nor at any
other time, did Carlos make any statements, or offer any
explanation, to the Police as to the loaded state in which the
three firearms were found.
Carlos testified that he had been home all morning and that
he had removed several firearms, including the three which
are the subject of the charges, from his locked safe. He was
preparing for a pending trip into the wilderness for
prospecting, something he routinely does in the course of his
occupation as a prospector. In his preparations, Carlos had
inspected, cleaned, checked and inventoried some or all of
his firearms.
Some of them were simply handled out of love for their heft,
their appearance and feel and for the fond remembrance of
times in the field hunting. Carlos testified that he has owned
and used firearms since a youth and that he has a
substantial collection, some pieces dating back to his youth.
When the Police phoned to set up the meeting at the
restaurant, Carlos had been, and was in the course of,
cleaning and inspecting his firearms. Carlos had inserted
some cartridges into the three handguns in question. None of
them, however, had a live cartridge immediately available for
firing. One firearm had a spent cartridge in the chamber; the
other two had an empty cylinder in alignment with the firing
pin and barrel.
Carlos testified that his safety training and long experience
with firearms has taught him that this is a prudent way to
handle a loaded firearm – something active must be done
before the firearm can fire, such as consciously cocking the
firearm. He also testified that such a precaution prevents
accidental discharge should the firearm be dropped.
Carlos testified that the integrity of the cylinder or magazine
can be easily checked by placing cartridges into it, thereby
ascertaining whether or not any debris, corrosion or other
interference is present which might impede the proper
operation of the firearm. He stated that this activity was part
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of his usual preparations regarding firearms.
Several firearms (long guns and handguns), including the
two handguns which relate to Counts 2 and 3, were outside
the safe, in the immediate vicinity of the safe.
Carlos testified that at some point that morning, he had
brought his Ruger revolver upstairs to his office which was
situated across the hall from his bedroom. He had checked
firearms serial numbers from his own hand-written list which
was kept in a file cabinet in his office.
Carlos had left the Ruger revolver upstairs when he returned
to the basement. He thought he had been up and down,
from basement to main floor and back to the basement,
more than once over the course of the morning.
Carlos had been preoccupied with his preparations when the
Police phoned. Carlos agreed to meet with Constable Gork
at the restaurant and he testified that his wife had wanted to
come with him to the meeting.
He was waiting for his wife to finish getting dressed so they
could go together to meet Constable Gork when the Police
arrived.
Carlos was in the basement when his wife called out
advising that she thought the Police were at the door. On
hearing that, Carlos quickly placed all the firearms that he
had taken out from the safe back into the safe, including the
two handguns which were subject of Counts 2 and 3.
These two handguns were not unloaded when be placed
them in the safe. He locked the safe and went upstairs.
In the few minutes that elapsed, from being advised by his
wife and the time when the Police first knocked on the door,
Carlos realized that the Ruger revolver was still out of the
safe and it was upstairs where he had left it. Without
thinking clearly, per his evidence, he placed it behind the
stereo, still containing cartridges, just before his wife let the
Police in.
Carlos’ wife, Paula Carlos, testified that she was at home
that morning with Carlos when the Police arrived. She was
getting ready for work that afternoon, having just seen their
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child (sic) off to school, when the phone call came from the
Police. Upon hearing what was proposed, she decided to
accompany Carlos to the meeting. She observed the Police
drive up to their residence while she was getting ready to
leave with Carlos for the meeting.
Paula Carlos called out to Carlos that the Police were at the
door. Carlos was elsewhere in the house when she
announced their unexpected arrival.
She told the court that she had secreted the combination
numbers to the firearms safe in an old diary (sic) of hers.
The numbers written therein do not indicate in any way that
they pertain to the safe. She herself had never sought
access to the safe, always leaving the locking and unlocking
of it to Carlos.
Both Carlos and his wife testified that everyone in their
family is knowledgeable regarding safe handling of firearms
and respectful of them. Firearms are brought along by
Carlos when he, alone or with family members, goes unto
the wilderness.
Paula Carlos testified that she routinely cleans her home and
that she dusts behind the stereo. Her evidence was that no
firearm was ever located there in the past.
Statutes, Regs and Case Law
It is respectfully submitted that the current s. 86(1) charge is
a traditional criminal offense, ie, “mens rea” must be proven
beyond reasonable doubt. The current s. 86(2) offense, on
the other hand, is one of strict liability, ie, a regulatory
offense, which, per Smillie, admits of the defences of due
diligent and mistake of fact.
Storage
Both section 86(1) and 86(2) of the Criminal Code have, as
the operative verb of these charges, the word “store”. This
word is not defined in the Criminal Code. Thus, the plain
meaning of it must be used. Case law from Ontario and
Alberta has dealt with this previously in the cases of Bludau,
Joe and Bickford.
It is respectfully submitted that the Crown has not proven
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beyond a reasonable doubt that, in the circumstances,
Carlos intended, per the 1994 Bludau decision, to “reserve,
put away, or set aside for future use.”
He continued: “It might be that the proper charge against
Carlos was careless “use”, akin to the Bickford decision
wherein the accused was charged with careless storage and
was acquitted. The learned trial judge comments that the
accused’s actions, “although they amount to careless
handling of a firearm, do not amount to careless storage.”
Carlos stated under oath that he was in effect, using his
firearms when the unexpected and stress-causing knock on
the door by the Police occurred. They were not in storage at
the time and Carlos explained that he put them into the safe
or behind the stereo because of the visit from the Police.
This clearly is not the same as putting them away for
“storage” as that word is defined in the case law. Carlos’
other evidence in this regard is that when he does put his
guns away for the purpose of storing them, he locks them in
the safe, unloaded and separate from his ammunition, in
compliance with the storage regulations.
This evidence was uncontroverted.
The Crown has failed to prove that Carlos intended anything
other than a temporary setting of his firearms in a place out
of sight from the strangers at the door.
Given the circumstances, it was prudent that Carlos put the
firearms out of sight because had they been in view, the
Police, on a 4-man, firearms-related warrant execution might
have reacted adversely had they seen the firearms upon
entering the house. The inference is that Carlos wanted to
do the right thing, ie, defuse what might otherwise have been
a risky situation.
In a perfect world, Carlos might have had the time to unload
the firearms and return them to storage in the sense
contemplated by the case law.
The firearms were in use prior to the arrival of the Police and
they were not put back into storage due to the arrival of the
Police – they were simply put out of sight.
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Unloaded
In order to discharge a firearm, it must first be loaded.
(Note: Fritze’s submission goes on to quote sections of the
regulations and Criminal Code, and points out that case law
has been developed therefrom to define the places and
situations where a person may discharge a firearm, then his
submission continues as follows.)
Many of the cases, too numerous to mentioned, find that the
dwelling house is a place where a firearm may be
discharged. The facts frequently have to do with the
defense of self, others or property.
In fact, any place can be a lawful place for discharge if the
person fits within the law as enumerated in those sections.
One need not be a Peace Officer to enforce the law – it is
the right, and at times, the duty, of every citizen to enforce
the law as defined by the Criminal Code and as interpreted
by the courts.
Necessary force is not precluded by many of the sections
mentioned and such force can, and does, include the use of
loaded firearms.
Clearly, defense of life or property can lawfully occur
within the Carlos house. It is not a place that is excluded in
the law. Use of a firearm, ie, discharge, in certain
circumstances, is not unlawful.
His home is “a place where the firearm may be discharged.”
Thus, it is a place where a firearm may be loaded.
In fact, it is respectfully submitted that a person could return
home from work every afternoon, remove her lawfully
licensed and registered handguns and long guns from their
proper, lawful storage, load them all and leave them within
easy reach, all in the merely possible event that they might
be used in lawful self-defence.
So long as the placement and access to the firearms cannot
be categorized as careless, as contemplated by the various
cases on that point, the owner can leave them in that state
or condition until departing for work the next day, at which
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time they would be returned to proper, lawful storage.
(Note: Here, Fritze’s submission quotes several pages of
case law, then goes on with the following.)
In the case at Bar, all members of the Carlos family were
familiar with and safe around firearms.
No children or strangers were present until the Police
arrived. None of the firearms in question was able to be
fired accidentally due to the empty chamber/spent cartridge
arrangement as set up by Carlos.
Fritze’s Concluding Remarks
The wrong charges were laid in respect of the situation
which Carlos was found. The firearms were not in storage,
either as contemplated by section 86(1) or by section 86(2).
Careless use or careless handling might have been the
correct charge, but this is not admitted, and since neither of
these is an “included offence” in careless storage, it is
respectfully submitted that an acquittal must be entered to all
charges.
The fact that the firearms were loaded is, alone, insufficient
to convict. Canadian law admits of numerous lawful
examples where a person may have a loaded firearm.
Dwelling houses are frequent locations where firearms are
lawfully discharged.
Loading a firearm in a dwelling house, lacking proof beyond a
reasonable doubt of an unlawful intent, is not illegal, per se.
The Crown has not shown that Carlos’ intent was unlawful.
The Crown led no evidence to illustrate what constitutes the
standard of care of a reasonably prudent person. Thus, the
court is in a vacuum as to what constitutes a marked
departure therefrom.
Speculation as to what this standard is would be unfair to
Carlos and no conviction can be based thereon.
McWhinnie Filed Crown’s Position, September 15, 2000
Upon the evidence before the Court, and the submissions of
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the Defendant, it is submitted that certain of the requisite
elements are not in dispute. Upon the evidence of both the
Crown and the Defence, it appears common ground that the
events in question did occur on the date alleged, at or near
the place alleged, and that the Defendant is the author of the
events in question.
Moreover, there appears to be no issue that each of the
alleged firearms was “loaded”.
Were the Impugned Items “Firearms”?
It is contended that the evidence of Cst. Gork, corroborated
in part by the evidence of the Defendant, establishes that the
impugned items were in fact “firearms”.
A “firearm” is defined by section 2 of the Criminal Code:
“firearm” means a barrelled weapon from which any shot,
bullet or other projectile can be discharged and that is
capable of causing serious bodily injury or death to a person,
and includes any frame or receiver of such a barrelled
weapon and anything else that can be adapted for use as a
firearm.
The definition of “weapon” (also in Section 2) specifically
includes firearms.
Proof that an item is a firearm can be made in various ways.
Having the item test fired, and providing evidence of the
results is one judicially accepted method.
(Note: McWhinnie cites R v. Cook and R v. Belair, then
continues.)
In respect of the three impugned items, entered as Exhibit 5,
8 and 11, Cst. Gork provided evidence that each had a
barrel, and that he had test fired each item. In his evidence
Cst. Gork described this process, and provided to the court
as exhibits the phone books which he had used as targets.
From the officer’s description of the steps taken by him, and
the evident effects the discharged projectiles had upon the
targets, it is respectfully submitted that this Court can
properly conclude that it has been proven beyond a
reasonable doubt that the impugned items are “capable of
causing serious bodily injury or death” by projecting a “shot,
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bullet or other projectile”.
Classification – Restricted vs. Prohibited
For the purpose of this trial, it is respectfully submitted, the
significance of classifying the impugned items as either
restricted or prohibited is primarily relevant to determining
which section of the Storage, Display, Transportation and
Handling of Firearms by Individuals Regulations (made
pursuant to the Firearms Act) apply.
Counsel for the Defendant has reproduced the relevant
sections at pp. 6-7 of the Defence Argument. As evidenced
by the copies of the registration certificates entered as
exhibits, and confirmed by the Defendant in his evidence,
the Defendant was lawfully entitled at the material time to
possess the firearms in question, whether classified as
restricted or prohibited.
The pertinent section of section 84(1) of the Criminal Code
defines a “prohibited firearm” to be: (a) a handgun that (i)
has a barrel equal to or less than 105 mm in length, or (...)
By the same section a “restricted firearm” is defined as: (a) a
handgun that is not a prohibited firearm, (...)
Both Cst. Gork and the Defendant described the three
firearms in question as “handguns”.
Cst. Gork also testified that each is a revolver, and described
for the Court the characteristics of such a firearm.
While Cst. Gork was not proffered as an expert witness
concerning firearms, he did testify as to his qualifications as
a Firearms Verifier and to his previous specific experience
with firearms while a member of the Canadian Armed
Forces.
It is respectfully submitted that his characterization of the
firearms as handguns, and in particular revolvers, can be
safely accepted by this Court.
The Crown contends that the applicable Criminal Code
definition of “barrel length” is set out at s. 84(2) of the
Criminal Code as: (a) in the case of a revolver, the distance
from the muzzle of the barrel to the breach (sic) and immediately
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in front of the cylinder, and (...)
Cst. Gork demonstrated in his testimony the means by which
he measured the barrel length of the firearms in question,
and provided barrel lengths for each.
Concerning Exhibit 11, relating to Count 1 of the Information,
Cst. Gork’s testimony was that the barrel was 77 mm in
length. The Crown submits that this firearm would therefore
be properly categorized as a “prohibited firearm”.
With respect to Exhibit 8, relating to Count 3, the evidence of
Cst. Gork that the barrel length was 25 mm places that
firearm in the “prohibited” category.
Were the Impugned Items “Stored”?
It is respectfully submitted that each of the three items was
“stored” within the meaning of s. 86 of the Criminal Code.
The pertinent portions of that sections provide:
86(1) Every person commits an offence who, without lawful
excuse, uses, carries, handles, ships, transports or stores a
firearm...in a careless manner or without reasonable
precautions for the safety of other persons.
(2) Every person commits an offence who contravenes a
regulation...respecting the storage, handling, transportation,
shipping, display, advertising and mail-order sales of
firearms and restricted weapons.
“Store” and “storage” are not defined by the Criminal Code
or the Firearms Act.
The shorter Oxford Dictionary definitions of “store” include:
2. To keep in store for future use; to collect and keep in
reserve; to form a store, stock or supply of; to accumulate,
hoard; b. spec. To deposit (goods, furniture, etc.) in a store
or warehouse for temporary safekeeping.
Black’s Law Dictionary defines “store” as: To keep
merchandise for safe custody...where the safe-keeping is
the principal object of deposit, and not the consumption or
sale.
Both these definitions incorporate the notion of reserving or
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setting something aside, keeping for future use – the “plain
meaning” scribed in Bludau (case law). Neither definition,
however, specifies a time component which would serve to
distinguish between storage and use of handling (the
specifically enumerated possibilities in s. 86 which appear
relevant here); nor does the section in question.
While, as was argued in Bludau (but not decided), a
temporal element may be relevant to avoid absurdity, it is
respectfully submitted whether such an element is
determinative is a factual matter, dependant (sic) on the particular
circumstances before a court. It is not, the Crown contends,
a question of law, as appears to have been suggested to the
Court in Bludau.
With the greatest respect to the learned trial Judge in the
Joe case, it is respectfully submitted that the Court’s
comments concerning the temporal aspect of the definition
of “storage” are not determinative, and, in any event, should
be considered largely “obiter”. The Crown contends that
nothing in the definition of storage requires that the person
“storing” intend that the item be out of the person’s prompt control
for a lengthy period of time.
The notion of “future use” can, but does not necessarily
include any particular time period. One could, it is submitted,
refer to storage, in instances such as in a bus or train station
locker, involving only a short period of time, and be properly
understood. Such a circumstance would be consistent with
the “temporary safekeeping” referred to in the second of the
Oxford English Dictionary definitions noted above.
It is respectfully submitted that, on the facts found by the
Court in Joe, it had not been demonstrated that the accused
was the person who had placed the firearms where they
were later found.
The Court accepted that the accused had no intention to
assume control of the firearms, and was not aware that she
had possession of them. In such circumstances, it is
submitted, the Crown had failed to establish the accused
performed the acts in question. It was therefore
unnecessary, it is respectfully submitted, for the Court to
consider whether these acts constituted the offence alleged.
Depending on the evidence, relevant circumstances could
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include physical proximity to the firearms in question, the
manner of place in which the items were handled or left, the
degree of control exercised by the author of the events in
question at the relevant time, or, in some circumstances, the
apparent intention of the author of the circumstances.
This latter element, it is submitted, is capable of change from
time to time. For example, a momentary “setting aside”,
such as placing a firearm on an open shelf while one is
obtaining the related ammunition form a cabinet in the same
room would intuitively appear not to constitute “storage” in
the ordinary sense of the word.
On the other hand, it is submitted, that “momentary setting
aside” could well become storage if the author of the event,
having decided not to go shooting (or some other perfectly
lawful activity) determines not to retrieve and secure the gun,
and choosing instead to leave it on the shelf for the use at
some unspecified future time.
With respect to Count 1 (relating to the handgun recovered
from behind the stereo) it is respectfully submitted the
manner in which that firearm was left, together with certain of
the Defendant’s evidence concerning his placement of it,
show that the firearm was “stored” there.
According to the evidence of Cst. Gork, and in large part
confirmed by the Defendant, the firearm behind the stereo
was loaded, wrapped in a rag or cloth, and contained within
a plastic bag.
According to the Defendant, the firearm was not loaded
when he removed it from the gun safe on the morning in
question, and it was not his practice to leave it in the safe
wrapped or contained in a plastic bag.
The Defendant acknowledged being the person who loaded
the firearm, and the one who, at some later point, wrapped it
in the rag or cloth, placed it in the plastic bag, and put the bag
behind the stereo where it was later found.
During cross-examination concerning his reason(s) for
putting the firearm behind the stereo, the Defendant was
asked if there was a filing cabinet with a lock in his office, the
office being the place the Defendant had testified he had
previously left the firearm. He stated there was such a
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cabinet, but that he thought it was locked, and the keys were
in a separate place.
(Note: Here, McWhinnie provides excerpts of evidence and
testimony given by Carlos under cross-examination at trial.)
Taken together, it is respectfully submitted, the manner in
which the item was wrapped and placed and these passages
clearly evince an intention and actions on the part of the
Defendant (albeit perhaps not well thought out) to “store” the
firearm.
That is, he put the firearm behind the stereo, packaged as it
was, intending that it remain where it was, out of his
immediate physical possession, for a period of time, and that
it would later be available to him. This, the Crown contends,
would constitute “storage” rather than “use” or “handling” of
the firearm in question.
With respect to the two loaded hand-guns seized from the
Defendant’s safe, Crown contends that, apart from the
Defendant’s evidence concerning his dealings with the
firearms earlier the day in question, circumstances are
consistent with “storage”, rather than “use” or “handling”.
In his evidence the Defendant testified that he had, at some
point on the morning in question, secured the loaded
firearms found in the gun-safe, having loaded them earlier
that same day.
According to the evidence, the firearms were recovered from
a “purpose built” safe, i.e. one designed and intended for
the storage of items such as firearms and ammunition.
The evidence discloses that there is some degree of
difficulty associated with opening it, and that there are
several different internal compartments, having different
uses, within the safe proper. The accused testified that he
did not have a firing range at his premises, and there is no
evidence of other circumstances or activities, such as a
gunsmithing or ammunition reloading business to which the
safe might pertain.
According to the Defendant’s evidence, he secured them in
the safe at the time he became aware that individuals (later
discovered to be the police) were coming to the door of his
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residence. He testified however, that with respect to the .44
Calibre Ruger Blackhawk revolver that was subsequently
found in the safe, loaded, that he could unload it very
quickly. He testified this was also the case with the .357
revolver subsequently found behind the stereo.
Considering the Defendant’s evidence on the point, it is
submitted the question to be decided by this Court is
whether securing loaded firearms in the safe in the manner
the Defendant described amounts to “storage” or is simply
an adjunct of “use” or “handling”.
In considering this question, the Crown submits that the
planned meeting between the Defendant and Cst. Gork (to
which both testified) later that same morning is material.
Given that the Defendant was capable of rapidly unloading
the firearm in question, but elected instead to lodge it in the
safe knowing it was loaded and that, whatever transpired
with the individuals then coming to his door, he had soon an
upcoming appointment that would necessitate his leaving the
residence.
These circumstances point to, it is submitted, an intention of
the part of the Defendant that the firearm remain in the gunsafe for a period of time in the state they were, i.e. loaded.
There is no evidence of any other intended use by the
Defendant of the firearms in question beyond his original
description of having taken the firearms from the safe to
check and examine them.
For example, there is no evidence that he intended to take
the firearms out to the field (in fact, he had applied for but
had been denied a permit to do so), or to a shooting range,
to a gunsmith or some other lawful purpose.
Was the Manner of Storage Careless?
It is respectfully submitted that the question of whether the
manner of storage was careless applies only in respect of
Count one.
With respect to Counts two and three, whether the manner
of storage was careless, safe, or unsafe is, it is contended,
not relevant.
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The allegation with respect to Counts two and three relates,
in the Crown’s submission, only to whether the firearms were
or were not stored in accordance with the Regulations.
With respect to the element of a “carelessness” in Count one,
the Crown respectfully submits that the test is whether the
defendant’s actions constitute a “marked departure from the
standard of care of a reasonably prudent person”.
(Note: Here, McWhinnie cited R. v. Gosset, case law.)
Proof of the applicable standard of care can also be made in
various ways, including the calling of expert evidence. It is
respectfully submitted that the applicable standard can also
be determined by reference to the relevant statutory or
regulatory requirements.
In R. v. Blanchard, this Court, in dealing with the same
section of the Criminal Code held that the Federal Firearms
Storage Regulations are relevant to determining the
appropriate standard of care.
Inasmuch as the applicable regulations forbid both the
storage of firearms while loaded, and the loading of firearms
generally, except at a place where they may be discharged,
is respectfully submitted that the act of placing and
concealing a loaded and operable handgun in an unsecured
cabinet clearly constitutes a marked departure from the
applicable standard of care.
It is respectfully submitted that taken as a whole, the
statutory and regulatory structure of the Criminal Code and
Firearms Act provisions is clearly intended by Parliament to
impose a high standard of care, together with explicit duties
upon owners and users of firearms.
This, it is submitted, is in order to foster public safety. It is
respectfully submitted that, taking into account the inherent
dangerous nature of firearms it is not unreasonable to find
that Parliament intended such an exacting standard.
It is respectfully submitted by the Crown that “self-defence”
is of no assistance to the Defendant in this case.
His testimony on the subject was that he had loaded the
firearms because he was checking the firearms for
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corrosion. He also indicated he liked firearms generally.
Importantly, the Defendant clearly stated in crossexamination that he did not have them loaded for defence
against the police. When asked by the Court whether he
had “any concerns about your protection from anything or
anyone else that morning”, he replied “no, not that morning,
no, no.”
As a defence to a criminal charge, self-defence amounts to
“a lawful excuse” for a variety of acts or activities that could
otherwise amount to an offence. Common examples arise
where force is applied by a defendant to another individual in
circumstances that would amount to an assault (or a
potentially more serious offence) absent those
circumstances that would amount to self-defence, or raise a
reasonable doubt as to whether the then accused was acting
in self-defence.
However, in all of these cases it is submitted, an essential
element to be considered is whether the degree of force
used was “reasonable”. It is trite law that the more grave
the threat to the personal safety or life of the defendant, the
greater the degree of force that might reasonably be used in
response.
However, the Crown submits, self-defence cannot be
assessed in a vacuum. Whether the use of a firearm to
shoot, shoot at, warn or menace an intruder or trespasser is
reasonable and permissible is entirely dependant (sic) upon
the circumstances of the case.
These circumstances include, but are not limited to, the
reasonableness of the then accused’s belief as to the
necessity of acting as he is alleged to have done.
In this case, there is no evidence, and indeed the
Defendant’s evidence negates, any circumstances or
reasonable belief by him in circumstances that would
necessitate or warrant the use of force or a weapon such as
a firearm.
It is respectfully submitted that those cases dealing with
possession of other items which are capable of being used
as weapons i.e.: knives are not helpful. Generally speaking
there is no statutory regulatory prohibition or limitation upon
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places at which one may have an operable knife or baseball
bat, to name but two examples.
That is, the number and manner of circumstances and
places where one is at liberty to possess an operable knife
or baseball bat (or any other number of items that might
conceivably be used as weapons) is not regulated. This
differs markedly from firearms, where, it is submitted, there
is a statutory or regulatory limitation on where and how they
may be possessed in a fully operable condition.
This is not to say however, that one is forbidden from
loading, or possessing a firearm for the purpose of using it to
defend one’s self. There are numerous cases where upon
reasonable ground the accused has been able to
successfully rely upon self-defence where the circumstances
disclose a reasonable belief in, or actual circumstances that
warranted the use of firearms.
The Crown here contend however, that none of those
circumstances being present here, the Defendant is without
a “lawful excuse” for his actions on the date in question.
Fritze Advanced A Brilliant Last Kick
In response to the Crown’s arguments, the following comments were offered by
Richard Fritze, counsel for the accused.
The evidence is clear that at the time the Police arrived at
the Carlos residence, the firearms in question were not in
storage but were out of the safe for the legitimate and lawful
reasons which were given by Carlos, under oath, and which
reasons were not refuted.
Thus, they were in use.
What eventual disposition the firearms would have had if the
Police had not arrived unexpectedly is unknown. The Police
interrupted Mr. Carlos’ activities that morning, thereby
precluding Carlos from finishing that which he was doing
with his firearms. Their arrival caused Carlos to act quickly
and without a great deal of thought, if any. He reacted to the
surprise visit by quickly placing all the firearms in the
basement back into the safe, locking it.
Despite having wrapped the firearm which was later placed
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behind the stereo, the firearm was in use and remained so.
This status continued as long as Carlos was present and
had not completed his activities “vis a vis” all his firearms.
The evidence was that when Carlos intended to store his
firearms, he complied with the law, ie, locked and unloaded.
Had he intended to store the firearms, then it can be inferred
from the evidence that he would have followed his usual
pattern. Instead, he did not place them into storage, but
continued to maintain control over them by his presence. By
placing them out of sight, etc., does not mean he ceased
using them as he had been moments before.
The intention to store them in the fashion in which they were
found was not proven by the evidence.
The fact that Carlos had placed one firearm inside a bag,
wrapped in a cloth, cannot be taken to mean he was storing
that firearm. Such a step might be seen as preparatory to
storage, after having cleaned, inspected and tested it, but it
was not necessarily the final step and is far from
determinative.
It was, per the evidence, not his practice to leave a firearm
wrapped, etc., when storing it in his safe. Thus, the
evidence tends to show something other than the intent to
store it in that fashion.
Carlos’ intention, once he became aware that the Police
were there, was to place the firearms temporarily out of sight
and out of reach. This was a prudent step given the
circumstances. This does not equate to the concept of
storage as defined by the case law and in the dictionaries
cited. Carlos was simply reacting in a manner that showed
he expected to temporarily be diverted from his task.
The evidence was that Carlos did not want the Police to find
his firearms at that time. He was in the process of doing
things with them and it can be inferred that he did not trust
(rightly or wrongly) the motives of the Police.
Even if his hope was in vain, or misguided, that he would
avoid whatever personal trouble he felt himself to be in,
taking the steps he did does not constitute storage in the
context of the law. Carlos was nervous, scared even. None
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the less, no one had control of the firearms in question
except Carlos himself. The intent to hide something cannot
be taken to be the intent to store that same item.
The fact that Carlos was present and had, immediately
before the Police arrived, been handling and using the
firearms cannot be denied. He needed no other intent as his
use was lawful. The purpose for which he was handling the
firearms was also lawful, ie, preparing for a coming trip into
the wilderness. His preparations were interrupted by forces
beyond his control.
Undue delay in responding to the Police at the door could
have been misconstrued and could have significantly raised
the tension level of the Police, thereby increasing risk.
The fact that some of the comments in R. v. Joe might be
“obiter” does not detract from the common sense that the
analysis therein represents.
Careless Use of Firearms
86(1) Every person commits an offence who, without lawful
excuse, uses, carries, handles, ships, transports or stores a
firearm, a prohibited weapon, a restricted weapon, a
prohibited device or any ammunition or prohibited
ammunition in a careless manner or without reasonable
precautions for the safety of other persons.
Contravention of Storage Regulations, Etc.
(2) Every person commits an offence who contravenes a
regulation made under paragraph 117(h) of the Firearms Act
respecting the storage, handling, transportation, shipping,
display, advertising and mail-order sales of firearms and
restricted weapons.
The only people who were present in the residence at the
relevant time were adults, all familiar with firearms. No
children or any member of the public other than family
members were there.
None, other than Carlos, knew where the firearms were. At
the relevant time, no one could have easily laid hands on
any of the firearms. They were either locked in the safe, or
hidden away where no one knew the location.
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A “marked departure” is required to prove the charge under
CC (Criminal Code) s. 86(1). Steps taken by Carlos to
defuse the situation, to reduce the risk of misunderstanding
on the part of the Emergency Response Team, ie, the risk
that they might take the exposed firearms to mean extreme
danger or threat, eliminated that risk substantially.
Such acts by Carlos represent the opposite of carelessness.
Despite the sudden stress and confusion caused by the
Police arrival, Carlos took the small, but prudent, step of
securing temporarily the safety of all present. He acted in a
safe manner by placing all threatening objects out of easy
reach and sight of himself and all others.
Firearms do not fire themselves.
No one present could have fired any of them by virtue of a
careless act of omission by Carlos. To do so, someone
would have had to discover the hidden firearm or go to some
lengths to unlock the others.
The temporary situation, which was precipitated by the
Police, required no steps at all by Carlos. He could have
simply and lawfully left the firearms where they were. After
all, he was home and exercising direct control over them.
Loaded firearms, per se, are not inherently dangerous and
placing same where they were not easily accessible to
others, trained or not, does not constitute “careless”.
Active, conscious steps would have had to be taken by
someone before the threshold could have been passed.
Otherwise, a loaded firearm, in use at the range, for
example, would automatically be used “carelessly”.
The circumstances in the cases at Bar show that, despite
being allegedly loaded, no careless aspect was made out.
The Crown led no evidence as to what would constitute
“careless” other than to refer to the Regulations.
Loaded
Firearms Act Regulations: Storage, Display, Transportation
and Handling of Firearms by Individuals Regulations –
SOR (Statutory Orders and Regulations)/98-209
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15. An individual may load a firearm or handle a loaded
firearm only in a place where the firearm may be discharged
in accordance with all applicable Acts of Parliament and of
the legislature of a province, regulations made under such
Acts, and municipal bylaws.
It is notable that Parliament did not include the words (or
their equivalent) “and in circumstances” between the words
in a place and where the firearm may be discharged in s. 15
of the Regulations. Had it done so, then a firearm could be
loaded only if two requirements were met, ie, “in a place”
and “in circumstances”.
As written, only one requirement must be met, ie, “in a
place”. It is respectfully submitted that this construction
allows a firearm to be loaded virtually anywhere as there is
no “place” that is modified by the words Parliament used so
as to be excluded.
The “circumstances” could have been stipulated, eg., in selfdefence or while target shooting or while hunting or while
testing, but were not. Municipal bylaws and provincial laws
cannot supercede the Criminal Code. See R. v. Bray.
Carlos need not have a firing range in his home. Places
where a firearm can be loaded are not limited to ranges or to
hunting (“in the field”).
Since self-defense with a firearm in one’s residence is a
lawful place, then one’s residence does not fall within the
any-excluded place as set out in s. 15.
Additionally, the cartridges fired by Cst. Gork were not
necessarily the ones which were found in the firearms. All
the firearms were unloaded at the Carlos residence during
the course of the seizure. Not all the cartridges were fired
when Cst. Gork tested the firearms.
It cannot be said with any certainty that the cartridges found
in the firearms were live. While such is a possibility, it is not
certain beyond reasonable doubt.
If the cartridges were not live, then effectively the firearm is
not “loaded”.
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*****
The written arguments had all been submitted to the court.
While waiting to hear when deputy judge Deborah Livingstone would hand down
her decision in person, by teleconference call, or through a local judge, the
Responsible Firearms Owners Coalition staged a fund-raising event to help Allen
Carlos pay for this preposterous legal travesty thrust upon him.
The Justice busters were not impressed; for the public and media to herald their
prey as a folk hero and lavish him with favorable publicity had not been factored
into the equation when the boas plotted their secret plan behind closed doors.
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We must all hang together, or assuredly we shall all hang separately.
Ben Franklin
U.S. Founding Father
______________________________________________________________________
CHAPTER 12: CARLOS DEFENSE FUND-RAISING EVENING
Don McKenzie, a young lad in his 30s, was not a member of the Responsible
Firearms Coalition (RFOC) but harbored aspirations to set fire to the lackluster
group and be its next president. He was busy catching the ear of the news
media for free publicity and striking a committee to strategize an Allen Carlos
benefit night.
He scored first with CBC Radio. Keeping in line with politically-correct think from
the Ottawa masters, CBC remained loyal to an anti-gun policy, even in the North.
For sure, CBC couldn’t run a news broadcast with reference to guns without
giving the chief firearms officer spin time. (It didn’t escape notice of RFOC
founder Paul Rogan; see his letter Debate May Resolve Divisive Issue, Star,
August 23, 2000, Chapter 10: Publicity – The Truth Hurts.)
The CBC interview with McKenzie aired on the 7:30 morning news cast,
Wednesday, August 16, 2000.
(Announcer) The federal Firearms Act has rekindled the fire
in an old Yukon lobby group. A member of the Responsible
Firearms Owners Coalition (sic) says the act restricts the
freedom of gun owners all over the north and he’s hoping to
get Yukoners up in arms over it.
(Reporter Karen Rocznik) The nearly 2-year-old act requires
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all gun owners to get a license to own or buy firearms and
ammunition by the end of December. Don McKenzie says
this leaves the door open for the government to screen
potential gun owners or take away their firearms.
(McKenzie) “There will be more armed entries into people’s
homes for the purpose of confiscating firearms. I’m scared
that there’s going to be a lot of pain and misery out of this.”
(Reporter) However, the chief firearms officer for the Yukon
says the act is not about confiscation. Dan Otterbein says
the act is in place to protect all Canadians from guns ending
up in the wrong hands. But that’s little comfort for McKenzie.
He’s trying to gain enough support in the Yukon to challenge
Ottawa on the Act...
McKenzie’s next interview was with Star reporter Carmel Ecker for an August 23rd
news story.
“The group created a committee for an Allen Carlos benefit,” she wrote. Carlos is
a prominent local (prospector) who was recently charged with improperly stored
weapons, she added. “McKenzie wants to tackle this and other firearms charges
that ‘have been popping up’ in Yukon courts. Several firearms owners have
recently been brought to court for cases for which the Crown had filed
applications, but hadn’t had the time to address in court.” (See Star, August 7th
letter under Chapter 10: Publicity – The Truth Hurts.)
“While the Crown calls it ‘housekeeping’,” McKenzie said ‘They’re pulling off the
gloves. I’m not happy about it.’”
In the process of revitalizing the RFOC, McKenzie said he and the core group
would be calling upon the administration’s approximately 400 members for both
financial and volunteer support.
The big issue for the RFOC is gun control, he told Ecker. “There’s coming a time
where we can see our freedoms being eroded and Bill C-68 is just the first step.
C-68 covers confiscation, police booting in your door.” He referred to the
legislation as a “slippery slope”.
“Firearms up here are more of a tool than anything else,” he said, calling Bill
C-68 “blanket legislation for something that’s a southern problem. The black
market availability of handguns shows that gun laws don’t work.”
Don McKenzie was the spark; Paul Rogan kept the fire stoked.
The RFOC committee organized, scheduled speakers, gathered sponsors, took
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donations, tacked up posters, placed ads in local newspapers, sold tickets to the
Al Carlos Defence Fundraising Evening and wrote letters to the editor.
RFOC member Roy Stephen, who had a unique way with words, filed copy with
the Star that ran under the banner They’re Planning to Confiscate Your Guns.
If you value life, liberty, honour, integrity and the worth of a
person, then you hate all oppression and tyrannical forces.
Because you understand the presence of these opposing
forces, you are a realist, and have taken appropriate action.
And because you are a realist, you appreciate that
tomorrow, it could be you on the receiving end of adversity,
even though, really you’ve done nothing wrong.
Such was the case with Al Carlos, charged with having
loaded firearms in his home.
Is every man’s home his castle? It would appear not, under
the current despots.
There is and there have been good laws and bad laws. Bad
laws make no sense; they’re fuzzy and vague. They leave
no room for good judgment, integrity and worth of a
responsible person.
Discretion is a foreign word.
But it’s the “law”! Even technically, this fuzziness can be
demonstrated in less time than it takes to write this
sentence. Simply, a case of now it’s legal, now it’s not, or
now it’s prohibited, now it’s not. Makes me wonder if I’ve
lost my marbles! Make no mistake: their plan is licensing,
registration, confiscation.
Too long, these bullying, liberal, tyrannical despots have had
the audacity to insult the intelligence of Canadians. Well, it’s
been my observation in life that sometimes the bully has to
be dumped on his backside.
There is no firearm problem in Canada, which brings me to
the point of my letter.
There will be a meeting for the like-minded people on Sept.
27 at 7 p.m. at the Gold Rush Inn. Topics, of course, will be
the bone-headed firearm “laws”, what you can do about
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them and how Al Carlos fell afoul of the “law”...
...I’m afraid that in many cases, righteous indignation has
reached the fever point of “over my dead body”.
Please plan to attend and support. We can and we will beat
them, but if you’re not part of the solution, then you’re part of
the problem. United we stand, divided we fall.
Let’s rally our ranks to the cause. It’s time to dig in and look
out for each other.
Remember: tomorrow, it could be you.
Stephen’s letter energized the foot soldiers who were out distributing and selling
tickets for the big party which promised to be quite the blow-out.
Carlos was the keynote speaker. His only public-speaking experience had been
his recent performance in the witness box and a presentation he once gave to a
high-school class.
He wasn’t daunted. Like everything he did, his performance would be
impeccable; his every word would count. He was home writing and polishing.
Only his wife, who helped with ideas, knew what he was going to talk about. He
wouldn’t even tell the organizers. The closely-guarded secret added to the awe
and anticipation.
But supporters who thought they might hear the skullduggery surrounding his
case would be somewhat disappointed. His case was still before the court and
placed restrictions on details he was not yet at liberty to disclose.
Legal counsel Richard Fritze, who had donated time to the cause as his
contribution, was back in his Sherwood Park office researching and writing.
Some adjustments had been made to scheduling for written submissions.
Basically, his written argument was due to be filed with the court in early
September. Then Crown prosecutor David McWhinnie had a mid-September
deadline for response. Fritze had the last kick at the can at month-end.
On Friday, September 29, representatives from both sides would be back in court
before a judge or trial coordinator to fix a date for the decision to be handed
down and schedule a hearing for the pending prohibition matter.
Meanwhile, writer Shafer Parker delighted his rightist audience and caused a flap
with the feds in Red Square when the September 25th Alberta Report
Newsmagazine hit the newsstands.
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The timely, full-page piece in the Civil Rights section, was appropriately titled
Beware of Female Feds. The subhead read: “After ranting about gun control, a
Yukon prospector finds his home raided and he’s on trial.”
He capped his article with: “As this magazine went to press (the deputy judge)
had not yet rendered a decision. But observers in the courtroom noted that she
regularly chided Mr. Fritze for introducing ‘irrelevant’ material, while constantly
coaching Crown prosecutor David McWhinnie.
“Like Mr. Fritze, Mr. McWhinnie is reluctant to talk about the particulars of Mr.
Carlos’ trial.
“Nevertheless, he insists that ‘it would be unfortunate if people drew conclusions
about C-68 from this case.’
“However, National Firearms Association spokesman Dave Tomlinson points out
that ‘in the territories the entire firearms situation is controlled by the feds,’
making it a convenient venue in which to explore the ramifications of their new
firearms law.
“’I can’t say if the feds are trying to set precedents in the Yukon that will end up
being used against gun owners in the South,’ he says, ‘but with the amount of
control they have up there, you have to wonder.’”
It’s Party Time!
For Yukoners, any excuse is a good excuse for a party.
Guests streamed into the gala event in numbers larger than turned out for most
Yukon political meetings. They stopped at the tables to view auction items and
put in some outrageously high bids on an array of local-artist Jim Robb prints, filet and
bush knives, sweatshirts, T-shirts, and so forth.
Most individuals stayed for the duration. Some, however, had other
commitments and could only stay for the first half, while others were delayed
elsewhere and trailed in late.
But, at any one time, 160 bodies were stuffed into the hotel conference room to
standing-room only.
For three hours, the rousing meeting was punctuated with laughter and applause
in celebration of a new beginning to an old fight.
Meetings have to be important to bring out media reporters at night. They
showed up in full strength. CBC sent Nancy Thompson, who grew up in the
village of Ross River, and could relate to mining and guns. She knew the
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Carloses and their friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos sat on the front row.
Behind them sat their three grown children, neatly scrubbed and pressed until
they glowed.
Behind the three Carlos kids sat chief firearms officer Sgt. Dan Otterbein, puffed
up like an adder on a bullet-proof vest under his blue sports jacket. He was
flanked by two plainclothes body guards.
Other plainclothes cops were stationed strategically throughout the crowd. They
must have thought the crowd was a bunch of barbarians, ready to shoot out the
chandeliers and attack Otterbein, although some officers actually felt that Carlos
had been dealt a dirty deal. They were “just following orders” from on high.
In a one-person decision, McKenzie imprudently invited Otterbein to attend. Why
the chief firearms officer accepted is unknown. His presence made some people
very uncomfortable. Later in the meeting, a guest stood up and asked Otterbein
to explain himself.
Paul Rogan, a gunsmith, founder and past-president of the Yukon RFOC, and a
former school teacher, chaired the meeting and gave the opening remarks.
“Don’t expect this to be a legal meeting,” he said from the podium in his
European French accent. “I’m not a lawyer. None of us is. Many of the people
here have known the Carlos family for a long time. Most of us would have fallen
on our ass if someone had told us that we were a threat to public safety.
“We feel that the Carloses have been mistreated. They’ve been attacked.
They’ve been debated, invaded at great cost – emotionally, financially. No
matter what the law says, it’s wrong. That’s why we’re here tonight.
“The meat of the meeting will be Mr. Carlos, who will tell you his side of the story,
followed by questions,” he explained.
Then he continued to tell a few anecdotes. “For a while, I felt like a drug dealer.
People would stop me on the street and give me a hundred bucks. The public
reaction has been fierce. Some of them don’t own firearms. But they know what
C-68 is about and are going to fight it one way or the other.”
He told a story to illustrate the fallout when people hold tenaciously to an
emotional opinion rather than an educated one about the firearms legislation.
“Two years ago, I was asked to debate a woman from the Women’s Centre on
Talk Back, a radio show. I went there and was quite prepared in re-reading the
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law.
“Two or three questions were fielded. It became more and more evident to me
that the woman I was facing had no clue of what was in the bill.
“I asked the moderator, who was the minister of Justice (Yukon), if I could ask a
question of the opponent. She agreed. I asked (the opponent) if she had read
C-68. She said, ‘No’. I asked how she could dare come into a public talk-back
debate on a subject she knew nothing about? She said she was going against
firearm ownership and somehow slowing down the presence in this country was
good enough for her.”
That, stressed Rogan, is the problem. “So many people have not read the text
and do not know what’s in there. They don’t have any reason to object to it
because they don’t know what they’re talking about.”
Those people call us radical, he declared. “Sometimes it’s a blessing. When I
go into a community to make a presentation, I don’t have to spin. I don’t have to
ask somebody what is the latest version of the law.
“I just take the text of the law and put it on the blackboard and tell the people in
the room ‘What do you think this means?’
“Remember, when you have to go to court – this time it was Al, the next time it
may be me, or you, or somebody here. The law is so vague, so lax, so much
leeway that no one is safe from that legislation. No one!”
And he was emphasizing that the person doesn’t have to be a gun owner to get
caught in the legal net and dragged through the court system for the amusement
of a host of judiciaries.
RFOC president Fred Hall talked about the organization that was formed as a
lobby group to thwart implementation of the last Firearms Act.
“Unfortunately, the federal government decided not to pay attention to users and
lawful owners of firearms,” Hall stated.
“They tended to go with the disaster of the moment and use it as a grab for
power. The Firearms Act, as you all probably know, does attack and erode the
civil liberties and property rights won over the centuries though British common
law in court decisions.”
The Firearms Act is discriminatory law against a certain class of citizens, the
firearms owner, he said.
“We have tried – and had some successes – but the government is pumping
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hundreds of millions of dollars into this program,” Hall continued.
“I feel it is nothing more than an attempt at social engineering and a very
misguided one. It certainly doesn’t have any impact on the real violent criminals
or gangs.
“This legislation for all intents and purposes is targeting the recreational firearms
owners – the hunter, the target shooter, the skeet shooter, the collector.”
He also believed, quite rightly, this law is another way of getting your tax dollar.
“It taxes your wallet and it taxes your patience.”
Again, he was right in his evaluation that the government tends to use that
wonderful tool of theirs: Ignore you, and you’ll go away like good little Canadians
and climb under a rock. Then the feds will go do what they want, he said.
“I don’t think that’s going to happen on this issue. I know you’re all tired of it,
(but) it’s something that takes everyone hanging together. And that is what we
must do. We must screw up our courage once again,” he encouraged.
“Reform,” he urged, “Re-energize the RFOC. Belong to the group. Make a
commitment, both financial and of time. It’s the only way we can get through to
these politicians and the general public who thinks we’re all some strange
creature with two heads, simply because we like firearms to use as tools.
“In the beginning, all the firearms groups in Canada warned there would be an
erosion of civil liberties...It’s just an example of what you can expect.
“At some point, if you continue to be a firearms owner, if you continue to stand up
for your beliefs about your firearms and your civil liberties, your property rights,
you will feel the impact and the weight of the state.
“You will hear from Mr. Carlos tonight and get a sense of what that feels like,” he
emphasized.
“I hope you will re-energize yourselves and recommit and join with whatever
group, knowing we cannot win this battle by individual court cases dragging on
for years, costing hundreds of thousands of dollars.
“It is a political thing,” he said.
Hall spoke of Justice Minister Anne McLellan. “She has a discussion paper out
now where (the feds in Ottawa) want to give police more powers to break the law
in investigations to be exempt of the law.
“That is just another one of those thin little wedges driven into the body of civil
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liberties that abound in this country, won so hard by citizens,” he concluded.
The next speaker was Don McKenzie, who had kick-started the fund-raising event
that picked up momentum from his efforts.
“While collecting donations for this event,” McKenzie said, “something rather
shocking happened to me and to Paul (Rogan) and to others.”
It was not shocking that individuals and businesses were donating money and
goods for tonight and for the auction.
“No,” he said. “What is shocking is that many of these people insisted they have
no receipt. People want to help. But there are many who will face dire
consequences if they are identified for standing up with us against the
government.”
His remarks brought on applause.
What he said was true. Workers inside Red Square would give envelopes of
cash to one of the foot soldiers but shunned receipts. They did not want a paper
trail, for fear someone in the dictatorial regime – like the ogres who started the
campaign against Carlos originally – may take exception to the way in which
government employees spent their personal earnings.
“It has come to the point where the people have truly become afraid of the
government,” noted McKenzie. “Law-abiding citizens. We’re honestly afraid to
freely assemble and to freely express our beliefs. That’s wrong.”
He was right. “I want those people who have come out to our aid who cannot be
identified to let you know how much I appreciate your bravery to assist us while
facing persecution helps us to see we’re not just fighting unjust gun laws.”
He said, “We’re struggling to retain many of our freedoms.”
His remark met with more applause. And it should be noted that the audience
was peppered with government employees, who were friends of the Carloses,
and may or may not have been gun owners, and were not afraid to show their
faces in a public meeting.
Yet, Paul Rogan’s next comments were chilling to the majority in the room. “I had
lined up four speakers tonight who are getting the run-around with police on
question of firearms. Questions that are so ludicrous, so ridiculous, so
unacceptable.
“We wanted these gentlemen to come and tell you what it did to them. One
refused outright. Two said they would then backed out at the last minute
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because they didn’t want to be seen in public with their stories.
“Like them, people who gave $5 or $10 refused a receipt for the same reason.”
It’s a strange conflict, he thought, when law-abiding, freedom-loving citizens were
scared of their government and wouldn’t go into a public meeting and say what
they think.
His remark met with applause.
“Why should they?” he asked. “Regarding Mr. Carlos, there’s been a lot of
questions of how this happened. (The police) got in by simply getting a warrant;
being raided under that warrant.
“Interestingly enough, Al didn’t get raided under the warrant that is related or
described in inspection section of C-68. He was raided under the old section of
the Criminal Code which is 117.04(1).
“When we make our presentation on C-68, we never mention that type warrant.
Why? Because being Canadians of the Old School, we still live under the stupid
assumption that you cannot be in trouble with the police unless you are a
criminal, or that you have committed a crime, or you intend on committing a
crime, or you might commit a crime.
“Mr. Fritze, who defended Mr. Carlos, tried to get the warrant quashed, with no
success. The judge accepted the warrant as valid,” he related.
“We feel that is very interesting,” Rogan mused.
“After the verdict has been rendered, and we know where Mr. Carlos stands in
front of the law, we plan to have another information meeting on those warrants
to explain exactly how that happened and find out how you people would deal
with a similar situation.”
A flyer was circulated with regards to inspection provisions of Bill C-68.
“Notwithstanding all the crap you’ve heard on the radio, all the lies and all the
spins and all the half-truths that you’ve heard from the government’s side of this
issue, just read the part of the leaflet we gave you and make up your own mind,
and find out what rights you have in front of the law,” he urged.
“By C-68, the powers of arrest or search and seizure are so vague that there is
no limit, practically, to the way they can be misused.”
Rogan went on to say, “Now, I’m sure, if you deal with a good, honest, decent
firearms officer...it should be all right. But just ask yourself: What if you don’t?
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What if the system changes? What if you get into a situation where there is a
confrontation? How are your rights going to be treated?” he questioned.
“Provision of the law is practically limitless...”
He told another story about a Winnipeg resident who had sent him an email that
morning. It said that late at night the police showed up at his door threatening,
but not carrying out a warrant of a storage inspection. “It happened to me about
six hours ago. The officer and tag-along civilian companions left without getting
an inspection...the only firearms in my residence is an antique flintlock firearm.
Wouldn’t it make them look silly to make an inspection for nothing?”
Addressing this issue, Rogan said, “The provisions of that inspection are being
used right now. They are being abused in places like Quebec and Ontario. They
are not being abused here, that we know of. But they will be. You can bet your
life.
“And when you hear on the radio that ‘don’t worry about it, they can’t search your
house without a warrant’, they can’t really. They can search all the buildings on
your premises without a warrant. They can’t search your dwelling without a
warrant.
“All the police have to do is tell the judge they think there might be a reason to
search. But they don’t have to prove you are dangerous. All they have to say is
they think a guy has 10 guns or more, and they want to go in. (The owner’s) not
going to let the police in, so give me a warrant. The judge gives it.
“This is just the tip of the iceberg. It is just one of 75 points in law that should not
be acceptable.
“Think of another legislation where you could not exercise your right unless your
ex-wife permits you to do so.”
It isn’t acceptable, declared Rogan passionately.
“Today, we want Mr. Carlos to have his say, and you can ask all the questions
you want...Listen very carefully to what Al has to say. It is not a made-up story.
He lived through it.”
Al Carlos Speaks
Al Carlos walked to the podium to a long, steady applause, normally reserved for
royalty. When the room quieted, his words came forth passionately and
powerfully.
“First, I’d like to say that at no time did I commit physical violence or threaten
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anyone with the use of a firearm.
“My reaction to certain federal bureaucrats was not of a threatening nature but
was in response to what these particular individuals represent.
“The growing intrusions by government agents in every aspect of our lives –
social and economic – at times, comes with an attitude.
“Moreover, to me, however, this same attitude has had a part to play in the
reluctance of capital to develop mineral properties in the Yukon, directly affecting
my livelihood.
“Due to several instances of these non-violent protests, I was deemed by powers
that be to be a threat to public safety – one who is sitting in this room at this
moment.
The speaker glared at the chief firearms officer, seated behind his three children.
“Never could I do what they suggested I might,” he continued. “One and one-half
years ago, after an incident where I was alleged to have threatened someone,
four members of the state police forced their way into our home to remove our
firearms.”
He was incredulous. “One and one-half years! Imagine! The public safety at my
mercy.”
He paused to let that thought sink into the craniums before going on to address
the subject of “justice”.
“I wish to speak of justice, for it is within the Justice system that my fate now lies.
“Is it justice that I am not allowed to respond to allegations or never know for
certain what they are? In essence, I am deemed guilty until I can somehow
prove my innocence to such allegations.
“This act – C-68 – places guilt before innocence, rather than the accuser proving
the defendant’s guilt.
“Is it justice when these same unsubstantiated allegations, highly embellished,
are incorporated into an application for a search warrant bearing outright lies?
“Is it justice that I – the firearms owner – am dealt with under a more liberal
search warrant than other citizenry?
“Again – and there’s more – is it justice that rather than charging me with a
specific offense that they would have to prove – that is, uttering threats – that
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they storm our home, find what they believe to be a storage infraction and forced
us into court with such charges?
“The invasion in particular, but the resulting charges, have been very trying for
the entire family. You can’t imagine the smothering feeling when the state sits on
you.
“Our home is no longer the safe refuge we once believed it to be.
“Is it justice, if found guilty of such charges, I would have to carry the absurd
burden of a criminal record?
“Is it justice when they on virtually unlimited resources of the state bear down
upon me in such a manner – particularly so when that same state makes it
increasingly difficult for me to earn a living to carry forth my dreams?
“And, finally, do you believe it was just or fair that under the circumstances that
my ability to protect myself or members of my family while in the wilds has been
jeopardized? What of our safety?
“I say, ‘No,’ none of it is just,” he emphasized, raising his voice another octave.
“It is disconcerting and frightening that the judicial system can pursue such
ludicrous and invasive legislation with a cold-hearted indifference we have been
forced to bear in this instance.
“The police raid was totally unexpected, unfair, unwarranted. I still believed I
lived in the Canada I was born into. This is no longer so.”
He paused for effect before talking of the “ominous fallout from the Carlos affair.”
“A well-known Whitehorse journalist has been part of the intimidating attention of
a member of the judiciary. This person publicly accused Jane Gaffin of having
made some very damaging comments toward the police, the judicial system and
the legal system.”
His remark met with a loud applause of understanding.
“A request for a retraction from the Yukon News was also made. Shades of the
Milewski affair? King Jean was not happy. In this instance, he was
able to silence Terry Milewski, an award-winning CBC journalist. The
prime minister did not like what was being said. This same journalist was later
exonerated of any wrongdoing by a CBC ombudsman.
“The gathering forces of darkness? Perhaps an overstatement,” Carlos
contended.
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“However, Andrew D. Irvine, an associate professor of philosophy at the
University of British Columbia and the past president of the B.C. (British Columbia)
Civil Liberties Association, wrote:
No country is immune from the many pressures and
tendencies that give rise to totalitarianism. It is by remaining
indifferent to apparently small and incremental increases in
state power that citizens eventually lose their most cherished
freedoms.
Even countries like Canada cannot afford to become
complacent about their most fundamental rights and
liberties.
“In closing, I wish to read you part of a letter sent to me by a friend. An old man,
an elder, if you wish. On an enclosed cheque, under memo, he wrote: ‘For
Justice’.”
The man he referenced fought for our freedoms during the Second World War,
and spent his later years as a lone trapper in the Yukon wilds.
Carlos had met the gentleman briefly during the past summer’s field season.
“One statement made here may sound alarmist. At worst, paranoiac. After what
(my family) has gone through, I’m just not sure any more. I respect this man, and
he has seen what many of us have not...
Hi, Al: I didn’t know what you were talking about when we
met out at the pullout a week or so ago. I hadn’t read the
paper about you being searched and charged. I hope this
small donation will help your fight.
Our government is following the exact footsteps of Germany
in 1930. I’ll be 89 on December 1st this year, and those days
are still vivid to me. We fought to be free of the menace and
now our government is taking it all away.
Why is beyond me. I hope for the best.
Carlos capped his speech humbly with, “I thank you all.”
The room exploded into extensive and thunderous applause as the crowd
jumped to a standing ovation, as Carlos walked to his wife. They embraced
emotionally as cameras clicked and rolled, and the applause thundered on.
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Otterbein sat stony-faced.
Lively Exchange Begins
The main goal of this evening is to cover as much as we can in expenses for the
Carlos family, reminded Paul Rogan, who had returned to the podium to provide
a few insightful remarks.
“We can talk about C-68 as long as we want,” he said. “Most people don’t have
the time or the inclination to read that kind of gobbledygook. But they know
when a lie is being passed and when the circumstances are not the way they
should be. You don’t have to read the law when you see the way the Carlos
family has been persecuted.
“Everybody who knows the Carlos family knows a lie has been passed, and we
don’t want to be there. And it’s not going to go away.
“We hear all kinds of good news from the government...they’re making all the
rules, saying the Justice system is working, while it’s falling apart.”
He calculated that the rate of gun-registration compliance was down to 1.4
percent. “Whatever you hear, the gun registration is falling apart, as it should be.
Something is not right,” he reckoned.
“A lady I’ve known a long time came to the door today,” related Rogan, who
didn’t know the lady owned guns or would be interested. “She said, ‘I don’t own
guns, but I’m interested in private property and freedom.’
“That’s what it’s all about,” Rogan added.
Gary Pettifor, a Whitehorse firefighter and owner of Wharf on Fourth fish shop,
likened what was happening in this country to communism.
He noted what began as an “ideal society” under Josef Stalin turned out to be
communism. He mentioned his father fighting in the Second World War against
the Nazis. In both instances, under Communism and Nazism, freedoms were
lost, he said.
“I think the entire populace of Canada should look at this. The firearms that we
bought were government sanction. They were legal. You can buy a house
legally. You can buy a car legally. Well, some people bought weapons – guns –
legally.
“If you legally purchase something, how does the state take that away? They
can’t. That is communism.”
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Chairman Rogan interjected with an interesting comment. Information coming to
him from the department of Justice was such that the Liberals are quite willing to
repeal C-68...“and replace it with something much more radical!”
Carlos returned to the podium to field questions from the floor, along with
chairman Rogan and RFOC president Hall.
A lively exchange of dialogue ensued.
Barry Ledoux, a past liquor inspector and airport fire chief, had also served as
Justice of the Peace during his checkered career.
“One of the things we did as JPs is sanction the search warrant,” Ledoux
explained.
“In order for a search warrant to be exercised by the police, on the Information
laid there has to be reasonable and probable grounds that the person did
something wrong,” he said.
“Did you ever see the Information?” he asked. “And what were the reasonable
and probable grounds that you did something wrong to allow that warrant to be
exercised?”
“I didn’t see any reasonable grounds,” answered Carlos curtly.
“There had to be a document the police had,” Ledoux pressed.
“There were many allegations,” responded Carlos. “I was a pretty busy boy
(according to the accusations).”
“Reasonable and probable grounds to do with firearms?” asked Ledoux. “Or like
the uttering of threats?”
“I never uttered any threats,” Carlos reiterated. “If I had uttered any threats, why
wasn’t I charged with uttering threats?”
“Was it private Information then?” asked Ledoux. “Or was it Information laid by
the RCMP?”
“It was a gathering of information by the RCMP from different witnesses.”
“So, it was unfounded?”
Carlos, who wasn’t sure where this conversation was leading, wasn’t sure if he
should comment further. “This thing is still before the courts,” he advised.
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Ledoux accepted that fact. “What I’m looking for is this: There has to be
reasonable and probable grounds to believe you did something wrong in order
for a magistrate or a Justice of the Peace to issue a warrant for a search
procedure, or for anything. There had to be a process. I’m looking at whether
the process was correct and whether or not you feel the process was correct.”
“As I said in my previous statements, there were ‘many embellishments and
outright lies’ in the two instances,” Carlos said.
“There are former RCMP officers and maybe some RCMP officers in this
room...” Ledoux turned to look directly at men he knew to be police officers,
seated a few rows behind him. “Unless things have changed, am I correct in
saying that that process is still in place? You have to have an Information laid
and reasonable and probable grounds laid to exercise that? Is that correct?”
An unidentified man, seated next to Otterbein, admitted, “That’s correct.”
Ledoux turned back to face Carlos at the podium. “Somebody screwed up,
obviously.”
Carlos, who felt somewhat restricted in his comments, said, “I can go beyond
that. But, again, when this is all finished, I’ll probably have a little more to say.
I’m not sure I should say at the moment. There’s several things I can’t prove,
although in my mind I know what has happened: ‘How are we going to get this
guy?’”
Chairman Rogan stepped in to help out.
“I can comment. I’m not in court.
“Yet.
“Have you read conditions by which a warrant can be obtained? The language is
so vague that a police officer can ask for a warrant if he believes in interest of us,
or anyone else, it could be, perhaps a hundred years from now, who knows, he
could lose his mind and go berserk, or whatever, is the reason for the warrant.
This law is so vague.
“Anybody who knows Al and his family knows he is no threat to public safety. I
can go out on the sidewalk and find 10 people who are a whole lot more of a
threat to public safety,” Rogan assured.
“I guess my concern here is that the judicial system as we stand here in front of it
today is maybe intimidated by the RCMP because they are the national police
force,” Ledoux said.
“When they show up with an Information (called) reasonable and probable
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grounds, it leads me to believe they can put anything on it and the judicial system
will accept it.”
His statement met with loud applause of agreement.
Ledoux directed his final remarks once more to Carlos. “I don’t want to put any
more on you, Al. But I believe there is something wrong with the judicial system.”
“There’s no doubt there’s something wrong with the judicial system,” agreed
Carlos, adamantly.
The laughter and applause was long and loud and enthusiastic.
Behind Carlos, Rogan fanned a copy of the fat 58-page application for the search
warrant, which stunned the crowd.
“They were very interested in my firearms,” Carlos continued. “They weren’t
interested in my knives or axes, or anything of that nature. They were really
interested in the firearms.
“Remember, it’s a year and a half since I sort of settled out...” His reference was
the time lapse since the two mining inspectors, Orban and Howes, had made an
aggressive visit to his Grew Creek camp.
Rogan spoke again with respect to information he had gleaned from two lawyers
specializing in firearms cases. One was Carlos’ counsel, and another was an
Ottawa-based lawyer.
“As it stands now,” Rogan explained, “it is on the old warrant for the new
inspection provision for C-68. No matter how flimsy...what it is, in fact, is a
fishing expedition. They can always find someone to make a statement, and
then the police will proceed with a warrant for a search.”
In this particular incident, the complainant was Sandra Orban, a federal placer
mining inspector.
“I wasn’t there when Al got into trouble,” Rogan said. “But there are grounds
under the Criminal Code for charges if someone feels threatened. Surely, if he
did utter threats, then they should have done so (by charging him). If they
thought he was a danger to the public at large and they waited a year to raid his
house?!
“When the officer was asked in court why he waited a year, he said it conflicted
with their holidays.”
Rogan’s disclosure brought a round of ironic laughter. “Al was such a threat to
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the public safety that holidays took precedent. Come on, give me a break!”
Rogan roared.
Paula Carlos Has A Few Words To Say
Paula Carlos stood and faced the audience.
“I would like to say that when the four constables came to the front door with a
search warrant and I asked, ‘Why are you coming into our home?’, they said,
‘Your husband is a threat to public safety and to your family’.
“To those police who are sitting here tonight, that confuses me. Not only are you
saying that about my husband, but what kind of a mother would I be if I put my
children at risk for over a year and a half to live with someone who would hurt
them?
“Trust me, my husband is one of the kindest men I’ve ever known. We care
about people, our environment, and we care about this town and its people.”
Her powerful, impromptu remarks met with loud applause.
Chairman Rogan interjected with a chuckle. “You must be real mean, Paula,
because you made them take their shoes off (before allowing the police to raid
the house).”
More applause.
“It was a really dangerous situation!” a woman tossed in for good measure.
More laughter.
A handsome, middle-aged man with dark hair and a mustache, wearing a darkcolored leather jacket, who was in the construction industry, and not an incognito
cop as could have been surmised from his question, asked Paula, “When the
four constables came, were they deployed as though they might expect fire from
the house, or were they all grouped together?”
“They were all grouped together,” she responded.
“Obviously, they didn’t think it was very unsafe to approach the house,” the man
commented.
“You’d think if they expected an unsafe situation, they’d be deployed to protect
themselves. Obviously, they didn’t think this was an unsafe house to approach.”
A man with a Scottish accent illustrated how the police seized a firearm without a
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warrant, in a circumstance that was fairly commonplace.
His story was based on a phone call he had received a couple of nights before
from a distressed individual, who related a domestic disturbance at his place.
The caller had made a complaint and the police came.
The man telling the story to the audience, went on to say, “The first thing the
police asked was, ‘Did he have any firearms?’ This guy is a Christian man, and
he was very disturbed about (the police) taking away his lever-action rifle his
mother had given him as a graduation gift many, many years ago.
“The police had decided to take it away on the grounds of unsafe storage. He’d
had this rifle stuck up in a closet behind clothes and hadn’t touched it for years.
Yet they took it away.
“This is what you’re faced with,” concluded the Scottish-accented man.
An unidentified woman asked Carlos, “When this is all over, do you think your
house will ever be a safe, special place?”
“No,” Carlos answered without hesitation.
“It never will. Beyond that, this country is not what it was, unless somehow we
can turn it around. I didn’t expect this visit because I didn’t think I had done
anything bad. I might have been verbal. But that was the extent of it. Not only
myself, but my children will not regard this experience with the police as a
positive one.”
Chairman Rogan’s interjection was a combination comment-question.
“The major crime committed is that the system has put you in a position of maybe
never speaking what you feel again... in fear of getting nailed again. Freedom of
expression is not something you trifle with.
“Paul, my character is such that I will probably still say what I want,” Carlos
responded, determinedly.
“But I will say this, if you want to draw fire and you want trouble from the police
and you own firearms, just speak your mind. Somebody will come and say, ‘He
said this’, or ‘Al’s a wild man’, or ‘He kicked my cat’...
A soft-spoken lady of aboriginal descent said, “I support you in what you are
going through. I own firearms myself. They are not registered, and I will not
register them.”
Her comment met with approving applause.
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“You’re a brave lady,” Carlos admired.
“If you’re going to court,” she said, “I may as well go with you.” Her voice
twinkled.
There was much laughter.
The remarks that the lady wasn’t going to register her guns brought a few points
from Chairman Rogan about the Law-Abiding Unregistered Firearms Association
(LUFA).
LUFA had 12,000 members, then in Ontario the rate of people joining increased
to 24,000, which was indicative that LUFA was not a Western red-neck
organization.
Rogan provided another anecdote.
“Why was our Charter (of Rights and Freedoms) not included in the Criminal
Code? I don’t pretend to know how the bureaucrat’s mind works. But I do know
two cases, for sure, where the police – the firearms office – got a warrant under
Section 101 of C-68 and took people to court for various problems.
“The minute the NFA (National Firearms Association) volunteered to come
represent the accused and take the case, all charges were dropped and the
judiciary disappeared.
“The reason is that all our legal advice...if we ever manage to get that inspection
provision into the Supreme Court of Canada, there is no way we can lose.
“It seems the judiciary is not ready to put that part of the legislation under that
kind of impact. It’s very interesting they are avoiding using that part of the
legislation.”
Rogan’s pretty 14-year-old daughter, who had worked the ticket-sale table at the
door, and who can think for herself without any prompting from her father, offered
a new twist for contemplation.
“Firearms are a weapon. But my father says he would rather face a man with a
gun who isn’t good at it rather than face a man with a knife who is really good at it.
So, I don’t know why you are only charged with unsafe storage of firearms.”
“I don’t understand it either,” Carlos said.
“Another thing, according to these people, it is illegal to have a loaded firearm in
your home. I’d suggest to you that a sharp knife is always loaded.”
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His observation brought on more approving applause.
Turner Regaled Crowd With Engaging Tale
Graham Turner, owner of Main Street Mining, was a natural-born storyteller. He
came to the meeting armed with his heavy English accent and a ridiculouslyfunny story with which to regale the audience and which was subsequently
recounted in one of Michael Hale’s Star articles.
“I would like to offer my condolences in the matter and tell a story,” Turner began.
“I was raised in the UK (United Kingdom). At 14, I went out and bought a
shotgun for five shillings, at which time, if you wanted to get a pistol you had to
get three photographs, a professional person in the community to sign to say you
were a responsible person.
“It was like getting a passport to get a pistol,” Turner explained.
“Now in the UK, it’s almost as hard to get a permit for a shotgun as it was to get a
pistol when I was a little boy. And the incidents with crimes using firearms has
gone up drastically.
“So, there’s obviously no connection between legislation and the amount of
firearms registration and firearms control.”
His observation met with approving applause.
“Furthermore,” he continued, “today, if you wish to have guns in the UK, you
have to have them locked in a gun safe in the house, all the numbers registered
with the police, every weapon in your possession.
“Every three or four years, the police come by and inspect your weapons to make
sure you’re still in possession of the weapons registered to you.
“You’re not obliged to let them into your house. But if you don’t, they’ll revoke
your firearms licenses.
“That’s what you’re faced with.
Following his preamble, he launched into the best part of the story.
“Ten years ago, I went home to see my mother,” he said.
“I went into the garden center to buy a new garden spade. I put it on the counter
and paid for it. I went to pick it up, and the assistant said, ‘Sir, you cannot take
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that’. I said, ‘What do you mean? I paid for it.’
“I was going to take it out and put it in the back of the car.
“’Sir’, said the assistant, ‘that is classed as an offensive weapon. I’ve got to wrap
it up’.”
Already the audience had caught on to the absurdity and was consumed with
laughter. The storyteller chortled through the rest of the tale.
“(The assistant) put a paper bag around the handle and tied it with a piece of
tape and gave it back to me, making it a concealed weapon.”
The audience went into gales of laughter and long, knowing applause.
Turner assumed a more serious tone in making his point.
“This is a grab for power and a horrible assault on our civil liberties. It needs to
be resisted at all levels.
“Personally, I don’t know very much about the registration. But the search and
seizure aspects of Bill C-68 are horrible, to say the least.
“It should be resisted at all levels.”
Turner had to raise his voice to be heard over the resounding applause.
Chairman Rogan chimed in with a mirthful comment. “But, sir, you make the
capital mistake of being logical and reasonable.”
More laughter bubbled up.
“This is not a subject being debated on a logical level,” Rogan said. “We have all
sorts of statistics and studies, but you cannot use them against an emotional
level.
“There are people in the city who know nothing about guns except what they see
on TV, killing each other. It’s very hard to make a logical, emotionless point.”
Turner submitted that you never have legislation without emotion. “It goes along
with parliamentary democracy. But if you only have legislation without reason,
we’re going to be in bad trouble very soon.”
Members of the audience piped up, “We already are!”
In keeping with Graham Turner’s United Kingdom story, Jane Gaffin tagged on
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some material reported a few days before in the UK News.
“They have three million black market weapons now, which is double what Britain
had 10 years ago. This is being discussed in British Parliament at this time.
“But makers of flak jackets are reporting record profits.”
My information was met with laughter.
“There were 60,000 flak jackets sold in the last two years,” I advanced. “So, I
guess something good came out of their gun control.”
But the irony of gun-control was the proponents’ claims that the public would be
safer, while indeed gun control brought on a rash of black-market guns used by
career criminals and gangs, thus rendering the public less safe, to the point of
having to wear flak jackets for personal protection, just as bikers or motorcyclists
are required by law to wear helmets.
“There are people making a living out of this,” Rogan commented. “The bill
speaks for itself. As soon as you take this sentence and that sentence and start
putting everything together, they begin to see what we’re talking about.”
Meeting Shifted Back To The Carloses
“This meeting is about something,” offered Doug Martin. “I believe everybody
came here for a reason. The reason is, the person we know – we identify with
this person – and we feel his pain along with him.
“He’s been hurt. He’s been shot, basically, not with bullets, but with words; with
court cases, accusations. He’s been shot through and through with an unjust
legal system.
“We’re here to show our support of him and to help him all we can,” reminded
Martin.
“That’s what this meeting is all about. I believe Canada has forgotten that old
commandment to Love Thy Neighbor as Thyself. That is why we’ve all started to
mistrust one another, to fear one another.
“That’s why you’re afraid when we see our neighbor with a weapon because
we’ve just forgotten that heartfelt love we should have for one another in this
country.”
His comments met with long, thunderous applause.
Jeff, who, along with his wife, Esa, attended every minute of the Carlos trial,
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added to Martin’s comments.
“Mr. Martin just shared with us his motivations to attend this meeting tonight,” Jeff
drawled American-style, measuring his words selectively.
“My ticket here says Al Carlos Fund-Raising Event, which I guess describes it
pretty well.”
Jeff went on to say, “From the reactions we’ve seen, I think it’s pretty clear that
we do show our support for Allen.
“In view of this, my question is directed at Chief Firearms Officer Otterbein. I
wonder if he would share with us his motivations for being here, too?”
Jeff’s invitation met with an enormous applause.
Everybody in the room wanted to hear from Otterbein, too, but had been afraid to
ask.
“I was invited to attend,” said Dan Otterbein, standing, “and I chose to attend to
see the reaction of the firearms community of the Yukon. My job at the firearms
office is to attempt to implement the Act to the people of the Yukon. And by
getting your views here at a public meeting, maybe you can make my operation a
little better over there.”
He sat down.
His words were met with stony silence.
Don McKenzie, who had kick-started the Carlos benefit, came forward to
confess. “I invited Mr. Otterbein here tonight.”
His confession met with applause. People felt better knowing that Otterbein was
not simply a snoopy interloper.
Paula Carlos Addressed Sgt. Otterbein
Paula Carlos stood and turned to face the audience, specifically addressing the
man seated two rows behind her.
“I’ve never met Mr. Otterbein,” she began. “I do believe I was working with his
son this summer. I work in the deputy minister of Justice’s office in mornings. I
didn’t know his last name was ‘Otterbein’. Is he your son?”
Otterbein simply said, “Yes.”
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“He’s a very nice young man,” praised Paula, who likes to disarm her victims
before going for the jugular.
“I just wanted to say my husband had a permit to carry a weapon for many, many
years...When they say it’s easy to register – going down to the office is simple.
“It used to be a one-page form, now it’s a two-page form. I don’t understand why
Mr. Otterbein wouldn’t give the permit to carry to my husband.
“It’s not just a two-page form. He had to come down and explain in an essay to
Mr. Otterbein where he was going to be prospecting in the Yukon. (My husband)
said he worked in the Tintina Trench. He had to give further information.
“Now we see these commercials on the television. Al had the opportunity to see
this ad on TV; others have seen it.
“They make it sound like it’s simple. It’s not simple. If it is simple, then why
wasn’t it simple for my husband?”
Her comments were met with applause.
Before Otterbein had a chance to respond, if indeed he intended to, Rogan
purposefully interjected to prevent the possibility of the officer saying something
stupid that might put fire to the audience.
“You have to understand,” Rogan said, “the permit to carry for citizens is going
the way of the dodo. It’s on its way out. Prospectors are not going to be able to
carry.”
Somewhere during the discussion, an unidentified man noted that he owns a
weapon issued to him by the Queen.
“As a Canadian Ranger, I am the owner of one weapon. The rest are firearms.
There is a difference.”
The audience agreed with applause.
Another unidentified person asked about Carlos’ out-of-pocket expenditures in
general terms. “$10,000? $20,000?”
Rogan answered, “In between those two figures. Mr. Fritze has told Al anything
above the fee is now his donation toward the cause.”
Over the noisy applause in thanks to the decency of the lawyer, Rogan added,
“He has a 1-888 number for anybody else who gets into trouble. Al has
approached me and offered that if there is any money left over in his defense
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fund, he will donate it to start a defense fund for the next victim.”
More approving applause.
In the back of the room sat Don McKay, a friend of Carlos, who had driven into
Whitehorse a couple hundred miles from the village of Ross River for the express
purpose of attending the event.
During one of the coffee breaks, McKay had enthused he wouldn’t have missed
this get-together for anything in the world.
The Ross River resident, a businessman and former school teacher, offered a
very profound and insightful commentary.
“It seems to me that some of the trouble you’re in is because you speak your
mind,” McKay began. “And perhaps that is why you feel you were targeted.
“Some of my friends...we feel in a very shaky position. If we’re guilty of anything,
it’s the fact that we are passionate about the rights we think we have.
“Some times when we go into a government office, or we go to wherever, we find
what we deem is total incompetence, or total lack of respect as taxpayers, or
whatever. And we tend to get a little wild and crazy.
“Sometimes we raise our voice, wave our hands around, jump up and down –
sometimes we do all three at the same time.
“If that’s what you’re guilty of, then you are guilty of being passionate about the
country that you used to live in.”
Yes, yes, yes. McKay’s perfect interpretation was a crowd-pleaser. The
audience agreed with resounding applause.
“I’ll alienate a few people by saying this,” Carlos told his long-time friend. “But
my nature is to speak my mind. I don’t like authoritarian figures who get out of
line or who tend to be condescending. It doesn’t sit well with me.”
“As we all know, we have an inordinate number of them here in the Yukon.”
Allen’s words were met with laughter.
“If I were to have lived in the Soviet Union in the 1930s,” he added, “I would have
been that person who was first targeted for the Gulag.”
Ledoux, the former JP who gave a dissertation on search warrants, came on
board quickly. “I would have been guilty by association with you, Al.”
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A resounding applause meant plenty of others were willing to be guilty by
association too.
“Any more questions?” Rogan canvassed the audience.
The crowd hooted when Ledoux said, “I have a solution.”
“I hope it doesn’t involve firearms,” responded Rogan, which garnered more
laughter.
An unidentified woman hoped he wasn’t going to suggest everybody “Hug-a-Cop
Today”.
“Our law enforcement agencies in Canada are paranoid,” said Ledoux.
“When they get their training, they are trained to believe that behind every door is
a person with a weapon that is going to harm a police officer. In this particular
case, maybe we could solve this problem by everyone hanging a sign on our
door, ‘I’ve Got a Weapon’. Then when (the police) come to the door, they don’t
have to go through the anxiety of wondering.”
He evoked laughter as he finished off his thought with, “They will exercise their
duties the way they were supposed to do them in the first place.”
Rogan picked up on Ledoux’s suggestion with a sad commentary.
“When my family and I moved (to Canada), we did not trust cops. We were not
criminals or anything. We just didn’t trust them.
“My first association with RCMP in the Yukon was a revelation. The local RCMP
were somebody you went to with a problem, somebody who helped you.
“I can tell you that is the last person I’d go see now with any problem.”
An unidentified man, who had come late to the meeting, addressed the audience
from where he sat on the front row. What he had to say was true but the
audience didn’t want to believe.
“I can tell you, folks, it’s going to happen. They’re going to take our firearms. If
they can’t, they’ll bring the army in here.
“Believe me, the government wants to turn this into a communist country.
They’re going to do it. We have no rights.”
An unidentified man broke the spell of disbelief by offering comic relief.
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“It’s okay to bring in the demolition,” he said, “They won’t issue them any bullets.”
“Don’t we have a voice?” asked the native lady, whose twinkling personality had
faded.
“You bet!” answered Rogan. “This is democracy in action.”
The lady responded, “I said if I have to go to court, I will. Just to prove a point.”
“People like Al, Fred here, myself,” said Rogan, “were never afraid to go to court
before because we thought we would get some justice.”
Now they are apprehensive because there is no longer a justice system, but
rather a legal, or court, system. RCMP officers who take classes come out
saying that the instructor teaches that there is no longer any such thing as a
justice system.
The construction man wearing the dark leather jacket had the last word before
the party broke up.
“Just a couple of comments,” he said. “I don’t agree that all RCMP are bad
apples. There’s a lot of good RCMP officers.
“Maybe we Yukoners can do something constructive by leaving Canada and joining
Alaska.”
The mixture of laughter and applause was a perfect chord on which to end a
perfect party.
Carlos wrapped up the evening with a thank-you. “I’m just so thankful there was such a
nice turn-out.”
The crowd dispersed.
“We did it, Al,” yelped Rogan, and gave Carlos a bear hug.
They had done it all right, to the tune of $8,2000 in one evening.
And the donations kept coming.
The bureaucrats were absolutely outraged by this meeting.
Publicity Abounds
Thursday morning’s CBC Radio news item alerted the public to the successful
fund-raiser.
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Star reporter Michael Hale’s September 28 article, Supporters Raise $8,200 for
Carlos, told of the cheering crowd who filled the meeting room the previous night
to show solidarity for the mineral prospector who had become a figurehead for
Yukon gun owners when his firearms were seized and improper-storage charges
laid.
Running concurrently was Jane Gaffin’s letter-to-the-editor, Check ‘Beware
Female Feds’ Article, which, I was advised by white, Anglo-Saxon males, only a
woman could get by with writing in this politically-correct age of anti-white, AngloSaxon males.
The letters created heartburn for a bunch of mineral resources employees, third
floor, Red Square. Around the corner in the DIAND (Department of Indian Affairs and
Northern Development) library, the letter was photocopied until the page was thin.
Meanwhile, the librarian scrambled to fulfill a request to find a copy of Shafer
Parker’s article, which was not Internet-accessible, and Mac’s Fireweed Books at
the other end of Main Street had sold out of its supply of the September 25
Alberta Report.
Head librarian Brenda Oziewicz finally appealed to me to provide the material for
photocopying to keep the troops tame next door. I complied, hoping the
recipients choked on it, along with my letter.
They did.
The trial of local resident Allen Carlos, who was in territorial
court in late July to face three firearms charges, has
captured national and international attention.
Readers will be enlightened – and maybe made wary – by
Shafer Parker’s article Beware of Female Feds, published in
the Alberta Report Newsmagazine on September 25.
Any man who encounters a female inspector in the field may
want to consider turning tail and running like the wind.
Otherwise, he could end up in a legal mess of monumental
proportions.
About 6 p.m. on August 5, 1998, federal mining inspectors
Sandra Orban and Steve Howes drove up to Mr. Carlos’
mining camp on Grew Creek near Ross River, says the
article.
It never occurred to Mr. Carlos that a vigorously-expressed
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opinion would lead to the RCMP raiding his upscale
Whitehorse home a year and a half later.
Ms. Orban didn’t get around to filing a complaint with the
police until Jan. 19, 1999 – nearly five months after the
imagined event took place.
She accused Mr. Carlos of threatening to shoot any
government people who came onto his property packing
guns.
Mr. Carlos insisted in an affidavit that while his behaviour
may have been less than exemplary, at no point did he voice
such a threat.
Mr. Howes backs up Mr. Carlos. “I don’t remember him ever
stating that he was going to shoot anybody,” Mr. Howes told
the police in an interview.
“What I do remember is him just ranting and raving that his
rights were being taken away by all the gun control laws.”
When the police questioned Mr. Howes a second time, he
still denied hearing any threats.
“It was just your typical getting-out-of-hand rhetoric. We’ve
heard it a million times before.”
The police ignored statements from Mr. Howes and other
men witnesses and spent more than a year gathering
statements from two more female government employees –
both acquaintances of Ms. Orban – about other alleged
threats Mr. Carlos supposedly made.
Male witnesses only recalled Mr. Carlos’ anger about new
gun regulations. But they didn’t feel at all threatened by him.
Nevertheless, the police pursued the matter aggressively,
eventually applying for a search warrant and raiding his
house on Feb. 15 of this year.
In court in July, Edmonton-based defence lawyer Richard
Fritze argued that the handguns found by police were
properly registered, and storage laws could not have been
broken because Mr. Carlos was at home when the raid took
place.
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He said gun owners have a right to take weapons out of
storage for cleaning and maintenance, and the Criminal
Code explicitly allowed Canadians to keep loaded weapons
in their homes as a means of protection.
The article points out that without Ms. Orban’s accusations,
Mr. Carlos’ gun collection would not have been seized, and
he would not have been charged with any gun violations.
“If Mr. Carlos truly represented a public safety risk,” asked
Mr. Fritze, “why wait a year before having four policemen
search his home?”
The Carlos case also struck a chord with two New Yorkbased writers, who are currently working on articles for
popular U.S. publications.
They are awaiting a final written decision from deputy judge
Deborah Livingstone, who only heard 2-1/2 days of
testimony in territorial court before rushing back to Ontario,
where she presides.
The editor of the Yukon News, one of the fund-raiser sponsors, had heard on
CBC radio that the event drew a big crowd and raised thousands of dollars. He
decided he should maybe run an article.
By the time my piece, Was Justice Served?, appeared in the next Wednesday’s
News, Carlos, acting as his own agent, had been back in court.
I was able to alert the public that the date for the judge’s decisions on all three
counts was set for November 2, 2000.
Six days before – on Saturday, October 28, 2000 – a scant number of die-hards
attended an RFOC noon meeting at the Gold Rush Inn.
Since the Star had produced an article about the meeting prior to it happening,
and freelancer Al McLeod provided Firearms Owners Take Aim at C-68 for the
News, my article didn’t see print.
One very fortunate blessing emerged from the meeting that was not on the
agenda, however. An attendee told me in private he was a wannabe writer. I
suggested there was no better time than the present to start. The Carlos case
and the firearms legislation were perfect subjects to embark on his new career.
Unlike others who talked about writing but couldn’t apply seat of pants to seat of
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chair, this man was serious – a natural – and proved an ambitious marketer.
Paul Harding began churning out opinion copy about the Carlos case, gun laws,
justice, freedom, politics. Normally, when a new name surfaced locally, most
assuredly, the writer was a high-salaried, DP left-paw environmentalist from
down south. Harding’s unknown name set the firearms community abuzz,
wondering who this new writer with a libertarian bent who had come onside with
Carlos, et al. Some of his work has been included as reference within this
chronicle.
While my manuscript, Gun Lobbyists Launch New Fight Against Odious Law,
went unpublished, the information proved useful for subsequent articles.
It also seemed a fitting close to this fund-raiser chapter, which is preceded with
Benjamin Franklin’s sage quote: We must all hang together, or assuredly we
shall all hang separately.
“Hang together or hang alone,” the outgoing president told a
Responsible Firearms Owners Coalition meeting at the Gold
Rush Inn Saturday afternoon.
Fred Hall presented a cheque to cover legal fees to Allen
Carlos, who faced three gun-related charges in territorial
court after the RCMP unexpectedly raided the family’s home
last February and seized his valuable collection of legallyowned guns.
The undisclosed amount of the cheque was money raised by
an RFOC-sponsored event on September 27. The $3,000
remaining in the trust account will help pay other legal
expenses should the case go to appeal.
Otherwise, the excess will be used as seed capital to defend
other legitimate cases against the government’s odious
firearms law which reverses the democratic principles of
justice.
It makes criminals out of honest citizens who are considered
guilty until they can be proven innocent.
Friends and supporters of the Carlos family are expected to
be in territorial court to hear the deputy judge’s verdict on all
counts at 10 a.m., Thursday, November 2.
Carlos, who has become somewhat of a celebrity due to the
media attention the case received, believes the RFOC fund______________________________________________________________________
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raiser worked well.
“I think we sent a strong message,” said the popular
Whitehorse-based prospector whose wife, Paula, stood
beside him at the podium.
“The RFOC and you people have brought my case to the
attention of a lot of people in the Yukon – and not just
firearms owners.
“After we were assaulted and in the way we were, it was
very difficult to bear. There is no way to fight back on your
own, other than in essence destroy yourself and your family.
And it is something you don’t really want to do.
“We have to stick together,” he urged. “The fight is beyond
just us firearms owners.”
The local chapter of the RFOC retrenched over the weekend
to continue fighting against the legislation and legal system
for reasons described by passionate-speaking Paul Rogan.
The RFOC founder and well-known gunsmith reckons every
Canadian firearms owner will be a law-breaker by January 2,
2001.
“Anybody familiar with C-68 knows the legislation is so
complicated and inconsistent that you actually break the law
by trying to respect it,” emphasized Rogan, the publisher of
the monthly Canadian Access to Firearms newspaper that
carries fervent editorials about liberties.
It is practically impossible to comply because of the way the
act and regulations are written, he said.
C-68 has no relationship with public safety. “It is a
movement to get ownership of firearms out of our society as
a whole.”
In one sense, he said, the government is gaining ground
because it scared a lot of people. “In the other sense, we
are seeing right now in Canada the biggest disobedience
movement maybe since the Winnipeg Union Revolution in
the 1930s.”
The average rate of compliance throughout Canada, by the
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government’s own admission, is only about 27 percent.
A 68-percent error rate renders garbled data useless.
The law recognizes both ownership and possession.
Spouses are being criminally charged across Canada right
now.
A husband may be the owner and have possession of a
handgun. If the wife knows the combination to the storagesafe lock, she is considered to be in possession of a gun not
registered in her name.
“It’s a nightmare that can never be fixed,” stated Rogan, who
insists the government will have to change the law.
To try to avoid becoming an overnight criminal, he
recommends applying for a Possession Acquisition Licence
(PAL) by January 1, 2001.
The PAL does not involve disclosing any long guns you now
have for two more years. By then, the firearms-law gurus
believe the statute will have collapsed.
The applicant should not apply for a Possession Only
Licence (POL) which plays into the government’s evil mitts.
The POL does not allow a person the right to conduct any
firearms transactions over the next five years.
“The department of Justice distrusts the police of this country
so much to endorse the firearms law that a new federal
police force was created,” continued Rogan.
It has an exclusive mandate to enforce firearms legislation.
The plainclothes force draws on young members from
Canada’s various provincial, city and RCMP forces as well
as retired military personnel.
The person who will replace chief firearms officer Dan
Otterbein in the Yukon is an ex-military man, as is RCMP
constable Wayne Gork, who orchestrated the raid on the
Carlos home.
The new Edmonton-headquartered force has a direct line of
order to Ottawa without any provincial or territorial buffer.
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“It is bad news and a sad day,” said Rogan, who predicts
such a police force is bound to be misused and abused by
any government in power.
(Note: The special police unit is known by the acronym
NWEST, National Weapons Enforcement Support Team.)
“When we talk about gun ownership, we’re not talking about guns.
When we talk about C-68, we’re not talking about firearms
regulations.
“We’re talking about the relationship between us as
individuals and our government which treats us like serfs
and slaves without any property rights.”
RFOC president Fred Hall stressed that, “The firearms issue
is a human evil. It’s about people-control, social engineering
and destruction of civil liberties.”
He suggested everybody choose a political party and get
involved in the election campaign.
Alliance candidate Jim Kenyon and Christian Heritage Party
candidate Geoffrey Capp attended the two-hour business
meeting.
The 10 new directors elected to the RFOC board, which will
select the executive committee itself, are: Don McKenzie, Al
Carlos, Paul Rogan, Fred Hall, Bernard Briggs, Roy
Stephen, Ernie Rousseau, Drew Dunn, Margaret Dunn and
Grant Lortie.
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Only a fool tries to out-judge a judge.
Jane Gaffin
______________________________________________________________________
CHAPTER 13: JUDGEMENT DAY
About 50 supporters and family members milled around the main floor foyer of
Courtroom #5 on Thursday, November 2, 2000.
At 10 o'clock, a lady from Court Registry unlocked the doors.
The crowd trailed in. Crown prosecutor David McWhinnie and Carlos’ local legal
agent, John Phelps, were among the group.
The sheriff took a corner seat inside the door.
“Order in the court,” commanded the Court Clerk, and everybody stood as Judge
Barry Stuart appeared and took his seat on the bench.
For the territorial judge to be delivering the decision for territorial deputy judge
Deborah Livingstone of Ontario was a good sign.
“Fifty copies of the decision have been printed and are available from Court
Registry for anyone interested,” Judge Stuart advised the courtroom. “Mr. Carlos
has been acquitted on all counts.”
The courtroom erupted into a pandemonium of wild whoops and cheers without
notice that the bemused judge had risen and left the bench unceremoniously.
At the podium, Phelps turned to congratulate Allen Carlos with a handshake.
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A startled McWhinnie, seated at the prosecutor’s table, looked like he was ready
to jump out of his suit.
Nobody paid any attention to him; neither did any court official lock the courtroom
doors and charge the crowd with contempt for their noisy display.
Elated, everybody trailed back into the foyer to handshake and hug, hug, hug.
While Carlos was busy talking into reporters’ microphones, somebody, in the
confusion, had the presence of mind to go to Court Registry and return with a
stack of photocopied decisions to distribute...and read. But what the deputy
judge had to say could wait till later.
Decision
Allen Michael Carlos stands charged that:
Count 1: On or about the 15th day of February, 2000, at or
near Whitehorse, Yukon Territory, did unlawfully commit an
offence in that: he did without lawful excuse store a
prohibited firearm and ammunition, to wit: a loaded Ruger
Revolver, in a careless manner, contrary to Section 86(1) of
the Criminal Code.
Count 2: On or about the 15th day of February, 2000, at or
near Whitehorse, Yukon Territory, did unlawfully commit an
offence in that: he did without lawful excuse, store a firearm,
to wit: a loaded restricted firearm, thereby contravening
regulation 6(a) of the Storage, Display, Transportation and
Handling of Firearms in Individuals Regulations, contrary to
Section 86(2) of the Criminal Code.
Count 3: On or about the 15th day of February, 2000, at or
near Whitehorse, Yukon Territory, did unlawfully commit an
offence in that: he did without lawful excuse, store a firearm,
to wit: a loaded prohibited firearm, thereby contravening
regulation 7(a) of the Storage, Display, Transportation and
Handling of Firearms by Individuals Regulations, contrary to
Section 86(2) of the Criminal Code.
Count 1 relates to a Ruger .357 Magnum (Exhibit
11 at trial).
Count 2 relates to a Ruger. 44 Super Black Hawk
(Exhibit 5).
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Count 3 relates to a Freedom Arms short barrel
.22 calibre revolver (Exhibit 8).
There was much evidence elicited in the trial about an
investigation of Mr. Carlos following comments he had made
to government officials many months before February 2000.
In fact, a Hearing pursuant to s. 111 of the Criminal Code
remains to be scheduled for Mr. Carlos in that regard.
There was also evidence elicited from Constable Gork of the
RCMP and Mr. Carlos about a previous attendance by Mr.
Carlos at the RCMP detachment to discuss those matters. It
is clear from Mr. Carlos' description of that meeting that he
feels he is being persecuted by the RCMP.
That background is relevant, in my view, to an objective
assessment of the probative evidence in this case.
On February 14th, the day before this incident, the RCMP
had obtained a warrant from His Honour Judge Lilles to
search the residence of Mr. Carlos and seize his firearms, in
anticipation of the Section 111 Hearing I referred to earlier.
On the morning of February 15th Mr. Carlos received a call
from Constable Gork, inviting him to the detachment that
day. Mr. Carlos was not told about the warrant. Mr. Carlos
declined the invitation to visit the detachment, having been
there only ten days before. The neutral location of Tim
Horton's was suggested and an 11:00 a.m. meeting was
agreed to by all.
At 10:19 a.m., four RCMP officers, including Constable Gork,
attended at the Carlos residence to execute the search
warrant.
The evidence of what occurred inside the Carlos residence
is not in dispute. Both Crown witnesses, Officers Campbell
and Gork, describe the events as Mr. and Mrs. Carlos did that Mr. and Mrs. Carlos were emotional and agitated, but
ultimately, co-operative.
Mr. Carlos leads the officers to a locked safe in his
basement, wherein a number of guns were found.
Two of them, the Ruger .44 Super Black Hawk and the .22
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calibre revolver were loaded. There were no trigger locks on
either of them.
When asked by the officers about other guns registered to
him but not found within the safe, Mr. Carlos eventually
leads them back upstairs to his living room and directs them
to his stereo cabinet. Secreted behind the cabinet is the
.357 Magnum, wrapped in a rag and held within a plastic
bag. It, too, is loaded with no trigger lock.
The guns and ammunition in the residence are seized in
accordance with the warrant and thereafter these charges
are laid.
In order to prove counts two and three beyond a reasonable
doubt the Crown must satisfy the Court that guns found in
the safe 1) were firearms; 2) were classified as restricted or
prohibited firearms; 3) were loaded and 4) were stored.
With respect to count one, the gun behind the stereo
cabinet, the Crown must prove all of the elements relevant to
counts two and three but also that the manner of its storage
was careless.
"Firearm" is defined in section 2 of the Criminal Code as
follows:
"firearm" means a barrelled weapon from which
any shot, bullet or other projectile can be
discharged and that is capable of causing
serious bodily injury or death to a person, and
includes any frame or receiver of such a
barrelled weapon and anything that can be
adapted for use as a firearm.
Based on the evidence of both Constable Gork and Mr. Carlos,
each of whom has many years experience with guns, I am satisfied
that the three guns in issue are firearms.
Based on the measurements of the barrel length of each of
the three firearms, together with the definitions set out in
section 84 of the Criminal Code I am satisfied that the .357
Magnum is a "prohibited" firearm, that the .44 Super Black
Hawk is a "restricted" firearm, and that the .22 calibre
revolver is a "prohibited" firearm.
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The Crown alleges all three firearms were being stored at
the time the RCMP officers arrived to execute their warrant;
and that the .357 Magnum behind the stereo cabinet was
being stored in a careless manner.
The terms "store" or "storage" are not defined in the Criminal
Code or the Firearms Act.
The Court must therefore construe the terms in their ordinary
common sense meaning unless that would result in manifest
absurdity. From my review of the case law referred to me by
counsel, and in particular the cases of R. v. Bickford, 2000
ABPC_60, and R. v. Joe, [1996] A.J. No.1120 both from
the Alberta Provincial Court, and R. v. Bludau, Ontario Court
of Justice October 25, 1994, (unreported), I accept the plain
meaning of "store" to be "to reserve, put away, or set aside
for future use."
That definition of "store" contains no temporal parameters.
The cases provided were instructive in that, in each, the
facts as to where, for how long and why the firearms were
placed as they were differed significantly.
As counsel for the Crown sets out in his written submissions,
relevant circumstances could include physical proximity to
the firearms in question, the manner or place in which the
items were handled or left, the degree of control exercised
by the author of the events in question, or, in some
circumstances, the apparent intention of the author of the
circumstances.
Mr. Carlos' contention is that he always stored his firearms
unloaded, and separate from the ammunition in his safe in
his basement.
Mr. Carlos testified that when the RCMP attended on
February 15th he was interrupted by them, on a morning
when he was already under significant stress because of the
meeting he was supposed to attend with them at 11:00 a.m.
Mr. Carlos' evidence was that before the RCMP had called
on the phone he had gone to his basement and taken
several of his guns out of the safe. He described how he
had cleaned his rifle, and loaded the three firearms in
question in the course of inspecting them and checking for
corrosion.
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With what I accept to be sincere affection, Mr. Carlos
described the kinship he feels with his guns and the fond
memories he has related to them.
He testified he had no plans to fire the guns he loaded and
that he would have unloaded them and replaced them into
the safe had his home not been "invaded", as he described
it.
His evidence was that the .357 Magnum was carried upstairs
to his office after being loaded and wrapped, in order to use
the serial number to check against some documentation
about the gun.
Mr. Carlos stated he was up and down stairs a number of
times both before and after the call from the RCMP, but that
he never left the house that morning.
After the call, he says, he became very upset and stressed
such that Mrs. Carlos decided to accompany him to the
meeting.
She was getting herself dressed and ready when she saw
the vehicle, and the men approaching the house.
She called to her husband to tell him she was sure the police
were arriving.
When Mr. Carlos heard this, he says, he reacted, not
thinking clearly. He put the loaded firearms, which were
sitting downstairs, back into the safe and shut the door. The
loaded firearm upstairs he took from his office, and hid it
behind the stereo cabinet.
Mrs. Carlos testified that she knows there was never a
firearm behind the stereo cabinet before that morning
because she dusts! She and their children were familiar with
firearms and were comfortable with them being in the
residence, but as far as she knew the guns were always
stored in the safe to which no one but Mr. Carlos had
access.
Mr. Carlos was cross-examined vigorously and admitted that
he had been less than forthright with the officers when they
first arrived - and he described also how terrible and
traumatic the whole incident has been for him.
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It was clear to me observing Mr. Carlos in the witness box
that he sincerely believes he has been treated unjustly by
the RCMP. I accept also that he was testifying truthfully that
he was experiencing significant stress on the morning of
February 15th both because of the meeting with the RCMP
he expected would occur, and also because of their
attendance he did not anticipate.
Despite the bizarre aspects to Mr. Carlos' version of the
events, which Crown counsel accurately and appropriately
highlighted in his able submissions, I accept the evidence of
the accused.
I accept that he loaded his firearms as he was cleaning and
inspecting them that morning and that he panicked when the
RCMP arrived. I accept that the location of the firearm in the
living room was a very ill-planned hiding spot. I accept that
Mr. Carlos had no intention to store the two firearms in the
safe, loaded, as they were found but had planned to unload
all of the guns and replace them into the safe had not the
RCMP arrived unexpectedly.
All three firearms were found within the Carlos residence, in
close proximity to the areas of the house where Mr. Carlos
was using them. Mr. Carlos never left the house that
morning. The police called around 8:40 a.m. and arrived
around 10:19 a.m.. The guns therefore had been loaded and
left in that condition for no more than several hours.
All of those circumstances, which I accept to be the factual
background in this case, do not in my view amount to
storage of the firearms in question.
The Crown therefore has not proven beyond a reasonable
one of the essential elements, namely that any of the loaded
firearms was stored at the relevant time.
All three counts therefore will be dismissed.
Dated at the City of London, County of Middlesex, Province
of Ontario, this 24th day of October, 2000.
Released: November 2, 2000 at Whitehorse, Yukon.
Signed: Judge D.K. Livingstone
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“We Kicked The ‘Stuffing’ Out Of Them”
While Carlos was bombarded with microphones outside Courtroom #5 in
Whitehorse, a “coded” message was sizzling through the cyberspace grapevine
to a long list of expectant “Mes Amis!” Defense counsel Richard Fritze guffawed
ecstatically as he responded to friends about the decision from his Alberta office.
Anybody who could decipher the bastardized mixture of French, Spanish,
German and a sprinkle of Latin would find a delightfully rude message in the text
that effectively said, “We kicked the ‘stuffing’ out of them.” It was capped with
one word: “Fiesta.”
Excerpts From The Media Scrum
CBC, CKRW, CHON-FM were airing similar news stories over the next two days,
based on the collective interview Carlos gave reporters outside Courtroom #5.
“We still have justice,” he acknowledged. “I was a little afraid we may not. I
became cynical about the whole system. I thought it might be weighted against
me. Thank God, it’s still working, it appears.”
This high-profile case was about more than the proper storage of firearms, he
said. Civil rights were on trial.
Carlos told reporters the case was never a gun fight. It was a civil rights battle
about speaking out against federal laws and authorities.
“People should think about that. It’s frightening. In other words, if you speak
your mind, you could be in big trouble. I happen to be one who did.
“I never threatened anyone. I never had a firearm in my hand. I simply spoke
my concern about what was happening to this country about the over-regulation
of everything. The gun bill itself offended me – all these things – and this fight is
just the beginning.
“We happen to be the ones in front of it, the firearms owners, miners. But you
guys just wait. Everybody’s going to get in this.”
The Carlos family emphasized how grateful they were for the moral and financial
support of friends and Yukoners who opposed gun control and believed in their
fight.
Without that support and the thousands of dollars raised in a benefit event to help
with the legal expenses, Carlos contended the outcome would have probably
been a lot different.
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The Responsible Firearms Owners Coalition raised money to cover his legal
fees, and Richard Fritze donated time.
Despite the victory, Carlos was angry.
“I had a lot of support and that made it much easier for us as a family. This is a
family disruption, this type of thing that occurred to me.
“There are people out there who may not have that support. Can you imagine
the state running over them the way they attempted to do it on me? They
wouldn’t have a chance; not a hope in hell. People should think about that. It’s
frightening. In other words, if you speak your mind you could be in big trouble.”
Though the decision went in his favor, the ordeal was a nightmare that took its
toll on Carlos and the family.
He spoke of going from anger to depression, jogging as many as 80 kilometers
(about 50 miles) a week to cope with the stress.
“I couldn’t eat, I couldn’t sleep,” he said. “You can see you’re not being treated
right, (but) there’s no way to respond. The process is frightening and daunting.”
The Justice system (RCMP and Crown prosecutors) have unlimited resources at
their disposal whereas the average man does not, he reminded.
“It’s not justice – it’s a legal process, but it’s not justice,” said Carlos, who felt
fortunate to have the support of a strong family unit. “Others might have cracked
under this kind of pressure.”
Mrs. Carlos, who possesses a naturally-upbeat attitude, believed that everything
would work out in their favor. “I felt really good this morning,” related this
amazing woman, who had kept the Gang of Four at bay on her threshold while
she told them off, then, when the police pushed their way inside the foyer, she
ordered them to remove their muddy boots before raiding her house.
Her husband was acquitted, in part, because of her good housekeeping habits.
She had rattled the Crown prosecutor, who asked if she had ever seen the .357
handgun behind the stereo. “Never,” Mrs. Carlos had answered under oath.
“And I do dust.” A soft laughter had rippled through the courtroom. The deputy
judge recalled that testimony in her written decision: “Mrs. Carlos testified that
she knows there was never a firearm behind the stereo cabinet before that
morning because she dusts!”
I always did believe that justice would be served,” Paula told reporters, knowing
she and her husband hadn’t done anything wrong. “We really did believe a judge
would rule in our favor. I’m ecstatic.”
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A tremendous weight had been lifted from their shoulders, she added. “Now we
can move on. We have lots of plans.”
Not so fast, though. Her husband was not totally out of the woods yet. What
about that damnable application for a prohibition hearing that was still looming
over them? It would be addressed in court on November 17.
Reporter Michael Hale addressed the subject in his November 2 lead story, Man
Cleared of Gun Storage Charges, that was brought to the public’s attention with
the Star’s front-page second-coming-of-Christ-sized type: CARLOS FOUND NOT
GUILTY OF GUN CHARGES, followed with a subhead: Applause Erupts In
Courtroom.
Hale reported that Crown prosecutor David McWhinnie said immediately after the
decision was handed down that it was too early to say whether the federal
department of Justice would appeal the acquittal.
On the surface, however, it appeared as though the judge based her decision on
a finding of fact, and not an interpretation of law, he explained. Decisions on
findings of fact, he noted, cannot be appealed.
Still before the court is an application to prohibit Carlos from possessing firearms,
wrote Hale. The application is still active, though the matter was adjourned this
morning to November 17.
It’s being made under a section of the Criminal Code that allows a peace officer
to apply for such an order if he or she believes a weapon’s prohibition is in the
interest of safety, either for the individual or others.
McWhinnie said the application can proceed on its own, even in light of the
acquittals, Hale wrote.
The article continued: From the outset of the charges last February, Carlos and
scores of others painted the case as one of individual freedoms versus the
authority of the state, and the grounds it requires to enter and search an
individual’s home.
“This win, I think, will slow down the process of slowly eroding our civil rights,”
said Carlos. “It will make them think about what they are doing a little more
before they attempt things like this.”
His wife, Paula, and their teenaged daughter were instantly overwhelmed with
happiness as the judge took no more than a minute to deliver the not-guilty
verdicts, indicating 50 copies of the decision were available for the public.
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Over In The Legislative Assembly
Media reporters and morning-show hosts were chasing Carlos for individual
interviews, while a flurry of letters was being sent off to newspapers,
commenting on Carlos and the judge’s decision and asking what political
ramifications to expect with the new gun laws in the form of house raids and gun
confiscation.
Peter Jenkins, the leader and lone elected member for the Yukon Party, had
heard the radio publicity surrounding the decision handed down in the Carlos
case.
On Thursday afternoon, November 2, during question period, the MLA for
Klondike Riding took the opportunity to bring gun legislation to the fore in the
Yukon Legislative Assembly, which was top-heavy with elected Liberal
representation.
Jenkins prodded Liberal ministers about what they and their Ottawa counterparts
were doing to offset the economic and other hazards that Liberal gun-control
legislation had inflicted on the territory.
Mr. Jenkins: I have a question for the Minister of Renewable
Resources (Dale Eftoda) on the Liberal gun-registration
system.
I quote as follows:
“This year will go down in history. For the first time, a
civilized nation has full gun registration. Our streets will be
safer, our police more efficient, and the world will follow our
lead into the future.”
That sounds like Jean Cretien. In fact, that’s a quote from
Adolph Hitler in 1935.
Mr. Speaker, $1.8 billion is the estimated cost of gun
registration in Canada. The new law will have a very
negative impact on our hunting and visitor industries. In
view of the fact that the Yukon outfitter industry is largely
dependent on American hunters, can the minister advise the
House what the Department of Renewable Resources is
doing to save this industry?
Hon. Mr. Dale Eftoda: I don’t have an answer, really, for the
member. But I certainly will get an answer for him in
writing on what the department is doing with respect to
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the Outfitters Association or other resource users, and
with respect to firearms and their use.
Mr. Jenkins: It sounds like little of anything, Mr. Speaker.
Let’s go to the Minister of Tourism (Sue Edelman),
Mr. Speaker, and my supplementary is for that minister.
Americans traveling to Alaska are planning on boycotting
Canada because of gun registration. U.S. law requires
Alaskan pilots to carry a firearm for survival purposes. I
would like the minister to explain how she plans to
counteract the impact of this bad Liberal law – Bill 68 – on
Yukon’s visitor industry, as the majority of our visitors are
from the U.S.?
Hon. Mrs. Sue Edelman: Mr. Speaker, I’m glad the Member
for Klondike thinks I’m so powerful. Actually, we’ve had a
discussion about this in the past, Mr. Speaker.
The Member for Klondike and I talked about the fact that
often – and this comes from my experience working for
Customs for four years, and it’s very, very true – people
coming from the United States have very little understanding
of what our gun laws are. The Member for Klondike has
made the suggestion that perhaps one of the things we
could do is put some sort of note in the vacation guide, and
that’s a suggestion I’m taking very seriously, and we will be
doing that next year.
Mr. Jenkins: Well, the rules come into place this year, not
next year. What are we going to do in the interim?
Let’s go to either one of the ministers, Mr. Speaker. Can
either minister explain why they can’t convince their federal
Liberal counterparts that the gun-registration system is not
only a complete and utter waste of taxpayers’ money, but it
is offensive to the aboriginal rights of Yukon First Nations,
harmful to the Yukon economy, and designed to make
criminals out of law-abiding gun owners?
Why can’t they make their federal Liberal counterparts listen
and understand that point?
Hon. Ms. Pam Buckway (Minister of Justice): Mr. Speaker,
the Government of Yukon is continuing to lobby at the
political level with respect to the Firearms Act.
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The Government of Yukon, as the member opposite is well
aware, on October 9, 1998, unilaterally announced its
decision to opt out of an agreement to administer the
legislation. The transfer of responsibilities took place March 31,
1999.
The Yukon government has refused to administer this
legislation; we do not agree with it. Now, while we may
not agree with a law and its impact upon law-abiding
citizens, nevertheless it is the duty of the Minister of Justice
and the government, as well as the people of the Yukon, to
defer to the courts and Parliament. That said, we are
continuing to lobby against this legislation.
CBC Special Report With Al Carlos
The next morning in the 8:45 time slot, Yukon Morning program host Lucy van
Oldenbarneveld interviewed guest Allen Carlos.
Host: (lead-in) For gun-control opponents, yesterday (Nov. 2,
2000) was a good day. Whitehorse resident Allen Carlos
walked out of a territorial courtroom vindicated of three
counts of improperly storing firearms. Carlos and his
supporters say it’s a victory for civil liberties. Allen Carlos
joins me in the studio.
First of all, Mr. Carlos, how did this whole thing begin?
Carlos: (I)t’s quite a lengthy story. It goes back about two
years. I don’t want to go into every detail of it. But, initially,
it started out with my being outspoken with some
government agents. I felt I had a good reason to do that.
But during that time, I never threatened anyone or used any
physical violence. And, rather than charging me with
uttering threats or anything of that nature, (the police)
managed to get enough witnesses to make up a story and
put it into a search application for a search warrant, highly
embellished, containing outright lies, and, through that
process were able to obtain a search warrant, forced their
way into our home and then, in essence, find what they
believe to be a storage infraction.
Host: Now you were actually – when this search took place
at your home – you were actually on your way to meet with
the RCMP. Can you describe what that morning was like for
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you when this all happened?
Carlos: Well, it wasn’t a good start to a day. It was about 10
days previous to that that I was invited down to the RCMP
station to discuss my situation. And I was willing to do that
because I was crying out for someone to hear my side of the
issue here. I hadn’t anyone to speak to in this regard, and
that interview was very unsettling. There was no – from my
perception at least – there wasn’t any thought of listening to
my side of the story. Their minds were made up. In
essence, I think the reason I was there was for them
perhaps to gain more evidence against me, or whatever, and
when I received that call that morning, I refused to go down
to the station. But I felt maybe I should entertain them in
some sense. We agreed to meet at Tim Horton’s.
Host: And then where were you when the search actually
took place on your home. Were you there?
Carlos: Yes, my wife and I were there, and my older son.
Host: Now, you’ve said that this whole ordeal was very
difficult on your family. Can you talk a little bit about that?
Carlos: You can imagine, it isn’t something that happens or
has happened to me before or to my wife and my children.
We’re not trading in drugs. We don’t constantly have
somebody breaking into our home like the RCMP, or
whatever. It’s very, very traumatic.
The best I can say, when you pick yourself up after the
event, you just don’t know where to turn. It’s a very, very
oppressive feeling. You don’t know – how can you fight
back? Where do you go? Where do you go for help? I
phoned some lawyers in this town. They weren’t interested
in the case. It was something that they weren’t really familiar
with. I had to go outside for help. But, fortunately, in the
end, things worked out pretty well. And we did get support –
a lot.
Host: And you had a lot of support, a lot of public fundraising, a lot of people coming together. Now, it was quite a
victory for you personally. But you’ve also said it’s a victory
for civil liberties. Why is that?
Carlos: This issue goes beyond simply gun control. The law
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is quite complex here in regards to the Firearms Act. But,
within it, the onus is now on me to prove my innocence in
regards to these allegations that were made against me.
That is very difficult to do, especially when no one in
authority even asks you, other than an RCMP member, who
apparently already has his mind made up in that regard. So,
that is a civil-liberties issue.
It’s one of the first. There are others in line. We have
another law now that they’re trying to bring into Parliament.
It’s called the Protected Species Act. It’s structured much in
a similar manner to the gun bill. If someone were to say that
a landowner were doing something to endanger a species,
whether it was true or not, he, in turn, would again have to
prove his innocence. And it also comes under the criminal
act. So, it’s the beginning, I feel, of erosion of liberties in
Canada. And we have to stop it.
Host: Now, given your victory yesterday, what do you think
this now says about the cause of civil liberties?
Carlos: I think it’s one small step in the right direction. I’m
not naïve enough to believe that somehow I’m going to slow
down Bill C-68. We’re going to all have to do that together,
and we’re all going to have to be alert and wake up to what’s
happening in our Canada.
Host: Well, how timely do you think this decision is, given the
upcoming federal election?
Carlos: I feel rather good about one aspect of this whole
thing and maybe something good will come out of it and that
it occurred just during an election campaign. I think a lot of
people are all of a sudden alert to an important issue, and I
think, hopefully, in the end, maybe it will play some part in
people deciding which way they’re going to vote here.
Host: You’ve also said that this is by no means the end of
your fight – the fight for you and your supporters against gun
control. What have you got planned?
Carlos: We have a valid issue, and we’re going to pursue it.
Hopefully, something will change here. My best hope – and
I think our best hope in the gun groups here – is that we can
defeat the Liberal Party. They’re the initiatives of this act;
they’re the initiatives of the Protected Species Act, and they
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go on and on.
I feel very strongly that we no longer have a democracy in
essence in this country. We have, in essence, an autocracy.
We get our rights once every three years now to voice our
democratic will. But beyond – or between – those times, we
no longer are supreme.
Next Day, Letters To The Star
Liberal candidate Larry Bagnell was confident the electorate would send him to
Ottawa as the Yukon’s next member of Parliament...and, unable to shake their
nanny-state mentality, Yukoners did.
But, before the vote, Bagnell was asked what his party planned to do about the
abominable gun issue. Lyle Thompson, president of the Whitehorse Rifle and
Pistol Club, addressed the MP hopeful in a November 3rd open letter.
As of Jan. 1, 2001, anyone in possession of a firearm
without a valid firearm licence is subject to criminal charges
and arrest as per Bill C-68.
The latest information available indicates that approximately
25 percent of firearm owners are in compliance with this law.
What does your party propose to do with the remaining 75
percent of gun owners?
Will their homes be raided and their firearms confiscated as
per the act?
Will these one-million-plus people be processed through the
courts, thus overwhelming the justice system?
Does the Liberal party, if returned to power, plan to begin
enforcement right away, or at its own convenience?
If licencing is being ignored by 75 percent, what do you
propose to do when registration becomes mandatory on Jan. 1,
2003?
In the same section, Anne Bordeleau, who was present for the Carlos decision,
penned her profound thoughts under the heading This Court Ruling Elated Me.
The acquittal delivered by Judge Barry Stuart during Allen
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Carlos’ verdict hearing (Star, Nov. 2) left me at once
unbelieving and elated.
Grateful is too small a qualifier to describe the appreciation
and respect I felt for Judge Deborah Livingstone’s ruling.
My cynicism towards words like justice and rights had grown
as their meaning eroded over the last few months; though
cautious, I am now hopeful that the ordeal sustained by the
Carlos family is not one that we, as Canadians, northerners,
federalists, separatists or whatever we may call ourselves,
will ever let happen again.
That an application, in the name of safety, to prohibit Mr.
Carlos from ever owning a firearm again lingers until Nov.
17th worries me. That we, as a country, would let this
happen, worries me more.
Verdicts like Thursday’s and the one we will hear on the 17th
implicate us all: I, for one, don’t mind being counted...In full
consideration of my safety and that of my close ones, I want
Allen Carlos to possess firearms if he so wishes, and I
wholeheartedly hope that justice prevails on the 17th as it did
on Thursday.
Freedom Is Worth Defending At Any Cost
In keeping with the themes of civil rights and freedoms that citizens were
watching erode before their eyes while Canada disintegrated into a full-blown
police state, Jane Gaffin’s November 3rd Star commentary was a celebration of
Remembrance and Veteran’s days.
Nov. 11 marks Remembrance Day in Canada and Veteran’s
Day in the United States.
Lest we forget, the one day of the year is set aside to honor
Americans and Canadians who served in the armed forces
and other war-effort capacities to protect civil rights and
liberties for both countries.
The two world wars were fought a long time ago, and
perhaps our cherished rights are taken too much for granted
these days.
A young woman once showed contempt for the subject by
sticking a finger in her mouth and pretending to gag. She is
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entitled to her personal belief and expression only because
somebody died protecting the freedom for her.
An 89-year-old elder and former trapper, who fought for our
rights during the Second World War, doesn’t think the
subject is hokey.
Excerpts from a letter written to Whitehorse resident Allen
Carlos were read by the recipient at a recent fund-raising
event.
The meeting was hosted by the Responsible Firearms
Owners Coalition to raise money to pay Mr. Carlos’ legal
expenses to fight an unwarranted court case.
Last February, the police conducted a surprise raid on the
family’s home, seized his gun collection and charged him
with three firearms violations.
On the enclosed cheque under memo, the benefactor wrote
“For Justice”.
Then Mr. Carlos read from his letter: “Hi, Al: I didn’t know
what you were talking about when we met out at the pullout
a week or so ago.
“I hadn’t read the paper about you being searched and
charged. I hope this small donation will help your fight.
“Our government is following the exact footsteps of Germany
in 1930. I’ll be 89 on December 1st this year, and those days
are still vivid to me.
“We fought to be free of the menace and now our
government is taking it all away. Why is beyond me. I hope
for the best.”
Freedom is the easiest thing to give away and the hardest
thing to get back. Even shakier for Canadians is personal
rights have never been carved into a constitution like the
rights of the American cousins, who are having to fight
against their erosion.
“(But) we have, more or less, enjoyed the same rights and
freedoms by virtue of the fact that the country is so vast, the
population so sparse, and until recently, the government
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quite absent from our personal lives,” writes the British
Columbia-based editor of the Liberty Free Press.
“Canadians enjoyed a sort of ‘de facto’ style of economic
and political freedom for centuries,” continues Scott
Carpenter, who thrives on spanking the state’s bottom for its
oppressive behavior.
The government has taken on the slow-motion, dangerous
practice of stomping on freedoms by confiscating and/or
denying Canadians the right to own certain properties.
Today, right under our noses, the government is taking away
church assets, rights to hold mineral claims and personal
property like firearms; tomorrow it will be real estate (land
and houses), vehicles, gold, art, or whatever.
It is a dangerous and misleading assumption for the Liberal
government to believe Canadians are docile, obedient and
submissive, Mr. Carpenter submits.
“We are rational, intelligent human beings. As such, we
know when we are being lied to, and we know when we are
having our rights trampled by those in places of political
power.”
Mr. Carpenter believes that Ottawa has mistaken Canadian
patience for naiveté and apathy. He also notes that a time
comes when patience and self-control cease to be virtues.
The right to ownership of private and real property are the
cornerstones of freedom. Losing the right to own personal
property spells totalitarianism.
“Property is a central economic institution of any society,”
writes author and intellect David Friedman, “and private
property is the central institution of a free society.”
Mr. Carpenter specifically lambastes the federal government
over the contentious issue of a firearms act that interferes
with people’s right to own property.
“When peaceful and moral citizens of a nation have so little
respect for their own system of law that they would rather
spend time in prison than comply with it, we have, at least,
given a giant kick in the teeth to the current government, and
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at most, planted the seeds of revolution.
“Wars have been fought over much less,” he writes in
reference to a series of protests and actions taken by
colonists from 1763 to 1783 to thwart England’s attempts to
increase power over them. “The American Revolution was
fought over a small tax on tea.”
The angry colonists threw all the tea overboard into the
harbor. The Boston Tea Party sparked the War of
Independence in 1775.
The U.S. Navy sailed into its first battle flying Phillip
Gadsen’s flag which the South Carolina delegate had
presented to the Second Continental Congress in 1776.
The American colonies gained independence from England
in 1783.
George Washington, commander of the Revolutionary Army,
was elected first president of the United States under the
new Constitution. One of his favourite mottos was: “To be
prepared for war is one of the most effectual means of
preserving peace.”
Mr. Carpenter may have those words posted on his bulletin
board along with the phrase coined in the heat of patriotism
by statesman Patrick Henry: “Give me liberty or give me
death.”
The method recommended by U.S. president (1901-1909)
Theodore Roosevelt for preserving peace and liberties was
“speak softly and carry a big stick”.
On November 11, or anytime, it is worth pondering the sage
adages of the masters as well as the wisdom penned by
Charles Province.
“It is the soldier, not the reporter who has given us freedom
of the press.
“It is the soldier, not the poet, who has given us the freedom
of speech.
“It is the soldier, not the campus organizer, who has given us
the freedom to demonstrate.
“It is the soldier, not the lawyer, who has given us the right to
a fair trial.
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“It is the soldier who salutes the flag, who serves under the
flag and whose coffin is draped by the flag who allows the
protester to burn the flag.”
November 17: All Governments Gang Up On Gun Owners/Miners
Federal, territorial and municipal governments ganged up to “get even” with the
prospectors on November 17, 2000, albeit Fridays was an unusual weekday to
schedule important meetings.
Yet, it seemed every mineral prospector was under siege for one thing or another
that particular afternoon (See Chapter 5: City and Territorial Lands Bully the
Miners).
A number of friends wanted to accompany Carlos to court regarding fixing a date
for the gun-prohibition hearing. But supporters would have to do a juggling act.
Several mining fellows were ensconced in a costly, first-ever, quasi-judicial
Surface Rights Board hearing across the street in a Westmark Hotel meeting
room, giving support to another independent prospector, Rob Hamel.
The chamber of mines’ directors would have to slip out mid-session. They had
scheduled a meeting with Yukon Premier Pat Duncan and her advisors who
were giving them audience over the shabby treatment bestowed on the
beleaguered mining industry. The premier was privy to her Liberal Ottawa
cronies who secretly withdrew legitimate mineral properties for preserved areas
with orders-in-council.
The Hamel hearing was about federal mining law and property rights, too.
Seemingly, the dispute should have been heard by a Yukon Supreme Court
judge. Instead, it was heard by three community professionals who constituted a
“judicial panel”. Another group of highly-paid lawyers, advisors, support staff and
recording-service agent were seated on the sidelines.
Hamel didn’t have financial means to hire legal counsel. Although nervous and
inexperienced in cross-examination of his opponents, he managed to hold his
own position against the City of Whitehorse engineer, Wayne Tuck, and legal
counsel, Dan Shier, who had inherited this protracted fracas from former city
solicitor, Bruce Willis.
The thorny multiple land-use conflict had raged for five years between the city
and Hamel over subsurface rights on his War Eagle dump claims. Taxpayers
could have been saved a wad had the city agreed to buy out Hamel. It would
have cost less than a quarter of the more than a million dollars paid out in legal
fees and staff’s time wasted dealing with it.
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But the city didn’t want to set a buy-out precedent for the 335 mineral claims,
staked within the 162 square miles that constituted the expansive city limits.
Rather, the city, on its wealth of resources, thought it could simply squeeze out
the independent operator by wearing him down and breaking him financially.
Pursuant to the Yukon Quartz Mining Act, the mining recorder had notified Hamel
he only had to post $2,000 per each of the three claims in question. At the
hearing, the city arbitrarily jacked up a previous $1-million security request to $3
million. The city lawyer couldn’t explain to the “judicial panel” if the security
money was per claim or for all three claims.
The whole challenge was unwarranted, unjustified, unnecessary. It was toying
with Hamel. No wonder the city wouldn’t want the case to come before a Yukon
Supreme Court judge.
Jim McFaull, a geologist and prospector, intervened on behalf of the Yukon
Chamber of Mines. He submitted that trying to force Hamel and his company,
Norwest Enterprises, off their claims by exceeding the security provisions of the
Yukon Quartz Mining Act was totally unacceptable to the mining industry. It was
unlawful, submitted McFaull.
“Any demand by the City of Whitehorse for additional security is therefore
frivolous or vexatious at best, and exorbitant or extortionate at worst,” said
McFaull, who was strong answering Shier’s grueling cross-examination about
mining law.
Four hours into the hearing, important submissions had not been fully covered.
Attendants had to miss part of the proceedings to go to other engagements.
Jane Gaffin left her tape recorder running and went to join Carlos. We waited
roughly an hour for his one minute or so before the bench – the tenth court
appearance in less than nine months by Carlos and/or his agent: March 1, 22, 24
and 31; trial July 26, 27 and 28; September 29; decision November 2, and now
November 17. The prohibition matter was set over to February 8, 2001.
Over all, Black Friday in Yukonslavia had been another depressing string of
contests as fascists at every government level used their laws to force
independents into a slave-to-master relationship.
Bureaucrats are so sensitive about what they are trying to do under a veil of
secrecy that when accused of such subversive tactics, they threw nasty snit-fits
as though they were innocent babes.
Here were individuals like Hamel and Carlos, both with brains, ingenuity,
personal drive, the gift to achieve, the spirit to create something useful for
society. Yet they were on trial, up against a collective machine that didn’t have a
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brain, much less a creative thought in its non-existent head, nor the power to
reason as a unit.
This makes no sense. The collective is actually parasitically dependent on the
free-spirited independents it wants to crush, control or destroy; yet the function of
the collective is to engage in the activity of enslaving.
Man can only survive 1) by the independent work of his own mind, or, 2) as a
parasite who feeds off the work of others.
Why, then, would the bureaucratic collectivists want to “bite the hand that feeds it”
by destroying the producers on whom they actually depend to survive?
Because they are too inept and stupid to recognize the oxymoron and err in their
philosophy, which Ayn Rand brilliantly answered in passages from Fountainhead.
“Everything we are and everything we have comes from a single attribute of man
– the function of his reasoning mind. The parasite’s concern is the conquest of
man. The creator lives for his (own) work. He needs no other men. His primary
goal is within himself. The parasite lives second-hand. He needs others. Others
become his prime motive.
“The degree of a man’s independence, initiative and personal love for his work
determines his talent as a worker and his worth as a man.
“Independence is the only gauge of human virtue and value...There is no
substitute for personal dignity. There is no standard of personal dignity except
independence.”
Proper relationships, one to another, is called “free market economy” or
“capitalism”, which the collectivists want pushed underground into a sleazy “black
market economy” where once-legitimate goods are deemed by “law of the tribe”
to be prohibited from trading.
A mineral prospector needs financial investors like the architect needs clients.
But neither has to lower his standards to the consumer’s wishes. The investors
need the prospector’s mineral prospects, but the company does not option his
property for the mere sake of giving him a payment.
Both the prospector and optioner are independents, their own bosses, their own
decision-makers – a thought which gags inept bureaucrats who are intent on
destroying men who can build things for themselves.
As Rand explained, “Men exchange their work by free, mutual consent to mutual
advantage when their personal interest agree, and they both desire the
exchange. If they do not desire it, they are not forced to deal with each other...
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This is the only possible form of relationship between equals.
“Anything else is a relation of slave to master, or victim to executioner.”
Therefore, the only good one man can do to another to come to a proper
functioning relationship is HANDS OFF!
The whole aim of the Great Charter (Magna Carta) of 1215 was to set men free
from other men in their private and personal right to pursue happiness in their own
fashion. It’s only the bureaucratic savages whose whole existence revolves
around a collective – “everything for the public good”. Everybody would be
required to walk the tightrope like good obedient slaves under the collective
thumb, while ruled by the laws of “the tribe” – or else succumb to imprisonment,
or under rule of tyrants be sentenced to death in work camps or by firing squads.
Liberals Returned To Power
It was those “socialist savages”, whose claptrap over individuals being a “threat
to public safety” that served as a method of bringing the slave-to-master
relationship into clear focus for the great unwashed.
For a moment, Carlos had at least believed his acquittal served as a judicial
speed-bump to slow down the powers that be for a while. Nope. Before monthend, they were loose again, running amuck.
The November 27 federal election had returned the Liberals to power with a 172seat majority; 66 Alliances (two from Ontario ridings!), which was an ineffective
Official Opposition led by rookie Stockwell Day; 38 Bloc Quebecois; 13 NDPs
(New Democratic Party); and 12 Progressive Conservatives.
With the win, the feds “coincidentally” launched an appeal and fast-tracked the
legal papers to Carlos’ threshold two days later.
As the lady-deliverer turned to leave, she smiled her sweetest smile, and said in
her cutest tone, “Have a nice day (you smuck).”
The underlying meaning she delivered, along with the legal documents, was:
‘You think you’re hot stuff, embarrassing us and that poor Crown prosecutor.
What about his sacred career? You, getting all that high-handed publicity
because you convinced some Outside judge you were a good guy, and now
we’re expected to go harass other criminals. Ha. Career criminals serve our
purpose for “the public good”. It’s you we want to make an example of.
‘We have your guns, and we’re keeping them. What are you going to do about
it? We even ignore court orders when judges tell us to return property to lawful
owners. What do you think about that?
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‘Your guns are a valuable collection. Thanks for keeping them in mint condition.
We can divvy up those pieces that will fetch a good price on the black market,
especially those relegated to the “prohibited” list and are reaching collector
status. Whow-wee! We’re just following the examples set by the Nazi and
Stalinist secret police who used to bust down doors in the wee morning hours
and steal the artwork and other valuables while the occupants were dragged to
the paddy wagon and never heard from again.
‘We’re big, rich and powerful, and we’re not through with you yet. We’ll get you.
We don’t bring gun owners and miners to trial to have them found innocent of sin.
‘We have our ways-and-means network contriving the next verdict right now,
even before you were served these papers. We know the federal deputy minister
of Justice, the Justice minister, the attorney general, the RCMP commissioner,
even the Chief Supreme Court Justice and the Crime Minister, Jean Cretien, who
appointed her.
‘You may as well give up, you capitalist swine.’
Notice Of Appeal
David A. McWhinnie, Crown Counsel and Agent for the Attorney General of
Canada, Counsel for Appellant (what did I tell you?), filed notice with the appeal
court on November 29, 2000.
It said the appellant appeals against the acquittal of the respondent upon grounds
involving question of law alone. (Guess who’s driving this bus. McWhinnie had
told the Star immediately after the decision was handed down that it was too
early to say whether the federal department of Justice would appeal the acquittal.
It appeared the judge based her decision on a finding of fact, he said, and not an
interpretation of law. Decisions on finding of fact cannot be appealed, he noted.)
1. Considering the facts found, and the evidence accepted by her, the
Learned Trial Judge erred in the law in finding that the circumstances did
not amount to ‘storage’ within the meaning of section 86 of the Criminal
Code.
2. The Learned Trial Judge erred in law in concluding that the Respondent’s
hiding of the firearm referred to in Count 1 (an offence alleged contrary to
s.86(1) of the Criminal Code), did not amount to ‘storage’ within the
meaning of section 86 of the Criminal Code.
3. The Learned Trial Judge erred in law in applying the intention of the
Respondent to later unload the firearms in question to her consideration of
whether the firearms referred to in Counts 2 and 3 (offences alleged
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contrary to sections 86(2) of the Criminal Code), were stored contrary to
the applicable Regulation(s).
4. The Learned Trial Judge erred in law in applying the duration of time the
firearms had been left loaded to her consideration of whether they had
been ‘stored’ within the meaning of section 86 of the Criminal Code.
5. Such further and other grounds as Counsel may advise and this
Honorable Court may permit.
The relief sought is that this appeal be allowed, a conviction entered and the
matter remitted to the learned trial judge for sentencing, or in the alternative, that
a new trial be ordered.
Vin Suprynowicz’s Take On “Not Guilty” Verdicts
The Carlos case was trial by judge and not a jury.
However, Vin Suprynowicz captured the flavor of how government bureaucrats
have their noses bent out of joint when confronted with any “not guilty” verdicts –
whether they be by judge alone or, as he describes in Send in the Waco Killers,
by judge and jury.
He pointed out that government bureaucrats no longer consider a not-guilty
verdict at trial to be the end of the matter. In their view, he wrote, such results
don’t mean the defendants are innocent.
“’Not guilty’ just means the slimeball got off on some technicality. This time.
After all, why would the government have put him on trial if he weren’t guilty?
“No, an innocent jury verdict is now seen as nothing more than a minor speed
bump on the way to the predetermined bureaucratic end. When a court trial
doesn’t produce the results they seek, these guys just keep on coming,
relentlessly, with the entire wealth and manpower of the federal government
behind them.
“They proceed to the ‘administrative procedures’ level, where there’s a ‘different
evidentiary standard’ for the review and cancellation of all their licenses and
permits, where ideas like double jeopardy and the presumption of innocence are
so much less troubling.
“And how do they justify this?
“With the interesting premises that all the licensing procedures they subject us to
– procedures to which we must submit if we are to practice our chosen
professions at all – constitute ‘voluntary contracts’ under which we agree to
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submit to their brand of quasi-military justice, like soldiers or police officers in
some new kind of state organized not along the lines of the old English common
law, but along some system much more reminiscent of Prussia or the Red
Guards.”
Firearms Act A Pandora’s Box Of Human Misery
“Horror accounts written by Russian dissidents and Holocaust survivors, who
have related stories about man’s inhumanity against man, send cold chills up my
spine,” I wrote in a Whitehorse Star commentary on November 24, 2000.
So does the Liberals’ firearms act.
I’ve been trying to mentally digest this abomination since
before Bill C-68 passed Parliament on June 13, 1995. The
further I tunnel into the labyrinthian law, the more frightening
is the intricate maze of murky channels spurring off into
untold dark corners.
The firearms issue is not about gun ownership and firearm
regulations. It is about people control, social engineering
and destruction of civil liberties.
It is about the government wantonly turning against its own
citizens who are viewed as nothing more than serfs who
have no property rights.
For starters, the firearms act reverses the democratic
principles of justice which used to assume a person is
innocent until proved guilty.
This legislation requires those charged to somehow prove
their innocence against flimsy, phony, trumped-up charges.
Besides trampling on everybody’s fundamental property and
other democratic rights, the firearms act also authorizes the
police to search your house, even if you don’t own a firearm.
The police can take any of your possessions they want –
including fingerprints, hair and fluid samples, etc. – and you
have to help them do it.
Police have even overstepped their authority by conducting
“search and seizures” in private homes without a warrant.
“They can’t,” you say? Read on.
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A couple, who had experienced a series of break-ins,
naturally called in the police.
Acting under individual discretionary powers, the police
seized the victims’ firearms and bow “for their own
protection” – whatever that means.
The rural residents were cooperative but bewildered as to
why their property was seized, and wanted to know when it
would be returned.
Soon, they were notified by a hand-delivered document to
attend a court hearing. Realizing they were in a grave
predicament, they wisely contacted the Edmonton-based
National Firearms Association.
The NFA provided a briefing on what to expect and armed
them with a letter. It demanded the return of their property
under Section 337 of the Criminal Code, which deals with
nuisance public servants who perpetrate abuse against the
very people they are supposed to serve.
This section refers to a public servant, who, by virtue of
employment, has management or control of anything. If s/he
refuses or fails to deliver whatever an individual is authorized
to demand – and the person does demand it – then s/he is
committing an indictable offence that can send the public
servant to prison for 14 years.
The Crown prosecutor may have been intimidated by the
NFA’s involvement, for the Crown dismissed the case and
the judge told the couple to reclaim their property.
No charges were ever laid, and the couple never learned
why the police seized their possessions in the first place.
It would be nice if somehow or another, bureaucrats who
write laws and politicians who pass laws and police who
enforce laws would exercise a pinch of common sense by
respecting the commandment in Exodus 20:15.
No matter how it’s sliced, taking somebody else’s property is
stealing.
As one can imagine, this case damaged the relationship
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between law enforcers and the area residents, who are now
fearful of calling in the police where their services are
needed to investigate a crime.
It’s created a field day for burglars and a declaration of open
season on honest citizens.
Like Pandora’s Box, C-68 is the source from where many
human miseries will be released. This dense and complex
137-page statute, plus 142 pages of regulations, is so
convoluted and inconsistent that most lawyers don’t
understand it.
Civil rights activist Martin Luther King, Jr. once said: “One
who breaks an unjust law that conscience tells him is unjust
is in reality expressing the highest respect for the law (by
saying), ‘We will not obey your evil laws.’”
The October issue of Whitehorse resident Paul Rogan’s
popular monthly Canadian Access to Firearms newspaper
carried an article headed Civil Disobedience in Canada: It
Just Happened to be Guns.
The piece was jointly written by Paul Gallant and Joanne
Eison, who are members of Jews for the Preservation of
Firearms Ownership.
“Now we also know the answer to the question of why
Canadians are acting out of character,” declared the New
York-based co-authors.
“They aren’t! They are beginning to read the ‘fine print’ of
the firearms act, and are expressing – according to Martin
Luther King, Jr., the ‘highest respect for the law’ in their own
way...”
...On the top of the third from last page of the government’s
booklet Important Information for All Canadians About
Responsible Firearms Ownership, a statement says:
“Continuous background checks are conducted on all licence
holders.”
This infringement on personal rights to privacy is illegal.
Thousands of pieces of the $2-million, tax-subsidized junk
mail were marked “unwanted” and returned to the office of
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Justice Minister Anne McLellan.
Back in 1995, former justice minister Allan Rock was telling a
half-truth when he promised that no police manpower would
be diverted by C-68.
For a while, human resources were taken away from other
policing duties. However, Section 101 authorizes the
creation of more police officers. That day is here.
And it’s not a stretch to expect house-to-house searches...
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The law has become the weapon of every kind of
greed! Instead of checking crime, the law itself
is guilty of the evils it is supposed to punish!
Frederic Bastiat
The Law
June 1850
______________________________________________________________________
CHAPTER 14: APPEAL – THE DEVIL’S IN THE DEFINITION
From hereon, the Carlos case become additionally complex as the legal debate
wandered off into the meaning of “store”, a word Parliament neglected to legally
define in the Firearms Act and the Criminal Code; it was only interpreted in case
law.
His fate – his whole future of whether he ended up with a criminal record and jail
time – hinged on a law that did not exist.
Why didn’t the so-called Justice department ask Parliament to repair the problem
rather than putting the onus on the back of one person? Because then it would
be harder to bring people before the courts and get guilty verdicts.
This scenario, once again, begged the question of what the case was about.
To date, what did the trial and an appeal have to do with Pauline Drapeau and
Jacques Jobin, Sandra Orban and Steve Howes, Julie Nordmann and Hugh
Copland, Tina Thomas and Leah Richardson?
Nothing.
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To date, what did the trial and an appeal have to do with a permit to carry and
Chief Firearms Officer Dan Otterbein?
Nothing.
To date, what did the trial and an appeal have to do with the Carloses’ gun
collection?
Nothing.
To date, what did the trial and an appeal have to do about anything?
Nothing.
The trial, and then going into a long and costly philosophical debate over the
definition of the word “store”, had nothing to do with nothing, except keeping a
bunch of muscle-flexing government bureau-rats occupied and off the street.
The taxpayers were subsidizing their high-salaried make-work projects, but the
public money sure as shootin’ wasn’t paying the expenses of an ordinary citizen
to protect himself against this meaningless exercise.
Carlos didn’t break the law, he contended. His lawyer and Judge Livingstone
agreed with him on that fact. His refusal to give up and give in was further
embarrassment to those merciless reptiles who wanted nothing more from their
prey than to entangle him in their coils and showcase him to the public as a lawbreaker. See, see, you thought he was Mr. Law-Abiding Citizen, didn’t you? We
just proved he wasn’t even if we were scum-buckets for using a law that doesn’t
exist to get the job done.
Fritze Responded To Notice Of Appeal
On April 23, 2001, Richard Fritze filed the respondent’s position
with the court in answer to what the Crown had referred to as its
“statement of facts”.
Following are excerpts from Fritze’s submission. Extra
paragraphing has been included for readability.
Issues on Appeal:
1. The Learned Trial Judge did not err in law in finding
that storage was not proven. The Learned Trial Judge
applied the ordinary common-sense meaning of the
words “store” and “storage”, assisted by case law, in
concluding as she did.

Richard Fritze
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2. Hiding the firearms referred to in Count 1 was a reaction,
while under significant stress and being interrupted by
the RCMP, that reflected the urgency felt by the accused.
Count One is a substantive criminal offence, requiring
mens rea and actus reus. The evidence was clear to the
Learned Trial Judge that the accused was “panicked” and
that he had an intention to store all the firearms,
unloaded in his safe.
3. The accused’s intention to later unload the firearms is
relevant to Counts 2 and 3 as well. It is consistent with
his avowed pattern of properly and lawfully storing his
firearms when they are not in use.
The accused’s statements on this point, under oath and
subjected to cross-examination demonstrate due
diligence. But for the unexpected interruption, while the
accused was using his firearms in his home, the
uncontroverted evidence was that his firearms were
always in the safe when not in use. The accused’s wife’s
evidence corroborated that as well.
4. The duration of time that a firearm is, in conjunction with
close proximity to the user, out of its locked gun-safe, is
one relevant consideration in determining whether or not
it is in use or in storage.
Evidence that a firearm is constantly, or mostly, out of its
gun-safe might indicate that such is its usual condition,
ie., “stored” by leaving it accessible nearly all the time.
Another relevant consideration is whether, during any
duration of time, the firearm was habitually placed
somewhere in a given condition, eg., loaded, unloaded,
etc.
5. Extraordinary circumstances or unusual conditions can
negate what otherwise might be culpable conduct or a
culpable omission.
(Note: Fritze wrote that “hiding an item is not storage”.
Several courts have reviewed the meaning of the word
“store”, and, here, he quoted case law from R. v. Joe, R. v.
Bludau, R. v. Bickford and R. v. Rusk, before continuing his
argument.)
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It is respectfully submitted that the circumstances in the case
at Bar do not conform with the plain meaning of the word
“store”. The meaning favouring the accused must be
adopted.
Carlos was in close proximity to the firearms at all times and
was either using or handling the firearms when the police
arrived at his dwelling house.
This intervening act precluded Carlos from truly returning his
firearms to storage or from continuing to use them.
The acts of locking the two firearms in the basement into the
gun safe immediately upon the arrival of the police and of
taking the firearm from the office upstairs and placing it out
of sight were temporary, and prudent in the circumstances,
measures.
All three firearms remained under the relatively immediate
control of Mr. Carlos. The common element to these acts
was to remove from sight the firearms in question.
To attribute more than that to the respondent, on the
evidence as established at trial, is speculation. Carlos’ acts
were the opposite of careless.
Four policemen were unexpectedly at his door – by placing
his firearms out of sight, the risk of the police misinterpreting
the reasons for having the firearms out of the safe was
eliminated and the overall tension was reduced.
These acts show an appreciation for the safety of others.
Carlos testified that he had been home all morning and that
he had removed several firearms, including the three which
are the subject of the charges, from his locked safe. He was
preparing for a pending trip into the wilderness for
prospecting, something he routinely does in the course of his
occupation as a prospector.
In his preparations, Carlos had inspected, cleaned, checked
and inventoried some or all of his firearms. Some of them
were simply handled out of love for their heft, their
appearance and feel and for the fond remembrances of
times in the field hunting.
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Carlos testified that he has owned and used firearms since a
youth and that he has a substantial collection, some pieces
dating back to his youth.
Carlos testified that at some point in the morning, he had
brought his Ruger revolver upstairs to his office which was
situated across the hall from his bedroom. He had checked
firearms serial numbers from his own hand-written list which
was kept in a file cabinet upstairs in his office. Carlos had
left the Ruger revolver upstairs when he returned to the
basement.
He thought he had been up and down, from the basement to
main floor and back to the basement, more than once over
the course of the morning.
Carlos stated under oath that he was, in effect, using his
firearms when the unexpected and stress-causing knock on
the door by the police occurred. (The firearms) were not in
storage at that time, and Carlos explained that he put them
into the safe or behind the stereo because of the visit from
the police. This clearly is not the same as putting them away
for “storage” as that word is defined in the case law.
Carlos’ other evidence in this regard is that when he does
put his guns away for the purposes of storing them, he locks
them in the safe, unloaded and separate from his
ammunition, in compliance with the storage regulations.
This evidence was uncontroverted.
The Crown has failed to prove that Carlos intended anything
other than a temporary setting of his firearms in a place out
of sight from the strangers at his door.
Given the circumstances, it was prudent that Carlos put the
firearms out of sight because had they been in view, the
police, on a four-man, firearms-related warrant execution
might have reacted adversely had they seen the firearms
upon entering the house.
The inference is that Carlos wanted to do the right thing, ie,
defuse what might otherwise have been a risky situation.
In a perfect world, Carlos might have had time to unload the
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firearms and return them to storage in the sense
contemplated by the case law.
The firearms were in use prior to the arrival of the police and
they were not put back into storage due to the arrival of the
police – they were simply put out of sight. The Learned Trial
Judge accepted that Carlos was using his firearms when the
police arrived.
The case, R. v. Blanchard, (1994) (Yukon Territorial Court)
discusses the specific duty of care which must be breached
before criminal culpability follows. Please note that cc s.
86(2) in Blanchard is now cc s. 86(1).
“Objective liability offences do not require contemplated
consequences. This remark, however, suggests that one
can appreciate the nature of the applicable standard of care
by assessing the scope of potential consequences. That
appears to be what is meant by ‘the risk of harm to which
their conduct gives rise’. With respect to the storage of
firearms, the legislative target of s. 86(2) is to limit the risks
which might arise from guns coming into the hands of the
inexperienced, irresponsible, undisciplined, or criminal.”
It is respectfully submitted that if this case is authoritative,
the steps taken by Carlos to hide or put away his loaded
firearms reduced substantially the risk of harm in the
circumstances. His actions were sufficient to protect against
his firearms coming into anyone’s hands while the police
were executing the warrant.
(Note: The argument goes on to quote from Bickford, the
final sentence stating: “Court must assess the locations of
the firearm, the time which the firearm was left in that
location, the surrounding physical environment, the manner
in which the accused dealt with the firearm in terms of its
physical status, and the reasonably foreseeable presences
of other persons, including adults and children, in the vicinity
of the firearm.”)
In the case at Bar, all members of the Carlos family were
familiar with and safe around firearms. No children were
present, nor were any strangers, until the police arrived.
None of the firearms in question was able to be fired
accidentally due to the empty chamber/spent cartridge
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arrangement as set up by Carlos.
Temporal Element of Storage
It is respectfully submitted that the Learned Trial Judge
properly considered the short time period that the firearms
were loaded to be relevant in her assessment.
The relevant time period, ie, the morning on which the
warrant was executed, was less than three hours. The
firearm behind the stereo (Count 1) was there for less time
yet.
Carlos was preoccupied with his preparations for a coming
trip into the field for prospecting when the police telephoned.
He was still at that task when the police arrived unexpectedly
at his home. Carlos was in the basement when his wife
called out, advising him that she thought the police were at
the door. On hearing that, Carlos quickly placed all the
firearms that he had taken out from the safe back into the
safe, including the two handguns which are subject of
Counts 2 and 3.
Those two handguns were not unloaded when he replaced
them in the safe. He locked the safe and went upstairs.
The evidence of Carlos was that he normally kept his
firearms in his gun safe when they were not in use. The
brief period that the handgun was hidden behind the stereo
cannot constitute storage by the definition thereof in the case
law. It was placed there to reduce risk given that the police
were attending unexpectedly, not for the purpose of storage.
The police intervention resulted in the firearms being hastily
dealt with by Carlos but his evidence was that he normally
stored (when he truly was not using or transporting his
firearms) them unloaded, locked in his gun safe, with
ammunition separate from them.
The Learned Trial Judge’s comment that the “guns had been
loaded and left in that condition for no more than several
hours” relates to her finding that Carlos “was in close
proximity to the areas of the house where Mr. Carlos was
using them.”
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Loaded
When the police phoned to set up the meeting at the
restaurant, Carlos had been, and was in the course of,
cleaning and inspecting his firearms.
Carlos had inserted some cartridges into the three handguns
in question. None of them, however, had a live cartridge
immediately available for firing. One firearm had a spent
cartridge in the chamber; the other two had an empty
cylinder in alignment with the firing pin and barrel.
Carlos testified that his safety training and long experience
with firearms has taught him that this is a prudent way to
handle a loaded firearm – something active must be done
before the firearm can fire, such as consciously cocking the
firearm. He also testified that such a precaution prevents
accidental discharge should the firearm be dropped.
Carlos testified that the integrity of the cylinder or magazine
can be easily checked by placing cartridges into it, thereby
ascertaining whether or not any debris, corrosion or other
interference is present which might impede the proper
operation of the firearm. He stated that this activity was part
of his usual preparations regarding firearms.
In the few minutes that elapsed, from being advised by his
wife and the time when the police first knocked on the door,
Carlos realized that the Ruger revolver was still out of the
safe and it was upstairs where he had left it.
Without thinking clearly, per his evidence, he placed it
behind the stereo, still containing the cartridges, just before
his wife let the police in.
Section 15 of the regulations specify that a firearm may be
loaded “only in a place where the firearm may be
discharged...”
Sections 25, 26 and 27 (Persons Administering and
Enforcing the Law), ss. 30 and 32, and ss. 34 through 37
(Defence of Person) and ss. 38 through 41 (Defence of
Property) of the Criminal Code and the case law that has
developed therefrom define the places and situations where
a person may discharge a firearm.
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Many of the cases, too numerous to mention, find that the
dwelling house is a place where a firearm may be
discharged. The facts frequently have to do with the
defence of self, others or property.
In fact, any place can be a lawful place for discharge if the
person fits within the law as enumerated in those of other
(eg, citizen’s arrest) section.
One need not be a Peace Officer to enforce the law – it is
the right, and at times, the duty, of every citizen to enforce
the law as defined by the Criminal Code and as interpreted
by the courts, eg, citizen’s arrest.
Necessary force is not precluded by many of the sections
mentioned and such force can, and does, include the use of
loaded firearms.
Citizen’s arrest, and defence of life or property can lawfully
occur within a dwelling house. It is not a place that is
excluded in the law. Use of a firearm, ie, discharge, in
certain circumstances, is not unlawful.
Thus, the Carlos home is “a place where the firearm may be
discharged” and therefore it is a place where a firearm may
be loaded.
(Note: Fritze quoted from the Firearms Act Regulations:
Storage, Display, Transportation and Handling of Firearms
by Individuals Regulations – SOR (Statutory Orders and Regulations)
/98-209. 15. “An individual may load a firearm or handle a loaded
firearm only in a place where the firearm may be discharged in
accordance with all applicable Acts of Parliament and the
legislature of a province, regulations made under such Acts,
and municipal by-laws.”)
It is notable that parliament did not include the words (or
their equivalent) “and in circumstances” between the words
“in a place” and “where the firearm may be discharged” in
s.15 of the regulations. Had it done so, then a firearm could
be “circumstances”.
As written, only one requirement must be met, ie, “in a
place”. It is respectfully submitted that this construction
allows a firearm to be loaded virtually anywhere as there is
no “place” that is modified by the words Parliament used so
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as to be excluded. The “circumstances” could have been stipulated,
eg, in self-defense or while target shooting or while hunting or while
testing, but were not.
Municipal bylaws and provincial laws cannot supercede the
Criminal Code.
Carlos need not have a firing range in his home. Places
where a firearm can be loaded are not limited to ranges or to
hunting or “in the field”.
Since self-defense with a firearm in one’s residence is a
lawful place, then one’s residence does not fall within the
any excluded place as set out in s. 15.
Interpretation
...”unloaded”, in respect of a firearm, means that any
propellant, projectile or cartridge that can be discharged from
the firearm is not contained in the breech or firing chamber
of the firearm nor in the cartridge magazine attached to or
inserted into the firearm. (non chargee)
In reference to R. v. Jack, the charge was for possession of
a firearm dangerous to the public peace. It is submitted that
the case illustrates that location, as well as “legitimate
purpose” need to be considered when the subject matter of a
criminal charge is a firearm.
One of the court’s statements was “the condition of the
firearm is a relevant factor along with the other
circumstances of time and location in considering whether
the manner in which the firearm is being carried is
dangerous to the safety of other persons”...the court went on
to say in this case law: “In my view, having rifles in one’s
home which are legitimate rifles, from the point of view that
people living in this country can possess and own rifles for
legitimate purposes is not a crime.”
(Note: Here Fritze discussed R.v. Rutkowski, giving further
support for his arguments with R. v. Derkosh and R. v.
Baxter (Tabs).)
No municipal law or bylaw can override the Criminal Code, a
federal statute. The taking away of common law rights of
citizens, even if within the power of a municipality, must
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expressly state what the restriction is.
While many municipal entities restrict or prohibit the
discharge of firearms within the municipal boundaries, such
laws do not affect or negate the lawful use and/or discharge
of a firearm as allowed by the Code in a citizen’s arrest or in
lawful defense of life.
Trigger Locks
Trigger locks were not required at any relevant time.
The firearms were either in use, per the respondent, or were
in storage, per the appellant.
In neither situation does the law require a trigger lock where
the firearms are in a locked safe of the type used by Carlos.
The regulations require such only when restricted or
prohibited firearms are being transported.
(Note: Here Fritze referenced Tab J, R. v. Smillie, for
defense of due diligence.)
The uncontroverted evidence was that Carlos always placed
his firearms unloaded into his gun-safe when he was not
handling or using them. The manner he described complies
with the storage laws.
But for the intervening, unexpected event (the arrival of the
RCMP), he would have followed his consistent pattern. The
unplanned intervention precluded him from following his
usual, diligent routine and for this he cannot be held
culpable.
Nature of Order Sought
The relief sought is a dismissal of this appeal.
The Appeal
Alberta-based lawyer Richard Fritze packed his black robe and formal, highcollared white shirt. He arrived in Whitehorse by regular jet flight the last
weekend in May.
He met with his client, who delighted him by showing up at the hotel on his
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Norton motorcycle. They reviewed some of what he planned to present to three
justices who had come from British Columbia.
The Yukon Territory didn’t have an appeal court, thus relied on the British
Columbia Court of Appeals to come north periodically to hear decisions
contested to a higher authority.
Initially, when the federal department of Justice filed notice of appeal back in
November, it seemed the defense lawyer might have to go debate the definition
of “storage” in Vancouver. But Whitehorse was on the appeal court’s circuit for
May 2001. A definite day, May 28, and time, 2:00 o'clock, had been established
for the Carlos appeal to be heard.
Carlos sat in the gallery with his 20 to 30 supporters, who settled down on the
hard benches in the airless room to hear what “store” meant.
The younger, dark-haired Madam Justice Catherine Ryan was the centerpiece.
She looked the most promising as an ally. She was flanked by the intimidating
figures of two senior judges. Mr. Justice Mackenzie never spoke, and Madam
Justice Patricia Proudfoot had difficulty hearing in the room’s poor acoustics.
The trio had read the submissions beforehand but didn’t seem to recollect the
details. This did not look promising. A man’s future hanging by a hair, and he
was being judged by people not familiar with the material?
Judge Ryan at least remembered previous “loaded gun” cases – some brought
forth by the National Firearms Association. She addressed the appellate: “I
thought it was legal to have loaded guns in the house as long as the owner was
home.”
Smart lady.
David McWhinnie explained that the guns in question were not “in use” as
interpreted by the Learned Trial Judge, but rather improperly stored, which was
the basis of what the Crown wanted to argue.
Hearing argument would require several hours instead of an hour or so. Judge
Ryan rescheduled the matter for the next morning at 10 o'clock.
Oh, swell! The black-hearted system wallowed in delight at inconveniencing the
respondent and breaking him and his financial angels.
The lawyer had been instructed to be available on a certain day and hour to
address the court. Now, with a couple of stokes of a pen to the calendar, the
appeal was adjourned to a new time slot.
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The courts weren’t supposed to be in the business of keeping visitors around the
city for a few extra days so they would spend more money. On this toss, resident
Carlos would be the one paying the extra fees and expenses to keep his lawyer
around town another day or so.
Would everybody come back the next day, only to have court adjourned again
and again, until the lawyer ultimately would have to be sent to Vancouver? At
this point in the dog-and-pony show, nothing would be a surprise. But the judge
had spoken. She had the authority to make up the rules as she went along, and,
if the respondent wanted to play the perverted game, he was at her mercy.
On a rainy Tuesday morning, Carlos and his supporters settled into court at 10
o'clock.
Fritze knew his material and had presented concisely-constructed documents,
complete with case law, to the court. Maybe he was nervous in front of three
justices. He had the formidable feat of setting the stage by putting a complex
and tangled 18-month situation into a nutshell. He had to ensure the judges
understood why the police – operating on government employee complaints over
a year old – had felt compelled to concoct a case, obtain a search warrant and
unexpectedly storm the Carlos residence, where they found what was perceived
to be storage infractions.
Then Fritze had to convince the trio that the guns were loaded because they
were “in use” – not in storage as the Crown contended. Then he had to convince
them the definition of the word “store” had to be retained from its common-law
dictionary context. And he offered samples gleaned from case law.
Fritze had the even-more difficult task of instilling into their minds that the Carlos
“children” were not toddlers running around the house in diapers. You could hear
the judges silently shrieking, “He had loaded guns around a house where there’s
innocent little children present!”
The only “innocent little child” home at the relevant time was a strapping young
adult of 20, who had come in from working the graveyard shift. He was old
enough to vote, drive a car, own a gun, stake a claim. But the government lumped his
age category into the firearms statistical bracket as a “child”, and judges soaked it up
like expensive scotch.
Further, Fritze had to make the judges understand that the other two “children” –
ages 18 and 13, and a far gap from being toddlers – were in school at the
relevant time.
Around 12:30 p.m., observers were lost in the rhetoric and Fritze was
discombobulated in mid-argument. He referred to his client as “Constable
Carlos”.
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Judge Ryan said, “I’ll stop you there, Mr. Fritze.” This was a good place for the
court to insert the brief appeal from an inmate representing himself. Meanwhile,
the Carlos matter could recess 90 minutes for lunch.
Jane Gaffin Physically Attacked Over Carlos Case
The heavens were crying a downpour, washing away the dirt – at least the kind
that accumulated in the gutters and was being washed into the sewers.
My burgundy umbrella was soaked before I was halfway home. I diverted to the
Yukon government administration building. The thought of a big bowl of hot
vegetable soup and freshly-backed bread lured me downstairs to the cafeteria. It
was past the lunch rush. I sat, undisturbed, beside the plate-glass wall pelted by
the rain, and reflected on my court notes.
After lunch, I went next door, as I often did, to the Yukon Party Caucus office.
The administrative assistant was busy at the front desk, and the head researcher
was writing a speech. I knew my way around. They let me review the
newspapers and photocopy some radio transcripts.
Hanging out there was one of the most disgusting men I’ve ever had the
displeasure to meet. He wasn’t pleasantly disposed to me, either. We ignored
each other.
At least he had the social grace not to spit on the carpet. When campaigning as
a candidate IN MY RIDING in the last territorial election, he had to be instructed:
don’t spit on the sidewalk or people’s doorsteps; don’t use foul language; don’t
scuff your feet when you walk; don’t slurp your coffee; and don’t grope for a
woman’s breasts on the pretense of stroking a caribou-tufted ornament pinned to
her sweater. In other words, don’t be a slob.
The Yukon Party must have been as desperate for candidates as the chamber of
mines had been for directors. To me, he was a repulsive nobody trying to be a
somebody. But the only redeeming quality I could find was he had the good
grace to keep his mouth shut at chamber board meetings.
Mike Wienert had set himself up as my critic. He was particularly offended that I had
the audacity to praise Sir Winston Churchill while denouncing Adolf Hitler and his
dreadful Nazi butchers, who sincerely accepted that man must be sacrificed for
other men to achieve a perfect society.
Wienert phoned one evening. “Hitler was a peace-loving man and Churchill was a
warmonger,” he growled in his whiskey voice, which was a natural feature and
not from alcohol. “My father was a German, and he knows.”
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While in the office I briefed Elaine and Gordie about the Carlos appeal. They
were on the job and couldn’t attend, even if they had been so disposed.
Heading out the door, I made an off-hand remark to Wienert, who looked like he
wasn’t doing anything useful: “Will I see you in court?”
“I don’t think so,” he scowled.
Wienert had shown up in court for the “not guilty” decision, mainly to copy the
example set by a myriad of chamber members who attended. Outside the
courtroom, after Carlos finished his media interviews and the crowd thinned, Wienert
took credit for saying all along Carlos should plead “not guilty”. Told you so.
Carlos and I lambasted him in unison, as though we had rehearsed, ”Oh, yes,
you did say (I) (he) should plead guilty and pay a fine,” we scolded sternly.
He denied our accusations. Yet he had button-holed me in Red Square’s DIAND
regional library in response to an article, which effectively said, “Carlos refused
to plead guilty because he’s not guilty of anything.”
In his know-it-all fashion, Wienert flopped down in a chair beside me. He told me to
tell Carlos to “plead guilty and pay a fine”, as though he thought Carlos would
reject high-paid professional legal opinions for Wienert’s free advice – which
was worth what anybody had to pay for it.
On a later date, this mouthy character had cornered Carlos in the back of the
library. His rude personality had not only raised Carlos’ ire – which was the
pleasure Wienert derived from being obnoxious – but had me lathered too. Carlos
was the first to walk out. I wasn’t far behind, for I obviously wasn’t going to get
any research done until Wienert departed.
Then, as I was leaving the Yukon Party Caucus office, heading back to court, I
waved goodbye and was going toward the ground-level doors. The rain had
abated to a sprinkle. Outside, protected by an overhang, were two ladies seated
at the picnic table, chatting over coffee and cigarettes.
“Wait,” a voice demanded. “I want to talk to you.”
Wienert had chased after me, catching up in between the set of double glass doors
that served as a sound-proof entrance.
“Let’s step outside so I can have a cigarette,” I said.
“No,” he barked. “I don’t want anybody to hear.” He was tremendously agitated.
“When I said that Al Carlos should plead guilty and pay a fine, I didn’t know what
I was talking about at the time.”
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Ranting on belligerently, he punctuated every word with a poke of his fingers to
my chest. He’d gone mad – right off the irrational deep end.
“THEN WHY DIDN’T YOU KEEP YOUR MOUTH SHUT?” I yelled back. “It
would behoove you.”
“I didn’t understand what was going on,” he snapped. “Carlos frowns and scowls
at me whenever he sees me. You and Carlos are being unfair to me...”
Oh, you poor thing. During this whole discourse – while I’m encumbered by a
handbag slung from my right shoulder and clutching the canvas bag in my right
hand – I tried to escape his jabs by getting out the door. He kept positioning his
body in front of me to prevent my leaving.
In a fit of blind rage, I wind-milled my left arm up in a swift counter-clockwise
motion, blocking his blows with a backhand. He stumbled backwards. He drew
a clenched fist to his chest to indicate “no contest”.
He wasn’t worth wasting spit on. I stomped out the door. The heat of my anger
collided with the dampness of the air and a cloud of steam followed me six blocks
to the courthouse.
It wasn’t good enough for Crown prosecutor David McWhinnie to threaten me
with defamation; it wasn’t good enough for RCMP Sgt. Dan Otterbein to try to
discredit me in a letter to the newspaper; it wasn’t good enough that the Yukon
government engineer demanded I get Carlos under control because “he was
making it bad for everybody else”. Now, in an effort to frighten staunch
supporters, the anti-Carlos mob was sending out thugs to physically beat on me.
There was a brand of indecent people out there really dedicated to the cause of
ambushing Carlos.
Fritze was somewhat amused when I told him that before he got out of town, I
would probably have an assault charge laid against me...unless I had an
assault charge laid against my attacker...so maybe he should stick around town
a few more days!
He must have thought Yukoners were a bunch of frontier brawlers, infantile
idiots, or that I was a miracle worker to have generated such extemporaneous
excitement over a short recess – and still had time to eat lunch too.
Whether Wienert had any ulterior motives toward Carlos and/or me or was just being
a jerk, his behavior reflected on the chamber of mines. I immediately related the
incident to some of the directors, who were way ahead of me in assessing his
character.
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I also related the incident to key people in the Yukon Party Caucus, beseeching
them to never besmirch the party’s reputation by running Wienert – or any one of his
character – as a candidate again.
Soon, Wienert left town for unknown parts, and I never heard from or of him again,
except that he had changed his name.
Gun Owner Fights Crown’s Appeal
The day after the appeal, Star reporter Michael Hale’s article appeared in the
May 30th newspaper.
A well-known Yukon prospector who has become a local folk
hero fighting firearms charges feels the whole process is
aimed at grinding him down.
Allen Carlos, 58, was found not guilty last year of three
charges related to the careless storage of loaded weapons
found in his house while the RCMP were executing a search
warrant on another matter.
(Note: The “other matter” refers to the s. 111 prohibition
hearing, which had not yet come before the court.)
The Crown appealed that decision, and a hearing was held
in Yukon Court of Appeal Tuesday.
“I find (the appeal court) difficult, because it’s like watching a
philosophy debate in university. I mean, my whole future
hinges on the argument of what ‘storage’ means.”
Carlos still faces a firearms prohibition, regardless of what
happens with this appeal.
A date will be set for that hearing on Friday (June 1).
“I thought they might drop the prohibition, but I don’t know
any more,” lamented Carlos. “They’re going to grind me
right to the end here.”
The Crown appealed deputy territorial Judge Deborah
Livingstone’s November decision, saying the judge got the
facts right and defined the terms right, but failed to follow
that up with the “inexorable conclusion” that Carlos had
broken the law.
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The Yukon Court of Appeal judges reserved decision until a
future date.
Crown prosecutor David McWhinnie told the three appellate
judges that Livingstone had erred in deciding that the
weapons were in use and not in storage.
He argued that Carlos could not have been using the .357
found upstairs if he was downstairs cleaning the other guns,
as the man asserted at trial.
“The Criminal Code does not allow for any gaps in what
happens with guns,” McWhinnie told the court. “Its intention
is that at all times, those dealing with firearms, as it were, do
so safely.”
Regulations under the law set the standards that gun owners
must meet, and Carlos did not meet those expectations,
McWhinnie said.
Defence lawyer Richard Fritze told the judges that
Livingstone’s decision cannot be read out of context, and
that the facts of the case bear out her findings.
The Alberta lawyer painted an image of a house cracking
with tension as four police officers approached the front door
in February 2000.
Everyone was on edge and scared, said the lawyer – an
entirely reasonable feeling given the ever-escalating tension
between Carlos and the police.
“The court has to look at the entirety of the circumstances
here,” Fritze argued. “He’s scared, he’s rushed and he did
what he could.”
That’s the context in which the guns and their placement
must be viewed, he said. Carlos was reacting in the moment
and getting the guns out of sight to minimize risk.
“It’s clear this was a temporary thing. This isn’t something
he would normally do; this was forced on him. Mr. Carlos
did the most effective thing he could have done short of
unloading the gun,” Fritze told the judges.
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When the police searched the home, they found a loaded
.44-calibre Ruger Super Black Hawk and a loaded shortbarrel .22-calibre revolver in a gun safe in Carlos’ basement.
The loaded .22 was an Annie Oakley-style gun meant for his
daughter.
(Note: The loaded .22 short-barrel was the Freedom Arms
revolver and not the commemorative Annie Oakley, which
was a Marlin lever-action long gun, purchased while available
for the daughter’s 13th birthday.)
Police also found a loaded .357 Magnum wrapped in a rag
and a plastic bag, stuffed behind a stereo component in the
living room.
“It’s frustrating, because in my own mind, I know where I
stand, but you just never know where the judges stand,”
Carlos said.
Carlos’ case garnered territory-wide attention last summer
when he was brought into court to face the charges, which
gun owners denounced as an infringement of his civil rights.
Some gun owners were so disgusted by the whole case they
decided to hold a fundraising event to help pay for the Carlos
family’s mounting legal bills.
The rally raised over $8,000 and spawned a rebirth of the
Responsible Firearms Owners Coalition.
Throughout the court battle, friends and supporters of the
miner (sic) have packed the benches at every appearance.
More Court Appearances
How many court appearances add up to a prohibition hearing? What number
was the court appearance of June 1, 2001? Fourteenth? Fifteenth? Everybody
had lost track.
When Carlos, acting as his own agent, went back in court to fix a date, the matter
was set over to June 15.
While jumping through legal hoops, he was delayed getting into the field this
season. He also awaited the arrival of his oldest son from Alberta, where he had
spent the winter working on the oil rigs.
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On June 15, Carlos was still in town. He represented himself again in court.
Since the court was not sure of a date when the appeal decision would be
rendered, the prohibition matter was set over to September 14.
This was tiresome. Instead of the courts fiddling and fumbling around debating
the meaning of the word “store”, the legal problem should have been returned to
Parliament to fix, along with a legal definition of the word “reasonable”.
What does “reasonable” mean?
Section 11 of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms clearly states that “Any person
charged with an offence has the right to be tried within a reasonable time.”
This prohibition hearing had dangled in limbo since February 2000. After
umpteen court appearances, the matter continued to be set over to another date.
If “reasonable” really meant “reasonable”, then this circus had gone from the
sublime to the ridiculous; the prohibition hearing needed to be canned on the
grounds that the Crown defaulted on the accused’s constitutional rights.
Decision Day
It was Thursday, July 5, 2001.
Richard Fritze phoned to tell me this was decision day in the appeal case.
He wanted to relay a message to his client, so Al wouldn’t hear the news through
the media first. But I wasn’t very helpful.
The Carloses were scattered around the continent. Al and his sons were in the
bush; his wife and daughter were State-side getting acquainted with Mrs. Carlos’
new-found biological mother, father and 12 siblings.
I didn’t know how to contact them, and anybody who might have a contact
number or email address was out of town too.
After Fritze had seen a copy of the decision, he called back. He was excited. Al
was acquitted in a 2-1 decision, he said.
Only a fool tries to out-judge a judge. Madam Justice Catherine Ryan, the judge
we put our faith in as an ally, was the dissenter. Madam Patricia Proudfoot,
writing for Mr. Mackenzie, upheld the territorial judge’s decision that was based
on case law and not an interpretation of the law.
The appeal court was nothing more than a venue for a philosophical debate over
the word “store”, for which there is no right or wrong answer. But the government
had no compunction about sticking the expenses to Carlos anyway.
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The decision upheld our contention that the appeal case was flimsy and frivolous,
as even McWhinnie had opined to some reporters. But his opinion never saw
print. He just kept “following orders” from the powers that be.
The one dissenting vote was intentional – necessary – insofar as leaving the
case open should the Crown wish to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada.
For now, we could revel in the win, and...wait.
Such a frivolous case would not be accepted for hearing by the top court if the
justices had a choice. But this case was an appeal as of right, and the Supreme
Court would be obliged to hear it, should the Crown decide to appeal to the
highest of legal authorities.
Decision In The Appeal Case
The following are excerpts from the 22-page judgment by the Court of Appeal for
the Yukon, handed down in Vancouver, British Columbia, on July 5, 2001.
Written Reasons by:
The Honourable Madam Justice Proudfoot
Concurred in by:
The Honourable Mr. Justice Mackenzie
[14] In essence, the case turns on whether the respondent's
"panicked" actions taken immediately before the police
entered his home amounted to "storage" of these firearms.
The meaning of the word "stores", which is not defined in the
Criminal Code, is therefore crucial to the disposition of this
matter.
[15] The Territorial Court judge (Livingstone) applied the following
dictionary definition to the word “store” - to reserve, put away
or set aside for future use. She further found that the
definition of "stores" contains no temporal parameters.
I will return to that latter finding below, but I accept that the plain
meaning of "stores" as applied by the trial judge is the
correct meaning to apply to the word in this context.
[16] In that light, I agree with the trial judge's reasons. The
respondent would not have placed the firearms where they
were discovered if the RCMP had not arrived unexpectedly.
The law does not require that firearms be continuously
stored. Guns may be handled within limits prescribed by law.
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[17] I pause here to note that had the respondent been
charged with careless handling of these three firearms, it is
likely that the Crown would have been successful at trial.
However, he was not so charged. He was charged with
"careless" storage and storage "contrary to the Firearms Act
Regulations". The Crown has failed to establish that the
guns were "stored".
[18] As I stated above, the trial judge found that the concept
of "storage" has no temporal parameters. I agree with that
finding in the sense that a conviction can follow from short
term "storage". I wish to note that the intention of the
accused makes all the difference in "short time" cases such
as the one at bar.
[19] On this point, let me first say that it is axiomatic that the
longer a gun is not used, shipped, handled etc., the easier it
should be for the Crown to prove that a gun is "stored".
If a gun has very recently been "put aside", like in this case, the
intention of the accused in doing so will decide the matter. If
the trial judge finds that the accused only did so because the
police were at his or her door and he or she did not have
time to properly store them, there should be an acquittal.
However, if an accused did not know the police were
arriving, and had just placed the guns as they were placed in
this case because he was done handling them for a time,
then clearly one or more of the offences under s. 86 of the
Code would be made out.
[20] I would also like to mention that a conviction for careless
storage may also have been entered in this case if the
Crown proved that the gun located upstairs was left
unattended for a sufficient period of time that one could say
the respondent "put it aside for future use". The respondent
could not have been both upstairs and downstairs that
morning, and the evidence indicates he spent more time
downstairs. However, the evidence on this point was
insufficient to support a conviction.
[21] For the foregoing reasons, I would dismiss the appeal.
Madam Justice Catherine Ryan respectfully disagreed:
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[22] I have had the opportunity to read the reasons for
judgment in draft of Madam Justice Proudfoot in this appeal.
I respectfully disagree with her conclusions. In my view the
respondent was either using the firearms in question or, had
stored them. There is no middle ground.
(Note: The trite statement that “the firearms were either in
use or stored; there is no middle ground” would be the
impetus to carry this case forward.)
I am of the view that it cannot be said that the respondent
was using the firearms or that his use of them was
temporarily interrupted when he allowed the police into his
home.
For the reasons which follow I am of the view that the
findings of fact made by the trial judge in the case at bar
constitute the actus reus of storing within the meaning of ss.
86(1) and (2) of the Criminal Code.
I would set aside the acquittals in this case and enter
convictions on all three counts.
(Note: actus reus, Latin, loosely means “the criminal act”;
more properly, it means the “guilty act” or “deed of crime”.
Every criminal offence has two elements: the physical actus
reus and the mental mens rea. The actus reus is the actual
conduct of the accused that falls within the definition of the
act proscribed...In order to constitute a criminal offence, the
required mens rea, “guilty mind” or intent to commit the
offence, must be present concurrently.)
[23] Allen Michael Carlos was charged with offences relating
to three handguns that were found in his home by police.
One of the handguns was found hidden behind a stereo. It
was loaded, with no trigger lock, and had been wrapped in a
rag and put into a plastic bag.
Count 1 on the Information charged Mr. Carlos with careless
storage of a prohibited firearm and ammunition contrary to
s. 86(1) of the Criminal Code (the "Code").
[24] The other two handguns were found in a locked safe in
the basement. They were loaded, with no trigger lock.
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Counts 2 and 3 on the Information charged Mr. Carlos of
storage of one restricted and one prohibited firearm in a
manner contrary to the Storage, Display, Transportation and
Handling of Firearms by Individuals Regulations, SOR (Statutory
Orders and Regulations)/98- 209, contrary to s. 86(2) of the Code.
(Note: Trigger locks were not required at any relevant time.
The firearms were either in use, per the respondent, or were
in storage, per the appellant. In neither situation did the law
require a trigger lock where the firearms are in a locked safe
of the type used by Carlos.)
(Note: The regulations require such only when restricted or
prohibited firearms are being transported.)
[25] The learned Territorial Court judge acquitted Mr. Carlos
on the grounds that the actus reus of the offence had not
been proved by the Crown. The judge accepted the
submission that the handguns were not "stored" within the
meaning of s. 86 of the Code.
[26] Section 86(1) of the Code makes it an offence to store a
firearm, without lawful excuse, "in a careless manner or
without reasonable precautions for the safety of other
persons."
[27] (C)areless storage of firearms. The wording of that section of
the Code has been amended since Finlay was decided,
however, the substantive elements of the offence remain the
same. Lamer C.J.C., for the majority, set out the elements of
the offence as follows (at p. 114):
Section 86(2) of the Code requires the Crown to
establish that an accused used, carried, handled,
shipped or stored a firearm, but did so "in a careless
manner or without reasonable precautions for the
safety of other persons." The fault requirement of the
provision is, therefore, to be assessed objectively,
which, following this Court's holding in R. v. Hundal,
[1993] 1 S.C.R. 867, at p. 883, consists of conduct
that is a marked departure from the standard of care
of a reasonable person in the circumstances.
[28] Assuming that the item in question is a "firearm", the
actus reus of the offence is the "storage" of the firearm, and
the mens rea is a marked departure from the standard of
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care of a reasonably prudent person in the circumstances.
[29] The word "stores" has no special legal meaning. It is an
ordinary word that must take its meaning from the context in
which it is used.
Ryan quotes from R. v. Finlay, Thomson v. Equity Fire Insurance
Company, R. v. Joe, and R. v. Bickford.
Analysis
[36] The learned Territorial Court judge made the following
findings of fact with respect to Mr. Carlos's evidence:
“I accept that he loaded his firearms as he was
cleaning and inspecting them that morning and that
he panicked when the RCMP arrived. I accept that the
location of the firearm in the living room was a very illplanned hiding spot. I accept that Mr. Carlos had no
intention to store the two firearms in the safe, loaded,
as they were found, but had planned to unload all of
the guns and replace them into the safe had not the
RCMP arrived unexpectedly.
“All three firearms were found within the Carlos
residence, in close proximity to the areas of the house
where Mr. Carlos was using them. Mr. Carlos never
left the house that morning. The police called around
8:40 AM and arrived around 10:19 AM. The guns
therefore had been loaded and left in that condition
for no more than several hours.
“All of those circumstances, which I accept to be the
factual background in this case, do not in my view
amount to storage of the firearms in question.
“The Crown therefore has not proven beyond a
reasonable doubt one of the essential elements,
namely that any of the loaded firearms was stored at
the relevant time.”
[37] I will not comment on whether it was reasonable to
accept Mr. Carlos's story that he loaded his handguns in the
process of "cleaning and inspecting" them. However, leaving
that aside, whether Mr. Carlos intended to store his firearms
for a lengthy period does not establish whether he did in fact
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store them for the purposes of s. 86 of the Code.
[38] Mr. Carlos had clearly stopped using his firearms and
had put them away before he answered the door to the
police. He ended whatever "use" he was making of them
when he learned the police had arrived.
This is not a case where Mr. Carlos could say that he was
temporarily interrupted while using his firearms. The learned
trial judge found that Mr. Carlos was attempting to hide the
three handguns from the police.
In my view, "hiding" firearms amounts to the same thing as
"storing" firearms in the context of s. 86 of the Code.
The actus reus on all three counts has therefore been established.
[39] The real questions, which were not addressed by the
trial judge, are whether the mental element of the offences
had been made out, and whether Mr. Carlos had any
defence going to that element that could be raised in answer
to the charges.
[40] With respect to the charge of careless storage contrary
to s. 86(1) of the Code, the Crown was required to prove that
the conduct of Mr. Carlos, storing a loaded firearm without a
trigger lock behind a stereo in a home where children were
present, constituted conduct that showed a marked
departure from the standard of care exercised by a
reasonably prudent person in the circumstances.
In his defence, Mr. Carlos was entitled to raise any evidence
that showed he had taken reasonable precautions in attempting
to discharge the required duty of care in the circumstances.
(Note: Judge Ryan’s comment “where children were present”
is emotional and misleading; the only “child” present was the
20-year-old son, a gun owner, who was in his bedroom asleep
until disturbed by the racket generated by the four RCMP
officers.)
[41] Putting aside everything else, the fact that Mr. Carlos
did not even unload the handgun before he put it behind the
stereo is proof enough that his conduct was a marked
departure from even the most minimal standard of care. This
should not be taken to imply that Mr. Carlos's actions met
the standard of care in other respects.
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As for the claim that he was caught by surprise when the
RCMP arrived, by his own admission Mr. Carlos had time
to put the two guns he was using in the basement back into
the safe and lock it. He also had time to go upstairs to his study
at the opposite end of the house, collect the third gun, which
he said he left there earlier that morning wrapped in a rag and
in a plastic bag, and hide it behind a stereo cabinet in the living room.
It seems unreasonable that, during even this relatively short
period of time, a person of Mr. Carlos's experience with
handguns would not be able to at least unload them in the
time he took to hide them. In these circumstances, I would
set aside the acquittal and enter a conviction on count 1.
[42] With respect to the two charges of storage of firearms
contrary to the applicable regulations, Mr. Carlos was
required to provide some evidence that he was duly diligent
in his attempts to comply with the regulations. Again, the fact
that Mr. Carlos did not unload either of the two handguns
before locking them in the safe shows that he did not make
even the most superficial attempt to comply with the
regulations, which expressly provide that firearms must be
unloaded when they are stored.
That being the case, I would set aside the acquittals and enter
convictions on counts 2 and 3.
Appeal Decision Spawned Publicity
Following are excerpts from Star reporter Michael Hale’s article, Court Upholds
Gun Owner’s Acquittal:
Allen Carlos has won another round in his bout with the
RCMP and local Crown office over gun-related charges.
In an ordeal that’s dragging into its third year, Carlos has
been fighting gun storage charges since a trial took place in
Whitehorse last summer...
...After Carlos was acquitted on the three counts last
November, the Crown filed an appeal that was heard in May.
A 2-1 decision by the Yukon Court of Appeal upholding the
acquittal was released this morning (July 6, 2001).
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“(Carlos) would not have placed the firearms where they
were discovered if the RCMP had not arrived unexpectedly,”
wrote Madam Justice Patricia Proudfoot in the majority
decision.
“I wish to note that the intention of the accused makes all the
difference in ‘short time’ cases such as the one at bar.”
Richard Fritze, Carlos’ lawyer, had argued that the guns
were in use when the police arrived and never actually
stored.
In her dissenting opinion, Madam Justice Catherine Ryan
wrote that the time the weapon was in place was a red
herring.
“In my view, the respondent was either using the firearms in
question or had stored them. There is no middle ground.”
And later: “I will not comment on whether it was reasonable
to accept Mr. Carlos’ story that he loaded his handguns in
the process of ‘cleaning and inspecting’ them...Putting aside
everything else, the fact that Mr. Carlos did not even unload
the handgun before he put it behind the stereo is proof
enough that his conduct was a marked departure from even
the most minimal standard of care.”
Despite Ryan’s concerns, the court of appeal opted to
uphold the acquittals, due to the Crown’s inability to prove
how long and for what reason the guns were where they
were found.
Carlos has become a folk hero to the territory’s gun-owner
community, as his case moves through the Justice system
from trial to acquittal to appeal.
Carlos became embroiled in the mess when a police search
of his Riverdale home in February 2000, uncovered the three
loaded handguns.
The RCMP were at his door to execute a warrant issued on
the basis of a one-year-old complaint. The Crown had
launched a weapons prohibition application based on that
complaint, and were at the Carlos home to seize the
weapons in anticipation of that hearing.
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After these charges arose, however, the prohibition was put
on the back burner. It has yet to be heard...
Four days later, on Tuesday, July 10, 2001, CBC Radio aired the following 7:20 a.m.
news item:
(Announcer): A Yukon firearms case may end up being
decided in Canada’s highest court.
The case involves Allen Carlos, a Whitehorse man who was
found to have some loaded handguns in his home.
He was acquitted at a trial and the Yukon Court of Appeal
has now upheld that decision. But one dissenting opinion
could push the case to the Supreme Court of Canada.
(Reporter Vic Istchenko): Facts before the three judges show
RCMP raided Allen Carlos’ home after he threatened
government officials (sic). They found three loaded
handguns including a .357 Magnum hidden behind a stereo.
At the initial trial, Carlos was acquitted. The court accepted
he was cleaning the guns and temporarily stashed them in a
panic when police arrived.
On appeal, Justice Proudfoot felt Carlos’ actions
unnecessary, dangerous and incredibly stupid, however, she
agreed with the lower court as did Justice Mackenzie.
But Madam Justice Ryan says Carlos should be convicted.
She says hiding the handguns from police amounts to the
same as illegal storage, and the fact that Carlos didn’t even
unload them proves the guns were being handled unsafely
(sic).
Justice officials in Whitehorse say they will study the
decision carefully. Because of the dissenting ruling, an
appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada is possible.
By now, I was sore, especially to hear CBC radio continually report that “Carlos
had threatened government officials”. My revenge on the lot came with How
Many Tiers Are In A Justice System? that was posted on the Internet and with the
Star on September 12, 2001.
August 3 was not much different from any other day in
courtroom #5 in Whitehorse. A man stood in the prisoner’s
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box having his say.
The judge had heard it all before. “You don’t have to tell me
about family violence,” Judge Heino Lilles curtly interrupted
the prisoner. “I know all about family violence.”
Yes, he does. He can find family violence where family
violence doesn’t exist. This judge signed a 58-page
application for a search warrant on the assumption that my
friend was a threat to public safety and to his family back in
February 2000.
The wife, two grown sons and a teen-age daughter didn’t
know their husband and father was a threat to their safety.
And his friends, neighbors and rest of the community didn’t
know he was a threat to public safety.
Yet, for a moment on August 9, I thought Judge Lilles was
going to redeem himself in my eyes and earn my respect.
He presided over the trial of a 17-year-old cocaine abuser
whose fists were weapons used to cause life-threatening
injuries to a 19-year-old man.
A concerned mother of another teen, assaulted by the same
youth on trial, told the court she had spoken with the police
about crime and young offenders. She sensibly suggested
maybe some Outside professional help was of essence to
avert some of these horrible crimes before they happened.
The judge said the court can’t round up people on the street
because we think they’re a high risk and are going to do
something. Court is reactive, not predictive, he noted.
We can do a lot of harm if we intervene too soon. We don’t
want to be proactive, pulling people out of their homes, he
added.
In context, the judge’s word “people” related to young
offenders. But how many tiers are in a justice system,
anyway?
My friend is an adult “people” without any history of violent
behavior or wrongdoing. He is a decent, honest, hardworking, law-abiding family man of high morals and oldfashioned values.
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The system was proactive and predictive toward him,
pointing to him as a high risk to commit an offense without
any valid reason.
It used to be standard procedure for a judge to be presented
with “reasonable and probable grounds” that an offense
TOOK place, and that police’s request for a warrant is likely
to result in some kind of relevant evidence.
(Irregularities were disclosed in the procedures during the
trial regarding firearms storage infractions, but it would have
been highly unusual for the trial judge to quash the warrant.)
Yet the application for the warrant deemed the victim guilty
before he had a chance to prove innocence. It says: “That
upon seizure of the firearms, a report will be submitted to
Crown Counsel requesting a firearms prohibition hearing to
determine whether Allen Carlos should legally be permitted
to possess firearms.”
Curiously, on December 13, 1999, two months before the
warrant was requested and before any charges were laid,
three men had a meeting.
Constable Wayne Gork met with Crown counsel David
McWhinnie, who later prosecuted the Carlos case, and
Yukon chief firearms officer Sgt. Dan Otterbein, who had
refused authorization for Mr. Carlos to carry a restricted
firearm.
Sgt. Otterbein’s decision was based on what was said to be
a concern about public safety, although Mr. Carlos is an
expert woodsman and has safely handled guns for over 45
years.
Before this fracas, he had been issued permits to carry
handguns for his prospecting work for the past 27 years,
which is a good indicator he is not a threat to society.
Make no mistake. Men in lofty positions had Mr. Carlos in
their crosshairs. The application for a warrant was based on
an unsubstantiated story that had been resurrected from a
dormant police file.
Nearly a year earlier, on January 19, 1999, two federal
female employees, Sandra Orban and Julie Nordmann, had
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filed incident reports with the police.
Somebody called CBC radio. Curiously, chief mining
inspector David Latoski was interviewed the very next
morning about the incident for CBC’s 7:30 a.m. news
broadcast. No other medium considered the complaint
newsworthy.
RCMP Constable Sydney investigated and determined the
complaint had no substance. Orban’s accusation was five
months old. The officer shelved the report, promising it
would be automatically shredded in a year.
Constable Gork re-opened the investigation on egging from
senior mining inspectors to the police. By the time
Constable Gork applied to Judge Lilles for a warrant to storm
the Carlos home, 18 months had passed since mining landuse inspectors Orban and Steve Howes had visited the
Carlos mining property at Grew Creek near the village of
Ross River in August 1998.
Yet the determination that it was undesirable in the interest
of public safety for Mr. Carlos to possess any “weapon,
prohibited device, ammunition, prohibited ammunition or
explosive substance” was based predominantly on Orban’s
(witness statement), which wasn’t even a signed affidavit.
The female fed claimed Mr. Carlos had threatened to shoot
anybody who came into his camp packing a gun. Her field
partner Howes denied in two separate police interviews that
Carlos ever uttered any such threats.
Only one can be telling the truth. The judge ignored Howes
and authorized permission for four plainclothes officers to
storm the Riverdale home on February 15, 2000.
While a sharp knife and axe are always “loaded”, contends
Mr. Carlos, the police were only interested in the guns. The
long arms included a new Annie Oakley commemorative rifle
given to the Carlos’ daughter for her 13th birthday.
Mr. Carlos wasn’t charged with an offense first so the court
could decide if he should or shouldn’t be allowed to own
guns. And the prohibition hearing, where Mr. Carlos would
have the opportunity to face his accusers in court, has been
rescheduled no less then six times. (Another is scheduled
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for Friday, Sept. 14/01).
Make no doubt about it, he was “guilty until proven innocent”.
Only a few privileged people still enjoy the old system of law.
An August 27 Star letter was headed Criminal Histories Must
Be Accurately Reported. In a matter involving high-risk sex
offender John Walter Sam, who likes to impersonate women,
Crown counsel Peter Chisholm declared: “All individuals are
innocent until proven guilty.”
The reader can guess my choice of expletives to that
statement. What Mr. Chisholm really means is a high-risk
sex offender is more privileged to be “innocent until proven
guilty” than a gun owner is.
Three days later, another letter appeared in the Star. It was
headed Let’s Wait for Hughes to Report. It refers to the
conflict-of-interest commissioner, Ted Hughes, examining
the possibility that Yukon Premier Pat Duncan has
committed sin.
Letter-writer N. McLennan asked good questions: “Shouldn’t
the benefit of the doubt go to the person who hasn’t spent
time in prison for perjury? What ever happened to innocent
until proven guilty?”
It obviously is still intact for sex offenders and the premier.
Nobody has taken away Ms. Duncan’s keys to the
washroom yet.
But for miners, loggers, big-game outfitters, firearms owners
and us commoners who don’t sit in high places or do kinky
things, “innocent until proven guilty” went out the
bureaucratic and political windows with encroachment of the
radical environmental and feminist movements.
Laws pertaining to environment, wildlife, firearms – to name
a few – are written in such a way that ordinary people and
corporations are guilty until proven innocent. And the laws
are so convoluted as to be nearly impossible for the alleged
sinner to prove innocence.
Licences are revoked first, then the sinner spends three or
four years twirling around the courts; firearms are seized
first, then there’s three or four years waiting before you get
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to court to meet the accuser.
Meanwhile, the money meter is ticking and the private
property (gun collection) is scattered all over Whitehorse,
from the police detachment to the basement of the Justice
building.
The police never would have been in the Carlos dwelling had
it not been for the original complaints of Orban and
Nordmann.
In a revived investigation, other female feds – Pauline
Drapeau, Leah Richardson and Tina Thomas – joined the
parade. They gave (witness statements) that read like
collusion in a Danielle Steele novel.
Feminist icon Doris Lessing is appalled that women have
made men the new victims in a sex war. The 81-year-old
author noted that an insidious culture has taken hold wthin
feminism.
“The most stupid, ill-educated and nasty woman can rubbish
the nicest, kindest and most intelligent man,” she told a
recent Edinburgh book festival. “And no one protests.”
I’m protesting. The police, who were sidetracked from the
“pressing public safety issue”, charged Mr. Carlos for what
they considered to be three storage infractions of firearms
found in the privacy of his own home when they came in
unexpectedly on their fishing expedition.
Mr. Carlos was tried, acquitted; Crown appealed, acquitted
again. On an unlimited amount of resources and a
determination to convict this man to make an example of him
to the gun-owner community, the Crown is appealing the
Carlos case to the Supreme Court of Canada.
It will carry a price-tag of between $50,000 and $80,000 to
defend.
I know this man and his family. And I’m willing to bet my last
nickel that he and his wife and three children, who learned to
handle firearms safely at their father’s knee, have never
pointed a firearm at anybody.
Now get a load of this. While I was in the courtroom, a
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police officer moved to a seat in front of me. Judge Lilles
granted him permission to speak briefly with the Crown
prosecutor, who was handling a sexual assault case that had
a publication ban on it.
When the officer leaned over the railing and stuck his
derriere in the air, his holster twisted on his belt.
Excuse me, Mr. Officer and Mr. Judge? I get twitchy as a
witch when somebody points a firearm at me. Do you really
think it’s okay for a loaded 9mm firearm to be pointed
straight at my head in the courtroom?
How many tiers are there in this justice system, anyway?
(Note: The only peeps I heard about the above article were praises; those
officials named for their cowardly deeds were learning to stew in their own juices
in silence, rather than re-enact Sgt. Dan Otterbein’s letter-writing performance
that left his reputation chewed up in bite-sized bits.)
Next Court Appearance
When Carlos made yet another appearance (sixteenth, was it?) on September 14,
2001, the prohibition hearing was postponed indefinitely until the Supreme
Court of Canada had the chance to hear and rule on the storage case.
CBC reporter David Croft snagged Carlos in the courthouse for an early-morning
news item aired the following Monday.
(Announcer): Allen Carlos says federal attorneys have
crossed the line in their pursuit of gun charges against him.
The Whitehorse man has won two rounds in court, but must
now face the Supreme Court of Canada.
(Reporter David Croft): Whitehorse prospector Allen Carlos
does not mince words when he describes efforts by Crown
attorneys to prosecute him on gun charges.
(Allen Carlos): I think the system is brutal. In fact, I would
refer to it as a form of civil brutality.
(Croft): After a police raid more than a year ago, Carlos was
charged with improperly storing three guns in his house. He
was found not guilty. The Crown appealed and lost again.
Now it’s appealing the case to Canada’s Supreme Court.
The case may be heard in mid-April.
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Carlos believes the Justice department is determined to
defend its gun laws.
(Carlos): I’m personally not aware where this initiative comes
from but suspect it’s probably the Justice department in
Ottawa. It appears to me they’re trying to formulate firearms
policy on my back.
(Croft): Carlos says the Supreme Court case may cost him
more than $50,000. He does not have the money but
refuses to give in. Carlos says he did not break the law.
Dodging Shrapnel In War On Words With Supreme Court
Jane Gaffin’s article was posted online September 28, 2001, with the
Canadian Firearms Digest.
People with less-than-honorable intentions like to pervert the
English language for personal and political purposes by
degrading honest words for hateful causes.
The nasty deed has been carried out cleverly by despots of
every stripe and zealots of every "ology" and "ism" from time
immemorial.
All the windbags, bullies, tyrants, snake-oil salesmen,
propagandists and other undesirables have brainwashed
people's minds first by manipulating words.
So observed Robertson Cochrane in a vintage Globe and
Mail column, "Casualties of the Verbal War". He said it
doesn't matter whether it's a shooting war or a struggle for
intellectual dominion.
"The first order of business is to round up time-honoured
words, strip them of integrity, dress them in uniforms of
deceit, and send them on carpet-bombing missions in
support of some meretricious objective or other."
The present-day Liberals are master word-junkers and
manipulators. "Liberal" has taken on the connotation of
"social democrat", or worse, while the politicians claim all
Liberal policies to be "progressive".
The shadowy space of Jean Chretien's government is the
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world of a "bandit" who placed himself securely above the
criminal law by appointing an RCMP Commissioner (assistant)
deputy minister of Justice while the "crime minister" treats
everybody else as a criminal.
War may be hell, as Cochrane says. But ideological combat
can be disastrous when innocent words and innocent people
come under attack and are caught in the crossfire.
It seems the Liberals didn't define the words "store" and
"storage" when they counterfeited a people-control bill (C68) into a firearms act. Now they plan to set the record
straight on the back of an ordinary citizen.
The "Justice" department is taking Yukoner Allen Carlos to
the Supreme Court of Canada where five (sic) of nine Chretienappointed justices will decide the gun owner's fate, based on
what were once two perfectly good words.
Why didn't they call me? I could have saved everybody a lot
of misery and grief, plus horrendous expense. I would have
simply opened my second-hand, 49-cent Thorndike
Barnhart to those nouns.
"Storage" is an act or fact of storing goods. "Store" is a place
where supplies are kept for future use; on hand; in reserve;
saved for the future. The origin comes from Old French
"estorer" to restore, which was borrowed from Latin
"instaurare".
In galleries packed with Carlos supporters, the mineral
prospector has been tried and acquitted in territorial court on
firearms "storage" infractions and acquitted again in appeals
court.
What really cries for scrutiny is why the Crown is such a poor
loser and has singled out this man as a target to take to the
highest court in the country on April 17, 2002.
For understanding, I drew on the profound wisdom of H.L.
Mencken. "It is the invariable habit of bureaucracies, at all
times and everywhere, to assume that every citizen is a
criminal," explained the pithy writer over 50 years ago.
"Their one apparent purpose, pursued with a relentless and
furious diligence, is to convert the assumption into fact. They
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hunt endlessly for proofs, and when proofs are lacking, they
hunt for mere suspicions.
"The moment they become aware of a definite citizen like
John Doe seeking what is his right under the law, they begin
searching feverishly for an excuse for withholding it from
him."
Back in February 2000, four plainclothes policemen went on
a trolling expedition for Carlos' valuable gun collection at the
family resident in the Riverdale subdivision.
The police were armed with concealed weapons and a flimsy
search warrant concocted behind closed doors with mining
land-use inspector complainant, Sandra Orban, and her
other female fed pals.
Territorial Judge Heino Lilles signed the application for a
search warrant on an assumption that Carlos must be a
threat to public safety and to his family.
Nobody bothered to ask the wife, two grown sons or teenage
daughter if they felt threatened by their husband and father;
nor were the neighbors, friends and community polled.
Carlos wasn't charged with those unfounded accusations,
anyway. The RCMP charged him with what they perceived
to be three firearms "storage" infractions after they stormed
the house and seized the personal property.
Section 86 of the Criminal Code carries jail time. It reads to
the effect that any person who "stores" any firearm in a
careless manner is guilty of sin and will burn at the stake day
after tomorrow in the courtyard of Red Square.
"But what does the word 'stores' as used in that context
mean?" asked Alberta Provincial Court Judge Demetrick,
who meticulously studied the word in order to give a sound
verdict in the landmark "Joe" case.
"The Criminal Code doesn't define the word, therefore, it
should be construed in its ordinary, common or popular
sense unless that would result in manifest and gross
absurdity...
"The concept of 'storing' something has been analyzed
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concerning insurance legislation. It has been judicially
recognized the word 'stored' is a common English word with
no very precise or exact signification and that it is difficult if
not impossible to define accurately its meaning.
"Gauged by the definitional references in the decision it
seems the French word 'entreposer' is no more precise in
meaning than is the English language concept of 'storing',"
added the Alberta judge.
This case law was used as part of Carlos' defence. He was
acquitted by deputy judge Deborah Livingstone who
accepted the plain meaning of "store" to be "to reserve, put
away, or set aside for future use".
.
(Note: That is exactly what my 49-cent Thorndike Barnhart
offered as a definition!)
She accepted that the loaded firearms in question were not
in "storage" at the relevant time. (They were "in use".)
The Crown didn't believe Carlos and appealed on a point of
law. Carlos was acquitted again in a two-to-one decision.
However, all three appeals judges showed paranoia about
kids and guns. They made blatantly wrong statements
in their written decisions, trying to obfuscate the issue with
new material against which Carlos had no opportunity to
defend himself.
In my opinion, this is not fair, legal or natural justice. The
mandate of the appeals court is to deal with a matter of law.
One has no choice but to believe the two-to-one decision
was contrived because the Supreme Court is obliged to hear
any case where there is a dissenting opinion by an appeals
court.
In the dissenting opinion, Justice Ryan stated that "children
were present" at the relevant time. So what if they had
been? One of the guns seized in the raid belongs to the
adolescent Carlos daughter. But, for your information
Madame Justice, she wasn't home.
Had Justice Ryan bothered to read the trial proceedings,
defence submissions or been paying attention in her own
court, she would have known that all three people present
were adults, all familiar with firearms, when the police
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stormed the house. The "child" to whom she refers in her
decision was Carlos' son, 20 years of age at the time
of the raid.
The Crown appealed again to the highest court in an attempt
to grind down the accused and prove that Carlos had no
right to take his guns out of a regulation, combination-lock
storage cabinet to admire and check the firearms for
corrosion and render maintenance in the privacy of his own
home.
That is akin to the government saying I, a lover of lex, can
own a dictionary. But heaven help me if I'm caught removing
the book from the shelf to dust or admire it, or check a
spelling. Just like George Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four.
Whatever the Crown is smugly trying to do on unlimited
financial and human resources, it is suffering some
backlash.
The public has heralded Carlos as a folk hero, fighting to
uphold our personal rights and freedom to own private and
real property (guns, cars, books, houses) without fear of
confiscation by a totalitarian state...
(As an explanatory sidebar to ponder, it was while in the midst
of the Carlos case, a local man discharged his firearm in the Copper
Ridge subdivision home one August evening, did property damage,
but was not charged. See Chapter 10: Double Standard, page 381.)
...It is not illegal to discharge a firearm in a dwelling house,
therefore, by logical deduction and case law, a home is a
place where a firearm may be loaded. (F)our policemen
shocked (Carlos) by barging into his house unexpectedly.
Functioning under stress in a surrealistic atmosphere, Carlos
had to do the best he could to put the guns out of sight.
The cops were trained for emergency response and were
spring-loaded for trouble, regardless that they paraded
around comically in stocking feet. (They were momentarily
delayed in their mission by Mrs. Carlos who made them
remove their muddy jackboots before entering her
immaculate house.)
The cops were wired. Had they caught Carlos with a gun
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(loaded or unloaded), they would have over-reacted and
filled him with lead.
Carlos did the right thing.
It is better for him to be alive and dodging shrapnel in the
war on words with the Supreme Court at $80,000 a clip than
to have him on the losing end of a shooting by trigger-happy
robots from Chretien's national souvenir force, which is an
instrument of the Liberal government to be used as the
"crime minister" sees fit.
Criminal Law
The December 2001 issue of the National Firearms Association’s official monthly
magazine, Point Blank, published a note on criminal law: “Law that can send one
to prison, destroy one’s life, bar one from ever entering any other country and block
one’s possibility of being bonded should not be made by Order-In-Council. The
possibilities for injustices are simply too high when that is allowed.”
Carlos, however, was being forced into the Supreme Court of Canada to be
judged criminally for a law that did not exist. The word “store” had not been
legally defined in the Firearms Act, not in the Criminal Code, nowhere.
That wasn’t going to stop the Crown. An appeal notice was filed with the top
court in late August, but the factum outlining the Crown’s reasons for appealing
the Yukon Court of Appeal decision wasn’t due until December 2001.
The Supreme Court was expected to hear the case on April 17, 2002.
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Anything you own can be expropriated without due process
and without compensation.
Supreme Court of Canada Ruling
July 29, 2003
______________________________________________________________________
CHAPTER 15: THE SUPREME COURT OF CANADA
Probably no ordinary Canadian citizen expects in his lifetime to end up in the
Supreme Court of Canada. And those who do these days in alarming numbers
should no longer expect to find fairness, natural justice and legality, regardless of
what was learned in civics classes.
The Supreme Court of Canada is no longer a place where decisions are based
on interpretation of sound law, but rather a politically-manipulated mechanism
which firmly holds the power for making political policy.
It upholds government policy at the behest of the prime minister, who alone
hand-picks the nine justice appointees as his political servants and as a
mouthpiece for United Nations initiatives; they are not servants to the law.
There is intense pressure for Canada, a lapdog for the United Nations, and other
countries – especially the United States, the last bastion of freedom – to adopt
global measures, whether about children, tobacco, environment, international
courts, law enforcement, guns. Regardless of what each country’s constitution
says, nations are in the throes of being forced to forfeit their own constitutions
and sovereignty for “one size fits all”.
The Charter of Rights and Freedoms – the important centerpiece for the
Constitution Act – has been dismantling democracy piece by piece ever since the
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brainchild of the late prime minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau was enacted in 1982.
It has planted the power for deciding political policy with the appointed justices.
Governance has been removed from the elected parliamentarians, who were
voted in to follow the wishes of their constituents and not to be pressured to
serve the prime minister’s dictates.
Contentious laws like the Firearms Act and anti-terrorism legislation, which flow
from United Nations initiatives, are intentionally not Charter-proofed in
Parliament. The legislation, which blatantly infringes on civil rights, was destined
to wind up for a constitutional airing in the highest court, where the Liberal
government could defend its policies through manipulation of court decisions.
While the so-called Justice system expanded into the nation’s biggest growth
industry, fairness, natural justice and legality have been rendered obsolete.
Judicial activism trumped judicial restraint.
Much to the horror of traditionalists, Supreme Court justices now interpret the
Constitution as a “living tree”, akin to some kind of floating organism that activist
judges treat as though it were written in disappearing ink rather than as a legal
document.
The justices make up stuff that isn’t there and move things around that is there to
come out with the results in the name of “social justice” and whatever is desired
by the prime minister.
Rulings are based on the whims of society and the influences of special-interest
groups who want to control the lives of others.
Many citizens fear anything short of judges sticking to the law is a threat to
democracy and will put ordinary citizens at high risk to be judged wrongly and
unfairly, which is apparently what a totalitarian state intends.
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada, Beverley McLachlin, told a
Whitehorse audience in April 2002 that the Charter was like a “living tree”, a
term, she said, that dated back to 1929. At that time, a spokesman for the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council opined that the Canadian Constitution
should not be regarded as “frozen” but should be seen as a “living tree”, capable
of growth and expansion within its natural limits.
Survey polls have indicated about 82 percent of Canadians would like to “canonize”
Trudeau for his constitutional centerpiece which they believe provides a unique
identity for Canada unlike any other nation.
A smaller percentage of the population would just as soon have “cannonized” the
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former prime minister for unraveling 115 years of perfectly functional Constitution
and bequeathing supremacy for policy-making to the Supreme Court of Canada.
Regardless of which camp one sits in, there is no end to the discontent swirling
around decisions flowing from the Charter, a document signed into law by
Trudeau and Queen Elizabeth on April 17, 1982.
Translating broad statements of rights into functional doctrine and finding the
right balance have led to an increased recognition of the importance of context,
policy and philosophy in judging, said Chief Justice McLachlin.
Judges used to never acknowledge those three words as part of their jobs, she
continued. But the Charter has forced judges to acknowledge that before making
decisions that affect people’s lives or government policy, they must have some
understanding of the circumstances in context with the problem and the
implications of deciding one way or another.
Traditional decisions can have important policy ramifications and judges now
face difficult philosophical issues, she added.
But through this process, she hopes Canada can develop a Charter
interpretation that will serve the country quite well. Judges have to think about
these things when crafting the rules.
“You can make it fairly definite but you want to keep enough flexibility so that if
(big issues) change or it turns out what you‘re doing is having problems, you can
shift it around.
“The Charter, quite simply, is our ‘made-in-Canada’ way of dealing with our
problems, and I, for one, think we are fortunate to have it,” she concluded.
Still, the Canadian Constitution can be compared to the U.S. Constitution by
virtue that the laws of both countries stem from English common law that evolved
from the Magna Carta to become “the Supreme Law of the Land”.
It was only natural that the principles of British common law found their way to
British-controlled Canada. By the same token, the English emigrates who sailed
across the ocean to establish American colonies also embraced the British legal
system they knew and admired.
“Now, judicial usurpation of democratic self-government is a uniquely Canadian
phenomenon,” Ian Hunter wrote in a National Post article.
The professor emeritus in the faculty of law, University of Western Ontario, drew
on the words of Robert Bork, a former U.S. Appeal Court judge and a Supreme
Court nominee. “Our country is being radically altered, step by step, by justices
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who are not following the law.”
Hunter also enforced his point by quoting an excerpt from a profound dissenting
opinion written by U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia, an “originalist”
who holds tenaciously to a philosophy that the U.S. Constitution is a legal
document.
“What secret knowledge, one must wonder, is breathed into lawyers when they
become justices of the court,” wrote the articulate Scalia, appointed to the
Supreme Court bench by former Republican president Ronald Reagan in 1987.
“Day by day, case by case, (the court) is busy designing a Constitution for a country I do
not recognize.”
In the year 2000, Scalia took his judicial philosophy to two separate crowds of
500 each on a university campus in Milwaukee.
He was reported to be unpopular because of his refusal to view the Constitution
as a “living” document. Altering the Constitution’s meaning just because society
changes is “seductive”, he declared.
“The Constitution is not an ‘organism’,” emphasized the justice whose strong
stance was to preserve and protect the document’s original meaning.
Judges who don’t adopt an “originalist” or “textualist” approach have no judicial
philosophy and are issuing rulings based on the majority view of society at a
given time, he said.
It has only been within the past 40 years that the U.S. justices like Earl Warren
began to see the Constitution as an evolutionary document that could be
interpreted differently with the passage of time.
The socialist notion slipped over into Canada where judges, as much of the
public, support the “living” concept, thus allowing the Constitution to say anything
one wants it to say.
Scalia was adamant that the Constitution must remain static. “But that doesn’t
mean laws cannot change to reflect the changes in society,” he suggested.
Meanwhile, many judges treat the Constitution and statutes as if they were
written in disappearing ink.
“Activist judges recognize the part they like, ignore the ones they don’t, and
simply re-write the parts they think should be updated or changed,” wrote
Thomas Jipping, who deals with legal and democracy matters for the Free
Congress Foundation.
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Rather than servants to the law, activist judges have set themselves up as
masters of the law, he stressed.
Any time legal procedures, principles and ethics are replaced with dishonesty,
incompetence and corruption, it makes a mockery out of the justice system.
Today, governments are trying to sell “kangaroo-style courts” under the
politically-correct guise of “judicial activism”.
Edward Greenspan didn’t buy it. The noted Toronto criminal lawyer, who
believes deeply in due process and justice, condemned the trial of former
Yugoslavia leader Slobodan Milosovic as a “kangaroo court” and a “lynching”.
Even the worst thugs are entitled to a fair trial, Greenspan was quoted as saying
in the press. Peter Worthington opined in his March 22, 2002 Toronto Sun
column that a fair trial certainly wasn’t what Milosovic was getting or could get
from the International War Crimes Tribunal.
After Milosovic was kidnapped from Belgrade, where he should have been tried,
and was transferred to The Hague, he refused to enter a plea. He didn’t
recognize the International War Crimes Tribunal, set up by the United Nations
Security Council, as a legal body.
Much reaction to lawyer Greenspan’s assessment of the trial was hostile. The
columnist thought it was because Milosovic was known as one of the world’s
unpleasant tyrants.
When fighting to uphold fundamental rights, the real test is to see if people will
stand up and protect those principles at the lowest common denominator. If they
won’t, then they don’t believe what they say except when their particular ox is
being gored. Even tyrants and thugocrats like Slobodan Milosovic deserve due
process of fair trials – otherwise the whole justice system breaks down for
everybody.
Worthington saw the concept of international court for war criminals rife with
folly and shame. He agreed with Greenspan: Milosovic didn’t have a chance in
this kangaroo court, even if Greenspan himself was defending him.
Among the assorted charges against Milosovic was genocide. “He may well be
found guilty, even though no genocide was involved,” reminded Worthington.
“In fact, even charging him with genocide gives respectability to those who
actually have implemented genocidal policies. Atrocities are not genocide.”
Madam Justice Arbour of the Supreme Court of Canada since September 1999
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was appointed to the International War Crimes Tribunal as a prosecutor. She
suggested Milosovic was guilty of genocide before she had much more than
hearsay evidence.
“Arbour cited a massacre at Racak, in Kosovo, as Milosovic’s, which later turned
out to be a fake massacre orchestrated by Albanian Kosovars to frame the
Serbs,” noted Worthington.
Montreal-born Louise Arbour, the judicial activist appointed to the International
War Crimes Tribunal as a prosecutor, would be one of the prominent Supreme
Court justices who would sit in judgment of Allen Carlos.
Appellant Filed Factum
On December 17, 2001, the Crown submitted its documents with regards to
appealing the Yukon Court of Appeal’s decision in the Carlos case. Ottawabased Graham Garton, Q.C., and Whitehorse-based David McWhinnie jointly
filed a 20-page factum with the deputy attorney general of Canada, department
of Justice, in Ottawa. Copies of the submission, which contained 14 pages of
text and six pages of technical case law, were forwarded to Alberta-based
defense counsel Richard Fritze, from his Ottawa-based agent, Borden Ladner
Gervais.
(Note: Extra paragraphing for the main text was added here for readability; the
case law was omitted.)
Introduction
1. According to the respondent, when his wife told him that
police officers were approaching their house, he decided to
put away three loaded handguns that he had been “cleaning
and inspecting”. He placed a .357 Magnum revolver,
wrapped in a rag and inside a plastic bag, behind a stereo
cabinet in his living room.
He took a Super Black Hawk Ruger revolver and another .22
calibre revolver and put them in a locked safe in his
basement. When the officers entered the house and
executed the search warrant, they found all three of the
firearms, still loaded and without trigger locks.
2. A majority (2-1) of the Yukon Territory Court of Appeal
held that the respondent could not be convicted of offences
involving the unlawful storage of firearms because he did not
“store” any of them within the meaning of s. 86(1) of the
Criminal Code and the applicable regulations.
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In the majority’s view, while the respondent clearly
had put the firearms away, the question of whether he
had “stored” them turned on his intention in doing so.
The majority concluded that the respondent had not intended
to store the firearms since, on his testimony, he would have
unloaded them and stored them properly in the safe had the
police not arrived unexpectedly at his door.
3. The conclusion does not accord with the plain meaning of
the verb “to store” or with the public safety purpose of the
legislation. It holds that “to store” does not bear its dictionary
meaning of “to put away”, but instead means something
else, without being able to define what that something else
is.
It effectively re-drafts the provisions under which the
respondent was charged, to make them require proof of an
accused’s subjective intent, even though s. 86(1) of the
Code explicitly provides for an objective fault standard, and
the applicable regulation create offences of strict liability.
Most importantly, the majority’s conclusion disregards
Parliament’s intent that the public should be protected
against the dangers posed by any careless or unsafe
practice involving a firearm, and instead undermines that
objective by creating a gap in the law’s protective coverage.
4. The respondent was acquitted after trial of three charges
under s. 86 of the Criminal Code – one count of careless
storage of a firearm, contrary to s. 86(2), and two counts of
storing a firearm in contravention of the applicable
regulations, contrary to s. 86(2).
The applicable regulations were the “Storage, Display,
Transportation and Handling of Firearms by Individuals
Regulations”. They provide that an individual may store a
restricted firearm (s. 6(a)) or a prohibited firearm (s.7(a)) only
if it is unloaded.
5. The charges arose out of a search of the respondent’s
residence in Whitehorse on February 15, 2000, by members
of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. The officers were
executing a search warrant that had been issued in
connection with an application under s. 111 of the Code for
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an order prohibiting the respondent from possessing
firearms.
6. In the course of the search, the officers found two
handguns – a Super Black Hawk Ruger revolver and another
.22 calibre revolver – inside a locked gun safe (which the
respondent opened for them) in the basement of the
residence.
Both the handguns were loaded, and neither was secured
with a trigger lock. These handguns were the subjects of
Counts 2 and 3 which alleged storage in a manner contrary
to the applicable regulations.
7. The officers found a third handgun, a .357 Magnum
located behind a stereo cabinet in the living room, wrapped
in a rag and held within a plastic bag. It too was loaded, and
had no trigger lock. It was the subject of Count 1, which
alleged careless storage.
8. The trial judge found that the .357 Magnum was a
prohibited firearm, as alleged in Count 1, and that the other
two were respectively a restricted firearm and a prohibited
firearm, as alleged in Counts 2 and 3. She also determined
that the respondent had placed all of the firearms in the
places where they had been found.
9. Until the respondent testified, there was no evidence that
the firearm had been recently handled or used. However,
the respondent’s evidence was that, prior to the arrival of the
officers, he had removed the firearms from the safe in order
to clean, inspect and admire them, and that early on in that
process he had loaded them.
10. He further testified that, upon being informed by his wife
that police officers were approaching the residence, he
panicked and decided to put the firearms in the places where
the officers found them.
11. The trial judge determined that the respondent’s actions
did not amount to storage of the firearms because, on his
evidence, he did not intend to store them.
The trial judge said:
“I accept that he loaded his firearms as he was
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cleaning and inspecting them that morning and that
he panicked when the RCMP arrived. I accept that
the location of the firearm in the living room was a
very ill-planned hiding spot. I accept that Mr. Carlos
had no intention to store the two firearms in the safe,
loaded, as they were found but had planned to unload
all of the guns and replace them into the safe had not
the RCMP arrived unexpectedly.”
Proceedings in the Court of Appeal
12. An appeal by the Crown from the respondent’s acquittal
on all three counts was dismissed by a 2-1 majority of the
Yukon Territory Court of Appeal, Ryan J.A. dissenting.
13. Writing for the majority, Proudfoot J.A. (Mackenzie J.A.
concurring) agreed with the trial judge that the respondent
could not be convicted because, prior to the arrival of the
police, he had intended to unload the firearms and replace
them in the safe.
However, she differed somewhat with the trial judge’s
conclusion that the concept of storage “has no temporal
parameters”, by indicating that she agreed with it only “in the
sense that a conviction can follow from short term ’storage’”.
She went on to say that “the intention of the accused makes
all the difference in ‘short time’ cases such as the one at
bar”, and here there had to be acquittals because the
respondent only “put aside” his firearms in the way he did
because the police were at the door.
14. In her dissenting reasons, Ryan J.A. stated that she
would set aside the acquittals and enter convictions because
the respondent’s “putting aside” of his firearms constituted
“store”.
She said:
“In my view the respondent was either using the
firearms in question or, had stored them. There is no
middle ground. I am of the view that it cannot be said
that the respondent was using the firearms or that his
use of them was temporarily interrupted when he
allowed the police into his home.”
15. On the basis of the trial judge’s findings of fact, Ryan
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J.A. concluded that the actus reus of all three offences had
been made out, and she turned to a consideration of
whether the mens rea component of each had been met. In
her view, the trial judge’s findings concerning Count 1
(careless storage) demonstrated the requisite “marked
departure” from the “most minimal standard of care”.
With respect to the other two counts, which were offences of
strict liability, she held that due diligence had not been
shown, as the respondent had not made “even the most
superficial attempt to comply with the regulations”.
Points in Issue
16. The appellant submits that the majority of the Court of
Appeal erred: a. in finding that the firearms in question had
not been “stored” within the meaning of s.86 of the Criminal
Code, and b. in failing to enter verdicts of guilty against the
respondent with respect to all three of the offences with
which he had been charged.
Argument
17. The language used to describe the offences created by
ss. 86(1) and (2) of the Criminal Code is comprehensive. It
covers all the ways in which a person might deal with a
firearm in a careless or other unsafe manner. It leaves no
gaps, temporal or otherwise, which make any form of
careless or unsafe dealing – such as temporary hiding of
loaded, ready to use firearms – lawful. It creates offences
which do not contain the subjective mental element that the
majority of the court below “read in” to them.
Parliament’s purpose in enacting ss. 86(1) and (2) was to
protect the public against the inherent danger posed by
firearms. The majority below erred by interpreting the
statutory language in a way that defeats rather than furthers
this purpose.
First Issue
The firearms were “stored” within the meaning of s. 86 of the
Code.
18. This court has repeatedly endorsed Professor Driedget’s
formulation of the modern rule of statutory interpretation: “...
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the words of an Act are to be read in their entire context and
in their grammatical and ordinary sense harmoniously with
the scheme of the Act, the object of the Act and the intention
of Parliament.”
19. In this case, the charge against the respondent involving
the .357 Magnum (a “prohibited firearm”) was one of
“careless storage”, and was laid under s. 86(1) of the Code.
The other two charges relating to the two handguns found in
the safe, one was a “restricted firearm” and the other a
“prohibited firearm”, were of “storage in a manner contrary to
the applicable regulations”, i.e. storage of loaded firearms,
and were laid under s. 86(2).
Sections 86(1) and (2) provides as follows:
86. (1) Every person commits an offence who, without
lawful excuse, uses, carries, handles, ships,
transports or stores a firearm, a prohibited weapon, a
restricted weapon, a prohibited device or any
ammunition or prohibited ammunition in a careless
manner or without reasonable precautions for the
safety of other persons.
(2) Every person commits an offence who
contravenes a regulation made under paragraph
117(h) of the Firearms Act respecting the storage,
handling, transportation, shipping, display, advertising
and mail-order sales of firearms and restricted
weapons.
20. Context: These two provisions are the immediate context
in which the “storage” offences are found. The provisions
are broad in scope. Nothing in their language suggests an
intent to be less than comprehensive in protecting the public
against harm from the careless or other unsafe dealing with
firearms. The specification of a variety of categories of
dealing – as in subsection (1), “uses, carries, handles, ships,
transports or stores” – indicates an expansive approach, and
each description of a category involves the use of a word of
general, not limited, import.
21. Further, the provisions plainly contemplate that a firearm
is either under the immediate control of an accused – “uses,
carries, handles” or it is not: “ships, transports or stores”.
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As Ryan J.A. said in her dissent, this language leaves no
middle ground. It provides no basis for the majority’s implicit
inference of a legislative intent to be less than
comprehensive, and therefore less than effective, in seeking
to protect the public.
Instead, all of the signs in the immediate in seeking to
protect context point to the need for a liberal interpretation of
the concept of “storage” in order to achieve Parliament’s
objective, not the kind of narrowing and defeating
construction provided by the majority below.
22. The larger context in which the storage offences are
found is Part III of the Criminal Code, entitled “Firearms and
Other Weapons”.
Weapons are the subject of a discrete Part of the Code
because, as a class, they are (as the definition in s. 2 of the
Code indicates) dangerous. They can be used to cause
death or injury, or to threaten or intimidate.
A firearm is a particularly dangerous kind of weapon
because, as Cory J. for the majority observed in R. v.
Falawka, it always “presents the ultimate threat of death to
those in its presence” no matter what the intention of the
person handling it.
23. The danger posed by weapons, and particularly firearms,
is the reason why Part III creates a number of offences
which address not only the actual misuse of weapons (for
example, use of firearms in the commission of an offence –
s. 85), but also their potential misuse, as in ss. 90 (carrying a
concealed weapon), 91 (unauthorized possession) and 93
(possession at an authorized place).
Moreover, Part III goes on to provide for preventative
measures – such as prohibition orders (s. 111) and orders
limiting access to weapons (s. 117.011) – which may be
undertaken even where no offence has been committed.
This provides a further indication that Parliament has sought
to address the issue of dangerousness in a comprehensive
manner, hence its concept of “storage” of a firearm in s. 86
should be construed broadly, so as to ensure the attainment
of the objective.
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24. The Grammatical and Ordinary Sense: The trial judge
and all of the judges of the Court of Appeal accepted that the
plain meaning of the verb “to store” is captured by the
following dictionary definition: “to reserve, put away or set
aside for future use”.
However, the majority of the Court of Appeal went on to hold
that where a firearm was put away for a short period of time,
the question of whether it had been stored would depend on
the intention of the accused.
Proudfoot J.A. for the majority said:
“...it is axiomatic that the longer a gun is not used,
shipped, handled etc., the easier it should be for the
Crown to prove that a gun is "stored". If a gun has
very recently been "put aside", like in this case, the
intention of the accused in doing so will decide the
matter. If the trial judge finds that the accused only did
so because the police were at his or her door and he
or she did not have time to properly store them, there
should be an acquittal. However, if an accused did not
know the police were arriving, and had just placed the
guns as they were placed in this case because he
was done handling them for a time, then clearly one
or more of the offences under s. 86 of the Code would
be made out.”
25. This conclusion is at odds with the plain language of the
legislation. It alters the constituent elements of all three
offences with which the respondent was charged. With
respect to Count 1, the offence under s. 86(1) is one of
careless storage which, as this Court held in R. v. Gossett,
involves an objective standard of fault: “a marked departure
from the standard of care of a reasonably prudent person in
the circumstances.”
Proof of what the accused subjectively meant to do is not
required.
26. With respect to Counts 2 and 3, the offence of
contravention of a regulation created by s. 86(2) is one of
strict liability. The Crown is not obliged to prove negligence
or carelessness, i.e. state of mind, and the accused’s
intention does not affect the actus reus to be proved.
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Liability flows not from the accused’s state of mind or
intention, but from his or her failure to act as required. Here
again, the majority below altered the elements of the offence
by “reading in” a requirement that is not prescribed.
Significantly, it did so without any mention or consideration
of Parliament’s underlying intent, contrary to this Court’s
admonition that “statutory interpretation presumes against
adding words unless the addition gives voice to the
legislator’s implicit intention.”
27. In addition, the plain meaning of the word “store”, as
accepted by all the judges below, does not leave any room
for a middle ground between “uses, carries, handles”, on one
hand, and “store”, on the other.
In the passage quoted above, Proudfoot J.A. seems to
suggest that a firearm could not be considered to be stored
where it has merely been “put aside” by an accused for a
short, but uncertain, length of time. However, “put aside” is
one of the dictionary meanings of “store”, and the dictionary
definition does not suggest that the act of storage has any
temporal aspect.
28. The interpretation of “store” which gives effect to its plain
meaning is the one provided by Ryan J.A. in dissent, who
said:
“A firearm has been "stored" when it has been put
aside and the accused is not making any immediate
or present use of it. There is no need to establish that
the firearm has been put aside for a "lengthy period."
Such a requirement is ambiguous, and does not
provide any guidance as to when "use" has ended
and "storage" has begun.”
29. As Ryan J.A. points out, the majority’s interpretation
simply renders the law vague and uncertain. The goal of
statutory interpretation is of course to clarify what the law is,
not to make its meaning obscure and imprecise. The words
of s. 86 have a plain, ordinary meaning, and giving effect to
that meaning, as Ryan J.A. did, makes the law clear and
comprehensible.
30. Further, the majority’s approach leads to an absurd
result. On the majority’s view, while the respondent put the
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loaded firearms entirely out of his immediate control, he did
not “store” them because his intention at another time, not
when he “put them aside”, was to store them properly.
According to this logic, “storage” becomes non-storage
whenever an accused does not intend to be negligent or to
act contrary to the applicable regulation, but is negligent and
does contravene the regulation for a “short time”. It is
elementary that “statutes must be construed in such a way
that absurdities are avoided”. The majority’s interpretation of
s. 86 is not such a way.
31. The Intention of Parliament: As this Court has
recognized, all laws relating to gun control have historically
had a “public safety focus”.
In particular, this Court has understood that s. 86(1) contains
the kind of “strict controls” on use and storage that are
required in order to counter the threat to public safety that
firearms, by reason of their inherently dangerous character,
pose.
32. The interpretation of the concept of “storage” provided by
the majority below is not consistent with the strict regime that
Parliament intended. It creates gaps in the protective
coverage of the law – a middle ground that is neither “use”
nor “storage”, where carelessness and other unsafe dealing
with firearms is permitted – that results in threats to public
safety. It defeats rather than furthers the attainment of
Parliament’s objective, and leads to the kind of absurd result
achieved in this case.
An interpretation so clearly at odds with the legislative intent
must be rejected.
Second Issue
The Court of Appeal should have entered verdicts of guilty
against the respondent on all three counts.
33. The trial judge found that the respondent placed all three
firearms in the locations in which they were found by police
officers, and that all three were loaded. On a proper
interpretation of the concept of “storage”, as set out above,
all three had been “stored” by the respondent.
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Accordingly, the actus reus of all three offences with which
the respondent was charged had been made out. None of
the other means of dealing with firearms set out in s. 86
(e.g., “uses”, “ships”, “transports”) were applicable, and in
some instances required an additional element – a degree of
immediate personal control – not found here.
34. Only Ryan J.A., dissenting, dealt with the question of
whether the respondent’s storage of the firearms were
contrary to s. 86(1) and the applicable regulations.
With respect to whether the storage of the .357 Magnum
behind the stereo cabinet was “careless” within the meaning
of s. 86(1), as alleged in Count 1, she correctly noted the
applicable mens rea for the offence, as determined by this
Court, and found as follows:
“Putting aside everything else, the fact that Mr. Carlos
did not even unload the handgun before he put it
behind the stereo is proof enough that his conduct
was a marked departure from even the most minimal
standard of care. This should not be taken to imply
that Mr. Carlos's actions met the standard of care in
other respects. As for the claim that he was caught by
surprise when the RCMP arrived, by his own
admission Mr. Carlos had time to put the two guns he
was using in the basement back into the safe and lock
it. He also had time to go upstairs to his study at the
opposite end of the house, collect the third gun, which
he said he left there earlier that morning wrapped in a
rag and in a plastic bag, and hide it behind a stereo
cabinet in the living room. It seems unreasonable that,
during even this relatively short period of time, a
person of Mr. Carlos's experience with handguns
would not be able to at least unload them in the time
he took to hide them.”
35. With respect to the two charges of storage contrary to
the applicable regulations (i.e., storage of restricted or
prohibited firearms that are loaded) as alleged in Counts 2
and 3, Ryan J.A. followed the decision of the B.C. Court of
Appeal in R. v. Smillie holding that the offence “does not
import any level of subjective intention” but rather requires
the Crown to “prove only a failure to abide by the standard
described by the regulations”.
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The Crown had done that, hence Ryan J.A. concluded that
the respondent should be convicted, because:
“... Mr. Carlos was required to provide some evidence
that he was duly diligent in his attempts to comply
with the regulations. Again, the fact that Mr. Carlos
did not unload either of the two handguns before
locking them in the safe shows that he did not make
even the most superficial attempt to comply with the
regulations, which expressly provide that firearms
must be unloaded when they are stored.”
36. The conclusion of Ryan J.A. with respect to all three
counts are eminently sound in both fact and in law, and
should be adopted by this Court. Pursuant to ss.
686(4)(b)(ii) and 695(1) of the Criminal Code, this Court
should enter verdicts of guilty on all three counts and remit
the matter to the trial court for sentencing.
Conclusion
37. The interpretation of s. 86 of the Criminal Code provided
by the majority of the Court of Appeal does not respect the
plain meaning of the verb “to store”. It effectively amends s.
86 and the Regulations in order to alter the mens rea
components of the offences they create. The redrafting of
the provisions simply produce the absurd result that was
achieved in this case, where the respondent was acquitted
of negligence and strict liability offences on the basis that he
really did not mean to be negligent or to contravene the
regulations.
Most significantly, the amendment of the provisions not only
does not further Parliament’s purpose of protecting the
public against the inherent dangers of firearms, it actually
prevents the achievement of that goal. The majority’s
interpretation must be rejected.
Order Sought
38. The appellant submits that the appeal should be allowed,
the judgments of the courts below should be set aside,
convictions should be entered and the matter remitted to the
trial court for sentencing.
Notice to the Respondent: Pursuant to subsection 44(1) of
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the Rules of the Supreme Court of Canada, this appeal will
be inscribed by the Registrar for hearing after the
respondent’s factum has been filed or on the expiration of
the time period set out in paragraph 38(3)(b) of the said
Rules, as the case may be.
A Private Analysis Of Appellant’s Factum
The following is a sampling of some private legal remarks and opinions prepared
for and submitted to defense counsel Richard Fritze for his considerations in
writing a response to the Crown’s factum.
Statement of Facts
In #3, the words “to store” and, more relevantly, “storage” do
not have such a simple “dictionary” meaning. This
“statement of fact” is therefore in error.
Various dictionaries give varied meanings and Black’s Law
Dictionary, Revised Fourth Edition, gives the meaning as
“Storage: Safekeeping of goods in a warehouse or other
depository” and “Store: To keep merchandise for safe
custody, to be delivered in the same condition as when
received, where the safe-keeping is the principle object of
deposit, and not the consumption or sale.”
The Oxford Concise Dictionary defines “Storage” as “the act
of storing” and “Store” as “Keep or accumulate for future
use.”
Therefore, (the appellant’s) definition of “to store” is not a
statement of fact.
Proceedings at Trial
All of this material is most favorable to Carlos.
The Proceedings in the Court of Appeal
The only evidence as the accused’s intent was the statement
of the accused, which was not rebutted.
In #15, the evidence did not demonstrate that Count 1 was
proved by a “marked departure” from the “most minimal
standards of care.”
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The firearm was hidden, inside a private home, in a place
where it was most unlikely to be the cause of an accident
during the minimal period of time that it was in that place,
plus the minimal time that it was intended to stay in that place.
The standard of care was demonstrated and out of the way
of any temptation to handle it by a casual visitor.
Because the firearm was in a place where it could
reasonably only have been found by a police officer utilizing
a search warrant, the only person likely to come across it
was a trained police officer. I submit that such a person
would be highly unlikely to discharge the firearm accidentally
or deliberately after finding it.
To make his case for the other reading, my learned
opponent would have to certify that RCMP officers cannot be
trusted to handle a revolver safely.
Part II – Points in Issue
In #16(a) and (b), the Crown simply wants to change the
meaning of “storage” as determined by the Court and the
Court of Appeal.
Therefore, one should gather as many dictionary definitions
of “storage” as possible, to show the variability of meaning
conveyed by that word. That can be easily done by pulling
copies out of the Chapters Book Store shelf of dictionaries,
and scribbling down the better ones, along with the title, date
and publisher of that particular dictionary.
I say “storage” because we are dealing with the “Storage”
Regulations in Counts 2 and 3, and because Count 1 deals
exclusively with the question as to whether the firearm was
in “storage” or not.
In #17, the statement that “It leaves no gaps, temporal or
otherwise” is blatant nonsense. A firearm can be taken out
of storage, carried through a house, and placed in a vehicle.
It can then be left there while the individual goes back into
the house for other things that he intends to take with the
firearm. There are many such “gaps, temporal or otherwise”
in both Criminal Code s. 82(1) and (2) and the Regulations.
In #21, the Crown makes no sense. If he (the author of the
factum) is trying to say that a firearm is placed in “storage”
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every time it is not being actively in use, being carried, or
being handled, that is easy to refute. If I am showing a
firearm to a friend, in my house, and I put the firearm down
on the table while I take a relevant book from a bookshelf to
illustrate some point about it, I have not placed that firearm
in “storage”. I have merely put it aside in order to use my
hands for another purpose.
Similarly, if I am shooting a firearm on a target range, and I
place it on the table in front of me because the Range Officer
has called out “Cease fire!”, or I have put it down in order to
use my hands for opening a fresh box of cartridges, I have
clearly not placed that firearm in “storage”. I have merely put
it aside in order to use my hands for another purpose.
Similarly, if I am using a firearm by cleaning or adjusting it,
and there comes a knock at my door, I do not necessarily
place the firearms in “storage” just to answer the door. I may
put it aside, exercising due diligence to ensure that the
visitor – whoever it is – will not have access to that firearm
during the term of the visitor’s presence. Once the visitor
leaves, I can then resume what I was doing with the firearm.
In sum, the Crown’s position is nonsensical.
In #25, the “marked departure from the standard of care of a
reasonably prudent person in the circumstances” would
require that the person who sets a firearm aside in order to
answer the door and deal with the visitor should take
reasonable precautions to ensure that the incoming visitor
has no access to the firearm. And that is precisely what Mr.
Carlos did; he placed the firearm which is the subject of
Count 1 in a place that no casual visitor could have any
reason to gain access to, and thus the visitor would have
been highly unlikely to have come across the firearm.
If the visitor, as I have just demonstrated, was protected
from contact with the firearm by the fact that the firearm was
placed in a position unknown to the visitor, a place where the
visitor was highly unlikely to come across it, then by placing
it in that position, Mr. Carlos did exercise due diligence, and
is innocent of Count 1.
Similarly, by placing the other two firearms inside a locked
steel safe and not giving his visitor access to the interior of
that safe, he exercised due diligence with those two
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firearms.
In #26, the question of whether the act of placing the two
firearms inside the locked safe demonstrates the intent to
place those firearms in “storage”, or the intent to put them
aside while dealing with the visitors at the door.
Also in #26, the claim is made that the offence is one of
“strict liability”, which is probably incorrect. I submit that a
“strict liability” offence is a regulatory offence, and CC s.
86(1) and (2) are criminal offences.
(Note: Here, it is suggested that arguments from LawClass
15 online be inserted but information was not provided in this
text.)
The onus is on the Crown to prove the various elements of
the offence. One of those elements is the intent to commit
the offence; another is proving that the offence was in fact
committed. It is clear from the uncontroverted testimony of
Mr. Carlos that he intended to put the firearms aside, briefly,
while he dealt with the visitors at the door – not to place
them in storage.
In #28, the Crown is trying for a minimum period before the
firearm converts from being “put aside” to being placed in
“storage”. Use, again, the illustrations I used above, from “In
#21”, through the three paragraphs of explanation and
illustrations of putting a firearm aside. Then agree with the
Crown that there is some point in time at which a firearm
converts from being “put aside” to being in “storage” – and
suggest that the time factor depends on the particular
circumstances.
In this case, the cause required Mr. Carlos to put aside the
firearms he was dealing with was the ringing of his doorbell.
He put aside the firearms in order to deal with the visitors,
but had no intent to leave the firearms in the places they
were found long enough for the period to qualify as
“storage”. In the particular circumstances, the period was, I
submit, quite brief and well within the time period that lies
within “put aside”. It did not, by some magical perversion of
his intent, overflow into a time period so long that it had to be
considered “storage”.
He reasonably put aside firearms that he was working with to
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deal with the visitors at his door.
In #32, he (author of factum) is making nonsensical
arguments. Reiterate the examples of putting a firearm
aside while doing something with it.
In #33, the Crown says, “On a proper interpretation of the
concept of ‘storage’, as set out above, all three had been
‘stored’ by the respondent.”
With all due respect for my learned friend, that is not an
interpretation that he is authorized by law to make. It is an
interpretation that can only be made by a judge, sitting in a
court of criminal law – and three out of four judges have
already found his interpretation is incorrect.
In #35, I submit that the B.C. Court of Appeal erred when it
said that the offence “does not import any level of subjective
intention.” These two offences (CC s.86(1) and 86(2)) are
both criminal offences, set forth in the Criminal Code.
(Note: Again, a suggestion is made to include arguments at
this point from LawClass 15 but they are not provided in this
text.)
In #36, I submit that the conclusions of Ryan J.A. with
respect to all three counts are in error.
Second Private Opinion Of Crown’s Factum
Some ideas from the following opinion were incorporated into Richard Fritze’s
oral presentation, ironically scheduled to be heard by the Supreme Court of
Canada on the 20th anniversary of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
The Crown is correct in that the case hinges on whether the
guns were “in storage” or “in use” at the time they were
located.
In the Crown’s opinion, they were “in storage” as there is “no
middle ground” between active use or handling and storage.
It would seem from this that the Crown is taking a position
that if the gun leaves the owner’s hand for so much as one
millisecond, then it must no longer be “in use” or “handling”
and is therefore “in storage”.
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I would suggest, if this is the case, then every gun user in
Canada will be imprisoned before this is over, including the
police.
Every firearm user has at one time or another “let go” of his
firearm, if only for a moment, to adjust something, scratch
his behind, or turn to open a fresh box of ammo.
If the Crown is saying that every firearm “in use” is then
supposed to be placed back into “lawful” storage, then the
Crown had best start plans to build enough jails to imprison
half the population of this country.
To counter this Draconian concept, some deep thought must
be given to CC s. 86(1) which says: “Every person commits
an offence who without lawful excuse...”
Al Carlos was using his firearms with “lawful excuse” at the
time the police came to his house. If he stopped “using”
them momentarily to let the police in, then he may still have
been “using” them (in an interrupted fashion) or he may have
been “storing” them for a short period of time.
The question of usage or storage seems secondary
compared to the more primary question of whether or not
Carlos was doing either with or without “lawful excuse”.
If he was acting with “lawful excuse”, then how is a crime
being committed? No one at trial seems to imply he was
committing a crime before the police showed up at his door.
How then does he find himself transiting from “lawful excuse”
to “without lawful excuse” simply by temporarily stopping
what he was doing in handling his firearms to answer the
police knocking at the door?
CC s. 86(1) says “in a careless manner or without
reasonable precautions for the safety of other persons.”
Carlos’ attempt to hide the firearms from the police before
letting them in is to be a reasonable response to that part of
s. 86(1).
Leaving the loaded guns out in plain view and then letting
the police in the house and leading them into the room with
the guns, conjures up some images of a very unsafe
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situation.
Or, suppose Carlos decided to follow the Crown’s concept of
legal usage by not letting the guns out of his hands.
Retaining physical control of the guns and answering the
knock at the door with three loaded pistols in his hands
opens the conceivable potential for a tragic response from
four armed police officers.
Following the Crown’s concept of maintaining “lawful” usage
and handling by retaining physical possession of the guns
while opening the door to armed police officers would be
foolish as well as dangerous.
The alternate would be for Carlos to attempt to return the
guns to “lawful” storage by ignoring the police at his door
until he had unloaded three pistols; trigger-locked three
pistols; and returned three pistols, plus ammunition, to the
storage vault in the basement.
What a joke!
This presupposes that four armed police officers with a
search warrant are going to simply stand around on the front
step of Carlos’ house doing nothing for the five to ten
minutes this operation takes.
The police would not be very pleasantly disposed to Mr.
Carlos when he finally opened the door. He might find
himself arrested for interfering with the execution of a search
warrant or some such charge, in spite of the fact he was
trying to comply with the Crown’s concept of “lawful storage”.
Or, the hyped police officers, trained for emergency
response, might respond to the delay in answering the door
as the U.S. police do on TV shows by shooting off the lock
and busting down the door, rushing in with guns drawn.
This would not be a particularly safe situation for Carlos and
his family.
Consequently, the course of action Carlos followed in hiding
the loaded guns from plain sight and then letting the police in
the door as quickly as possible may have been the most
expedient course of action available to him to comply with s.
86(1) in looking to the “reasonable precautions for the safety
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of other persons” – both the police, Carlos as well as his
family.
(Note: Carlos didn’t know the police were coming for his
guns, nor had a search warrant; so he just wanted to get the
guns out of view in case they did come inside. On this basis,
thousands considered Carlos’ actions to be “lawful excuse”,
regardless of whether his actions constitute “usage and
handling” or “storage”.)
Defense’s Statement Of Facts
Exactly two years to the day of when the police obtained a search warrant from
territorial judge Heino Lilles to enter the Carlos residence, defense lawyer
Richard Fritze was submitting his 16-page response to the Crown’s Factum with
Canada’s top court. It was Valentine’s Day, 2002.
Introduction
1. The Courts below had occasion to consider the evidence
from the trial and the case law provided. A charge under
both CC. ss. 86(1) and 86(2) requires the Crown to prove
that the firearms were stored. Both Courts below found
that storage was not proven based on the facts.
2. In addition to the Statement of Facts filed by the Appellant
in its factum, it is submitted that the evidence referred to below
is relevant to a fair and proper consideration of all the circumstances.
Proceedings at Trial
3. The respondent, Allen Michael Carlos, was, at the time of
the trial, 58 years old, a university-educated hardrock
mineral prospector, married over 20 years, and was the
father of three children. His boys were 20 and 18 and his
daughter 13 at the relevant time.
4. Carlos took the safety course as required by Canadian
law and has never had any incidents or accidents with
firearms. He trained his wife about firearms and his two
boys have taken a safety course. His children do not
have access to the safe where he stores his firearms.
5. Carlos had at various times been granted a Permit to
Carry while in the field for protection against bears but
had been denied in 1999 what is now known as an
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Authorization to Carry (ATC) under the new Firearms Act.
He retained a lawyer to inquire as to the reason for the
denial but received no response.
6. Carlos owned for six years a high-quality, purpose-built
safe that cost over $2,000 for his firearms. The safe had
a separate, locking compartment in which he stored his
ammunition.
7. Carlos was “in disarray” due to a phone call earlier that
morning from Constable Gork who wanted a meeting with
Carlos at the detachment. Carlos had experienced a
severe interrogation recently by Cst. Gork and felt that
Cst. Gork had been demeaning and condescending.
Carlos described this as upsetting and that he felt
uncomfortable in meeting with Cst. Gork.
8. The other people in the house at the relevant time were
his wife and his older son. His son was in bed, having
worked the night shift; Carlos’ daughter and younger son
were at school.
9. Carlos had opened his gun safe earlier in the day. He
was thinking about going out into the field (for
geophysical work near Faro, Yukon) and had removed
some of his firearms. He was “checking a few things
through” and had inserted cartridges to see if corrosion
had occurred. Two loaded handguns were in the vicinity
of his gun safe. Carlos had other firearms out, too.
10. His wife called out that she saw four men in two vans
outside. Carlos quickly threw everything back into the
safe, “not really thinking clearly under the circumstances.”
He felt that he did not have a lot of time and that returning
them to the safe would be a better place for them than outside
the safe. He thought that “maybe that’s the best thing I can
do at the moment.” Carlos describes his actions as “a frantic
sort of effort and not really thinking clearly and in a rush.”
11.He then realized that he had taken one handgun upstairs
to his office whereupon he ran up and quickly put that
firearm behind the cabinet where it was later recovered
by Cst. Gork.
12. The handgun recovered from behind the cabinet was one
which Carlos had been checking the serial number in his
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office upstairs; referencing his files where he kept his
FAC (Firearms Acquisition Certificate), Permits to Carry,
work data. He had taken the handgun upstairs before
the telephone call from Cst. Gork.
13. Carlos explained his perceived situation at the time the
police arrived. He felt he was under a lot of stress, and
he felt persecuted and harassed.
14. Carlos testified that he was familiar with the Regulations
and he always carried his handguns with its hammer on
an empty cylinder as a safety precaution. He had only
five rounds in the firearm, stating: “I felt safe with five...I
don’t need six...” He also left his handgun in the half-cock
position such that the hammer cannot touch the firing pin.
Regarding a different handgun, he relied on the
automatic, mechanical transfer bar which prevents
accidental discharge in any way.
15. Carlos correctly cited the relevant Regulations for
transporting his handguns as well as for storing them.
He stated that he complies with the storage requirements
by unloading them and placing them in a safe with
ammunition in a separately locked container when he
stores them.
Evidence of Frank Harry Campbell
16. Corporal Campbell gave evidence that Carlos indicated
to Cst. Gork that there was another weapon behind a
stereo stand in the living room. Cpl. Campbell spoke with
a very quiet, cooperative, nice young fellow during his
part of the investigation.
17. The handgun which was secreted in a cabinet behind a
stereo component was recovered only after the police
moved the piece of stereo equipment. The police had to
reach around behind the component in order to locate the
handgun.
Evidence of Paula Carlos
18. Paula Carlos was married to Allen Michael Carlos for
almost 21 years at the time of the trial. Their younger
children had gone to school at 8:30 on the morning the
police attended their residence at about 10:30 a.m. Her
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husband, Allen Carlos, and her son, Luke, were present
in their home that morning.
19. The police were “quite uptight” and stressed in her
estimation. She described the police as “hyped up”.
20. Paula Carlos asserted that she had never seen a
handgun in the stereo cabinet before. She knew that
because she dusts and cleans her house.
21. The trial judge found that Carlos was in his dwelling
house, at all relevant times, i.e., prior to and during the
execution of the warrant to search. The trial judge also
found that all three handguns were in use by Carlos in
areas of his house that were in “close proximity” to
Carlos.
The Proceedings in the Court of Appeal
22. The majority (2-1) found that the “panicked” actions of
Carlos did not amount to “storage”. The unexpected
arrival of the RCMP caused Carlos to do what he did.
Guns may be handled within the limits prescribed by law
and need not be continuously stored.
23. Madam Justice Ryan, in dissent, stated: “In my view, the
respondent was either using the firearms in question or,
had store them. There is no middle ground.
Points of Issue
First Issue
Were the firearms in question “stored” within the meaning of
the Criminal Code?
24. The respondent submits that the majority in the Yukon
Court of Appeal was correct in finding that the firearms in
question had not been “stored” within the meaning of s.
86 of the Criminal Code of Canada.
Second Issue
If the acts of the respondent constitute storage, should the
respondent be convicted?
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25.The respondent should not be convicted because not all
the elements were proven in respect of the s. 86(1)
charge and the defences of due diligence and mistake of
fact apply to the actions of the respondent in respect of
the s. 86(2) charges.
Argument
26. The language used by Parliament attempts, by using
general words in s. 86 like “store”, “use”, “display” and
“transport”, to cover the ways that firearms are dealt with
in Canada. By not defining with precision, for the
purposes of the Criminal Code, the words, e.g., “store” or
“use”, the Court is left to the rules and principles of
statutory interpretation. The two terms are not mutually
exclusive in common parlance.
27. The verb “store” has several meanings, depending on the
context. Water is stored in dams, wine is stored in casks.
People put away the produce of their garden for the
winter months. When something ceases to be in use and
is truly in storage, or vice versa, is a flexible concept.
There are various scenarios or analogous situations
described below and in the case law which illustrate the
flexibility, depending on the circumstances.
28. The element of time plays an important role in deciding
whether something is in storage or in use. The
circumstances surrounding the alleged offense help
determine whether the acts or omissions of the accused
constitute usage, or storage, or something else.
29. Intension also plays a role in both s. 86(1) and s. 86(2)
charges.
30. Regarding a s. 86(1) charge, if the Crown proves
storage, it must also prove that the storage was without
lawful excuse and that the storage was in a careless
manner or without reasonable precaution for the safety of
other persons. For a s. 86(2) charge to succeed, if
storage is proven, then the Crown must prove that such
storage was a contravention of the relevant Firearms Act
regulations.
31. The defences of due diligence and mistake of fact are
available regarding the s. 86(2) charge.
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32. The firearms of Allen Carlos were in use at all relevant
times on the date the police searched his home under the
authority of a warrant. All three firearms remained under
his relatively immediate control. As indicated by the
Court below, Carlos was handling, admiring and checking
his firearms prior to being interrupted by the arrival of the
police. Their arrival was unexpected because, shortly
before that, Carlos had been speaking with them on the
phone and had reluctantly agreed to a meeting later that
morning with one of them at a local restaurant.
33. The uncontroverted evidence was that when Carlos is not
using or handling his firearms, they are in his purposebuilt gun safe. The police intervention resulted in the
firearms being hastily dealt with by Carlos but his
evidence was that he normally stored them (when he
truly was not using or transporting his firearms) securely,
unloaded, locked in his gun safe, with ammunition
separate from them.
34. Carlos had recently endured a police investigation that he
found upsetting, describing the tactics of Cst. Gork as
threatening, demeaning and condescending. Also, he
had been refused an Authorization to Carry for the first
time in his life. Carlos was stressed and he panicked
when he learned that the police were arriving in two vans.
35. Police are commonly, if not universally, armed in
Canada. When police execute a search warrant, “officer
safety” is an issue for the police, and all the more so
when the job calls for seizure of a citizen’s firearms. The
evidence was that the police were “quite uptight” and
“stressed”. In the circumstances, and given the time
constraint he felt, Carlos took the only prudent steps he
could – he placed his firearms out of sight.
36. Carlos testified that he had been home all morning and
that he had removed several firearms, including the three
which are the subject of the charges, from his locked
safe. He was preoccupied with his preparations for a
pending trip into the wilderness, something he routinely
does in the course of his occupation as a prospector
when the police telephoned. He was still at that task
when the police arrived.
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37. In his preparations, Carlos had inspected, cleaned,
checked and inventoried some or all of his firearms.
Some of them were simply handled out of love for their
heft, their appearance and feel and for the fond
remembrances of times in the field hunting. Carlos
testified that he has owned and used firearms since a
youth and that he has a substantial collection, some of
the firearms dating back to his youth.
38. Carlos testified that at some point that morning, he had
brought his Ruger revolver upstairs to his office which is
situated across the hall from his bedroom. He had
checked firearms serial numbers from his own handwritten list which was kept in a file cabinet upstairs in his
office. Carlos had left the Ruger revolver upstairs when
he returned to the basement. He thought he had been
up and down, from basement to main floor and back to
the basement, more than once over the course of the
morning.
39. The arrival of the police precluded Carlos from returning
his firearms to true storage. The act of locking the two
firearms in the basement into the gun safe immediately
upon the arrival of the police and the act of taking the
firearm from the upstairs office and placing it out of sight,
were temporary measures, and in the circumstances,
prudent.
40. The common element to these acts was to remove from
sight the firearms in question. To attribute more than that
to the respondent, on the evidence as established at trial,
is speculation. Carlos’ acts were the opposite of
careless. Four policemen were unexpectedly at his door
– by placing his firearms out of sight, the risk of the police
misinterpreting the reason for having the firearms out of
the safe was eliminated and the overall tension was
reduced. These acts show an appreciation for the safety
of others.
41. His younger children were at school. His older son and
his wife have training in firearms. His oldest son was
home after working a night shift. His wife was preparing
for the return of their children from school until the phone
call from the police. The only other persons present were
police, presumably also trained in firearms safety.
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42. Carlos explained that he put the (firearms) into the safe
or behind the stereo because of the visit from the police. This
clearly is not the same as putting them away for “storage”
as that word is defined in the case law. This evidence
was uncontroverted.
43. Carlos’ intention was to temporarily set his firearms in a
place out of sight from the strangers at his door. Given
the circumstances, it was prudent that Carlos put the
firearms out of sight because had they been in view, the
police, on a four-man, firearms-related warrant execution
might have reacted adversely had they seen the firearms
upon entering the house.
44. The brief period that the handgun was hidden behind the
stereo cannot constitute storage by the definition thereof
in the case law. It was placed there to reduce risk given
that the police were attending unexpectedly, not for the
purpose of storage.
45. Carlos wanted to do the right thing, i.e. defuse what
might otherwise have been a risky situation. In a perfect
world, Carlos might have had time to unload the firearms
and return them to storage in the sense contemplated by
the case law.
46. All members of the Carlos family were familiar with and
safe around firearms. No children were present, nor
were any strangers, until the police arrived. None of the
firearms in question was able to be fired accidentally due
to the empty chamber/spent cartridge arrangement as set
up by Carlos.
47. Prior to the police phoning to set up the meeting at the
restaurant, Carlos had inserted some cartridges into the
three handguns in question. None of them, however, had
a live cartridge immediately available for firing. One
firearm had a spent cartridge in the chamber; the other
two had an empty cylinder in alignment with the firing pin
and barrel.
48. Carlos testified that his safety training and long
experience with firearms has taught him that this is a
prudent way to handle a loaded firearm – something
active must be done before the firearm can fire, such as
consciously cocking the firearm. He also testified that
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such a precaution prevents accidental discharge should
the firearm be dropped.
49. Carlos testified that the integrity of the cylinder or
magazine can be easily checked by placing cartridges
into it, thereby ascertaining whether or not any debris,
corrosion or other interference is present which might
impede the proper operation of the firearm. He stated
that this activity was part of his usual preparations
regarding firearms.
50. Clearly, Carlos was using or handling his firearms from
the time he removed them from the safe. He checked for
corrosion by sliding cartridges into the cylinders of the
revolvers. He was cataloguing the serial number of the
one of them. This exercise was in furtherance of his
plans to soon go prospecting.
Addressing the First Issue: Were the Firearms in question
“stored” within the meaning of the Criminal Code?
51. Storage implies that there is less than immediate control
of a thing. Usage implies that the thing used is available
readily. The concept of storage under s. 86 must mean
something different than the other verbs that are found in
that section (use, carry, handle, ship, transport).
52. The following analogies illustrate:
53. A lawn sprinkler is kept in a garden shed. To water the
garden, one takes it from the shed, places it in the
garden, connects it to a hose, connects the other end to
a hydrant, and then turns on the water. One then walks
away to attend to other matters. Clearly, the sprinkler is
not in storage. It is in use. The user need not be there to
supervise its operation.
54. Similarly, one places a fire extinguisher on the wall in the
kitchen. This device is ready at all times for anyone in
the kitchen, or in the entire house. It is not necessarily
under the immediate control or supervision of anyone.
Clearly, the device is not in storage.
55. A gardener keeps (stores) her rake in the shed when she
is not gardening. By taking the rake out of the shed and
commencing to rake is clearly use of the rake. If the
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gardener gets a thorn in her hand and sets the rake down
so that she can remove the thorn, clearly she has not
returned the rake to storage. She is still using it. The
nature of the use has changed, but it is still in use.
56. A businessman has a valuable gold-plated pen. He uses
it daily to write. Each night he locks (stores) it in his desk
at the office so that it does not get stolen. He takes the
pen out each morning and uses it all day. If the fire alarm
were activated while he worked at his desk, and he
quickly placed the pen out of sight under some papers on
his desk or into an unlocked drawer prior to evacuating
the building, with an intention of again using the pen
upon returning after the alarm is over, the pen clearly is
not in storage.
57. In R. v. Joe, it was held that storage must incorporate at
a minimum the following:
(i) Deliberate (i.e. intentional) placement of a
firearm or ammunition at some location
done by a person conjoined with
(ii) An intention that the object remain there
inactive, untouched, and out of the person’s
prompt control for a lengthy period of time.
58.There is a difference between storage for a temporary
purpose and storage over a longer term.
59. The presence of a person is an indicator of whether a
thing is in use or in storage.
Addressing the Second Issue: If the acts of the respondent
constitute storage, should the respondent be convicted?
Section 86(1)
60. Regarding the s. 86(1) charge, and if storage is proven,
the objective standard of the ordinary reasonable person
must be applied as well as the test of whether there was
a marked departure therefrom.
61. If there is a lack of conscious effort to make the risk of
harm remote, the charge may be made out.
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62. The specific duty of care which must be breached before
criminal culpability follows is the “risk of harm to which
the conduct gives rise.” The steps taken by Carlos to
hide or put away his loaded firearms reduced
substantially the risk of harm in the circumstances. His
actions were sufficient to protect against his firearms
coming into anyone’s hands while the police were
executing the warrant. Only Carlos knew where the
firearms were and all were out of sight.
Section 86(2)
63. Regarding the s. 86(2) charge (a regulatory offense
carrying criminal penalties), intention to store a thing
matters. Carlos acted without any guilty intention of
contravening the Regulations. Thus, this shifts the
burden to the shoulders of the defendant of proving a
lack of guilty intent.
64. The defences of due diligence and mistake of fact are
available to a person charged under s. 86(2). If quickly
placing two loaded handguns into a safe while in a panic
constitutes storage under s. 86(2), then Carlos attempted
to comply with those Regulations in that he met the
requirement of locking away his firearms. The
circumstances were such that he felt he had no time to
do anything else. He took care of the single most
important aspect – securing the firearm against unwanted
or unknowing contact by anyone.
65. Driving a car in excess of the speed limit is analogous.
While the Crown must only prove the actus reus, there is
still an element of intention, i.e., the person driving has to
intend to drive.
Conclusion
66. In dealing with matters relating to the general public,
statutes are presumed to use words in their popular,
rather than their narrowly legal or technical sense:
loquitur ut vulgus, that is, according to the common
understanding and acceptation of the terms.
67. By applying the general principles of statutory
interpretation applicable to penal statutes the acts of
Carlos did not constitute storage.
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68. In the alternative, if his acts did constitute storage under
s. 86(1), then he did not depart markedly from what an
ordinary, prudent person would do in the circumstances.
He showed no lack of care. On the contrary, he showed
a conscious effort to reduce the risk of harm to the point
of being remote.
69. If his acts constitute storage under s. 86(2), Carlos’
attempt, in the circumstances, to comply, by locking away
his firearms while dealing with strangers at his door, is
due diligence. He should not be penalized for taking this
step, for to do so means he should have left his firearms
out in plain view, where that creates a greater risk than
by hiding them.
Order Sought
70. The appeal should be dismissed and costs, on a
solicitor/client basis, should be awarded to the
respondent for this matter and for the proceedings below.
71. If the appellant’s appeal is granted, a new trial should be
ordered.
Verbatim transcripts of Richard Fritze’s arguments to the Yukon Court of Appeal
and the Supreme Court of Canada were not requested. The legal material and
examples of what constitutes “storage” contained within the Statement of Facts
are essentially what he drew on for oral presentations to both courts.
In his written submission as well as orally, he requested that the Supreme Court
dismiss the appeal and award costs to his client. There are no provisions for
financial assistance nor recompense for an individual – win or lose – who
is forced into the Supreme Court where the government delights in making
political policies at a loner’s expense.
Prior to the Supreme Court hearing, the Responsible Firearms Owners Coalition
of the Yukon kept the coals stoked under the Carlos Defense Fund which was
initially kick-started to cover trial expenses.
Canada-wide, the Carlos Trilogy caught the imagination of small firearms groups
and individuals, many who were pensioners on fixed incomes. They rallied to the
cause to show the government they could and would look after their own all the
way to the top court. One of the most enthusiastic supporters proved to be the
15,000-strong RFOC British Columbia, based in Langley.
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The biggest disappointments were the big boys – namely the Ontario-based
Canadian Sport Shooters Association and the Alberta-based National Firearms
Association – which didn’t ante up a single cent.
A rift had developed within the NFA ranks. One camp was concerned about
financial irregularities and thought the kingpins were selling their soul to the
Justice minister. Meanwhile, the NFA had to do damage control and fund
another case. President Jim Hinter was receiving bad press for charges resulting
from blowing a hole in his neighbor’s Calgary apartment with a bullet from a
large-calibre handgun.
Carlos Case Capsulized
Whitehorse Star reporter Sarah Elizabeth Brown’s article, Case Involves Dispute
Over Word ‘Storage’, appeared on February 6, 2002. Consensus from the
general readership was that her piece capsulized the problem to provide a
semblance of understanding of what was going on with the so-called justice
system.
A disagreement over the definition of the word “storage” is
taking a Yukon prospector to the Supreme Court of Canada.
Allen Carlos was acquitted after a November 2000 trial of
one count of careless storage of a firearm and two counts of
storing a firearm contrary to regulations. The Crown
appealed the decision last May but Carlos’ acquittal was
upheld in a 2 to 1 decision last July.
The arguments of dissenting Yukon Court of Appeal Justice
Catherine Ryan makes up the basis of the Crown’s appeal to
the Supreme Court of Canada to have Carlos found guilty
and sentenced for all three charges.
Carlos’ court battle started after the RCMP searched his
home in February 2000. They found three loaded handguns
without trigger locks, two locked in a downstairs safe and a
third behind a stereo upstairs, wrapped in a rag inside a
plastic bag.
At trial, Carlos said he’d been cleaning the guns and had
panicked when police arrived on his doorstep with a search
warrant, so he quickly put the weapons away out of sight.
Much of the debate of Carlos’ trial and subsequent Crown
appeal to the territory’s appeal court revolved around exactly
when a gun is considered to be in storage.
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The trial judge decided Carlos’ actions didn’t amount to
storage because he hadn’t intended to store them.
“I accept that Mr. Carlos had no intention to store the two
firearms in the safe, loaded, as they were found but had
planned to unload all of the guns and replace them into the
safe had not the RCMP arrived unexpectedly,” the trial judge said.
In the majority appeal decision, the judge said Carlos’
intentions made the difference in short time cases such as
his and he had to be acquitted because he only put aside his
guns the way he did because the police were at the door.
However, dissenting appeal court judge Ryan said there is
no middle ground – Carlos was either using the firearms or
had stored them.
In a factum filed with the Supreme Court of Canada, the
Crown argues the current law “leaves no gaps, temporal or
otherwise, which make any form of careless or unsafe
dealing – such as temporary hiding of loaded, ready to use
firearms – lawful.”
The Crown argues the two court of appeal judges who
argued to uphold Carlos’ acquittal narrowed the meaning of
the safe storage law, away from the liberal, plain meaning
Parliament had intended.
It creates gaps in the protective coverage of the law – a
middle ground that is neither “use” nor “storage”, where
carelessness and other unsafe dealing with firearms is
permitted – that results in threats to public safety.
Gun control laws historically had a public safety focus with
strict controls on use and storage, reads the Crown’s
arguments.
The factum refers to an earlier Supreme Court case where
the court found that careless storage involves an objective
standard of fault – a “marked departure from the standard of
care of a reasonably prudent person in the circumstances.”
Proof of what the accused subjectively meant to do is not
required, argues the Crown.
“The redrafting of the provisions simply produces the absurd
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result that was achieved in this case where the respondent
was acquitted of negligence and strict liability offences on
the basis that he really did not mean to be negligent or to
contravene the regulations,” said the Crown’s Factum.
“Most significantly, the amendment of the provisions not only
does not further Parliament’s purpose of protecting the
public against the inherent dangers of firearms, it actually
prevents the achievement of that goal.”
However, Carlos said he thinks the federal government
didn’t get the definition of storage under the firearms
legislation quite right the first time and now he’s being taken
to court in an effort to rewrite it.
(Note: The word “storage” was never defined by Parliament,
neither for the Firearms Act nor the Criminal Code.)
“I think what they’re trying to do in essence on my back,
which is the frustrating thing to me, is trying to correct their
legislation to the Supreme Court of Canada,” said Carlos.
Carlos doesn’t think he’ll lose, but he said he wouldn’t be
surprised if the national Supreme Court judges redefine what
storage means.
“I’m frustrated and quite angry about the whole procedure,
but there’s no option here,” said Carlos.
“I’ve been acquitted twice and now I’m going to the Supreme
Court of Canada, spending a lot of my own money. I’ve got
three children who are of university age. (For me to have to
spend my money) for the court to decide what the term
‘storage’ means, I find that totally unfair.
“Even if I were to win it, there’s no compensation. I regard it
as a form of persecution.”
He said he’s had to think about selling his home and leaving
the territory. “It would leave us kind of skinny,” said Carlos
about the legal costs.
Jane Gaffin, a long-time friend of Carlos, said she thinks it’s
a case that’s going to affect every gun owner in the country.
For that reason, she’s applied to various firearms
associations around the country for help in what she says
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will be a precedent-setting case to determine exactly what
“storage” means in a legal sense.
She’s hoping the various groups she’s applied to...will
decide as a group if and how much each will contribute to
Carlos’ legal costs.
“This going to the Supreme Court is a very expensive
proposition,” said Gaffin.
Back in September 2000, more than $12,000 was raised to
help pay for the lower court costs...
Carlos went on to tell local radio station CHON-FM:
“They came in here and saw something they didn’t think was
quite right, so I was charged with storage infractions and
went to trial.
“I was acquitted. They appealed that. I was acquitted again
under the Yukon Appeals Court, and now they’ve turned
around and appealed this again to the Supreme Court of
Canada. What I find somewhat unfair is that I as an
individual have to bear the brunt of this exercise.
“If I have been acquitted twice, I think it’s fair enough that
maybe they should just sort of leave me alone.”
He said even if he wins, he faces financial ruin.
We Can Help!
Professor Al Dorans, chairman of FED UP Canada and director of the
Recreational Firearms Community in Ottawa, wanted to help. His and Richard
Fritze’s exchange of letters in March 2002 was later published in Canadian
Access to Firearms, along with a picture of Allen Carlos accepting a defensefund cheque from Fred Hall, a director of the Responsible Firearms Owners
Coalition Yukon. The photo caption read: “We have received many
encouragements and some pledges from firearms organizations.”
Dear Paul (Rogan) and Richard (Fritze):
The FED UP Canada Group and RFC Ottawa are
considering a donation to help the Allen Carlos Legal
Defence Fund.
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Although some of us have been following the longitudinal
proceedings, we want to ensure that such a contribution
would be well deserved and well allocated.
Can you advise?
Fritze Responded:
Dear Professor Dorans:
The case against Allen Carlos has been an exercise in
bureaucratic excess and vindictiveness, in my opinion.
Acting on unproved and contradictory complaints (one from
a secretary in the Chief Firearms Office) long after Carlos
had been marked for special treatment, a search warrant
was obtained. Carlos was home and was handling his
firearms when the police arrived and executed the warrant.
The charges under Criminal Code ss. 86(1) and 86(2) –
careless storage and storage contrary to regulations – were
thrown out. The last federal election returned the Liberals to
power and, coincidentally, an appeal was launched. This,
too, failed.
One dissent was registered in the appeal, the basis of which
is the rather fatuous statement that (a thing) is “either in use
or it is in storage – there is no middle ground.”
I firmly believe that Carlos’ acquittal will be upheld yet again.
Al Carlos is a well-known and widely respected prospector
from Whitehorse. He and his wife have a mostly grown-up
family and have lived in Whitehorse many years. Al is nearly
60 years old and is a family man, in the traditional sense of
the word. He is also a firm believer in hard work, fairness
and individual rights and responsibilities.
He is quiet and unassuming and about as normal a person
as anyone would meet anywhere. He has no criminal record
and no involvement with the Canadian Justice system prior
to this. He has had a permit to carry a handgun into the hills
while prospecting for 20 years prior to this. He loves and
respects firearms and meticulously cares for his extensive
and interesting collection. Firearms are a tool, and a joy, to
Al. He needs them for protection in the wilds, and he loves
them for what they are in and of themselves.
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Al Carlos is financially similar to most married Canadians in
that he has a house and a family to care for. He has his own
business as an independent hardrock prospector. I do not
believe he is a wealthy man.
The costs of a Supreme Court of Canada hearing are very
high due to the amount of research and preparation
necessary so that no stone goes unturned in representing
him. The costs of production of the Factums, Books of
Authorities, travel and accommodation are also high. Lastly,
the case will produce a ruling that will affect every gun owner
in Canada. Storage is something everyone does eventually,
whether they own prohibited, restricted or non-restricted
firearms.
On behalf of Allen Carlos, any assistance would be
appreciated. Paul Rogan has established a trust account in
Whitehorse for contributions.
Double Whammy
Fritze was correct to assume Carlos was not wealthy, especially since an
economic pall had befallen the Yukon.
While the mining industry was percolating in the surrounding districts of
Northwest Territories, Alberta and Alaska, the Yukon was analogous to a toper
sitting on a barstool waiting for something to happen.
Carlos had, in his own fashion, tried to energize the local bureaucrats off the
barstool. Their only response had been to sic the police on him and turn the
screws tighter on the territory’s economic generator. Maybe those same
bureaucrats were proud of themselves when the latest annual mining survey was
released.
It proved the Yukon was suffering a drought and investment capital had dried up.
Canada’s mining companies gave the Yukon a failing grade, and said they
preferred working in China or Russia or Bolivia or Indonesia rather than trying to
do business in the Yukon.
Every year, the Vancouver-based Fraser Institute surveyed mining companies,
asking them to rate some of the world’s mining hot spots. The Yukon
consistently rated near the top as a likely spot to find valuable minerals but
companies didn’t like their chances of being able to develop a mine in the
territory. Most companies rated developing countries as better places to spend
their exploration money.
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Fraser Institute director Laura Jones said government regulations made the
difference. “For the Yukon, often native land claims and protected area
strategies get mentioned as discouraging investments.”
One mining company vice-president quoted in the mining survey report said
environmentalists were in charge of development in the Yukon. Jones said that
may not be true, but if mining companies believe it is, it might as well be.
Most mining companies rated the Yukon as an unlikely place to invest; seven
companies rated the Yukon as the least favorable place in the world to put their
money.
Carlos was going to need a lot of help from generous donors so he could
maintain an even keel on the home front and keep the wolves from the door until
investment capital was rekindled, and so he wouldn't have to buckle under to the
boa constrictors in the so-called Justice system.
Money Matters
In the April 2002 issue of Canadian Access To Firearms was a photograph of
publisher Paul Rogan presenting a $1,000 cheque from the monthly publication
to Al Carlos for his defense fund.
Rogan wrote:
As noted in previous issues, we could not emphasize too much the
importance of the Carlos case.
The Supreme Court will have not only to rule on whether we, firearms
owners, can or cannot legally load a firearm in our home, but also, and
more importantly, define the legal meaning of storage, a decision which
will affect every single firearms owner in Canada.
The Carlos family has decided to fight for justice to their last penny and,
being of modest conditions, it just might be the price they will have to pay.
The donations from our readers have been coming in steadily, most of
them directly to the Defence Fund.
While we have received all sorts of encouragements, Al has received NO
help from any national or provincial organizations.
I cannot thank too much all our friends and readers out there who have
taken the time to send their donation. We know none of us is suffering
from an excess of prosperity and your donation is even more gratefully
appreciated.
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We received the following letter from Al and would like to pass it on to our
readers.
Carlos wrote:
In this battle with a state concerned with justice, but committed to
unfair use of the legal system to brutalize its citizenry, my family and I find
much comfort with those members of the firearms community who support
us, both financially and morally.
Thank you so much. It greatly lessens the burden imposed by a
persecuting behemoth.
When I first saw the light of day in this country, it was not as it is now!
Special Thanks to Canadian Access for its generous contribution.
We must resist as we can, not only on the firearms front, but in the matter
of other intrusions by this federal oppressor. We owe it to those who will
follow.
Supreme Court Posted Notice
On April 8, 2002, the Supreme Court of Canada announced the list of motions
and appeals it would hear during the month. File #28748, Her Majesty the
Queen v. Allen Michael Carlos would be heard on April 17.
The notice read:
Criminal Law –Statutes – Interpretation – Firearms – Meaning of “storage”
– Whether the Court of Appeal erred in finding that the firearm in question
had not been “stored” within the meaning of s. 86 of the Criminal Code,
and in failing to enter verdicts of guilty against the Respondent with
respect to all three of the offences with which he had been charged.
The Respondent, Allen Michael Carlos, was charged with offences relating
to three handguns that were found in his home by police. The police
arrived at the premises at approximately 10:19 a.m. on February 15, 2000
with a search warrant. The search was made in connection with an
application for a prohibition order. One of the handguns was found hidden
behind a stereo. It was loaded with no trigger lock and had been wrapped
in a rag and put into a plastic bag. The other two handguns were found in
a locked safe in the basement. They were loaded with no trigger lock.
At trial, the Respondent testified that before the RCMP called at 8:40 a.m.
that morning, he had taken the three guns out of the safe to clean, to
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inspect and to admire them. At some point, he loaded all three guns. He
later took one gun upstairs to check the documentation. The police arrival
caught him unawares and he did not have the time to unload the guns or
do anything other than place the two guns located downstairs in the safe
and then place the one on the upper floor behind a stereo cabinet.
The Territorial Court judge acquitted the Respondent on the grounds that
the actus reus of the offence had not been proved by the Crown. On
appeal, the majority of the Court of Appeal dismissed the appeal. Ryan
J.A., dissenting, on the basis that the facts found by the trial judge
amounted to storage within the meaning of s. 86 of the Criminal Code
would have allowed the appeal, set aside the acquittal and entered
convictions.
Counsel for the Appellant is Graham Garton Q.C.; Richard A. Fritze for the
Respondent
Junking Justice And The English Language
It would seem fairer if Carlos has been praised for being such a quick-thinking,
upstanding, conscientious citizen who undertook to obey what he interpreted to
be Parliament’s intention of the law as it existed at the relevant time the police
raided his house. Why engage in jungle justice, putting the monkey on his back
after the fact, for a law that did not exist?
Because the goofs in the so-called Justice department have to cover their goofups.
Do you remember when the Justice department absent-mindedly lost 38,269 gun
owners? How does a government lose 38,000 anything without noticing?
Nobody knows, least of all the bureaucrats.
Besides issuing hundreds of duplicate certificates and licenses with wrong
pictures, the Canadian Firearms Centre in Miramichi, New Brunswick was
registering non-existent firearms and licensing dead people.
The dead part is explainable. Complaints abounded from applicants who had
waited months – even years – to receive licenses and registration certificates.
The firearms centre is a gun registry. Its function is to register guns. A gun is a
gun is a gun. There is no middle ground, unless, of course, there’s a devil in the
definition.
It is only reasonable to assume that a gun registry registering rapid-fire,
projectile-shooting devices would require guns that fire metal objects to be
registered. If not, the government would be remiss for not immediately notifying
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all stapler and other “gun” owners by mail not to bother applying to register such
instruments.
Yet it came to light that the registry was – and may still be – processing Black &
Decker/Weller “non-restricted” heat and soldering guns. A registration card for
said was forwarded without any delay to Brian Buckley, a Manitoba autobody
shop owner.
For the centre to register his shop tools, then call foul, proves the processors
were woefully ignorant about the complex subject of firearms and should not be
trusted with a stapler, much less a gun registry.
According to a March 21, 2002 Canadian Press story, the firearms centre
spokesman Dave Austin groused that the “guns” weren’t “firearms”. How did he
know? Had the subject been addressed legally in the Firearms Act or the
Criminal Code? Or been given a judicial washing in the Supreme Court of
Canada?
Instead of taking the brunt for their goof, and reprimanding or educating the
employee(s), the firearms centre spokesman threatened Buckley with a possible
five years in the slammer for mischief.
It would seem fairer to praise him for being such a fine, upstanding,
conscientious citizen who undertook to obey the law as he interpreted it about
registering “guns”, or, at least, let Buckley serve as a lesson as to why the
firearms centre’s staff badly needed training.
Third U.S. President Thomas Jefferson had faith that whenever things stray so
far out of whack as to attract people’s notice, the well-informed could be trusted
and relied on to set things straight. Jefferson was never wrong.
Link Byfield, publisher of the now-defunct Report Newsmagazine, once wrote:
“We have to stop pretending everything’s basically okay. It’s not okay. It stinks.
And until we sweep it clean, the stench will just go on getting worse.”
Byfield suggested, “We need to so reform our political system that people are
once again in charge...(and) stop worrying about whether what we say or do
might hurt someone’s feelings, and concern ourselves instead with honesty,
prudence and justice.”
Amen, bruthuh Byfield. But justice has been junked, along with the junking of the
English language.
A big eye-opener that the English language was suffering root rot came from
George Orwell’s prophetic Nineteen Eighty-Four. Big Brother reduced
communication to a code language of initials and acronyms while inventing new
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definitions for old words.
Newspeak was devised as the official language to meet the ideological needs of
Ingsoc, an acronym for “English Socialism”. The consistently-changing
language necessitated many revisions to the Newspeak Dictionary, comparable
to a Harper Dictionary of Contemporary Usage of today.
For example, Newspeak retained the word “free” but only to describe a “field free
of weeds”. The old sense of “politically or intellectually free” had been eradicated
because political and intellectual freedom no longer existed as concepts. People
can’t think about freedom if they’ve never known the concept.
Inventing new definitions is the most effective device for government to minimize
the possibility of subversive thought. In an Internet piece, What You Should
REALLY Fear, Alabama writer Brad Edmonds pointed out that the government
has invented new definitions of words to the extent that anyone – with the
possible exception of submissive, freedom-hating couch potatoes – can be
accused of domestic terrorism and taken away at gunpoint. This is why it is
imperative to examine a new piece of legislation by concentrating primarily on the
new definitions, Edmonds advised.
Orwell, a master of the technique, contrasted opposites to give double-barreled
meanings to ideas. Famous Big Brother slogans were: “War is Peace”; “Love is
Hate”; “Ignorance is Strength”; “Freedom is Slavery”.
The Thought Police are busy these days in Orwellian fashion, leaving us almost
no words to express outrage and indignation over the junking of our language.
American author Ken Smith brought out Junk English, a book heralded by
reviewers as a vigorous argument against shifty, pretentious and misleading
language. The author defined junk English as a fog around the truth. “It is
sometimes innocent, sometimes lazy, sometimes well-intentioned, but most
often it is a trick we play on ourselves.”
Maybe Smith could have taken the statement one step further. Maybe we are
guilty of allowing the trick to be played on us by not speaking up against forces
who rearrange our language.
Wouldn’t it have been “loverly” if some of the crackerjack word gurus had
pounced on the devilish tampering with English language definitions that hit close
to home when the Liberals intentionally neglected to define the word “store” in
the Canadian Firearms Act and the Criminal Code of Canada?
To correct the parliamentary goofs’ goof-ups, the so-called Justice system decided to
force a respected Whitehorse resident to the Supreme Court of Canada, where
black-robed lawyers were expected to engage in eloquent philosophical and
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etymological combat at the emotional and financial expense ($80,000) of Allen
Carlos. However, what one expects and what actually transpires when the
Justice system is calling the shots are two different things. Only Carlos’ counsel
– not the Crown’s counsel – was required to give oral presentation. Richard
Fritze would shadow-box with himself.
His client had already been acquitted of all firearms storage infractions by a
judge in the lower court and two justices in the Yukon Court of Appeal.
The single dissenting appeal vote gave right-of-appeal to the highest court. The
Crown’s argument was that the majority of judges erred in their interpretations of
what Parliament really intended for the word “store” to mean in law without going
so far as to legally define it. The word “store” turned out to be akin to the word
“pornography”; nobody can properly define it for legal purposes but bureaucrats
in the Justice system think they know what pornography is when they see it.
When the nine red-robed justices (who were actually reduced to seven) ruled on
the Carlos case, every gun owner in Canada, and other individual property
owners, would be profoundly implicated. Plus, another perfectly-good English
word would be discarded as junk and substituted with some off-the-wall definition
contrary to what ordinary people learned to believe by relying on time-honored
lexicons.
It seemed if the government was going to drive ordinary citizens into the
Supreme Court one by one until every last word enshrined in statutory legislation
has been defined and redefined, then Parliament is a proven useless institution
and Brad Edmonds was right. The devil is in the definition.
Further, it is easy to predict that law libraries across the country will soon be
replacing every venerable, multi-volume Oxford English Dictionary with the
newest Harper Dictionary of Contemporary Usage and a copy of Ken Smith’s
Junk English.
Meanwhile, Allen Carlos’ gun collection was scattered hither and yon between
the vault in the RCMP Whitehorse detachment and the basement of the Justice
building because the state hadn’t defined the word “store” and has given itself the
right to plunder private property.
The Law Made Plunder A Right
A great amount of print material these days seems to deal in some way with life,
liberty, property and law.
It’s a harbinger to heed.
Whitehorse resident Paul Harding launched into a March 21, 2002, letter to the
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Star with: “Liberty means the unalienable right to do, to be, and to have whatever
one desires so long as it does not infringe upon the unalienable rights of others.
In Canada, no person shall be deprived of life, liberty nor property.”
Then, a two-page spread in Canadian Access to Firearms warned of DANGER!
Another insidious law is about to drop on property owners who have to know how
to waltz around it. A banner across the top of one page read: “Protecting you,
your rights and your heritage.”
A merger between the Ontario-based Canadian Shooting Sports Association and
the Canadian Institute for Legislative Action offered many benefits to its
members.
One was access to an exclusive legal fund should members ever be wrongly
charged with a firearms offense; sound, intelligent legal opinions can be obtained
to help keep firearms owners out of hot water with the law.
The ad was comforting in one respect but distressing in another. When did this
country begin turning on its own citizenry to the extent that decent, peace-loving
Canadians, who trying to be law-abiding, must seek means to fend off
oppressors legally committing the crimes of force?
Badge-bearing, pistol-toting door-crashers have legal license to storm homes and
plunder personal property. They need not knock before entering. They can
charge you with breaking whatever law they want. It does not have to relate to a
warrant, if indeed they have one.
The only self-defense for responsible folks against these brutish authorities is
solidarity with like-minded warriors.
In his letter, Paul Harding discussed property and security, or a false sense of it,
in terms of people believing everything is safe and secure behind locked doors.
“The fences mark the boundaries of what is ours,” he wrote. “Yet the vandals
find their way in and create damage while they plunder our valuables.”
In spite of who the vandals are or what the property is, under any political
system, whenever bureaucrats become aware of an individual citizen seeking
what is his rightfully by law, the authorities will search ruthlessly for a means to
withhold that right from him.
The reasons are rooted in jealousies one has for the material wealth of others.
Therefore, every political system ever invented has been collectivist by nature.
Southwestern University, Los Angeles, law professor Butler Shaffer points out to
his students that every political system ever founded has been done upon a
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disrespect for private property as well as the rightful authority to violate the
property owner.
In a nanny-statism system, the state confiscates a portion of an individual’s bank
account and redistributes the money to others.
Under fascism, private property remains in the hands of an individual or business
while control of the property is dictated by the state.
Under socialism, the state confiscates the most important means of production,
such as mining, and the system inevitably degenerates into communism, a
system where the state confiscates all property and every means of production.
It is that disrespect for private property that has led to a failure in Canadian law
and has reduced this nation to confusion and lawlessness – anarchy, if you will.
The inconsistencies contained within the Liberals’ unworkable gun laws are
perfect examples. In separate parts of Canada, police targeted two gun owners
for home invasions. Both gentlemen were charged with the same storage
infractions but the court decisions differed vastly.
In a March 13, 2002 letter to the Star, Whitehorse resident Roy Stephen told of a
“Justice” department having the embarrassment of a dysfunctional firearms act
on its hands and of forcing local resident Allen Carlos to the Supreme Court of
Canada on April 17, 2002.
“He has already been cleared twice on the trumped-up charge of unsafe firearm
storage due to a home invasion come ‘fishing expedition’,” fumed Stephen.
A comparison “fishing expedition” was hosted by Ontario, where members of the
Snoop Club declared open season on Steve Harris. The National Firearms
Association’s monthly journal reported the Ontario Provincial Weapons
Enforcement Unit (PWEU) stormed Harris’ house on the pretense of looking for a
sawed-off shotgun. What they bagged was a fine collection of firearms plus a
few other incidentals like the educational display Harris had set up at the local
Legion Hall.
According to the Charter of Rights and Freedoms – which is beginning to show
wrinkles as a rights and freedoms document – any person charged with an
offense has the right to be tried within a reasonable time. Fourteen court
appearances spanning three years before his case came to trial do not strike
most people outside the “Justice” system as “reasonable”.
The judge dismissed the careless storage charges on the grounds that an
“individual cannot be found guilty of careless storage when he/she is present at
the time of the investigation.” He ordered the firearms, ammunition and other
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items seized to be returned to their lawful owner.
Since there are cases whereby the police and firearms officers ignore court
orders, it was never learned if Steve Harris’ property was actually returned to him
or not.
Back in Whitehorse, Carlos also was home when his house was raided in
February 2000, albeit, an emergency response team wanted him lured away first.
His valuable gun collection has not been returned. And, at this point in the story,
he was headed for the Big Roundup in Ottawa because territorial and appeals
judges only toyed with but did not fully accept the “privacy of your own home”
defense argument. It’s the old saw about, “What’s mine is mine, and what’s
yours is mine too.”
This conundrum was one solved years ago by pithy newspaperman H.L.
Mencken, who described a judge as nothing more than a law student who
marks his own papers.
Despite the discrepancies in adjudications, both gentlemen scored major hardfought, battle-scarred victories and should be applauded. Their refusals to
compromise principles and the community support shown them have caused at
least a flurry of humiliation for “Justice”.
The National Firearms Association’s article noted that Harris spoke to a gunshow shortly after the raid on his home. He indicated the Ontario Provincial
Weapons Enforcement Unit wanted to make a shady deal. Things would
supposedly go easier for Harris if he would introduce a police informant around
the local gun-show circuit as a personal friend.
What a bunch of sleazy characters. Harris was said to have stood tall. And, as a
result, said the NFA article, he was persecuted by an extremely expensive team
of prosecutors and police investigators.
The taxpayers’ burden, for naught.
And, as Mencken wrote in a 1924 piece titled Breathing Space, all the
extravagances and incompetence of our present government is due, in the main,
to lawyers (in the bureaucracy as well as elected politicians) who are responsible
for nine-tenths of the useless and vicious laws that now clutter the statute books,
and for all the evils that go with the vain attempt to enforce them.
The blizzard of odious and contradictory New Age laws regarding private
property flows from laws created, enforced and interpreted by demonstrable
criminals for demonstrably criminal purposes. The ultimate goal is promoted as
serving the collective good.
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Regulating what people can and cannot own, what they can and cannot do,
where they can and cannot work and play, how they can and cannot behave,
how they can or cannot structure their business or personal affairs, where they
live, what they eat, what they speak, even what they should think, all start with
and revolve around property rights, which include self-ownership.
Life, liberty, individuality, property and production existed long before law. It was
those faculties which compelled decision-makers to write law. Some was good;
some was bad; some was just plain awful.
The law has become perverted and the police powers perverted along with it,
said French political economist Frederic Bastiat, whose 1850 works still rank up
top with the legal writings of Sir William Blackstone.
Bastiat felt a moral duty to alert his fellow citizens that law had strayed directly
opposite from its proper purpose and was heading toward a nasty socialist
regime. The law has become the weapon for every kind of greed, Bastiat
insisted. Instead of checking crime, the law itself is guilty of the evils it is
supposed to punish.
Bastiat’s argument was that law is the collective organization of individual rights
to lawful defense. Each of us has a natural right – from God – to defend his
person, his liberty and his property.
The preservation of any one of these three basic requirements of life is
completely dependent upon the preservation of the other two.
Since an individual cannot lawfully use force against the person, liberty or
property of another individual, then it is logical that the common force for the
same reason cannot lawfully be used to destroy a person, liberty or property of
individuals or groups.
The law should be designed to protect people, liberties and properties and to
maintain the right of each, Bastiat urged. It should cause justice to reign over all.
Unfortunately, law has been applied to annihilating the justice that it was
supposed to maintain. It has limited and destroyed the individual rights which its
real purpose was to respect and uphold.
The law has placed the collective force at the disposal of the unscrupulous, who
wish, without risk, to exploit the person, liberty and property of others.
“It has converted plunder into a right in order to protect plunder,” Bastiat warned.
“And it has converted lawful defense into a crime in order to punish lawful
defense.”
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Bastiat was proven right, as was Mencken and Professor Shaffer of
Southwestern University. Butler pointed out that every political system was
founded upon a disrespect for private property as well as the rightful authority to
violate the property owner.
Not only were property rights not entrenched into the Constitution, but on July 29,
2003 the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that Canadians do not have property
rights by virtue of the fact that “Anything you own can be expropriated without
due process and without compensation.”
What kind of justice could an ordinary citizen, who had no political connections,
expect to find with a panel of judicial activists – the majority French – whose
decisions were contrived to fit hand-in-glove with the property and firearms
agenda of a Liberal Party tied so tightly to the United Nations it was difficult to
determine if Jean Cretien or Kofi Annan or Maurice Strong was the prime
minister of Canada?
Hope springs eternal.
“Right across the country, so many firearm owners are being unjustly charged...
in cases ranging from sordid manipulations and lies to outright persecution,”
wrote publisher Paul Rogan in his February 2002 issue of Canadian Access to
Firearms. “Why should we be devoting two pages to one specific case – the Al
Carlos case?”
“Simply put, the judge, Livingstone, Territorial Court Judge, in her judgment...
seems to have established two extremely important precedents, which deal with
the fundamental issues of ‘storage’ and ‘loaded firearm’ in one’s home and,
consequently, are rich in repercussions.
“She noted that there was no definition of ‘storage’ in the Criminal Code,” Rogan
added.
“She seems to indicate that no storage offence can be applied when the
firearms are ‘in use’, i.e., whenever you, the owner, are with the firearms.
“She also seems to imply that it is not illegal to have a firearm loaded in one’s
own home. That point had been made before. The law clearly states that no
firearm can be loaded in a place where it cannot be discharged legally.
“One’s home, however, is such a place as, under certain very restrictive
conditions, one can legally use a firearm in one’s home, for example for the
purpose of saving one’s or anyone else’s life.”
Rogan went on to say, “These conclusions, obviously, were found unacceptable
by our statist masters and steps were taken to destroy these findings. Al (Carlos)
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won, again, in the first appeal. Justice (?) appealed the case, this time to the
Supreme Court of Canada.
“One could point out that the Department of Justice should have dealt with these
issues at the time the legislation was written rather than persecute an individual
who has already been found innocent of all crimes twice...”
Defense lawyer Richard Fritze believed anyone with a gun should pay close
attention to the Carlos case. “It has a possible impact for all Canadians and in
particular for all gun owners,” he said.
Graham Garton, who would argue the government’s side, agreed the case had
important implications. “All gun owners will be interested in finding out what
storage of a firearm really means for the purpose of criminal law,” he told CBC
Whitehorse radio two days before the Ottawa meeting.
The Supreme Court could render a conviction, a new trial or a final new ruling on
the innocence of Carlos. For other Canadians, it could mean the court would be
clearing up some gray areas surrounding Canada’s gun law and decide the legal
meaning of “storage”, something Parliament neglected to do. In other words, the
Crown was holding up cases waiting until it had the law tilted in favor of the
government. That is not exactly justice for the defendant, who is supposed to be
dealt with under the laws on the books at the time the alleged deed was
committed.
Fritze hoped, of course, the Supreme Court would find his client innocent. “In
that case, Allen Carlos would be fully and finally acquitted. The Supreme Court
of Canada could instead overturn the acquittal from the courts below and enter a
conviction against Allen Carlos and proceed to sentence him. Lastly, I believe
they could order a new trial and, in certain circumstances, they have that
discretion as well.”
Supreme Court Hearing And Decision
In less time than it takes to write this, it was over.
Madam Justice Claire L’Heureaux-Dube, who was retiring soon, had stepped
down from hearing the Carlos case. Possibly she thought she wouldn’t be
present for the decision-making process which she, like everybody else, would
expect to take from six months to a year to hand down.
To uneven the number on the bench, Mr. Justice John Major stepped down too.
The seven presiding justices who heard the Carlos case on Wednesday, April 17,
2002, were:
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• Chief Justice of Canada Beverley McLachlin, appointed to the Supreme
Court of Canada March 30, 1989, and as chief justice January 7, 2000;
• Mr. Justice Charles Gonthier, appointed February 1, 1989;
• Mr. Justice Frank Iacobucci, appointed January 7, 1991;
• Mr. Justice Michel Bastarache, appointed September 30, 1997;
• Mr. Justice William Binnie, appointed January 8, 1998;
• Mr. Justice Louis LeBel, appointed January 7, 2000;
• Madam Justice Louise Arbour (of International War Crime Tribunal fame),
was appointed to the Supreme Court of Canada September 15, 1999.
Defense lawyer Richard Fritze was the only one asked to speak. His maiden
performance to the Supreme Court of Canada lasted approximately a half hour
and essentially followed the facts and arguments outlined in his previouslysubmitted written statements that he had presented to the panel of seven sternfaced justices, draped in white-trimmed red bishop robes that could double as
Santa Claus costumes.
Crown counsel Graham Garton was not asked to speak.
It wouldn’t have mattered an iota if God himself had been representing Carlos in
what appeared to be a highly unorthodox, contrived legal procedure. The die
was cast before Fritze ever entered the chambers, where none of his learned
friends – not even McWhinnie of Whitehorse – would speak to him. It was a cold,
lonely place with the exception of two supporters who came to listen.
Within 10 minutes – not 10 months – of when Fritze uttered his last words, the
justices had a 7 to 0 judgment against his client, and Justice Louise Arbour
whipped out the prepared, summary-type, five-paragraph decision which she
read to the court in two official languages.
The hearing was worthless except to convict Carlos on all three counts; there
was not a hint of legally defining “storage”, a law which did not exist before
Carlos was forced into the Supreme Court and didn’t exist when he came out
$80,000 poorer.
This is an appeal as of right by the Crown.
Accepting, as we must, the findings of fact made by the trial
judge, we disagree with the majority of the Yukon Territory
Court of Appeal ((2001), 155 C.C.C. (3rd) 459), that the
actus reus of storage, within the meaning of s. 86(1)
of the Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46, has not been
made out.
There is no requirement in that section that the accused plan
a long-term or permanent storage. The trial judge found that
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the respondent deposited a loaded .357 Magnum in an illplanned temporary hiding spot. In all the circumstances, in
our view, this amounted to storage within the meaning of s.
86(1) of the Code. The same applies to the temporary
placing of the two loaded handguns inside a locked safe.
In the circumstances of this case, where the respondent, as
he put it, rapidly set aside and hid his loaded firearms, in a
panicked state, intending to retrieve them shortly thereafter,
the facts amply support the conclusion that he stored them
within the meaning of that section.
There are obviously circumstances where a short
interruption in the use or handling of firearms would still
constitute use or handling rather than storage. In this case,
however, the respondent took steps to put away and hide his
weapons such that the proper characterization of his actions
was that he stored them, albeit temporarily, rather than
continue his use and handling of the firearms in plain view of
the police.
We are of the view that the storage was careless in one
case, and in contravention of the regulations in the other
two. We therefore agree with Ryan J.A. dissenting in the
Court of Appeal that the acquittals must be set aside and
convictions entered on all three counts. The matter is
remitted to the trial judge for sentencing.
A numb Richard Fritze, who, up to that point, still had faith that justice prevailed
in the highest court, was in gut-shot disbelief when he phoned his client in
Whitehorse.
Word circulated fast. By the time friends came calling up the walkway and the
media were phoning for interviews, street-clothed people driving unmarked
vehicles were staking out his house and the residence of his neighbor, Leo van
Kalsbeek. Presumably, somebody – RCMP or otherwise – would be staged
strategically to watch houses and offices of every regulatory and enforcement
agent and secretary who instigated and were involved in ambushing Carlos from
the outset.
A “Justice” department email from Ottawa was zinging through the Internet lines
to Ontario firearms officers, members of the Ontario Provincial Police
detachments, and, in chain-letter fashion, whisked to their counterparts in other
parts of the country.
A copy of the succinct SCC decision was provided, along with the message:
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“Please pass this along...Supreme Court rules that loaded firearms found without
trigger locks, hastily placed in locked safe and behind a stereo cabinet, unsafely
stored within meaning of s. 86 of Criminal Code. (R. v. Carlos (2002) S.C.J. No.
36 (S.C.C.))”
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...if the citizens neglect their Duty and place unprincipled men in office, the
government will soon be corrupted; laws will be made, not for the public good so
much as for selfish and local purposes; corrupt or incompetent men will be
appointed to execute the laws; the public revenues will be squandered on
unworthy men; and the rights of the citizen will be violated or disregarded. If
(our) government fails to secure public prosperity and happiness, it must be
because the citizens neglect the Divine Commands, and elect bad men to make
and administer the Laws.
Noah Webster (1758 – 1843)
A patriot and scholar, author of the 1806
edition of the dictionary that bears his
name – the first dictionary of the
American English usage.
______________________________________________________________________
CHAPTER 16: TEMPORARY VERSUS SHORT INTERRUPTION
On hearing word from his lawyer around noon Yukon time on April 17, 2002,
Allen Carlos was distraught, to put it mildly.
The stunning blow was worth a criminal record and jail time for not even breaking
a non-existent law.
It had cost roughly $50,000 to go to the Supreme Court to be bushwhacked in
less than an hour. To add insult to injury, the Supreme Court had neither gone the
extra step to define “storage”, nor explain the difference between “temporary”
and “short interruption”, nor substantiate its decision with case law.
CBC national radio started airing the decision on top-of-the-hour news
broadcasts from Toronto, but did not mention the decision day was the 20th
birthday of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
Repatriating the constitution in 1982 was not intended to provide for first- and
second-class citizens, was it? To make criminals out of decent individuals? Was
it? Yet the non-Charter-proofed gun legislation indeed made gun owners
second-class citizens and criminals. How exactly did this work?
Carlos went to lunch with Paul Rogan, who was also in shock, so confident was
the gunsmith that Al would win the case. “The decision will have a great impact
on gun owners,” he later told reporters.
Carlos’ argument pivoted on the fact his guns were not stored. But the seven
judges rejected his argument after only about ten minutes, which, anyone knew,
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would be insufficient time for any court to properly deliberate a serious case, plus
write and deliver a five-paragraph decision in two official languages. Unless, of
course, the decision was pre-ordained.
The judges didn’t even ask for an oral submission from the Crown, which
contended in a written Factum the interpretation of the broad-brushed concept of
“storage” provided by the majority of judges in lower courts was not consistent
with the strict regime that Parliament intended.
Further, without Catherine Ryan’s dissenting Appeal Court vote, the Crown could
not have appealed to the higher court. She and “others” had talked. Her “no
middle ground” comment was the ticket for government to push Carlos to the
Court of Political Policies, where appointments were made by one man – the
prime minister – without any checks and balances or scrutiny from elected
parliamentarians.
Had the Group of Seven had the opportunity to rule in his favor, the decision
would have shot a ragged hole in the firearms legislation. But the prime minister
and the United Nations wanted holes plugged. So, in hindsight, it was easy to
see where judicial appointees were manipulated at every level.
The Crown had launched the Supreme Court appeal on the basis that the word
“store” created gaps in the protective coverage of the law – “a middle ground”
that is neither “in use” nor “storage”, where carelessness and other unsafe
dealings in firearms is permitted and results in “threats to public safety”.
Therefore, the hearing was based on the “public safety” issue, propagandized by
the federal Liberals as the raison d’etre for ushering in the odious people-control
laws.
The bureaucrats were gloating – not because anything important was proved by
the Supreme Court – but because the Crown was able to bypass the majority of
judges below and finally strangle Carlos, who was remitted to the trial judge for
sentencing. And, glory be, they still had an application pending for a hearing to
prohibit Carlos from owning firearms.
When would the bureaucrats cease and desist? Not until he and others learned
that two plus two really does equal five and not to criticize “authorities”, who,
when finished with the miners, gun owners and property owners, would find
another ox to gore.
Carlos now knew he no longer lived in a democratic society – but did anybody
besides gun owners understand? The law enabled the state to move on its
citizenry, making it difficult for individuals to own and keep guns, said Carlos,
who had suffered three years of political persecution at the hands of the
“authorities” because of the obscene federal Liberal agenda spawned in the
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nation’s capital of Ottawa, Ontario.
“Gun owners are a very marginalized group,” he said. “It’s just another way to
control the people, to force the will of the state on them. Our civil liberties are
slowly being eroded in this country, and it goes beyond the firearms issue.”
Carlos told Whitehorse media hounds from three radio stations, two newspapers
and CBC TV Northern Network that the swift high-court reversal in his case was
undoubtedly a politically-motivated ruling and proved he never had a chance.
“My lawyer called this morning totally unexpectedly,” he told CBC early-morning
radio show host Ellen Jones for a Special Report.
“We felt that it might take time for them to make a decision. It was done within
the hour.
“It surprised my lawyer in particular. Generally, these things take up to a year.
And that’s why I suggested the thing has been decided before they even came to
it. So, my lawyer was as shocked as I was.
“I won’t say what my lawyer said, but I will say this: I strongly believe the decision
was politically motivated. I am convinced because the Liberals brought in this
firearms act. The Supreme Court judges have all been appointed by the (prime
minister). But the way our government is structured at the moment in this
country, unfortunately, we can’t seem to get them out of power. They have total
control. We have a monarchy there now.
“I’ve lost all confidence in our justice system. I’ve been abused now for two
years, and this is the final part of it all. If I could create a civil war of my own, I
would do it right now. But I know full well that the odds are totally against me.
“But I also am very angry and very frustrated because this is not justice. I raised
my children to be just. I’ve raised them not to be bullies. I’ve worked with
people; I’ve had people work for me. I’ve always treated everyone fairly. The
government is not treating me right.
“I’m not naïve enough to believe that they’ll make it easy on me. I think they’ll
probably throw the book at me. I’ll end up with a criminal record and my guns
destroyed. And I have to live with this for the rest of my life, with this injustice
that I feel it is.
“If you own firearms you are in some sense marginalized in our society now; I
feel marginalized.”
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Yukon Firearms Owner Convicted
On April 18 – the day after the decision was handed down – Star reporter Sarah
Elizabeth Brown wrote:
Allen Carlos is no longer an innocent man.
The Supreme Court of Canada set aside two lower court
acquittals Wednesday and convicted the Yukon prospector
of three gun storage offences.
The national court is sending the case back to the trial judge
for sentencing after making its decision in Ottawa.
Carlos said in an interview today he hadn’t thought the
Supreme Court would convict him that readily, or quickly.
The nine (sic) judges delivered their decision right away,
opting not to reserve and provide a decision at a later date.
No reasons are yet available for yesterday’s Supreme Court
decision.
“Canadians generally believe there’s supposed to be a
separation between the executive or legislature and the
judiciary. I think my case in particular implies that perhaps
that separation is no longer there,” Carlos said.
“I feel quite strongly that the Supreme Court was influenced
by political ideals here.”
Carlos said while he’s had good moral support from across
Canada and especially from fellow Yukoners, he’s had to
take the financial brunt of a $50,000 legal bill when the
Crown opted to take him to court in Ottawa.
“It comes at a time when my business is not doing very well,”
said Carlos, who blames the federal government for driving
away private-sector investment in Yukon mining.
“It’s not been a fun time...”
...In its arguments to the Supreme Court of Canada, the
Crown took the position of Yukon Court of Appeal justice
Catherine Ryan, who argued that firearms are either in use
or they’re being store.
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The two other court judges agreed that Carlos didn’t intend
to actually store his three handguns when the police arrived,
but had just set them aside temporarily.
The Crown argued in its appeal to the national Supreme
Court that the current law doesn’t leave any time gaps
allowing for unsafe or careless dealings with a firearm.
Having a middle ground between use and storage takes
away from the public-safety focus Parliament intended for
gun laws, the Crown argued.
Carlos has long argued his home was searched in the first
place because of comments he made to Department of
Fisheries and Oceans officers at a Carmacks gas station
more than a year earlier.
(Note: The “officers” were Pauline Drapeau and Jacques
Jobin. Witnesses said Jobin was “relaxed” and Drapeau
didn’t say anything. Yet a year later, both told the police
officer, Cst. Gork, that they were on the verge of having to
subdue this “emotionally unstable” creature with a whack of
their batons or a blast of pepper spray in the face. At the
relevant time, they had not thought it necessary to call in the
police!)
(Carlos) said he has no past record of any type of violence.
While he never made any threats nor had a firearm with him,
he said, he gave the officers “a piece of my mind” about the
way they were dressed, which he describes as “ready for the
Battle of the OK Corral.”
He says it’s all part of the “us versus them” attitude of the
government toward the general public.
“That same government that puts guns on the bureaucrats is
attempting to limit our (citizens’) ability to use firearms,” he
said.
“I said what I felt, and I guess you can no longer do that.”
The maximum sentence for a first offence is two years, while
any subsequent offences can net up to five years in jail.
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Supreme Court Hands Down Reasons For Ruling
On Friday, April 26, 2002, Star reporter Sarah Elizabeth Brown wrote a follow-up
article:
While there are some times that a short interruption in the
use of a gun wouldn’t constitute storage under the law, Allen
Carlos’ isn’t one of those times, the Supreme Court of
Canada ruled last week.
After being found not guilty at trial of three firearms storage
offences and seeing that acquittal upheld in the appeal
courts, Carlos was convicted by the country’s top court on all
three counts.
In reasons released after the hour-long Ottawa court
appearance on April 17, judge Louise Arbour said the
Supreme Court disagreed with the Yukon Appeal Court’s
ruling that the Crown failed to prove the three handguns
were stored.
“There is no requirement...that the accused plan a long-term
or permanent storage,” Arbour said. “In the circumstances
of this case where the respondent, as he put it, rapidly set
aside and hid his loaded firearms in a panicked state,
intending to retrieve them shortly thereafter, the facts amply
support the conclusion that he stored them within the
meaning of that section.
“There are obviously circumstances where a short
interruption in the use or handling of firearms would still
constitute use or handling rather than storage. In this case,
however, the respondent took steps to put away and hide his
weapons such that the proper characterization of his actions
was that he stored them, albeit temporarily, rather than
continue his use and handling of the firearms in plain view of
the police.”...
...Much of the debate at Carlos’ trial and subsequent Crown
appeal to the territory’s appeal court revolved around exactly
when a gun is considered to be in storage.
The trial judge decided Carlos’ actions didn’t amount to
storage because he hadn’t intended to store them.
Two appeal court judges argued that the accused’s intention
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makes all the difference in “short time” cases.
A third judge disagreed. Her arguments made up the basis
of the Crown’s appeal to Canada’s top court. Yukon Court of
Appeal Justice Catherine Ryan said there’s no middle
ground – a gun is either stored or in use.
Defence lawyer Richard Fritze argued before the Supreme
Court that Carlos’ use of his handguns changed after the
police knocked on his door.
“In the one case, he’s handling the firearms. The second the
police arrived, the nature of his use changed – he set them
aside but he didn’t consider he was putting them in storage.
Our argument was the steps he took were not consistent
with storage.”
The courts had to check dictionaries for the meaning of
“storage”, said Fritze. “To set aside for future use” is
problematic because “future” can be a second from now or
a long way away, noted the Alberta lawyer.
He said there are cases, such as walking away from a
garden sprinkler while it waters the lawn, where a person is
using something but he’s not right there handling it.
To store it, the person must take specific steps to put it away
in the garden shed.
With handguns, there are specific steps taken when storing
them, the lawyer argued. Carlos usually unloads his
firearms and puts them in a gun safe when he is done with
them. Fritze noted the trial judge found that Carlos was
always within close proximity to the handguns.
As well, in the circumstances Carlos did the most prudent
thing in putting the loaded guns out of sight.
He’d already been questioned by RCMP 10 days earlier and
was scheduled to meet with the officer again later that
morning when the police arrived at his door.
“If you have four cops coming in on a firearms warrant and
they see firearms out, the tension level goes through the
roof,” said Fritze. “He actually defused the situation by a
great extent by putting these things out of sight.”
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(Note: Yes, and he was penalized severely for his sensible
actions.)
Readers Expressed Their Opinions
Ruling Lacked Intelligence by George Penfold of Ottawa, appeared in the April
30th Star.
In her story entitled Supreme Court Convicts Yukon
Firearms Owner, Star reporter Sarah Elizabeth Brown states
the Crown took the position of the Yukon Court of Appeal
Judge Catherine Ryan. She argued that firearms are either
in use or they’re being stored.
That our Supreme Court justices adopted this practically
senseless position sure supports the growing feeling in this
country that these people should be elected, not appointed.
To say that any modicum of intelligent thought had been
given to this court decision would be generous.
Given the questionable issuance of the search warrant a
long time after the fact, clearly, safety wasn’t an issue here.
Nor should it have been raised when the firearm owner is in
the premises.
I haven’t lived on a farm for many years. But I remember
many occasions of my father charging out of the house at
night (2 a.m.) with shotgun in hand to deal with predators
after our chickens or livestock.
Of course, today, the practically-challenged would have rural
people go to the gun cabinet, unlock such, find key for gun
lock, unlock ammunition, load gun and get out the door just
in time to see the coyote disappear over the hill with your
turkey, chicken or piglet.
Clearly, no thought whatsoever was given to rural conditions,
only to making life easier for criminals in urban areas, thanks
to the guns of honest people being locked up.
The federal government’s firearms act is proving itself more
farcical by the day. Taxpayers cannot help but wonder why
the Crown wasted our time and our money sending Mr.
Carlos all the way to the Supreme Court when the Crown, at
the same time, lets real criminals walk on a daily basis for
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some quirk of law.
To expect the public to believe that this exercise was in the
interest of public safety, while we have firearms registrations
going to people with no guns, different guns, fewer guns and
yes, even soldering guns, is insulting indeed.
Meanwhile, unregistered handgun-related murder keeps
rising after 64 years of failed registration. Meanwhile, our
federal government keeps merrily wasting millions more on
what they laughingly call “public safety focus”, where the
safety of criminals ranks higher than that of law-abiding
citizens and their families.
Ironically, the greatest rise in handgun murder has been
since this C-68 legislation was passed. This is what
happens when you listen to the well-intentioned interest
groups with neither knowledge nor experience regarding
firearms, and the difference between law-abiding people and
criminals.
This is what happens when you take the police off the
streets to tackle law-abiding firearms owners instead of
criminals.
Innocent British and Australians are increasingly paying the
price for political stupidity there, and our know-nothing
politicians have parroted such legislation here.
As for the United States, the country with the most guncontrol experience with over 20,000 gun-control laws, the
bulk of which were knee-jerk, as in our case, well, they sure
as hell haven’t worked there. And our brain-dead politicians
wonder why they don’t copy our legislation.
Strange though, in those states where politicians
actually trust law-abiding citizens with hidden handguns,
crime is decreasing.
On the same page with Penfold’s letter was Whitehorse writer Paul Harding’s
article, Harassment of Carlos ‘A Travesty’.
How does a lone individual from the Yukon expect to get a
fair decision when a LIEberal police force enters his home
for a search, then charges him with another offence of
LIEberal creation, then has to contend in court with judges
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and finally finds himself in the Supreme Court of Canada?
You can bet the whole pot that he was not going to win in the
end and no one knows that better than Allen Carlos.
The Supreme Court of Canada made its decision April 17 in
a very hurried manner. Now, Allen Carlos has to await a trial
judge for sentencing and faces a maximum of two years in
jail.
The whole issue came to a head in February 2000 when
enforcement officers along with RCMP (The Royal Crime
Minister’s Police) entered the home of Allen Carlos and his
family with a warrant, signed by Judge Heino “Where Do You
Want My Autograph” Lilles, based on a complaint by a female
employee of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans.
This complaint, from the year before the warrant, could not
be substantiated by her fellow male officers, who were
present, when Carlos made a strong, opinionated statement
regarding the firearms they were wearing.
(Note: The writer has confused federal mining inspectors
Sandra Orban and Steve Howes with the two fisheries
officers, Pauline Drapeau and Jacques Jobin, who did
indeed substantiate Drapeau’s incident report with gusto in a
police interview.)
It seems, when a private citizen uses his democratic right to
speak freely against any departmental authority, some
women have the inclination to use the excuse they feel
threatened. This fictitious “threat” was neither heard nor felt
by the male officers present.
(Note: It was federal mining inspector Orban who felt
threatened and claimed that Carlos had threatened to shoot
any mining inspectors who came on his property wearing
guns; it was her trailmate, Steve Howes, who never heard
Carlos threaten to shoot anybody. The mining inspectors
were not wearing guns and no guns were present. It was
Orban who filed a complaint with the RCMP in January
1999, over a year before the police requested a search
warrant.)
The invasion of the Carlos household was entirely a fishing
trip because there had been no evidence to proceed with
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charges.
What they had hoped to find with a search is unclear as was
the vagueness of the warrant. The warrant was only read in part
when the storm trooper-like entry into the family home
began.
The family members were so overwhelmed by the events, as
they unfolded, that the contents were hazy and not totally
absorbed by anyone, including Allen Carlos who read it in its
entirety. This document had mysteriously disappeared by the
time Carlos went to court.
(Note: It’s not clear exactly which document the writer
believes disappeared before going to court – maybe the
transcript of his interview with the police which was not
attached; but the original search warrant was tabled in court
as an exhibit and defense lawyer Richard Fritze argued in
voir dire to quash the warrant, which was based on a 58page application.)
Allen Carlos has been a prospector and miner for nearly
three decades in the wilderness of the Yukon. Amongst the
tools of the trade he carries firearms for protection of himself
and his family, who frequently accompany him.
These firearms can be the difference between a fatal
meeting and safety during a chance meeting with the
more dangerous animals in the wilderness, such as bears.
Firearms are tools that require cleaning and care so that
they do not fail when needed. On the day of the search and
before anyone knew what was to happen, Allen Carlos was
busy cleaning his firearms.
When cleaning firearms properly, they are disassembled,
cleaned, lubricated and reassembled. Once they have been
reassembled a wise firearm precaution is to load the gun
with bullets to be assured it has been done correctly.
It was at this stage of cleaning when the troops arrived at the
Carlos’ door. In a panic, he put two of them into the storage
safe, still loaded, and had enough time to stash the third in
behind the stereo. It proved to be an error on his part but the
damage was done.
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The question that comes to mind is: What would have
happened if Allen Carlos had left the guns out, in sight and
loaded instead of hastily putting them away?
What would the reaction of the constables have been, entering the
room with Allen Carlos present and having loaded handguns
within reach?
There are several scenarios that come to mind. No matter
which one any of us would choose, things would have been
worse for Allen Carlos.
Was the mention of the consequences of the guns having been
left out in the open ever brought up in court? I don’t mean to
second-guess his lawyer, I was just curious. With this
possibility of a second scenario, did the action of Allen
Carlos seem like a more practical answer than endangering
the family?
After all the firearms were collected, the officers were
unloading them, except one they could not conceive how to
do.
Allen Carlos, who had been branded as a safety factor
around his own family, was handed this handgun and asked
to disarm it. If this man was such a dangerous criminal, why
was he handed a loaded firearm?
The officers in this case were either extraordinarily stupid or
Carlos was not the dangerous criminal the authorities would
like the public to believe. He had no criminal record until the
Supreme Court fiasco.
After two court appearances in the Yukon, Allen Carlos had
been acquitted in both; he found that the Crown Prosecutor
David McWinnie filed for an appeal to the Supreme Court,
which has resulted in a guilty verdict.
This will influence his status for future crossing of the border
into Alaska or the Lower 48 states and any international
travel.
Allen Carlos will have an undeserved criminal record. He will
now assume the majority of a $50,000-legal bill. This is a
travesty and a definite wronging of a man, and his family,
who had the audacity to ask the question, “Why?” How
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many more Allen Carloses are going to feel the sting of a
political decisions disguised as legal acts?
Is this going to be the fate of other Canadians who ask “why”?”
The only thing that he has missed is the public whipping. If
an innocent man can be made a criminal at the whim of the
law-keepers, heaven help us all.
The other thought that comes to mind is, what happened to
the democratic process that presumes a man is innocent
until proved guilty?
More Good Letters
R. O’Brien of Merville, British Columbia, wrote a Star letter on May 6, 2002. It
was headed Justice Is Denied Again.
The Allen Carlos case (Star, April 18) is another sad tragedy
of justice denied in Canadian history.
The blatant actions of the political patronage-appointed
Supreme Court judges are amazing.
The federal government has dragged Carlos through court
three times, attempting to bankrupt him.
Then, to have the highest court make its verdict against all
past common sense is despicable.
You can hear the kangaroos jumping all the way to the West.
Brian Drader of Winnipeg, Manitoba, wrote a Star letter on May 7, 2002. It was
headed That’s Some Supreme Court
The highest court in the land has spoken on the Allen Carlos
matter (Star, April 18).
So now it’s a crime to tuck your own legally-owned and
registered guns away for a moment when meeting police at
your door.
Let this be a lesson to all who might otherwise have
engaged in that type of dangerously-criminal behaviour.
It is now apparently the law that you must either lock up your
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guns before answering a knock at your door – possibly
earning a forcible entry for your considerate delay, upon
which you may be found fumbling with your gun safe under
suspicious circumstances.
Or, you must simply gather up your bangsticks and meet the
police at your doorstep, guns in hand, to demonstrate
your full compliance with the Firearms Act.
What a wise Supreme Court we have.
John Stamp of Woodsman Point, New Brunswick, sent the following letter to the
Whitehorse Star that appeared under the head System Penalizes Gun Owners.
Imagine a Canada where the most extreme
environmentalists govern.
Consumed with the single-minded goal of transforming
society into a minimalist, zero-growth utopia, they fixate their
wrath on the internal combustion engine.
"I came to Ottawa with the firm belief that only police and
military need automobiles," cries one SUV-hater.
While most citizens make do with mass transport, the
leaders reluctantly consent to being chauffeured in
limousines, as their work is so important.
New laws socially engineer the population to abandon
private transport. Six and eight-cylinder gas engines are
confiscated without compensation.
It becomes a criminal offence to possess a "high capacity"
gas tank holding over five litres, or to own any motor without
a costly licence. Each trip in a private vehicle requires the
driver to apply in advance for a permit, and vehicles must be
disabled when not in use, with the wheels removed and keys
stored separately. Violation of these and similar laws is a
serious criminal offence.
Millions of citizens become criminals, most as they sleep,
due to laws taking effect at midnight. For anyone charged
and acquitted, the prosecutor simply has to appeal up to the
Supreme Court, where the accused finds him or herself
looking up into the faces of the "Squamish Five", who look at
each other and smirk as they pronounce "Guilty".
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No modern country would tolerate the manifest absurdities
and injustices just described. Yet the majority of Canadians
seemingly tolerate policies similar to and equally as unjust,
vicious and counter-productive, policies that derive
application of the Firearms Act.
Replace motors with guns and environmentalists with statist
elites in the preceding example and you have life for a gun
owner in Canada today.
Yukon resident Al Carlos, having harmed or threatened no
one, now bears a $50,000-debt, a criminal record, and other
penalties yet to be determined, for doing what any prudent
person would do with loaded weapons when surprised by
police.
He bravely fought the charges of improper storage, but
found that for gun owners, justice removes her blindfold and
ties on a plastic pig snout.
Ready To Do Time With Society’s Dregs? asked Whitehorse writer Roy Stephen
in his letter to the Star.
It’s conclusive; we can no longer hope nor pretend that it’s not
the case.
Canada is under a dictatorship.
Dispense with any suspicion or tongue-in-cheek statements.
It’s a fact.
A defining moment came when nine (sic) Supreme Court
judges ruled in less than one hour that Al Carlos was guilty
of unsafe firearms storage. This after being found innocent
at two lower courts.
Not having read the ruling, I am nevertheless struck by the
bizarre incongruity of it all. There’s a cesspool of ambiguity
there with “storage” floating around in the middle ready to
trap any unsuspecting firearm owner. The LIEberals want it
that way because they don’t want any of us law-abiding
people with guns.
Strange, but true. We give them goose bumps. It wouldn’t
take many well-organized free thinkers to upset the apple
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cart or throw a spanner in the works, but we’re considered
mere pawns in this sea of corruption.
However, the Carlos defence fund trust has not been in vain.
The decision of the court went against us (we share this with
Al) but it has only served to underline the ruthlessness and
crassness of our enemy.
The steady stream and type of donations from across the
country for Al indicate a multitude of concerned individuals
who are aware not only of the vile nature of our “rulers” but
of the trauma, both emotional and financial, which a fellow
soldier has been forced to suffer.
To add insult to injury, they want to lump him with a criminal
record, confiscate his firearms and deprive him of a means
of protection in his prospecting line of work.
Cruel and unusual punishment for doing no wrong. If they
were really “human”, could these prosecutors and judges fall
asleep or look at themselves in the mirror?
Canada – Supreme Court - my stomach churns.
There are dung-punchers, but if it’s possible to be lower,
there are the LIEberals.
There is no firearms problem in Canada. I’ve tried to look at
the Firearms Act from all angles, read the bill several times
over, climbed down into the barrel of my conscience
scraping and searching for the tiniest scrap of virtue on the
matter, but come up empty every time.
Compliance with the Firearms Act is unconscionable, and
registration is confiscation.
As for the firearm “free” early registration forms, I’m sure
most were either ignored, returned to sender with a thanksbut-no-thanks footnote or got the brown smear treatment.
The deadline for “free” early registration has been extended
more than once. I know because my wife and others have
received forms with an extended deadline.
If parents are put behind bars, I wonder what the
“authorities” will do with the kids, but then, isn’t that to be
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expected of a totalitarian state?
Destroy the core of society, instill fear and uncertainty in
order to keep control.
So where are we at? The weak types will roll over and
accept it, but I talked recently with a man in his sixties, so
incensed that he claims he’ll blow them away if he’s
confronted with a home invasion scenario.
It’s too bad things have to come to that but if everyone would
stick together, there would be no need for such drastic
measures.
On the other hand, many feel the time for talk and great lofty
clever words bounced off the ceiling is over, that the only
recourse is violent action.
There are going to be interesting and unpleasant times in the
Canadian dictatorship. Some will refuse to register any
firearms.
Some will refuse any further abrogation of civil liberties and
declare, “arrest me at your peril”.
Nobody wants to be victimized and crucified like Al Carlos.
Are you going to let it happen to you? How many can they
cram into jails, anyway?
You who have done no wrong: are you prepared to do time
with the dregs of society just because you refuse to obey an
unjust “law”?
Publisher Paul Rogan wrote two excellent boxed pieces for the June 2002 issue
of his Canadian Access to Firearms. The first was “What Next?”, followed by
“Are We Learning?”
Mr. Carlos is now waiting for the sentencing which could
come as fast as in a few weeks but could be dragged out for
months at the mercy of the courts. Not only his lifetime
collection of firearms will not be returned but the Crown has
made it clear that it would proceed with a prohibition order
banning Al from any further ownership of firearms.
Apparently, we are to believe he is a much greater threat to
our peace and safety than “Mom” Boucher, the head of the
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Hell’s Angels elite Nomad group who had no apparent
difficulties getting a PAL (Possession and Acquisition
Licence) and buying legally restricted weapons.
Al’s lawyer, Richard Fritze, will have to travel to the Yukon
for both his sentencing (sic) and prohibition order hearing,
should Al decide to fight it.
Then and only then shall we know the final legal costs
incurred. In the meantime, we shall try and do our best to
raise a big portion of it and help as we can.
A heartfelt thanks to the hundreds of people who have
responded and sent their cheques with a special mention to
the RFOC of BC (Responsible Firearms Owners Coalition of
British Columbia) (Thanks again, Kevin) whose efforts have
surpassed anything we had a right to expect....
The Carloses were mailing out personal thank-you notes to each of the hundreds
of donors who contributed so generously; some were pensioners on skimpy fixed
incomes which made their caring even more appreciated.
Paula, our children and I appreciate immensely your
financial and moral support. Thank you very much.
Our federal government and justice department lack any
sense of compassion, natural justice or common sense and
are ruthless in pursuit of their goals: The establishment of
some form of statist utopia through social engineering.
To be acquitted in the lower courts, then losing in the
Supreme Court level by such an audaciously arbitrary ruling,
disregarding factors such as intent, circumstances or
reasonable doubt, tends one to the conclusion that the views
of the higher court merge with those of our federal
oppressor.
We appear not able to forward our cause either politically or
in the high courts. Our enemy and its intent are now clearly
distinct. This is not only disconcerting, but also sinister.
What options have we left?
The interest, concern and support offered by the firearms
community have greatly lessened the burden of our ordeal.
Thank you.
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*****
Rogan’s companion piece, Are We Learning?, was his usual bang-on style.
What lesson(s) should we learn from the Carlos
bushwhacking?
First to mind is that all the dire predictions regarding C-68
built-in, underhanded meanness and irresistible invitation to
abuse are coming true. Even accepting that Mr. Carlos
might actually have threatened some female bureaucrat
(which witnesses to the incident have unequivocally denied),
in the pre-C-68 times, the normal course would have been
to charge Al with “uttering threats”, charges which, after due
process and calling of witnesses, would have either been
thrown out of court with no further consequences or (be)
upheld by a judge. Up to that very point in time, Mr. Carlos
would have been considered innocent and safe from any
jackbooted tactics by any uniformed thug. Then, and only
then, with all the facts in the open, a judge could have, if he
thought it warranted, declared Mr. Carlos a danger to public
safety!
We predicted that C-68 would be the death of “due process”
and a shortcut to unrestrained bullying. We were right! It is!
From that, we should understand once and for all that there
is no justice to be had in Canada for this new class of pariah:
the firearms owners. Should you do your absolute best to
comply, the legislation is so complicated, so incoherent with
so many inconsistencies, always open to some bureaucrat’s
interpretation, feelings, beliefs, or prejudices, that you will
still find yourself open to abuse, hassle, and, at the end,
bureaucratic and judicial persecution.
To add insult to injury, when the chips are down the onus will
be on you (and your expensive lawyer) to prove that you
were right in the first place.
Notwithstanding the NFA (National Firearms Association)
assurances, the Titanic will not sink on its own weight and we
shall not win in court. Would you play poker with an
opponent who can change the rules at will, depending on the
latest hand? I rest my case.
This is a political fight and will, can only, be won at the voting
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booth and in the street, perhaps only on the street.
As a footnote, the text of the miniscule Judgment (this one
must have cost the taxpayers $65,000 per word or so!) far
from closing a loophole, or clarifying the issue does nothing
but compound the ambiguity. The next Al Carlos will have to
fight once more and sacrifice the family’s savings to have
another try at a viable definition of both storage, and more
specifically, use, as (SCC Justice) Arbour so offhandedly noted.
One would think that our lawmakers would have access to a
good dictionary and do their homework, BEFORE passing
these laws and NOT at the victims’ expense.
Walt Whitman had an answer: “Obey little, resist much,” said he.
Kangaroo Justice Instigates Rebellions
Some things never change; human nature is one of them.
When just people can no longer tolerate the frustration of an unjust state, they
reach the end of the tether and proclaim, “This feels like a good day to die.” As a
fed-up individual or as an unorganized rag-tag group, they will first take down the
specific “authorities” who have severely and directly wronged them, and, if they
survive that onslaught, they will proceed on to the second layer of importance,
third layer, and so on down the line, until they are exterminated in one of the
shoot-outs.
The famous Ballarat Rebellion is a case in point. It ignited due to government’s
grossly unfair licensing practices and a corrupt constabulary dispensing
“kangaroo justice” in the gold rush camps of Australia.
While the origin of “kangaroo court” is hazy, the term may indeed be a souvenir
from that era. Kangaroos supposedly have a strange habit of staring blankly into
space for long periods, then suddenly bouncing off in the opposite direction.
Judges who leaped to irrational conclusions were scoffed for acting with the logic
of a kangaroo.
History is replete with tales of justice being transformed into a mockery by
replacing legal procedures, principles and ethics with dishonesty, incompetence
and corruption.
Today, governments try to sell “kangaroo courts” under the politically-correct
guise of “judicial activism”.
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History teaches that turning away from ethics and the fine points of good law to
satisfy societal whims or a judge’s agenda ultimately leads to rebellion.
The kangaroo-style system has crept unnoticed into Canada and a myriad of
other countries as bureaucrats and politicians, driven by mob mentality, eagerly
embrace the United Nations’ scheme for a communistic one-world government.
Nobody except the rulers are going to like the experience.
Masiphula Sithole, a political science professor at the University of Zimbabwe,
recently told The Christian Science Monitor, “A country and its people cannot go
on like this.”
They can’t and they won’t. When the toes of justice are stepped on and people’s
liberties trampled too long, they can be relied on to rise up and set things
straight, just as they were forced to do during the Australian gold rush – a
scenario not dissimilar to the situation that has unfolded under our noses in a
federally-controlled Yukon.
The government in Melbourne, the seaport capital of Victoria, had no mining law
in place when the gold rush struck in the early 1850s. In typical bureaucraticthink, the government thought it could take care of every situation with a license.
High-priced licenses authorized miners to enter, locate, prospect and mine the
Crown land. Many miners, however, did not relish – or could not afford – paying
high fees to look for gold they may not find. The miners complained, then
ultimately ignored the dictum.
To prove who was boss, the government dispatched the local constabulary to
carry out license inspections.
Due to a manpower shortage, many goldfield cops were hardened ex-convicts
who carried out their duties in a ruthless manner. The police lorded their
authority over the vulnerable gold miners who had no vote and no representation
in Parliament.
A miner caught without a license was chained to a log until the stiff fine was paid.
Without legal rights attached to the license or to their claims, the miners fell
victim to the constabulary’s bribery, extortion, and finally, murder.
The miners demanded the government grant a more secure form of claim
ownership. The words fell on deaf ears. Their only recourse was simply to
refuse to cooperate with the hated licensing system. The government’s response
was to increase inspections to twice a week. It generated more resentment.
As a measure of last resort, miners took up arms. On November 11, 1854, they
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organized the Ballarat Reform League. About 175 men occupied a stockade in
Eureka.
On December 3, they set fire to the worthless pieces of paper and sent word to
Melbourne they wanted to negotiate for something better.
The governor, Sir Charles Hotham, reacted by mobilizing every member of the
constabulary and military in the district. Their orders were to go quash the
Ballarat Rebellion.
When the troops arrived, the entire garrison of miners was asleep. Unchallenged,
the enforcement units opened fire on the sleeping rebels and took the stockade
in about 15 minutes.
Up to 30 miners and six government troopers were killed. Of the 114 miners
taken prisoner, 90 were wounded. Only about 30 escaped.
In another shameful display, Commissioner Robert Rede then unleashed his
troops to slaughter both innocent and rebel miners in the surrounding mining
camps. The untold casualties must have been extraordinary, for Governor
Hotham spoke of the military commander’s actions as “imprudent”.
When news of the small rebellion and subsequent bloody massacre reached
London, the British government was horrified that such savage events had taken
place in its farthest colony. It was bad from a political perspective.
Rede was immediately posted elsewhere and the governor fired. The role of the
diplomatic replacement was to do whatever necessary to satisfy the angry
miners.
It didn’t take an iota of imagination to quickly recognize the myriad of injustices
the government had committed against the miners. The first step toward
reparation was to release the men arrested during the rebellion as well as three
miners who were earlier sentenced to prison for taking justice into their own
hands.
They had burned down Bentley’s Eureka Hotel in protest of the hotelier’s
kangaroo acquittal for murdering James Scobie. A re-trial, following better legal
procedures, found the hotelier and two other defendants guilty of manslaughter.
The government gave miners the right to vote and opened a seat for a member
from Ballarat in the local legislative assembly.
Within six months, Parliament passed the Victoria Mining Act of 1855. It was a
major victory insofar as it offered miners a fairer deal and was the first “modern”
free-entry law in the British Empire.
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The Mining Act abolished the hated miner’s license and granted miners rights
which provided legally-secure tenure for their mining claims as a form of
property.
The Mining Act was a template for subsequent parliamentary law, notably the
Yukon Quartz Mining Act, which, unfortunately, has since been overthrown by
the comeback of a licensing and kangaroo-style system.
The result of the Ballarat Miners Rebellion, however, was the finest thing in
Australian history, according to great American writer Mark Twain, whose quote
was shared with readers by historian Douglas Fethering in his book Gold
Crusades: A Social History of Gold Rushes.
“It was a revolution – small in size, but great politically; it was a strike for liberty, a
struggle for principle, a stand against injustice and oppression.
“It was the Barons and John, over again; it was Hampden and Ship-Money; it was
Concord and Lexington; small beginnings, all of them, but all of them great in
political results, all of them epoch-making.
“It is another instance of a victory won by a lost battle. It adds an honorable page
to history; the people know it and are proud of it. They keep green the memory
of men who fell at the Eureka Stockade.”
Then, why, one must ask, are legislative bodies everywhere – Canada and
Australia inclusive – frustrating people by willfully overthrowing good laws for bad
laws and replacing fair justice systems with kangaroo courts?
The majority of the world’s population would prefer living in peace, harmony and
in pursuit of their dreams. But governments intentionally stir the pot with an
electric prod to instigate civil unrest so the police and military can practice their
mean-spiritedness by quashing the likes of the Ballarat Rebellion.
There’s One In Every Crowd
I had not been successful in by bid to interest the mainstream media in the
Carlos case. So, I appealed to members of the gun community to write opinion
pieces to their local newspapers and/or the Whitehorse Star.
Just as the miners’ fight isn’t over until they say it’s over, the
gun fight isn’t over until you say it’s over, either.
Therefore, I implore you not to forget the case of Whitehorse
resident Allen Carlos. Don’t forget that courts tend to hand
down decisions these days based on mob opinion. May as
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well be the opinion of the right-wing mob rather than the leftwing mob! What he gets for a sentence could depend on the
support he receives from gun land. After all, the Crown
prosecutor wanted a retraction from the (Yukon News) about
one of my earlier articles because he was afraid deputy
judge Livingstone, who will be doing the sentencing, would
base her judgment on what I’d written. Keep in mind, this
has been a dirty case fraught with skullduggery and
vindictiveness; keep in mind the SCC decision was rigged;
and keep in mind he deserves an absolute discharge, no
criminal record, his entire gun collection returned in mint
condition, and an apology and financial compensation from
the RCMP, the judiciary, the Chief Firearms Officer, the
feminists who filed complaints and the regulatory authorities
who pushed them to do it.
I received an email from a person billing himself as John Galt (Atlas Shrugged
protagonist), who, if he didn’t “get it” by now, wasn’t going to. I opted not
to waste time trying to explain or convince him of anything, so did not
reply directly to him.
Jane: Before I write the editor of the Whitehorse paper, I
wanted to make sure I have the facts straight. I understand
that Mr. Carlos allegedly made public verbal complaints to a
peace officer (fish cop) which provided a judge with enough
reason to believe that Mr. Carlos was a danger to himself
and others and should have his firearms seized.
The police called Mr. Carlos at his suburban Whitehorse
residence and found a loaded handgun wrapped in a rag
and in a plastic bag behind a piece of furniture and two
loaded handguns in a locked gun cabinet. These handguns
were not stored in accordance with the law. They were
loaded and clearly not in use.
I own a handgun and I’ve taken the same Canadian safety
course Mr. Carlos must have taken. The course handbook
clearly defines legal handgun storage and use. All handgun
owners know that a handgun can only be loaded if it’s within
our immediate control, at arms (sic) reach at most and preferably
worn in a holster.
The practical part of the exam requires that the person
demonstrate how to quickly unload a handgun. Anyone who
has taken the Cdn firearms course would know it is quicker
to unload a handgun than wrap it up and hide it or even lock
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it in a box.
Knowing that a police visit was imminent (sic) would give any
reasonable gun owner a clue to make sure all guns were
lawfully secured.
All the Supreme Court did was reaffirm that you can’t leave
loaded handguns unattended. None of the handgun owners
I know ever thought it was OK to hide loaded handguns
behind furniture even if we were home so the whole court
exercise only proved the obvious.
The real travesty of justice is that the warrant was issued on
an unsubstantiated complaint. The Crown’s logic appears to
be that since chargeable offenses were found then the
warrant was valid regardless of the reason for serving it.
That should concern all Canadians, especially firearms
owners.
Like many, I can’t support Mr. Carlos since he clearly made
some highly unusual interpretations of the safe storage laws.
Furthermore, if he had properly stored his firearms or at least
unloaded them, then the whole issue of the grounds for the
complaint would have been arguable in court and the right of
free speech would have been reaffirmed. As it stands, the
real issue was lost in the process and the SC simply
reaffirmed the storage law, what a waste...
The lesson is obvious: Never anger someone who wears a
gun.
I forwarded the email with a note to the lawyer: “Richard: I ain’t answering THIS
one! Who is JG? Isn’t his name straight out of Ayn Rand’s Atlas Shrugged?”
Then I posted my article Temporary or Short Interruption: A Fine Line, which
brought on more wailing from John Galt.
Temporary Or Short Interruption: A Fine Line
What’s the difference between “temporary” and “short
interruption”?
Quick! You have 10 minutes to respond.
That’s the amount of time it took for the Supreme Court of
Canada (SCC) to hand down a tailor-made, five-paragraph
judgment in two official languages – typos, poor punctuation,
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et al – that convicted Allen Carlos of three counts of
improper firearms storage.
I daresay the answer to the riddle will lie once again with
the Supreme Court. Some poor soul will be driven to the
highest court to untangle the obfuscation created with an
incomplete ruling of what constitutes “storage” as opposed to
“in use”.
The summary-type decision quoted no law. I have never
seen an important court decision that did not reference law
to substantiate the reason for the ruling.
This one was presented orally by M. Justice Arbour in
Ottawa on April 17, immediately following an hour and a half
(sic) of Crown (sic) and defence arguments.
Only seven of nine justices heard the Crown’s “as of right”
appeal against the Whitehorse resident. For some unknown
reason, Justice L’Heureux-Dube, who will retire later this
year, did not sit. In keeping with an odd number, Justice
Major, a former Alberta judge, bowed out.
Carlos, the defendant, has been heralded as a folk hero and
“martyr for democracy” over the last two years while
dysfunctional firearms laws were tested on him. The popular
independent prospector was found innocent of all charges in
both territorial and Yukon Court of Appeal.
The Crown pushed the case to the SCC over the meaning of
“storage”, a word not defined in any firearm legislation.
Instead of referring the matter back to elected legislators, the
burden fell on a lone citizen to bear the brunt of Parliament’s
negligence.
The court of last resort is obliged to take criminal cases
where a single dissenting vote has been cast in the lower
court. The matter is supposed to deal with a point of law; not
entertain political or social issues of a vindictive nature.
The “as of right” case dated back to a (British Columbia)-based
Madam Justice Ryan, who, wanting to be certain why she was
hearing the case, opened her appeal in Whitehorse last May
29, asking quizzically if it isn’t legal to have a loaded gun in
the privacy of your own home? Which it is when you are at
home.
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Yet her later ruling stated that Carlos was either “using” the
firearms in question or had “stored” them. “There is no
middle ground.”
Thus, the job fell to the SCC to decide whether the Yukon
Court of Appeal erred in finding that the firearms in question
had not been “stored” within the meaning of Criminal Code
Section 86, and whether the court failed to enter guilty
verdicts against the defendant with respect to all three of his
offences with which he was charged.
“The case against Allen Carlos has been an exercise in
bureaucratic excess and vindictiveness,” wrote Edmontonbased defence lawyer Richard Fritze, whose letter appeared
in the May issue of Canadian Access to Firearms.
“Acting on unproved and contradictory complaints (one from
a secretary in the (Chief Firearms Officer’s) office long after
Carlos had been “marked” for special treatment), a search
warrant was obtained.
“Carlos was home and was handling his firearms when the
police arrived and executed the warrant. The charges under
Criminal Code ss. 86(1) and 86(2) – careless storage and
storage contrary to regulations – were thrown out.
“The last federal election returned the Liberals to power and,
coincidentally, an appeal was launched. This, too, failed.
“One dissent was registered in the appeal, the basis of which
is the rather fatuous statement that (a thing) is “either in use
or it is in storage – there is no middle ground.”
Shifting to my opinion, the penultimate paragraph of the SCC
ruling contains weasel words that uphold the concept of
“middle ground”.
“There are obviously circumstances where a short
interruption in the use or handling of firearms would still
constitute use or handling rather than storage,” it said.
“In this case, however, the respondent took steps to put
away and hide his weapons such that the proper
characterization of his actions was that he stored them,
albeit temporarily, rather than continue his use and handling
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of the firearms in plain view of the police.” (Emphases are
added.)
It is easy to second-guess your own or someone else’s
action in hindsight. But that last statement conjures up
images of a very unsafe situation.
(Note: Here, the article reiterates Second Private Opinion to
Crown’s Factum as provided in Chapter 15: The Supreme
Court of Canada.)
To interject as a way of explanation, the police were
knocking at the door on Feb. 15, 2000, thanks to a complaint
stale-dated by five months before it was filed with the RCMP
a year prior to the raid.
Federal mining inspector Sandra Orban, who has never
exchanged a single word with Carlos, claimed the prospector
threatened to shoot any government people who came onto
his mining property packing guns.
Orban’s pal, Julie Nordmann, manager of the federal mining
land-use office, filed a companion incident report with the
police in January 1999.
What eventually turned into a warrant stated Carlos was a
“threat to society and to his family”. Yet he was neither
charged with uttering threats nor anything of a violent nature
that would have to be proved in court.
Instead, it was while the police were on their fishing
expedition to seize his valuable firearm collection, they found
and charged Carlos with what they believed to be three
“storage” violations...
...(T)housands consider Carlos’ actions to be “lawful
excuse”, regardless of whether his actions constitute “usage
and handling” or “storage”.
As proof of the supporters’ strong convictions, a national
fund-raising effort has been launched and is sweeping
across the country to raise $80,000-plus for his legal needs.
Besides his sentencing for firearms storage infractions worth
jail time and a criminal record to this man who’s never had a
speeding ticket nor any previous encounters with the law, he
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still faces a gun prohibition hearing.
Maybe the public will finally hear from Orban, Nordmann,
Tina Thomas, the secretary of the Chief Firearms Officer,
Pauline Drapeau, the female fisheries and oceans officer,
and the other feminists.
Your dollar can help immensely if it is one of those deposited
every other minute into the mailbox of Paul Rogan...or into
the Al Carlos Trust Fund, Bank of Montreal...
John Galt sent me another email:
Thank you for the additional information you posted to the
CFD (Canadian Firearms Digest) regarding the Carlos case.
Here is my less than 10 minutes response.
If I understand your story correctly, we are to believe that an
individual who knows that the police are coming (sic), decide this
is a good time to load his three handguns, and leave them
loaded. Furthermore, when the police arrive, this individual
decides to lock two loaded guns in a box and double wrap
another loaded one and hide it behind the furniture.
When I ask any of my friends who own handguns what they
would do in the situation above and all said “unload the
guns” as the first step. No matter how one tries to rationalize
it the individual had ample opportunity to unload the guns as
an alternative to the “temporary storage” he claims.
To any rational person it looks like this individual tried to hide
loaded guns in inaccessible locations. This is clearly not “in
use”. A loaded handgun should be worn in a holster, or
within arm’s reach as the SC Justice said. What rational
excuse is there to hide loaded handguns about the house?
Just because the individual wants to?
Why are you defending these sorts of unsafe actions?
Please explain why I should defend these actions and give
money to the individual’s lawyer?
I, again, forwarded the message to Richard Fritze. KAPOWEE! He pinned Galt’s
ears back, and I never heard from this mystery writer again.
Dear Sir: Jane Gaffin has forwarded your correspondence
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below to me. I feel that you are misapprehending the actual
evidence from the trial (understandable enough if one’s only
sources are snippets from the press, postings on the CFD,
(Canadian Firearms Digest) and so on).
My comments are interspersed below, preceded by
**********:
(Note: Only Fritze’s comments are presented here and not
the snips from JG’s email.)
********** He did not know they (police) were coming. On the
morning in question, the police had phoned Carlos to set up
an interview (to which he reluctantly agreed, having been
badly abused – yes, abused, by Cst. Gork, the investigating
constable, about 10 days earlier at the RCMP Detachment).
This meeting was to be on “neutral” ground, or not at all, as
far as Carlos was concerned.
The local Tim Horton’s was chosen and a time set. Long
before Carlos would have had to leave for the meeting to be
on time, four armed policemen arrived at his door with their
warrant. He was not expecting them at his home at all. It
appears that they must have thought he’d be gone by the
time they pulled up in two unmarked vans.
********** His guns had been loaded before the police called
to set up the meeting. Carlos had been handling them,
checking them, etc., in the vicinity of his custom-built gun
safe in his basement.
Part of his routine was to load them (all were revolvers).
This evidence was uncontroverted and no court level (not at
trial, nor at Court of Appeal, nor at the SCC) commented on
his credibility.
He had taken a .357 upstairs to his office to confirm its serial
number against his own filed records, leaving the other two
(loaded) by his safe. The only people home were his wife, in
the kitchen and his eldest son (an adult) who was sleeping
after working a night shift. All were trained in firearms
safety. No strangers, guests, drunks, lunatics, imbeciles or
dangerous types were present.
Carlos was back and forth a few times (basement to office
on ground floor) in the course of his activities. The trial
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judge found that he was in close proximity to his firearms at
all times. He did not leave his home at any time that
morning.
Carlos’ uncontroverted evidence was that he panicked when
his wife called out that “4 guys were coming up the walk and
I think it’s the police.” He was “stressed” and “not thinking
clearly”. He felt the best thing to do would be to get the guns
out of sight (reduce tension level by a huge factor – imagine
the police seeing firearms out while entering a man’s home
on a firearms warrant). He quickly set two into his safe and
spun the combination. He then realized that his .357 was
upstairs. He ran up and secreted it behind the stereo. It had
been placed inside a plastic bag with an oil cloth around it
earlier – after finishing his inventory of it.
Hindsight is 20/20. I believe Carlos when he says he
panicked and thought it was the best thing to do at the time
and in the circumstances.
********** Even if you’re correct, the Criminal Code s. 86(1)
charge (re the .357) should have failed anyway as his
actions were not “careless”.
Each gun had either a spent cartridge or an empty cylinder
lined up with the firing pin (more uncontroverted evidence).
That was Carlos’ long-standing practice which precludes an
accidental discharge even if dropped onto the hammer or
even if someone pulled the trigger.
The two s. 86(2) charges were more problematic (re the two
in the safe). That charge is a regulatory offense. Mens rea
is not something the Crown needs to prove. Only the
wrongful act (actus reus) needs to be proved. Defences are
few, but due diligence is available. In the circumstances,
Carlos did everything he reasonably could have, save for
unload the guns. Both were locked in his safe – away from
prying, curious or inept hands. His uncontroverted evidence
was that he reacted in that fashion because he felt he had to
secure the firearms immediately (I’m paraphrasing). He
planned to store them in his usual fashion, ie., unloaded and
locked up, once he was done using them. He was
interrupted and charged for his lack of letter-perfect
compliance. I find it ironic that he gets convicted for trying to
make the situation safer by reducing the chance someone
might misconstrue his intentions. If the guns were seen and
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tension (level goes )through the roof, so to speak, while they
have Carlos and his wife on the floor at gunpoint (I’m speculating,
but such tactics are well within the norm) – what tragedy
happens when Carlos’ son walks out of his bedroom to ask
what’s going on?
********** “Use” is not defined in the Criminal Code either.
Consider the situation where one takes his lawn sprinkler out
of storage (from the garden shed). Connect hose, place in
garden, turn on hydrant – and walk away. The sprinkler
surely isn’t in storage. It’s “use” is not as direct as if one
were holding it, but it is “use” nonetheless.
********** The law is supposed to be all about safety. In the
circumstances, what more needed to be done? What was
unsafe at his house that day that is somehow safe in the
field or at the range?
********** No one is asking you to “give money to this
individual’s lawyer.” Al Carlos paid his bill with his own
money, in advance. He was caught up in a vindictive
prosecution and had no choice but to fight as he felt he did
no wrong in the circumstances. Two courts below agreed
with him. Every gun owner stood to “benefit” from his
experience, in that we hoped a clear definition of storage
might result.
I was not sure how to decode Galt’s cryptic message: “Thank you for your
comments, things are much worse than I thought.”
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What we tried to achieve in the Court of Appeal was to bring this
legislation back in line with Canadians’ high expectations of privacy in the
home. This legislation made it very, very easy for the police to walk into
anybody’s home and rifle through it – pardon the pun – for firearms. It
could also be used as a justification for strip searches.
Adam Boni
Toronto defense lawyer for Kenneth Hurrell,
Court of Appeal for Ontario
CC s. 117.04(1) struck down July 19, 2002
______________________________________________________________________
CHAPTER 17: CARLOS HOME RAIDED ON UNCONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Revenge is sweet even when served up cold.
An Ontario Court of Appeal ruling on July 19, 2002 that the section of the
Criminal Code under which Whitehorse RCMP had obtained a warrant to go on a
fishing expedition in the Allen Carlos home two years before was
unconstitutional.
Parliament was ordered to rewrite Criminal Code s. 117.04(1) and bring the
provision in line with the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
Justice Michael Moldaver, writing a 23-page decision for Justices Eleanore Cronk
and Eileen Gillese, ruled that particular section violates the protections against
unreasonable search and seizure as guaranteed in the Charter.
The provision suffers from “incurable overbreadth”, he wrote. It allows for
“wholesale fishing expeditions” in which police are permitted to invade an
individual’s privacy in circumstances where they may have no reason to even
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suspect, let alone believe, that the person owns weapons or that a crime has
been or is being committed.
A cheer resounded throughout Canada when the Ontario court shot the volley
across the bow. It quashed the search warrant used to raid Kenneth Roy
Hurrell’s private residence in February 2000, and ordered the London (Ontario)
Police Service to return the seized goods.
The major victory may be short-lived, however. Upon return of the seized
possessions, the police can seek a fresh warrant under another section of the
Code and proceed with the gun-prohibition application.
The police can get by with this legally simply because Ottawa Liberals have
repeatedly refused to Charter-proof the blizzard of odious laws pushed through
the parliamentary factory. The Liberals think justice comes out in the wash after
an individual winds his way through three to five years of appeals courts.
The Charter states a person charged with an offense is presumed to be innocent
until proven guilty. Not so for second-rate citizens, however. Reverse onus
applies to gun owners.
The Charter states a person charged must be brought to trial in a reasonable
time. What is the definition of “reasonable”? It takes a minimum of 15 court
appearances and three years to bring prohibition hearings to court, if ever.
Had the application to quash the warrant been successful in the complicated
Carlos case, his family would never have been forced into the Supreme Court of
Canada over the meaning of “storage”, a word Parliament neglected to define in
law.
The police used a bogus warrant to assault the Carlos home on February 15,
2000, and seize the family’s valuable gun collection. The three counts of
improper firearms storage were a direct result of a “wholesale fishing expedition”
and extraneous to the purported purpose of the warrant.
“Is it justice that rather than charging me with a specific offence (the police)
would have to prove in court – that is, uttering threats – that they would storm our
home, find what they believe to be a storage infraction and forced us into court
with such charges?” Carlos fumed.
Under a backassward firearms law, the police were able to request a warrant to
seize firearms first, then would ask the Crown to apply for a gun-prohibition
hearing to determine if Carlos should be allowed to possess firearms, albeit he
was duly licensed, registered and “grandfathered” to own them, and had owned
some of his personal property for up to 45 years.
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The prohibition hearing was derailed by the three counts of storage infractions for
which Carlos was acquitted in territorial court and again in Yukon Appeals Court.
The Crown finally obtained a conviction on April 17, 2002, after driving him into
the highest court.
His Alberta-based defense lawyer, Richard Fritze, viewed the case against Allen
Carlos as “an exercise in bureaucratic excess and vindictiveness.”
Police and complainants had concocted a search warrant in a back room. Then
Constable Wayne Gork took the 58-page application document to the judge’s
chamber in the courthouse on Valentine’s Day, 2000.
About a half hour elapsed from delivery of the voluminous package until territorial
judge Heino Lilles signed it. Yet many hours were required respectively for
lawyers and the trial judge to digest the text of the badly-flawed document.
Until the matter came to court, nobody knew for sure who said what about whom.
“Is it justice that I am not allowed to respond to allegations or never know for
certain what they are?” questioned Carlos.
“In essence, I am deemed guilty until I can somehow prove my innocence to
such allegations. Is it justice when these same unsubstantiated allegations,
highly-embellished, are incorporated into an application for a search warrant,
being outright lies? Is it justice that I – a firearms owner – am dealt with under a
more liberal search warrant than other citizenry?” he asked.
While usually difficult to quash a warrant, this one definitely should have been.
Defense lawyer Fritze argued very capably that the law to obtain the search
warrant was unconstitutional. Two years hence the Ontario Court of Appeals
proved him right.
“With respect to Section 8 of the Charter, minimum standard on which a judge
may grant a search warrant is reasonable and probable grounds,” Fritze
submitted.
“The whole circumstances surrounding the application for the warrant
and the issuance of it are suspect. The evidence that was obtained tends to
bring the administration of justice into disrepute.”
He added, “(Sometime) the right thing has to be done for Mr. Carlos and
everybody else in this country.” Deputy judge Deborah Livingstone jolted, as
though his remark were somehow impertinent in this politically-correct age.
The federal circuit judge, who resides in London, Ontario, thought gun owners
deserved the same respect as any other citizen. But she didn’t believe Carlos’
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civil rights had been violated. Neither did she believe that her court was the
proper forum to argue the constitutionality of that section of the Code.
In this writer’s not-so-humble opinion, everything surrounding this case stinks. It
took the police 18 months to act on what they called “a pressing public safety”
matter.
To date, the complainants who filed unfounded and contradictory accusations
have been free to commit those dastardly deeds with total impunity. They should
be forced to the witness box to make the same allegations under oath and crossexamination as they felt so secure in doing behind closed doors with police allies.
After all this turmoil, the Crown appears not to have a case to proceed with a
prohibition hearing, albeit the witnesses were subpoenaed twice. One broke
down tearfully at the thought of going to court. Maybe others hadn’t considered
the consequences beforehand, either.
If the case doesn’t go to prohibition then again in this writer’s not-so-humble
opinion, the legal system will have denied Carlos the opportunity to face his
accusers in court, which is the way justice used to be administered.
When the case came before the territorial judge on fishing-trip charges was the
first time the names of the instigators of this sorry mess were publicized. The main
players were female feds who implicated male feds in their wake.
Sandra Orban, a placer-mining inspector, had never exchanged a word with Carlos,
and it was highly doubtful that her male field partner was aware of her actions. Orban
and her pal Julie Nordmann filed companion complaints with the police on January 19,
1999.
Constable Raymond Sydney investigated and shelved what he may have
suspected was the personal vendetta it was. Later, Constable Gork
resuscitated the Sydney report before it was destroyed.
Orban and Nordmann were both employed by Indian Affairs and Northern
Development. Yet their reports were written on Fisheries and Oceans forms to
be corroborated with one filed by fisheries officer Pauline Drapeau.
None of the reports were sworn affidavits. Orban’s was stale-dated by five
months and wasn’t even signed or dated.
Nearly a year passed before the police sought out firearms-office employees
Tina Thomas and Leah Richardson. Their interviews were a character
assassination without a shred of evidence to substantiate the allegations.
Every individual would recoil in horror if they realized the very laws which are
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supposed to afford protection from state abuse can be turned full fury against
them.
It is a rarity that even the wealthiest person can defend himself whenever a
legion of government police, prosecutors and judges bring on trumped-up
charges. The odds of winning are slimmer for the combo Yukon hardrock-gold
prospector/gun owner of middle-class status.
A courtroom packed with supporters stood up and cheered wildly when Carlos
beat the government rap in the first round. They knew the odds and were
celebrating him as a special person. He has since been heralded as a folk hero
and “martyr for democracy”.
“One cannot imagine how smothering it feels when the state decides to sit on
you,” said Carlos, whose only sin was to speak his mind on subjects others
groused about privately.
They’re tired of stumbling over an inordinate number of condescending
bureaucrats who hold too much power and treat every government policy like
“prohibition orders”.
“My nature is to speak my mind,” said Carlos. ““If I were to have lived in the
Soviet Union in the 1930s, I would have been that person who was first targeted
for the Gulag.”
If that is where he’s headed as a political prisoner, he won’t be alone. The law
says supporters are guilty by association. And we’re all here for him, ready to go
mine salt rather than gold.
Carlos will be sentenced by deputy judge Livingstone, who acquitted him in the
lower court of all three counts emanating from the police fishing expedition.
In her November 2000 decision, she noted, “It was clear to me observing Mr.
Carlos in the witness box that he sincerely believes he has been treated unjustly
by the RCMP.”
She also heard that while the police were at the door he accused them of
conspiracy with Chief Firearms Officer Dan Otterbein, who would not provide a
reason for denying the master woodsman and gun handler a “permit to carry” his
restricted weapon in the bush. Yet he had had a permit for over 20 years.
The Ontario Court of Appeal decision gives weight to the fact that the Carlos
family was indeed driven into the Supreme Court on a bogus warrant based on
unconstitutional law.
Livingstone’s sentencing via teleconferencing at an unknown date will be
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interesting.
In the court of public opinion, this mob of one, who will be back in court with him
or on his behalf for the 15th time on August 2, is still ranting unequivocally for
absolute discharge; no criminal record; no jail time; remove red flags from
computers; return valuable gun collection in mint condition and not re-seize;
return all paperwork; issue a permit to carry; order apologies from all the nervous
Nellies who told fairy tales that would put Grimms to shame, and an apology from
the Snoop Troopers for listening to the bedtime rubbish; and promise to leave
him alone.
It has been expensive for the Carloses to tenaciously take a stand against
injustice and oppression and fight to protect everybody’s civil rights and liberties
against Stalinist-state tactics.
You can support and show solidarity by contributing to the Al Carlos Legal Trust
Fund, Bank of Montreal...
Writers Responded
Al Dorans posted a message with Canadian Firearms Digest online: “The
following arguments by first-rate investigative reporter, Jane Gaffin, Whitehorse
Star, represent many of the reasons why FED UP Canada contributed $1,500 to
support Allen Carlos and to protect all Canadian gun owners from such blatant
abuse and harassment.”
(Note: I’m not so much the crackerjack investigator as Dorans credited me, so
much as knowing Carlos’ counsel who graciously shared the 23-page Ontario
Court of Appeal decision with me. In turn, Ontario lawyers who specialize in gun
cases and were not aware of the premiere decision were contacting me for a
copy.)
JM sent a jewel of a personal email: “Thanks for (forwarding article). I hadn’t
seen it before. A fine piece of work – you should print it out, drop it on a hotdog
bun, cover it with doo-doo and offer it to all involved as the original shit sandwich.
They all deserve to take a bite, and I wish they’d choke on it.
“I can see why it went over well in the firearms community. If the powers that be
don’t come for you after this, maybe they are finally getting the message. I
wonder if that could possibly be. Keep at it – they may be on the defensive now.”
“John Galt” did not send me a personal email regarding the striking down of s.
117.04(1) as unconstitutional. Instead he posted his discontent online with
Canadian Firearms Digest as v.4 #935, which, again, Richard Fritze answered.
Yes, s. 117 is a travesty, but according to court records
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(quoted below) the search and seizure warrant was issued
under Criminal Code s. 111, i.e. that his possession of
firearms was a danger to himself and others. This was
never substantiated. According to correspondence I’ve
received, no one has ever been charged under s. 117.
Relevant reference quoted in part:
* In fact, a hearing pursuant to s. 111 of the Criminal Code
remains to be scheduled for Mr. Carlos in that regard...
* On February 14th, the day before this incident, the RCMP
had obtained a warrant from His Honour Judge Lilles to
search the residence of Mr. Carlos and seize his firearms. In
anticipation of the Section 111 hearing I referred to earlier.
Produced below is a portion of the trial transcript.
The RCMP obtained a warrant pursuant to CC s. 117.04(1)
and planned to seek a prohibition under s. 111.
(Proceedings adjourned)
(Proceedings reconvened)
THE COURT: Yes, Mr. Fritze.
MR. FRITZE: Yes, thank you. I see this application is made
out in Form 1 and that’s making reference to s. 117.04(1)
and of course, that allows for an application to search and
seize where it is not desirable in the interests of the safety of
the person or any other person to possess any weapon, et
cetera. Form 1 typically, if I’m not mistaken, is used where
the person swearing the information satisfies a justice that
there are reasonable grounds for believing that an offence
has been committed.
117.04(1) does not describe an offence. It’s a peace officer
saying that he believes, rightly or wrongly, that there’s a
safety issue. Of course, I found some old cases, I’m sure
everybody knows them, but one test, for example, was from
a case called Re Borden & Elliot v. the Queen, the Court of
Appeal of Ontario, Justice Arnup states there that justice
must be satisfied, and I’m paraphrasing a little bit, that there
are reasonable grounds for believing that an offence has
been committed, and that – documents was what was being
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sought in that one – but that documents sought to be seized
would afford evidence with respect to its commission.
Article Regarding Striking Down Of s. 117.04(1)
In an article by Tracey Tyler, writing for an Ontario newspaper, the name of
which was omitted in the email transfer, the legal-affairs reporter referenced s. 8
under Legal Rights of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, which states:
“Everyone has the right to be secure against unreasonable search and seizure.”
Justice Moldaver also referenced in his decision s. 1 of the Charter. It states:
“The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees the rights and
freedoms set out in it subject only to such reasonable limits prescribed by law as
can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society.”
In sections 50 to 61, the judge substantiated his decision with case law, which
showed s. 117.04(1) as “trespassing on an individual’s property”.
Tyler wrote:
The Ontario Court of Appeal has struck down a law intended
to prevent gun-related injuries and deaths because it allows
police to go on “wholesale fishing expeditions” in people’s
homes.
In what is being described as an important victory for
homeowners’ rights, the court declared section 117.04(1) of
the Criminal Code unconstitutional by a 3-0 decision. The
law gives police the right to conduct sweeping bodily or
residential searches for guns and ammunition, even if they
have no reason to believe or suspect the person has
weapons.
The law has an important purpose in preventing deaths or
injuries, said Mr. Justice Michael Moldaver, noting that
Parliament has been told that a woman is shot to death in
Canada every six days.
But in trying to prevent gun-related violence, the law suffers
from “incurable overbreadth” and violated protections against
unreasonable search and seizure guaranteed by the Charter
of Rights and Freedoms, he said.
“It allows for wholesale fishing expeditions in which the
police are permitted to invade an individual's privacy in
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circumstances where they may have no reason to even
suspect, let alone believe, that the person of concern has
any weapons or other dangerous items in his or her
possession,” said Moldaver, writing for justices Eleanore
Cronk and Eileen Gillese. The court gave Parliament six
months to rewrite the law. In the meantime, the court said
police who want to obtain search warrants to look for guns
should follow proposed draft legislation, submitted to the
court by the federal and provincial attorneys-general.
The legislation requires police to provide some evidence to
show they have reasonable grounds to believe that a person
has a weapon or ammunition and that it isn’t in the interest of
public safety for them to possess it.
“What we tried to achieve in the Court of Appeal was to bring this
legislation back in line with Canadian’s high expectations of privacy in the
home,” Toronto defence lawyer Adam Boni, who argued the case with
lawyer William Trudell, said.
“This legislation made it very, very easy for the police to walk into
anybody’s home and rifle through it – pardon the pun – for firearms,” Boni
said, adding that it could also be used as a justification for strip searches.
Boni and Trudell represented Kenneth Roy Hurrell, who had
12 firearms, two crossbows, 11 containers of assorted
ammunition and a firearms acquisition certificate (FAC)
seized when police entered his home on Gainsworth Rd. in
London, Ontario, on February 2, 2000.
Yesterday’s (July 19/02) decision quashes the search
warrant used by police to enter Hurrell’s residence. The
appeal court also issued an order requiring the London
(Ontario) Police Service to return the seized items.
However, once the items are turned over to Hurrell, the
police officer who returned them will be entitled to
immediately demand that he produce the required
authorization, Moldaver said. Should he fail to comply,
police may seize the items again, he said.
(Note: Nobody in the gun community kept tabs on this important Hurrell case,
and it was never determined if what Judge Moldaver predicted could happen, did
happen. Further, rumblings about the federal justice department’s plans to have
the decision of the three judges in the lower court overturned in the Supreme
Court of Canada, have not been substantiated yet. But it is the type of direction
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the prime minister would be expected to give his nine, red-robed bishops in the
Court of Political Policies.)
Letter Writers Tell Why They Feel Abused
M.J. (Mike) Ackermann, MD, and president of St. Mary’s Shooters Association in
Sherbrooke, Nova Scotia, posted a letter with the Canadian Firearms Digest and
the Whitehorse Star, in August, 2002.
I'll make it real simple so even the Federal Liberals can
understand it.
What I want, as a citizen, a shooter, and a public health
official is violence control, not "gun control".
We know who the bad guys are. They identify themselves to
us repeatedly over the span of their increasingly violent
criminal careers.
Let's deal with them appropriately and stop wasting precious
time, money, and freedom creating paper criminals out of
otherwise harmless ordinary citizens.
For example, a known felon with a history as long as your
arm takes a shot at a store owner using a stolen gun while
on parole and already under a life-long prohibition against
gun possession, granted because of a prior armed robbery.
Guess what happens.
Does he get the minimum four years, mandatory, nonnegotiable, consecutive sentence in addition to any other
punishment? That is what the Criminal Code says he should
get.
No.
Does he get a stiff jail sentence at all?
No.
After plea bargaining he gets perhaps five years, but because
of triple time credit for time served awaiting trial this is
brought down to two years and because parole kicks in after
two-thirds of his sentence the remaining time is written off
and he walks with just a token jail time followed by probation.
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That’s the same probation he was on when he committed his act of
violence in the first place. (No, I'm NOT making this up. This
is really how the system works.)
Meanwhile, the anti-gun fanatics wail and whine for even
stiffer restrictions on the harmless traditional pastimes of the
recreational firearms community.
I mean, after all, if the current set of bollixed-up laws isn't
stopping the criminals from getting and abusing guns then
obviously we need more of the same, right?
And the government can't figure out why we gun owners feel
abused.
Whitehorse resident Stewart Jamieson’s opinion about police abusing their
powers appeared in the Star.
I am disgusted to learn that the RCMP will soon have stun
guns in addition to all the rest of the weapons and crap they
use to control people (Star, July 22/02).
I do not believe they will limit their use of this new tool. It's
only a matter of time before you see cases of abuse. They
already abuse every power they have!
Instead of loading themselves up with a gun, a Taser, a night
stick, pepper spray, handcuffs and a radio, they should
lighten up and maybe get psychological help. They have to
get to the root of their own problems and find out why they
are so aggressive.
My point of view is not just a reaction to news stories; it's
mostly based on personal experience. I've suffered
psychological damage from being subjected to false arrest
by RCMP officers who didn't know the difference between
being a smart person and a smart-ass.
They also don't seem to know the difference between
winning someone's respect compared to getting obedience
based on fear and intimidation.
Right now, you might be thinking I have the protection of
some official complaint process. Forget it! It's a hoax.
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The police are so spoiled, they expect to get what they want
when they want it. But if a private citizen objects to their
conduct, they can wait 'til the cows come home with some
legalistic double-talk from some bureaucrat who missed the
point!
The point is: police are not always the good guys. When they
abuse their powers, they are no better than any other gang
of ignorant thugs.
Court Appearances
After a hasty, unjust Supreme Court ruling, a disgusted Allen Carlos declared he
was finished playing games with the legal system. He had already been in court
for trial or court appearances fifteen, sixteen, seventeen times and flatly refused
to appear before the bench at the prosecutor’s whimsical beck and call.
It was a waste of his time. And he certainly wasn’t going to pay a high-priced
lawyer for a three-hour wait in the courtroom to be heard for 60 seconds by a
judge, justice of the peace or trial coordinator. It was a puzzle why his name was
usually first on the docket but always the last to be called.
Mrs. Carlos couldn’t conveniently take time off work nor afford to have her wages
docked, not knowing exactly how long to book off.
The conundrum was solved. I didn’t want to give the court the chance to charge
Carlos with contempt, or something equally as silly. And, at this point, I wouldn’t
put anything past them.
My hours were flexible. I had sat in court sufficient number of times with Carlos
and for my personal work to have the confidence to attend as his agent. I knew
the case better than anybody in court but was ignorant on procedures.
Fritze guided me on that count, and I began to like the game.
I even had a special “going to court costume” for these occasions. It was a Tshirt with the words Responsible Firearms Owners Coalition explaining the big
R.F.O.C. initials across the top. The center of the garment was emblazoned with
the caricature of a very angry, mean-looking bear. Smoke puffed from between
his fuzzy ears. Under his big feet was the appropriate message: “Ottawa kicked
me one too many times.”
My willingness to stand up in court and show my support for Carlos impressed
people who were unfamiliar with the court system and thought it was a big deal.
It even changed the thinking of some who had wrongly assumed things about
him and this complicated case.
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I thought surely in one of my appearances McWhinnie would be present. I began
to look for ways to needle him. But he never once showed during my six court
appearances. There was usually a pleasant, handsome young fellow who
smiled, nodded politely and thanked me for my input on behalf of Mr. Carlos and
Mr. Fritze. He was respectful and stood when addressing the bench.
A couple of times, however, I had to endure a dour, mumbling, recalcitrant, rude
Crown lawyer who ignored me. He never looked up from his files, much less
stood up, even to address the lady on the bench.
May 3, 2002
It was Friday, May 3, 2002.
In the morning, I was on an errand in the courthouse and, by chance, noticed
Allen Carlos’ name listed first on the 2 o'clock docket. I sent an email to Richard
Fritze, who fortuitously was manning his computer at the time. He wrote back
swiftly that he didn’t know anything about it.
This was a hoot in the first degree. His name, which was first on the docket, was
as usual called toward the last of the procedure for fixing dates to various cases.
I went forward but stopped in my tracks to allow the pleasant Crown lawyer to
have his say.
The pretty JP on the bench turned to ask if I were Mr. Carlos’ agent, at which
time, I hadn’t intended to be. “I’m a friend of the family,” I explained, “and I don’t
see anyone here to represent him.” That, obviously, made me his “agent”, then
and forever more.
No wonder Fritze didn’t know anything about this appearance date; neither did
anybody else.
Nobody in court could explain why Carlos’ name was on the docket.
It turned out that the paperwork for the Supreme Court appeal and sentencing
was on “somebody’s” desk (probably McWhinnie’s) and, according to the
Crown’s information, deputy judge Livingstone was supposed to do the
sentencing. Yes, true. But somebody got their wires crossed and thought she
was still going to hear the s. 111 prohibition application, a matter which she had
spoken to at trial. Doesn’t anybody listen?
While an unidentified court worker flipped through a calendar on a stand, she
explained this government goof-up to the lady on the bench. I kept nodding my
head in a “this is typical” fashion. “His name shouldn’t have been on the docket,”
conceded the court worker.
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Now it was my turn to be disgusted.
The lady JP suggested I contact Mr. Fritze and have him contact Mr. McWhinnie.
(Excuse me! The Crown was driving this bus; it was Mr. McWhinnie’s duty to
contact Mr. Fritze.) “You’d better believe I’ll be in contact with Mr. Fritze very
shortly,” I announced, incredulously, repeating a couple of times: “Let me get this
straight. You want me to have Mr. Fritze contact Mr. McWhinnie?”
Yes, those were the JP’s instructions. I couldn’t believe my ears. I would let
Fritze decide if he wanted to do the contacting or not.
Then the JP and the Crown lawyer set May 17 for the next appearance date.
May 17, 2002
I returned two weeks hence to set a date for Carlos’ sentencing and to schedule
dates for Fritze and McWhinnie to file their written submissions. It seems Fritze
may have requested an extension. The next appearance was set for May 24.
If decisions were based on public opinion, as McWhinnie had claimed, then the
stalling gave me extra time to rustle up more letters-to-the-editor in support of
Carlos and write a few newspaper articles myself.
May 24, 2002
Fritze phoned on May 24, confirming my going to court that afternoon and to
recheck the July dates set at the last appearance for submissions, which, it
seemed, might conflict with McWhinnie’s holidays. He gave me new dates for his
availability, but the original dates, which suited him, stuck. Another appearance
was scheduled for August 2.
August 2, 2002
I checked my email before going to the courthouse. Fritze’s message said he
wanted me to continue on as planned, albeit he and McWhinnie had decided on
August 9 for the next court appearance because the Crown hadn’t heard from
deputy judge Livingstone, who would dispense the sentence.
The court was sparsely attended that Friday afternoon, so I didn’t have to wait
long for my turn to talk to the same JP who was on the bench the first time I
appeared as Carlos’ agent on May 2.
She remembered me. She also recognized the excessiveness of my
appearances. She asked the Crown’s representative if something couldn’t be
done so I didn’t have to appear each time.
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The dip didn’t look up, much less stand up to address her. He buried his face in
his files and mumbled, “There’s two lawyers working on this.” That was the point.
The JP and I exchanged “you tried, I tried” glances and smiles, shrugged.
Nothing could be done through this particular Crown lawyer, Kevin Drolet.
So, I marked my daily diary for August 9.
August 9, 2002
Fritze called to bring me up to speed on what to expect in court that day. We
thought a sentencing date would be set. We didn’t want Carlos having to come
out of the bush prematurely. Fritze advised me to let the court people know that
Carlos was “gainfully employed in the wilds”, even though McWhinnie had made
out in the preamble to the application for the search warrant he was
“unemployed”.
Fritze requested Informations and endorsements, if I could obtain them. I hoped
so. I was losing track of when I was appearing with respect to the gun storage
charges/conviction (864A); or the prohibition hearing (8586); or both.
Mrs. Iris Warde was on the bench. Upon hearing my request, she invited me to
come to Court Registry when we finished and she would provide the requested
documents.
The expected date for a sentencing was not set. Judge Livingstone had been
away from her London, Ontario office and had not yet reviewed the written
submissions from Fritze and McWhinnie, much less thought about a sentence. I
was to return on August 16.
August 16, 2002
Before going to the courthouse at 2 o'clock, I received an email from Fritze,
informing me that indeed the date of October 4, 9 a.m., had been set for
sentencing by teleconferencing. Copies of the sentence would be made
available to interested parties. Fritze did not have to come back to Whitehorse,
but would be connected by conference call, too.
I stepped to the podium. Trial coordinator Iris Warde said she was glad to pass
on the good news that a sentencing date had finally been set, which I heard an
hour earlier from Fritze. To prevent his client from having to come out of the
bush prematurely, he had stubbornly negotiated to put the date forward as far as
possible.
October 4 was about as ideal as could be expected. Carlos’ field season would
be finished and the date was prior to Thanksgiving and Christmas. Ironically, it
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was two days before his sixty-first birthday; he was 58 years of age when this
travesty of justice had started.
The actual sentencing would constitute the 24th court appearance since the witch
hunt emanated into two court matters (s. 86 and s. 111) on March 1, 2000. On
each appearance for the purpose of fixing a date, Carlos was the last to be
called. It resulted in waits spanning 20 minutes to three hours to be heard before
the bench for a minute or two. The wait depended on the number of public legalaid lawyers and their case-loads needing dates fixed for a hearing. Those
matters took precedence over defendants capable of contracting their own
private counsel. Sometimes Carlos or his agent was forced to wait for hours
while prisoners were brought forth for rape or assault cases.
It was a subtle way the legal system had for showing contempt for white middleclass adult males; gun owners, whose rights were one notch below those of
murderers and sex offenders, were treated with even less courtesy in the
courtroom. At least murderers and sex offenders were still entitled to “due
process” under the law.
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To punish a man because we infer from the nature of some
doctrine which he holds, or from the conduct of other
persons who hold the same doctrine as him, that he will
commit a crime, is persecution, and is, in every case, foolish
and wicked.
Thomas Babington (1800-1859)
British Historian
From 1828 works
______________________________________________________________________
CHAPTER 18: CARLOS: A BONE CHOKING JUSTICE’S THROAT
Every time another page unfolded in the Carlos saga, the local media covered it.
Simultaneously, Carlos supporters were wearing down the Crown with antiJustice system publicity.
Word filtered out from the coffee-shop regulars and service-club members that a
select group of RCMP officers were annoyed about the raid on the Carlos house
being referred to in print as a “fishing expedition” – even though the good judge
Michael Moldaver upheld that descriptive terminology when writing the Ontario
Court of Appeal decision in the Kenneth Hurrell case, July 19, 2002.
People close to the Justice department spread the word that prosecutor David
McWhinnie wished he had never heard of the Carlos case. Availing himself to
reporters and complaining to editors about material they published hadn’t worked
in his favor.
Although the case was lost in the Supreme Court, Carlos supporters continued
their spirited democratic defense of a wrongly-accused man. They thumbed their
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nose at the federal Justice department and declared a major victory rising from
the ashes of a lost battle.
Somebody, somewhere was smart enough to know that the general public would
not tolerate the Crown hoisting its legal trolley back on track and proceeding
down the rails with a prohibition hearing – not after the lengthy persecution
Carlos and his family had suffered – and the severe punishment dished out by
the state for a crime Carlos didn’t commit under a law that did not exist.
Even the grand poobahs in the Justice system must have recognized this
asininity as lunatic fringe based on whacko mentality.
The costs, too, were astronomical, even by the standards of a Justice
department that had not counted on going to the Supreme Court when estimating
the budget to prosecute one man in Whitehorse, Yukon Territory.
It cost a minimum of $65,000 per person involved in the prosecution. The
Supreme Court alone must have cost $65,000 per word to cover a five-paragraph
decision. It cost a minimum of $2,000 per hour to be in the courtroom. And
those figures didn’t even account for such incidental expenses as support staff,
transcripts, subpoenas served twice on eight witnesses, teleconference calls,
and portions of wages allocated for various Crown lawyers who were present for
a string of court appearances.
An invisible boss, whoever and wherever s/he might be lurking, was instructing
McWhinnie to wrap up this case expeditiously.
Allen Carlos, it seemed, was a bone choking the Justice system’s throat. And
the poor darlings who started the whole sordid affair were now wishing they had
never heard of the Carlos case.
Tough! A lot of people wished they had never heard of the Carlos case,
especially Mr. Carlos and his family.
As his legal counsel Richard Fritze so aptly described, “The case against Allen
Carlos has been an exercise in bureaucratic excess and vindictiveness.”
“Out of an unreasonable 25 court appearances over the past two-and-a-half years
with respect to a gun-prohibition hearing – which has yet to come to pass – I
have been in court with Carlos or as his agent 21 times,” I wrote in a September 2002
article.
We don’t get paid for hanging out in courtrooms. His name was inevitably near
or on the top of the docket and always the last to be called. To come before the
bench for roughly 60 seconds could require a wait of 20 minutes to three hours.
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So, when I hear blubbering, I only want it coming from two sources: first, from
those five accusatory babes when they break down in tears trying not to perjure
themselves under cross-examination in the witness box; and, secondly, from the
legion of government police, judges and lawyers when they are excommunicated
from their respective jobs for bringing the whole administration of Justice into
disrepute.
I’m so black-hearted I won’t even pass them a Kleenex; they can wipe their snot
on their silk sleeves.
It was the Justice system that shouldn’t have started this sordid mess based on
unfounded “he said, she said” accusations. It was the Justice system that
shouldn’t have kept the Carlos case in motion long after it should have been
squelched.
When the Justice system decided to go after Carlos with a vengeance, it didn’t
reckon on tangling with a stubborn man. He has principles. He stuck to them.
There are some people in this world who refuse to plead guilty when they are not
guilty of any sin other than expressing opinions that others groused about
privately. I’m happy to report inroads in the business of starting to banish some
of the troublemakers in this case to other jurisdictions, which, hopefully, includes
a long winter exile to cozy Devon Island up in the High-High Arctic!
The Justice system should have left well enough along and never signed an
application for a search warrant for a Gang of Four to storm the family residence
and seize their private property.
The police officers sure as shooting shouldn’t have served Mrs. Carlos with a
search warrant that accused her husband of being a “threat to his family”.
If anybody is an expert on that subject it is definitely Mrs. Carlos and their three
offspring. Did the police bother talking to them? No. The police relied on
unsubstantiated information from strangers who had never met the family. The
main accuser had never exchanged a single word with Carlos. One accuser
didn’t like his “piercing blue eyes”. (His eye colour might best be described as
hazel.)
Two police witnesses admitted at trial that, yes, Mrs. Carlos held them at bay and
made them remove muddy boots before barging through her immaculate abode.
I wish I’d had a picture of an Emergency Response Team (ERT) conducting their
raid in stocking feet.
The police also admitted it took them 18 months to get around to carrying out
what they referred to as a “very pressing public safety matter”. The defense
lawyer was incredulous. “Is that the speed you usually move when it’s urgent?”
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Fritze questioned in cross-examination.
Constable Wayne Gork explained that people were on holidays or in China.
Earlier, Corporal Frank Campbell had testified the delay was due to “vacations,
rotations and whatnot.”
Albeit the application for a search warrant wasn’t quashed as it should have been
at trial, the Justice system should have left well enough alone when Carlos was
acquitted in territorial court of three firearms storage infractions brought on by the
police’s fishing expedition.
The Justice system should have left well enough alone when Carlos was
acquitted in the Yukon Appeal Court. But, no, the Justice system drove the
Carlos family into the Supreme Court of Canada because the Ottawa Liberals
had neglected to define the word “store” in the Firearms Act and the Criminal
Code.
In a five-paragraph contrived decision that quoted no case law, he was convicted
within 10 minutes of when legal arguments were presented to a seven-justice
panel in Ottawa on April 17, 2002. It didn’t solve the lexicology problem, but
served to render Carlos a paper criminal who can be sent to the hoosegow.
Rather than crowing over its cleverness to obtain that unorthodox Supreme Court
decision, the Justice system is choking. Choking!
The Ontario Court of Appeal has since said, ‘sorry, dudes, what you did was
illegal.’ Police can’t go on trolling missions to see who they can reel into court on
bogus warrants. Unreasonable search and seizure is unconstitutional.
Tch! Tch! The application for the search warrant, presented by Constable Gork
to territorial judge Heino Lilles for signature on February 14, 2000, didn’t specify
storage infractions as part of the bargain.
The warrant stipulated the police wanted to seize the firearms so the Crown
could bring forward a prohibition hearing to determine if the-then 58-year-old
Carlos should be allowed to lawfully own his guns he had owned since he
was 14- to 16-years old, and had been issued permits to carry handguns into the
field for over 20 years.
This saga began over two-and-a-half years ago. What happened to the
prohibition hearing which was the purported purpose of the warrant and the raid?
It was derailed by storage infractions which weren’t part of what, in legal
vernacular, turned into a “poisoned” warrant. More to the point, what happened
to his valuable gun collection?
Since Carlos is a bone choking the Justice system’s throat, all his supporters
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are declaring a major victory rising from the ashes of a lost battle.
Every individual who cherishes civil liberties and the right to own property is
asked to join the Carlos family in the upstairs courtroom of the so-called Justice
building on Friday, October 4 at 9 a.m.
United we will stand to take the sentencing along with the Carlos family. The
charges, conviction and sentencing are against the whole community. If the
Justice system wants to drag the whole lot of us off to the local lock-up, so be it.
It’s a small price to pay after what the Carloses have endured while taking flak
from the front lines in an effort to protect others against Stalinist-state tactics,
which, as you all know, has resulted in tempering the police’s zeal for storming
your house to date.
The Carlos punishment will be interesting. Territorial deputy judge Deborah
Livingstone will deliver the sentence by telephone from her chambers in London,
Ontario. She is the federal circuit judge who acquitted Carlos in her November 2,
2000 decision because the Crown couldn’t prove its case against him.
Why The Ploy For A Joint Sentencing Submission?
Exactly when did Crown counsel David McWhinnie and his cohorts become
concerned about the financial burden Carlos was bearing and the lack of
certainty for him in the whole judicial process? Was the pro-Carlos publicity
gnawing at his “reputation” and embarrassing the so-called Justice system to the
point he was generously offering to compress procedures – so long as things
went his way?
Closer to the truth was that he knew the odds of winning the prohibition hearing
were against him. He was reading in the popular press that the female Crown
witnesses were breaking down, one by one, and didn’t want to go to court to
testify. Instead of taking a chance on the prohibition hearing, yet still obtain what
he desired for punishment, he telephoned to entertain possibilities of a jointsentence submission with defense counsel Richard Fritze, who advised him
frankly to put any proposal in writing.
McWhinnie did.
The possibility of a firearms prohibition exists both with
respect to the matters now set for sentencing, and the
original s. 111 application which engaged the legal
proceedings, which is still outstanding.
Inasmuch as your client, or some of his supporters have
made a number of public comments regarding the expense
and uncertainty arising from the proceedings to date, it
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seems appropriate that we should discuss whether there is
some way to ‘telescope’ the two proceedings in some
fashion which would reduce the overall burden/expense to
your client, and provide some certainty to all concerned.
As discussed, while I remain of the view that a firearms
prohibition is warranted, I am also of the view that, should
the prohibition be part of the sentence, it would be
unnecessary to proceed with the s. 111 hearing. This could
readily be done by way of a joint submission in the s. 86
sentencing.
If, as we discussed, we can come to such a joint submission,
I would be suggesting a joint submission that the
discretionary period be one year. This would reflect the fact
that Mr. Carlos has already been effectively prohibited for
approximately two years.
Of course, as discussed, we could come to an agreement
only with respect to the firearms prohibition period, and
‘agree to disagree’ with respect to the other aspects of the
sentence to be imposed. I understand you anticipate
arguing for some form of discharge; I would likely seek a fine
and/or some period of probation.
(Frankly, if there is an agreement as to prohibition, I cannot
help but think the judge would give that weight in considering
whether the additional burden of a conviction is also required
– but that is a matter for you and your client...)
With respect to forfeiture, my basic position has not
changed. While the legislation would appear to provide for
all Mr. Carlos’ firearms to be forfeited should he be
prohibited, this has always appeared to me to be a case
where he should be granted the relief provided by the
section, at least with respect to the firearms which were not
the subject of the criminal charges. It is a debatable point as
to whether the three handguns related to the actual criminal
charges should be forfeited, or if your client should simply be
required to lawfully dispose of them upon a prohibition.
You raised the issue of whether your client could/should be
permitted some use of firearms (by way of relief under s.
113, presumably) for work purposes, despite the prohibition.
Given what I understand Mr. Carlos’ primary business to be,
but keeping in mind the issues which led to the s. 111
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application in the first place, I can only say at this point that
while such relief is notionally possible, you and I would have
to review in some detail the basis or evidence supporting
that idea before I could give you a definitive position.
On a very practical level, the popular press coverage of
mining issues here in the Yukon leaves me with a strong
impression that the mining business is more or less
moribund, and persons such as Mr. Carlos are not really
able to do much in the industry just now. If this is the case,
can we meet the ‘employment requirements’ test? These
and other matters could and should be followed up, if it
appears probable that we can find some common ground
regarding a joint submission.
McWhinnie was no different in his “Possible Sentencing Approaches” for Fritze to
discuss with his client than he had been from the outset when he claimed Carlos
was “unemployed”. He continued to cling tenaciously to the notion that Carlos
couldn’t be expected to “find” work with a moribund mining industry. Therefore,
he wouldn’t meet the acid test and should not expect to be given relief to use
firearms for work-related purposes.
In keeping with the bureaucratic anti-mining, anti-gun stance, McWhinnie’s
attitude seemed such that he expected Carlos to quit his life-long prospecting
career. It was like saying that just because an independent writer wasn’t making
money writing would mean the writer would automatically quit writing. It was
twisted bureaucratic logic, when, in reality, there was more than one way to skin
a cat. While mining was in the morgue and companies were shy about investing
in the Yukon, one option would be for Carlos to form his own public company to
raise the capital to explore, develop and mine the property.
Who was McWhinnie to say he could or should not?
What he wanted was a fine for the gun-storage infractions and prohibit Carlos
from using guns for two years. This was the identical decision preordained when
Carlos was brought into the court system in July 2000. It was put forward by
McWhinnie who telephoned Jane Gaffin on the evening of August 7, 2000
(Chapter 10: Publicity: The Truth Hurts) to complain about a newspaper article.
He had turned to discussing the Carlos case, which I deemed highly
inappropriate while the criminal case was still before the courts. Final written
arguments had not been submitted. Yet McWhinnie talked as though the Crown
had already won both the storage and prohibition cases.
The excerpt said: “McWhinnie was positive that Carlos wouldn’t get jail time for
the storage infraction charges under Section 86 of the Criminal Code, but rather
would have to pay a fine. He didn’t say how much. He said that Carlos would be
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prohibited from owning firearms for a year or two under the Section 111, which
had not been heard.
“Carlos had been set up as a ‘threat to public safety and to his family’ in the
application for the search warrant. What was the purpose of punishing him with
a couple of years prohibition? Did the Justice system believe he would be less of
a ‘threat to public safety’ in two years than when the McWhinnie-Gork-Otterbein
trio started this fiasco against him?”
It is easy to see what the Justice system wanted from the outset and was willing
to drive Carlos to the Supreme Court of Canada to get it, albeit silly, frivolous and
nonsensical.
How did this case wander so far off course from the day in August 1998 when
placer-mining inspector Sandra Orban came unannounced into his bush camp
where no guns were present to the point four years later of discussing a
sentence that pertained to gun-storage charges in his own home in town? Yet
Orban and other Carlos condemners had not even been called to the witness box
to testify against him. How does this work, especially since it was
unconstitutional for the police to bring charges against him when no criminal
wrongdoing was suspected when they forced their way into his home on the
pretense of taking his guns to bring him into court on a s. 111 prohibition hearing.
Instead, he was brought to court on gun-storage charges, which, in southern
courts, were being turfed out if the owner was home at the relevant time.
Fritze Filed His Thoughts On Sentencing
There was no joint-sentencing submission, as per McWhinnie’s request. In fact,
Fritze’s submission nicely countered “prospecting according to McWhinnie”.
Fritze filed his first offering in July 2002. It said:
Allen Carlos is a 60-year-old married man (DOB 1941 10 06)
and a long-time resident of the Yukon. His occupation is that
of a hard-rock prospector. Carlos’ primary employment
activities have centered since 1983 around his Grew Creek
claim, a wilderness area in the interior of the Yukon. Carlos
has worked this claim each year, without interruption, since
its discovery in 1983, despite the vagaries of the precious
metals markets over the years. Prospecting is the only
occupation Carlos has had for over 30 years.
Currently, the world prices for gold and silver are strong and
Carlos continues to develop his Grew Creek claim.
Optimism exists for this claim and Carlos has been given two
$40,000 grants this year by the Yukon government to assist
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him in developing this property – one grant is for ongoing
diamond-drilling, the other for enzyme leaching of soil
samples.
Allen Carlos is well-respected in his community and he has
no criminal record prior to this matter. He is married and is
the father of three children, two of whom are adults and no
longer living in his home. His daughter is in high school and
lives with Carlos and his wife.
Carlos has been convicted for actions that many, including
three out of four lower-court judges, believed did not
constitute storage as spelt out in the Criminal Code, prior to
the Supreme Court’s ruling. No one was harmed by his
actions.
Carlos has been denied the use and enjoyment of his
valuable and rare firearms collection for over two years
already. He is at risk from predators while in the mountains
prospecting. Grizzly bears, black bears and other large
carnivores inhabit the same areas in which he works.
Authorizations to Carry (ATCs hereafter) are granted,
under the Firearms Act, to allow people who work in
wilderness areas, to carry handguns for personal
protection from predators. Handguns are allowed because,
when holstered, they allow a person to work with both hands
free and because such are less cumbersome than carrying a
long gun in hand or slung over the shoulder.
One of the rifles seized was bought for Carlos’ daughter (the
“Annie Oakley” rifle) and one of the sport rifles was bought
for Carlos’ wife. The balance of the collection is the property
of Carlos and no claims are made by anyone for these items.
Sentencing Submissions
It would not be contrary to the public interest to grant a
conditional discharge and without imposing any prohibitions.
Carlos does have proper storage facilities for firearms and is
willing to comply strictly with the law. He needs firearms as
a tool necessarily incidental to his occupation.
In the alternative, if a prohibition is ordered, recognition of
the more than two years that Carlos had been deprived of
his firearms should be taken. A further short period would
not be inappropriate if a prohibition is necessary. Carlos is a
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candidate for an exception even if a prohibition is ordered
and should be granted such on terms that the Court
considers appropriate. Further, if prohibited, then Carlos
should be given the opportunity to sell his valuable
collection, instead of having it destroyed. The items seized
are not in his possession and thus s. 115 is inapplicable.
(Note: To his submission, Fritze attached verbatim quotes
from Statutory Provisions: 86.(1) (2) (3); Discretionary
Prohibition Order 110(1) (2) (3) (4); 113(1) (2) (3) (4) (5);
Requirement to Surrender 114; Forfeiture 115(1) (2);
Authorizations Revoked or Amended 116; Return to Owner
117; 491(1) (2) (3); Punishment Generally – Degrees of
Punishment 718.3(1) (2) (3) (4); Commencement of
Sentence 719(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6).)
The Crown’s Sentencing Submission
McWhinnie filed a quite technical position with the Clerk of the Court on July 28,
2002.
It is respectfully submitted by the Crown that an appropriate
disposition in the case at bar should comprise three
elements:
1. a ‘conventional’ disposition involving a monetary
penalty upon conviction, or possibly, if the Court
considers a form of discharge warranted, a
conditional discharge;
2. a firearms prohibition of relatively short duration;
3. forfeiture of the three handguns specifically implicated
in the charges before the Court.
Penalty
The Crown having proceeded by indictment in these matters,
the maximum period of imprisonment for a first offence (as
these convictions are) is two years. Of course, it is trite law
that such a penalty would be reserved for the worst offence,
and the worst offender. Here, it is contended that the facts
fall between the most and the least serious cases of this
type.
These circumstances are not associated with other serious
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offences of violence, nor are the weapons involved
inherently or generally associated with criminality, (such as
would be the case with an item such as a ‘sawed off’
shotgun). The acts in question are not, however, those of an
inexperienced youth, or of a primarily administrative or
‘technical’ nature.
The Crown would point out that section 86 is part of an
overall legislative scheme intended to foster public safety by
imposing specific and stringent obligations on those
possessing firearms. This particular section is specifically
directed, it is submitted, at reducing or preventing potential
harm rather than addressing outcomes or consequences.
The provision is, it is contended, prophylactic, rather than
responsive.
Accordingly, while it is fortunate that none of the grave
events sometimes associated or arising from derelicts such
as occurred here, it is submitted that the seriousness of
these offences is not greatly diminished by that good fortune.
In describing certain of the Accused’s dealings with his
firearms on the date in question, the Court of Appeal terms
his conduct “unnecessary, dangerous and incredibly stupid”.
The dissenting member of that court used congruent
language, noting that the specific events comprising the
offence (referring to Count 1) “showed a marked departure
from even the most minimal standard of care”, and that his
conduct regarding Counts 2 and 3 was not “even the most
superficial attempt to comply with the regulations”.
It must be acknowledged however, that apart from the
actions necessarily constituting the offences, on the date in
question the Accused did not menace anyone, or threaten to
harm himself. He was generally cooperative with the police,
apart from the brief attempt to induce the police to believe
the firearm in Count 1 was not in his possession. No alcohol
or drugs, with their often adverse effects on judgment and
safety, were involved.
The Accused has no previous record and is a man of mature
years.
In such cases, dispositions involving fines are not
uncommon. For first offences, discharges, often conditional,
are also not uncommon.
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With the respect to the consideration of a form of discharge,
the Crown points out that this is not a case where a
conviction (or, for that matter, a firearms prohibition) can
reasonably be anticipated to have a significant adverse
effect on the Accused’s future prospects or career
opportunities, as may be the case with a youthful offender.
Nor is this a situation where a conviction will exclude this
accused from his existing, or only vocation.
In considering whether to grant a form of discharge, it is
submitted the Court can have regard to other aspects of the
disposition when considering the impact of a conviction upon
the Accused’s interests, and in the determination of whether
the public interest is appropriately addressed. The
prohibition and forfeiture orders sought by the Crown herein
may reasonably be supposed to have some punitive,
denunciatory and deterrent effects which can be given
weight when considering the appropriateness of a discharge.
Prohibition
Pursuant to s. 110(2) of the Criminal Code this Court is
required to consider, upon either a conviction or a discharge,
whether it is in the interest of the safety of the person or any
person to make an order prohibiting the Accused from
possessing various types of weapons, ammunition and
explosive substances, for a period of up to 10 years.
In the case at bar, the chain of events leading to the charges
being laid commenced with an application under s. 117.04
of the Criminal Code for a warrant to seize the Accused’s
firearms, pending an application (not yet heard or disposed
of) under s. 111. The sworn information to Obtain relied
upon in that Warrant application was filed at trial herein
(Exhibit V-1). It submitted that it is open to this court,
applying sections 723 and 724 of the Criminal Code to
consider that material as evidence in making the
determination required by s. 110(2).
The Crown contends when the circumstances set out in the
Affidavit are considered together with the circumstances of
the offences at bar, safety of persons is of genuine concern,
and the threshold for imposing a prohibition is met. This is
particularly the case, it is submitted, with respect to the
circumstances of Count 1, involving a loaded handgun, not
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locked or secured in any fashion. Whether accessed and
misused/mishandled by another resident of the home, as in
the Cawley case, or by a stranger, such as in Henley, or by
some trespasser in the course of a criminal act, such as a
break and enter, the potential for harm is, it is argued, quite
evident.
(Note: This is rich! The state is more worried about
protecting the trespasser from the property owner, than
legally allowing the property owner to defend himself against
intruders; if the trespasser and burglar happen to be a youth,
the courts are directed by a lenient revised Young Offenders
Act not to bother prosecuting.)
The Crown agrees with the submission of Counsel for the
Accused that regard should be given to the fact that the
Accused’s firearms have been in custody of the police since
February 2000. The Crown would contend for a further
period of prohibition of no more than one year.
Counsel for the Accused has adverted to certain work
related issues for the Accused, and has submitted that he is
“a candidate for the exemption.”
The Accused’s testimony at trial was that he had been
denied an authorization to carry sometime in 1999.
Accordingly, prior to, and at time of the offences at bar he
was not legally entitled to carry a handgun in the
circumstances adverted to in the sentence submissions. In
a similar vein, although there was some evidence as to his
individual experiences concerning dangerous wildlife, there
is no evidence before the Court as to the usual, necessary or
recommended safety practices in the Yukon as these
matters relate to carrying firearms or, more particularly,
handguns, or other alternatives. There is no evidence
regarding other items which could conceivably relate to his
occupation, e.g., whether he needs to have/use explosives
in the course of ‘hard-rock’ prospecting.
Neither is there evidence that, as set out in s. 113 of the
Criminal Code that a prohibition in this case will amount to “a
virtual prohibition against employment in the only vocation
open to the person”, or that the Accused needs firearms to
hunt or trap to sustain himself or his family.
Given the wording of s. 113, it is submitted, these are
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matters which can be addressed at this time, or later, should
the Accused elect to bring an application under that section
in the event of any prohibition order being made here.
Moreover, evidence bearing on the nature and extent of any
appropriate terms and conditions to be imposed can be
entertained at that time.
Forfeiture
Pursuant to section 491(1)(b) of the Criminal Code, it is
submitted, offences have been committed where restricted
and prohibited weapons are involved, or are the subjectmatter. Accordingly, the Crown contends that the firearms
seized and filed as exhibits herein must be ordered forfeit,
subject to an application under s. 491(2). It is respectfully
submitted that the Parsons case, commonly cited as
authority to the contrary, has been overtaken by subsequent
amendments to the section. When that case was decided,
the wording was essentially set out as in 491(1)(a);
subsection (b), which the Crown submits specifically
attaches to the facts at bar, was added as a consequential
amendment when the Firearms Act was enacted. (S.C.
1995, c. 39, s. 152).
Without entering into a debate as to the meaning afforded s.
115, the Crown agrees with the submission that, considering
the facts at bar, and proportionality, it would not be
appropriate to seek forfeiture of any of the weapons seized
but not implicated in the charges before the Court.
The Crown submits that for the sake of certainty, the
forfeiture order contended for above could explicitly note that
the other firearms seized are not forfeit, and should the
Court impose the firearms prohibition sought, the Accused
should be afforded a reasonable time to lawfully dispose of
or transfer any such items he has, or that were seized from
him and which are not forfeit.
(Note: To his submission, McWhinnie attached case law: R.
v. Johnstone; R. v. Sibbeston; R. v. Crocker; R. v. Carlos
(Court of Appeal); R. v. Cawley; R. v. Henley; R. v. Parsons.)
Fritze’s Finale
Fritze’s final brief comments related to the Crown’s submissions and to the
Yukon Court of Appeal decision as well as the Ontario Court of Appeal with
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respect to Kenneth Roy Hurrell.
In describing the Accused’s dealing with his firearms on the
date in question, the Court of Appeal wrote: “(7) At trial, the
respondent testified that before the RCMP called at 8:40
a.m. that morning, he had taken the three guns out of the
safe to clean, to inspect, and to admire them. At some point,
apparently early on, he loaded all three guns. He testified
that he did so in order to check the guns for corrosion. Later,
he took the .357 Magnum upstairs to check documentation. I
say no more about the propriety of inspecting firearms using
live ammunition and carrying a loaded firearm up stairs to
check documentation, other than that it is unnecessary,
dangerous and incredibly stupid.”
With respect, the comment does not relate to the charges for
which Mr. Carlos was convicted since this was how he was
using or handling his firearms prior to “storing” them. It
seems incongruent that the same activities, had they
occurred in the field, while, say, hunting or while target
shooting at the range, become “unnecessary, dangerous
and incredibly stupid”. People often hunt or shoot in the
company of others, whether at a range or in the field. This
necessarily involves loaded firearms and moving about with
loaded firearms.
The fact that the same occurred in a residence does not
somehow automatically transform the same actions into an
unsafe situation yet this seems to be the assumption in the
Court’s statement.
The dissenting member of the Court of Appeal wrote that the
specific events comprising the offence (referring to Count 1)
“showed a marked departure from even the most minimal
standard of care”, and that his conduct regarding Counts 2
and 3 was not “even the most superficial attempt to comply
with the regulations”.
With respect to the comment regarding Count 1 – the
handgun secreted behind the stereo – the act of “storing”
this firearm out of sight and in a relatively inaccessible place
exceeds the minimal standard. Had Mr. Carlos “stored” that
firearm on, say, the kitchen table, loaded, then it is submitted
that such “storage” would depart from the most minimal
standard of care.
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With respect to Counts 2 and 3, these firearms were placed
in a locked, purpose-built gun safe. This conduct displays
partial compliance with the Regulations for storage, ie,
locked in a safe place.
Thus, this attempt to store the firearms in question exceeds
any concept of superficiality. It is arguably the most
important aspect of the storage Regulation.
After all, even a loaded firearm does not fire itself, even
when not located in a safe.
The Supreme Court simply stated: “In this case, however,
the respondent took steps to put away and hide his weapons
such that the proper characterization of his actions was that
he stored them, albeit temporarily, rather than continue his
use and handling of the firearms in plain view of the police.
We are of the view that the storage was careless in one
case, and in contravention of the regulations in the other
two.”
Al Carlos has been at risk from predators in the field for two
seasons since his arrest. Prior to these charges, he was
issued many Permits to Carry a handgun for protection
against predators in the previous decades. Given his age
and his sole occupation for decades, he has no other
feasible employment.
A prohibition will effectively force him to quit prospecting for
safety reasons, or will force him to continue as he has since
the charges, but at high risk of predation.
Criminal Code s. 117.04(1) was the statutory basis for
obtaining the search warrant executed in the Carlos home.
This section has been declared to be unconstitutional in the
recent decision of R. Hurrell (please see paragraphs 50-61
of the decision below).
Excerpts from Ontario Court of Appeal Decision
Justice Michael Moldaver, writing for Justices Eleanore
Cronk and Eileen Gillese, in a 3-0 decision, struck down
Criminal Code s. 117.04(1) as unconstitutional. The
decision was released July 19, 2002.
[50] In its present form, s. 117.04(1) contains no requirement
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that the peace officer seeking a warrant have reasonable
grounds to believe that weapons or other dangerous items
referred to in the provision are likely to be found on the
person or premises to be searched and no requirement that
such grounds be presented to and accepted by the issuing
justice (the "missing requirements").
[51] The Attorneys General submit that the missing
requirements are necessarily implicit in the provision and
form part of it. They concede, however, that if they are wrong
in this, then the provision cannot withstand constitutional
scrutiny. In that event, they submit that it should not be
struck down but the deficiency should instead be remedied
by reading in the missing requirements.
[52] With respect, I do not agree with the Attorneys General
that the missing requirements are necessarily implicit in the
provision. My reasons are twofold.
[53] First, in like circumstances, I know of no authority (and
none was cited) where the missing requirements have been
found to be necessarily implicit in the particular legislation
under attack. On the contrary, in Re Print Three Inc. and The
Queen (1985), 20 C.C.C. (3d) 392 at 396, application for
leave to appeal dismissed [1985] 2 S.C.R. x, this court found
that former ss. 231(4) and (5) of the Income Tax Act [11]
violated s. 8 of the Charter, in part, because "[t]here is no
requirement that the Minister have grounds to believe that
evidence is likely to be found at the place of the search and
there is no requirement that he present such grounds to the
[issuing] judge."
[54] Likewise, in R. v. McDonough (1988), 65 C.R. (3d) 245
(Ont. Dist. Ct.), Clarke D.C.J. found at p. 253 that former s.
99(1) of the Code [12] violated s. 8 of the Charter for much
the same reason:
On its face, the section gives a peace officer
an arbitrary discretion to search a person, a
vehicle, or a place or premises other than a
dwelling-house, regardless of whether he has a
reasonable belief, or for that matter any belief
at all, that he will find evidence related to the
matter being investigated. Nor is there any
suggestion in s. 99(1) that the situation must
be one of such urgency that the obtaining of
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such a warrant would be impracticable.
[55]Notably, in re-enacting this provision, first as s. 101(1) in
1991 [13] and then as s. 117.02(1) in 1995, [14] Parliament
addressed and rectified this deficiency. For present
purposes, all that need be said is that the "necessarily
implicit" argument, upon which the Attorneys General rely,
does not appear to have been contemplated, let alone
adopted, in like circumstances.
[56]Turning to the second reason, contrary to the joint
submission of the Attorneys General, there is real
controversy as to whether Parliament did intend that the
missing requirements form part of s. 117.04(1). Two cases
from Alberta have dealt with the predecessor provision to s.
117.04(1): one dealt with former s. 101(1) of the Code
[R.S.C. 1970, c. C-34] and the other with former s. 103(1) of
the Code [R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46]. In those decisions the
provision was interpreted as excluding any requirement that
the officer seeking the warrant or the justice issuing it be
satisfied, on reasonable grounds, that the objects identified
in the warrant are likely to be found on the person or
premises to be searched. It is useful to reproduce s. 103(1)
and to again set out s. 101(1):
101. (1) Where, on application to a provincial
court judge made by or on behalf of the
Attorney General with respect to any person,
the provincial court judge is satisfied that there
are reasonable grounds for believing that it is
not desirable in the interests of the safety of
that person, or of any other person, that that
person should have in his possession, custody
or control any firearm or other offensive
weapon or any ammunition or explosive
substance, the provincial court judge may
issue a warrant authorizing the search for and
seizure of any firearm or other offensive
weapon or any ammunition or explosive
substance in the possession, custody or
control of that person.
103. (1) Where, on application to a justice
made by a peace officer with respect to any
person, the justice is satisfied that there are
reasonable grounds for believing that it is not
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desirable in the interests of the safety of that
person, or of any other person, that that person
possess, or have custody or control of, any
firearm or other offensive weapon or any
ammunition or explosive substance, the justice
may issue a warrant authorizing the search for
and seizure of any firearm or other offensive
weapon or any ammunition, explosive
substance, authorization referred to in
subsection 90(3.2), firearms acquisition
certificate, registration certificate issued under
s. 109 or permit issued under s. 110, in the
possession, custody or control of that person.
[57]In King's Crew, supra, at pp. 141 and 142, Sulatycky J.
said this about the alleged missing requirements concerning
former s. 101(1):
It is also submitted on behalf of the applicants
that warrants were issued on insufficient
grounds because no evidence was placed
before the Provincial Judge that any of the
applicants were in possession of firearms,
offensive weapons, explosives or ammunition.
In my view, the section does not require that
such information be placed before the
Provincial Judge. That is, it is not required that
there be some reasonable and probable
grounds to believe that a person with respect
to whom or whose premises a search warrant
is sought is, in fact, in possession of one of the
prohibited substances.
The learned author of the text Search and
Seizure in Canada, Winston McCalla, at p. 61,
says:
The important point to note about this section
is that it is preventative. The interests of safety
and not an offence trigger its operation. Nor
are reasonable grounds needed to assert that
the person actually has a weapon. All that is
needed is the allegation that the person ought
not to have a weapon and that allegation
needs to be supported by reasonable grounds.
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It is not the possession of a weapon that
triggers the availability of s. 101, either (1) or
(2). It is the nature, the character of the
individual with respect to whom a search
warrant is sought.
Section 101 provides that the Provincial Judge
find reasonable grounds for believing that the
safety of other members of the public or the
individual is threatened by that individual's
possession, custody or control of the
enumerated articles. There simply is no
requirement that such possession, custody or
control be shown as a prerequisite. [15]
[58] In R. v. Beierback (1996), 39 C.R.R. (2d) 97 at 99, the
Alberta Court of Appeal made the following observation
about former s. 103 of the Code:
Section 103 does not require that the justice be
satisfied that an object exists in a place, or that
he even think there is reason to believe that.
But he must be satisfied that there are grounds
to believe it is dangerous for the accused to
possess firearms.
[59] As indicated, the Attorneys General in this case do not
endorse the reasoning in the Alberta cases. On the contrary,
they submit, correctly in my view, that the missing
requirements are essential for s. 117.04(1) to pass
constitutional muster. However, the Alberta cases cannot be
ignored when assessing the "necessarily implicit" argument
raised by the Attorneys General. If nothing else, they lead
one to question whether Parliament did in fact intend that the
missing requirements form part of s. 117.04(1). Whether
Parliament did or did not have that intention, the situation in
my view is far too cloudy to invoke the "necessarily implicit"
principle of statutory interpretation.
[60] For these reasons, I would not give effect to the
"necessarily implicit" argument. On the contrary, I agree with
the appellant that, in its present form, s. 117.04(1) is
constitutionally defective by reason of the absence of the
missing requirements.
[61] I am further of the view that the deficiency cannot be
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cured under s. 1 of the Charter. While the purpose of s.
117.04(1) is pressing and substantial, the provision suffers
from incurable overbreadth. It allows for wholesale fishing
expeditions in which the police are permitted to invade an
individual's privacy in circumstances where they may have
no reason to even suspect, let alone believe, that the person
of concern has any weapons or other dangerous items in his
or her possession. Because of this, the provision cannot be
saved under s. 1 of the Charter. It fails the stage two
proportionality test set forth in R. v. Oakes, [1986] 1 S.C.R.
103. [Emphasis added.]
The Carlos Case Wasn’t Over By A Long Shot
Small beginnings, as they were, men, capable of rattling chains in high places,
were snooping into the complicated Allen Carlos case.
Inquiries were being made about the nest of federal “justice” employees and
regulatory authorities whose combined efforts committed excessive bureaucratic
abuse against the Whitehorse resident.
The more people learned, the more agitated they were to think their own
government could drag a lone man into the Supreme Court of Canada to decide
the intent behind the word “storage” that Parliament neglected to define in the
Firearms Act and the Criminal Code.
To boot, the whole thing was rooted in a personal vendetta.
Two female feds filed unfounded accusations in 1999 with the RCMP, who
investigated and shelved the incident as silly. Later, the report was resuscitated
by others.
The whole sordid mess begged for an independent public inquiry. Infractions
against his civil rights ranged from a bogus and embellished application for a
search warrant to a decision handed down by the Supreme Court of Canada on
April 17, 2002.
Some saw the Supreme Court ruling as a step closer to a police state and should
serve as an incentive for the five-member Carlos family to seek asylum in the
United States on grounds of political persecution.
It was scandalous to drive an ordinary citizen into the highest court simply
because he was lawfully going about his personal business of loading guns
during routine handling and inspection of them in the privacy of his own home.
What happened to the day when the private lives of citizens were private without
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the state’s encroachment?
A man’s house used to be his castle. Now the right to be secure against
unreasonable search and seizure (s. 8, Charter of Rights and Freedoms) has
been turned unto an open season for police and inspectors to walk in and take
what they want, when they want.
The Supreme Court ruling convicted Carlos of three firearms storage infractions
for which the lower two courts acquitted him because the guns were considered
to be “in use”. The Crown’s appeal was an “as of right” nuisance the Supreme
Court was obliged to hear.
The five-paragraph, summary-style decision was read within 10 minutes of the
seven-justice hearing, at most, 60 minutes of argument from the defense lawyer.
The ruling was virtually meaningless, except to specifically convict Carlos. It
quoted no law to substantiate the reasons behind the ruling. Judges in lower
courts would still have to grapple with what the Supreme Court intended by
“temporary” storage as opposed to “short interruption” in handling, which may or
may not constitute storage.
Not only has the “due process” of law and fair and natural justice gone out the
window, so has common sense.
The matter was referred back for sentencing to Ontario-based deputy judge
Deborah Livingstone, who refused to quash the search warrant but acquitted
Carlos after hearing his case in territorial court in July 2000.
The Crown and defense worked out a schedule for written arguments regarding
sentencing, and a date for sentencing was fixed for October 4, 2002.
The storage charges and conviction offended people’s sense of natural rights,
fair and natural justice and raised their ire. The charges carry jail time. If a cell
was part of the equation, I offered to serve the sentence on condition somebody
paid my bills while I was away.
Yes, of course, I can act as the surrogate. Truscott, Milgaard, Morin, Marshall,
and Nelson are but a few names on the list of many who were raped by the
system and served time for somebody else.
I can write inside a closet; Carlos has to be on the land, even though in the 58page application for a search warrant some government wonk wrongly accused
him of being “unemployed”, which translated into “dangerous”. Crown prosecutor
David McWhinnie continued to cling tenaciously to this idea in his thoughts on
sentencing, believing that Carlos couldn’t possibly be expected to “find” work with
a moribund mining industry.
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God, give us all strength when somebody who knows nothing about the mining
industry, much less the difference between mining and exploration, starts
mouthing off about it. Carlos had not been “unemployed” in the nearly 30 years I
had known him – which was about the same length of time he had been engaged
in the independent prospecting business in the Yukon. He just didn’t draw a
government cheque like those regulatory authorities who were so resentful of his
successes.
Carlos was earning his money honorably, through brains and sweat of the brow
as an independent hardrock mineral prospector. He is self-employed, not
“unemployed”. Minerals come from the earth. He has to be on the land to find
them. Get it?
The expert woodsman needs his firearms for protection while working in the wilds
too, and to put meat in the freezer. Yet the “justice” department – in its “wisdom”
– predicted he was a “threat to society and to his family”, albeit he was never
charged with such things, nor was he ever removed from his home. Therefore,
the search warrant became known in legal vernacular as a “poisoned” warrant.
A year passed before the police finished their “vacations, rotations and whatnot”
and stormed the family’s upscale suburban home – their castle.
The four police officers seized his gun collection with a warrant that said he was
a “risk to society, himself and others, i.e., his family and the neighbors”. Taking
his gun collection wouldn’t preclude anyone from getting his hands on another
gun, if he wanted. There is no shortage of guns in the territory – never was and
never will be. If a commercially-manufactured gun isn’t available, a person with
gun savvy can build his own.
Further, the police ignored the other tools of his trade. Sharp knives and axes
are always “loaded”, he contended.
The raid on his house was a muscle-flexing fishing expedition. The Liberals had
marked Carlos for special treatment “since way back when” in order to send a
message to the whole gun community: Be good, obedient little Canadians. Bow
down and show your love for our Regulations...or you’re next.”
One gun guy, not quaking in his boots over the heavy hand of the Canadian gungrabbers, posted a clever Internet notice: “Buy a Gun – Help a Citizen.”
The message read: “You can show Al Carlos your support (not to mention your
solidarity with the Responsible Firearms Owners Coalition) by making an offer on
a nice little pistol.”
A bidder offered higher-than-market value because the money was earmarked
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for the Al Carlos Legal Trust Fund, cached over in the Bank of Montreal,
Whitehorse.
Just as judgments are often swayed by mob-think these days in the name of
“judicial activism”, sentencing is often decided the same way. This “mob of one”,
who knew the police shouldn’t have been in the Carlos house, strongly
advocated that the accused deserved an absolute discharge and no criminal
record.
His valuable firearms, including the adolescent daughter’s Annie Oakley
Commemorative grouse gun, should be returned in the same mint condition as
when the Gang of Four seized the collection on February 15, 2000.
Two young officers attending were as puzzled by the purpose of the raid as were
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos and their grown son. They had promised Paula Carlos to
take care of the firearms while the valuable collection remained in custody. Were
peace officers trustworthy to uphold a “gentleman’s agreement”?
This “mob of one” also believed that financial recompense should be awarded by
the federal government, which was hiding a Supreme Court Challenge Fund from
Carlos (and me) somewhere in the “justice” department in Ottawa.
This “mob of one” also believed that Carlos deserved an apology from the
RCMP, the “justice” department, the chief firearms officer, the woman who filed
unsubstantiated complaints, which were not sworn affidavits, and from the
federal mining regulatory agents.
In a statutory declaration, which would become a public record when filed with
the court, I had named names.
The notarized document reiterated mining regulatory official David Latoski’s
verbatim interview with CBC radio at 7:30 a.m. on January 20, 1999. Only the
afternoon before had the two female feds lodged complaints with the police – an
innocuous event only deemed newsworthy by CBC.
The statutory declaration discussed some unsavory details surrounding this case
in which the Carlos family was maliciously maligned, attacked and debated at
great emotional and financial costs for undue reasons.
I addressed state persecution of its citizenry and the huge stakes Crown
attorneys have in winning cases to enhance their careers. I gave examples of
government agents, who were supposed to be public servants, withholding
services from the public over at Red Square, a.k.a. the Elijah Smith Building.
Since the livelihood and future of an independent prospector and his family
depended on a healthy mining industry, the document discussed bureaucrats
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making arbitrary, anti-mining policies, which often conflicted with the statutes.
Regulatory authorities, who were given too much “discretionary power”, have a
lengthy history of running roughshod over the constitutional rights of individuals
as well as companies.
Over the last 30 years, environmentalists who influenced the law and
environmental sympathizers who enforced it, have managed to destroy the
hardrock mining industry. Then they went to work dismantling the placer mining
industry.
The territory had no economy. More than 10 percent of the Yukon population moved
out of the territory over a three-year period – 1999 to 2002 – in search of jobs
that pay money.
Residents, reliant on the resource sectors, actually felt threatened by their own
federal and territorial governments.
Each department was represented by blindly-devoted officers who enforced
regulations as though they were “prohibition orders”. Their actions were a direct
assault on miners’ and prospectors’ livelihoods, investments, properties, legal
security of tenure, as well as a threat to his ability to earn a living in this territory.
Carlos, who was protecting his rights, property and means to earn a living the
only way he knew how, exercised his freedom of expression while trying to fend
off attacks from a huge gang of Goliaths who represented: mining land-use
division; water resources branch; lands branch; the Department of Indian Affairs
and NO Development; Department of Fisheries and Oceans; environmental
department; justice department; Yukon Renewable Resources; Yukon Protected
Areas Secretariat; Development Assessment Process Secretariat, plus others.
Before joining the Yukon exodus, exploration geologist Jim McFaull summed up
the situation:
“In eastern Europe, in the 19th century, an act such as this was termed a
‘pogrom’.
“In Nazi Germany, in the 1930s, an act like this was termed ‘the final solution’.
“In Yugoslavia, in the 1980s and 1990s, an act like this was termed ‘ethnic
cleansing’.
“In the Yukon today, an act like this is termed ‘saving the environment from
miners’.
“The end result is always the same,” McFaull reminded us.
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These power mongers can do and say anything they want without risk of
reprisals. Anybody else who dares voice an opinion without the protection of a
uniform, labor union or position of title gets arrested.
Carlos lost one battle. But the war isn’t over by a long shot. The fight for the
defense of the wrongly convicted won’t be over until I say it’s over, just as
stalwarts have vowed the gun fight won’t be over until they say it’s over.
Carlos’ trouble possibly did more than any one single factor to help galvanize the
gun community nationwide.
As soon as the dysfunctional gun registry dies from lack of nourishment and
shredders are working overtime gobbling the odious firearms act and
regulations – which tread on fundamental rights and freedoms of every
individual, gun owner or not – and Carlos has shed his shackles, then a major
victory can be declared.
Carlos will emerge from gun-control history as the vanguard who led what Mark
Twain would have described as a “strike for liberty, a struggle for a principle, a
stand against injustice and oppression.”
Meanwhile, what kind of a sentence and criminal record could be expected to
mar his impeccable personal history – all for the amusement of an inordinate
bunch of bureaucrats holding down titled positions in the “justice” department?
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What has been achieved by this? My family has gone
through three years of persecution, were terrorized by
the appearance of four members of the SWAT team.
You’ve known me for years. Do you feel safer now
that this has occurred to me and my family?
Allen Carlos
______________________________________________________________________
CHAPTER 19: SENTENCING
It was 9 o'clock on Friday morning, October 4, 2002.
About 50 people – including some Red Square government geologists who were
not afraid to be counted as Carlos supporters – showed up for the sentencing,
which had been scheduled for the upstairs courtroom where Carlos was tried.
For unknown reasons – maybe something relating to the teleconference hookup
– the crowd was directed to the more spacious #5 courtroom on the main floor.
Crown prosecutor David McWhinnie was present at the prosecutor’s table.
Defense counsel Richard Fritze was on the telephone from his office in
Sherwood Park, Alberta.
When the Court Clerk assured that Mr. Carlos was in the courtroom Judge
Deborah Livingstone commenced to read her brief sentence by telephone from
her London, Ontario office.
After a trial, Allen Michael Carlos was acquitted of three
counts of careless storage of firearms.
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The Yukon Territory Court of Appeal, in a judgment rendered
July 5, 2001, dismissed the Crown appeal of the acquittals;
Madam Justice Ryan rendered a dissenting decision.
The Crown appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada. The
judgment was delivered April 17, 2002. The Court ordered
the acquittals on all three counts be set aside and Mr. Carlos
should be convicted on all three counts. The matter was
remitted to the Territorial Court of the Yukon for sentencing.
Submissions
Counsel have provided their sentencing submissions in
writing.
Defense counsel submits that the appropriate sentence is a
conditional discharge.
Crown counsel argues for a fine or in the alternative, a
discharge.
Sentence
An application for a discharge necessarily involves
determining whether such a disposition is in the best
interests of the accused and not contradictory to the public
interest.
Mr. Carlos is 60 years old. He has a family. He has resided
in the Yukon Territory for many years. His primary
occupation is prospecting and he has engaged in this
occupation for over 30 years. He has no criminal record.
Certainly, therefore, it would be in his best interest to receive
a discharge.
When considering the public interest, the initial concern is in
the nature of the offence.
These offences relate to firearms, specifically a Ruger .357
Magnum (a prohibited firearm), a Ruger .44 Super Black
Hawk (a restricted weapon), and a Freedom Arms short
barrel .22 calibre revolver (a prohibited firearm).
The Crown proceeded by indictment. However, as the
Crown points out in his written submissions, section 86 of
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the Criminal Code is part of an overall legislative scheme
intended to foster public safety by imposing specific and
stringent obligations on those possessing firearms.
As well, the circumstances of these offences of careless
storage were somewhat unusual and Mr. Carlos did not
menace anyone, or threaten to harm himself. He was
generally co-operative with the police. There was no
involvement with alcohol or drugs.
These offences occurred on February 15, 2000. It is now
October, 2002.
Both from the perspective of general and specific
deterrence, in my view a monetary penalty is not required for
Mr. Carlos.
And based on the accused’s personal circumstances, as well
as the circumstances of these particular offences, I am
satisfied it would not be contrary to the public interest to
impose a discharge.
A conditional discharge is granted, therefore, on all three
counts, with a six-month probation order concurrent on all
three counts.
The conditions of the order will include: 1) keep the peace
and be of good behaviour and appear before the court when
required to do so by the Court; 2) notify the Court or the
Probation Officer in advance of any change of name or
address, and promptly notify the Court or the Probation
Officer of any change of employment or occupation.
Forfeiture and Prohibition
There remains the issues of forfeiture of weapons and a
prohibition order.
As a result of the execution of the search warrant on Mr.
Carlos’ home, pursuant to section 117.04 of the Criminal
Code, all of the accused’s firearms have been in the custody
of the police since February 15, 2000.
Mr. Carlos has therefore been deprived of possession of
such weapons for over two years.
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Were it not for this lengthy period of deprivation, I might have
agreed with the Crown’s position for a prohibition order of a
year, or less.
In my view, however, the passage of time while this case
has wound its way through the appeal courts has been
tantamount to a two-year prohibition. No further prohibition
is ordered.
(Note: This is where a resounding applause erupted in the
courtroom.)
The three firearms which are the subject matter of the three
offences before this Court, and which were made Exhibits at
the trial are, however, not to be released to Mr. Carlos.
The Crown relies on section 491(1)(b) of the Criminal Code
in relation to those three weapons.
That section states as follows:
491 (1) Subject to subsection (2), where it is
determined by a court that (b) that a person has
committed an offence that involves, or the subjectmatter of which is, a firearm, a cross-bow, a
prohibited weapon, a restricted weapon, a
prohibited device, ammunition, prohibited ammunition
or an explosive substance and any such thing has
been seized and detained, the thing so seized and
detained is forfeited to Her Majesty and shall be
disposed of as the Attorney General directs.
The Supreme Court of Canada has determined that Mr.
Carlos committed the offence of careless storage of two
prohibited firearms and one restricted firearm.
As a result of that ruling, therefore, section 491(1)(b) clearly
applies. That section mandates the forfeiture and disposition
of those three weapons seized.
End of that story.
McWhinnie had to talk to “others” first about the sentence before addressing the
s. 111 prohibition hearing, he told the invisible judge on the phone. He requested
to adjourn the prohibition matter to October 18, at which time a date could be
fixed for that hearing. When canvassed by the judge, Fritze offered “no
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objection”.
After a five-minute session inside the courtroom, Carlos told reporters that he
thought Livingstone did about the best she could with what she had to deal with.
It’s the process that’s flawed, he said.
The issue was argued in territorial court, then taken to the Supreme Court of
Canada, where politically-appointed decision-makers overturned decisions made
in two lower courts.
“I feel this is a black eye for the justice system in Canada,” he was quoted in the
press as saying. “It was unreasonable and it was unfair.”
McWhinnie couldn’t tell reporters what he expected for a monetary fine, had the
judge granted it. He did not suggest a figure in his sentencing submissions, nor
to Gaffin in his phone call back in August 2000, when he had predicted Carlos
would have to pay a fine for his storage-infraction sins.
Getting Down To The Nitty Gritty
As usual, Paul Rogan didn’t mince words in his brief comment in the November
issue of Canadian Access to Firearms.
The sentence was as lenient as could be hoped for in the
circumstances and was a great relief to Mr. Carlos but...
...how many ways can you spell “Persecution”?
The local Crown prosecutor immediately asked that, against
the recommendation of the sentencing judge, a prohibition
order be pursued against Al Carlos and, once more, the man
will be dragged in front of a different judge for another try at
painting him as a threat to himself and others and another
attempt at destroying his firearms collection and prohibiting
him from owning any firearm in the foreseeable future.
My head has been shaking so hard, I have neck cramps.
The persecution continues! What will it take for Canadians
to take to the streets?
Al’s next court appearance is slated for October 18th. We
shall keep you updated to this exercise in totalitarian
vindictiveness!
But, in thanking God for small favors, if Carlos complied with the lenient
conditions bestowed on him by Livingstone, at least he would receive an
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absolute discharge and not be burdened with a criminal record.
Stay Of Procedure
The day before we were to appear in court to fix a date for the prohibition
hearing, Allen Carlos phoned. He didn’t want to see the inside of another
courtroom, with or without me. I promised to continue to act as his agent, but
tried to coax him to be present. I wanted to avoid giving the Crown an excuse to
complain that he had broken probation for not doing what he was told and could
result in a criminal record; or, the Crown might use his absence as an excuse to
file a contempt charge against him. Nothing would surprise me. I did not trust
this gang of smirking government bureaucrats.
Carlos had a very stubborn streak. Once his mind was made up to do or not to
do some task, a team of Clydesdales couldn’t pull him away from that position.
I capitulated. I would contact his lawyer to ask for direction. Whatever Richard
Fritze advised, I advised Carlos to take the advice. We left the dilemma hanging.
I promised to phone back as soon as I heard from Fritze, who would probably be
more prone to contact Carlos directly. Regardless, I would be in court at 2
o'clock the next afternoon to deal with the Crown’s next trick.
Upon accessing my email account, I found a letter from Fritze, who asked that I
pass a hard copy on to his client. The letter was from David McWhinnie, who also
had forwarded Fritze a formal letter by regular mail.
It read: “Re: Section 111 Application; fix date of October 18, 2002 at 2:00 p.m.
...docket number: 9900864A.”
Can’t these people get anything right?
Docket number 99-00864A was the court system’s own number for the amended
charges that went to trial; went to the Yukon Court of Appeal; went to the
Supreme Court of Canada where Carlos was convicted. It was under court
docket #99-00864A he had been sentenced two weeks prior, on October 4. That
matter was kaput, ended, finished, concluded, terminated, accomplished.
The onus was now on Carlos to be a good, obedient slave to the bureaucratic
masters for six months, and he might be sprung loose from his shackles over
those three gun-storage sins the RCMP brought to bear on him under court
docket #99-00864A. It was an extraneous, sidebar case to the prohibition
hearing, which had been derailed by the #99-00864A storage violations case.
The court system itself had established the section 111 prohibition hearing as
docket #99-08586, which was never referenced in the letter pertaining to the
prohibition hearing.
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David McWhinnie wrote:
You will recall that the Crown sought an adjournment of the
fix date relating to the above noted matter following Judge
Livingston’s (sic) recent sentencing decision in order to
consider our position and to determine whether the above
noted matter should in fact proceed.
Upon consideration, we have determined that it would not
now be in the public interest to proceed with the above noted
application, and so it will not be necessary for either you or
your client to attend on October 18th. We propose to
conclude the matter by staying the now pending Section 111
Application.
In the particular circumstances at hand, both the Court (by
virtue of the Section 111 Application) and the Chief
Territorial Firearms Officer (by virtue of your client’s pending
application for a Firearms Licence) are potentially required to
deal with the same basic issue your client’s eligibility to have
firearms. In the circumstances, where your client would
have recourse to the same Territorial Court as would be
considering Section 111 Application if it proceeded, we are
of the view that it is appropriate simply to allow the
Firearms Officer to consider all the relevant material required
to be assessed by him, including information which formed
the basis of the Section 111 Application, and to make his
decision after having proceeded in the usual and ordinary
fashion required of him. Only if he makes a decision
adverse to your client’s wishes would a further review to the
Court be necessary.
In deferring to the jurisdiction and discretion of the Firearms
Officer, we should not be taken as commenting in any way
on the merits of the Section 111 Application; rather, we have
determined not to proceed with that matter as it appears to
us more appropriate to let these issues be determined
initially by the Firearms Officer rather than the same Court to
whom a review of the Firearms Officer’s decision could
conceivably be referred.
We trust the foregoing is satisfactory...
A stay of procedure is a halt in a judicial proceeding where, by its order, the
court will not take further action until the occurrence of some other event.
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Inherent jurisdiction rests with the court to stay all proceedings that are, for
example, trumped-up, frivolous, vexatious, or an abuse of the process of the
court.
The prohibition hearing against Carlos fit that description like a glove.
A stay is not a definite conclusion since the matter can be brought back at any
time, but only at the discretion of the Justice minister or Attorney General in the
respective territory or province.
No one remembered a stay brought back in the Yukon.
A year is considered the magical time as an expiry date. Yet a stay hangs over
the person’s head for the rest of his life unless the charges are withdrawn.
While it is a rarity for stays to be reinstated in Canada by ministerial action, it has
happened on occasion for such crimes as murders.
Well, it has already been determined that murderers are entitled to due process
of the law; by nature of the firearms legislation, gun owners, as second-class
citizens, are one step below murderers and sex offenders and not entitled that
same due process of law.
For that reason, and due to the hysterical method law enforcers treat gun owners
to rid the country of private firearms ownership, predictably, a lot of stayed gun
charges can be expected to be reinstated in the future.
Barring that, once police have possession of guns, they seldom return the
property – even when firearms and police officers are ordered by the court to do
so. “Stays” are just another convenient excuse to not return property to the
lawful owner.
Withdrawal of gun charges was the only safe mechanism a person charged
under firearms legislation had for assurance that stayed charges would not be
reinstated at some later date. It also would give the owner more leverage in
having improperly seized guns returned from custody.
Carlos immediately embarked on the tedious task of trying to regain his licenses
and registrations he had lost in the process so his gun collection could be
returned to him after his six-month probation ended April 4, 2003, and the stay
expired on October 15, 2003.
It was advantageous to deal with Sgt. Dan Otterbein’s superior rather than with
the former chief firearms officer who had denied his permit to carry in 1999.
Shortly after Carlos’ prohibition matter was stayed, the Whitehorse firearms office
closed. Otterbein returned to regular policing duties, biding time in serving out
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his last two years before retirement in Carcross, a small community 50 miles
south of Whitehorse.
All Yukon firearms matters were referred to district officers stationed in Surrey,
British Columbia, or Edmonton, Alberta.
Crown Called Halt To Carlos Case
Under the dateline of Whitehorse, Yukonslavia, Gaffin posted an Internet piece
to bring donors and other interested parties up to speed on provisions of Carlos’
sentence and the stay of procedure, which the media reporters knew nothing
about and did not report. CBC radio was even conspicuous by its absence at
sentencing, which went unreported by the government broadcast station that had
been so eager to condemn him. Chief mining inspector Dave Latoski scored
airtime in January 1999, to tell the world that the prospector had threatened
government inspectors – a claim CBC continued to incorrectly reiterate as Carlos
wound his way through a maze of courts.
WHITEHORSE, Yukonslavia - After spending a
conservative-calculated $2.7 million to drag Whitehorse
resident Allen Carlos through courts for 30 months, the
Crown finally gave up.
It has stayed the application to proceed with a prohibition
hearing which was the original intent of a search warrant
executed in February 15, 2000.
Besides the Crown not having a case, the territorial deputy
judge Deborah Livingstone subtly suggested it cease and
desist.
Livingstone was the trial judge who acquitted Carlos in
November 2000 but was obliged by a Supreme Court of
Canada ruling to sentence him for three counts of firearms
storage infractions.
By teleconferencing from her office in London, Ontario,
Livingstone granted a conditional discharge as had been
suggested by Alberta-based defense lawyer Richard Fritze
in written sentencing submissions.
The judge issued a six-month probation order concurrent on
all three counts but no criminal record, no jail time, no fine
and no prohibition.
"As the result of the execution of the search warrant on Mr.
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Carlos' home, pursuant to section 117.04 of the Criminal
Code, all of the accused's firearms have been in the custody
of the police since February 15, 2000," Livingstone stated.
"Mr. Carlos has therefore been deprived of possession of
such weapons for over two years," she added. "Were it not
for this lengthy period of deprivation, I might have agreed
with the Crown's position for a prohibition order of a year, or
less."
But, in her view, the passage of time while the case wound
its way through appeal courts has been tantamount to a twoyear prohibition. "No further prohibition is ordered," she said.
Her decision met with resounding applause from the some
30 supporters who gathered in courtroom #5 to hear Carlos'
fate on the morning of October 4.
Involved in this matter before the courts were three
handguns for which Carlos was duly licensed and
grandfathered. They included a restricted .44 Ruger Super
Black Hawk; a prohibited .357 Magnum Ruger SP-101; and
a prohibited Freedom Arm .22-calibre short-barrel.
In recognition of Carlos as a responsible citizen and
dedicated family man who is definitely not a threat to public
safety, Livingstone most likely would have returned the
firearms to the lawful owner had it not been for s. 491(1)(b)
of the Criminal Code.
Essentially, this law has converted plunder into a right. It
says that a person who has committed sin in the state's eyes
in which items have been seized and kept in custody have to
be forfeited to the state without compensation and will be
disposed of as the attorney general sees fit.
Since the Supreme Court determined that an offense of
careless storage had been committed, Livingstone could not
return his private property.
The police, who had concocted a bogus warrant with
complainants behind closed doors, had stormed the Carlos
resident and seized the family's entire gun collection on
February 15, 2000.
Territorial judge Heino Lilles too hastily signed a 58-page
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application for the search warrant that accused Carlos of
being a "threat to public safety and to his family". He never
threatened anybody nor was he charged with uttering
threats, as the media, especially CBC radio, continues to
wrongly repeat.
Chief mining inspector Dave Latoski had made unfounded
accusations of Carlos on the 7:30 a.m. CBC radio news
broadcast of January 20, 1999. Latoski claimed the "unruly
prospector had threatened to kill any government inspector
who came into his camp packing guns."
Latoski was one of a couple bureaucrats who persuaded the
police to reopen an investigation after a previous officer had
turned up nothing.
When Crown witness Constable Wayne Gork was on the
stand and cross-examined by defense lawyer Richard Fritze,
the subject came up about the complaints received by
Constable Raymond Sydney on January 19, 1999 from Julie
Nordmann and Sandra Orban. Both were federal mineral
resources employees.
Nordmann didn't feel threatened by Carlos but complained
about his "piercing blue eyes".
Orban, an ultra-eco greenie placer-mining inspector who
never exchanged words with Carlos, had barged into the
Carlos family's camp with her male companion in August
1998. She didn't seem to feel as threatened by Carlos as
she was angry that his hardrock mining endeavors were in
her way.
Sydney shelved his report which would have been destroyed
in a year had Gork not resuscitated it at the urging of Latoski
and mining inspector Leo van Kalsbeek.
At that point, the investigation he took over was 18 months
old, noted the defense lawyer in court. No charges for
uttering threats were ever pursued from that incident, he
said, therefore, the previous constable must not have had a
public safety concern if no charges were proceeded with.
"There's no limitation on laying an 'uttering threats charge', is
there?" asked Fritze. "No," answered the officer, followed by
another question: "And you didn't pursue that, did you?"
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Gork responded, "No, I did not."
The three counts of improper firearms storage were laid as a
direct result of the police's "wholesale fishing expedition".
The storage infractions, for which the Crown pushed Carlos
to the Supreme Court, were extraneous to the warrant and
have since been deemed unconstitutional by a 3-0 decision
handed down in July by the Ontario Court of Appeal.
Under a backasswards firearms law, the police were able to
request a warrant to seize the firearms first. Then they would
ask the Crown to apply for the s. 111 gun-prohibition hearing
to determine if Carlos should be allowed to possess
firearms.
But the prohibition hearing was derailed by the storage
infractions for which Carlos was acquitted in territorial court
in 2000 and again in a 2-1 decision handed down by the
Yukon Appeals Court in July 2001.
The Crown appealed to the Supreme Court over the
meaning of the word "store" which Parliament had neglected
to define in legislation. A seven-judge panel convicted him in
April and referred the matter back to the territorial deputy
judge for sentencing.
Now the Crown has changed its tune. It decided not to
proceed to prohibition, though Carlos and/or his agents
has/have made an unreasonable 25 court appearances
during the past 2-1/2 years with respect to it.
The Crown decided it was more appropriate to refer
the matter back to the firearms office where it started in
1999. Carlos' firearms renewal application has been on hold
while the Crown dithered around with appeals courts.
The firearms officer will deal with the eligibility issue from his
office rather than from the witness box.
During sentencing, deputy judge Livingstone sent a
message that "enough is enough".
The Crown has implied that the chief firearms officer will not
come into cross-purpose with Carlos. Therefore, it is not
expected that this specific case will rear its ugly head in
court again.
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After all, the exemplary citizen is an expert woodsman and
master gun handler. He has owned firearms for over 45
years without incident or accident and had been issued
permits to carry handguns into the wilds for more than 20
years.
It also has since become obvious to members of the legal
system that the badly-flawed application for the search
warrant contained fairy tales spun by a group of government
feminists. And this whole sordid mess should never have
happened.
But, as the saying goes, "what goes around, comes around".
Orban, Latoski, van Kalsbeek and a few others were weeded
out of Northern Affairs before the federal program devolves
to the Yukon government in April 2003.
Orban, who continues to harass placer miners as a fisheries
and oceans cop, had filed an unsavory complaint against
Latoski. The feds won't disclose the amount of substantial
hush money they paid out.
Latoski was transferred to a new federal position in
Victoria, British Columbia as a harbor master.
Meantime, the accusers were responsible for the Carlos
family having to outlay an extraordinary amount of cash
unnecessarily.
Supporters have already donated about $35,000. Anybody
else who wants to keep the money pouring in for the cause
can forward donations to:
- Paul Rogan, RFOC president and publisher of
"Canadian Access to Firearms", 7225 - 7th Avenue,
Whitehorse, Yukon, Y1A 1R8 (firearms@yukon.net); or
- Mr. and Mrs. Allen Carlos, 275 Alsek Road,
Whitehorse, Yukon, Y1A 4T1; or
- The Allen Carlos Legal Trust Fund, Bank of
Montreal, 111 Main Street, Whitehorse, Yukon, Y1A 2A7,
Transit 0998, account no. 8075-985.
Fans Responded
Of the dozen or so responses, the email from KS of Ottawa was the most
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outstanding:
When politics can subvert the whole justice system, it’s
enough to gag a maggot...and to see that the low-lives can
retain employment in the government shows how corrupt the
system really is.
Ontario Liberal member of Parliament Roger Gallaway
committed one cardinal political sin (Edmonton Sun,
Oct. 24/02), particularly for a Liberal. He has defied his
government and come out with a scathing, but utterly
accurate and devastating critique of his government’s gun
registry.
This story adds to your story. When MPs have to read
prepared speeches from underling staffers, they are NOT
their thoughts or words. They are puppets, just as the socalled officials who vindictively, viciously pursued Carlos
were puppets.
Oh, Canada, WHY have you gone so wrong?
More Constitutional Rights Abuse
While Canada was a nation gone wrong, the government goons were making
liars out of desperate adults who were dancing as fast as they could to stay out
of their clutches. The bureaucrats knew that fact, so turned on the youth as a
way of getting to the parents and neighbors in an effort to locate and confiscate
guns under the guise of a school program.
The Liberals, who can’t be relied on to predict accurate
weather information 24 hours in advance, are embarking in
the horrorscope business of predicting what crimes people
are destined to commit in the future.
Specifically, they think kids are killers.
Two educators were interviewed on CBC radio about the
merits of a new Yukon education program on September 18,
2002.
Teachers, school counselors, police officers and others of
the law system will participate.
The predictive, preventive, pro-active initiative is supposed
to weed out students who march to the beat of a different
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drummer.
Exactly who is qualified to make the determination of who is
a "threat to public safety" and "a high risk to offend" is an
unknown, unless these educators have a pipeline to the
Almighty.
But the program will undoubtedly tug at public and parental
heartstrings and garner approval. "Whatever is necessary to
be safe," people will chant, robotically.
The program is ostensibly designed to prevent another
school shooting like occurred at Colorado's Columbine High
School on April 20, 1999, and the copycat shooting eight
days later at the W.R. Myers High School in Taber, Alberta.
This model, based on recommendations flowing from the
Governor's Columbine Review Commission, may be wellintentioned but is open to abuse. It employs the Orwellianstyle approach. Students will be encouraged to tattle on
other students as well as on their own parents.
There are five common denominators in both school
incidents cited: the assailants were victims of bullying; they
found solace in computers; were ingesting prescribed drugs
for depression or hyper-activity; had discussed their plans
with others beforehand and nobody reported it; and had
obtained the guns from their own homes.
But "zero-tolerance" programs of this ilk obviously reach far
beyond the pretended goal of simply keeping violence and
guns out of schools.
This community has already witnessed the damage that
paranoid bureaucrats can do when arbitrarily targeting an
exemplary citizen as "a threat to society".
The accusers, for some inexplicable reason, are always
right; they always have the upper hand. Yet they don't have
degrees or licenses to practice psychiatry nor are they
analyzed for their own mental stability, character and
motives.
Their assessments of "emotional unstable" and "madman"
stick and are willingly swallowed by the police, leaving the
accused only with denial as an ineffectual defense and a
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$100,000 in legal fees. Any person who doesn't fit the
textbook description of correct social behaviour is a sinner of
the first order who must be punished.
This Liberal social re-engineering scheme parallels the
tactics of Josef Stalin. The paranoid communist leader
eliminated millions by instructing his secret police to hunt
down and charge his enemies as "crazy". Then the court
would levy verdicts of death by firing squad.
As an example of how self-proclaimed bureaucratic selfimportance can inflict hate and hurt, an innocent local
resident was banned from the federal library located in Red
Square.
He looked like any other field person who frequented the
facilities. But the librarians didn't like his looks and clothes
and were ready to pull out the pepper spray. They were
convinced the "stranger" had a bomb or a gun.
After he left, these babes checked Websites they thought the
computer whiz had visited. He was actually researching land
as pertained to protected areas.
But they accused the man of having accessed "a weird
science fiction" site. It was inappropriate use of their library,
they declared, while employees were behind Red Square
cubicles shopping on-line, playing card games and
downloading child pornography.
What the librarians actually found was a Website opened by
a previous user to the "Christian Science Monitor", an ageold Boston-based daily newspaper.
Nothing could convince the accusers they were wrong.
(The man in question hadn’t touched a computer.) One
librarian was spitting she was so adamant about defending
her judgment. To prove their right to be nervous, the jittery
babes had a bank of security buzzers installed due to
"problem patrons" and also banned the patron who liked
reading the "Monitor".
This type bureaucratic overkill is scary. Yet the heavyhanded national police force uses these fairy tales to obtain
search warrants to raid homes, seize guns and lay whatever
trumped-up criminal charges suits them.
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Their objective has consistently been to remove guns from
the hands of private ownership; now it's based on the
pretense of preventing another school shooting.
If grown men have difficulty protecting themselves against
such unjust bureaucratic witch hunts, what possible chance
have innocent youths who are wrongly crucified by the
state?
Advancing a crystal-ball method of identification will hardly
prevent a school shooting. In fact, the program will likely
backfire and trigger one.
It can plant the idea into the scrambled minds of kids who
are taking prescribed or illegal drugs. Those who have
reached the age of rebellion will do exactly the opposite of
what they think the authorities don't want them to do.
The Liberals hope the reverse psychology works. Eco-Nazi
organizations are waiting in the wings to choreograph
another Columbine.
Lately, the gun advocates have been gaining too much
urban support since the box-cutter wielding terrorists
attacked America a year ago. Anti-gun groups in Canada
need another Montreal Massacre to regain lost ground. Then
the socialists can easily turn up the heat on politicians to
toughen what is already a Draconian firearms law.
Twitchy soothsayers will start branding youths as "bullies" for
engaging in steam-releasing "dust-ups" in the school yard.
They'll be expelled from school or sent off for psychiatric
evaluation or a stay in a mental ward. Parents will be forced
to undergo psychiatric evaluation and/or treatment as well.
Any of these so-called preventive actions can trigger a
shooting. Meanwhile, the police will be scanning the FIPS,
FAPS and FARTS registries for any sign of guns in the
household where the marked student resides.
The police will contact extended members of the family,
friends and neighbours of the marked student as well as his
chums.
All are guilty by association, even if they are not gun owners.
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If the "associates" are gun owners, the police will seize their
property, too.
One way or the other, the guns are going to be ultimately
sacrificed to the cops. So why would anybody subject
him/herself to the aggravation of paperwork and donate stiff
registration fees by January 1, 2003 for naught?
What better excuse for confiscation then for the police to link
gun owners with youths the state has predicted to be at
"high-risk to offend"--and the child may be yours! Or a child
of a friend living next door or two hundred miles away.
But nobody can object to the government wanting to remove
temptation from the hands of a potential killer, can they?
That's a hard one to rebuff.
Still, the police's campaign to cleanse Yukonslavia, or the
whole of Kanuckistan, of guns is about as effective as
spitting into a williwaw. Anybody bent on having guns and
can't latch onto them legally, will acquire them from the black
market. If all else fails, they can construct their own. The
instructions are on the Internet and in the school library's
encyclopedias.
That fact should give more fuel to the resolve of Minister of
Industry Canada, Allan Rock, who brought us Bill C-68. He is
already on a rampage to regulate the Internet with an iron
fist like the Chinese government that drove its Internet
underground.
Next, the Liberals will call on member of Parliament Hedy Fry
to burn the school reference books like Nazi Fuhrer Adolf Hitler did.
As Heinrich Heine wrote in 1823, “Whenever they burn books,
they will also, in the end, burn human beings.”
Under Section 55 of the firearms act, police are authorized to
question anybody about a gun owner who is accused of
"suspicious" behaviour or whose "suspicious" registration
form was red-flagged in the computer.
The gun owner's license will be suspended and the guns
confiscated if the snoop troopers happen to interview a
complainant who feels the gun owner is "a threat to society".
There are no provisions for the accused – gun owners or not
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– to defend him/herself against nasty, treacherous, bitter,
vindictive, mean-spirited individuals or the muscle-flexing
bureaucratic bullies who have too much discretionary power.
While the accusers are protected with total impunity, the
democratic rights of innocent Canadians are violated.
So, that leaves the gun owner in a "damned if you do and
damned if you don't" dilemma. People will have to follow
their good conscience as to whether they apply to register
and/or re-register all their guns or not.
The personal risk factor of getting caught breaking an
unpalatable law and paying the consequences will have to
be weighed against old-fashioned Magna Carta principles.
Registration can be handy, though. It's easier to confiscate
your property when the police know where you live and what
you own. Regardless of what you and your associates do
about registration, the police are going to find out whether
you own guns by interrogating the kids at school.
The police are banking on the probability that most parents
taught their offspring not to lie, notwithstanding that the
government has made liars out of us all.
Second Legal-Defense Cheque Presented
On the morning of Friday, February 21, 2003, Fred Hall, trustee for the RFOC
Carlos Defense Fund, presented a cheque for $38,820 to Mr. and Mrs. Carlos in
their Riverdale home in front of media hounds and Star photographer Vince
Fedoroff.
Gun advocates, who were fighting the evil gun bill and didn’t know where to turn
any more, had put their efforts behind the Carlos case.
With the money generated at the fund-raising rally in September 2000,
contributions toward his legal battle totaled about $50,000, leaving him $25,000
in the hole. However, the out-of-pocket expenditure was somewhat off-set by
both the small and sizeable cheques handed to him personally by a separate set
of financial angels.
“It’s cost me roughly $75,000 in cash, not counting the stress that went with this,”
Carlos told reporters. But, at least, the sizeable donation would prevent his being
bankrupted by the special treatment he suffered under an unjust law.
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The Crown, which had a penchant for whipping decent citizens when they were
going through rough times, had the unmitigated gall to push him to the Supreme
Court of Canada to prove who had the upper hand. Carlos was a total
embarrassment to the authorities, whose backsides had been kicked in two lower
courts. To boot, he was receiving an abundance of favorable publicity – both
locally and on the Internet – that berated the behavior of specific government
cops, lawyers, judges and politicians who rollicked in sheer pleasure for creating
the strife.
“They knew going to the Supreme Court would cost me a lot of money,” said a
resentful Carlos, who was persecuted for three years by the justice system in the
country of his birth. “It was totally unfair, unwarranted. Without the money from
the defense fund, they could have essentially destroyed us financially. My family
and I really appreciate the funding and support that was generated. It made it
possible to live through all this.”
Regarding his soft sentence, he said, “There was a probation period until April 4
which will soon be done; it was really a minor thing. There was no reporting to
be done, or anything of that nature. I guess I wasn’t supposed to go out and
holler at any bureaucrats during that time.”
Hall, who presented the cheque, told the group that the whole problem started
with Carlos being charged. But the gun advocates were indignant that the
government was making an example of what they could do to gun owners
through an individual citizen.
“When the Crown decided to appeal it to the Supreme Court, we said we knew
this man was innocent in our minds. So, a few of us got together. We began a
program of getting monies together by sending information of the case out by
e-mail and through the press to other provinces. People picked up on it. They
decided, yes, it was a worthwhile cause to support Al.”
Gun advocates were angry. At first, money came into the account by dribs and
drabs from every province and territory. Then the donations came in bigger
chunks; $500 was usual, with double that amount coming from gun organizations
which were fund-raising cross-country at gun shows and get-togethers on Carlos’
behalf.
The $38,820 assisted greatly with Carlos’ legal bills, which had accumulated over
the three-year ordeal. While the Responsible Firearms Owners Coalition was not
pleased with the outcome of the decision handed down from the exalted judges
of the highest court, it was, nevertheless, heartening to see the tremendous
solidarity shown from across Canada – even to a lesser extent after his
kangaroo-style conviction.
For once, leaders of the big gun groups were smart enough to keep their heads
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ducked and their mouths shut. The National Firearms Association (NFA), of
which Carlos had been a long-standing member, did not issue a cent of cash
toward the cause. The whole raison d’etre for the NFA’s being was to defend the
collective rights of gun owners with legitimate cases. The Carlos case
epitomized exactly what the NFA was mandated to defend.
Instead, the NFA chose to spend $10,000 to defend its president. While playing
cowboy with a loaded handgun in his living room, Jim Hinter nearly killed his
apartment neighbor when a high-calibre bullet went through the wall. Hinter was
acquitted by a Calgary court judge, and the Justice system did not appeal the
decision. Why? Probably because too many officials were going to have to
answer too many unsavory questions. The Justice system let the Hinter case die
quietly. But it cost the NFA its reputation.
Dave Tomlinson had bequeathed his long-standing presidency position to Hinter
in 2000. Tomlinson was a layman, knowledgeable about firearms law and put his
attention into running the NFA’s legal department. It was a total disappointment
that he should take an anti-Carlos stance in his online LawClass.
The Carlos case was fraught with irregularities from the outset and deserved a
public inquiry. But Tomlinson, acting like an expert, denounced that any
irregularities had transpired during the course of events (1998 to 2002), probably
as a means for him and his inner circle to save face for the NFA’s refusal to offer
financial support in the very important Carlos case.
Hopefully, LawClass followers who were bamboozled by Tomlinson’s unfounded
opinion will read the detailed account of the Carlos Trilogy and make up their own
minds based on the sound facts and documentation presented herein. (See
A Private Analysis Of Appellant’s Factum under Chapter 15: The Supreme Court
of Canada.)
Carlos Wrote A Public Thanks
Sarah Elizabeth Brown’s piece Gun Owner Receives Legal Bill Bonanza ran
concurrently with Carlos’ quarter-page note of thanks in the Whitehorse Star on
February 21, 2003.
Paula, our children and I wish to sincerely thank all who
have supported us in so many ways, including financially. In
total, from within and outside the Yukon, over $48,000 was
raised. The support has, without a doubt, tempered the
persistent persecution.
The whole mess began when some within the bureaucracy
were uncomfortable with what I had to say when, on several
occasions, I loudly expressed my frustrations with the
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behavior of an intrusive state. I made no threats. It doesn’t
take much to get into trouble now with touchy bureaucrats;
especially with the Liberal search warrant application
(particularly if embellished) now designed for firearms
owners.
I am a hardrock mineral prospector. I understand deeply the
feelings within the placer mining community. Though I have
been stymied by policy, and at times attitude, in the driving
away of capital in Yukon, my situation is not as critical as
yours and appears to be improving.
In essence, your livelihood, property and dreams are under
attack from an arbitrary and pernicious bureaucracy.
Welcome to the new Canada: “The rise of the State and the
Demise of the Citizen.”
I wish once more to thank all who have supported us so
generously. You lightened our burden.
Carlos’ Classic CBC Radio Interview
Unlike ordinary folks interviewed by CBC radio, Allen Carlos was never prepped
before going on the air. The government interviewers, who worked under an
anti-gun policy, treated Carlos like a politician and always tried to trip him up with
their prepared questions. He was cagey, knowledgeable about his subject, and
good with extemporaneous comebacks.
Below is a transcript of a special report aired on Monday, February 24, 2003.
The interview was conducted by noon-show host Nancy Thompson, who had
known Carlos since she was a little girl growing up in the village of Ross River.
WHITEHORSE: (Nancy Thompson) Allen Carlos’ name has
become synonymous with the fight against the federal gun
law. The prospector has become the rallying point for
Canadians who are incensed with the new gun registry and
the rules that go along with it. Three years ago, Carlos was
charged with careless storage of guns in his Riverdale
home. After a long legal battle, including an acquittal which
was upheld by the Yukon Court of Appeal, Carlos was found
guilty by the Supreme Court of Canada. On Friday (Feb. 21) he
received a cheque for $38,000 to help pay his legal bills and
Allen Carlos is with me in the studio now.
Thompson: “The battle is finally over. How do you feel?”
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Carlos: “Well, I feel much better now than I did three years
ago. But I have to say that the battle isn’t entirely over. They
still have my guns and there may be some difficulty getting
them returned.”
Thompson: “Your sentence will be up April 5th, I
understand?”
Carlos: “The probation period will be up on April 4th, yes.”
Thompson: “April 4th. Okay. And so you don’t have your guns
and you anticipate - what do you anticipate happening then
with them?”
Carlos: “Under the Firearms Act the chief firearms officer
and the RCMP have discretionary power beyond what I think
is reasonable. Hopefully things will work out for me but we’re
really not sure how it’s going to turn out.”
Thompson: “So you may not have them back?”
Carlos: “Well, I feel I should but it’s not in my hands.”
Thompson: “Now, when you were first charged with this
offence in the year 2000 and you decided to fight it, what did
you think your odds of winning were at that time?”
Carlos: “I don’t remember exactly what my thoughts were at
the time. I knew that I had to fight it. I couldn’t just capitulate.
A lot of people do and they get charged and end up with a
criminal record. I wanted to not have that on my record. So,
we fought it and we beat it. That wasn’t good enough
for them. They took me again and tried it and they got beat a
second time. So, then they became very cagey and figured
that if they took it to the Supreme Court of Canada, they would
have a better chance there. It appears that the Supreme
Court judges there drink from the same cup that the
Government does.”
Thompson: “Why do you think they took such particular
interest in your case?”
Carlos: “It was a matter of the definition of the word ‘storage’
which was critical to the enforcement of the act. The
argument from their perspective was well we had to do this.
We had to take him to the Supreme Court of Canada even
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though it doesn’t look great in order to determine what the
word storage means. I would respond to that, my asking
them that if that was their intent and their wish, perhaps they
should have paid for that in the sense that I had won both
lower court judgments. If I had lost one and they had lost
one, I’d say it was even. I could see where going to
the Supreme Court of Canada would have been fair. It would
have given me or them both a chance. But they lost twice in
lower courts and yet they had the audacity, in my mind, to
take me to the Supreme Court of Canada, knowing full well
when it got there that the chances were on their side.”
Thompson: “Over the past three years, you’ve received a lot
of support and help initially with Yukoners and that has
spread to include Canadians from across the country. Why
do you think that people have rallied around you?”
Carlos: “I think for two reasons. One, they saw an injustice
being perpetrated on a firearm-owning citizen; and
secondly, it was difficult to fight the bill. Just where do you
come at it from. And we’re dealing with a huge, humongous
monster there in Ottawa. They’re difficult to fight. We
can do everything that we can politically. But we understood and everyone has to understand - that behind that political
force there’s also a physical force. We see it right
here in the Yukon. There are 300 members of the RCMP
and behind every bureaucrat there’s a police with a gun. So, I
think a lot of people rallied not knowing exactly how to fight
this monster any further.”
Thompson: “It’s a huge issue. But I wonder if you could distill
it down into just a couple of points - your beefs with the gun
law?”
Carlos: “It’s an intrusion into my civil liberties on a number of
different fronts.”
Thompson: “How?”
Carlos: “My right to privacy; my right to being considered
innocent until proven guilty; my right to property; my right to
self-defense; and it goes on and on. There’s about four or five
different separate reasons why it goes against the civil
liberties of Canadians. But a second thing - it’s more personal my government not really trusting me and others of my kind
that have firearms for one reason or another, and the feeling
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is mutual. If the government doesn’t trust me then why, in
turn, should I trust them?”
Thompson: “Now, some people would say what’s wrong with
having to license a gun? We license vehicles. We license
snowmobiles. We license boats. How is this any different?”
Carlos: “That’s an argument that there’s been quite a lot
written on it and I can’t answer effectively. I think
one key point is that if I have a vehicle, I can park it in my
yard. It doesn’t have to be licensed. I can’t do that with a
gun. I can keep my gun in my home, but it still has to be
licensed. Internal licensing is the first step to registration.
Why we oppose registration is that historically in every other
country that this has ever occurred, invariably in time it leads
to confiscation. And I’m not talking from an apparent point of
view. I’m talking from a point of history.”
Thompson: “What are some of the countries where that’s
happened?”
Carlos: “The Soviet Union, Germany, Uganda. In fact, it’s
even to some extent happening in Canada already with
particular types of handguns.”
Thompson: “But what about people who would say guns,
handguns, rifles, what have you, are lethal weapons and we
have to know who has them. What would you say to that? I
mean, I’m not saying that you yourself aren’t using your gun
properly. But I have to be licensed to drive a vehicle which
also is considered to be a lethal weapon in the wrong
circumstances. How does registering or licensing that kind of
a thing infringe upon your personal liberties?”
Carlos: “In the sense of licensing itself, I don’t have a terribly
big problem with it in that if it curtails the misuse of firearms
and you can screen out those people who might misuse them.
But, from there on, it goes into a lot of abuses. Another response
to that could be this: Where do you stop determining what is
an offensive weapon? When are they going to start
registering knives, axes, machetes, clubs, fists? I don’t
know. Maybe you can answer that.”
Thompson: “I couldn’t, although I do know that a lot of
weapons that aren’t actually guns are considered lethal and
dangerous weapons and prohibited, in fact, from owning. But I
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guess that’s perhaps down a different track. I’m just
wondering if somebody says, ‘I’m prepared to use my gun
properly and safely and appropriately.’ The problem with
having it licensed and having some record of who owns it.”
Carlos: “I don’t believe the government should be involved in
knowing what I own in that regard as long as I’m a lawabiding citizen. If I’m a criminal and I’ve acted in that manner
and I am guilty, then I should be treated with the full force of
the law. Up to this time, the laws are already in place to deal
with the criminal use of firearms. But, in most instances,
they’ve been plea-bargained away when taken to court. So,
this lie from Ottawa that we are going to prevent the criminal
use of firearms, and so on, is not correct.”
Thompson: “I’m just wondering, do you think that sometimes
people - the Americans have the right to bear arms. Do you
think that sometimes Canadians think that we have that in
our constitution, when actually we don’t? Have you ever
heard that from anyone saying, ‘Well, it’s my right to own a
gun?’”
Carlos: “I’ll have to correct you there. In fact, by British
common law we do have the right to self-defense and we
have the right to bear arms. We don’t have it in our
constitution - that is in the Charter of Rights - but what you
have to look upon is this is a natural right, or an inalienable
right: the right to self-defense, the right to defense against
tyranny. That is in British common law. The U.S. put it in their
constitution after fighting tyranny to gain their independence.
They understand that better than we do in Canada. I
personally believe there are ways to deal with the misuse of
firearms without constricting the proper use of it and the
ownership of them and the free ownership of them to first of
all defend yourself and your family, and secondly, to prevent
any act of tyranny by your government.”
Thompson; “And what would those ways be? Because you
said you’re not entirely against the act of licensing weapons.
But what would work, in your opinion, in order to make sure that
the types of weapons don’t fall into the wrong hands and that
someone knows where the weapons are?”
Carlos: “In regard to your statement there, what we are doing is
licensing individuals, not licensing firearms. It’s difficult to
argue against that, in that through the process you probably
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do screen out people as long as it’s not abused. The
registration aspect of it is what we’re really strongly opposed
to. I think what you have to understand here is this law is a
criminal law. It goes simply beyond registering - for example,
registering your vehicle or having a license for your vehicle.
That doesn’t come under criminal law. If I, or someone else,
doesn’t fill out the paper and register in time and we are
found out to own firearms, we are charged under the
Criminal Code. We are criminals. I don’t really believe that’s
the way to deal with the situation.”
Thompson: “Do you have any suggestion as to what would work?”
Carlos: “Well, Nancy, I remember you in Ross River when
you were much younger and we lived through that time. I
don’t remember total mayhem going on. And somehow I just
think we should just put the whole damn thing away.”
Thompson: “Okay, what are you going to do Allen when and
if you receive your guns back? Are you going to register
them?”
Carlos: “I have no choice at this point in that they have the
numbers on them. And, in fact, I already have registered them
in the event they might use the argument, ‘Well, you didn’t
register them, so you’ve already not complied, so you’re not
getting your guns back’. So, I’ve already done that. But I had no
response from the government in that regard. I applied five
months ago to get my firearms license, thinking getting the
thing on track here, and no one has responded to me in that
regard either. So, I’m really not sure how this is going to end
up. My problems may not be over totally.”
Thompson: “Thank you.”
Carlos: “I was wondering if I could say one more thing. I
think there’s a number of things that may be of interest to
firearms owners in regard to this act and the status of it
right now. I’ll ask you first, Nancy. What has been achieved by
this? My family has gone through three years of persecution,
were terrorized by the appearance by four members of the
SWAT team. You’ve known me for many years. Do you feel
safer now that this has occurred to me?”
Thompson: “Do I feel safer? Well, I don’t think that would be
appropriate for me to respond to, Allen.”
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Carlos: “It’s a question I threw at you, anyway. Another thing
here that may be of interest to firearms owners is the noncompliance. It is rampant at this point. The majority of
owners are ignoring it. Here are some statistics that just
came out. I brought them along today - 300,000 handgun
owners known to authorities have not applied for a firearms
license or re-registered. Now, these are people who have
balked at the law. They’re open for their front doors being
knocked down. As of February 15, 2003, 6,084,997 (6 million,
84 thousand, 997) firearms have been registered but with no
name or address. This is a form of non-compliance. And
further to that, more than 5 million firearms registered have
not been verified. In other words, they don’t exactly know the
type of firearm or whatever. And finally, I’m not sure a lot of
people are generally aware, outside the gun groups, that
we now have a special unit of police established for firearms
enforcement. They are SWAT teams and they are called
NWEST. So help me God, I really don’t know what this
country is coming to. If this law is going to work and with the
non-compliance that we now see here, we will have to end up
with a totalitarian state.”
Thompson: “Thanks.”
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Terrorism is escalating to the point that Americans soon may
have to choose between civil liberties and more intrusive
means of protection.
William S. Cohen
U.S. Secretary of Defense
Army Times, October 27, 1998
It has occurred to me that I’m far more afraid of my own
government than any “terrorist organization”. Our wonderful
representatives in Ottawa spout off about human rights in
Iraq etc, but seem perfectly content to subject Canadian
citizens to unwarranted search and seizure, take away the
protections against self-incrimination, and break their own
rules about equality under the law.
R.S. via email
January 29, 2003
______________________________________________________________________
CHAPTER 20: EPILOGUE – WHY THE CARLOS CASE HAPPENED
The Carlos case was complicated.
They all are.
As a rule, firearms lawsuits don’t start out with any gun involvement but end up
as a gun case simply because unsubstantiated allegations are voiced against an
unsuspecting person, usually a white male, and the accusation would be too
frivolous for police to investigate, much less lay charges, other than when the
accused happens to be a firearm owner.
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Although the matter may have no connection with guns, the police officer checks
the central firearms registry. If the accused is not known to be a firearms owner,
the silly accusation will probably die in the shredder without a whimper. If,
however, the accused is believed to be a firearms owner, the police start the
ruthless process of preparing an application for a search warrant to present for
signature to a sympathetic judge.
It is a sad commentary, but the police are no longer friends to be held in high
esteem by ordinary residents in a community. These crisply-uniformed officers
are to be shunned. They should be feared by the average person like the Jews
and Gypsies feared the Nazi officers who, too, were “just following orders”.
Just as the Nazis targeted Jews and Gypsies for special treatment and banned
them from firearms ownership, the Canadian government cares not a whit if its
gun registry works or not; the feds just want it implemented to confiscate all
firearms so the citizenry has no means of self-defense when a tyrannical
government turns on the people.
Toronto Sun columnist Peter Worthington wrote on December 15, 2002, that in
gun killings, 64 percent were committed with handguns – which the RCMP have been
registering since 1934. In fact, handgun homicides have jumped from 49.8 percent in
1991 to 64.3 percent in 2001, indicating that acquiring illegal handguns is no problem
for those who want to use them.
“One need look no further than the Jamaican gang shootings in Toronto recently
– some provoked by little more than an insult – to realize how easy it is to acquire
handguns,” Worthington added. “In Jamaica, gang and political shootings are
almost a cultural quirk.”
United Nations’ Influence On Canada’s Political Policies
The objective of the RCMP’s mandate rests with the federal government’s
insatiable desire to ban all privately-owned firearms. Canada, which has allowed
the United Nations to run its political affairs for decades, was one of the leaders,
and promised to be a role model in the UN initiative to globally disarm civilians;
Australia and America echoed worldwide civilian disarmament.
Year by year, and possibly more frequently, the Liberal government cedes more
national sovereignty to a world government, world police, international crime
courts, and global regulatory agencies through the United Nations. For many
years, a United Nations agency has been responsible for the black and Asian
invasion into America, the most-prized destination, followed by second and third
place favorites Canada and Australia.
The UN-selected immigrants and refugees have inundated Canada with
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thousands of undesirables who bring their troubles, conflicts and guns with them.
On humanitarian grounds, even the worst outlaws will not be deported if they
face persecution or death sentences back in their homelands. Canada is stuck
with them.
Canada has turned a blind eye to the estimated 36,000 illegal immigrants gone
underground and who have bench warrants out for their arrest. Many are much
too dangerous to pursue. As well, the Liberal government claims that
immigration is not a “political issue”. Therefore, law enforcers have been
directed to switch their focus to chasing the easy non-criminal prey of white
Anglo-Saxon male variety.
Just as global bureaucrats select the non-English-speaking foreigners who can
come to Canada to live, those same global bureaucrats also control Canada's
gun laws, which may account for why the Liberal-dominated Parliament refused
to Charter-proof Bill C-68 – the Canadian Firearms Act – the Species At Risk Act
and Bill C-36, the anti-terrorism legislation. A borderless, one-world social order
does not recognize constitutional rights of any one country.
Obviously.
The only time Prime Minister Jean Cretien and his cabal of cabinet ministers
recognize constitutional rights in this country is when a person or group is an
exception to the rule: young offenders, natives, French, immigrants of color, and
women.
The masses – or ordinary English-speaking Canadians – are treated as secondclass or non-citizens, especially gun owners.
The United Nations, of which the United States and Canada are members, is
actively promoting and coordinating efforts to severely restrict, then ban firearms
planet-wide.
In The Seven Myths of Gun Control, American author Richard Poe reminded
readers of the UN conference staged in Cairo, Egypt, in 1995. “The Japanese
government proposed formulating ‘a strategy for effective control of firearms at
the global level.’ Since then, the United Nations has moved aggressively in that
direction.”
Poe went on to say: “One 1998 resolution by the UN Panel of Governmental
Experts on Small Arms (Report to the Secretary-General on Measures to
Regulate Firearms #E/CN.15/1998/4) recommends, among other things, that no
person be allowed to own more than one gun, that hunters must store their
firearms in sporting clubs, and that gun ownership should be denied to the
elderly.
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“To the extent that such measures are adopted globally, there will be intense
pressure on the United Nations to conform, regardless of what our Constitution
says.”
The “one-gun” argument and the gun-registry rubbish championed by Canada’s
politicians who think police responding to calls need to know how many guns
residents have “stockpiled” was addressed by Vin Suprynowicz in Send in the
Waco Killers.
“Some guy could be out there buying hundreds of guns, but we would have no
way to know it,” complained Stoneham (Massachusetts) Police Chief Eugene
Passaro.
Waco author Vin Suprynowicz retorted: “Someone might ask Chief Passaro how
a man with a hundred guns can be more dangerous than a man with two or
three. (Hint: count his hands.)”
The animal-rights groups and environmentalists are working assiduously to ban
hunting of wildlife. So, the sports hunters will go the way of the dodo bird and
have no need for hunting rifles.
And what constitutes “elderly”? 80 years old? 70? A senior citizen used to be a
person who reached the golden age of 65; through gradual attrition, senior citizen
status has been reduced as low as 50 years of age in some circumstances.
Does that mean through further attrition of age limit placed on firearms owners
that a person of 20 years old – even 10 years old – could suddenly be an “elder”
with respect to firearms ownership? Of course.
Through the Firearms Act, the Liberal government’s former Justice minister Allan
Rock, presented fictitious statistics and called for premature closure to
parliamentary debate in 1995; a vote was rushed through the Liberal-stacked
Red Chamber without any hint of sober second thought by the unelected
Senators. Passage of the bill gave license to the prime minister to add his
backroom touches. With a flick of his Bic, he can – and has – secretly signed off
limitless orders-in-council. There are enough rules on the books currently for all
firearms in Canada to be confiscated without compensation. This is further
legalized robbery by the state of private property like the Liberals first confiscated
property rights belonging to tobacco companies.
Nobody said “boo” when, through another UN initiative, the federal government
successfully demonized tobacco as a politically-incorrect product on the basis of
health. Nobody would come to the defense of those “dirty ol’ tobacco
companies”.
Yet the theft has implications to individuals losing copyrights, patents, gun
ownership and other sundry private property, as well as land, mining claims and
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other leased and titled property, which the government has set the precedent for
whisking away on a whim.
How long before some storm troopers bust in the front door because you can’t
smoke in the privacy of your own home any more? The city hall fascists have
already passed a dictum that restaurants and bars have to ban smoking, which
leaves proprietors as the law enforcers, just as they are already designated as
government tax collectors.
Canada has long supported the United Nations’ global anti-tobacco treaty, and,
under the Bush administration, the United States came onside.
When fighting for fundamental rights, the real test is to see if people will stand up
and protect principles at the lowest common denominator – even if smoking
tobacco may seem repugnant to some gun owners, or vice versa.
Even the Paul Bernardos and Clifford Olsons of the world deserve due process
of law and fair trials, as do tyrants and thugocrats like Slobodan Milosovic. But
will you stand up and fight for their fundamental rights?
As publisher Link Byfield wrote in a July 8, 2002 editorial in News Report
Magazine regarding the Charter of Rights and Freedoms: “At some point we may
start to realize that all these fundamental rights are interconnected; when the
courts steal one, they steal them all. We must learn to work and stand together
on principle, not just when our own particular ox is gored.”
Otherwise, the result will be totalitarianism, which doesn’t happen overnight in
any country. It happens gradually while inattentive people, busy with their lives,
are taking freedom for granted every day in every respect of what they do.
It is by people remaining silent and indifferent, complacent to the apparently
small and incremental increases in state power that citizens eventually lose their
most cherished freedoms, which is the easiest thing to give away but the hardest
thing to get back.
Canadians paid little heed to former prime minister Pierre Trudeau when he
visited Communist China to learn the art of people-control.
He learned the first rule of imprisoning people in tyranny is to keep them in
grinding poverty, hungry and weak, so they can only think of food rather than
staging a revolution. Thus, the government wants to eliminate the middle class.
Hitler wrote about the “weak, hungry, dumbing-down” strategy which was copied
by senior advisors like Maurice Strong of the United Nations.
The Earth Summit II, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 1992, was opened with an address
from Geneva-based Maurice Strong, a former chairman of Petro Canada and
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Ontario Hydro, a Canadian-born wealthy chum of Prime Minister Jean Cretien.
The ex-Canadian government official and wily businessman is the one-man
wonder who founded the United Nations Environment Program which has served
to influence the philosophies of many environmental-extremist groups around the
world.
“It is clear that current lifestyles and consumption patterns of the affluent middleclass, involving meat intake, consumption of large amount of frozen and
convenience foods, use of fossil fuels, appliances, home and workplace air
conditioning, and suburban housing, are not sustainable,” Strong said.
In 2001, Strong released his book, Where on Earth Are We Going?, in which he
promoted payback time for all the ecological destruction perpetrated on the Earth
by industrial civilization.
Humans must be killed.
He proposed reversing the advancements of human civilization by eliminating
domestic livestock and fisheries, thus depriving the masses of meat and dairy
products. He proposed to dismantle all industry, including farming.
A comfortable house heated by an oil furnace and electricity would be out of the
question. And, without industry, there would be no need for rural and northern
communities.
Members of the middle-class society would be reduced to poverty, some
exterminated to provide relief to an overpopulated planet. Survivors would be
relocated into human concentration camps. He proposed to eliminate any other
benefits and amenities that serve human comforts.
To meet these objectives, first, the planet must be cleansed of capitalism. The
best place to start would be to eliminate the affluent middle class.
Strong’s ideas are not particularly original. Adolf Hitler had ingenious thoughts
about the law of life, too. People would get no more food than necessary to keep
them alive to work for the masters. To conquer a country meant slaughtering the
nobility, the clergy and the intelligentsia – the very reason professionals fled
Germany in the 1930s.
In William Shirer’s scholarly account, If Hitler Had Won World War II, published
by Look Magazine, December 19, 1961, the Nazi warlord declared in 1942: “(the
people) are to work for us. Insofar as we don’t need them, they may die...
Education is dangerous. It is enough if they can count to 100...Every educated
person is a future enemy...As for food, they won’t get any more than is
absolutely necessary. We are the masters.”
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A supranational bureaucracy composed of unelected, non-governmental green
organizations has evolved as the perfect instrument to use in the plans to
dismantle capitalism and destroy part of humanity to save the Earth.
The populace, however, is desensitized to environmental initiatives reported in
the media as a seemingly innocuous stream of unrelated and disjointed blather.
People begin to laugh at the accounts as ridiculous and close their minds to the
increasing dangers of junk science spewed out by the eco-greens who patiently
push another “this won’t hurt a bit” environmental law into place and convince
politicians to withdraw another chunk of land from meaningful production with an
order-in-council.
Meanwhile, civil rights and liberties are eroded in slow-motion as the government
and greens chip away, never doing anything in such monumental proportions as
to inflame the middle-class people into full revolt.
They grumble, of course, about the blizzard of unjust laws blanketing them. But
they rationalize that they survived the last batch of inconveniences and can
endure a current one. No one infraction is bad enough to risk life and limb, jobs
(if they have one), reputations, families to engage in open rebellion. Staunch
capitalists begin to agree little at a time with the socialist agenda.
The socialist enemy counts on this attitude. Their chipping-away strategy is a
patient movement to unravel capitalism and eliminate a free people one step at a
time.
Economy-Middle Class vs. Environmentalism-Property Loss
The economy is choked by old and new legislation and regulations at every level
of government. At least 25 percent of those laws were pushed through a parliamentary
assembly line without adequate debate to ensure the best possible laws for the
whole populace. Now everybody is suffering the deficiency.
The blizzard of junk legislation and contradictory law is a costly legal mess which
economists believe is the most overlooked challenge to Canada’s economic
competitiveness.
Every time a government agency attempts to protect the environment or save
individuals from daily risks, another set of legislation is passed.
To comply means higher operating costs. Companies pass on additional
regulatory costs to consumers by raising the prices of products and services.
Since natural resource companies can’t off-load costs, when the regulatory
burden proves too great, companies will deem projects uneconomic and close
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operations. It puts people out of work.
The heart of Canada was once based on plenty of jobs in the woods, the sawmill,
fisheries, plant lines, agriculture and mining. Now it is an insurmountable task for
ordinary folks to find meaningful work in the resource sectors, or otherwise. The
masses are losing faith of fulfilling personal dreams for their prosperous futures.
Middle-class Canadians always worked hard; did a good job building this country;
paid their taxes; and had some money left over for themselves.
Now, in the prime of life, they are feeling insecure and vulnerable. Whatever
went wrong was not their fault. The system did a hatchet job on the middle class,
who are upset with politicians, inefficient government and a busted economy.
By the end of 1998, the International Monetary Fund was on alert to bail Canada
out of a crisis. Oblivious to lurking dangers and the creed that charity begins at
home, politicians dished out lavish increases in foreign aid.
The International Monetary Fund endorsed the corrective measures suggested
by the Organization for Economic Development and Cooperation: Put people and
capital to work; improve productivity; eliminate inter-provincial trade barriers; and
lower the taxes.
Productivity is the difference between labor plus capital costs and economic
output. The standard of living for every Canadian was sacrificed to subsidize
productivity.
Exporters have been seduced into depending on the weak loonie that trades
against the stronger American greenback in currency markets. Instead of
improving productivity to increase sales and keep pace with the rest of the world,
Canada turned into a currency junkie.
And now the Euro dollar is coming on strong in the currency market. And, as
long as there is a significant currency advantage of Canadian goods, it is easy to
mask the chronically-low productivity. It was the sinking loonie that lessened the
pressure for Canada to want to increase productivity, which came with a price
tag.
Productivity is a vital thing to living standards in Canada. When the property taxbase is lowered and fewer Canadians have meaningful employment, the middle
class is squeezed to the limit and should be poised for a tax revolt; or, a large
part of the economy would go underground – unless the party in power had the
nerve and political will to slash taxes, clean-sweep the bureaucratic house, pay
down the deficit, strike down cumbersome legislation and regulation, bring back
confidence for international investors and invite the resource industries to come
home.
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The middle class is the backbone of any healthy society. It is comprised of the
hard-working, thinking folks who cannot afford the luxury of idleness. The middle
class, however, is an endangered species.
If the middle class is crushed, the chasm will widen between the two class
extremes: the ultra-rich and the very poor. Yet the middle class is being
exterminated by the environmental movement, which is determined to dismantle
the industrial civilization piece by piece.
This societal change is coming through United Nations initiatives.
Ron Arnold, heralded as America’s premiere investigative critic of organized
environmentalism and much maligned and feared by eco-greens, described
“environmentalism” in his book Undue Influence as an extraordinary incestuous
iron triangle of wealthy foundations, grant-driven green groups and zealous
bureaucrats who control people’s futures without their knowledge or permission.
Big foundations and big governments give big bucks in grants to elitist green
groups whose every effort hurts the average person’s economic future. They cut
off the flow of natural resources from American and Canadian federal lands, thus
ending the necessary supply of timber, minerals, food and fiber.
Those powerful groups have tightened their regulatory grip on private property.
Real estate holders can’t use what they own – and can’t get compensation for
what they lose. The Supreme Court of Canada ruled on July 29, 2003 that
“anything you own can be expropriated without due process and without
compensation.” Where does that leave the individual? It leaves you without
property rights, which, to add insult to injury, were never entrenched in the
constitution.
Battered rural and northern communities are suffering the economic pain over
the banning of all forms of natural-resource production – a fact to which all
outlying Yukon communities can verify.
“Environmentalism comes with consequences,” warned Arnold.
Over 17,000 of these non-governmental organizations operate worldwide and
make up the rampaging army of social engineers who are trampling peoples’
rights.
In the Toronto-based Northern Miner in 2000, editor Vivian Danielson wrote: “For
the past several decades, politicians, bureaucrats and environmentalists have
engaged in a country-wide effort to expand Canada’s network of parks and
wilderness spaces.”
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Danielson went on to say: “In British Columbia, where the ‘save-the-lastremaining-wilderness’ land grab reached mammoth proportions, forestry and
mining were nearly drummed out of business. The economy went into a tumble,
but we were told it was a small price to pay for the protection of millions of
hectares of wildlife habitat.”
It turned out that the “small price” – a ravaged economy – was only a downpayment, she advised. “The federal government now wants to extend the
exercise of protecting habitat for endangered species (plant, toad, bird or insect)
onto private land.”
The Species At Risk Act, like the American’s Endangered Species Act, is
bushwhackery committed against anybody who makes a living off the land, or a
developer who creates badly-needed jobs for northern and rural residents.
Obviously, politicians don’t know and don’t care enough about the economy and
humanity to effectively deal with the dilemma that has left the destiny of the
middle class hanging by a hair.
Welcome to the rise of a one-world order and the demise of an affluent people.
Rural Canada In Decay
The only species at risk is the human species. On the endangered species list is
the whole rural Canada network, be it the white middle-class people, property
owners, communities, recreational hunting, angling and shooting sports, or the
economic contributors involved in mining, forestry, agriculture, fishing, big-game
outfitting and animal husbandry.
Name the sector, and the animal rights and environmental extremists have their
paws and claws into it. Once they’ve polished off industry, the outlying
communities will slowly dwindle into ghost towns and the tourism industry will dry
up automatically. Rural people will have to converge on the cities.
Attacks from these extremist groups were taking a toll on Britain’s rural lifestyle.
Over 400,000 country people, pushed to the wall, marched through the city of
London on September 22, 2002, to bring attention to rural rights. The press
quoted one marcher as saying, “Money matters, but freedom brought us here.”
In an Internet article, Rural Communities March in Britain, Robert Sopuck,
director of the Rural Renaissance Project for the Frontier Centre for Public
Policy, noted that the same pressures are being exerted on all rural societies in
the developed countries, which is why the London March attracted participants
from Canada, Australia and the United States.
“Rural Canada is an easy target,” stressed Sopuck, who capsulized the problem
in a nutshell. “Cities hold many more parliamentary seats than the countryside.
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Unthinking governments catering to urban majorities think little of attacks on the
vulnerable rural minority and its pursuits. The record of the last decade looks like
a vicious downward spiral.”
Sopuck went on to name examples like the proposed Species at Risk Act, the
animal cruelty act, firearms registration, anti-farming regulations, new natural
resource-use controls and the onerous Fisheries and Oceans regulations. And
on it goes.
“Most of these new rules come from Ottawa, where Toronto holds 50 seats and
Manitoba 14,” he reminded.
Yukoners, hamstrung by one lonely and ineffectual voice in faraway Ottawa,
know all about Fisheries and Oceans and firearms regulations as well as heritage
and wildlife boards and a protected area strategy.
All have been factors in the sparse population of 30,000 diminishing by some
4,000 residents who vacated the territory over a three-year period to seek
meaningful employment elsewhere; a three-year outmigration also saw 20,000
residents leave Saskatchewan. Can any politician or spin doctor fathom what
devastation an exodus does to a region’s tax base?
Basically, the only way to combat the onslaught of attacks is to stand up, unite and fight
back with everything available – and that one major tool is the law. The law can work
for you just as it can work against you.
Environmentalists are authorities in legal matters, which is why they’ve been so
effective in doing end runs around the middle-class society and dismantling
industry piece by piece. They have cleverly managed to can-opener old
legislation and insert new laws, or orchestrate the writing of new legislation that
gives sweeping discretionary powers to bureaucratic bullies for the sole purpose
of opening up frivolous, but very expensive, lawsuits as a method of bringing
corporations and individuals to heel.
Subtly, radical changes have been introduced into the court system with tons of
new case law and a change in judicial biases toward firearms and the
environment.
It’s a helluva way to run a railroad or a justice system!
In late 2002, farmer Andy McMechan was jailed for 155 days in Alberta, although
it was subsequently determined that the law surrounding his particular
circumstances did not even exist. (This incident parallels the case of Allen
Carlos, who was convicted for firearms-storage infractions by the Supreme Court
of Canada for a law that also does not exist.)
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Thirteen more farmers were jailed in Alberta and another twenty-eight faced the
same possibilities in Regina, Saskatchewan – all because entrepreneurs harbor
some silly notion they have the right to sell what they produce for the highest
dollar the marketplace will bear.
Not only one government but two governments pounced on Canadian farmers
whose only crime was to get the best price for their wheat and barley by
transporting it across the border into the United States, which had not been a
problem in the past.
Any Canadian who didn’t at least cock an eyebrow over sending “disobedient”
farmers to jail has to be comatose. When a government violates the most basic
freedoms and individual rights of one farmer – or one anybody – it is a serious
threat to every Canadian.
Why would any government treat its own people with such contempt and
distrust? Fear. Absolute fear of its own people because of its own dishonest
behavior and the fear of a disgruntled populace striking back.
It is a given that those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat
it. Thus, a government that does not trust its own people will eventually suffer
the fate of the German officers at Nuremberg and every other despotic
dictatorship throughout history.
Animal Rights Activists: Friend To Neither Man Nor Beast
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) only use spray-paint bombs
on fur coats worn by defenseless owners. They don’t bother members of the
Hell’s Angels or Grim Reapers who wear expensive cow-leather motorcycle
jackets and eat prime rib.
They do, however, want policy-makers to levy fat taxes on any animal-based
food – meat, butter, cream, milk, cottage cheese, ice cream. While animal-rights
groups haven’t been successful in having these products taxed, they have been
successful in having policy-makers turn these animal-based foods into a health
issue. If people can be brainwashed into believing these foods lead to heart
disease, or if people can’t afford to buy these foods, farmers will go out of
business. Presto! PETA’s objectives will be met without a fuss.
“It is clear that current lifestyles and consumption patterns of the affluent middle
class, involving meat intake, consumption of large amounts of frozen and
convenience foods...are not sustainable,” proclaimed Canadian-born prophet of
doom, Maurice Strong, in his opening address at Earth Summit II, the big 1992
United Nations conference in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
If people think the Dark Ages sounded like fun, then everybody is going to be
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giddy with the “pleasures” in store when the new green Nazis and their animalrights bedfellows rule the world.
Vegetarianism is just one of many of their dictums to save the Earth. People
would live solely on fruits and vegetables until the new society kicked in. Then,
as Hitler declared, “As for food, they won’t get any more than is absolutely
necessary.”
Raising of livestock to feed millions of humans each day is on the list of taboos.
The objective is to render extinct all beef- and dairy-producing domestic cattle,
hogs, sheep and poultry.
It is already curious the number of domestic livestock suddenly contracting “mad
cow” disease and other strange viruses these days. The animals are
slaughtered by the thousands and carcasses incinerated in enormous funeral
pyres.
Livestock extinction is on the list a notch above human extinction in “save the
Earth” warfare. Environmentalists are serious about their religious crusade.
As an example, an Internet transmission titled “Hunt Cows, Not Cougars” was
posted in 1994 by Seattle-based Suzanne Pardee of Earth First!, a green group
operating out of shared space with Greenpeace.
No wonder Patrick Moore, who helped found Greenpeace in Vancouver in 1971,
bailed out of the organization. He later joined the industry-based Forest Alliance
of British Columbia and started exposing “little green lies”.
No wonder Bjorn Lomborg, a respected professor of statistics at Denmark’s
University of Aarhus, abandoned Greenpeace. His book, The Skeptical
Environmentalist, caused Canadian environmentalists to sweat.
The environmental group Earth First! was co-founded by Dave Foreman of
Wildlands Project fame that ended up in the Yukon. The group adopted the
belief that all decisions had to place the Earth First – even ahead of humanity’s
well-being, even if that means human extinction.
The extinction of Homo Sapiens would mean survival for millions if not billions of
other Earth-dwelling species. Without humans cluttering up the planet, there
would be no need for domestic livestock, anyway.
In January 2003, a sniper started taking potshots at domestic cattle and horses in
rural Alberta, northeast of Edmonton. Some livestock were killed; some
were injured to the point of having to be destroyed; and some sustained
superficial wounds that would heal.
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The Internet “Hunt Cows” text read: “That’s right, shoot cows. They don’t run.
They can’t bite. They don’t charge. They don’t maul. They produce only two
percent of the beef from 70 percent of the public lands. A pound of beef requires
2,000 gallons of water, a pound of wheat...There’s way (too) many of them.
Happy hunting.”
How can PETA, or any of these other ruthless animal-rights groups, claim to be
working to stop violence in every part of society, including the slaughterhouse?
Many examples of cattle-herd slaughters on the range – and other horrific
incidents perpetrated by animal-rights activists throughout America and Canada
– are contained between the covers of EcoTerror: The Violent Agenda to Save
Nature –The World of the Unabomber.
Washington State-based author Ron Arnold also provided a backgrounder on
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals and how this radical organization
dovetails with the green movement.
Arnold, a former Sierra Club official, knows how the cogs turn the Green Machine
wheels, and he spilled it. He revealed the threat to industrial civilization posed by
eco-terrorism. He warned that the environmental movement must be brought to
heel before this “public hysteria” destroys us.
Arnold microscopically examined what made the wound-too-tight Unabomber
tick. Theodore Kaczynski, a PhD and former university mathematics professor,
is rotting somewhere in a U.S. prison for sending mail bombs to strangers.
He killed some victims and maimed others. The bombs were directed at people
associated in some capacity with natural-resource industries.
Before authorities captured him, he sent ransom notes to key people of the
mainstream press. He promised that mail bombings would only cease if his
35,000-word Unabomber Manifesto was published.
In September 1995, both The New York Times and the Washington Post set
aside eight pages to pay the ransom in the spirit of “public safety”. This decision
followed talks with then attorney general Janet Reno and the director of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation. The manifesto also received wide exposure on
the Internet.
An excerpt clearly expressed the chilling intentions behind this new religion: “We
have no illusions about the feasibility of creating a new, ideal form of society.
Our goal is only to destroy the existing form of society.”
It is not necessary to create a special kind of social system to relieve the worst
part of pressure on nature so scars can heal, he wrote. It is only necessary to
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get rid of industrial society.
“Whatever kind of society may exist after the demise of the industrial system, it is
certain that most people will live close to nature, because in the absence of
advanced technology, there is no other way people can live,” he continued. “To
feed themselves they must be peasants or herdsmen or fishermen or hunter,
etc.”
(Kaczynski didn’t explain how the fishermen would get past Fisheries and
Oceans cops, and obviously hunting wasn’t intended to be carried out with
firearms.)
The message is loud and clear. Leaders of the environmental movement and
animal-rights causes are enemies of nations and mankind and must be treated
accordingly. They are in this for the long haul. The purpose of these
propagandists is to concoct stories to make one set of people forget that people
of another mindset are human.
Eco-Sinners Must Be Punished
To reiterate, environmentalism began as a perfectly rational thought about
mankind learning to live cleaner, healthier lives while fueling an economy with
human activity and jobs.
Now the movement has mushroomed into a secular religion like Marxism and
any other organized communist ideology in which man, like the United States, is
branded as inherently evil.
Humans, like the United States, must be punished on “the torture bed” for their
desires to commit sins.
Environmentalists, who hatch these wonky Earth First ideas and Wilderness Next
projects, have successfully infiltrated government at all levels. They have
brainwashed the mindless troops who hold the power to pen and pass legislation.
They are the self-proclaimed saviors of the planet – the chosen race – and
purport to have a pipeline to Mother Nature and to the Almighty Himself. This is
a religion. Some greens go so far as to admit in private that they lie in public to
achieve their goals! Their environmental doctrine pivots on the theory that
pollution is evil and any human activity is pollution. It must be stopped. Pollution
is sinful. Therefore, polluters have to be punished in a manner befitting sinners.
What in the name of heaven do armed enforcement officers, who storm homes
and offices, seizing files and personal property, have to do with “protecting” and
“preserving” the environment?
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Nothing. It is about power over free spirits who have the wherewithal to take
risks to earn a living off the land with their own ingenuity.
Land owners are classified as eco-sinners. There is no redemption for them.
The punishment schedule flowing from all environmental regulations assumes
the accused is guilty. Over his head looms the constant threat of stiff fines,
imprisonment and expensive court cases, which he is destined to lose in the
prosecutors’ playground called a “Justice” system.
Does this help the environment? No. Environmental regulations are vindictive in
nature and require perfection to execute. Most rules are illogical. It’s just a
matter of time before the eco-sinner sins.
The regulations portray a religious-zealot attitude that humans, filled with their
evil intentions, must be strictly managed under a command-and-control regime
by people of the chosen race, who know best.
The Spanish Inquisition won its converts on the torture bed. But what does the
constant threat of severe punishment do to advance “protection” or ”preservation”
of the environment?
Nothing. The strong undercurrent to environmentalism and environmental
regulations is simply animosity, anti-industry, anti-development, anti-labor, anticapitalism, anti-Christ and anti-Americanism – which is taught along with
environmental studies in Canadian learning centers.
Does anybody really believe that a Canadian anti-American attitude is going to
sway Americans to Canadian-Think? Hardly.
Environmentalism and environmental regulations reflect a continued support of
communism/socialism in which only the supreme dictator can do the thinking and
planning.
The multitude of “those other people” are supposed to submit obediently and
carry out the orders of the dictator.
The only difference economist George Riesman could see between the green
movement of the environmentalists and the old Red Guard of Communism and
Socialism is one of wanting to specifically suppress individual freedom and the
pursuit of happiness.
It has nothing to do with saving the environment. When people are denied
freedom to experience the spirit of individualism, it causes great suffering.
Ruthless green activists want most of mankind to hurt and die in the name of
lower animals and nature.
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As elsewhere in the Western world, environmentalism has gone awry in
Yukonslavia. The federal and local governments have allowed the enormously
influential green groups to hijack the environmental agenda.
These religious radicals are not accountable to anyone. Yet they have played
havoc with people’s lives and livelihoods.
Several thousand residents were driven from this promised land which was
invaded by the greens while nobody was paying attention.
They have continued to find another forest to preserve; made another land grab
to expand a network of wilderness green spaces; demanded another 12 percent
of land mass protected to save an endangered gnat; or conjured up another
last-minute crisis to save the planet from those nasty resource developers.
These powerful U.S. grant-funded green groups control the decision-makers and
have tightened their regulatory grip on titled property. The United Nations’
Agenda 21 strives for all privately-owned land to be forfeited to the government.
Like communism/socialism, environmentalism harbors distrust of property rights
in general.
A lengthy paper titled Is Environmentalism the New State Religion? says recent
actions by the U.S. federal government have sought to severely limit, even
prohibit, private-property owners from developing their land.
The reason is to protect the habitats of endangered or threatened species, to
preserve wetlands, or otherwise preserve what the government classifies as
environmentally-sensitive areas.
“Such actions dovetail nicely with the eco-religious thought...Indeed the concept
of property rights fits uncomfortably and is even alien to a radical religious view of
the environment,” the paper says.
“Though individuals may live on the land, they have a moral obligation to
preserve the nature on their property. More importantly, should the individual be
unwilling to obey this moral dictate, the government, under the control of a state
eco-religion, is morally obligated to save it from him.”
Anybody who wants a jolt should read the Species at Risk Act, and the “made-inYukonslavia” Development Assessment Act, which was renamed Yukon EcoSocio Act (YESA, pronounced “Yes, suh”). Both acts, which were expected to
pass into law in 2003, are designed to take away land and punish eco-sinners.
Other recommended reading is an offering from the Yukon government, called
Wild Spaces, Protected Places: A Protected Areas Strategy for the Yukon. It will
make your blood run cold. It, too, was designed to shut down industry by jerking
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the land from under the feet of the industrialists; next, water bodies will be offlimits to float-plane operators, boaters, anglers, wilderness lodge operators, and
so forth.
It is spelled out clearly on page 28 of the document: “The most powerful tool –
the ability to exclude development – is a necessary part of the protected areas
strategy.”
The message is capped on page 30 with a heading: “The Strategy is a
Beginning, Not an End.”
Unless this strategy, along with a few others, are embalmed, burned and buried,
it is a safe bet that people who are not privileged members of the secular religion
are going to end up on the list of eco-sinners.
It is only a matter of time before the eco-sinners have their houses, offices and
camps stormed and will be punished on the “torture bed” by the Yukonslavia
Inquisition as dictated by the terms of the environmental doctrine. And, under
sweeping discretionary powers, the gun-toting green cops can help themselves
to any of your possessions they might fancy.
The Oppressed Could Access Laws For Their Advantage, Too
The Green Clubbers are the scourge of the Earth. They are smug and smirky,
ruthless and arrogant. They are just plain rude. They are eco-terrorists. They
can say anything they want to anybody, but let that person retort back in selfdefense, and he will land in court for being “abusive” and “unable to control his
anger”.
These green communists have trampled capitalism and a free society. They
have introduced social reforms an inch at a time. They have invaded the
bureaucracies and legal system with their junk-science doctrine and have had a
shrewd hand in revamping the laws to suit their agenda.
Reforms to convict “eco-sinners” are most apparent in the politically-correct
courtrooms where only the fewest of judges uphold the rule of law. Judicial
activists, mainly feminists, have made a mockery of the whole system, which now
appears to have been turned upside down and dropped on its head.
Omnipresent green gangs are well-funded, well-organized and armed with a
legion of environmental lawyers. Truth and fairness are not in their vocabulary.
They have no compunctions about preparing scientific fiction reports to
manipulate judges who turn decent citizens into overnight criminals for
possessing a politically-incorrect attitude.
Yukon writer Sam Holloway penned a January 27, 2003 letter to the Whitehorse
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Star: “Pierre Burton once wrote a book called The Smug Minority, in which he
describes how a narrow-minded group gains control of society, until it turns
against them. It was the smug minority who brought on the French Revolution,
the Boston Tea Party and the very birth of democracy we are so busy
dismantling.”
Holloway asked that the placer miners, whose lives and welfare were under
attack from some foolish fisheries law, not to surrender to the gang of green
assailants: “We can march in the streets, we can write nasty letters, we could
even hire our own lawyers.”
Holloway thought probably a few lawyers were willing to offer assistance on a pro
bono publico basis to save the welfare of decent Yukoners. “A class action suit
for personal losses against the federal government, the Sierra Club and YCS
(Yukon Conservation Society) would also be a good start...Civil disobedience is
a last resort but sometimes the only answer.”
There is a better way than landing in court and jail for civil disobedience. Those
who are trying to protect what they own have collected tons of pertinent data over
the years. They have the recourse to pull a “reverse onus” by drawing on the
law. They can hold accountable the ministers who have sanctioned the green
meddlers and bureaucrats to affront their constitutional rights.
One of the biggest weaknesses of the under-attack members of society, though,
is the timidity to use the law in their favor. They think laws are only designed to
be used against somebody for criminal activities. Another sad problem is that
some people strongly believe they have no rights, in which case, they don’t. End
of fight. Roll over and go back to sleep.
In a gun meeting, where discussion surrounded civil disobedience, the subject of
the Criminal Code surfaced. Only a possible five attendees out of a hundred in
the audience had heard of the law-enforcement manual. While the crowd could
wrap its collective imagination around civil disobedience, their minds couldn’t
click to the possibility of having a law activated in their favor.
As a beginning, any number of the silent majority could play foot soldiers. An
individual – or a few hundred, thousand or million individuals – could push their
wheelbarrow-loads of sorted documentation and covering reports to their local
police detachment. The individual(s) could request cooperation from Mr. Officer
to investigate and lay a charge under section 122 of the Criminal Code for “fraud
and/or breach of trust by a public officer” against the appropriate ministers for
allowing sin to be committed against good people.
Section 122 states: “Every official who, in connection with the duties of his office,
commits fraud or a breach of trust is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to
imprisonment for a term not exceeding five years, whether or not the fraud or
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breach of trust would be an offence if it were committed in relation to a private
person.”
If there is no “cooperative” officer to be found in Yukonslavia, there are officers in
other jurisdictions who are not members of the national police force, along with a
few corresponding federal prosecutors, who would relish punishing federal
ministers for their “anti-sinner” actions.
But the bruised citizenry is reluctant to tread on the unfamiliar legal front. And
the Liberals continue merrily in their pursuit to re-engineer society, bringing the
laws of Canada into alignment with the wishes of the United Nations for a
communistic One World Governance.
It will be the last nail needed to hammer down and seal the lid of the coffin of the
Canadian Constitution and parliamentary democracy forever...unless a miracle
can reverse this trend.
There is little outward display that Canadians cherish their freedom. And Canada
seems bent on destroying what strands of democracy are remaining by serving
as a loud mouthpiece for the United Nations.
Writer John Orth expressed concern in his Internet piece, Is Canada A Free
Nation? There would still be some ray of hope if Canadians were showing some
signs of fierce resistance – demonstrations in the street; newspapers flooded
with angry letters; hundreds of thousands of people marching on Parliament Hill;
the Liberal Party’s popularity decimated to single digits, he said.
“Then, at least, the spark of freedom would still be alight,” he declared. “Instead,
we find the majority of Canadians are completely oblivious to these goings-on.
How can this be? The warning signs are everywhere. Why can so few see
them? Alarm bells are ringing? Why can so few hear them?”
An Imperfect Democracy Beats What Is In Second Place
A segment of the Canadian population, who call themselves “social democrats”,
whine mindlessly that “Democracy isn’t working”. How would they know?
Democracy hasn’t been in vogue in this country for nigh on 35 years, or since the
Herr Trudeau administration started dismantling it from 1968 onward.
But is it any wonder democracy is ailing? Public-ignorance surveys have
revealed that three-quarters of Canadians are so oblivious to politics as to not
know what the terms “left” and “right” denote. Is it any wonder that the average
election is nothing better than a crap shoot?
Sir Winston Churchill would have told the political illiterate that, “Democracy is
the worst form of government, except for all the others.”
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Whether the United Nations has legitimate power over international affairs or any
enforceable world-order laws is inconsequential. The UN is dangerous to
democracy. The UN strives to be a world government under the pretense of
world peace, while in reality the UN is the biggest creator of world unrest.
Member countries give respectful police forces the powers to be legal murderers
to serve the UN mandate to reduce the world population. Also, as a method to
fund world bureaucracies and rip off the middle class, the UN wants to levy a
world tax on any speculative investments transacted in developing countries.
Kanuckistan blissfully leans whichever way the UN winds blow. The political
masters kowtow to the United Nations, which runs the agenda for environmental
groups, who run Kanuckistan.
Why else would the firearms act and the anti-terrorism legislation not have been
Charter-proofed? Because the UN doesn’t want Canada or any other country to
recognize their own constitutions. The objective is to socially overhaul all people
living in the free world with a One World Government.
One of the most effective ways to insure that these goals are met on a global
scale is to disarm the middle-class people. They, of course, would be the most
dangerous resistors of a communist movement if they ever recognized it is
happening right under their noses.
Disarm the people and any government can become genocidal, democidal or
ethnic cleansers – label the killings of masses however you want. A totalitarian
regime that fears and distrusts its own people is ripe for communism. Whenever
mass murders have taken place, governments initially justified civilian
disarmament through lethal gun-control laws as an “anti-crime” measure.
It was government officials – not common criminals or hate groups – who
committed these genocides, wrote Jay Simkin of Jews for the Preservation of
Firearms Ownership (JPFO).
Researchers also have determined that many more people are murdered in cold
blood by actions of organized government tyrants than are killed by any other
means, including wars and military conflicts.
Gun-control laws are always in force before any of these atrocities occur.
Besides the six million Jews exterminated during the Herr Hitler Horror of the
1930s and 1940s, brutal dictators like Stalin killed 20 million people in the Soviet
Union. (Some historians say the number was as high as 60 million, double the
population of Canada today.)
Many more millions were slain in later decades in Mao Tse-tung’s China and Pol
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Pot’s Cambodia; another million were thought to be killed and hundreds of
thousands went missing or were imprisoned by Saddam Hussein in Iraq in the
1990s.
Aaron Zelman pointed out one of Hitler’s tell-tale remarks from 1942: “The most
foolish mistake we could possibly make would be to permit the conquered Eastern
people to have arms. History teaches that all conquerors who have allowed their
subject races to carry arms have prepared their own downfall by doing so.”
Richard Poe pointed out in his book The Seven Myths of Gun Control that: “In
Stalin’s Russia, the mere suggestion that you might be a vrag naroda – an
enemy of the people – was enough to get you dragged from your home in the
middle of the night and shot in the back of the head. In seventeenth-century
Salem, Massachusetts, all it took was for someone to call you a witch.”
Except for the part so far about being shot in the back of the head (which does
happen occasionally), the police are practicing the same home night raids in
present-day 21st century Kanuckistan.
Another cunning tactic employed in Yukonslavia is for a police officer to lure
people into the detachment on pretense of wanting to exchange some friendly
chatter about an underway investigation. The “underway investigation” turns out
to be about Mr. Good Citizen himself who came in without obligation. And the
“friendly chat” turns out to be the police officer wanting to seize his guns without
having to go through the rigmarole of applying for a search warrant. The police
and the signing judge were severely chastised for the way they handled the
search warrant against good citizen Allen Carlos, who wasn’t thrown in the jail
cell only because he refused a second invitation to attend the detachment for
“another chat”.
But Mr. Naïve Citizen, who didn’t know he was under investigation and thought
he was performing a civil duty, was thrown into a cell until he “came around to
the police’s way of doing business”. Without a warrant, the police stuffed the
man into a cruiser and went to his home where his guns were seized.
Calling someone a “witch” can still get a person “burned at the stake”. It could be
construed as a threat, just like telling a limp bureaucrat he should “learn to walk
on water”. Charges of “uttering threats” or “racial bigotry” have acquired a power
of their own these days, just like the silly accusations of practicing “witchcraft” did
in Salem. The charges weren’t true then and need not be true today. But a
complaint – specifically one filed by a rabid female – can be made recklessly and
groundlessly, as was demonstrated against Whitehorse resident Allen Carlos,
and others after him, such as the terrifying, ninja-style night raid on Qualicum
Beach, British Columbia home of Mr. and Mrs. Brian Ward, a week before
Christmas 2002.
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Yet, as author Poe acknowledged, the accusations have taken on the power to
destroy. And denunciation is an ineffectual defense. The complainants, who
hide behind the scenes, working in concert with government police and
prosecutors, have the upper hand.
The government’s message is to submit and obey and you may not get hurt. Any
political leader with aspirations to be a tyrannical dictator will disarm ordinary
citizens because people are easier to control when they are defenseless. A
government can then implement its social-engineering strategy without
resistance.
Thus was the future facing Canadians ever since they were senselessly
mesmerized by Herr Trudeau back in 1968.
Historical Mass Killings Reveal Much About The Future
According to author Poe, Rudolph Rummel, a political-science professor
emeritus at the University of Hawaii, is an authority on mass killings. His chilling
findings were released in a 1994 book, Death by Government.
During the first 88 years of the 20th century, almost 170 million men, women and
children were shot, beaten, tortured, knifed, burned, starved, frozen, crushed, or
worked to death (at hard labor); or buried alive, drowned, hanged, bombed or
killed in any other of the myriad ways governments have inflicted death on
unarmed, helpless citizens or foreigners.
Rummel believed the death toll could conceivably be as high as 360 million
people. “This is as though our species has been devastated by a modern Black
Plague...”
In another book, Death by Gun Control, co-author Aaron Zelman interviewed
Theodore Haas, a Jewish survivor of the Dachau concentration camp. Inmates
speculated countless times how they could have resisted the Nazis had they
been armed.
Haas responded to one of Zelman’s questions: “Before Adolph Hitler came to
power, there was a black market in firearms, but the German people had been so
conditioned to be law abiding that they would never consider buying an
unregistered gun. The German people really believed that only hoodlums own
such guns. What fools we were. It truly frightens me to see how the
government, media, and some police groups in America are pushing for the
same mindset.”
Well, Mr. Haas, for identical reasons, Canadians who are smart enough to know
history repeats itself, are frightened, too.
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Haas went on to speak of the cowardice shown by Hitler’s thugs and goons when
confronted with a gun. A ragtag group of half-starved Jews took up 10 handguns
and made asses out of the Nazis.
With meager arms, including a few hand grenades, the Warsaw Ghetto rebels
managed to keep 2,000 German soldiers and police, who were well-equipped
with tanks and artillery, busy for three days. When the fighting escalated, some
1,500 Jews faced off against 12,000 Germans. The courageous Jews put up a
valiant resistance for 28 days.
Whenever the Warsaw Ghetto uprising is rubbed in the faces of anti-gun goons,
these twits speak contemptuously, as though the corollary infers that “Jews just
cannot possibly be trusted with guns”.
Squeal-On-Your-Neighbor Hotlines
In the book Send in the Waco Killers, author Vin Suprynowicz told of an 800number set up in the United States so squealers can call the U.S. Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (BATF) without charge to turn in a neighbor, exspouse, co-worker, or whoever. Based on information from an unidentified caller
accusing someone of possessing an illegal firearm, the BATF boys and girls can
obtain a search warrant and break down the accused’s door after dark.
Horrified that this could happen in the United States, that last bastion of
freedom? Why? This is exactly the way the Gestapo operated in Nazi Germany.
And maybe you haven’t been touched by the law yet to realize this modus
operandi is being used right here in Kanuckistan. It works along the same lines
as the BATF hotline, or TIPS, the acronym for Turn In Poachers. People who
have never done anything useful in their lives are proud to participate in SquealOn-Your-Neighbor programs. Only a government that does not trust its citizens
would set up such sneaky programs which protect the identity of the accuser and
leaves the accused without recourse for defense.
Since the RCMP already has national status, it was easy to subject the Force to
the direct will of the state political masters. The RCMP Commissioner rules the
roost from his perch as assistant deputy minister of “Justice” in Ottawa. There is
no longer a separation between police, justice and the state. It’s all wrapped up
into one cozy cloak.
The RCMP Commish takes orders from his political masters – who may be the
Justice minister, or the attorney general as was changed with an order-in-council
in 2003--who in turn take their orders from the prime minister, who takes his
orders from a senior advisor, who takes orders from Kofi Annan, who takes
orders from a UN senior advisor, who was once a high-ranking Canadian
government official, and is chummy with all the political and advisory powers. It’s
a cozy and powerful arrangement that is hard to fight.
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As a means to relieve civilians of guns, the police are mandated to circumvent
individual rights and invade homes after dark, or whenever. To avoid the
consequences of facing costly, nearly-impossible-to-win court trials, gun-owners
are advised to be good little obedient citizens and voluntarily surrender their
firearms.
Whitehorse, the capital of Yukonslavia, is not exempt from the corruption. Rather
the rural community of 20,000 became the Petri-dish experimental grounds at the
expense of Allen Carlos. He was targeted by government police and prosecutors
and set up as an example of what would be the fate of every gun-owner across
the country if they did not submit and shut up.
History Keeps Repeating, Repeating, Repeating Itself
Police officers conspire behind closed doors with badge-bearing bureaucratic
bullies. They concoct a “crime” against their prey by auditioning a number of
“witnesses” who may or may not be given speaking parts in the courtroom.
“Agitate” is the key accusatory buzzword, and any frivolous allegation will do.
The person stalked can be billed as a “madman” because he was ”agitated” and
raised his voice to scare the neighbor’s cat out of his garden; or perhaps he was
“agitated” and ordered a bunch of government trespassers off his titled property.
Usually these trivial allegations languish somewhere in the background and
seldom receive a full trial unless – unless – the accused is a gun owner. Odds
are great that any rural or northern resident will be a gun owner. And any
“ambitious” police officer can drum up and lay fantasy charges because there
isn’t a gun owner yet who has learned how to fully comply with the confusing,
inconsistent, complicated laws which give police lots of manipulative power.
Then government prosecutors grab the gun charges and gleefully gallop off on a
full-blown gun case that has no relevancy whatsoever to the original complaint.
These midnight raids too closely resemble the tactics of Hitler’s Germany and
Josef Stalin’s Soviet Russia. The paranoid Communist leader eliminated millions
by instructing his secret police to hunt down and charge his enemies “as crazy”.
Then the court would levy verdicts of death by firing squad. In this manner,
Stalin managed to weaken his dictatorship by killing off many of his own
supporters.
A female and three male police officers – one clad from head to toe in ninja black
– stormed a couple’s home after dark a week before Christmas. The wife was
thrown out of her own home in the snow while the foursome broke locks and tore
out walls to a “built like Fort Knox” gun room that was supposedly as secure as a
bank’s money vault.
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Besides taking a collection of firearms, ammunition and hunting bows, these
legalized burglars helped themselves to $500 cash, a search light, and a wall
hanging. This raid happened neither in Hitler’s Germany nor Stalin’s Soviet
Union. This raid happened in Jean Cretien’s Canada, December 2002.
After the dust settled, the police realized their booty didn’t include the ghost gun,
which was the object of the search. And the only charge they could conjure up
was a feeble storage infraction under s. 86.(2) of the Criminal Code but they did
not identify or describe the one gun, nor did they give a date when the item was
seized nor provide an approximate address. After a lot of grief and misery, the
charge was stayed.
Is it any surprise that citizens speak openly about being scared of their own
government?
The RCMP and the special NWEST stormtroopers can find non-compliance
wherever guns are involved, even if empty guns are triple trigger-locked, stored
in regulation safes and are duly registered and grandfathered. The police will
fabricate a charge that does not exist in law so the owner has to fight in court
until he’s financially broke and spiritually spent.
The cumbersome firearms legislation and 1,600 pages of regulations are written
purposefully so nobody can obey them to the letter of the law. The rules are so
cumbersome, complicated and incoherent that judges from one end of the
country to the other are inconsistent in their rulings.
Then, of course, there are judicial anti-gun extremists, who, no matter what, will
rule against any man accused of gun infractions. The law is always open to
some bureaucrat’s interpretation, feelings, beliefs or prejudices, and the accused
will be vulnerable to abuse, harassment, and, in the end, to bureaucratic and
judicial persecution.
While a defense lawyer is trying to prove the accused complied with the law
from the outset, the government has no compunction about whimsically changing
the rules in mid-stream with orders-in-council, or bringing down a pre-ordained
decision in a higher court to suit the state’s need to win the case.
You wail, “But that’s wrong! A justice system in a democratic society can’t do
that.” The state can and is doing whatever it wants to do. There is no hint of a
justice system left in Canada as we used to know it. The justice system has
been transformed into a court, or legal, system.
That’s the game. Once the firearms are seized, the goods usually stay in
custody. Firearms officers even ignore any court orders to return the
property to the rightful owner.
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The officers ultimately divide the spoils among themselves, just like the secret
police did in Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union. The only reason some
valuable art objects survived those periods of history was due to the occasional
SS officer prizing a particular piece for his office rather than heaving it into the
incinerator.
On the same note, about 1998, a flap ensued over hundreds of guns going
missing from the Toronto, Ontario, police confiscation vault. But nothing much
was said or done after the initial flap. Why? Well, the biggest known black
marketers in guns are police officers. Neither they nor government prosecutors
and judges are apt to lose their privileges to own guns. Valuable firearms of
collector or prohibited status which are seized through raids and end up as
subjects of court proceedings are not destroyed if the defendant is found guilty of
sin. As per s. 491(1) of the Criminal Code, the guns are “disposed of” as the
attorney general directs. This means those who work on the “inside” have the
opportunity to buy or divvy the spoils among themselves without compensation to
the rightful owner.
Allen Carlos lost three of his guns to “disposal”. In following s. 491(1), the judge
said that she was not prohibiting Mr. Carlos from owning those three guns but
they had to be forfeited to the Crown because they had been involved in a
“crime”, to wit: unsafe storage.
This obscene law is an absolute absurdity that gives the cops the legal right to
plunder, or steal, depending on which word you prefer.
The moral of this lesson is that you can’t play pattycake with a rattlesnake and
expect not to get bitten. It is a rarity that even the wealthiest person can defend
himself whenever a legion of government police, prosecutors and judges pounce
on him in a prosecutor’s playground. The odds of winning against trumped-up
charges are slimmer for a white middle-class male whose been deemed an ecosinner for violating the environment.
That is why a courtroom packed with supporters stood up and cheered wildly
when Allen Carlos beat the government rap in the first round. They knew the
odds and were celebrating him as a very special person for his victory.
The decision embarrassed the vindictive bureaucrats who went after Carlos with
an unjustified vengeance.
The State Purposefully Makes Criminals Of Decent Citizens
Tom DeWeese, president of the American Policy Center, epitomized the problem
“verbally” in his October 28, 2002 Internet piece called Property Rights Loss
Invites Anarchy.
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“(People) are being ruled, regulated, restricted, licensed, registered, directed,
checked, inspected, measured, numbered, counted, rated, stamped, censured,
authorized, admonished, refused, prevented, drilled, indoctrinated, monopolized,
extorted, robbed, hoaxed, fined, harassed, disarmed, dishonored, fleeced,
exploited, assessed, and taxed to the point of suffocation and desperation.”
Not to mention the indescribable “frustration”, an undesirable emotion which police
are taught to always translated as “agitation”, which is a guaranteed “rite of
passage” to the courtroom.
How did a free people evolve to the point where the sate has made innocent
people into criminals? “Well,” wrote Ayn Rand in her great classic Atlas
Shrugged, “when there aren’t enough criminals, one makes them. One declares
so many things to be a crime that it becomes impossible to live without breaking
laws.”
Ordinary people tippy-toe through life in an unsuccessful attempt to be “lawabiding citizens”. The term is a misnomer but used loosely to distinguish
individuals who try to obey all laws from the people who intentionally harm others
through crimes of force and fraud.
Nobody can walk down the street, much less own a business, without committing
crimes on a regular basis. Have you ever stood on the street corner talking to a
friend and been joined by a third party? Two is a conversation; three is a
conspiracy, especially if you’re talking about something illegal, which you most
likely are.
At some point when kids are growing up, good parents put their underage babes
back on the bottle to teach them some responsible drinking under strict home
supervision. A glass of wine with Christmas dinner? Serving alcohol to a minor,
huh?
What about that bottle of ammonia under the sink and the bag of fertilizer in the
garage? Ah-hah! Bomb-making materials.
Did you ever fill out a government form incorrectly because you can’t figure out
the tangled, mumbo-jumbo instructions, or perhaps length renders the form
overly complicated like the ones for firearm registration? Lying to a bureaucrat.
That will get you time in the slammer, as will “neglecting” to report an insignificant
amount of income to Canada Customs and Revenue Agency. That’s tax
evasion.
The list of infractions is already longer than the judge’s arm and every so-called
crime you’ve committed thus far was done in complete innocence.
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The only difference between a “law-abiding citizen” and a “criminal” is that the
so-called “law-abiding” variety hasn’t been caught yet. But high-tech surveillance
toys and more laws will take care of catching up with you. It’s just a matter of
time.
The Supreme Court of Canada has made “tolerance” a law to supposedly
squelch racism in the multicultural chaos brought forward by the United Nations
that determines who and how many can enter Canada, specifically from Africa,
Jamaica, perhaps China and no doubt India.
Canada has been tailor-made to suit foreigners. The adage of “when in Rome do
as the Romans do” no longer applies, and neither does the Christian religion. It
may offend the delicate sensitivities of a migrant of a different religious
persuasion.
The Christian Bible is slurred as hate literature. Its philosophies about living a
good life and how to treat your fellow man are condemned as evil. In turn,
society’s moral fabric is in tatters, and our own young generation wanders
aimlessly like lambs lost in the wilderness, never being taught honor, respect,
integrity, responsibility, the Golden Rule, justice, and has no solid foundation to
draw on about values and decency. Young people were instructed to “drop out,
tune out and turn on”.
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels were proponents of destroying the institution of
marriage and family. In September 2003, the Parliament of Canada was trying to
redefine the word “marriage” to include “same-sex relationships” as opposed to
only the traditional union between a man and a woman. A private member’s bill,
brought before the House of Commons by Alliance Leader Stephen Harper to
retain the traditional meaning in law, was defeated by a mere five votes, which
indicated a chink in the Liberal armor. A vast number of Liberal members of
Parliament who have a conscience voted against their party’s Marxist leanings.
The word “family” did not meet standards of acceptability at the 2001 United
Nations Special Session on Children because it might offend someone’s delicate
sensitivities.
In the Communist Manifesto, Marx and Engels philosophized that the “family” is
based on nothing. At least capitalism, they said, was based on private property
but that “private property” would vanish when capitalism was eradicated...and
thanks to the United Nations, private-property ownership and capitalism are on
the list of endangered species.
But since they thought the bourgeois viewed the wife as an instrument of
production, the Marx-Engels duo were proponents of “free love”. Everybody
would have unencumbered access one to another without any responsibilities
attached.
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“Our bourgeois find their main amusement in mutually seducing their wives...One
could at best accuse the communists that instead of a hypocritical, hidden one,
they want to introduce an official, open-hearted women’s community.”
In slow motion, incremental steps, with assistance from the United Nations, this
moral outrage has been dumped on the Western World at the expense of
weakening the white male through humiliation and persecution.
A man who is ineffectual at defending his own position is viewed as completely
incompetent to think he can defend women and children. It is not paranoia that
makes a white male feel “someone is out to get him”. Someone is out to get him,
and that someone is his government.
One way the sham started was with educators in the classroom berating boys –
many of them fatherless and without male role models. They would crumple
apologetically in their seats, unable to defend their very existence when told
repeatedly that the reason for wars is the innately-violent nature of men.
Kindergarten teachers have boldly admitted to persuading little boys to wear
skirts to class in an effort to start young in stamping out differences between
genders.
Feminists believe guns are phallic symbols, which, when severed from men’s
hands, can be as effective in curbing masculinity as actually castrating part of
their anatomy.
The war against masculinity was a Marxist philosophy. Instead of helping poor
people – women inclusive – to come up to the level with the affluent, Marxism
prompted impoverishing the rich so everybody was poor. And, of course, the
best way to elevate women as “equals” with men was to take away men’s ability
to be men.
Bureaucrats Are Now Designated “Officers”
Just as families were a threat to Marx and Engels, so was church. Both
represented peaceful and moral middle-class people who didn’t want socialism
shattering the serenity of a democratic government.
Now, some denominations have been drained of assets by the many bogus,
lawyer-led, class-action suits alleged to revolve around a multitude of students
sexually abused in mission schools. But the public didn’t want to hear from the
many students whose schooling was an enjoyable experience and their
educations appreciated. Only the “victims” were heard from. All they had to do
was cry foul and add their names to a list to receive compensation. How does
money “heal” sexual abuse? It doesn’t, but the less-than-honorable lawyers
certainly came out well, at the expense of denigrating and practically bankrupting
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the churches.
In the public school system, little dumbed-down, sponge-brained students soak
up scientific junk while bombarded with David Suzuki’s latest attitudes on how to
save the planet from the evil economic contributors who are out to destroy the
environment. Suzuki is one of the leading eco-mercenaries whom the
government has promoted as a god to be worshipped for his wisdom.
The eco-Nazis swayed the politicians and bureaucrats to produce stringent
environmental regulations that no one could obey. Licenses were revoked. A lid
was slammed shut on mining and logging, putting everybody out of work. You
can no longer cut wood on your own property; a child can’t amuse himself at play
by putting a little dam in a creek, nor can a prospector test for gold. It might harm
fish habitat in a stream where fish have never lived.
Fascists want to designate every house and building in sight as “heritage” so
board members can dictate which ticky-tacky color of paint owners must buy to
apply to their own property. In this method, bureaucrats can ensure rows of
ticky-tacky houses will line ticky-tacky streets to make a ticky-tacky “sustainable”
community. In the grand United Nations scheme of things, it is sinful for the
peons to display individuality. All the ordinary people will wear the same
unflattering coveralls, eat the same bland foods, and live in identical housing.
The only way middle-class people who thrive on original thoughts could be forced
into such a dull, unimaginative lifestyle is by taking away their guns.
Farmers and other landholders are afraid of the federal government’s propertyconfiscation powers under the Species At Risk Act.
Also, fascists can control a wild-game farmer who can’t export his animals
without a permit, which the local government didn’t want to issue. Yet it’s illegal
to kill the animals without a permit either, which the local government wouldn’t
issue. If the game farmer can’t afford to feed the animals over winter, the herd
would die a slow, agonizing death by starvation, and the farmer would be
charged for cruelty to animals – all in the name of harmful bureaucratic dogooders, endangered species, protected areas and “sustainable” development.
“And that’s what they got away with before they started taking away our guns,”
lamented a rural resident in Vin Suprynowicz’s book Send in the Waco Killers.
“Why do they want our guns? What on earth do they have in mind for us once
we’re disarmed?”
The government conspirators, who are more frightening than important, resent
being called “bureaucrats” and won’t suffer the demeaning indignity of acting like
or being called a “public servant”.
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Heavens, no. Agents and inspectors want to be “officers” (which is the label
given to them in the Criminal Code.) Conservation officers and Fisheries officers
want to wear shiny black boots, smart-looking uniforms and carry their peashooter sidearms into the dangerous coffee shops of our communities.
That puts them on equal footing with police officers. Now they’re all gossipy,
coffee-swigging, doughnut-chomping, gut-belching, bosom badge-bearing
buddies, who pull some innocent sucker’s name out of the fog and set him up for
a charge of speaking disrespectfully to one of the “officers”.
Land officers barge unannounced onto a man’s land and “agitate” him; they
further “agitate” him by returning with a contractor who, without permission, walks
equipment across the titled property; the owner orders them off; the “officers”
return with the police; the landowner goes into the government offices and wisecracks that maybe one of the paranoid “officers” should learn to walk on water.
These “officers” were so uptight and paranoid, they couldn’t take a joke from a
man they had known for many years. Bingo! They whined about mistreatment to
a police officer who found the culprit’s name in the gun registry. The police
officer interviewed only the government functionaries, threw the accused into a
jail cell, and seized the man’s firearms – which weren’t a part of the original
bargain. Bingo! There was a full-fledged gun case.
It promised to be complicated.
They all are.
The foregoing partially explains how a free people became mired in a mess.
But when, in the name of God, are those same people going to get fed up and
revolt? When are they going to take to the streets? When are they going to start
digging themselves out of the mire so they can have their civil rights returned and
begin living in freedom instead of a state of fear?
Probably never.
Descending The Staircase
“There is no ‘slippery slope’ towards loss of liberty,” Alan Simpson, a U.S.
Senator, once said. “Only a long staircase where each step down must first be
tolerated by the...people and their leaders.”
Whereby Allen Carlos might be capable of influencing a few, he needed bench
strength to change the attitude of many. Most were a cross between sheep and
non-thinking people. The “sheeples” were too focused on their fat government
paycheques, not realizing that continuing step by incremental step down the
staircase would result in their pensions vanishing before they could fritter away
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their retirements at the lakefront.
One day, the socialist government, which could no longer afford to pay benefits,
would have the “officers” round up and stick the pensioners into old-age ghettos.
When facilities became overcrowded, each would be bumped off one by one to
make room for the next batch of recruits.
“It’ll never happen here,” chided blissful sheeples, who would make testy morsels
for the wolves.
If one went to a state-owned doctor and complained he couldn’t see, the Doc
would say, ”Of course you can’t see, you bozo. Your eyes are closed.”
If the patient opened his eyes, he would see a vengeance befalling the nation
that would wreak perpetual havoc on the people, their children and their
children’s children forevermore, until what may have become a stale civilization
was consumed by another Dark Age. Even a person with vision, but without
sight, could see it coming, unless a rabble of right-wing reversalists got fed up
and hijacked the hijackers.
The hijackers wanted the truth hushed. An uncrowned, unchecked monarch,
who had commissioned an army of unethical officers and bureaucratic henchmen
willing to broker the rule of authority, kept everybody quiet by making people
dependent on the government for their daily bread and too afraid to speak out.
Then attach a licensing-permitting system to everything that breathes, moves,
flies, crawls or walks, and voila!
People-control!
It seems the more incompetent federal agents become in their respective jobs,
the more they know how to play politics and boot their way up the staircase to
loftier positions. In the federally-controlled Yukonslavia, the bureaucrats
humiliated themselves when they struck out with malice against Allen Carlos,
who dared speak up, fight back, finding himself in the process heralded as a folk
hero for doing so. But he couldn’t fight the battle alone.
As Vin Suprynowicz wrote in his book, The Ballad of Carl Drega, “We are losing
the war for freedom because those who could have led that struggle are retiring
from the field, exhausted not from battle against the collectivist, statist foe, but
from their failed effort to raise even a modest cohort to stand behind their banner.
Everyone is pretty busy paying their taxes. You can’t fight city hall. The war is
not so much lost as called on account of lack of interest.”
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______________________________________________________________________
POSTSCRIPT
Based on instructions from a chief firearms officer responsible for Yukon
firearms business, the Canada Firearms Centre issued Allen Carlos a license in
November 2003 – three years and nine months after the RCMP seized the
family’s gun collection and paperwork during their surprise home invasion in
February 2000.
Soon after the sentencing hearing in October 2002, Allen Carlos started the
process of registering his guns with the Canadian Firearms Centre. It would
expedite reclamation of his legally-owned property when the six-month probation
expired on April 4.
He then solicited assistance from the head office of the Responsible Firearms
Owners Coalition of Langley, British Columbia.
With the help of Kevin Stanes, the wheels were turning slowly but at least the process
was in motion.
A regional firearms officer in southern Canada was convinced that Allen Carlos
was not—and never had been—a threat to public safety. He then dispatched
instructions for Dan Otterbein, the chief firearms officer for the Yukon, to release
the seized gun collection.
Otterbein notified the RCMP, then called Carlos into a meeting in the fall of 2003
to discuss the return of his firearms license, which came by mail immediately. But
the registration certificates were suspiciously stalled.
Carlos patiently waited until early January 2004. A two-minute phone
conversation with the Canadian Firearms Centre in Miramichi, New Brunswick,
confirmed the registrations were indeed there. But the employee had not known
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he wanted them mailed to him!
Soon, the package showed up in his mailbox.
After gently coaxing, a nice RCMP Corporal found his way out from under a
mound of forms long enough to fulfill his promise to return the firearms to the rightful
owner.
Where Is The "Public Safety" Factor In This Exercise?
The following article by Jane Gaffin appeared in the Whitehorse Star on March 24,
2004.
An RCMP officer approached the Carlos residence in the late afternoon of
March 2, 2004.
He was alone and without concern for officer safety.
He was the bearer of good news. In the back of his service vehicle was Allen
Carlos' legally-owned firearms collection that a four-member “SWAT” team had
seized from the same house four years ago.
When the Carlos case was in full cry, the young Corporal was posted in the
village of Ross River. Some of the two men's mutual friends had given the officer
an earful as details of the travesty unfolded.
The officer liked firearms and sports hunting. When he went downstairs into the
RCMP vault, where Carlos' guns had gathered dust for four years, he didn't pick
up the beautifully-crafted pieces and toss them into the back of his vehicle.
He handled the property with the same respect he would have his own. The long
arms were wrapped in a protective plastic-type material for the short ride to the
Riverdale subdivision; the handguns were in carrying cases.
Three handguns weren't coming home, though. One was his favorite Ruger .44
Magnum Super Blackhawk, which Carlos had carried in the bush for many field
seasons.
For the first time in 20 years, a firearms officer had denied Carlos a "permit to
carry" a sidearm in 1999. Shortly afterwards, his home was invaded.
Another favorite handgun was an impressive nickel-plated Ruger SP-101 .357
Magnum which the government had designated "prohibited" for no other reason
than its short barrel length.
But the government had trusted Carlos and granted him "grandfather rights" to
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the handsome firearm with its shiny, white-metallic texture. Under the "prohibited
status", he could do little more than lock it away to be admired with the reverence
of a rare Stradivarius violin.
Another favorite piece the government had categorized "prohibited" was a
novelty, derringer-sized Freedom Arms short-barrel .22 pistol with a little brown
carrying pouch.
While the Crown prosecutor, David McWhinnie, wanted Carlos to have to forfeit
his whole collection, Carlos was only forced to give the three handguns as gifts to
the Queen.
When the Supreme Court of Canada deemed Carlos guilty of sin in April 2002,
his sentencing was referred back to the federal deputy judge Deborah
Livingstone, who had initially acquitted him at trial. She tapped him lightly on
the wrist with a six-month probation but no criminal record.
In recognition of Carlos as a responsible citizen and dedicated family man, who
is definitely not a threat to "public safety", Livingstone most likely would have
returned the three handguns to him except for Criminal Code Section 491(1).
Essentially, this law has converted plunder into a right.
It says that a person who has committed sin in the state's eyes, in which items
have been seized and kept in custody, have to be forfeited to the state without
compensation and to be disposed of as the attorney general sees fit.
The key words are "disposed of"; it does not say "destroyed".
Those mint-condition guns were of high monetary value as they approached
collector status. The two "prohibited" ones could not be purchased across a
counter any more.
Somebody through privilege or skulduggery has possession of them at this
moment. Otherwise, Carlos should have been invited to come witness their
destruction. The government didn't do that, and the guns will likely turn up some
day. Won't they?
The RCMP were not acting on their own volition when returning the rest of the
seized loot to the rightful owner. The police's instructions were issued from Dan
Otterbein, the chief firearms officer for the Yukon. His marching orders came from
a regional firearms officer down south.
In late 2003, Otterbein had called Carlos to a meeting to discuss the return of his
firearms licence, which came by mail almost immediately thereafter.
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About a year earlier, around October 2002, Carlos had started the process of
applying for his registration certificates. He would need those pieces of paper to
reclaim his lawfully-owned goods.
But the paperwork was suspiciously stalled.
Carlos patiently waited several months. In early 2004, a two-minute phone
conversation with the Canadian Firearms Centre in Miramichi, New Brunswick,
confirmed the registrations were indeed there. But the employee didn't know he
wanted the paperwork mailed to him!
Aargh! What would they think a person wanted done with their licences and
registrations? To think our hard-earned tax dollars actually pay these people a
salary.
The paperwork soon showed up in the mailbox, and the RCMP were obliged to
return his guns.
The police could have been stinkers. They could have told Carlos if he wanted
his guns, come get 'em, then claimed every visit that the exhibit men were off
duty or in China.
After all, when the guns were initially seized, Cst. Wayne Gork had put the onus
on Carlos to come to the detachment to pick up a copy of the exhibit list,
although the police never felt any compunction about driving to the house on
numerous occasions to serve him with yet another legal document.
The police didn't do that, though. Cpl. Bennett (phonetic) fulfilled his promise to
bring the guns back to the place of origin.
Over the years, some officers had indicated a dislike for what had happened to
Carlos. Perhaps coming directly to him, so as not to inconvenience him further,
could be construed as the best the local RCMP could offer as a form of apology.
I dunno. But, personally, I do not forgive them. I only hope the superior officers
will keep their spun-out-of-control members restrained on a short leash.
I recently stumbled upon a court decision rendered on an unrelated matter in
which the judge felt obligated to do the unusual of adding a postscript:
"Cases such as this are occurring with disturbing frequency in our courts. I urge
the police and the Crown to review their practices and policies to ensure that
cases such as this one do not waste the time of the Court or unnecessarily
expend the taxpayers' limited resources."
I personally trust that the Crown and the police will take the advice under
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advisement. As we know, frivolous and vindictive court cases can and do
financially drain innocent people, or, worse, can destroy the whole family unit.
In my not-so-humble opinion, police should be out breaking down doors of
dangerous career criminals and leaving decent people in peace.
Carlos and his older son, Luke, who was witness to the raid, helped the young
officer carry the guns downstairs where the collection had been plundered from a
regulation gun safe on February 15, 2000.
Carlos, who holds a close kinship for his guns, felt like long lost family members
had finally come home again as the firearms were carefully laid out on the felt
surface of the pool table.
Together, he and the officer ticked off each one against the exhibit list and
examined them for damage. Amazingly, there was no rust. Somebody had gone
to the trouble to periodically oil and clean the guns while in custody.
The superficial scuffs, scrapes, scratches and nicks were probably sustained
when the guns were removed irreverently from the safe and stacked on the floor
"like cordwood", then gathered up and dumped unceremoniously in the back of
police vans for the trip to the Whitehorse detachment.
The Ottawa Liberals passed a dysfunctional, Draconian, non-Charter-proofed
Firearms Act that allows the state to take such abusive measures against its own
peaceable citizens under the guise of "public safety".
Where's the "public safety" element? Do you feel safer that Carlos was deprived
of his guns for four years?
What was gained for the government to spend over $2.7 million from the public
purse to viciously prosecute an upstanding Whitehorse family? Does everybody
feel safer that he was forced into the Supreme Court of Canada? Does
everybody feel safer that he was set back about $75,000 in legal expenses
during the traumatic ordeal?
The only benefit I can determine is that a bunch of bureaucrats and their support
staffs were kept employed and off the streets.
Main players to come up against a lone citizen included a Gang of Four
plainclothesmen raiding the house; a firearms officer as an accomplice; a local
Crown prosecutor who specializes in drumming up gun cases for the courtroom;
a territorial judge to sign a search warrant that said Carlos was a "threat to public
safety and to his family"; and, later, an Ottawa-based Crown attorney at Supreme
Court level.
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A federal judge was parachuted into Whitehorse from London, Ontario, to hear
the 2-1/2 day trial; Carlos was acquitted. Three appeal court judges were brought
in from British Columbia; Carlos was acquitted again.
Seven of nine Supreme Court justices were obliged to hear the last chapter of
the sordid story in Ottawa; Carlos was convicted on all three counts.
As stated on the cover page of my on-line book Justice Served Up Yukonslavia
Style, "How can a person be criminally convicted in the Supreme Court of
Canada for a law that does not exist?"
When the Carloses were forced into the highest court in this compassionate
country over what the Crown perceived to be "storage" infractions, the word had
not been legally defined by Parliament to incorporate into the Criminal Code or
the Firearms Act.
The top court rendered a conviction within 10 minutes but never bothered writing
a legal definition of the word "store", as everybody in the gun community thought
would happen.
Therefore, a law that didn't exist when Carlos was pushed into the Supreme
Court and convicted still doesn't exist today.
What was the point of an illustrious Justice system amusing itself persecuting a
family for such a long duration if, in the conclusion, the guns would be returned,
anyway?
Furthermore, the gun prohibition hearing, the raison d'etre the Crown alleged for
seizing Carlos' guns in the first place, never happened, either. The procedure
was stayed.
He never met his accusers--the police's eight witnesses--in court like justice used
to be done. So, I took care of that little piece of business in my on-line book
manuscript which will serve as a reminder of this judicial travesty in perpetuity.
Asked what advice he might give others who are awaiting return of wronglyseized property, Carlos simply remarked, "Patience."
Freegold Ventures Ltd.
Life and luck were turning around for the Carlos family.
On July 14, 2004, Freegold Ventures Ltd. announced that the Vancouver-based
company had entered into an option agreement whereby it would be able to earn
up to a 100-percent interest in Allen Carlos' Grew Creek gold property, located
35 kilometres (20 miles) west of the village of Ross River, Yukon.
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According to the news release, the Grew Creek property comprises 192 mineral
claims covering approximately 15 kilometres (nine miles) of the Tintina Fault.
(See Yukon Map sandwiched between Chapters One and Two, page 36.)
The major geological feature runs for hundreds of miles as it slices the Yukon
Territory diagonally from southeast to northwest. The fault passes through the
highly-mineralized Faro-Ross River area, heads off toward Fairbanks and
sweeps through Alaska's girth in a 1,200-mile arc. Anywhere along this fracture
in the earth's surface has been proven as excellent mineral-hunting ground.
Carlos staked the package of Grew Creek gold-silver claims in 1983.
Under terms of the initial option agreement, subject to regulatory approval,
Freegold was to incur exploration expenditures of $1.5 million and make cash
payments of $305,000 over five years and issue 200,000 shares over four years.
The property is subject to pay a three-percent net smelter return to Carlos. In the
event that commercial production has not commenced on the property by the
sixth anniversary of the agreement, Freegold shall make advance royalty
payments in the amount of $50,000. On the seventh anniversary, the annual
advance royalty payments shall increase to $100,000.
Freegold's exploration program was focused on expanding the known mineral
resource already identified and a 10-hole diamond-drill program commenced in
late August, 2004, and carried on throughout the winter months.
Freegold Ventures trades on the Toronto Stock Exchange.
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Appendix I: PLACE NAMES / ABBREVIATIONS / ACRONYMS
Bill C-68:

a bill with respect to firearms that passed the House of
Commons on June 13, 1995 and has caused endlesss grief
and created many miscarriages of justice, as was clearly
illustrated in the Allen Carlos case in Whitehorse, Yukon.

Carmacks:

a small Indian village and popular gas-stop a hundred miles
north of Whitehorse on the North Klondike Highway.

CBC:

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation; a federally-operated
radio station, as pertains to this writing, and often tagged
“Mother Corp.” or Canadian Brainwashing Corporation.

CC:

Criminal Code of Canada, the manual used by police
to enforce the law.

CFC:

Canadian Firearms Centre, located in Miramichi, New Brunswick.

CFD:

Canadian Firearms Digest, an Internet vehicle for posting
relevant material and exchanging ideas and information on-line.

CFO:

Chief Firearms Officer.

Charter:

Charter of Rights and Freedoms, the centerpiece of the
Canadian Constitution Act 1982.

CHON-FM:

a Whitehorse-based Indian radio station.

CKRW:

a Whitehorse-based private radio station.

CPIC:

Canadian Police Information Center.

CSSA:

Canadian Shooting Sports Association, located in
Mississauga, Ontario.

DFO:

Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO), a powerful, out-ofcontrol federal department operation separate from DIAND
and is not housed in Red Square; DFO has full enforcement
power and responsibilities, it says, as are outlined in the
Fisheries Act, the Criminal Code of Canada and the
Constitution Act.

DIAND:

an acronym for Department of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development, often tagged as Indian Affairs and “No”
Development.
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FA:

Firearms Act; its proper title is Canadian Firearms Act and is
still referred to quite often as “Bill C-68”.

FART:

Firearms Registry Tracing.

FIP:

Firearms Interest Police.

FRAS:

Firearms Registration Administration Section.

Grew Creek:

name of Allen Carlos’ gold property, located on Grew Creek
near the small Indian village of Ross River, a couple hundred
miles northeast of Whitehorse.

Kanuckistan:

formerly known as Canada.

NFA:

National Firearms Association, traditionally headquartered in
Calgary, Alberta, until its head office was moved to
Edmonton, Alberta in the latter part of 2002.

PIRS:

Police Information Retrieval System.

Red Square:

a.k.a. the Elijah Smith Building, which takes up a city block in
downtown Whitehorse, and is where the blindly devoted
federal officers are housed. Under Northern Affairs are such
programs as mining land-use, a division of mineral
resources, and the Yukon Geology Program, which includes
the federal exploration and geology department and mining
recorder’s office. (Note: as of April 1, 2003 responsibility for
the federal Northern Affairs Program was devolved to the Yukon
government.)

RFC:

Recreational Firearms Community.

RFOC:

Responsible Firearms Owners Coalition.

s. (or ss.):

Section (or Sections) of Act or Criminal Code, etc.

SCC:

Supreme Court of Canada.

Whitehorse:

the Yukon’s modern capital city where approximately 20,000
of the territory’s dwindling population of 28,000 is
concentrated.
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YTG:

the initials actually stand for Yukon Territorial Government,
as the administrative body was once known. Now it is tagged
with the more sophisticated sounding Government of Yukon,
usually referred to as the Yukon government or by the old
abbreviation “YTG”.

Yukonslavia:

formerly known as the Yukon Territory and later reduced to
the more sophisticated-sounding “Yukon”; “the” was dropped.
Yukonslavia denotes the political climate in the federallycontrolled territory where an inordinate number of blindlydevoted bureaucratic bullies possess an inordinate
amount of discretionary power and enforce regulations like
they were “prohibition orders”.
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Appendix II: CAST OF CHARACTERS WHO PLAYED MAIN ROLES IN SAGA
Campbell, Cpl. Frank: a justice buster, experienced in raids in his previous
work in the province of British Columbia, accompanied Cpl. Gork
in carrying out the raid on the Carlos house.
Carlos, Allen:

independent mineral prospector, protagonist in a saga for
which he was heralded as a folk hero and “martyr of
democracy” for defending civil rights against the tyrannical
justice busters; he won the heart of the trial judge for his
sincerity.

Carlos, Paula: the fearless wife of Allen Carlos kept four policemen at bay
in an effort to protect her family from a home invasion; the
glue who held the family together during this horrible 30month ordeal that teetered on a criminal record and jail time;
won the heart of the trial judge and an acquittal for her
husband by telling the court about her immaculate
housekeeping habits.
Copland, Hugh: federal engineer of mines, mining land-use division.
Drapeau, Pauline: Fisheries and Oceans field officer.
Fritze, Richard: Alberta-based legal counsel for Carlos; specialist in firearm
law.
Gork, Cst. Wayne: a justice buster who re-opened Cpl. Sydney’s shelved report on
Carlos and started another investigation and obtained a
search warrant.
Hendriks, Cst. Eric: attended raid on Carlos house.
Howes, Steve: Northern Affairs placer mining land-use inspector.
Jobin, Jacques: Fisheries and Oceans field officer.
Latoski, David: chief mining inspector, mining land-use division.
Lilles, Heino:

territorial judge, a justice buster who made the grave error of
signing a 58-page application for a search warrant without
thoroughly reading material.
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Livingstone, Deborah: federal circuit judge who presided in London, Ontario;
heard Carlos case as deputy judge in Yukon territorial court;
her not-guilty verdict was subsequently overturned by the
Supreme Court of Canada and she was required to sentence
the man she acquitted.
McWhinnie, David: Crown counsel who wrote a 13-page preamble for the 58page application for a search warrant. A justice buster
working in concert with Cst. Gork and who later prosecuted
the Carlos case; he threatened a journalist with a defamation
suit for ridiculing the so-called Justice system for the way
proceedings were handled at trial.
Nordmann, Julie: office manager, mining land-use division.
Orban, Sandra: a Northern Affairs placer mining land-use inspector; main
culprit in Carlos case.
Otterbein, Sgt. Dan: chief firearms officer.
Richardson, Leah: a temporary hire in firearms office.
Ryan, Catherine: a justice-buster justice, British Columbia Court of Appeals;
twisted information from trial and gave dissenting opinion
that opened Yukon Court of Appeal against Carlos that
gave rite of passage to the Supreme Court of Canada.
Stewart, Cst.: attended raid on Carlos house.
Sydney, Cst. Raymond: the decent officer who initially investigated the
unsubstantiated Orban/Nordmann complaints and shelved
the episode as a tempest in a teacup; a personal vendetta.
Thomas, Tina: operations manager, firearms office.
Van Kalsbeek, Leo: placer-mining inspector, mining land-use division.
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Appendix III: SECTIONS OF CANADIAN CHARTER OF RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS
Centerpiece to the Canadian Constitution Act 1982
RELEVANT TO THE CARLOS TRILOGY
Preamble:

Whereas Canada is founded upon principles that recognize the
supremacy of God and the rule of law.

GUARANTEE OF RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS
Section 1:

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees
the rights and freedoms set out in it subject only to such reasonable
limits prescribed by law as can be demonstrably justified in a free and
democratic society.

LEGAL RIGHTS
Section 7:

Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of the
person and the right not to be deprived thereof except in
accordance with the principles of fundamental justice.

Section 8:

Everyone has the right to be secure against unreasonable
search or seizure.

Section 10:

Everyone has the right on arrest or detention
a) to be informed promptly of the reasons therefor;
b) to retain and instruct counsel without delay and to be
informed of that right;

Section 11:

Any person charged with an offence has the right
a) to be informed without unreasonable delay of the specific
offence;
b) to be tried within a reasonable time;
d) to be presumed innocent until proven guilty according to
law in a fair and public hearing by an independent and
impartial tribunal;
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Appendix IV: SECTIONS OF THE CRIMINAL CODE OF CANADA,
an act with respect to criminal law enforced by police agencies,
i.e., national Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP),
RELEVANT TO THE CARLOS TRILOGY
Defence of Person
Section 34.(1) Self-Defence Against Unprovoked Assault
Every one who is unlawfully assaulted without having provoked the assault is
justified in repelling force by force if the force he uses is not intended to cause
death or grievous bodily harm and is no more than is necessary to enable him to
defend himself.
Section 34.(2) Extent of Justification
Every one who is unlawfully assaulted and who causes death or grievous bodily
harm in repelling the assault is justified if
(a) he causes it under reasonable apprehension of death or
grievous bodily harm from the violence with which the
assault was originally made or with which the assailant
pursues his purposes; and
(b) he believes, on reasonable grounds, that he cannot
otherwise preserve himself from death or grievous bodily
harm.
Section 35. Self-Defence in Case of Aggression
Every one who has without justification assaulted another but did not commence
the assault with intent to cause death or grievous bodily harm, or has without
justification provoked an assault on himself by another, may justify the use of
force subsequent to the assault if
(a) he uses the force
(i) under reasonable apprehension of death or grievous
bodily harm from the violence of the person whom he has
assaulted or provoked, and
(ii) in the belief, on reasonable grounds, that it is necessary
in order to preserve himself from death or grievous bodily
harm;
(b) he did not, at any time before the necessity of preserving
himself from death or grievous bodily harm arose, endeavour
to cause death or grievous bodily harm; and
(c) he declined further conflict and quitted or retreated from it
as far as it was feasible to do so before the necessity of
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preserving himself from death or grievous bodily harm arose.
Section 36. Provocation
“Provocation” includes, for the purposes of sections 34 and 35, provocation by
blows, words or gestures.
Section 37.(1) Preventing Assault
Every one is justified in using force to defend himself or any one under his
protection from assault, if he uses no more force than is necessary to prevent the
assault or the repetition of it.
Section 37.(2) Extent of Justification
Nothing in this section shall be deemed to justify the willful infliction of any hurt or
mischief that is excessive, having regard to the nature of the assault that the
force used was intended to prevent.
Defence of Property
Section 38.(1) Defence of Personal Property
Every one who is in peaceable possession of personal property, and every one
lawfully assisting him, is justified
(a) in preventing a trespasser from taking it, or
(b) in taking it from a trespasser who has taken it,
if he does not strike or cause bodily harm to the trespasser.
Section 38.(2) Assault by Trespasser
Where a person who is in peaceable possession of personal property lays hands
on it, a trespasser who persists in attempting to keep it or take it from him or from
any one lawfully assisting him shall be deemed to commit an assault without
justification or provocation.
Section 39.(1) Defence with Claim of Right
Every one who is in peaceable possession of personal property under a claim of
right, and every one acting under his authority, is protected from criminal
responsibility for defending that possession, even against a person entitled by
law to possession of it, if he uses no more force than is necessary.
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Section 39.(2) Defence without Claim of Right
Every one who is in peaceable possession of personal property, but does not
claim it as of right or does not act under the authority of a person who claims it as
of right, is not justified or protected from criminal responsibility for defending his
possession against a person who is entitled by law to possession of it.
Section 40. Defence of Dwelling
Every one who is in peaceable possession of a dwelling-house, and every one
lawfully assisting him or acting under his authority, is justified in using as much
force as is necessary to prevent any person from forcibly breaking into or forcibly
entering the dwelling-house without lawful authority.
Section 41.(1) Defence of House or Real Property
Every one who is in peaceable possession of a dwelling-house or real property,
and every one lawfully assisting him or acting under his authority, is justified in
using force to prevent any person from trespassing on the dwelling-house or real
property, or to remove a trespasser therefrom, if he uses no more force than is
necessary.
Section 41.(2) Assault by Trespasser
A trespasser who resists an attempt by a person who is in peaceable possession
of a dwelling-house or real property, or a person lawfully assisting him or acting
under his authority to prevent his entry or to remove him, shall be deemed to
commit an assault without justification or provocation.
Section 42.(1) Assertion of Right to House or Real Property
Every one is justified in peaceably entering a dwelling-house or real property by
day to take possession of it if he, or a person under whose authority he acts, is
lawfully entitled to possession of it.
Section 42.(2) Assault in Case of Lawful Entry
Where a person
(a) not having peaceable possession of a dwelling-house or
real property under a claim of right, or
(b) not acting under the authority of a person who has
peaceable possession of a dwelling-house or real property
under a claim of right,
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assaults a person who is lawfully entitled to possession of it and who is entering
it peaceably by day to take possession of it, for the purpose of preventing him
from entering, the assault shall be deemed to be without justification or
provocation.
Section 42.(3) Trespasser Provoking Assault
Where a person
(a) having peaceable possession of a dwelling-house or real
property under a claim of right, or
(b) acting under the authority of a person who has peaceable
possession of a dwelling-house or real property under a
claim of right,
assaults any person who is lawfully entitled to possession of it and who is
entering it peaceably by day to take possession of it, for the purpose of
preventing him from entering, the assault shall be deemed to be provoked by the
person who is entering.
Part III – Firearms and Other Weapons
Interpretation
Section 84. Definitions
[Note: The word “storage” is not defined.]
Section 86.(1) Careless Use of Firearm, etc.
Every person commits an offence who, without lawful excuse, uses, carries,
handles, ships, transports or stores a firearm, a prohibited weapon, a restricted
weapon, a prohibited device or any ammunition or prohibited ammunition in a
careless manner or without reasonable precautions for the safety of other
persons.
Section 86.(2) Contravention of Storage Regulations, etc.
Every person commits an offence who contravenes a regulation made under
paragraph 117(h) of the Firearms Act respecting the storage, handling,
transportation, shipping, display, advertising and mail-order sales of firearms and
restricted weapons.
Section 86.(3) Punishment
Every person who commits an offence under subsection (1) or (2)
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(a) is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to
imprisonment
(i) in the case of a first offence, for a term not
exceeding two years, and
(ii) in the case of a second or subsequent offence, for
a term not exceeding five years; or
(b) is guilty of an offence punishable on summary conviction.
Prohibition
Section 111.(1) Application for Prohibition Order
A peace officer, firearms officer or chief firearms officer may apply to a provincial
court judge for an order prohibiting a person from possessing any firearm, crossbow, prohibited weapon, restricted weapon, prohibited device, ammunition,
prohibited ammunition or explosive substance, or all such things, where the
peace officer, firearms officer or chief firearms officer believes on reasonable
grounds that it is not desirable in the interests of the safety of the person against
whom the order is sought or of any other person that the person against whom
the order is sought should possess any such thing.
Section 111.(2) Date for Hearing and Notice
On receipt of an application made under subsection (1), the provincial court
judge shall fix a date for the hearing of the application and direct that notice of
the hearing be given, in such manner as the provincial court judge may specify,
to the person against whom the order is sought.
Section 111.(3) Hearing of Application
Subject to subsection (4), at the hearing of an application made under subsection
(1), the provincial court judge shall hear all relevant evidence presented by or on
behalf of the applicant and the person against whom the order is sought.
Section 111.(4) Where Hearing May Proceed ex parte
A provincial court judge may proceed ex parte to hear and determine an
application made under subsection (1) in the absence of the person against
whom the order is sought in the same circumstances as those in which a
summary conviction court may, under Part XXVII, proceed with a trial in the
absence of the defendant.
Section 111.(5) Prohibition Order
Where, at the conclusion of a hearing of an application made under subsection
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(1), the provincial court judge is satisfied that the circumstances referred to in
that subsection exist, the provincial court judge shall make an order prohibiting
the person from possessing any firearm, cross-bow, prohibited weapon,
restricted weapon, prohibited device, ammunition, prohibited ammunition or
explosive substance, or all such things, for such period, not exceeding five years,
as is specified in the order, beginning on the day on which the order is made.
Section 111.(6) Reasons
Where a provincial court judge does not make an order under subsection (1), or
where a provincial court judge does make such an order but does not prohibit the
possession of everything referred to in that subsection, the provincial court judge
shall include in the record a statement of the court's reasons.
Section 111.(11) Definition of "Provincial Court Judge"
In this section and sections 112, 117.011 and 117.012, "provincial court judge"
means a provincial court judge having jurisdiction in the territorial division where
the person against whom the application for an order was brought resides.
Section 117.04(1) Application for Warrant to Search and Seize
Where, pursuant to an application made by a peace officer with respect to any
person, a justice is satisfied that there are reasonable grounds to believe that it is
not desirable in the interests of the safety of the person, or of any other person,
for the person to possess any weapon, prohibited device, ammunition, prohibited
ammunition or explosive substance, the justice may issue a warrant authorizing a
peace officer to search for and seize any such thing, and any authorization,
licence or registration certificate relating to any such thing, that is held by or in
the possession of the person.
Section 117.04(2) Search and Seizure Without Warrant
Where, with respect to any person, a peace officer is satisfied that there are
reasonable grounds to believe that it is not desirable, in the interests of the safety
of the person or any other person, for the person to possess any weapon,
prohibited device, ammunition, prohibited ammunition or explosive substance,
the peace officer may, where the grounds for obtaining a warrant under
subsection (1) exist but, by reason of a possible danger to the safety of that
person or any other person, it would not be practicable to obtain a warrant,
search for and seize any such thing, and any authorization, licence or registration
certificate relating to any such thing, that is held by or in the possession of the
person.
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Section 117.05(1) Application for Disposition
Where any thing or document has been seized under subsection 117.04(1) or
(2), the justice who issued the warrant authorizing the seizure or, if no warrant
was issued, a justice who might otherwise have issued a warrant, shall, on
application for an order for the disposition of the thing or document so seized
made by a peace officer within thirty days after the date of execution of the
warrant or of the seizure without a warrant, as the case may be, fix a date for the
hearing of the application and direct that notice of the hearing be given to such
persons or in such manner as the justice may specify.
Section 308 Fair Report of Public Meeting
No person shall be deemed to publish a defamatory libel by reason only that he
publishes in good faith, in a newspaper, a fair report of the proceedings of any
public meeting if
(a) the meeting is lawfully convened for a lawful purpose and
is open to the public;
(b) the report is fair and accurate;
(c) the publication of the matter complained of is for the
public benefit; and
(d) he does not refuse to publish in a conspicuous place in
the newspaper a reasonable explanation or contradiction by
the person defamed in respect of the defamatory matter.
Section 309 Public Benefit
No person shall be deemed to publish a defamatory libel by reason only that he
publishes defamatory matter that, on reasonable grounds, he believes is true,
and that is relevant to any subject of public interest, the public discussion of
which is for the public benefit.
Section 310 Fair Comment on Public Person or Work of Art
No person shall be deemed to publish a defamatory libel by reason only that he
publishes fair comments
(a) on the public conduct of a person who takes part in public
affairs; or
(b) on a published book or other literary production, or on
any composition or work of art or performance publicly
exhibited, or on any other communication made to the public
on any subject, if the comments are confined to criticism
thereof.
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Section 311 When Truth a Defence
No person shall be deemed to publish a defamatory libel where he proves that
the publication of the defamatory matter in the manner in which it was published
was for the public benefit at the time when it was published and that the matter
itself was true.
Section 337 Public Servant Refusing to Deliver Property
Every one who, being or having been employed in the service of Her Majesty in
right of Canada or a province, or in the service of a municipality, and entrusted by
virtue of that employment with the receipt, custody, management or control of
anything, refuses or fails to deliver it to a person who is authorized to demand it
and does demand it is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment
for a term not exceeding fourteen years.
Section 487.(1) Information for Search Warrant
A justice who is satisfied by information on oath in Form 1 that there are
reasonable grounds to believe that there is in a building, receptacle or place
(a) anything on or in respect of which any offence against
this Act or any other Act of Parliament has been or is
suspected to have been committed,
(b) anything that there are reasonable grounds to believe will
afford evidence with respect to the commission of an
offence, or will reveal the whereabouts of a person who is
believed to have committed an offence, against this Act or
any other Act of Parliament,
(c) anything that there are reasonable grounds to believe is
intended to be used for the purpose of committing any
offence against the person for which a person may be
arrested without warrant, or
(c.1) any offence-related property,
may at any time issue a warrant authorizing a peace officer or a public officer
who has been appointed or designated to administer or enforce a federal or
provincial law and whose duties include the enforcement of this Act or any other
Act of Parliament and who is named in the warrant
(d) to search the building, receptacle or place for any such
thing and to seize it, and
(e) subject to any other Act of Parliament, to, as soon as
practicable, bring the thing seized before, or make a report in
respect thereof to, the justice or some other justice for the
same territorial division in accordance with section 489.1.
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Section 489.(1) Seizure of Things Not Specified
Every person who executes a warrant may seize, in addition to the things
mentioned in the warrant, any thing that the person believes on reasonable
grounds
(a) has been obtained by the commission of an offence
against this or any other Act of Parliament;
(b) has been used in the commission of an offence against
this or any other Act of Parliament; or
(c) will afford evidence in respect of an offence against this
or any other Act of Parliament.
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Appendix V: SECTIONS OF THE CANADIAN FIREARMS ACT,
As per Bill C-68 (June/95) with respect to firearms and other weapons,
RELEVANT TO THE CARLOS TRILOGY
Section 5. (1) A person is not eligible to hold a licence if it is desirable, in the
interests of the safety of that or any other person, that the person not possess a
firearm, a cross-bow, a prohibited weapon, a restricted weapon, a prohibited
device, ammunition or prohibited ammunition.
Section 5. (2) In determining whether a person is eligible to hold a licence under
subsection (1), a chief firearms officer or, on a reference under section 74, a
provincial court judge shall have regard to whether the person, within the
previous five years,
(a) has been convicted or discharged under section 736 (sic) of
the Criminal Code of
(i) an offence in the commission of which violence
against another person was used, threatened or
attempted,
(ii) an offence under this Act or Part III of the Criminal
Code,
(iii) an offence under section 264 of the Criminal Code
(criminal harassment), or
(iv) an offence relating to the contravention of
subsection 39(1) or (2), or 48(1) or (2) of the
Controlled Drugs and Substances Act or 5 subsection
4(1) or (2) or 5(1) of the Narcotic Control Act (sic);
(b) has been treated for a mental illness, whether in a
hospital, mental institute, psychiatric clinic or otherwise and
whether or not the person was confined to such a hospital,
institute or clinic, that was associated with violence or
threatened or attempted violence on the part of the person
against any person.
Further Information
Section 55. (1) A chief firearms officer or the Registrar may require an applicant
for a licence or authorization to submit such information, in addition to that
included in the application, as may reasonably be regarded as relevant for the
purpose of determining whether the applicant is eligible to hold the licence or
authorization.
Section 55. (2) Without restricting the scope of the inquiries that may be made
with respect to an application for a licence, a chief firearms officer may conduct
an investigation of the applicant, which may consist of interviews with
neighbours, community workers, social workers, individuals who work or live with
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the applicant, spouse or common-law partner, former spouse or former commonlaw partner, dependants or whomever in the opinion of the chief firearms officer
may provide information pertaining to whether the applicant is eligible under
section 5 to hold a licence.
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Appendix VI: SECTIONS OF THE REGULATIONS PERTAINING TO
STORAGE, DISPLAY, TRANSPORTATION AND HANDLING
OF FIREARMS BY INDIVIDUALS
RELEVANT TO THE CARLOS TRILOGY
Interpretation
[Note: “unloaded, in respect of a firearm, applying in these Regulations,
means that any propellant, projectile or cartridge that can be discharged
from the firearm is not contained in the breech or firing chamber of the
firearm nor in the cartridge magazine attached to or inserted into the firearm.]
Section 6. An individual may store a restricted firearm only if
(a) it is unloaded;
(b) it is
(i) rendered inoperable by means of a secure locking
device and stored in a container, receptacle or room
that is kept securely locked and that is constructed so
that it cannot readily be broken open or into, or
(ii) stored in a vault, safe or room that has been
specifically constructed or modified for the secure
storage of restricted firearms and that is kept securely
locked; and
(c) it is not readily accessible to ammunition, unless the
ammunition is stored, together with or separately from the
firearm, in
(i) a container or receptacle that is kept securely
locked and that is constructed so that it cannot readily
be broken open or into, or
(ii) a vault, safe or room that has been specifically
constructed or modified for the secure storage of
restricted firearms and that is kept securely locked.
Interpretation
[Note: “unloaded, in respect of a firearm, applying in these Regulations,
means that any propellant, projectile or cartridge that can be discharged
from the firearm is not contained in the breech or firing chamber of the
firearm nor in the cartridge magazine attached to or inserted into the firearm.]
Section 7. An individual may store a prohibited firearm only if
(a) it is unloaded;
(b) it is
(i) rendered inoperable by means of a secure locking
device and stored in a container, receptacle or room
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that is kept securely locked and that is constructed so
that it cannot readily be broken open or into, and, if
the prohibited firearm is an automatic firearm that has
a removable bolt or bolt-carrier, the bolt or bolt-carrier
is removed and stored in a room that is different from
the room in which the automatic firearm is stored, that
is kept securely locked and that is constructed so that
it cannot readily be broken open or into, or
(ii) stored in a vault, safe or room that has been
specifically constructed or modified for the secure
storage of prohibited firearms and that is kept
securely locked; and
(c) it is not readily accessible to ammunition, unless the
ammunition is stored, together with or separately from the
firearm, in
(i) a container or receptacle that is kept securely
locked and that is constructed so that it cannot readily
be broken open or into, or
(ii) a vault, safe or room that has been specifically
constructed or modified for the secure storage of
prohibited firearms and that is kept securely locked.
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Appendix VII: DATES RELEVANT TO CARLOS TRILOGY
1998
May 20:

Carlos’ encounter with two fisheries officers, Pauline Drapeau and
Jacques Jobin, in store at Carmacks, 100 miles north of
Whitehorse.

August 5:

Incident with placer mining inspectors, Sandra Orban and Steve
Howes, who came unannounced into the Carlos mineral exploration
property at Grew Creek near the village of Ross River.

1999
January 7:

An incident at mining land-use division that involved office manager
Julie Nordmann, mining inspector Leo van Kalsbeek and engineer
of mines Hugh Copland.

January 19:

Mining land-use office manager Julie Nordmann and her pal, placer
mining inspector Sandra Orban, filed companion complaints about
Allen Carlos with RCMP.

January 20:

The 7:30 a.m. CBC radio news broadcast aired an interview with
chief mining inspector David Latoski who had never met Carlos but
claimed the prospector had threatened to shoot mining inspectors.

January 27:

Carlos met with Cst. Raymond Sydney who would not show him
Sandra Orban’s unsigned, undated, unnotarized complaint but said
it accused him of threatening to shoot somebody; Cst. Sydney
indicated the case was closed and the shelved report would be
destroyed in a year. He advised Carlos not to pursue a defamation
suit but rather to put the silly incident behind him and get on with
life.

January 29:

Carlos submitted his one-page notarized statement to Cst. Sydney
that denied he threatened to shoot anybody when Orban was out in
his camp on August 5, 1998.

March 8:

Tina Thomas assigned her name to an Authorization to Transport a
Restricted/Prohibited Firearm for Allen Carlos to transport a gun
from his home in the Riverdale subdivision by direct route to the
Whitehorse Rifle & Pistol Club shooting range on Grey Mountain
Road and back to his home on the day of March 21 for proficiency
test.

March 22:

Submitted application for permit to carry.
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1999
March 29:

Chief Firearms Officer Dan Otterbein phoned to notify Carlos who
had been the bearer of a carry permit for more than 20 years that
additional information was required with respect to his application
for an Authorization to Transport (permit to carry) a restricted
firearm in the bush.

March 30:

Carlos stopped into firearms office to hopefully expedite the
permitting process; Otterbein was on his way home, leaving the
office attended by Tina Thomas and Leah Richardson; Carlos was
writing another essay about the location of the Tintina Fault area
where he planned to carry his gun.

April 23:

A month earlier Carlos had made application and paid appropriate
fees for a permit that was not forthcoming; he phoned Otterbein for
status.

April 26:

Cst. Sydney’s file was resuscitated by RCMP at urging by DIAND
mining inspectors Latoski and van Kalsbeek. Cst. Wayne Gork
interviewed Julie Nordmann who was employed by DIAND mineral
resources branch and filed original complaint; also interviewed was
Hugh Copland, DIAND’s engineer of mines.

May 3:

Cst. Gork interviewed DFO fisheries officers Pauline Drapeau and
Jacques Jobin.

May 13:

Cst. Gork interviewed DIAND placer-mining inspector, Sandra Orban.

May 13:

In an attempt to elicit a response from Otterbein, Whitehorse lawyer
Grant Macdonald wrote a letter to the firearms office on Carlos’
behalf.

May 14:

Letter from Otterbein to lawyer advised Carlos’ application was
“under review”

June 18:

Lawyer Macdonald wrote another letter to advise the handgun
permit had not been issued nor had Carlos received any
communications from the firearms office.

June 30:

Otterbein wrote a letter to Carlos advising that some incidents had
come to his attention that would impact his decision regarding the
application and requested he make an appointment to discuss
things some time between July 12-16.

July 6:

Cst. Gork interviewed DIAND mining inspector Steve Howes.
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1999
July 13:

Following up on the request, Carlos met with Otterbein in what the
applicant felt was an amicable one-hour discussion.

August 4:

Firearms office dated a “Notice of Refusal of Application for an
Authorization to Carry” based on Otterbein’s assessment that it was
not in the interest of public safety for Carlos to carry a handgun.
(Due date shown on document was September 3, 1999).

October 26:

Lawyer Macdonald wrote letter to Otterbein requesting full
disclosure of the evidence upon which the refusal was based and
asked that his client be given opportunity to reply. (Otterbein never
answered; the police were busy building a case against Carlos.)

November 4:

Gork conducted a lengthy interview with Tina Thomas, operations
manager for Otterbein in the firearms office.

November 5:

Gork interviewed Leah Richardson, a temporary clerk working in
firearms office and supervised by Tina Thomas.

December 10: Gork made inquiries with Yukon Explosives Ltd. of
Whitehorse with respect to Carlos purchasing Sil Gel explosives in
1992; the Canadian Police Information Center (CPIC) indicated
(falsely) that Carlos was the registered owner of four restricted
handguns and two prohibited handguns.
December 13: Cst. Wayne Gork met with Crown counsel David McWhinnie
who prepared the 13-page preamble for the 58-page application for
a search warrant and Dan Otterbein, the chief firearms officer for
the Yukon, who advised he had refused Carlos an authorization to
carry a restricted firearm in September 1999; the threesome
decided under terms of Section 5(2)(c) of the Firearms Act that it was
not desirable in the interest of public safety for Carlos to possess
his firearms and the police would seize them and then a report
would be submitted to the Crown counsel who would apply for a
firearms prohibition hearing to determine whether Carlos should
legally be permitted to possess firearms.
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2000
February 3:

Cst. Wayne Gork phoned Carlos to come to RCMP detachment.
Carlos was not obliged to go but thought it might be an opportunity
to tell his side to past complaints lodged against him and to clear
his name. Gork was frustrated by the meeting and asked
demeaning questions to Carlos’ incredulity and consternation such
as “Do you slap your wife? You do that don’t you?”

February 14:

Cst. Gork went judge-shopping for a signature to his voluminous
application for a search warrant. From the time he delivered the
package until territorial judge Heino Lilles signed was an
inadequate time lapse of only a half hour. Lilles said he was
interested in public safety and granted a conditional search warrant
authorizing a home invasion and seizure of the firearms on the
basis that he believed Allen Carlos to be “a threat to public safety
and to his family.”
It is significant to note that the officers had never made contact and
inquiries with Mrs. Carlos, their two sons, age 20 and 18, and 13year-old daughter, nor their friends and neighbors; the arbitrary
determination by the police was made strictly from interviews with
government employees and enforcement officers that Carlos was
unfit to own his firearms after 45 years.
It is even more significant to note that the police had no grounds
and never laid any charges against Carlos, such as uttering threats
to do bodily harm or any other similar criminal charges that would
have to be proved in court.

February 15:

Cst. Gork phoned Carlos at 8:40 a.m. asking him to come to the
police detachment. Carlos refused, rightfully fearing the officer
would lock him in a cell. They agreed to an 11:00 o’clock meeting
on neutral ground at the Tim Hortons Donut Shop. Paula Carlos
sensed something was amiss and decided to accompany her
husband to the meeting, which was scheduled just prior to when
she had to get to her office job in the Justice building midday. She
set out lunch for her daughter and a son who would come home
from school for their noon meal, then began dressing. Gork,
dishonest about his intentions to keep the appointment, showed up
at 10:19 a.m. He was accompanied by three other plainclothes
officers. The foursome appeared unannounced in the driveway in
two unmarked vehicles. They stormed the Carlos house. Once
inside and they were pawing through the guns taken from a
regulation storage safe, they found crime. The police stumbled onto
what they perceived to be storage infractions. They stole the
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2000
family’s valuable firearm collection of five handguns and 10
longarms, including a commemorative limited issue Annie Oakley
grouse gun recently purchased for their adolescent daughter’s
birthday present.
February 18:

Cst. Gork signed and dated an “Application for Prohibition” under
Section 111 (court file #99-08586) and in the matter of a Warrant to
Search, issued pursuant to Section 117.04(1), both in relation to the
Criminal Code of Canada. The document requested that court fix a
date on March 1, 2000 for the hearing of the Section 111 in
conjunction with the aforementioned criminal proceedings for
improper storage; a court appearance notice was served on Carlos
at his home by Cst. Gork and another officer.

February 28:

Allen Carlos prepared a private document with attachments to
submit to his Alberta-based defense lawyer Richard Fritze; Carlos
had contacted a dozen people to write character references for his
lawyer to table as part of his defense arguments in the Section 111
hearing.
On the same day, the police charged Carlos with what they
perceived to be three firearms storage infractions. The document
was filed and sworn as #99-00864.

February 29:

To add to complications and confusion the RCMP charges were
presented incorrectly by RCMP S/Cst. S. Shipman; the document
had to be amended and re-sworn by another justice of the peace as
# 99-00864A.

March 1:

Initial court appearance. Carlos appeared in court with Fritze’s
agent, Whitehorse lawyer Leigh Gower. (It is noteworthy that before
Carlos coiled his way through his court trilogy spanning over 30
months he and/or his agents would make 25 court appearances
regarding #99-08586 (s. 111 application) and/or #99-00864A s. 86
storage infractions).

March 22:

On second court appearance, Gower attended alone to serve as
agent for Fritze and the accused.

March 24:

On third court appearance, Gower attended alone as agent for the
defense; the Crown elected to proceed to trial by indictment – an
accusation in writing of a serious criminal charge, i.e. an indictable
offense as distinguished from a less severe summary offense and
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2000
in which charges against the accused are set out in separate
counts, each comprising only one transaction or offense. Carlos was
accused of three counts of storage infractions with respect to three
separate handguns: .357 Magnum Ruger; .44 Ruger Super Blackhawk;
and .22 short-barrel Freedom Arms.
March 31:

On fourth court appearance, Gower again attended alone as agent
for Fritze and the accused. Carlos was instructed to wait in the
foyer to give Crown ample chance to serve him with a bench
warrant, an instrument commonly used to compel one’s attendance
before a court to answer charges or for one to appear at trial if not
physically confined.
The bench warrant was not served and the subject became an
issue at trial.
On Fritze’s instructions, Gower entered not-guilty pleas on all three
counts and opted for a territorial court judge. Trial dates were fixed
for July 26 and 27; Gower opted to reserve Friday, July 28 as well.
The Crown thought two days sufficient for trial. Fritze didn’t contest
it. (There was a scrap over the estimated time needed for the trial
that was supposed to encompass storage infractions one day and
prohibition hearing the next.) The application for s. 111 prohibition
hearing was not to be brought forward until conclusion of the trial
covering the matter of three storage infractions outlined in #9900864A.

July 26/27/28: Supporters packed the courtroom every day. The first day
had been reserved by Crown and went uncontested by defense as
adequate time to hear storage infraction charges; a second day
was reserved for the Section 111 prohibition hearing. The latter
never happened. The trial over storage charges was still unfinished
after two-and-a-half days. On the third day, deputy judge Deborah
Livingstone had to leave the Yukon on the afternoon flight. Tenure
for the federal circuit judge was finished in the territory. Livingstone
was duty-bound to return to her home base in London, Ontario.
Crown and defense submitted final arguments to the court in
writing.
August 7:

Press coverage and letters to the editor were prominent in the daily
Whitehorse Star during trial. The first coverage in the thrice-weekly
Yukon News was the appearance of Jane Gaffin’s article Justice
Served up Yukon Style. It set off seismic waves with the three
government musketeers. Crown prosecutor David McWhinnie
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phoned the journalist at 9 o’clock in the evening. He threatened her
with a defamation suit and wanted a retraction from the editor. It
never came to pass. McWhinnie, concerned about his reputation,
harbored the ludicrous notion that the Ontario judge’s decision
would be swayed by the newspaper article which was neither
complimentary to McWhinnie nor the police and could damage his
career. Gaffin suggested he ghost-write a reply letter for somebody
else’s signature.
August 11:

The rebuttal appeared in the Yukon News under the caption
Reporter Biased. The signatory was Dan Otterbein, chief firearms
officer for the Yukon. The letter was peppered with mistakes and
ambiguities about firearms law that did not go unnoticed by
gunsmith Paul Rogan; the same day, Gaffin’s article Scurrilous
Search Warrant Prompted Charges ran in the Whitehorse Star.

August 14:

Gaffin received a phone call from government employee Peter
Percival who told her to get Carlos under control; that he was
making things bad for everybody else.

August 23:

Paul Rogan, a gunsmith and founder of the Yukon chapter of the
Responsible Firearms Owners Coalition as well as publisher of
Canadian Access to Firearms, responded strongly to Otterbein in
the Whitehorse Star; the Yukon News wouldn’t print Rogan’s or
another supporter’s replies.

August 30:

Gaffin’s retort to the Otterbein/McWhinnie combo appeared in the
Yukon News.

September 5: Richard Fritze faxed his written defense argument to the
department of Justice in Whitehorse.
September 15: Crown counsel David McWhinnie submitted his written
arguments to the court.
September 27: Any excuse is a good excuse for a party. Responsible
Firearms Owners Coalition (RFOC Yukon) sponsored a legal
defense fundraiser night for the five-member Carlos family. Carlos
was the keynote speaker. Enough money was donated to cover
expenses for this high-profile case; media turned out in full force. In
attendance and seated directly behind the Carloses was Chief
Firearms Officer Dan Otterbein. He was puffed up on a bulletproof
vest under his sports jacket and flanked by two RCMP plainclothes
bodyguards.
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October 2:

Defense lawyer Fritze responded with a brilliant final argument to
the Carlos case that hinged on the word “storage” versus “in use”,
which Parliament had neglected to define in law.

November 2:

Territorial judge Barry Stuart delivered the verdict for deputy judge
Deborah Livingstone to a packed court room that erupted in shouts
and applause. Carlos was acquitted on all three counts. Fiesta!

November 3:

Banner day for press coverage of the Carlos case.

November 27: Federal election; Liberals were swept back into power with
172 members of Parliament.
November 29: Coincidentally, the Liberals’ win prompted Crown counsel
McWhinnie to file notice for an appeal; papers were served on
Carlos at home.
2001
May 17:

Bureaucrats are bored. Brenda Oziewicz, head librarian for
DIAND regional library, accused Jane Gaffin of sending her
“unauthorized” friends to use the library facilities, which are open to the
public. Gaffin didn’t know who the unidentified man was to whom the
librarian referred, but Gaffin was advised that chief mining inspector
David Latoski was plotting to have her banned from the library, which
Gaffin had frequented since its inception 12 or so years before. Mining
inspector Leo van Kalsbeek was keeping tabs on her presence in
the library and photocopying her Carlos and mining articles for
others in mining land-use division to review. Carlos intervened on
Gaffin’s behalf and things settled out momentarily.

April 23:

Richard Fritze filed the respondent’s position to the appellant’s
Statement of Facts regarding judge Livingstone’s ruling in the
Carlos case. Fritze sought a dismissal of the appeal.

May 28:

Fritze arrived in Whitehorse in time to specifically keep a 2 p.m.
appointment to represent his client in the Yukon Appeal Court. The
court changed its mind and decided to reschedule the hearing for
the next morning at 10 a.m.

May 29:

Three British Columbia-based appeal court justices heard the
Carlos appeal that hinged on the meaning of the word “storage”.
The arguments were somewhat akin to listening to a philosophical
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debate in university where everybody can express opinions but
nobody emerges as a winner. At 12:30, Fritze’s arguments were
interrupted for a 90-minute lunch break.
During recess, Jane Gaffin went to the Yukon government
administration building. Mike Wienert, a chamber of mines board
member and former Yukon Party candidate, detained her between
two sets of glass doors where nobody could hear his emotional
rant. He denied vehemently ever trying to persuade Carlos to plead
guilty and pay a fine. Every syllable was punctuated with a stab of
his index finger to her chest; she took a swing at him to block the
blows, knocking him off guard. She made a hasty getaway; he did
not follow. Anticipating trouble from this unpredictable person, she
related the incident to Fritze, chamber of mines board members,
and party faithful at Yukon Party caucus.
July 5:

The 2 to 1 appeal judgment was handed down in Vancouver, British
Columbia. Madam Justice Patricia Proudfoot and Mr. Justice
Mackenzie upheld the lower court decision; Madam Justice
Catherine Ryan dissented with a fatuous statement that the Crown
picked as clean as a vulture does a bone: “The respondent was
either using the firearms in question or had stored them; there is no
middle ground.” In late August, the Crown filed appeal notice with
the Supreme Court of Canada.

October 11:

Aimee Ellis, librarian in charge during Oziewicz’s extended
sabbatical, was successful in her bid to ban Gaffin from the DIAND
regional library. Gaffin told Carlos but asked that he not intervene
on this occasion. Gaffin had first talked with a lawyer, then later
decided to await fate of the library once the federal government
devolved responsibility for the Northern Affairs program to the
Yukon government on April 1, 2003.

December 17: Crown counsel Graham Garton, Q.C., Ottawa, and David
McWhinnie, Whitehorse, jointly filed their nonsensical position in
the form of an Appellant’s Factum with the deputy attorney general
of Canada, department of Justice, Ottawa. The order sought was
that judgments in the lower courts be set aside, convictions entered
on all three counts and the matter remitted to the trial court for
sentencing.
Meanwhile, Carlos and/or an agent had made an additional seven
court appearances between February and September 2001 in the
matter of fixing a court date for the still pending gun prohibition
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hearing which was derailed by the gun storage trilogy.
December 19: Another blow to Carlos was the mining economics. The
Yukon closed the year 2001 as an economic dismal failure, while
every surrounding jurisdiction was economically vibrant. The
Vancouver-based Fraser Institute’s Annual Survey of Mining
Companies gave the federal and Yukon governments failing grades
for adopting regulations that forced exploration and mining
companies to shun the Yukon in exchange for Canada’s other two
northern territories – Nunavut and Northwest Territories – or Russia,
China, Bolivia and Indonesia; but no thanks, they said, about
“Yukonslavia”.
December 28: Carlos owned assets and therefore was not eligible to apply
for, much less receive, any federal financial assistance from any
Supreme Court Challenge Fund for his particular circumstances.
The so-called Justice department didn’t believe in legal rights for
firearms owners, otherwise the Firearms Act would have been
Charter-proofed by Parliament to ensure innocent people did not
become ensnared in nasty legal predicaments unnecessarily. Fritze
was checking every nook and niche in the law for a hint of a
possibility; nothing. Even if Carlos won, there was no recompense.
Carlos supporters began searching for funds from the gun
community to assist with money to pay for this important Supreme
Court case, which would have a direct impact on every gun owner
in Canada. Jane Gaffin’s five-page letter to the Ontario-based
Canadian Shooting Sports Association never was acknowledged.
Likewise, the Alberta-based National Firearms Association, of which
Carlos was a long time member, ignored her seven-page request of
November 15.
2002
January 31:

Jane Gaffin’s article Junk English: Devil’s in the Definition ran in
the Whitehorse Star. Media coverage in the Carlos saga remained
exceptionally strong during the whole year; the Star and the
Internet were flooded with personal letters of support for the
popular mineral prospector, tagged a folk hero and “martyr of
democracy” by the community. Carlos refused to buckle under; his
resolve was to take a stand to fight to the finish for his rights and for
the rights of all Canadians.

February 14:

On the second Valentine’s Day anniversary since territorial judge
Heino Lilles had signed his love to Carlos by authorizing a search
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warrant, defense lawyer Richard Fritze was submitting a response
to the Crown’s factum that would take the Carlos case into the
highest court. Fritze fully intended to be victorious and to see the
whole tangled affair result in a legal definition of the word “storage”.
The onus for Parliament’s negligence fell on the shoulders of an
obscure rural resident tucked away in Canada’s remote northland.
The leftists mainstream media and rightists too, ignored the
Liberals’ unjust and relentless pursuit of the country’s decent
citizenry in the name of its unbending goals for gun control.
March 15:

Professor Al Dorans, chairman of FED UP Canada and director of
the Recreational Firearms Community (RFC) Ottawa, asked for
guidance on the contribution front from the Alberta-based defense
lawyer. Richard Fritze wrote back that the case against Allen Carlos
had been an exercise in bureaucratic excess and vindictiveness.
He went on to briefly outline the background to the longitudinal
case and to give a thumbnail sketch of Carlos’ credentials. The
costs of a Supreme Court hearing, he explained, are very high due
to the amount of research and preparation time necessary to
represent his client. The costs of production of the Factums, Books
of Authorities, travel and accommodations are also high. Fritze
reminded Dorans that the case would produce a ruling that would
affect every gun owner in Canada. “Storage is something
everybody does eventually, whether they own prohibited, restricted
or non-restricted firearms.”

April Issue:

Through Whitehorse-based Canadian Access to Firearms, which
enjoys a nationwide circulation, publisher Paul Rogan launched a
Carlos fundraising campaign; he challenged others to match or
exceed his personal $1,000.00 donation.

April 4:

Mr. and Mrs. Carlos and their daughter Alanna took Gaffin to hear
a lecture by Beverly McLachlin, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
of Canada, at Yukon College; during question session Gaffin
asked about right of appeals which McLachlin was on record as
saying she wanted to eliminate so the panel of nine justices had full
authority over which cases come before the Supreme Court. (The
Supreme Court was obliged to hear the Carlos case because the
Crown had right of appeal, thanks to the one dissenting vote cast in
the Yukon Court of Appeal).

April 8:

Supreme Court of Canada announced its list of motions and
appeals to be heard during the month. Her Majesty the Queen v.
Allen Michael Carlos on April 17.
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“Criminal law – Statutes – Interpretations – Firearms – Meaning of
‘storage’. Whether the Court of Appeal erred in finding that the
firearm in question had not been ‘stored’ within the meaning s. 86
of the Criminal Code, and in failing to enter verdicts of guilty against
the Respondent with respect to all three of the offences with which
he had been charged.”
April 17:

Carlos case heard in Ottawa by a panel of seven Chretienappointed-and-trained Supreme Court seals. In keeping with an
uneven number, Mr. Justice John Major had stepped aside for this
case because Madam Justice Claire L’Hureux-Dube had stepped
aside in view of her pending retirement; possibly she thought the
decision-making would linger past her departure date. She needn’t
have worried about what became a 7 to 0 decision.
The contrived decision convicted Carlos on all three counts within
10 minutes. The five paragraphs were given orally by Madam
Louise Arbour immediately following Fritze’s arguments. The Crown
was not asked to present. The kangaroos were seen jumping all
over the place. The prewritten decision had determined
Carlos had sinned before his lawyer spoke a word. But the ruling
did not legally define “storage”, neither did the ruling differentiate
between the meaning of the two terms “temporary” and “short
interruption” with regards to when a firearm is still “in use” rather
than “stored”.

May Issue:

Canadian Access to Firearms published the exchange of letters
between Ottawa-based Al Dorans and defense lawyer Richard
Fritze to spur others to contribute to the worthy cause albeit by now
the Supreme Court decision was a done deal. The gun community
rallied.

May 3:

After the unjust Supreme Court decision, Carlos refused to play the
legal games with court appearances; Gaffin appeared in court as
agent for Carlos/Fritze in the matter of s. 111 application for the gun
prohibition hearing. Every time she made a court appearance she
wore what she called her “going-to-court costume”.
It was a Responsible Firearms Owners Coalition T-shirt. The center
was graced with the caricature of a very angry mean-looking bear;
smoke puffed from between his fuzzy ears. Under his big feet was
the appropriate slogan: “Ottawa kicked me one too many times.”
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May 17:

Gaffin appeared in court as agent for Carlos/Fritze in the matters of
the s. 111 application for a prohibition hearing and setting a date for
sentencing as per the Supreme Court ruling on s. 86.

May 20:

The five-member Carlos family signed and sent the first batch of
thank-you notes to numerous donors whose much-appreciated
financial and moral support greatly lessened the burden of their
ordeal; delighted by the Carloses’ sincerity and impressed by the
personal touch, garnered more money from some of the same
donors.

May 22:

Jane Gaffin’s article Kangaroo Justice Leads to Rebellions
appeared in the Whitehorse Star.

May 24:

Gaffin made another court appearance as agent for Carlos/Fritze.

May 29:

In an effort to keep funding organizations and individuals apprised
in the complex and confusing Carlos case, Gaffin posted Carlos
Case Not Over by a Long Shot with Canadian Firearms Digest
Website. The article also appeared in the Whitehorse Star.
The article told of one Alberta gun guy, who, not quaking in his boots
over the heavy hand of Canadian gun grabbers, posted a clever
fund-raising idea on the Internet: Buy a Gun – Help a Citizen. The
copy read: “You can show Al Carlos your support (not to mention
your solidarity with the Responsible Firearms Coalition) by making
an offer on a nice little pistol”. A bidder offered higher than market
value, sight unseen, because his $500.00 bid was earmarked for
the Carlos Legal Trust Fund in the Whitehorse branch of the Bank
of Montreal.
In the same article, the writer recognized that a cell could be part of
the equation. Gaffin offered to serve the jail time for Carlos because
she could write inside a closet; Carlos had to be on the land to
continue his gainful endeavors as a self-employed mineral
prospector. Yet, when preparing the warrant application, McWhinnie
had slyly stated that Carlos was “unemployed”; it insinuated to the
judge that the accused was of low societal status and a potential
danger to the public.

May:

Word was swirling that David McWhinnie had made remarks to
members of the gun community who were close to the court system
that the Crown counsel wished he’d never heard of the Carlos
case. Although he always liked to pretend he was the principal
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decision-maker regarding the case, he was not. Like the obedient
Nazis soldiers hanged at Nuremberg, McWhinnie was like Cst.
Gork, who had candidly admitted on several occasions “just
following orders”. Somebody from “on high” was pulling
McWhinnie’s strings, i.e., before he could sue Gaffin or demand a
retraction from the Yukon News, having his name publicized, he
had to first ask “others”.
The Crown was being worn down by publicity from Carlos
supporters. Columnists and letter writers were having a field day
relentlessly hammering the Crown from every direction, on every
conceivable subject, at every opportunity. McWhinnie’s attempts at
damage control over Gaffin’s articles were backfiring. He availed
himself too readily to reporters; he also tried dictating freedom of
the press by complaining too vigorously to editors about columnists’
material. It worked against him, for what one editor might not print
another would; and the Internet was open season. The Websites
were reviewed closely in Ottawa by Justice minions and brought to
the attention of MPs and senior bureaucrats.
And supporters of the cause had confidently declared a major
victory rising from the ashes of a lost battle and had promised that
men capable of rattling chains in high places were looking for a
public inquiry into the Carlos case. McWhinnie looked silly but the
Crown looked sillier; McWhinnie was instructed to wrap up this
case.
As a follow-up to an earlier phone conversation, McWhinnie sent a
“high importance” email to Richard Fritze who had requested
something in writing with regards to “Possible Sentencing
Approaches”. A couple of paragraph excerpts read: “The possibility
of a firearms prohibition exists both with respect to the matters now
set for sentencing, and the original s. 111 application which
engaged the legal proceedings, which is still outstanding...
Inasmuch as your client, or some of his supporters have made a
number of public comments regarding the expense and uncertainty
arising from the process to date, it seems appropriate that we
should discuss whether there is some way to ‘telescope’ the two
proceedings in some fashion which would reduce the overall
burden/expenses to your client, and provide some certainty to all
concerned...I remain of the view that a firearms prohibition is
warranted. I am also of the view that, should the prohibition be part
of the sentence, it would be unnecessary to proceed with the s. 111
hearing...I would be suggesting a joint submission that the
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discretionary period be one year. This would reflect the fact that Mr.
Carlos has already been effectively prohibited for approximately
two years...”
One has to examine the May 16 proposal for logic; there doesn’t
seem to be any. Why would McWhinnie suggest only saddling
Carlos with an extra year prohibition if public safety was alleged to
be the big concern when the state seized his guns in anticipation of
a prohibition hearing over two years before? If the state deemed
him a threat to public safety over two years ago, how come the
Crown thinks by some miraculous circumstance he will not be a
threat to public safety one year from now? On the other hand, if the
state believes he will not be a threat to public safety a year from
now, then he sure as shootin’ couldn’t have been classified as a
threat to public safety back in February 2000; he was even left
unconfined to roam the streets at will. This proves that the firearms
act is not about public safety at all; it is about a police state that
wants total control over people.
No dice, bud. Go back to the drawing board and come back with a
rational proposal.
July:

Richard Fritze submitted his sentencing submission on an unknown
date, presumably in early July. He did not want a further prohibition
imposed and also noted that Carlos was convicted for actions that
many, including three out of four lower court judges, believed did not
constitute “storage” as per the Criminal Code prior to the Supreme
Court’s ruling.

July 19:

Revenge is sweet, even when served up two years late, but timely
with respect to Fritze’s sentencing submissions. A 3 to 0 decision
by the Court of Appeal for Ontario struck down Section 117.04 (1)
as unconstitutional, thus becoming case law in Canada. The court
sent that section of the Code back to Parliament to bring s. 117.04
in line with the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. It was the same
Criminal Code section used by Cst. Wayne Gork to obtain a bogus
search warrant from territorial Judge Heino Lilles to storm the
Carlos house in February 2000. At trial, Fritze had argued capably
that 117.04 violated his client’s constitutional rights under Section 8
of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, which guarantees citizens
to be secure from unreasonable search and seizure. But his effort
to quash the warrant failed under the watch of deputy Judge
Livingstone. She ruled that her court was not the forum to argue
constitutionality. Fritze brought attention to Sections 50-61 of the
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Ontario ruling when preparing his final sentencing submission in
August.
July 28:

Crown counsel David McWhinnie submitted his position with
respect to sentencing. He wanted a monetary penalty, as he had
indicated in his phone call to Gaffin on August 7, 2000, and a
firearms prohibition of relatively short duration, which he had
previously told Gaffin would be two years. In his submission he
wanted forfeiture of the three handguns specifically implicated in
the charges before the court, which was a fait accompli under
Section 491 (1) (b) unless somebody could pull a rabbit out of a hat
in the eleventh hour.

July 29:

Based on the Ontario Court of Appeal ruling in the gun case of
London, Ontario resident Kenneth Roy Hurrell, Jane Gaffin’s article
Carlos Home Raided On Unconstitutional Law was well-received
by both local and national audiences; even individuals who didn’t
quite understand the Carlos case, knew instinctively something was
rottenly wrong with it; even those who were completely clueless
about law recognized the Ontario Appeal Court decision to be the
first fracturing of an unsavory firearms act.

August 2:

Gaffin appeared in court as agent for Carlos/Fritze. The Justice of
the Peace conducting trial coordination thought Gaffin’s court
appearances were excessive and for naught. She asked Crown
attorney Kevin Drolet if something couldn’t be done to prevent Ms.
Gaffin from having to come to court while a sentencing date was
being decided. Drolet didn’t look up, much less stand up to address
the bench. He mumbled into his stack of files on the table that two
lawyers were working on it. The JP and Gaffin exchanged smiles
and shrugs of resignation.

August:

Fritze had the final word in the debate. Early in the month he
responded to McWhinnie with his final sentencing submission. It
was tagged with: “CC s. 117.04 (1) was the statutory basis for
obtaining the search warrant executed in the Carlos home. This
section has been declared to be unconstitutional in the recent
decision of (Kenneth) R. Hurrell.”

August 9:

Gaffin appeared again in court as agent for Carlos/Fritze. A
sentencing date was expected to be set; it wasn’t. Judge
Livingstone had been away from her London, Ontario office and had
not yet seen the submissions from McWhinnie and Fritze.
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August 14:

The Carlos Legal Defense Fund, established two years earlier by
the RFOC Yukon chapter, was beginning to bulge with dollars
pouring in Canada-wide from individuals and small gun clubs. While
it was difficult to calculate the exact figure needed because nobody
could predict when Carlos might be expunged from the crazy
bureaucratic carrousel, the estimated legal cost would fall between
$65 to $100 Gs.
In the south, the Responsible Firearms Owners Coalition of British
Columbia (RFOCBC) took Carlos on as a special project to show
solidarity among like-minded souls. RFOCBC became the patron saint
of the campaign. This great bunch of enthusiasts were raising money
through any legitimate means available and taking money from
their own treasury to send north.
RFOCBC member, Christopher di Armani, had forwarded an email
message in April to everybody on his computer mailing list. “As one
individual said to me at this weekend’s Coquitlam (B.C.) 2-day gun
show, ‘If we gun owners cannot even raise enough money to pay
this one court case what kind of a message does that send? The
feds look at this and think: We screwed one of them over royally and
they (gun owners) wouldn’t even come to the defense of one of
their own.’ I urge everybody to send in a measly 10 bucks. It
doesn’t take much to help. Ten bucks, a stamp and an envelope.”
The RFOCBC even went so far as to provide pre-addressed
envelopes stuffed inside the newsletter as further ease for the
some 15,000 members to donate. An offer was quietly made to
Gaffin that the RFOCBC would top up the account should the trust
account fall short of its goal.
Carlos wasn’t a member of these smaller organizations across
Canada that had demonstrated a great deal of moral and financial
support. But he was a longtime member of the National Firearms
Association headquartered in Calgary. Yet the big boys, Canadian
Shooting Sports Association (CSSA) inclusive, couldn’t be bothered
to step up to the plate. Neither organization had answered Gaffin’s
formal business letters from the year before. She wanted the world
to know about their lack of manners. Her actions would either
garner an apology or a rebuff. On the Canadian Firearms Digest
(CFD) she posted Blastogram from Jane Gaffin on the Art of
Communication. Here are a few excerpts that set their teeth on
edge: “WHITEHORSE, Yukonslavia – I have no way of knowing if
the National Firearms Association and the Canadian Shooting
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Sports Association contributed to the Allen Carlos Legal Defence
Fund or not. Neither organization answered my letters. It’s
maddening. When I write business letters, I expect answers. But
what I expect and what I get are often two different things.
Somebody, some place, some time has to make the decisions. But
there is an old adage that says: Either make the decisions or get
out of the way so somebody else can.”
It stirred up a hornet’s nest that had the Carlos contributors crowing
and NFA president Jim Hinter hyperventilating. For someone who
claimed not to clutter up his mind reading CFD on line, his was the
first jiffy-quick message returned within seconds of the “Blastogram”
posting. So, it was obvious he was capable of a response, so why
had he ignored Gaffin for eight months? CSSA took a few days
longer. The new executive director and former president claimed a
negative response had been issued verbally to the applicant. Gaffin
shot back a reminder that she was the applicant, the signatory, the
‘yours truly’ of the letter. It was obvious the big boys were a “write
off”.
August 16:

Gaffin made another court appearance as agent for Carlos/Fritze.
Trial coordinator Iris Warde was glad to pass on the good news that
a sentencing date had finally been set, which Gaffin had learned an
hour earlier from Fritze. To prevent his client from having to come
out of the bush prematurely, Fritze had stubbornly negotiated to put
the date forward as far as possible. October 4 was about as ideal
as could be expected. Carlos’ field season would be finished and
the date was prior to Thanksgiving and Christmas. Ironically, it was
only two days before Carlos’ sixty-first birthday; he was age 58
when this travesty of justice had started.
The actual sentencing would constitute the 24th court appearance
since the witch-hunt emanated into two court matters (s. 86 and s.
111) on March 1, 2000. On each appearance for the purpose of
fixing a date, Carlos was the last to be called. It resulted in waits
spanning 20 minutes to three hours to be heard before the bench
for a minute or two. The wait depended on the number of public
legal-aid lawyers and their case loads needing dates fixed for a
hearing. Those matters took precedence over defendants capable
of contracting their own private counsel. Sometimes Carlos or his
agent were forced to wait hours while prisoners were brought forth
for rape or assault cases. It was a subtle way the legal system had
of showing contempt for white middle-class adult males; gun
owners were treated with even less respect. Gun cases were
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contrary to the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, which says any
person charged with an offence has the right to be presumed
innocent until proven guilty according to law in a fair and public
hearing. Yet reverse onus applied to gun owners. They were
deemed guilty until they somehow could prove their innocence. The
matter of the s. 111 application still loomed.
After the court appearance, Gaffin continued structuring the
monumental amount of Carlos documents and materials into
chronological sequence in preparation to write a manuscript; she
was also fielding phone calls about funding and the sentencing
date.
September 9: In an effort to notify people about the sentencing date, Gaffin
posted her article Hanging Together for Carlos on October 4th
online with Canadian Firearms Digest and filed with the Whitehorse
Star.
September 24: The Carlos family was reunited: Allen and the two sons,
Luke and Shane, came in from the field; Paula and the daughter
Alanna had returned a month earlier from a family reunion. They
were providing friends with the sentencing date. By now it was
apparent Gaffin’s “Hanging” article wasn’t going to see print locally.
The editor told an enquirer that the material was repetitive. The gun
community speculated that the editor may have wanted to see if
any support remained after such a longitudinal case and now that
Carlos had been convicted in Supreme Court.
September 25: Gaffin went into telemarketing mode; organizations such as
the Yukon Prospectors’ Association put out email messages to its
memberships and Smoky Jensen relayed the news to customers
coming into her Western Store. Word spread.
October 4:

On the fateful day, for some unknown reason, court room #3
upstairs where the trial was held and which had been booked back
in August to hear the 9 a.m. sentencing and where supporters were
directed to go, was abandoned in favor of the larger court room #5
on the main floor of the courthouse. About 30 supporters trailed in
and another 10 or so straggled in late, evidently confused by the
change in venue.
Out of a local media comprised of two newspapers, three radio
stations and two TV stations, representation consisted of only two
female newspaper reporters. One was from the daily Whitehorse
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Star, which had given an abundance of coverage to the high-profile
case; the other one was from the thrice-weekly Yukon News, which
only hit the highlights. The federal government’s CBC radio, which
had followed the case religiously, was conspicuous by its absence.
At the table facing the audience were a Court Clerk to direct traffic
and a transcriber from a court reporting service. A smug David
McWhinnie sat at the Crown prosecutor’s table, his back to the
audience; defense lawyer Richard Fritze was on the telephone to
listen to the sentence and respond to any questions from the judge.
Judge Deborah Livingstone was on the telephone from her office in
London, Ontario. She had acquitted Carlos in November 2000, and
now was obliged by the Supreme Court to sentence him. She read
a chronology of events as pertained to the case winding through a
trilogy of courts.
She did not impose a monetary penalty or further prohibition from
owning guns, as the Crown wanted. The judge issued a slap on the
wrist with a six-month probation concurrent on all three counts, but
no criminal record, no jail time, no fine. Her words “no further
prohibition is ordered” met with a resounding applause of approval
from the audience. At one time, the outburst in court would have
warranted contempt of court charges for all; the sheriff sat still and
Livingstone merely waited patiently for the noise level to abate.
Livingstone was, however, obliged to rule pursuant to s. 491 (1) (b)
that the three guns in question be forfeited to the state without
compensation and be disposed of as the attorney general saw fit.
McWhinnie had to discuss the sentencing “with others” first. So, he
could only notify the court that the Crown might proceed with the s.
111 application in an effort to have extra prohibition time levied
against Carlos “in the interest of public safety”. He told the judge he
wanted to adjourn the matter to October 18 to fix a hearing date.
The judge asked for a response from Mr. Fritze. “No objection,” he
replied, although he did object; so did the Carlos family and
members of their support group. But nothing could be done except
wait. The Crown was in the driver’s seat but not without sustaining
considerable berating in the popular press and on the Internet. The
Crown looked foolish in the public’s eye for committing a string of
irregularities. While the Crown needed a way to save face Jane
Gaffin was preventing it. She blasted the government over its
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blatant abuse of the law and for its wanton conduct against a fine,
decent Yukoner, a Canadian.
Two months earlier Gaffin had pulverized the Crown with her
classic, Carlos Home Raided on Unconstitutional Law. One
jubilant response suggested the fine piece of work be printed out,
dropped inside a hotdog bun, spread lavishly with doo-doo and
offered to all involved in the fiasco as the original (ca-ca) sandwich.
“They all deserve to take a bite, and I wish they’d choke on it. If the
powers that be don’t come for you after this, maybe they are finally
getting the message. I wonder if that could possibly be. Keep at it.
They may be on the defense now.”
The Crown was on the defensive. The Ontario Court of Appeal had
ruled that the section of the Criminal Code under which RCMP
obtained a bogus warrant to go on a wholesale fishing expedition in
the Carlos home over 30 months ago was unconstitutional. The
police were wrong to invade an individual’s privacy in a
circumstance where they had no reason to even suspect, let alone
believe, that a crime had been or was being committed behind
those walls until the officers forced their way inside the house and
found what they perceived to be firearms storage infractions. Those
three charges were not part and parcel of the search warrant which
only covered the aspect of seizing the firearms in anticipation of
bringing forth an application for a gun-prohibition hearing.
In Section 11, the Charter of Rights and Freedoms states, “Any
person charged with an offence has the right to be informed without
unreasonable delay of the specific offence; and (b) to be tried within
a reasonable time.” Cst. Gork had served Carlos with a notice in
February 2000 that the Crown planned to bring forth an application
for a gun-prohibition hearing. Yet Carlos was never charged with
nor notified of any specific offense with respect to a s. 111
application.
What is the definition of “without unreasonable delay” with respect
to being informed of a specific offence? What is the definition of
“reasonable” with respect to coming to trial? It takes a minimum 15
court appearances spanning three years to bring prohibition
hearings to court anywhere in Canada, if ever. Within the context of
the Charter, those terms had never been legally defined; the openended timeframe, left to a judge’s discretion, abused a citizen’s
rights.
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Most decisions and procedures in the reformed court system were
not based on hard and firm rules and laws but were rather rules
allowed to be bent and broken at the discretion of anyone and
everyone working within the judiciary. To add insult to injury for the
accused, the Firearms Act that conflicts with the Charter of Rights
and Freedoms were both bound between the covers of the Criminal
Code of Canada.
Everything surrounding this case reeked with rot. It took 18 months
for the police to take action on this “very pressing public safety”
matter. “Is that the speed with which you guys usually work?” asked
Fritze at trial. Oh, no, countered the two police witnesses for the
Crown. There was interference of “vacations, rotations and
whatnot.”
The two female complainants, Sandra Orban and Julie Nordmann,
who filed unfounded and contradictory accusations against Carlos,
had been free to commit their dastardly deeds with total impunity.
Three other females plus a male accomplice had embellished their
interviews with lies. All deserved to be forced to the witness stand
to make the same allegations under oath and harsh crossexamination as they had felt secure in doing behind closed doors
with police allies.
Interrogation in a public forum can be tortuous punishment,
especially since their fairy tales would be dissected for plausibility
and publicized for plot. Possibly a prohibition hearing would deter
other mean-spirited bureaucratic bullies from hurting innocent
people by so readily lying to the police who accepted the “he
said/she said” evidence as gospel and who were always eager to
upgrade silly allegations into serious gun charges that carried the
threat of imprisonment.
Prosecuting these vexatious cases was a hefty burden to the public
purse. The Carlos case cost a conservatively-calculated $2.7
million without accounting for 10 Crown witnesses subpoenaed
twice and a government attorney having to attend court a minimum
of one score while fixing dates for trial and/or sentencing.
The Crown appeared reluctant to proceed with the gun prohibition
hearing. The flitty, petite temporary hire in the firearms office had
given hearsay evidence to the police officer in her interview. Leah
Richardson, working a new job within the Justice department when
subpoenaed, fretted tearfully over the thought of going to court.
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Maybe others hadn’t considered the consequences beforehand,
either. Orban’s name was most prominent in newspaper articles as
the instigator of the whole sordid mess. She must have been
quaking in her boots. She whined to anybody who would listen: “I’m
not the only one involved in this.”
Orban was the ultra-green, 31-year-old traveling mate of Steve
Howes when the two Northern Affairs mining inspectors barged
unannounced into the Carlos camp on August 5, 1998. They didn’t
even “knock” by hello-ing the camp before entering.
This lack of common courtesy illustrated the inherent contempt with
which some government agents treated operators, and then
wondered why field people weren’t pleasantly disposed to their
visits. If they pulled the same stunt in town by entering a house
without knocking they would be met with strong resistance and
charged with unlawful breaking and entering.
The uninvited guests had shown up inappropriately at 6 p.m.
Dinnertime. Carlos, who had completed a 10-hour shift on the drill
rig, was dirty and hungry. He was interrupted from his shower; his
supper delayed 90 minutes while he entertained Howes and Orban.
Normally the diplomatic Mrs. Carlos, who liked meeting new
people, would have called cheerfully from the cook tent, inviting
everybody to come in for a scrumptious meal. But Paula harbored a
foreboding about Orban.
A discussion ensued between Carlos and Howes about mining
regulations in general. Carlos commented he had no problem with
the regulations per se. His concern was that individual regulatory
agents would create undue difficulties for operators by bringing
their personal anti-mining agenda into the field. A defiant Orban,
who was not a contributor to the conversation, interjected once with
her shop-worn Leftists’ New-Think phraseology: “Well, if we can
save even one thing, it’s worth it.” Her remark sounded like one of
the scriptures found in Wendy Cukier’s Coalition for Gun Control
manuals: “If we can save just one life, it’s worth it.”
On that August evening in 1998, Orban wasn’t packing a gun;
neither was Steve Howes packing a gun; nor was Carlos packing a
gun. There was no longarm propped against the tent pole; there
wasn’t a gun in sight. Yet the Carlos case, instigated by Orban, was
destined to become a gun issue.
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Perhaps Orban felt slighted for not being drawn into the men’s
conversation. After steaming for five months she decided with
urging from others in the DIAND office to get even with this sinful
pillager of her earth.
The audacious Orban impugned in a stale-dated unsigned;
unnotarized, undated incident report of January 1999 that Carlos
had threatened to shoot any government people who came into his
camp with guns.
The police investigated Orban’s and her pal Julie Nordman’s
complaints. Recognized as the personal vendetta it was, Cst.
Raymond Sydney closed the matter and shelved the report. A while
later the investigation was reopened. Cst. Wayne Gork interviewed
Orban on May 13, 1999 – over nine months after she had been in
Carlos’ camp. She complained to the officer that Carlos had made
her leery of her job. “I don’t think that anybody should be
threatened when they’re walking through the woods, be it a nature
walk or at their job. So, I questioned the kind of job I was in.”
In two separate police interviews, Howes defended Carlos. He
denied ever hearing the prospector threaten to shoot anybody or do
bodily harm in any form. He said Carlos was merely vocal about
government intrusion into his life and his rights were being taken
away.
Howes, as well as another government man subpoenaed as a
Crown witness, Hugh Copland, were expected to testify on Carlos’
behalf if the prohibition hearing happened.
The Crown’s case, slipping away since the airy-fairy idea was
hatched in a backroom in December 1999, could leave the legal
system red-faced. But not to proceed would negate Carlos’ opportunity
to face his accusers in court, which is the way justice used to be done.
While sitting in the courtroom listening attentively to the judge read
the sentence, a salient question tugged at people’s minds: How did
a chance encounter with a female fed in an unrelated non-gun
episode in his bush camp evolve into the highest court of Canada
criminally convicting Carlos for improperly storing firearms inside
his Whitehorse home and condemn him to be sentenced for
breaking a law that did not exist?
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The path the legal system had moved from Point A to Point B was a
very jagged line indeed. It didn’t make sense other than society has
given Orban permission and protection through her government
job to file a malicious untruth against a white male because she
didn’t like a mining person violating her Earth.
Government good; guns bad. Why don’t people understand? Orban
was sanctioned to make an issue out of guns, which were not an
issue, simply by falsely accusing a man of using the perfectly good
English word “shoot”.
Had Carlos not been a gun owner, the unfounded allegations would
have reaped about the same attention as does a particle of dust
floating around the universe. But the government had declared
open season on gun owners and had provided police with a liberal
and sweeping mandate to invade their privacy and plunder their
property. Charter of Rights and Freedoms be damned.
For sure, all the Crown’s weasels were sniffing for another legal
chink to chock in order that Carlos might be prevented from
escaping the labyrinth. Still, it was doubtful the prohibition hearing
would proceed. Dragging Carlos back into court following Judge
Livingstone’s ruling of no further prohibition and subtly suggesting
the Crown desist from further prosecution would cause a backlash
of biblical proportions from an outraged public.
Besides, Gaffin had already promised in print that she had written a
document that would become public as soon as it was tabled as
part of Carlos’ defense. The Statutory Declaration named names
and described motives. Reputations of some government wonks
would not remain in tact. Anybody with an ounce of brains knew
Gaffin would include the threatening phone call she had received
August 7, 2000 from Crown prosecutor David McWhinnie, worried
about his reputation and career. How the tale ended would be told
at 2 p.m. on October 18, 2002.
October 17:

Carlos was adamant he wasn’t going to court the next day; Gaffin
agreed to attend as his agent and would contact his lawyer for
direction. Fritze was faster. He forwarded the Crown’s letter by
email to Carlos via Gaffin regarding staying the s. 111 application.
A stay is a halt in a judicial proceeding whereby the court will not
take further action until the occurrence of some event. A stay can
be temporary or permanent. In this incident the only way the stay
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could be revived would be for the Yukon government’s Minister of
Justice to make it happen within a year; it was not customary for
stays to ever be revived.
The wrong docket number graced McWhinnie’s letter to Fritze.
Docket #99-00864A was the finalized s. 86 gun storage matter;
#99-08586 would have been the proper court reference for the
pending s. 111 application.
“Upon consideration, we have determined that it would not be in the
public interest to proceed with the above noted application,” wrote
McWhinnie, “and so it will not be necessary for either you or your
client to attend on October 18. We propose to conclude the matter
by staying the now pending Section 111 Application...”
The letter went on, then concluded with: “In deferring to the
jurisdiction and discretion of the Firearms Officer, we should not be
taken as commenting in any way on the merits of the Section 111
Application; rather, we have determined not to proceed with that
matter as it appears to us more appropriate to let these issues to be
determined initially by the Firearms Officer rather than the same
Court to whom a review of the Firearms Officer’s decision could
conceivably be referred.”
Interpretation: the Crown wanted an extra year’s prohibition
established for Carlos and could achieve its goal by returning him
to the legal treadmill. He was referred to the Yukon firearms office
where he had been sideswiped during the process of applying for a
Permit to Carry in March 1999. Firearms officer Dan Otterbein who
was working without support staff of Tina Thomas and Leah
Richardson, would be solely responsible for determining eligibility.
Who would compose his letters? Not him. So, he might ignore
Carlos’ correspondence as he had done previously. Only time
would tell whether Otterbein would honor the request to have
licenses, registrations and other paperwork returned so Carlos
could retrieve his gun collection from RCMP custody.
Why should there be any problem though? The Crown had implied
that the chief firearms officer for the Yukon would not come into
cross-purposes with Carlos. After all, administrators had learned by
now that Carlos was an exemplary citizen, expert woodsman and
master gun handler. He had owned firearms for over 45 years
without incident or accident and had been issued permits to carry
handguns into the wilds for more than 20 years. Besides, Judge
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Livingstone’s sentencing had subtly recommended that “enough is
enough”.
While this specific case wasn’t expected to rear its ugly head in
court again, there was anticipation of spin-off effects. It had become
obvious to members of the legal system and more importantly
brought to the attention of the general public and influential people,
that the badly flawed warrant application to raid the Carlos house
contained fairy tales spun by a group of feminist feds who could put
Grimm to shame. Their bedtime rubbish, which fisheries officer
Jacques Jobin embellished with his own ridiculous fables, was
swallowed wholesale by the police. Furthermore, the particular
section of the Criminal Code under which the police easily obtained
a search warrant from Judge Heino Lilles had since been struck
down as unconstitutional.
What goes around comes around. David Latoski, Leo van
Kalsbeek, Sandra Orban and a few other regulatory agents were
being found out. They were weeded from Northern Affairs before
the responsibility for the federal program was devolved to the
Yukon government on April 1, 2003. Red-circled names would not
be offered jobs with the inheritor.
Displaced mining inspectors, the likes of Orban and van Kalsbeek,
could always find refuge with the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans. Word sifted back to Whitehorse that Orban romped
through the summer of 2002 harassing placer miners up north in
60-Mile country near Dawson.
Orban had again exercised her penchant for lodging complaints
against men. Her legacy with Northern Affairs was to lay a formal
internal complaint of a sexual nature against Latoski, one of the
men who had urged Orban to file a complaint against Carlos.
Latoski had never met Carlos; what was the grudge?
The federal authorities were coy about the precise amount of
substantial hush money the government paid to assuage Orban’s
wounded feelings, hinting only that it would probably have paid the
legal fees for Carlos’ trial and appeal. The matter would only be
pursued with Access to Information should the Crown have brought
forward witnesses in a prohibition hearing.
Latoski was eventually shunted off to a new federal position as
harbormaster in British Columbia’s capital of Victoria in mid-2002.
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He could run but he couldn’t hide. It is herewith made obvious he
and his conspirators had not heard the last of Allen Carlos.
Inquiries were being made about the nest of federal “justice”
employees and regulatory authorities whose combined efforts
committed excessive bureaucratic abuse against the Whitehorse
resident.
The more people learned the more agitated they were to think their
own government could drag a lone man into the Supreme Court of
Canada to decide the intent behind the word “storage” which
Parliament neglected to define in legislation and the Criminal Code.
To boot, the whole scandalous mess was rooted in nothing more
than a personal vendetta that culminated into a character
assassination and begged for an independent public inquiry.
Infractions against Carlos’ civil rights ranged from a bogus and
embellished application for a search warrant to a contrived and
unanimous decision handed down in 10 minutes by a seven-justice
Supreme Court panel.
Some saw the SCC ruling as a step closer to a police state and
should qualify the five-member Carlos family to seek asylum in the
United States on grounds of political persecution.
What happened to the day when private lives of decent citizens
were private without the state’s encroachment? A man’s house
used to be his castle. Now the right to be secure against
unreasonable search and seizure (s. 8 Charter of Rights and
Freedoms) has been turned into open season for police and
inspectors to walk in and grab what they want, when they want.
Another good ruling was handed down in the Ontario Court of
Appeal in 2001. It could possibly change how regulatory authorities
conduct business and prevent them from running roughshod over
the constitutional rights of individuals and corporations. The appeal
court decision curtailed the authority of provincial regulators and
their federal counterparts operating in Ontario who had bullied and
strong-armed people for too long.
The precedent setting ruling would have substantial implications on
how federal regulators could behave across Canada henceforth,
especially in federally-controlled jurisdictions like the Yukon and the
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Northwest Territories, and trickle down to other levels of territorial
and municipal governments.
Stopping the bullying couldn’t come too soon before more innocent
people were hurt. Out-of-control regulatory boneheads needed
reining in, tuned up and held accountable for the myriad of
travesties perpetrated against hard-working citizens whose biggest
crimes were trying to earn a living and to hold on to whatever
assets they owned.
October:

Soon after his sentencing hearing on October 4, Carlos started the
process of registering his guns with the Canadian Firearms Centre. It
would expedite reclamation of his legally-owned property when the
six-month probation expired on April 4, 2003. He then solicited
assistance from the head office of the Responsible Firearms Owners
Coalition of Langley, British Columbia. With the help of Kevin Stanes,
the wheels were turning slowly but at least the process was in motion.

2003
April 4:

Carlos’ six-month probation ended.

November :

Based on instructions from a chief firearms officer in
Alberta responsible for Yukon firearms business, the Canada Firearms
Centre issued Allen Carlos a license in November 2003 – three years
and nine months after the RCMP seized the family’s gun collection and
paperwork during their surprise home invasion in February 2000.
The regional firearms officer in southern Canada was convinced that
Allen Carlos was not—and never had been—a threat to public safety.
The regional firearms officer then dispatched instructions for Dan
Otterbein, the chief firearms officer for the Yukon, to release the seized
gun collection.
Otterbein notified the RCMP, then called Carlos into a meeting in the fall
of 2003 to discuss the return of his firearms license, which came by mail
immediately. But the registration certificates were suspiciously stalled. It
appeared as though the Whitehorse authorities did not want to return
his firearms, or were at least in no rush to expedite the process.

December:

Jane Gaffin’s 800-page chronicle of events under the title Justice
Served Up Yukonslavia Style: The Shameful Conspiracy Behind the
Allen Carlos Trilogy, 1998 to 2003, Onward was typeset, formatted
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and posted online by Christopher di Armani from his home in Lytton,
British Columbia.
2004
January:

Carlos patiently waited until early January 2004. A two-minute phone
conversation with the Canadian Firearms Centre in Miramichi, New
Brunswick, cleared up the mystery. The CFC employee confirmed the
registrations were indeed there. But the employee claimed not to have
known he wanted them mailed to him! What else would the employee
think a Yukon resident wanted done with those registration certificates?
Just another bureaucratic non-think to add frustration to the process.
Soon, the package of paperwork showed up in his mailbox. Carlos paid
a visit to the RCMP detachment. After gently coaxing and a couple of
reminders later, the nice RCMP Corporal found his way out from under a
mound of forms long enough to fulfill his promise to return the firearms
to the rightful owner.

March 2:

The RCMP Corporal approached the Carlos residence in the late
afternoon of March 2, 2004. He was alone and without concern for
officer safety. He was the bearer of good news. In the back of his
service vehicle was Allen Carlos' legally-owned firearms collection that
a four-member “SWAT” team had seized from the same house four
years ago. The young Corporal handled the property with the same
respect he would have his own. The long arms were wrapped in a
protective plastic-type material for the short ride to the Riverdale
subdivision; the handguns were in carrying cases.
Three handguns that had been subject of trial weren't coming home,
though, as per CC s. 491(1). One was his favorite Ruger .44 Magnum
Super Blackhawk, which Carlos had carried in the bush for many field
seasons. Another favorite handgun was an impressive nickel-plated
Ruger SP-101 .357 Magnum which the government had designated
"prohibited" for no other reason than its short barrel length. Another
favorite piece the government had categorized "prohibited" was a
novelty, derringer-sized Freedom Arms short-barrel .22 pistol with a little
brown carrying pouch. Although Carlos was not privileged to witness
destruction of the firearms, the Corporal showed him photographs that
satisfied Carlos that the guns had been destroyed and would not end up
in the hands of government officials and be sold for profit on the black
market.
Carlos and his older son, Luke, helped the young officer carry the guns
downstairs where the men placed the firearms carefully on the felt
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surface of the pool table. Together, he and the officer ticked off each
one against the exhibit list and examined them for damage. Amazingly,
there was no rust. Somebody had gone to the trouble to periodically oil
and clean the guns while in custody.
Exactly what was gained for the government to spend over $2.7 million
from the public purse to viciously prosecute an upstanding Whitehorse
family? Exactly where was the “public safety" factor in this exercise? Did
the public and the police feel safer that Carlos was deprived of his guns
for four years before his legally-owned property was returned to him?
What was the point of an illustrious Justice system amusing itself
persecuting a family for such a long duration if, in the conclusion, the
guns would be returned, anyway?
Did everybody feel safer that he was forced into the Supreme Court of
Canada? Did everybody feel safer that he was set back about $75,000
in legal expenses during the traumatic ordeal? The only apparent
benefit was of a vindictive nature that kept a bunch of bureaucrats and
their support staffs gainfully employed and off the streets for a while.
On the the cover page of Justice Served Up Yukonslavia Style Gaffin
asked: "How can a person be criminally convicted in the Supreme Court
of Canada for a law that does not exist?" Nobody ever answered the
question.
Since the conclusion of the Carlos Trilogy, the Justice department,
police and regulatory agents seemed to have tempered their zeal, at
least temporarily, for concocting backroom conspiracies with bogus
search warrants with which to descend upon innocent victims in a fury.
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Yukon News (cont)
McNeely, Sean, Gun Charges Dismissed, November 3, 2000.
Letter to Editor, Reporter Biased, re: Gaffin article covering Carlos trial, letter
written by Crown counsel David McWhinnie for signature of Chief Firearms Officer
Dan Otterbein, August 11, 2000.
Letter to Editor, Gag Reflex, from Paul Rogan, Whitehorse, October 4, 2000.
Books
Bastiat, Frédéric, The Law, The Foundation for Economic Education Inc, modern
translation by Dean Russell, 29 pages, originally written in 1850.
Criminal Code, pocketbook, including Firearms Act, Canadian Bill of Rights and
Constitution Act, Carswell, A Thompson Company, 1306 pages plus 116 page
index, 2003, and Martin’s Annotated Criminal Code of Canada, for specific
sections as pertain to years 1998 to 2002.
Gaffin, Jane, Cashing In: A History of Yukon Hardrock Mining, Word Pro, 215
pages, 1982.
Orwell, George, Nineteen Eighty Four, Penguin Pocketbooks, reprint 1990, 326
pages, original copyright by Eric Blair, 1949.
Poe, Richard, The Seven Myths of Gun Control, Forum, an imprint of Prima
Publishing, 240 pages, 2001.
Suprynowicz, Vin, The Ballad of Carl Drega: Essays of the Freedom Movement,
1994-2001, Mountain Media, 696 pages, 2002.
Suprynowicz, Vin, Send in the Waco Killers: Essays on the Freedom Movement,
1993-1998, Mountain Media, 508 pages, 1999.
Yogis, John, Q.C., Canadian Law Dictionary, including Charter of Rights and
Freedoms, Barron’s Educational Series, Inc., 335 pages, 1998.
Documents (Legal, Private and Public)
Appellant’s Factum, office of Deputy Attorney General of Canada. Department of
Justice, Ottawa, per counsel for the appellant Graham Garton, Q.C., and David
McWhinnie, Appeal from Court of Appeal of the Yukon Territory to Supreme
Court of Canada, in the matter pertaining to Her Majesty the Queen, appellant,
and Allen Michael Carlos, respondent, 14 pages. December 17, 2001.
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Application for a search warrant, presented by applicant RCMP Cst. Wayne Gork
to territorial judge Heino Lilles, 58 pages, February 14, 2000.
Application for Prohibition, presented by applicant Cst. Wayne Gork to Crown
counsel, 2 pages, February 18, 2000.
Canadian Firearms Act, (Bill C-68), an act respecting firearms and other
weapons, 137 pages with Table of Provisions, as passed the House of
Commons, June 13, 1995.
Carlos, Allen, one page notarized letter filed with RCMP in response to OrbanNordmann allegations, January 29, 1999.
Carlos, Allen, private documents, personal letters and appended letters of
various 1999 dates between lawyer Grant Macdonald and Chief Firearms Officer
Dan Otterbein, prepared for Alberta-based defense counsel Richard Fritze,
February 28, 2000.
Comments on Appellant’s Factum, private document prepared for defense in
response to notice of appeal to Supreme Court of Canada in matter pertaining to
Regina v. Allen Michael Carlos, 4 pages, undated. 2002.
Comments on Appellant’s Factum, private document prepared for defense in
response to notice of appeal to Supreme Court of Canada, 2 pages, February 18,
2002.
Court of Appeal for Yukon Territory, notes for appeal heard before three British
Columbia based justices (Ryan, Proudfoot and Mackenzie) in Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory, David McWhinnie, Counsel for the Crown and Richard Fritze, Counsel
for the respondent, in the matter of Regina v. Allen Michael Carlos, May 29,
2001.
Fritze, Richard, Defence Argument in Yukon Territorial court matter pertaining to
Her Majesty the Queen v. Allen Michael Carlos, 17 pages, September 5, 2000.
Fritze, Richard, Defence Argument in Response to Crown in Yukon territorial
court matter pertaining to Her Majesty the Queen v. Allen Michael Carlos, 6
pages, October 2, 2000.
Fritze, Richard, Respondent’s Position with Respect to Appellant’s Statement of
Facts, with respect to matter before Yukon Court of Appeal for the Yukon
Territory, pertaining to Regina v. Allen Michael Carlos, 18 pages, April 23, 2001.
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Fritze, Richard, Statement of Facts in response to the Appellant’s Factum,
appeal of Court of Appeal of Yukon Territory to the Supreme Court of Canada in
matter of Her Majesty the Queen, appellant, and Allen Michael Carlos,
respondent, 16 pages, February 14, 2002.
Fritze, Richard, Sentencing submission, in the territorial court of the Yukon
before Deputy Judge Deborah Livingstone, re: Her Majesty the Queen against
Allen Michael Carlos, 6 pages, July 2002.
Fritze, Richard, Response to Sentencing Submissions of the Crown, in the
territorial court of the Yukon, before Deputy Judge Deborah Livingstone, re: Her
Majesty the Queen against Allen Michael Carlos, #99-00864A, attached was
copy of decision from Ontario Court of Appeal of July 19, 2002, that declared
Criminal Code Section 117.04(1) unconstitutional (paragraphs 50 to 61 specific),
3 pages plus 22-page attachment, August 2002.
Gaffin, Jane, journalist, Statutory Declaration, in the matter of a firearm
prohibition hearing to be held April 19/20, 2001, at Whitehorse, Yukon Territory,
notarized, 11 pages, February 28, 2001.
Gaffin, Jane, self-proclaimed fund-raiser for Allen Carlos, formal letter to request
assistance from Canadian Shooting Sports Association, Mississauga, Ontario,
unanswered, 5 pages, December 28, 2001.
Gaffin, Jane, self-proclaimed fund-raiser for Allen Carlos, formal letter to request
assistance from National Firearms Association, Edmonton, Alberta,
unanswered, 7 pages, November 15, 2001.
Information(s) of S/Cst. S. Shipman, RCMP, three counts of storage charges
against Allen Carlos, originator file #99-285, court file #99-00864 and #9900864A (amended), February 28 and 29, 2000.
Justice, department of, email forwarded to Justice personnel, firearms officers
and members of police detachments re: Supreme Court of Canada ruling that
loaded firearms found without trigger locks, hastily placed in locked safe and
behind stereo cabinet, considered unsafely stored within meaning of Section 86
of Criminal Code (R v. Carlos), 2002, message dated April 23, 2002.
Livingstone, Deputy Judge Deborah K., Reasons for Judgment in territorial court
of Yukon, Regina v. Allen Michael Carlos, David McWhinnie Esq. Appearing for
Crown and Richard Fritze Esq. Appearing for Defence, Docket #99-00864A, 8
pages, November 2, 2000.
Livingstone, Deputy Judge Deborah K., Reasons for Sentence, in territorial court
of Yukon, Her Majesty the Queen against Allen Michael Carlos, TC #99-00864A,
6 pages, October 4, 2002.
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McFaull, Jim, B.Sc., F.G.A.C., exploration geologist, Statutory Declaration, re:
Firearms Prohibition Hearing regarding Mr. Allen Carlos, notarized, 3 pages,
February 16, 2001.
McWhinnie, David, Notice of Appeal in response to Deputy Judge Livingstone’s
Reasons for Judgment in Yukon territorial court matter pertaining to Regina v.
Allen Michael Carlos, 3 pages, November 29, 2000.
McWhinnie, David, Crown counsel, “high-importance” correspondence sent to
defense lawyer Richard Fritze regarding Possible Sentencing Approaches,
following Supreme Court of Canada guilty verdict, May 16, 2002.
McWhinnie, David, Crown counsel, Sentencing Submissions in the territorial
court of the Yukon before Deputy Judge Deborah Livingstone, re: Her Majesty
the Queen v. Allen Michael Carlos, 5 pages, July 28, 2002.
McWhinnie, David, Crown counsel, correspondence sent to Richard Fritze, re: fix
date for Section 111 application, Docket #99-00864A (sic, supposed to be
Docket #99-08586), stay of s. 111 proceedings (notice sent to senior court
clerk for entry in record October 15, 2002), 2 pages, October 17, 2002.
Ryan, Justice Catherine, and Justice Patricia Proudfoot and Mr. Justice
Mackenzie, Reasons for Judgment, Court of Appeal for Yukon Territory, Regina
v. Allen Michael Carlos, Docket CA00YU441, 22 pages, July 5, 2001.
Supreme Court of Canada, Ottawa, notice of appeal cases to be heard for the
month of April 2002, file #28748, Her Majesty the Queen v. Allen Michael Carlos,
Graham Garton, Q.C., for Appellant and Richard Fritze for Respondent, re:
judgment of appeal July 5, 2001, appeal to SCC pertaining to Criminal Law,
Statutes, Interpretation, Firearms, Meaning of word “storage”, notice posted
April 8, 2002.
Supreme Court of Canada Judgment, conviction on all three counts but no
attempt to legally define word “storage”, 7 to 0 (two females; five males), Chief
Justice Beverley McLachlin, justices Charles Gonthier, Frank Iacobucci, Michel
Bastarache, William Binnie, Louis LeBel and Louise Arbour. Arbour read the five
paragraph decision in two official languages within 10 minutes of hearing Richard
Fritze’s presentation, April 17, 2002.
Territorial Court of Yukon before Judge Barry Stuart, Regina v. Alfred Herzog,
David McWhinnie for Crown and Edward Horembala for Defence, notes from
proceedings and copy of judge’s decision of acquittal, Docket #02-00256, 10
pages, February 13, 2003.
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Publications and Papers
Annan, Jason, Is Environmentalism the New State Religion?, 11 pages, print out
May 2001 from www.mises.org, with 14 references.
McFaull, A.J., A Report on the Yukon Quartz Mining Act and Its Regulatory
Regime’s Impact on the Free Entry System of Mining Law, Aurex Exploration, 50
pages, February 28, 2000.
Yukon Mineral Property Update, Prepared by Mineral Resources Branch,
Department of Economic Development, Government of Yukon, 67 pages, 2001.
Reports
Drapeau, Pauline and Jacques Jobin, officers, Department of Fisheries and
Oceans, Report an Incident Verbal or Physical Towards Fishery Officers, Their
Families or Property, Either Personal or Departmental, 2 pages, May 26, 1998.
Orban, Sandra, and Julie Nordmann, both employees of DIAND’s Northern
Affairs Mineral Resources, two one-page companion reports written on Fisheries
and Oceans letterhead and filed with RCMP Whitehorse, January 19, 1999.
Orban, Sandra, fisheries officer, Department of Fisheries and Oceans, curriculum
vitae (CV), directed by chair of Yukon Territory Water Board to file with water
board proceedings, one page, 2003.
Transcripts
CBC radio, interview for morning news broadcasts, David Latoski, January 20,
1999.
CBC radio, fisheries officers storm water board offices over instream-settling
application, May 14, 2001.
CBC radio, interview by reporter Karen Rocznik with Don Mckenzie for morning
news broadcast, August 16, 2000.
CBC radio, interview for noon news broadcast with Al Carlos, November 2, 2000.
CBC radio, interview by show host Lucy Oldenbarneveld with Al Carlos for 8:45
a.m. Special Report, November 3, 2000.
CBC radio, interview by Vic Istchenko with Al Carlos for morning news
broadcasts, July 10, 2001.
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CBC radio, interview by Vic Istchenko with Al Carlos for morning news
broadcasts, August 29, 2001.
CBC radio, interview by David Croft with Al Carlos for morning news broadcasts,
September 17, 2001.
CBC radio, interview by Brian Boyle with Laura Jones of Vancouver-based
Fraser Institute re: Canadian mining companies give Yukon government a failing
grade and refuse to invest in territory, for morning news broadcasts,
December 19, 2001.
CBC radio, interview by Brian Boyle with defense lawyer Richard Fritze and
Graham Garton for the Crown, for morning news broadcasts, April 15, 2002.
CBC radio, interview by morning show host Ellen Jones with Allen Carlos
regarding handing down of hasty Supreme Court decision, 7:20 a.m. Special
Report, April 18, 2002.
CBC radio, interview by Vic Istchenko with Allen Carlos, for morning news
broadcasts, April 18, 2002.
CBC radio, interview by Brian Boyle with Allen Carlos, for noon news broadcast,
February 21, 2003.
CBC radio, lengthy interview by noon show host Nancy Thompson with Allen
Carlos, Special Report, February 24, 2003.
CHON-FM, interview with Al Carlos for noon news broadcast, November 2, 2000.
CHON-FM, interview by Scott Ross with Al Carlos for morning news broadcast,
November 3, 2000.
CHON-FM, interview with Al Carlos for noon news broadcast, February 7, 2002.
CHON-FM, morning news broadcasts regarding high-profile Carlos case being
heard by Supreme Court, April 17, 2002.
CHON-FM, morning news broadcasts regarding the Supreme Court bringing
down swift decision against Allen Carlos, April 18, 2002.
CHON-FM, noon news broadcasts regarding cheque presented to Mr. and
Mrs. Allen Carlos on behalf of Responsible Firearms Owners Coalition,
February 21, 2002.
CKRW radio, noon news broadcast re: Al Carlos acquittal, November 3, 2000.
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CKRW radio, morning news broadcast regarding the high-profile Carlos case
going to Supreme Court, April 15, 2002.
CKRW radio, morning news broadcasts based on interview Allen Carlos
gave media collectively, aired April 18, 2002.
CKRW radio, interview with Fred Hall, who presented cheque on behalf of
Responsible Firearms Owners Coalition, and with Allen Carlos, noon news
broadcast, February 21, 2003.
Gaffin, Jane, proceedings of fund-raiser meeting sponsored by Responsible
Firearms Owners Coalition for Allen Carlos and family, Gold Rush Inn,
September 27, 2000.
Gork, Cst. Wayne Douglas, transcripts of RCMP interviews with Julie Nordmann
(April 26), Hugh Copland (April 26), Sandra Orban (May 13), Steve Howes
(July 6), Pauline Drapeau (May 3), Jacques Jobin (May 3), Tina Thomas
(November 4) and Leah Richardson (November 5), and appended to application
for search warrant, various lengths, 1999. (Note: The RCMP never released
information pertaining to conversations and/or interviews police officer and Crown
counsel had with David Latoski and Leo van Kalsbeek; nor was the transcript
released regarding the two-hour self-defense interview Gork had with Allen Carlos
on February 3, 2000. Why not? )
Jenkins, Peter, Member of Legislative Assembly for Klondike, Yukon Party,
Legislature question period, Gun Control Legislation, Hansard, November 2,
2000.
Jenkins, Peter, Yukon Party MLA for Klondike riding, speech presented for
Jenkins by Dawson Mayor Glen Everitt to water board meeting in Dawson City,
Yukon, May 17, 2001.
MacKay, Gordon, geologist, transcript of interview re: Brewery Creek gold deposit,
October 7, 1993.
Power, Mike, geophysicist, president of Yukon Chamber of Mines, paper
presented to Yukon Placer Authorization Public Review meeting, Gold Rush
Inn, February 5, 2002.
Responsible Firearms Owners Coalition, proceedings of noon meeting, Gold
Rush Inn, October 28, 2000.
Territorial Court Proceedings before Deputy Judge Deborah Livingstone, re: Her
Majesty the Queen against Allen Michael Carlos, David McWhinnie for the
Crown and Richard Fritze for the Defence, 297 pages, July 26, 27 and 28, 2000.
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Territorial Water Board Proceedings, pursuant to the Yukon Waters Act, in the
public hearing of a type B water licence application PM02-284 for a placer mining
undertaking on 50 Mile Creek by Ralph Nordling and Al Rudis, (particular
attention given to the transcript that pertained to an attempt to garner intelligent
responses during cross-examinations of Leo van Kalsbeek, fish habitat specialist,
and Sandra Orban, enforcement officer, who were present on behalf of their
employer and intervenor, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans), 1,788 pages,
dates ranging between March 12 and April 23, 2003.
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